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NATIONAL SPACE BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

ANNUAL REPORT

OCTOBER 1, 2000 - SEPTEMBER 30, 2001

(Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-58)

1.0 INTRODUCTION

This report outlines National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) activities during FY

2001, the fourth year of the NSBRI's programs. It is prepared in accordance with Cooperative

Agreement NCC 9-58 between NASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center and Baylor College of
Medicine (NSBRI).

2.0 BACKGROUND

The NSBRI is responsible for the development of countermeasures against the deleterious effects

of long-duration space flight and performs fundamental and applied space biomedical research

directed toward this goal. Its mission is to lead a world-class, national effort in integrated,

critical path space biomedical research that supports NASA's Human Exploration and

Development of Space (HEDS) Strategic Plan by focusing on the enabling of long-term human

presence in, development of, and exploration of space. This is accomplished by:

• designing, testing and validating effective countermeasures to address the biological and
environmental impediments to long-term human space flight;

• defining the molecular, cellular, organ-level, integrated responses and mechanistic

relationships that ultimately determine these impediments, where such activity fosters the

development of novel countermeasures;

• establishing biomedical support technologies to maximize human performance in space,

reduce biomedical hazards to an acceptable level and deliver quality medical care;

• transferring and disseminating the biomedical advances in knowledge and technology

acquired through living and working in space to the general benefit of mankind, including
the treatment of patients suffering from gravity- and radiation-related conditions on Earth;
and

• ensuring open involvement of the scientific community, industry and the public in the

Institute's activities and fostering a robust collaboration with NASA, particularly through
NASA's Lyndon B. Johnson Space Center.

NASA established the NSBRI in April 1997 following competitive selection. Primary support

for the NSBRI's activities is furnished by NASA through a cooperative agreement although

funds to support Institute activities also come from several sources, including the institutions

involved in carrying out the NSBRI's programs. The cooperative agreement award is for a five

and one-half year base period and three, five-year optional extensions. The first optional

extension, lasting until September 30, 2007, will be exercised. Initial annual base funding for the

Institute's first two years of operation (FY 1998 and FY 1999) was approximately $10 million.

In FY 2000, base annual funding was increased to approximately $14 million to develop the

infrastructure needed to support planned program growth in FY 2001. In support of the



expandedresearchandeducationprogram,the FY 2001baseannualfundingwas increasedto
approximately$25million.

The NSBRI is governedby a consortiumof twelve institutions- Baylor Collegeof Medicine,
BrookhavenNationalLaboratory,HarvardMedicalSchool,TheJohnsHopkinsUniversitySchoolof
MedicineandAppliedPhysicsLaboratory,MassachusettsInstituteof Technology,MorehouseSchool
of Medicine,Mount Sinai Schoolof Medicine,Rice University,TexasA&M University,the
Universityof Arkansasfor MedicalSciences,theUniversityof PennsylvaniaHealthSystemandthe
Universityof Washington.TheInstitute'sheadquartersarelocatedin Houstonat BaylorCollegeof
Medicine.

The initial Instituteresearchprogramconsistedof eight researchteamscarryingout 37, three-
year projects and four, one-year"synergy" projects designedto bridge betweendiscipline
researchteam activities and create an appropriateatmospherefor future interdisciplinary
research.Becauseof thecompetitiveprocessusedby NASA to selecttheNSBRI, mostof the
initial programwascarriedoutat thesevenoriginalconsortiuminstitutions. Thereare,however,
no restrictionsconcerninginstitutional participation in Institute activity. As a result of two
researchannouncementsin FY 2000,the instituteexpandedto 12researchteamsand85 research
projectsduring its fourth year. In additionto its researchprogram,the NSBRI hasdeveloped
vital educationandoutreachandcommunicationsprogramsthattakeadvantageof theInstitute's
coreresearchactivities.

The managementplan for the Instituteis basedon themodelusedby theNational Institutesof
Health. An independentBoardof ScientificCounselorsis responsiblefor assuringexcellencein
the Institute's intramuralprogramthrough independentexternalpeer review, and an External
Advisory Council is responsiblefor advising Institute managementconcerningprogrammatic
effectiveness.The NSBRI also hasa UserPanelof former and currentastronautsand flight
surgeonsresponsiblefor assuringthat theresearchprogramis focusedon astronauthealthand
safety.An IndustryForumof representativesof aerospace,biomedicalandtechnologyindustries
assistsin developingindustryparticipationin NSBRIandin timely technologytransfer.

3.0 RESEARCH PLAN

The NSBRI's strategic research agenda involves 12 teams of scientists focused on:

• Bone Loss - Addressing the loss and weakening of bone during space flight with the
inherent fracture risks;

• Cardiovascular Alterations - Addressing inflight increase of cardiac dysrhythmias and

postflight impairment of the cardiovascular response to orthostatic and exercise stress;
• Human Performance - Investigating maintenance of high cognitive performance and

vigilance despite environmental stress and sleep disturbances;

• Immunology, Infection and Hematology - Addressing immune system impairment and

altered susceptibility to infection, increased allergic response, decreased blood volume

and postflight anemia;

• Integrated Human Function - Developing an overall understanding of the human body's

response to space flight;
• Muscle Alterations and Atrophy - Focusing on the loss of skeletal muscle mass, strength

and endurance that accompanies space flight;
• Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors - Investigating methods and tools crews can

utilize to cope with stress, isolation and compatibility;



• Neurovestibular Adaptation - Addressing the problems of space motion sickness and

disorientation during flight and the postflight problems of balance and gaze disorders;

• Nutrition, Physical Fitness and Rehabilitation - Developing methods to maintain health

and fitness before, during and after space flights;

• Radiation Effects - Addressing the problem of increased cancer risk caused by the natural

space radiation environment;

• Smart Medical Systems - Developing new methods of remote medical diagnosis and
treatment; and

• Technology Development - Developing instrumentation that will enhance the research of

the other teams and transferring the technology to industry for the benefit of society.

Each research team consists of investigator groups working on complementary projects focused

on a common theme. Team management and coordination is the responsibility of a program
director called a Team Leader while overall scientific direction is the responsibility of the

Institute Director and Associate Director. For FY 2001, the total intramural research program,

including all 12 research areas, involved 85 projects. These projects were selected from the 281

proposals submitted through NSBRI's two FY 2000 research announcements. The average

annual funding per project was approximately $280,000 (Direct + Indirect Costs).

At the start of FY 2001, NSBRI had not received a firm budget from NASA. As a result, the

Institute funded only continuing projects and new projects associated with Team Leaders or

Associate Team Leaders. The additional project proposals, ranked through peer review as
available for selection, were placed in a holding status until the FY 2001 budget was available.

In January, the NSBRI received its budget from NASA and funded additional projects on

February 1, bringing the project total to 85. The February-funded projects were allowed to

stagger their start-up date from March to July. In addition, five projects were selected for further

definition as space-flight experiments. These projects are currently undergoing feasibility review

by NASA.

It should be noted that the NSBRI research announcements succeeded in drawing researchers

from outside the consortium with a total of 47 projects funded at consortium institutions and 38

projects funded at non-consortium institutions. Seventy-two institutions have either a Principal
Investigator or Co-Investigator working on an NSBRI project. Figure 1 shows the distribution of

projects across the United States. A summary of each project is provided in Appendix A.

Further details concerning the research program are provided on the NSBRI Web site,

www.nsbri.org, and in Appendix B, containing the program reports for each research team. _ote
that the pre-publication results presented in this Appendix are intended for NASA internal use

only as these results are privileged.)

In FY 2001, NSBRI's continuing investigators attended the NASA Bioastronautics Meeting in

Galveston. In May and June, two teams, Integrated Human Function and Nutrition, Physical

Fitness and Rehabilitation, benefited from specialized working groups composed of experts who

provided counsel on ways to strengthen and focus each team. Reports from each workshop are

provided in Appendices C and D. A number of research results were published during FY 2001.

Due to staggered start dates for the 85 projects, the list in Appendix E covers primarily the
activities of the NSBRI projects funded at the start of FY 2001. The document lists papers,

reports, abstracts and presentations resulting from full or partial NSBRI support.

In addition to the core intramural research program, the NSBRI has developed a joint program

with the National Institute on Deafness and Other Communication Disorders (NIDCD) that

3
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jointly funds six competitively awarded extramural grants related to the dynamic adaptation of
central vestibular function, an area of common interest. Appendix F gives funding information

for this five-year joint program initiated in FY 1999. NIDCD contributed more than $1.1 million

to this program in FY 2001, while the NSBRI contributed $218,423 from private sources.

Table 1 presents the summary of major NSBRI activities taking place in FY 2001. The activities

ranged from the NASA three-year review and team workshops to management-related meetings
of the Council and Board designed to provide guidance and oversight to the Institute's programs.

DATE

November 9-10

Table 1. MAJOR NSBRI ACTIVITIES

October 1, 2000 - September 30, 2001

ACTIVITY

NASA Three-Year Review Rehearsal

LOCATION

Houston

November 13-15 Peer Review of Education and Outreach Proposals Houston

Nov. 29 - Dec. 1 NASA Three-Year Review Houston

January 17-19 NASA Bioastronautics Meeting Galveston

February 1 Research Award Announcement N/A

Feb. 28 - March 1 External Advisory Council Meeting Houston

March 22 Board of Director's Meeting Houston

April 24-25 NSBRI Education and Public Outreach Houston

Team Workshop

May 2-3 Integrated Human Function Working Group Houston

May 15-17 NASA/NSBRI Space Medicine Workshop Clear Lake

June 21-22 Conroe

July 31-August 2

Nutrition, Physical Fitness and Rehabilitation

Working Group

Standardized Flight Data Collection Working Group Houston

3.1 Space Medicine/Operational Issues

Two joint NASAfNSBRI activities were held in FY 2001 addressing current space medicine
issues.

NASA/NSBRI Space Medicine Workshop

The first NASA/NSBRI Space Medicine Workshop was held May 15-17. The workshop focused
on Resuscitation, Stabilization and Critical Care for the Space Shuttle and International Space

Station. The group was charged with developing an evidence-based practice of space medicine
and with using current information to develop an educational program for space medical officers.

After initial discussion, the committee decided to rewrite the current protocols for care in space

based on space needs and space physiology and to develop a training program based on this

knowledge. To achieve this process a list of all potential problems that could occur in space was



developed addressing neuropsychological problems; general medical, cardiac and respiratory

problems; and trauma problems. The report from the first workshop is provided as Appendix G.

This effort is an ongoing activity that will continue into FY 2002.

NSBRI/NASA Standardized Flight Data Collection Working Group

NSBRI coordinated a working group on this topic. Its first meeting was held July 31-August 2.

Over time, the panel will develop a proposal for the collection of a standardized, integrated

physiological/medical data set on all persons who fly in space as part of the U.S. space program.
The data set will be named the Clinical Status Evaluation Data Set (CSE). The initial focus of

the group will be to develop the CSE for entry, landing and the immediate postflight period. The

working group report is included in Appendix H. This working group is an ongoing activity.

3.2 Research Announcement Plans

In preparation for a possible joint research announcement with NASA in FY 2002, NSBRI Team

Leaders provided management with draft language for their section of the announcement. Each

Team Leader presented focused research questions that were mindful of the team's current gaps

and consistent with the critical path risks and questions.

4.0 EDUCATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH PLAN

The Education and Public Outreach Team supports the NSBRI's mission by ensuring open

involvement in the Institute's activities by the scientific community, industry and the public, and

by ensuring a robust exchange with NASA. Activities target multiple and diverse populations
and aim to:

• inform a large community about NSBRI activities;

• attract young people to careers in science, engineering and medicine;

• promote excellence and innovation in America's science education system;
• increase scientific literacy among teachers, students, their families and the public; and

• create public awareness and appreciation of the opportunities and benefits of NSBRI's space
biomedical research.

Through a variety of innovative programs, space research activities and discoveries are

transferred to teachers at levels K-undergraduate, students and the general public.

The National Research Council's Committee on Undergraduate Education has challenged the

scientific community and institutions of higher learning to provide opportunities for professional

collaborations that create innovative inquiry-based, multidisciplinary courses and instructional

materials; to use the most sophisticated multimedia capabilities to disseminate new materials;

and to develop a seamless pipeline of minority-group science students. The NSBRI has

embedded this challenge in its education and public outreach mission.

Previously, education and public outreach activities were led by teams at three consortium
institutions: Morehouse School of Medicine, Texas A&M University and Baylor College of

Medicine.

In response to a Special Program Announcement for NSBRI Consortium Institutions (NSBRI 00-

02), issued in FY 2000, 18 proposals to expand the education and public outreach activities of

the Institute were received. The Announcement specified that proposals must be based at one of
the 12 consortium institutions, but encouraged non-consortium schools to collaborate with



consortiuminstitutions. A specializedpanelof peersreviewedtheproposalsonNovember13-15
in Houston. A list of thepanelis providedin AppendixI. Following peerreview, six projects
were selectedfor funding. The six projectsreceivedfunds in early February. Another five
proposalswereplacedin aspecialhold categoryof proposalsthat scoredwell but did notreceive
fundsdueto budgetaryreasons.In August2001,fundswereallocatedto addoneproject from
thehold categoryto theprogram.

The NSBRI Educationand Public OutreachTeam held a retreat on April 24-25, 2001, in
Houston. The retreatallowedteammembersto learnthe detailsof eachproject and examine
possiblecollaborativeefforts. Investigatorspresentedinformationabouttheir projects.Theteam
also sharedinformationon teacherprofessionaldevelopment,disseminationmodels,products
and results, technologyapplications,high school and undergraduatestudentprograms,and
researchtopicsandjournal publicationopportunities.

The team'sprogramreport is includedasAppendixJ, andAppendix K providesanexecutive
summaryof eachproject.A brief outlineof eachprojectispresentedbelow.

Baylor College of Medicine

Baylor College of Medicine is producing and disseminating a series of teacher activity guides,

From Outerspace to Innerspace, that make NSBRI research areas relevant to young students and

allow students to investigate these topics. The guides are designed for grades 4-6.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

The Massachusetts Institute of Technology is developing and evaluating two graduate-level

curricula and adapting these materials for undergraduate-level courses, to educate a generation of

scholars in space life sciences.

Morehouse School of Medicine

Morehouse School of Medicine is providing teacher professional development and student

educational opportunities by writing secondary-level problem-based cases, conducting a summer
research program and maintaining an NSBRI film archive.

Mount Sinai School of Medicine

Mount Sinai School of Medicine investigators are working with teachers and students in the New

York City area to develop a stand-alone curriculum that will use space biomedical research as a
theme to teach math and science.

Rice University (in collaboration with The University of Texas Medical Branch)

Led by researchers and educators at Rice University and The University of Texas Medical

Branch, high-school students spend a summer working in research laboratories and exploring the

life of a research scientist. The project also features a professional development opportunity for

secondary-school teachers that enhances their knowledge of space biomedicine.

Texas A&M University

Through the Teacher Academy, Texas A&M University is establishing a group of highly-trained

teachers recruited from across the nation. These Master Teachers will take what they learn about

implementing space-based science curriculum and pass their skills and knowledge on to peers in

their own schools and regions.



University of Washington

Students in the University of Washington's Technical Communications program will have the

opportunity to interview NSBRI researchers as part of a science writing course. Articles appear

in the magazine, Northwest Science & Technology.

5.0 MANAGEMENT PLAN

The original management plan described in the proposal to establish the NSBRI has continued to

serve the Institute's needs during the Institute's fourth full year of operation and has not been

modified. For convenience, the management structure is shown in Figure 2, adopted from the

original proposal.

Key Personnel

During FY 2001, the senior Institute management team (Bobby R. Alford, M.D., Chairman of the

Board and Chief Executive Officer, Laurence R. Young, Sc.D., Director, and Ronald J. White,

Ph.D., Associate Director) did not change. However, with the determination by the Board of

Directors in their March 2000 meeting that it was in the best interest of the Institute to have a

full-time director resident at NSBRI's Headquarters in Houston, a search has been ongoing to

replace Dr. Young, who wished to remain at MIT. Dr. Young has agreed to serve until the Board

can appoint his replacement. By the end of FY 2001, the Board had interviewed a number of
candidates and is continuing to do so.

During FY 2001, all 12 Team Leaders began or continued to function as the research "program

directors." However, the Team Leader of the Technology Development Team, Vince Pisacane,

announced his retirement. He was replaced by Jeffrey Sutton, Harvard-MIT Division of Health

Sciences and Technology, as acting Team Leader with assistance from Harry Charles, Jr., The

Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory, as Associate Team Leader. Paul

Bottomley, Co-Investigator on the Pisacane project, is now the Principal Investigator.

One Principal Investigator changed in FY 2001. In the area of Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial
Factors, Gary Ashton-Jones, a Co-Investigator on the project "Stress, Performance and Locus

Coeruleus," is now the Principal Investigator, replacing James P. Druhan. The project remains

based at the University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. Two Principal Investigators

relocated during FY 2001. In the area of Muscle Atrophy and Alterations, Robert W. Wiseman
moved from the University of Washington to Michigan State University. In the area of

Integrated Human Function, P. Bryant Chase relocated from the University of Washington to

Florida State University.

Board of Directors

The current membership of the NSBRI Board of Directors is shown in Table 2. The Board met

in Houston once during FY 2001. One member of the Board changed during FY 2001. Alan L.

Schiller, Mount Sinai School of Medicine, replaced Robert Berne, New York University. The

second Board of Directors meeting, originally scheduled for September 25, was postponed due to
the delay of the External Advisory Council meeting. The meeting was rescheduled for
November 2001.

8
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Table 2. NSBRI BOARD OF DIRECTORS

Bobby R. Alford, M.D. (Chairman)
Executive Vice President and

Dean of Medicine

Baylor College of Medicine

Thomas E. Andreoli, M.D.
Professor and Chairman

Department of Internal Medicine
University of Arkansas

College of Medicine
Aaron Cohen

Zachry Professor of
Mechanical Engineering
Texas A&M University

Martin J. Fettman, D.V.M., Ph.D.
(ex officio)

Associate Dean for the Professional

Veterinary Medical Program
Colorado State University

Martha L. Gray, Ph.D.
Co-Director

MIT-Harvard Division of Health

Sciences and Technology
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
Dennis Kasper, M.D.

Executive Dean of

Academic Programs
Harvard Medical School

Jordan Konisky, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Research and

Graduate Studies

Rice University

Larry Mclntire, Ph.D.
E.D. Butcher Professor of

Chemical Engineering
Rice University

Peter Paul, Ph.D.
Deputy Director

Science and Technology
Brookhaven National Laboratory

Walter W. Sullivan, Ph.D.
Vice President of Operations

and Planning
Morehouse School of Medicine

Arnold N. Weinberg, M.D.
(Emeritus)

Medical Director
Massachusetts Institute

of Technology

Laurence R. Young, Sc.D.

(ex officio)
Institute Director

William L. Allen
Editor

National Geographic Magazine

Joseph V. Bonventre, M.D., Ph.D.
Co-Director

Harvard-MIT Division of

Health Sciences and Technology
Harvard Medical School

Michael E. DeBakey, M.D.
Chancellor Emeritus

Baylor College of Medicine

Alfred P. Fishman, M.D.
Senior Associate Dean

Office of Program Development
University of Pennsylvania

Health System

E. Nigel Harris, M.D.
Dean and Senior Vice President for

Academic Affairs
Morehouse School of Medicine

Joseph P. Kerwin, M.D.
Senior Vice President

Wyle Laboratories

Alvin L. Kwiram, Ph.D.
Vice Provost for Research

University of Washington

Francis D. Moore, M.D.
(Emeritus)

Moseley Professor of Surgery
Emeritus

Harvard Medical School

Mary R. Rifldn, Ph.D.
Dean for Academic Affairs

Mount Sinai School of Medicine

W. Dalton Tomlin

(Secretary/Treasurer)
Senior Vice President and

General Counsel

Baylor College of Medicine
Torsten N. Wiesel, M.D.

Carl W. Anderson, Ph.D.
Chairman

Department of Biology
Brookhaven National Laboratory

James F. Buchli

Space Station Program Manager
United Space Alliance

Richard E. Ewing, Ph.D.
Vice President for Research

Texas A&M University

Glen N. Gaulton, Ph.D.
Vice Dean for Research and

Research Training
University of Pennsylvania

School of Medicine

Richard J. Johns, M.D.
Distinguished Service Professor of

Biomedical Engineering
The Johns Hopkins University

School of Medicine

Steven Knapp, Ph.D.
Provost and Vice President for

Academic Affairs

The Johns Hopkins University
J. David Litster, Ph.D.

Vice President for Research and
Dean of Graduate Education

Massachusetts Institute

of Technology
James W. Patrick, Ph.D.

Vice President and Dean of Research

Baylor College of Medicine

Alan L. Schiller, M.D.
Chairman

Department of Pathology
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

Robert L. Van Citters, M.D.
Professor and Dean Emeritus

University of Washington
School of Medicine

I. Dodd Wilson, M.D.
President Emeritus

Rockefeller University

Executive Vice Chancellor
Dean, College of Medicine
University of Arkansas for

Medical Sciences

10



External Advisory Council

The current membership of the NSBRI External Advisory Council is shown in Table 3. This

Council met once in Houston during FY 2001. One member of the Council stepped down.

Victor Wilson, Rockefeller University, resigned his position. Changes to the format of Team

Leader presentations have allowed more discussion between Team Leaders and Council

members. The second External Advisory Council meeting, originally scheduled for September

13-14 in Boston, was postponed due to travel restrictions. The meeting was rescheduled for
October 2001.

Board of Scientific Counselors

NSBRI's Board of Scientific Counselors did not change in FY 2001. Membership rotation will

occur in FY 2002. Nominations have been solicited by NSBRI Management to replace outgoing

counselors. A specialized panel was recruited in November 2000 to peer review the Education

and Public Outreach proposals received in response to NSBRI Research Announcement 00-02:

An Opportunity to Participate in the NSBRI Education and Public Outreach Program.

User Panel

Membership in the User Panel was stable in FY 2001. The panel did not meet as a group

because countermeasure ideas had not yet developed to the point where User Panel review was

appropriate. Two members of the User Panel were involved with the joint NSBRIfNASA

Standardized Flight Data Collection Working Group, which met July 31 through August 2.

5.1 NASA Three-Year Site Visit and Review of NSBRI

The NASA Three-Year Site Visit and Review of NSBRI occurred November 29-December 1,

2000, in Houston. The Review Team recommended that the Institute continue for its second,

five-year funding period, from October 1, 2002 to September 30, 2007. The report also

commended the NSBRI on providing added value. Appendix L contains correspondence related

to the NSBRI's response to the findings and recommendations of the site visit review report.

6.0 SUPPORTING PROGRAMS

Three programs, Industry Forum, Data Archive, and Communications and Outreach, support the

research and educational activities of the Institute. A summary of each program's activities in
FY 2001 follows.

Industry Forum
During FY 2001, the Industry Forum membership (Table 4) increased with the addition of

Raytheon Technical Services Company. The Forum continued to express an interest in educating

the Institute's investigators in the management and protection of intellectual property. The group

is actively seeking additional representation from the biotechnology and pharmaceutical

industries. InDyne, Inc., continued to support the nsbri.com Web site containing the Industry

Forum Web pages, and The Boeing Company supported the Institute by providing graphic design

for NSBRI public service ads. These ads will appear in Northwest Science & Technology

magazine in 2002 and 2003.

11



Table 3. NSBRI EXTERNAL ADVISORY COUNCIL

Martin J. Fettman, D.V.M., Ph.D.
(Chairman)

Associate Dean for the

Professional Veterinary Medical
Program

Colorado State University

Ruth Benca, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor and Associate Chair

Department of Psychiatry
University of Wisconsin

Dennis S. Charney, M.D.
Chief of Mood and Anxiety
Disorders Research Program

National Institute of Mental Health

Michael N. Gould, Ph.D.
Professor of Human Ontology

University of Wisconsin

Charles B. Nemeroff, M.D.,
Ph.D.

Professor and Chairman

of Psychiatry
Emory University

Irwin H. Rosenberg, M.D.

Leon Alkalai, Ph.D.
Director

Center for Integrated
Space Microsystems

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

Hal E. Broxmeyer, Ph.D.
Chairman and Professor

Walther Oncology Center
Indiana University
School of Medicine

Victor A. Convertino, Ph.D.
Research Physiologist
U.S. Army Institute of

Surgical Research

Amy Kronenberg, Sc.D.
Group Leader

Radiation Biology and
Environmental Toxicology

Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory

Lawrence A. Palinkas, Ph.D.
Professor

Family and Preventative Medicine
University of California, San Diego

M. Rhea Seddon, M.D.

J. A. Anderson, Ph.D.
Professor of Cognitive and

Linguistic Sciences
Brown University

Thomas F. Budinger, M.D.,
Ph.D.

Professor and Chair

Department of Bioengineering
Lawrence Berkeley

National Laboratory

Thomas A. Fleisher, M.D.
Chief, Department of
Laboratory Medicine

National Institutes of Health

Robert Y. Moore, M.D., Ph.D.
Professor and Chairman

of Neurology
University of Pittsburgh

Danny A. Riley, Ph.D.
Professor of Cell Biology

and Anatomy
Medical College of Wisconsin

Warren K. Sinclair, Ph.D.
Professor of Medicine

and Nutrition

Tufts University

Ronald J. White, Ph.D.
(ex officio)

Institute Associate Director

Assistant Chief Medical Officer

Vanderbilt University
Medical Center

Thomas J. Wronski, Ph.D.
Professor of Physiological Sciences

University of Florida

President Emeritus
National Council on Radiation

Protection and Measurement

Bill J. Yates, Ph.D.
Assistant Professor of

Otolaryngology and Neuroscience
University of Pittsburgh

F. Eugene Yates, M.D.
Professor of Medicine

University of California,
Los Angeles

Laurence R. Young, Sc.D.
(ex officio)

Institute Director

12



Table 4. NSBRI INDUSTRY FORUM MEMBERSHIP

The Boeing Company

The Charles Stark Draper Laboratory

InDyne, Inc.

Lockheed Martin Astronautics

MBI International

Payload Systems, Inc.

Raytheon Technical Services Company

Roche Laboratories, Inc.

SGI

Southwestern Bell

United Space Alliance

Veridian

Wyle Laboratories

NSBRI Data Archive

Established in FY 1998, the goal of the Web-based Data Archive system is to maintain an

appropriate, accessible archive of the data collected through NSBRI research projects. During FY
2001, the Data Archive program also completed work on the NSBRI's Electronic Proposal

Submission System. This system will be utilized for all future NSBRI research opportunities.

Communications and Outreach
The NSBRI Communications and Outreach Office develops and implements diverse

communications and outreach initiatives contributing to the successful accomplishment of the

NSBRI mission. The program identifies and targets messages to the NSBRI's key publics - the

general public, the scientific community, industry, consortium members and NASA. Key
activities in FY 2001 included the development of a research-based news release program, the

collaboration with public affairs offices at 46 funded institutions to maximize news outreach
related to the FY 2001 NSBRI research program, meetings with NASA-JSC public affairs to

increase awareness of NSBRI activities, and an increase in media inquiries and news clippings

related to NSBRI's space-related research. In FY 2001, the Institute received 94 media inquiries

compared to 69 inquiries received in FY 2000. Similarly, 121 newspaper, magazine or on-line
articles mentioned NSBRI, up from 46 the previous year. Since the NSBRI does not utilize a

news clipping service, the clipping figure is based on material received from reporters and other

sources.
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7.0 INSTITUTE DIVERSITY AND SCIENTIFIC COMMUNITY OUTREACH

Seed money was provided in FY 2000 to Morehouse School of Medicine to enable several of

their investigators to develop pilot data for future projects. As a result, three young investigators

at Morehouse proposed to the Institute's research announcements. Two of these projects,
"Possible Countermeasures to Post-Suspension Hypotension in the Head-Down Tilt Rat Model"

(M. Bayorh) and "Long-Term Exposure to Dim Light Desynchronizes the Circadian System of

Rats" (G. Tosini), were included in the NSBRI's FY 2001 research program.

In addition, efforts are being made to provide future research announcements to a wide and

diverse group of potential investigators. Interested researchers can register on-line at

www.nsbri.org for NSBRI E-News announcements. NSBRI also continues to maintain a copy of

the mailing list that NASA uses for announcements related to the life sciences. This list is the
backbone of all postcard mailings used to inform the community of NSBRI research

announcements.

This year, as part of its outreach program, five minority undergraduate students participated in
the NSBRI Summer Research Program held at Morehouse School of Medicine. They were

selected from a national pool of 62 applicants. Participants came from five different institutions:

Cornell University, Morehouse, Oakwood College, Wesleyan University and Xavier University.

Education and Public Outreach summer programs at Mount Sinai School of Medicine, Rice

University and The University of Texas Medical Branch provided research experiences for

underrepresented minority high school students. While these programs do not exclude non-

minority applicants, the programs draw applicants from school districts that have large African-

American, Hispanic and Puerto Rican populations.

Institute investigators, team leaders and management continued to reach out to the scientific

community through presentations made at symposia and meetings. A partial list of these

presentations is provided in Appendix E. A sampling of meetings involving NSBRI participants
include the Intemational Astronautical Congress, the Biomedical Engineering Society, the

Society for Neuroscience, the American Association for the Advancement of Science and the

Aerospace Medical Association. Preliminary discussions between NASA, NSBRI and the
Australian biomedical research community were held in Canberra, Australia in August 2001.

Participants discussed possible areas of cooperation in research relevant to the International

Space Station through Life Sciences research and development.

8.0 SPECIAL PROJECTS

The Cooperative Agreement Management Plan between NASA and the NSBRI enables the

partners to undertake special projects outside of the core-funding envelope of the NSBRI.

During FY 2001, six new projects were initiated, one previous project was completed and three
were continued.

Project 97-3, National Space Biomedical Research Institute Visiting Scientist�Research Associate

Program, continued to enable young and established university-based researchers an opportunity

to work side-by-side with government employees in JSC laboratories. Table 5 provides a list of

the participants in this program; and other projects relating to Bioastronautics positions at
NASA-JSC.
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Project00-4,Risk Assessment & Management, examines the issues related to the risks associated
with human space flight using new risk models to be developed. This project was carried out by

Baylor College of Medicine's Risk Management Department working with a consultant team

from Marsh, Inc., and the Actuarial Research Group. Initial work was completed and a report
submitted in FY 2000. Two additional risk areas (Decompression Sickness Incidence During

EVAs and the Evaluation of Alternative Pre-Breathe Protocols and Cancer Incidence in the

Astronaut Population) were identified by NASA. Marsh, Inc., and the Actuarial Research Group

completed the additional work and provided reports in FY 2001.

Project 00-5, Acoustics Specialists, Operational Habitabili_ Prq[ect (OHP), establishes NSBRI

Visiting Scientist positions for technically, academically qualified and experienced acoustics

experts to work at or consult with NASA-JSC. Applied acoustics is important for the

International Space Station and will be important in designing an exploration mission of the
future. These experts will guide the major acoustics work necessary to support the Operational

Habitability effort including: mission planning and implementation support, data collection and

analysis, lessons learned identification, assessments, interface and contact maintenance, and

project management. In FY 2001, NSBRI hired Jim Warnix and Ferdinand Grosveld as

additional consultants on the project.

Project 00-7, Leadership of Stowage and Housekeeping Research & Analysis Element of the

Space Human Factors and Habitability Office, is designed to enable the NSBRI to develop

special strength in this area and to attract a qualified and experienced crew systems engineer and
technical leader to the Bioastronautics Office at Johnson Space Center. This person must

develop an expert's knowledge of stowage and housekeeping facets of spacecraft habitability

management and provide technical leadership in this area. To carry out this project, the NSBRI
hired Laura Duvall in FY 2000. In FY 2001, a higher need for Laura's expertise was identified.

It was agreed upon by all parties that she transition to Project 01-3, leaving Project 00-7 currently

vacant.

Project 01-1, Discipline Coordinating Scientist, Space Human Factors and Habitabili_ Office,
establishes this NSBRI Visiting Scientist position for an academically qualified and experienced

human factors expert to work at or consult with NASA-JSC. Critical Space Human Factors
questions must be answered through ground-based and in-flight research, which are being

accomplished through in-house applied research, NASA-funded extramural basic research and

collaboration with other government agencies, academia and industry. A process of methodically

bridging the gap between basic research and applied human factors analysis for flight programs

was identified. This person must coordinate the various research groups, acting as the lead Space
Human Factors engineer for the office, providing advice, consultation and expert

recommendations. The position also facilitates the application of the latest technologies into

operational space flight programs. To carry out this project, the NSBRI hired John Brian
Peacock in FY 2001.
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Table 5. VISITING SCIENTIST/RESEARCH ASSOCIATE PROGRAM - FY 2001

Name

Matt Alexander

Tatiana Christian

Johnny Conkin, Ph.D.

Dominick D'Aunno, M.D.

Laura E. Duvall

John N. Evanoff, Ph.D.

Current Position

Research Associate

Senior Engineer

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Senior Engineer

Project Manager

Philip Foster, M.D. Assistant Professor

Todd Hellner Lead Engineer

Meena Husein Project Manager

Ralph Krog Project Manager

Lawrence H. Kuznetz, Assistant Professor
Ph.D.

Giles Maule, Ph.D. Research Associate

Ajit K. Mulavara, Ph.D. Assistant Professor

Jennifer Novak, Ph.D. Assistant Professor

John B. Peacock, Ph.D. Associate Professor

Michele Perchonok, Ph.D.

Sudhakar Rajulu, Ph.D.

Lawrence Spector

Wendy Waters, Ph.D.

Assistant Professor

Assistant Professor

Senior Engineer

Assistant Professor

JSC Sponsor

Clarence Sams

(see Project 97-3)

Jerry Goodman

(see Project 00-5)

John Stanford

Jan Meck

Thomas Rathjen
(see Project 00-7

and 01-03)

William Paloski

(see Project 01-04)

John Stanford

Thomas Rathjen

(see Project 01-3)

Jim Logan

(see Project 01-2)

Jim Logan

(see Project 01-5)

William Paloski

(see Project 02-01)

Clarence Sams

(see Project 97-3)

Jacob Bloomberg

(see Project 97-3)

Dane Russo

Thomas Rathjen

(see Project 01-1)

Dane Russo

Dane Russo

Thomas Rathjen

Jan Meck

Period

2/01/01 - 3/24/0 i

5/22/00 -

6/1/98 -

11/1/97 -

9/25/00 -

7/23/01-

10/19/98 -

9/24/01

6/1/01 -

9/17/01 -

8/20/01

1/24/00 -

8/20/01 -

1/4/00 -

10/30/00 -

9/5/00 -

4/17/00 -

9/25/00 -

11/24/97 -

Project 01-2, Manager, Information Systems Projects, provides a highly qualified manager to the
Medical Informatics and Health Care Systems Office of the Medical Sciences Division at NASA-

JSC. This person will be responsible for managing information systems projects as a DBS/MIS

manager in an ISO 9000 compliant environment. To carry out this project, the NSBRI hired
Meena Husein in FY 2001.
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Project 01-3, Manager, ISS Internal Volume Configuration Working Group, is designed to attract
an academically qualified and experienced Internal Volume Configuration Working Group

project lead to the Bioastronautics Office at NASA-JSC. This person will be responsible for

researching and analyzing systems engineering, human/machine interaction, configuration

management and SHF/habitability control requirements and techniques and their effects on
habitability. To carry out this project, the NSBRI, in cooperation with NASA-JSC SHFHO

management, moved Laura Duvall from the position referenced in Project 00-7 to take over this

position. Since she will leave the Institute in early FY 2002, the NSBRI hired Todd Hellner to

replace her.

Project 01-4, Project Manager, Countermeasures Evaluation and Validation Project, provides a
qualified and experienced project manager for the Human Adaptation and Countermeasures
Office at NASA-JSC. The person will provide motivational leadership and advocacy for

operational/clinical research projects and funding and implementation of this research with the
Biomedical Research Laboratories, Space Medicine Office, Mission Project Management Office,

Space and Life Sciences Directorate, NSBRI, NASA Headquarters, Astronaut Office,
International Space Station (ISS) International Partners, and ISS and Shuttle Programs. This

position will provide the focal point for managing all aspects of the project. To carry out this

project, the NSBRI hired John Evanoff in FY 2001.

Project 01-5, Project Manager, Senior Software Systems Architect, provides a highly qualified

senior software systems architect for the Medical Informatics and Health Care Systems Office at

NASA-JSC. This person will be responsible for the design and implementation of new or

refractored software to support current and/or anticipated Medical Informatics and Health Care

Systems products, projects, programs or equipment. This position includes development,

management, administration and oversight of the software systems. To carry out this project, the

NSBRI hired Ralph Krog in FY 2001.

Project 02-1, Proiect Manager, Flight Research Program, provides a qualified and experienced
science manager for the Human Adaptation and Countermeasures Office at NASA-JSC. The

person will guide all major activities necessary to plan and implement the Human Adaptation and
Countermeasure Office flight research program. Duties includes preparing science budgets for
research and countermeasures, coordination of manifesting flight and analog programs,

management of the life sciences mission science team, serving as mission scientist for shuttle
missions, providing advocacy for ISS flight investigations and overseeing science hardware

development. To carry out this project, the NSBRI hired Lawrence Kuznetz in FY 2001.

9.0 FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The NSBRI is developing an updated strategic plan that will provide a clear roadmap to guide

our future development. This new plan will contain an overall Institute strategy and specific

strategies for the research and education teams. During FY 2001, Team Leaders for each area

provided input for this strategic plan and the External Advisory Council reviewed these inputs

and provided general and specific advice concerning the strategic plan. In FY 2002, the NSBRI

Strategic Plan will be submitted to the Board of Directors.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Bone Loss

Susan Bloomfield, Ph.D.

Texas A&M University

Bone and Muscle Recovery from Simulated

Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

Dramatic losses of bone mineral density (BMD) and muscle strength are two of the best-

documented changes observed ill humans after prolonged exposure to microgravity. Recovery of

muscle upon return to a I-G environment is well studied, however, far less is known about the

rate and completeness of BMD recovery to pre-flight values. Using the mature tail-suspended

adult rat model, this proposal will focus on the temporal course of recovery in tibial bone

followin,, a 28-d petiod of skeletal unloading. Throu,,h the study of bone density and muscle

strength in the same animal, time-points during recovery from simulated microgravity will be
identified when bone is at an elevated risk for fracture. These will occur duc to the rapid

recovery of muscle strength coupled with a slower recovery of bone, producing a significant
mismatch in functional strength of these two tissues. Once the time-point of maximal mismatch

ix defined, various mechanical and pharmacological interventions will be tested at and around

this time-point in attempt to minimize the functional difference of none and muscle. The

outcomes of this research will have high relevance t\>r optimizing the rehabilitation of astronauts

upon return to Earth, as well as upon landing on the Martian surface before asstuning arduous

physical tasks. Further, it will impact significantly on rehabilitation issues common to patients

experiencing long periods of limb immobilization or bed rest.



RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone I,oss

Mark E. Bolander, M.D.

Mayo Clinic Rochester - Rochester

Effect of Microgravity on Fracture Healing:

Ultrasound as a Possible Countermeasure

Project Executive Summary

The NSBRI Conference that was convened in Clear Lake, Texas, on Novembcr 16-17, 2000,

identified flacture healing during space flight as an area where I\uther inlk_rmation would be

required to appropriately prepare for long-term space missions, and developing countermeasures
to restore normal fracture healing was idcntified as a priority tk)r current research. The RFA

dated February 22. 2000, (NSBRI II 00-01) requested studies evaluating the effect of space flight

on fracture healing and developing counternmasurcs. This application is submitted in response to
that RFA.

Our current understanding of bone physiology suggests that fracture healing will be abnormal in

the microgravity environment. This hypothesis is supported by two published studies, the first an

abstract reporting abnorlnal healing in rats undergoing hindlimb unloading, the second a

manuscript(in Russian) that describes abnormal fracture healing in five rats with fibula fractures
flown on Cosmos-2044. This latter study reports that abnormalities seen in flacture healing after

space flight were duplicated in the hindlimb-unloading model.

The goals of the experiments proposed in this application are 1) to confirm the previous reports
that microgravity adversely affects flacture healing, and 2) to determine if ultrasound treatment,
which has been shown to accelerate flacture healing in clinical studies, will reverse the impaired

cellular events in fracture healing that are related to microgravity. If ultrasound does not act as
an effective countermeasure we will undertake detailed ewduation of our histologic samples to

identify potential targets tk_r other countermeasures.



RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone Loss

Carlos M. Isales, M.D.

MCG Research Institute, Inc.

Therapeutic Modulation of Systemic Glucose-

Dependent Insulintropic Peptide I.evels to

Counteract Microgravity-induced Bone Loss

Project Executive Summary

Glucose-dependent insulinotropic Peptide (GIP) is a 42 amino acid peptide synthesized and

secreted largely from endocrine cells in the small intestine. We propose that GIP modulates bone

formation and resorption in response to nutrient uptake. The documented actions of GIP imply

an important role in coupling food intake and absorption in the intestine with metabolic events in
a number of tissues. Our observations support a role for G1P m modulating bone cell function,

since GIP receptors localize to osteoblasts, osteoblast-like cells, osteoclasts, and osteocytes.
Furthermore, GIP dose-dependently increases intracellular cAMP and calcium contents in the

osteoblast-like cell line SaOS. and stimulates alkaline phosphatase activity, collagen synthesis,

and inhibits osteoclast-induced bone resorption. To evaluate further the hypothesis that GIP is

anabolic for bone, we generated a genetic model of GIP overexpression in transgenic mice, and a

rat model R)r hypogonadal osteoporosis, in both of these models higher GIP levels were

associated with increases in bone density. Based on these findings, we propose that GIP may act

as a link between the nutritional state of the organism and the balance between bone formation

and resorption. We hypothesize that the effect of diminished gravitational toad during space

flight can be overcome by exploiting the hormonal cues received by bone. We propose that

therapeutically elevated GIP levels coupled with strict dietary control could supersede the impact

of decreased load bearing in space, and thereby mitigate the negative effects of microgravity on
bone mass. To address this thesis, we propose to define the effects of GIP on bone mass and

bone turnover in _'i_'o. Towards this end, we have generated transgenic mice expressing the

routine GIP cDNA under control of the metallothioncin gene regulatory sequences. Our first aim

is to characterize the bone phenotype in these mice to evaluate whether GIP can serve an

anabolic and anti-resorptive function. To further address the potential osteoprotective potential

of GIP in microgravity-induced bone loss, transgenic mice will be exposed to a simulated

microgravity environment, hmdlimb unloading by tail suspension. By evaluating the effects of

GIP in bone physiology, we hope to establish that GIP is an important hormonal link between

dietary intake of nutrients and bone metabolism. As such, GIP would serve as an attractive

hormonal intervention to alleviate microgravity-induced bone loss during space flight.



RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone Loss

Gerard Karsenty, M.D., Ph.D.

Baylor College of Medicine

Leptin as a Regulator of Bone Formation in

Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

The biochemical bases controlling bone fonnation in physiologic situations and disease states are

not known. This is a biochemical question of critical importance since osteoporosis, a low bone

lllass disease chantcterized by a relative decrease of bone formation, is the most prevalent disease

in developed countries, hnportantly bone loss during prolonged stay in space is a ma.jor health

problem in extended duration flights. We have recently demonstrated that leptin is a powerful
inhibitor of bone formation whose absence leads to a high bone mass phenotype even in

ovariectomized animals. This latter result indicates that leptin is the most powerful regulator of

bone fortnation identified to date its it is the only regulating pathway that can overcome the

deleterious consequences of hypogonadism on bone mass. Lastly, wc hitve shown that lcptin

must bind to its hypothalamic receptor, not to the osteoblast, to exert its regulatory role on bone
formation, thus uncovering that bone formation is a central function. We intend in this

application to explore the molecuhtr bases of this lcptin action on bone formation. We believe
that this project may lead to the design of novel therapeutics enhancing bone formation tk)r

osteoporosis. The specific aims of this application are:

1. To determine whether leptin controls bone mass by releasing a humoral substance h)llowing

its bindin,, to its hypothalamic receptor.

2. To determine whether the sympathetic nervous system is involved in mediating leptin control
of bone tormation.

3. To determine whether a naturally occurrim,_, soluble form of the leptin receptor can prevent

leptin inhibitory action on bone formation.



RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone Loss

Clinton Rubin, Ph.D.

State University of New York - Stony Brook

A Biomechanical Countermeasure for Disuse

Osteopenia

Project Executive Summary

Osteoporosis, the progressive loss of bone density and strength which cripples tens of millions on

our planet, distinguishes itself as perhaps the greatest physiologic obstacle to an extended human

presence in space. The principal objectives of this proposal are to establish the efficacy of a

unique, biomechanical countermeasure to inhibit bone loss in an animal model of disuse

osteoporosis, and correlate this regulatory influence to the expression patterns of several genes

critical to bone tk_rmation and resorption. Using a ground based model of microgravity, the tail-

suspended rat, we have shown that brief exposure (10 minutes)to extremely low magnitude

(0.25g, engendering < 5 microstrain), high frequency (30-90 Hz)mechanical signals will inhibit
the bone loss which typically parallels disuse, even though I0 minutes of full weight bearing

failed to curb this loss. Longer-term experiments in sheep have shown this stilnulus to be

strongly anabolic, increasing bone mineral density, trabccular number and connectivity, and

improving bone strength. In a series of lkmr specific aims, we will use several morphometric
assays on the mouse model of tail-suspension to rigorously establish the efficacy of a specific

mechanical signal (10 minutes at 30I-[z, 0.3g; parameters being used in clinical trials to inhibit

bone loss in the elderly) to inhibit and/or reverse 28 days of disuse osteopenia. In an eflk)rt to

understand the mechanisms by which this signal is anabolic, we will also monitor the temporal

and spatial expression of nine genes, each indicative of a specific process of bone formation or

resorption. The use of the mouse will facilitate many aspects of the protocol, including

comprehensive genomic profiling and expedited access to space flight. Considering that many

flight opportunities are brief and thus do not permit long term morphologic adaptations in bone
to occur, combining the molecular with the tissue level strategies will facilitate establishing

countermeasure efficacy even following short term exposurc to microgravity. In essence, this

work represents a critical step in establishing a physiologically based, non-pharmacologic, non-

invasive treatment lk)r osteoporosis, for use on Earth or in space.



RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone Loss

Mitchell B. Schaffler, Ph.D.

Mount Sinai School (if Medicine

Resorption Suppression and Bone Health in Disuse

Project Executive Summary

Bone loss in nlicroglavity, and the resulting bone fragility that ensues, have been identified by'

NASA and NSBRI as key' barriers to sticcessful long-ternl space l]ight and the recovery of
normal function in astronauts ttpon returlling to Earth's gravity. Overcoming these problems will

require safe and effective cotinterineasures not only io prevent bone loss, but also to maintain the

functional-mechanical integrity of the tissue during prolonged space flight. A neces.sarv

l,ereqtu.site for development (!f those cotmtermea,sures is the ident(f)'catirm _f" al?prOl,iate

celhdar tar_et.s.fbr both processes. Those celhdar tar_,et.s have not vet/wen.fitlly characleriged.

We posit that 1) preventing bone loss and 2) maintaining bone health during long-duration in

the absence of normal loading involve different celhllar mechanisn> and so will require different
countermeasures. 1) Osteoclasts are clearly the agents driving bone loss due to unloading. Thus.

they present an obvious countermeasure target for modulating bone loss in space flight and in

other hypodynamic loading situations. Available pharmacological strategies to inhibit
osteoclastic resorption have a high likelihood of success, though de.finitive lon k,-term data ./or

remodeli#t<k, sttt)l_re,s,sio#t after ttttloadi#t,? du #tot exi,vt. 2) Changes in osteocyte integrity result

from hmg-term loss of hernial mechanical loading. If the normal remodeling response of bone to

impaired osteocytes is suppressed, as would be the case with treatment using an anti-resorptive

agent, then regions of osteocytes cain die, leading to the accuinulation of devitalized bone.

Devitalized bone becomes mechanically fragile, raising tile fundamental question of whether

bone loss resulting from withdrawal of normal mechanical usage can be safely prevented for the

long-term, without paradoxically impairing osteocyte function, and thereby bone's ability to

function mechanically in at normal load-bearing environment. The proposed experiments test the

hypotheses that I) Long-term suppression of bone remodeling in distlse will successfully
maintain bone mass, microarchitecture, stiffness, and strength, but will result in compromised

fiacture resistance properties: and 2) Decreased mechanical usage in the presence of an

antiresorptive agent results in loss of osteocyte integrity, and accumulation of bone with impaired

viability.

To test these hypotheses, we will undertake a series of hmg-term inunobilization experiments in

a canine model, with biphosphonate treatment to prevent bone loss. Bone health will be assessed

from conservation of tissue mechanical properties and from in situ assessments of osteocyle

viability. We will determine whether suppressiorl of bone resorption superimposed in unloading

leads to impaired osteocyte viability and increased brittleness of bone, and whether the extent of

such alterations can be sufficient to cause significant bone fragility.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone Loss

Jay R. Shapiro, M.D.

Medstar Research Institute

Defining and Preventing Bone Loss: A Mierogravity

Model

Project Executive Summary

Muscle atrophy and bone loss are mc\jor complications of spinal cord injury (SCI), chronic bed

rest and exposure to micmgravity. Space medicine research has amply documented the extent to
which lnuscle and bone loss may impair strength and increase fracture risk. We propose that the

SCI patient can serve as a surrogate for studying microgravity exposure. A primary objective of

this research program is to limit the extent of bone loss in SCI patients by treating with a potent
intravenous bisphosphonate, zoledronate lk_r a period of one year. The zoledronatc effects on

bone will be measured using bone density valucs and lemur scan structural analysis as the

indicators of bone integrity. We will determine the effects of zoledronate on biomarkers of bone

resorption and formation and on serum calcitropic hormone levels. To study the process of
muscle atrophy when weightless, we will determine the relationships between changes in thigh
muscle cross-sectional area measured by CT scan, muscle biopsy immunohistocheinistry, muscle

protein translation markers and markers lk)r protein synthesis activation and protein degradation.
To further understand mechanisms involved in bone loss we will determine sequential changes in

femur bone geometry and structural parameters obtained from DEXA scans by established 2-D

curved beam analysis methods. Using femur CT images we will measure changes in femur bone
dimensions and will apply 3-D finite element analysis to estimate fracture risk. The new time-of-

flight mass spectrometer will permit measuring the excretion of zoledronate in urine anti plasma
levels. We will compare these to radiologic measurements and bone biomarkers. The objectives

of this research arc: 1) to develop a regimen R)r mininlizing bone loss in SCI subjects that may be

appropriate for astronauts during extended microgravi/y exposure, and 2) to investigate
mechanisms related to muscle and bone loss during weightlessness, and 3) to explore the SCI

patient its a surrogate for the investigation of microgravity induced musculoskelctal zttrophy.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone Loss

Carolyn L. Smith, Ph.D.

Baylor College of Medicine

Receptor Countermeasures to Bone Loss in

Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

The prevention of bone loss due to skeletal unloading is a complex problenl and the reasons for
this loss have not been elucidated. The overall goal of the bone team of NSBRI is to develop

countermeasures that will not only prevent quantitative loss of bone, but also maintain bone

strength. Measures that siinply prevent resorption may maintain mass, but may block the

necessary remodeling that ensures adequate bone strength. Studies to date suggest that good
nutrition and exercise regimes will be insufficient to achieve this goal so t_harmacolovical

altctHative.s must be considered. The biological actions mediated by the estrogen receptor (ER)

and vitamin D receptor (VDR) play key roles in the normal control of bone growth and skeletal

turnover that are necessary for skeletal health. These receptors act by controlling the
differentiation and/or Amction of osteoblasts and osteoclasts, and other cell types within the bone

and bone marrow microenvironmcnt as well as playing a role in calcium absorption (VDR). We

107_otlwsige t/tot the apFr_q_riate combinution r?/an agent l/tol will improve calcium ahsolT_tion

am/ encourage bone.formation (VDR a?onist) am/ an (ij_elll [/ltll will reduce bone resol?_tion

(selective estrogen receptor modttlators [SERM]) will achieve the goal O/'maintaining hone mass

and bone strength. To test this we will 1: assess the ability o.f novel receptor agonists of the ER
and VDR, alone or in combination, to modulate osteoblastogenesis, mature osteoblast function

and osteoclastogenesis in vitro and ilt vivo. 2. Assess the ability of novel receptor agonists of the
ER and VDR, alone or in combination, to prevent bone loss in the hindlilnb suspension model of

skeletal unloading. Effects of unloading and the countermeasures will be assessed by: 1.
Measuring changes in bone mineral density, histomorphometry, mechanical strength testing and
biochemical markers of bone metabolism, 2. Determining the effects of these treatments on

osteoblastogenesis and osteoclastogenesis and ffmction, and 3. Characterizing gene expression

profiles in bone resulting from skeletal unloading and administration of the countermeasures.
Collectively, these studies will lead to a better understanding of the changes associated with

skeletal unloading and will test the utility of VDR agonists and SERMS as countermeasures.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAl, INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Bone Loss

Joseph E. Zerwekh, Ph.D.

UT Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas

Prevention of Microgravity-Induced Stone Risk by

KMgCitrate

Project Executive Summary

Tile broad long-term objective of this proposal is to evaluate the effectiveness of a

countermeasure in the prevention of increased propensity for renal stone formation and skeletal
mineral loss sustained during space flight. Ground-based studies, as well its a limited number of

space flight studies, have clcarly demonstrated an increased risk for kidney stone formation its

determined from the composition of the urinary environment. Increased bone resorption raises

urinary calcium and the urinary state of sltturation with respect to the calcium salts, calcium
oxalate and brushite, ttowever, documented changes in othcr urinary components such as citrate,

pH, and magnesium appear to also raise the risk for the formation of not only calcium oxalate

and calcium phosphate stones but also uric acid stones as well. Nutritional modifications to
counter the tendency toward stone formation might include increased fluid consumption and

supplementation with an appropriate nutriceutical that would decrease the risk of stone formation

by increasing urinary pH and inhibitor concentrations. The hypothcsis to be tested in this pro.iect
is that potassium magnesium citrate supplementation will attenuate the increased risk for stone

tk)rlnation and diminish microgravity-induced bone loss. This hypothesis will be tested during

five weeks of bed rest in normal volunteers through three specific aims: 1. Assess the efficacy of

supplementation with potassium magnesium citrate (KMgCit) in preventing microgravity-
induced increased risk of renal stone formation. 2. Evaluate the effect of KMgCit

supplementation in averting diminished muscle magnesiuna and potassium concentrations that

may occur during microgravity-induced muscle atrophy and 3. Assess the efficacy of

supplementation with KMgCit in reducing microgravity-induced increases in bone resorption and

urinary calcium losses.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Mohamed A. Bayorh, Ph.D.
Morehouse School of Medicine

Possible Countermeasures to Post-Suspension

Hypotension in the Head-Down Tilt Rat Model

Project Executive Summary

Exposure to microgravity in humans causes cardiovascular deconditioning with orthostatic

hypotension and tachycardia. Post-flight orthostatic intolerance is a dramatic physiological

consequence of human adaptation to microgravity made inappropriate by a sudden return to

normal gravity. Loss of appropriate cardiovascular reflexes contributes to the cardiovascular

deconditioning, but the specific mechanisms relnain unclear. The hypothesis of the proposed

studies is that post-suspension hypotension in rats fl)llowing simulated microgravity is due to

overproduction of nitric oxide (NO) and prostacyclin (PGI__) and that specific inhibitors of these

vasodilatory filctors can attenuate the reduction in blood pressure post-suspension. To test this

hypothesis, we propose to use the 3@' tail-suspended (hindlimb-unloaded) rat model to evaluate

the roles of a prostacyclm synthase inhibitor (1.I-51605), a non-selective nitric oxide synthase

inhibitor (L-NAME) and a selective nitric oxide synthase II inhibitor (2-amino-5, 6-dihydro-6-

methyl-4H-l, 3-thiazine: AMT) as cotmtermeasures against post-suspension hypotension in

Sprague-Dawley rats. For each of the above agents, we will investigate the specific

cardiovascular (i.e., blood pressure and heart rate-tail cuff: blood flow - Transonic flow meter;

left ventricular function-sonomicromcter) and signal transduction (i.e., the role of cAMP, cGMP,

IP_, intracellular Ca :_, K + channels, etc. enzyme immunoassays and fluorescent dyes)

mechanisms involved, including detailed studies on baroreflex responses, vascular reactivity and

left ventricular function. Data derived from the proposed detailed mechanistic studies will lead

to the development of more effective countermeasures.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Vincent Cassone, Ph.D.

Texas A&M University

Microgravity and Circadian Cardiovascular Function

Project Executive Summary

Cardiovascular function is rcgtflated by tile mamnmlian circadian clock in the hypothalamic

suprachiasmatic nucleus (SCN) in large part via inducing rhythmic changes in the sympathetic

release of norepinephrine in the heart and other pcripheral tissues. However, tim precise pathway

by which cardiovascular function is rhythmically regulated is not yet described. This circadian
variation in cardiovascular function has many important biomedical implications. Among these

is the fact that many cardiovascular accidents occur durim,_ particular times of the day. Several
cardiovascular anomalies have been described in astronauts and cosmonauts living in

microgravity conditions ahmg with changes in circadian clock function, and these have been

implicated in astronaut performance and sleep-wake schedules. In addition, simulated
microgravity conditions (head-down, bed-rest) have revealed similar changes in circadian

cardiovascular function. I-{owevcr, the mechanisms for these changes are unknown.

The present proposal seeks funding to:

1) Determine the central pathway(s) by which the SCN influences circadian changes in heart

rate, blood pressure and regional blood flow.

2) Determine the effects of microgravity, employing an accepted method for simulation of

microeravity in rodents, on circadian changes in these cardiovascular parameters.

3) Determine the pathways by which these changes are mediatcd, to better design
countermeasures for future human uses.

The data obtained in this proiect will integrate circadian physiology with cardiovascular
medicine, providing benefits for ground-based research and future long-teml presence in space.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Richard J. Cohen, M.D., Ph.D.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Cardiovascular Effects of Simulated Microgravity in

Man

Project Executive Summary

Many astronauts after being weightless in space become hypotcnsive and presyncopal upon

assuming an upright position. This phenomenon, known as orthostatic intolerance, may interfere

with astronatit function during reentry and following space flight, and may limit the ability of an

astronaut to exit a landed spacccraft unaided during an emergency. Orthostaiic intolcrancc is

more pronounced following brag-term space flight and is a major concern with respect to the

extended flights expected aboard the international Space Station and for interplanetary

exploration class missions, such as a hunlan mission to Mars. This ploblem has also bccn

observed to be more pronounced among women than among men. In addition to the problem of

post-flight orthostatic intolerance, it variety of heart rhythm disturbances have been obser\'ed in

astronauts during and after space flight. The potential lethal arrhythmic risk for astronauts is
sustained ventricular tachycardia or ventricular fibrillation, while non-sustained ventricular

tachycardia could cause syncopc. Older individuals, particularly men, may be most susceptible
to ventricular arrhythmias dulin<,_ flight.

In previous ground based bed-rest studies sponsored by NSBRI we have applied two new

techniques that we have developed to study the effects of simulated microgravity on the

cardiovascular system. Cardiovascular system identification (CSI) has been used as a non-

invasive means of measuring alterations in closed-loop cardiovascular regulation and the
measurement of niicrovolt level T wave alternans (TWA) has bccn used as a non-invasive

measure of susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmias. We have also successfully tested the alpha-

1 sympathetic agonist midodrine as a cotlnternleastn-e to the developmcnt of orthostatic

intolerance. We have found that 16 days of bed-rest restllts in altered cardiovascular regulation

in particular alterations in barorcceptor sensitivity, altered electrical stability of the heart, and that
midodrine is an effective countermeasure to the development of orthostatic hypotension.

In this proposal we plan to apply the same measurement techniques of CSI and TWA to two

groups of subjects belk)re and after 16 days of bed rest. Premenopausal women and men over age

55. Thc women will be randomized to placebo or midodrine to see if this countermeasurc is

effective in these subjects who are more susceptible to orthostatic hypotension than men of the

same age. The group of older men will be randomized to placebo or spironolactone, an

aldosterone-blocking agent. Spironolactone will be evaluated as a countermeasure to the pro-

anhythmic action of aldosterone, which is elewited in these subjects during bed rest.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Richard J. Cohen, M.D., Ph.D.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Effects of Space Flight on Cardiovascular Stability

Project Executive Summary

Many astronauts after bcmg weightless in space become hypotensive and presyncopal upon

assuming an upright position. This phenomenon, known as orthostatic intolerance, may interfere

with astronaut function during reentry and following space flight, and may limit the ability of an

astronaut to exit a landed spacecraft unaided durin-_ an emergency. Orthostatic intolerance is

more pronounced following long-term space llight and is a major concern with respect to the

extended flights expected aboard the International Space Station and for interplanetary

exploration class missions, such as a human mission to Mars. This problem has also been

observed to be more pronounced anaong women than anlong men. In addition to the problem of

post-flight orthostatic intolerance, a variety of heart rhythm disturbances have been observed in

astronauts duline and after space fli-ht The potential lethal arrhythmic risk for astronauts is

sustained ventricular tachycardia or vcntricular fibrillation, while non-sustained vcntricular

tachycardia could cause syncope.

In previous ground based bed rest studies sponsored by NSBRI we have applied two new

techniques that we have developed to study the effects of simulated microgravity on the
cltrdiovascular system. Cardiovascular system identification (CSI) hits been used a non-invasivc

means of measuring alterations in closed-loop cardiovascular regulation and the measurement of
microvolt level T wave alternans (TWA) hits been used as a non-invasive measure of

susceptibility to ventricular arrhythmias. We have also successfully tested the alpha-I

sympathetic agonist midodrine as a countermeasure to the development of orthostatic

intolerance. We have found that 16 days of bed rest results in altered cardiovascular regulation.

In particular, we have demonstrated alterations in barorcceptor sensitivity, altered electrical

stability of the heart, and that midodrine is an effective countermeasure to the dcvelopment of
orthostatic intolerance.

In this proposal we plan to apply the same measurement techniques of CS! and TWA to

astronauts pre- and post-tlight and to test midodrinc its a countermeasure to the development of
orthostatic intolerance. This study will allow us to determine if the changes in cltrdiovascular

regulation and cardiac elcctrical stability measured in a ground-based model also occur during

actual space flight. In addition we will test for the first time a potentially highly effective

countermeasure for the development of post-flight orthostatic intolerance.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PRO.|ECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Michael D. Delp, Ph.D.

Texas A&M University

Circulatory Remodeling with Simulated Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

The human body is cxquisitcly adapted for maintaining an upright posture on Earth. However,

when the force of gravity is removed during space flight, there is a cephalic fluid shift and an

elimination of the head-to-foot hydrostatic pressure. This change in the fluid pressure

distribution hlts been hypothesized to trigger adaptations within the cardiovascular system that

are subsequently rendered inappropriate upon return to the Earth's gravitational environment.
One of the most profound consequences of microgravity on the cardiowlscular system is

orthostatic intolerance. It is now becoming increasingly evident that the etiology of post-flight

orthostatic intolerance is tnultifactorial, resulting fl+om such factors its hypovolemia and altered

regulation of the peripheral vasculature. According to Watenpaugh and Hargens (Handbook of

Physiology, 1996) the primary cardiovascular adaptations that contribute to orthostatic
intolerance involve the arterial, vcnous and lymphatic portions of the circulatory system. In order

to study these phenomena on Earth, the hindlimb-unh)aded (flU)rat hlts been used to simulate

the effects of microgravity. This model induces the cephalic fluid shifts, and these aninials

manifest many of the adaptations that are characteristic of exposure to microgravity, such as

hypovolemia, a diminished capacity to elevate peripheral vascular resistance, and orlhostatic

hypotension. In addition, previous work with conduit and resistance arteries indicates that
hindlimb unloadin<, alters both function and structure of the arterial circulation. Therefore, using,

this animal model, the general aim of this proposal is to determine the effects of simulated-

microgravity on I) the molecular mechanisms mediating structural remodeling of the arterial
resistance vasculature, and 2) the functional ability of the lymphatics to generate and modulate

lymph flow. More specifically, we propose to: identify early regulatory events leading to
hypertrophic remodeling of cerebral arteries in response to hindlimb unloading (Aim 1):

characterize signaling events leading to atrophy of resistance arteries in the soleus and

gastrocnemius muscle in response to hindlimb unloading (Aim 2): and evaluate the effects of

hind limb unloading on the ability of the lymphatics ffonl different regions of the body to

generate and modulate lymph flow, and thus, regulate overall body fluid homeostasis (Aim 3).

Furthcrmore, we propose to determine the effectiveness of a lower-body negative pressure
countermeasure to attenuate adaptations of the arterial and lymphatic circulation (Aim 4). These

studies will provide new and ilnportant functional and nlechanistic inlormation about the

etiology of microgravity-induced orthostatic intolerance.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Janice Meck, Ph.D.

NASA-Johnson Space Center

Mechanisms of Post-Space Flight Orthostatic

Intolerance

Project Executive Summary

There is still a significant number of astronauts at Johnson Space Center who suffer fl-om post-

llight orthostatic hypotcnsion and presyncope. The mandatory use of fluid loading with salt

tablets and water+ anti-gravity suits+ and the liquid cooling garment has nut eliminated the

problem. A growing body of evidence suggests that there are major physiological systems that

become dysfunctional as a result of space flight. The degrcc of dysfunction wuies from minimal

to severe. Several studies have provided evidence that autonomic function is impaired during
and after space flight. Additional factors such as local factors, could also be inwHved. An area

that has not been studied in humans is the effects of space llight on nitric oxide physiology and

its modulation of blood pressure. The study proposed in this application will continue the pursuit

of mechanisms of atttonomic dysfunction in pxesyncopal astronauts. In addition, it will begin to

elucidate changes in nitric oxide production and the resulting effects on the cardiovascular

system. This study will not have in-flight measurements. All procedures will be performed

bcforc launch, on landing day and three days after landing. The study has two specific aims: 1)

to compare pre-flight to post-flight changes in responses of veins to adrenergic agonists between

presyncopal and nonpresyncopal astronauts: 2) to compare pre-flight to post-flight changcs in

nitric oxide levels, inducible nitric oxide synthase messenger RNA and protein, cell adhesion

molecules associated with endothelial activation, responses to acetylcholine with anti without

nitric oxide synthase inhibition, and reactive hyperemia responses in the brachial artery, the arm

and the popliteal artery in the leg, between presyncopal and nonpresyncopal astronauts.
Presyncopal and nonpresyncopal astronauts will be defined by their ability to complete a 10-

minute uprieht_ tilt test on landin,,_, day.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Beverly H. Lorell, M.D.
Harvard - Beth Israel Deaconess Medical Center

Cardiac Unloading: Biologic Mechanisms and

Countermeasures for Cardiac Atrophy

Project Executive Summary

Tile oh,jective is to determine the cellular and molecular mechanisnls of cardiac atrophy caused

by microgravity (already demonstrated in space-llown rats and long-duration space flight in

humans), determine the functional consequences on cardiac contractile reserve, and identify

specific countermeasures. We will study a rodent model of cardiac unloading (heterotopic

transplantation of tile heart to the abdomen). Work m the current grant period showcd that this

model affords assessment of progressive degrees and duration of unloading its a test-bed for

gencs, gene products, and human-applicable hormonal intcrventions with the potential to protect

against atrophy. Functional consequences of cardiac unloading and countermeasures will be

studied by echocardiography and henlod},namic nlcitsurclllcnts, analysis of isolated myocyte

contraction and intracellular ions using fluorescence microscopy, and microscopy of cell

morphoh)gy. Activity of key endogenous growth regulators will be monitored by measurements

of gene expression and immunohistochemical localization. We will address four S}_ecific Aims:
(1) Are ventricular myocyte contractile function and intraccllular ion regulation (Ca _+ and Na+/H +

exchange) tnodified in cardiac unloading and atrophy'? (2) Does cardiac unloading stimulate

m,vocyte cell death (apoptosis), in addition to the remodeling of cardiac geometry and muscle cell

size'? (3) Do hormonal and genetic countermeasures with direct trophic effects on muscle cell

growth and contractility effectively blunt atrophy of the unhmdcd heart in t'ivo, or block the

functional impairments? (4) High-throughput profiling of gone expression (by microarray studies
and subtractive hybridization) will be done to identify changes in gene expression, which are

unique to cardiac unloading. These studies of integrated cardiac physiology and molecular

biology are an outgrowth of work in the current grant period that confirmed our hypothesis that

the relnodeling of the heart upon cardiac unloading in vivo is associated with reinduction of the

fetal-hypertrophic cardiac gene program. In this project, countermeasures will focus on a-l-

adrenergic pharmacological interventions. The rationale is that this approach has synergy with

efforts elsewhere in the Cardiovascular Alterations Team, using the a-l-adrenergic pathway for

treatment of orthostatic intolerance in humans. In addition, we have established that the pathway
of RNA polymerase II signaling, which regulates the transcription machinery of the cell, is

engaged by a-I-adrenergic signaling, a canonical trigger to increase cardiac mass. These stt_|dies

will elucidate molecular and physioh)gic mechanisms of cardiac unloading which will lead to

specific hypotheses and countermeasures which have tile potential to be rapidly tested in the near

future in ht_unan space flight missions.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Cardiovascular Alterations

Roger G. Mark, M.D., Ph.D.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Computational Models of the Cardiovascular System

and its Response to Microgravity and Disease

Project Executive Summary

One ot the highest priority problems in the current manned space program is orthostatic

intolerance (OI) experienced by astronauts upon their returri to the normal gravitational

environment. The problem has been well known since the earlicst days of manned space flight.

and has becn intensely investigated during in-flight studies and nlany Earth-based (bed-rest)
studics. A nurnber or counterrneasures have been proposed and evaluated, but no effective and

practical counternleasure has been developed.

Computational models of the cardiovascular system can help. They' represent in a quantitative
rnanner the current state of physiological understanding, and can be designed at a level of

complexity appropriate to the problem under consideratiori. Models are powerful adjuncts to

experiments, and permit investigators to quantitatively cxanline whether experimental
observations arc consistent with a particular hypothesis. Models also permit the evahtation of

potcritial couritcrnieasures.

Computational models of the cardiovascular system may also play a powerful role in clinical

inedicinc. They can play a m_\ior role in improving the organization and interpretatiori of

multiparameler physiologic data in intensive care units, and in tracking patient status over time.

The model bcing developed in this research, although ain-ied priniarily at the operational problen-i

of microgravity-induced orthostatic intolerance, has important potential clinical applications.

This project will develop a general, modular model of the cardiovascular system that contains the
essential features associated with the effects of gravity, and will use this model to examine the

short-term hemodynamic response of the cardiovascular system to abrupt orthostatic transitions.

The model will facilitatc the understanding of the physiology and treatment (prevention) or OI iri

post-flight astronauts. We will extend the progress aheady made over the past 2.5 years, with the

following specific ainls:

1. Enhance the current version of our cardiovascuhu simulation to better represent the short-

terrn effects of abrupt orthostatic stress. Specifically we will: a) add rapidly acting wisoactive

hormone loops to the control system: b) increase the sophistication of the control system by

adding threshold/saturation characteristics, latencies, and dynamics to the individual effector

limbs, adding a term to the baroreceptor proportional to rate of change of pressure, and

explicitly accounting for the aortic baroreceptors: c) add atria to the cardiac rnodel to erihance
stroke volume at hi,,h heart rates.

2. Verify the model and use it to investigate and evaluate various hypotheses for OI, and to

predict the effects of counterrneasures. This objective will require extensive collection and

archiving of experimental data fiom collaborators.

3. Complete, document, and disserriinate to other investigators a forrn of the model

implemented in JAVA.
4. Apply the cardiovascular model to the clinical problem of intelligent patient rnonitoring both

in the context of intensive care and in tracking chronic cardiovascular disease.
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Cardiovascular Alterations

Chester A. Ray, Ph.D.

Pennsylvania State University

Effect of Simulated Microgravity on the

Vestibulosympathetic Reflex in Humans

Project Executive Summary

Despite the long recognized proNem of post-space-flight orthostatic intolerance (O1). the

physiological mechanism(s) responsible (or this condition remains unresolved. Impaired

sympathetic activatiorl is a possible factor fl)r post-space flight OI. One possible mectmnism that

may be responsible for impaired sympathetic nerve activity a[tcr space flight is the

vestibulosympathctic reflex. Microgravity has been demonstrated to elicit marked morphological

and physiological changes to the vestibular system. Despite this information, no studies to date

have examined if the vestibulosympathetic reflex is altered after space flight or its ground-based

model for studying autonomic and cardiovascular function, head-down tilt bed rest. The specific

aims and hypotheses of this research project are: l) To determine muscle sympathetic nerve

activity (MSNA) responses to head-down neck flexion (HDNF) before and after I and 7 days of

6 ° head-down tilt bed rest (HDBR). HDNF has been used in our laboratory to activate the
vestibular system (i.e.. otolith organs) in humans and has been shown to increase MSNA. We

hypothesize that MSNA responses to HDNF will be attenuated after HDBR and that the
attenuation of MSNA will increase as a function of HDBR duration. If this hypothesis ix true,

this would be the first evidence that the vestibular system may participate in regulating MSNA

after HDBR and possibly space flight: and 2) To determine MSNA responscs to HDNF during

lower-body negative pressure before and after HDBR. Wc have shown that MSNA is augmented

by HDNF during lower-body negative pressure. Thus in healthy adults, the vestibulosympathctic

reflex can help defend against orthostatic challenges by increasing MSNA. Wc hypothesize that

the increase in MSNA by HDNF during lower-body negative pressure ,,viii bc attenuated after

HDBR. Thereforc, after HDBR the vestibulosympathctic reflex will be impaired and will not be

able to help defend against an orthostatic challenge by increasing MSNA. This finding would

give credence to the concept that alterations in the vestibulosympathetic reflex nlay participate
importantly in post-space flight OI. These findings shouh_l have important implications in

understanding the cause of OI following space flight. Moreover, these studies should provide a

solid rationale for developing countermeasures involving stimulation of the vestibular system

during space flights in order to minimize post-space-flight OI.
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Cardiovascular Alterations

Artin A. Shoukas, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Mechanics of Cardiovascular Deconditioning

Project Executive Summary

Changes in cardiac output result from the altered myocardial contractility or through changes in

venous fillin,,_ pressure via the Frank Starlim,_ mechanism. Our laboratory has previously shown

the importance of veno-fcgulation by the carotid sinus baforeceptor reflex syslcm on overall

circulatory homeostasis, and in particular the regulation of cardiac output. Dccrcases in SV

responses to an orthostatic challenge are the seminal pathophysiologic observation aftcf space

flight. This proposal aims to test our overall hypothesis that alterations in venous capacitance

function by the ca|otid sinus barorcceptor reflex system is an important determinant of the

cardiac output response sccn in astronauts after returnine_ to Earth from lon,,_ term exposure to

microgravity. We will use the hind limb unweightcd rat lnodcl to simulate the patho-

physiological effects as they relate to cardiovascular deconditioning in microgravily. To
determine mechanisms of impaired stroke volume responses integrated cardiovascular function

(in vivo), and contractile reserve will be tested using miniaturized conductance micro-manometfy

catheters. The role of cardiac atrophy in cardiovascular deconditioning will be tested using

magnetic resonance imaging to noninvasively measure cardiac mass. Since venous capacitance
function and arterial rcsistance determine ventricular pfeload and afterload respectively.

mechanisms of impaircd contractile responses in both arterial venous and puhnonary vascular
beds will be studied. Molecular mechanisms of endothelial dependent (e.g., nitric oxide), and

independent (Ca2+ homeostasis and vascular smooth muscle myofilament Ca2+sensitivity)

vascular hyporesponsiveness to sympathetic stimulation will be studied, using vascular

contractility bioassays (#l vilro), pressure-dimension analysis both (in vivo and i,1 vitro), and
intracellular Ca2+ measurement (fluorescence spectrophotometry). We plan to test novel

countermeasures based on mechanisms that impair both cardiac output responses and vascular

hypo responsiveness in our l'at model. These studies will provide important new data concerning
normal capacitance vessel function in compensating for postural blood volume redistribution, test

our novel hypothesis regarding the pathogenesis of orthostatic intolerance following micro-

gravity exposure, and provide insights into potential countermeasures and therapies to prevent

problematic postural hypotension on reentry. Ottr laboratory currently performs experiments
from chronic instrumented animals to the cellular and molecular mechanisms involved in

cardiovascular regulation and control. It is fully equipped to independently perform all of the

necessary experiments outlined in this proposal.
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Gordon H. Williams, M.D.

Harvard - Brigham and Women's Hospital

Influence of Gender and Age on Renal and Cardio-

Endocrine Responses to Simulated Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

Orthostatic intolerance remains an operational problem fl)llowing space flight, and has been

observed to be more pronounced among wozncn than among men. in addition, there is growing

evidence that cardiac dysrhythmias may pose a threat to the health of space travelers. In our

previous studies we observed that dilTerent degrees of sodium balance response on a constant

high dietary sodium intake during simulated weightlessness, corre]ated with orthostatic tolerance

and su|zjects age. Our previous findings also are consistent with an incrcased basal tone of the

RAAS in many sub, leers. These findings are even more inlriguing since several previous sub loots

demonstrated changes in electrical stability of the myocardium lkHlowing microgravity

simulation. We propose to conduct a detailed investigation of effects of simulated

wei,q_tlessness_ on the renal-cndocrine system in inenstruatin_,_ women, and in a population of

men over the age of 50, applying many of the same methodologies we previously applied to thc

study of predominantly younger men. This proposal is closely related to a companion study
"'Influence of Gender and Age on Cardiovascular Responses to Simulated Microgravity'" by

Richard J. Cohen, M.D., Ph.D., Principal Investigator. His proposal will investigatc whether

there appear to be any correlative factors between pcrttubations of the RAAS and cffects on
myocardial electrical stability.

This work has implications fl)r the treatment and prevention of maladaptive hemodynamic

responses experienced by astronauts in flight and on return to Earth. It will increase our

understanding of the mechanisms by which weightlessness changes volume and sodium

homeostasis, and possibly cardiac electrical stability, thereby, providing entree to devclop

appropriate counternleasurcs. Perhaps most importantly, it will broaden our database to include

older individuals and women, two grot|ps who are well represented among our population of

current and future space travelers. Finally, the results of these studies may further our
understanding of the pathophysiology of alterations in volume homeostatic mechanisnls in

cardiovascular diseases such as congestive heart failure,
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PROJECT TITLE:

Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology

George C. Brainard, Ph.D.

Jefferson Medical College of Thomas Jefferson

University

Optimizing I,ight Spectrum for Long Duration Space

Flight

Project Executive Summary

Risk filctors for the hcalth and safety of astronauts and NASA ground control workers disturbed

circadian rllythms and altered slcep-wake patterns. These physiological changes can result in
decrements in alertness, concentration, and performance, all of which threaten the safety of

persolmel iuld the ob.jectives of space missions. In studies of astronitLits and NASA ground
control workers, light treatment has becn used as an effective cotmlermeasure to provide

entrainment of circadian rhythms and of sleep-wake patterns. For civilians, light treatment is

being tested t\_r improving circadian entrainment and enhancing both performance and alertness
in shift workers. A recent Congressional report estimates that 20 million full-time workers in the

U.S. are shift workers and that they have increased health problems including higher risk to

cardiovascular disease, gastrointestinal distress, its well as cognitive and emotional problems.

We need to optimize light as a countermeasure for circadian and sleep disruption in space fli,,ht

missions. The long term goal of our research is to determine the best wavelengths of light for use

as a countermeasure during long-duration space flight, as well as for adjusting circadian and

sleep disruption in civilians.

To achieve this aim, an action spectrum (the relative effectiveness of different wavelengths for

eliciting a biological response) will be established to help identify the photoreceptor system for

light regulation of melatonin in humans. This action spectrum may then be used as a tool for

investigating the action spectrurn and related photoreceptor system involved in circadian

entrainment and phase shifting. One specific aim of this research is to extend an action spectrum

for light-induced plasma melatonin suppression using monochromatic wavelengths below 440
run and above 600 nm. These wavelengths are relevant to astronauts who have to adapt to

extraterrestrial environments that have spectral characteristics different flom those found on

Earth. For example, Martian skylight has an abundance of long wavelengths above 600 nm.

Data from the proposed studies can be used to optimize the lighting environment of astronauts on

long-term missions. Specifically, thcse data can be used to 1) improve light treatment as a
countermeasure for circadian and sleep-wake disruption in NASA space flight missions, 2)

identify the best spectral transmission for space suit visors and the windows used in space
vehicles and habitats, and 3) engineer the ideal spectral distribution for illumination of general

living quarters during space exploration.
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Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology

Charles A. Czeisler, Ph.D., M.D.

Harvard - Brigham and Women's Hospital

Circadian Entrainment, Sleep-Wake Regulation and

Performance During Space Flight

Project Executive Summary

NASA's planned exploration class mission to Mars, currently scheduled Ik_r 2018, of astronauts

to sustain a hiah_ level of perfornaance durim,_, an exploration class mission to Mars will be

critically dependent upon the ability of the human circadian pacemaker to adapt to the 24.65-h

day lcngth. Preliminary data from our laboratory reveals that the entrainment limits of the human

circadian pacemaker to synchronizing stimuli of weakened strength, (i.e., a dim light-dark cycle

similar to thal aboard the mid-deck of the space shuttle), are very near 24 h, and that the 24.65-h
day lies outside the range of entrainment to this weak synchroni/er. Given that the intrinsic

period of the human circadian pacemaker is closcr to 24 (-24.14 + 0.16 h) than previously
recognized, with _25% of humans exhibiting periods _ 24.0 h, these results demonstrate the need

to develop effective countermeasures to adapt the human circadian pacemaker of all

crewmembcrs to the _24.65 day.

We propose to test a cotmtermeasure of intermittent bright light to entrain the human circadian

paccmaker to a longer-than-24-hour day. Specifically, we propose to test the following

hypotheses: i) that synchronization of the human circadian pacemaker to a sleep-wake and light-

dark schedule with an imposed period -4% hmgcr than the pacemakers intrinsic circadian period

will be disturbed: it) that this disturbed circadian synchroni/.ation will result in the secretion of

the sleep-promoting hormone melatonin during the waking <_lay,disturbed sleep, reduced growth

hormone secretion, and impaired performance and daytime alertness: iii) that two relatively brief
(45 minute) daily exposures to evening bright light (_10,000 lux) will establish a normal

entrained circadian phase, in those subjects, resulting in improvcd sleep consolidation,

undiminished endogenous growth hormone and cortisol secretion and enhanced daytime alertness

and performance as compared to subjects on the same schedule with out the evening bright light

exposure. We have proposed a randomized 64-day clinical trial to test these hypotheses, The

results of the proposed studies will answer fundamcntal questions on the mechanisms underlying

circadian entrainment in humans and lead to the development of space flight countermeasures to

produce robust circadian entrainment to the Mars <-lay.
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David F. Dinges, Ph.D.

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
Countermeasures to Neurobehavioral Deficits From

Partial Sleep I,oss

Project Executive Summary

This project seeks to prevent neurobehavioral deficits and fatigue due to inadequate sleep in

astronauts during prolonged space flight, where sleep is chronically restricted to a mean of

6hr/day, which has been shown to result in cumulative sleepiness and performance deficits.

Using a response surface experimental paradigm IRSM), we will identify the most effective ways

to obtain sleep by investigating how variations in slcep dtlriltiotl and its circadian placetnent

relate to the return of performance per time invested in sleep. In the past 3 years we have been
testing in a dose-response manner across chronic sleep restriction, 18 combinations of nocturnal

anchor sleep and daytime naps in order to develop an RSM for diurnal functioning. Preliminary

analyses of this diurnal RSM reveal that total sleep time per 24hr in the range experienced by
astronauts" results in cumulative neurobehavioral dclicits, and that shorter nocturnal sleep

periods combined with hmger daytime naps may partially mitigate this effect. We propose to

repeat this effort on an additional n = 90 healthy men and women undergoing a 14-day ground-

based laboratory protocol inw+lving the same 18 sleep-dosage cells, but placed at the opposite

circadian phase flom the first experilnent (i.e., simulatcd night shift operations), to develop an

RSM for nocturnal functioning. The sleep conditions will involve 4 anchor sleep durations (4.2,

5.2, 6.2, 8.2hr) and 6 nap sleep durations (0.4, 0.8, 1.2, 1.6.2.0, 2.4hr) crossed to yield a total of

4 anchor-sleep-only conditions, and 14 anchor+nap sleep conditions, thereby spanning a dynamic

rankle of cumulative sleep debts (i.e., from 0 to 40hr in a 10-day period). Duline the protocol we
will monitor neurobehavioral performance and mood, waking EEG, core body temperature,

plasma levels of hormones (melatonin, cortisol, growth hormone), behavioral motility, and sleep
PSG, while subjects remain in a laboratory that simulates the low light, tight quarters, and lack of

social contact with the outside world that characterize long-duration space flight. The resulting

RSM for nocturnal functioning will provide inforlnation on the fundamental relationship between

sleep duration and waking neurobehavioral capability when night operations are required.

Comparison of the RSM for nocturnal functioning to the RSM for diurnal functioning will help
establish the contribution of circadian placement of sleep and wakine to the development of

cumulative neurobehavioral deficits. Together these nocturnal and diurnal RSMs will provide a

comprehensive view of the extent which sleep can be safely reduced during space flight.
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Charles A. Fuller, Ph.D.

University of California, Davis

Primate Circadian Rhythms in the Martian

Environment

Project Executive Summary

To maintain health and homeostasis, an organism must regulate each of its physiological systems
in concert with all of the others and with the external environment. The Circadiarl Timing

System (CTS) has evolved to allow coordination of an organism's physiology and behavior both

internally and with the external 24.0 hr terrestrial day. The mammalian CTS is adaptcd to the

lighting environment found on Earth. As we move toward exploration-class space missions, we

will be exposing astronauts to non-Earth envilontnents for increasing lengths of time. Changes

may include altered gravity and spectral, intensity and day-length diffcrenccs. This raises the
concern of whether or not humans will be able to synchronize to such an alien environment. For

example, a Mars-type exploration would entail stays on Mars of one to two years. Compared
with the Earth, the Martian environment hits a photic spectrum shifted to the red, low

illumination level, a periodicity of 24.62 hr, and a 0.38 G gravitational field. The mammalian

CTS is most sensitive to light of the blue-green wavelengths and adapted to synchronize to a 24.0

hr day. In addition, light nlusl be relatively bright to itffect the CTS of primates, especially
humans. Further, altered CTS ftmction including rhythm amplitude and wave form, sensitivity to

light, and CTS period, have been reported in both the microgravity environment of space flight

and in hyperdynamic fields on the Earth. This prograrn will examine the ability of primates
(male and female rhesus monkeys) CTS to cope with the Martian environment. Thc first three

experiments will exalnine responses to the Martian day, while the last experirnent will examine
the effects of G on the period of the circadian pacemaker. Experiment 1 will examine the ability

of the CTS to synchronize to the Martian photic (spectrum and period) environment. We will

examine long-term (4-tnonth) physiological and behavioral responses. Experiment 2 will

similarly examine long-tern1 responses to a photic environment composed of a Martian day and
Earth light spectrum. Experiment 3 will use the primate model to initiate the development of

countem_easures to assure optimum entrainment of the CTS. This experiment will examine the

effects of timed bright light pulscs on CTS entrainment. Using the forced desynchrony protocol,

experiment 4 will examine the effects of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0 G on the period of the circadian

pacemaker. We will develop a G vs. period model to predict the effect of the 0.38 G Martian
environment on the period of the circadian pacemaker. This rnodel will be used to develop

countermeasure requirements to be tested in experiment 3. Thus, this program will develop a

primate model to ewtluate physiological and behavioral consequences of long-term exposure of

male and female subjects to altered lighting and gravitational environlnents.
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Megan E. Jewett, Ph.D.

Harvard - Brigham and Women's Hospital

Mathematical Model for Scheduled Light Exposure:

Circadian/Performance Countermeasure

Project Executive Summary

Due to the unusual lightMark patterns and sleep/wake schedules to which they are exposed,

astronauts may frequently experience circadian nlisalignment, during which their circadian

rhythms are not appropriately synchronized v/ith their work schedules so that their performance

and ability to sleep can be severely compromised. Carefully scheduled light exposure can realign
astronauts" circadian rhythms to match their sleep/wake schedules thereby improving their

performance levels arm sleep quality. Therefore, it is imperati,`'e that NASA have the capacity to
easily dcsi,.zn_ and modify li_htin,.z__ schedules to improve circadian ali_nment_ throughout lon,,_.

duration space flights.

To reach this goal. this proposal addresses four specific aims: 1 ) to further develop and refine Ol.lr
mathematical Dvmtmic Stim,l,s Processing, model so that it can accurately predict the phase and

amplitude of the human circadian system under any lighting conditions, especially those which

occur in space. To do this. data ,,,,'ill be simulated from four completed studies on the effects of

light on the humarl circadian system: 2) to validate tiffs refined Dvmtmic Stimtthts ProccssinR,

model using data from four other studies on the effects of brief and extended bright light pulses

and very dim light on circadian phase and entrainment: 3) to incorporate this refined and
validated Dynamic Stimulus Processing model into our mathematical Nettrobehavioral

Peqfi,mame model, which will then be validated against performance data collected under all

eight of the studies analyzed in specific aims 1 and 2: 4) to develop a user-friendly PcJjhrmame
Simulation Sql?ware program that can be used to specify appropriate light schedules as a

countermeasure to the poor performance and sleep quality associated with circadian

nlisaligrunent in space.

Potential applications of this model arid software include the specification of lighting

rcquircments aboard spacecraft nccessary to insure proper entrainment of astronauts while in

space, and the design of shift schedules to allow astronauts to receive available bright light at

appropriate times for proper circadian alignment with their sleep/wake schedules.
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Michael Menaker, Ph.D.

University of Virginia

A Model of Circadian Disruption in the

Space Environment

Project Executive Summary

We have developed a transgenic rat model that enables us to measure circadian rhythms of

transcription of a "clock gene" (Perl) in the brain and in peripheral tissues. Using this model we

have shown that Per transcription is circadian in _'itro preparations of SUl_,rachiasmatic nucleus
(SCN), several other brain areas, liver, lung, muscle, and other peripheral organs. This

demonstrates that each of these areas and organs contain circadian oscillators - those in the SeN

are self-sustained and persist fl)r more than a month iH t'itro, while those in other areas damp out
within one to six cycles once tissues containing them have been removed from the animal. These

data support a hierarchical model of mammalian circadian organization, with the SCN as the

dominant synchronizer of rhythms in other brain areas and in the periphery. In addition, our new

rat model provides unique opportunities to test the effects of "'abnormal" environments, such as
those that will be encountered in space travel, on organization of the mammalian circadian

system.

We propose to evaluate the effects of "constant" conditions and of shift-work schedules on both
the maintenance of circadian rhythmicity in central and peripheral structures, and on temporal

synchrony among them (specific aims 1 and 2). Our preliminary data indicate that under these
conditions, some circadian rhythms will be abolished, others will be abnormally phased (i.e., will

peak at the "'wrong" time relative to the light cycle and/or rhythms in other tissues), while yet

others (in particular, the SCN) may be unaffected. We have called the resulting abnormal

circadian organization "dysphasia," and hypothesizc that it is responsible for the malaise and

performance decrements seen in jet la,,_ and shift-work syndrome. We believe that to the de,,ree

possible, it should be avoided in space travel.

In a final set of experiments (specific aims 3 and 4), we will attempt to ameliorate or prevent

dysphasia by manipulating meal timing, melatonin administration, lk)rced excrcise, and short
pulses of complete darkness. We have focused on these interventions bccause thcy could be

applied with relative ease and safety to humans in space, and there is good reason to expect that

they would be effective.
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Lawrence P. Morin, Ph.D.

State University of New York - Stony Brook

Circadian and Vestibular System Relationships

Project Executive Summary

In order to adequately understand the circadian rhythm system, it ix important to recognize ai tile

outset that it is a system functioning in the corttext of a variety of inllttenccs mediated by tile rest

of tile brain. A prilnary concern of the circadian rhythm icscarch field has been with photic lime

_,l<,\"lile.<,siimuli. However. it is readily appal-enl thai other, non-IHlolic stimuli gain access Io the

circadian syslelll alld Call lllodulate rhvthlll phase. Tile plOSelll proposal is derivcd Irolll our

recent and conlinuing anatomical description of the extensive intcrconnoclions between file

intergeniculate leaflet (IGL) of the mJrcadian rhylhi+tl system and other nuclei of the subcortical

visual syslenl. Prclinliilary dala arc described in lhe applicalitm, which delliOilslialc neurons

pr_tjecting frolll file vcstibulcir nuclear colllplex to tile IGL. This novel pathway has significantly

modified our thinking abotll the roule by which a correlale of the non-photic stimulus.

locoinolion, might gain access lo the circadian rhylhin system and shift rhythm phase. It has also

opened the possibility that the vestibular syslenl is a specific roule by which sensory infornlatJon

related to head inovcinent might gain access to tile circadian systenl. Tile proposal consists of

three specific aJnls: (1) The effelcnl and afferent connections between the veslibular nuclei and

the IGL will be fully idcntificd. I\ part of this aim will bc io denlonstrate thai vestibular lletlrc, ns

pro.jetting to the IGL actually connect with neurons projecting to the circadian clock in the

suprachiasn-iatic nucleus. (2)l'hc visual system will be activated with patterned moving light (all

optokinetic siinlulus) and shown lo ftulctionally aclivale ileurons in the IGL as indicalcd by

imnlunoreactlve FeN protein induction and by chcadian rhyitnn phase responses of the

neuropeptide y type. (3) The vestibular syslonl will bc aclivalod using a lhree-diincnsional

motion slimulus and shown to also induce FOS protein in the tGL. Tile stimuhis will he iosled

lk)l its ability to induce circadian rhythm phase response of tile neuropepiide y type. Joint

application of optokinctic and vestibular stimuli will also he icsted for FOS protein reduction and

phase shifting capability. The analomical tract tracing methods will include antcro- and
rciroeradc ilaCill_ usJn<, the llaccrs. Phaseolus lcciJn Icucoaeelutinin and cholera toxin g

fragnlcnt, respectively. We will also implenicnt tianssyriaptJc viial tract traciilg nlclhods to
deternline lhat vestibular neurons indeed connect to IGL nettrotls which, in turf1, prqiect lo the

circadian clock. The resulls will enable a boiler colnprehensJon of the relationship between lhe

visual and vestibular systeltlS and nlay contribute significantly to the undorstandin._ of motion

sickness. The proposed research will be the first to link these issties with the circadian rhythin

syslciil.
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Gianluca Tosini, Ph.D.

Morehouse School of Medicine

Long-Term Exposure to Dim Lighting Desynchronizes

the Circadian System of Rats

Project Executive Summary

Many biochemical, physiological and behavioral parameters exhibited by organisms show daily

fluctuations and most of these daily rhythms persist in constant conditions, thus, demonstrating

that they, are driven by endogenous oscillators. The rhythms that persist in constant conditions

with a period close to 24 hours are called circadian rhythms. One the most important aspects of

space flight is the absence of geophysical 24-hour cycles, which, of course, affccls the overall

temporal organization of the olgallisnls. Irl the case of long-duration lllanlled splice flight, it is
crucial to understand how the whole circadian system would react and behave in such
circumstances.

We discovered that exposing rats to constant dim light for 60 days significantly affected the

phase-relationship among circadian outputs in the SCN, retina and pineal, demonstrating that it1

these animals internal desynchronization of the circadian rhythms is occurring. We also

observed that the circadian rhythm in arylalkylamine N-acetyltranslcrase (the enzyme that is

responsible for the circadian rhythm in melatonm synthesis) was abolished in both the retina alld

in the pineal gland. Our data also indicated that locomotor activity rhythm might be an

unsatisfactory marker to assess the circadian status of the whole organism. Internal

desynchronization has profound effects on the capability of the organisms to perform (mentally
and physically) and to remain healthy. In this research proposal, we have designed a series of

experiments to: a) understand the mechanisms responsible for the observed desynchronizalion: b)

investigate the effect that internal desynchronization has on the immune response and motor and

cognitive perlormances: and c) evaluate if melatonin can be used as a pharmacological agent to

counteract desynchronization of the circadian rhythms. We believe lhat the model we have

generated will be useful m to foreseeing and preventing dysfunction of fl3e circadian system that

may arise after hmg periods in the space environment where the normal cycle has been altered.
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Fred W. Turek, Ph.D.

Northwestern University

Animal Model for Sleep Loss and Circadian Disruption

Project Executive Summary

Undcr normal conditions, there is a stable phase relationship between circadian rhyttnnicity,

sleep and the light-dark cycle in essentially all-animal spccics. However, hunlans routinely

disrupt the normal synchronization between the circadian clock and the slccp-wakc and light-

dark cycles either for shorl periods of time (i.e., following rapid travel across time zones,

commollly referred to as ",iet lag"t, or for long periods of time (i.e., as occurs in shift- or night
workers). This disruption of the circadian system often results in chronic partial slccp loss.

Chronic sleep loss and circadian disruption are expected to occur during extended-duration

inissiol> in space as well as in support ground personncl due to the demands of the mission.
Despite the fact that millions of individuals arc affected by chronic misalignment el lhe sleep and

circadian clock systems, fcw practical countermeasures to circadian disruption and sleep loss

have bccn developed in which rigorous scientific evidencc attests to their effcctivcness. A rattier

impediment to the development of such countermeasures is the lack of adequate animal models

that could be used to study the human equivalent of disrupting the normal synchronization of

circadian rhythmicity, sleep and the light-dark cycle from one another on a chronic basis. The

proposed studies arc designed to further develop and to exploit a unique anilnal model to
determine the effects on circadian rhythmicily and the slecp-wake cycle of the chronic

misalignment of the activity-rest cycle with the entraining light-dark cycle and with normal
circadian time. We will also determine if this chronic misalignment and an)' resultant circadian

disruption or slccp loss causes a decrcment in neurobehavioral or motor pcrformancc. This
animal model will also be used to dctermine if specific pharmacological (i.e., mclatonin) or

bchavioral (i.e., exercise) intcrvenlions can be used io reduce the effects of circadian disruption

and sleep loss.

The mouse will be used as the animal model in the proposed studies because it is in this spccics

where the discovery of the function of most mamnlalian genes is expected to be made.

Ultimately it is expected that it will be possible to integrate the function of known, and yet to be
discovered, circadian clock and sleep genes in the development of new strategies for alleviating

the advcrse effects of chronic sleep loss and circadian disruption on human physiology and
behavior. The use of an animal model for the study of circadian disruption and sleep loss is

expected to lead to new insights into the interactions between the sleep and circadian clock

systems, and should provide important information about countermeasures that could prove
useful in alleviating the adverse effects associated with work at different times of day in humans

on the ground and in the space environment.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Immunology, Infection and Hematology

Janet S. Butel, Ph.D.

Baylor College of Medicine

Viral Infections and Mucosal Immunity

Project Executive Summary

Space fli_ht_ conditions are known to effect chan,,e_=, in the systemic immune system, anti the

unanswered question ix whether infectious diseases will pose a major risk to the success of hmg-

duration missions, We seek to conlinue our studies of possible deleterious effects of space l]ighl

on viral infections and the mucosal immune system, an important defense against microbial

infections. We arc testing the hypothesis that long-duration space [light conditions will alter

immune responses, lead to reactivation of latent viruses, increased viral infections and disease,
and possible development of virus-associated cancers. We are focusing the virus studies on

herpesviruses and polyomaviruscs and are using the antiorthostatic suspended (AOS) mouse

model l\)r mucosal immunity studies. We have established normal baselines for viral shedding

from healthy volunteers and have preliminary data from on-going collaborations of human space

flight analogs of increased viral reaclivation and shedding and from the AOS model that the

111ucosa[ immune system shows alterations. We propose to continue and extend our comparative

studies of virus reactivation and infection, combined with immunological measurcs, through

collaborations on several ground-based models. These models include Antarctica isolation,

closed chambers, sleep disruption, and HIV infections, plus samples frolil astronauts. We plan to

devclop lllouse models of acute and latent infections with nmrine hcrpesvirus and polyomavirus

lk)r collaborative proton irradialion studies. We propose to apply new gene array technology to

characterize global changes in mucosal immune responses in AOS mice before and after virus

infections. We expect the animal studies to generate hypotheses that can be tested in the futurc

in human ground-based models. Through linkages to other NSBRI applications, involving sleep

disruption, space immunodeficicncy, proton irradiation, and the stress-related HPA axis, our

team is poised to provide comprehensive insi,_hts into the possible effects and undcrlyin$

mechanisms of long-duration space flight on infectious disease processes and llltlcosal immunity

and then to plan and dcvelop specific countermeasures.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Immunology, Infection and Hematoh)gy

George E. Fox, Ph.D.

University of Houston

Microorganisms in the Spacecraft Environment

Project Executive Summary

NASA's Critical Path Roadmap document and the NSBRI hnmunology, Infection and

Hematoh)gy tealll priorities identify microbial infection as a significant fi|ctor affecting human

space flight. Herein. we proposed to continue and expand our sludics on microorganisms in the

space environment. We will continue our efforts to develop assays for determining the microbial

content of the air and water systems on spacecraft. These assays will be useful for studies of the

microbial ecology of the space environment and its monitoring tools on eventual lon,,_, duration

missions, hnproved space-flJght-conlpatible assay [orllliltS will be tested, and results validated

against classical methods. These methods, which will be useful throughout the work, include

novel sltmple preparation chemistries and the use of molecular beacons and beacon arrays for

low-labor multiplex detection. Project expansions include the use of whole-genome

hybridization anay technology to identify changes in microbial gene expression under modcled

microgravity. If such effects occur they may affect an organism's pathogenicity or ability to

evolve unexpected phenotypic properties, e.g. novel mechanisms of pathogenicity. Finally, a

novel, very general spacecraft coinpatible approach to identifying the genetic affinity of any

problematic bacterium will be developed. This general identification system is being developed
its a safeguard against the appearance of a novel pathogen, or pathogenic traits in organisms

previously not expected to have the potential for pathogenicity.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Immunology, Infection anti Hematology

Alan M. Gewirtz, M.D.

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

Effect of Deep Space Radiation on Human

Hematopoietic Stem Cells

Project Executive Summary

Astronauts on long-term missions in deep space will be placed at risk fiom a variety of hazards.

Some of these are known while others may be anticipated. Darnage to hernatopoictic stem ceils

its a result of radiation exposure is as an example of the latter. Otu long-tem_ goal is to idcntil}'

and quantitate the risks of deep space radiatic, n to the human hematopoietic system, with

particular emphasis on the hematopoietic stem cell. Stem cells arc the ultimate source of both

the blood and immune systems and damage to these cells could have grave immediate and hmg-

term conscquences. At the slmle time, because these cells can bc readily removed from the body,

manipulated, and stored, they are also unique candidates for cotintcl+rtlei|sures that might obviate,

or totally negate, damage incurred to them. Accordingly, this project will have three specific
aims that support our long-term _,o,w',,s. These are to: l} Invesliq,ate, tire celhdar con,veqm'm'e.v o/.

eXl_Osin.q, Imman hemat_q_oietic stem cells to an environment w/rich simulates the radiation

environment o/deep s/race. While much is known about the effects of "conventional" radiation

on hcmatopoietic cells, virtually nothing is known about the effects of deep space, high LET

radiation on human hematopoietic stem (HSC) and progenitor (HPC) cells. 2) Evamine the

molecular crmsequem'e,v c{/ e.Vl_osing Imman hematOl_oietic stem cells to an environment which

simttlates the radiation environment r?/ deep stmce. Tiffs aim has two purposes. If radiation

leads to degradation of hcmatopoietic cell function it will clearly be of interest to look for the

molecular lesions potentially responsible for such damage. Alternatively, more long-term, but

initially occult damage may also be induced. The consequences of such damage could lead either

to a complete failure of hematopoiesis (aplastic ilnenlia) or the development of hematological
malignancies. Identification of such damage is therefore important. 3) Design potential

cottntermeasures to obviate or negate celhdar aml molcctdar damage discerned during the

course of cart3'illg oltt Aims 1 and 2. We propose both simple and more complex solutions to

problems that might be identified during the course of this study. We suggest that prophylactic

(pre-flight) harvest and storage of astronaut stem cells might be a safe, effective, and relatively

inexpensive mechanism for countering long-term damage to cells of the hematopoietic systems.

Countermeasures that might prove effective in combating damage encountered during flight will

also be developed and explored for their utility.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Immunology, Infection, and Hematology

William T. Shearer, M.D.

Bayior College of Medicine

Space Flight Immunodeficiency

Project Executive Summary

Using ground-based models, the investigators of this grant application ("Space Flight

hnmunodeficiency") wish to determine tile possibility that long-term space travel will weaken

human immune responses and render astronauts susccptiblc to reactivated viral infection and

cancer. The two ground-based models that will bc used are: 1) humans exposed to the harsh

conditions of tile Antarctic winter-over and 21 mice exposed to proton and y-ray radiation and

infected with polyomavirus and gamma-herpesvirus. The human Antarctic-exposure model will

mimic tile space travel conditions of stress, isolation, containment, and microbial contamination.

and the animal radiation model will mimic the solar radiation that astronauts will experience. In

preliminary human studies in collaboration with Dr. Dcsmond Lugg and the Australian National

Antarctic Research Expedition, we have preserved over 1,500 plasma and peripheral blood

inononttclear cells of vohmtcer subjects tk)r analysis of the effects of the Antarctic winter-over

expericnce on lymphocyte subset expression, lymphocyte proliferation to specific anligcns, and

cytokine production. With collaborator Dr. Janet Butel. who will be evaluating saliva, urine, and

white blood cells of Antarctic subjects for evidence of rcactivation of viral infection by virus

culture and DNA quantitation, we will be able to assess lymphocyte reactivity to latent viral

antigens (e.g., EBV) and determine the degree of immunosuppression. Our collaborators at

Loma Linda University Medical Center, Dr. Oaila Gridley afld Dr. Gregory Nelson, have very

recently published exciting radiation studies in mice that demonstrate an acute reduction in
critical lymphocyte subsets and loss of specific immune responses. These studies serve as

preliminary studies for our animal model, in which wc will attempt to show that viral infection in

irradiated mice will lead to a permanent state of acquired immunodeficiency. Thus, by exposing

mice to doses of proton irradiation and latent viruses, wc will attempt to show an effect of ,solar

radiation (80% proton irradiation) upon latent viruses in humans in long-term space travel. If our

experiments demonstrate that astronauts are likely to develop chronic viral infection and tumors,

it would be appropriate to develop countermeasures, such as radio-protective compounds that
could shield astronauts flom solar radiation. Thus, support of this research program would

enable our research team to quantitatively assess the importance of ground-based space model
conditions on human immune function, chronic infection, and cancer.
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RESEARCH AREA:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Immunology, Infection anti Hematology

Gerald Sonnent¥1d, Ph.D.

Morehouse School of Medicine

Suspension, the HPA Axis and Resistance to Infection

Project Executive Summary

Space flight has been shown to result ill changes ill immunc responses of tmmans and other

animals, but the effects of space flight on resistance to infection lcmains to be established. Using

a murine model, we now propose to explore potential cffects of space-flight-like conditions on
resistance to infection and novel mechanisms for regulating resistance to infection. The

hypothesis to be tested is: antiorthostatic (AOH or hindlimb) suspension of micc, a model for

somc of the effects of space flight on the immune system, results in altered resistance to infection

with pathogens. Testing of this hypothesis will provide data to allow developmcnt of future

studies to determine if space flight affects resistance to infection and if countermeasures can be

developed to prevent any detrimental effects.

The specific aims of the proposed study are (1) To expand the rangc of infections altered by

AOlt suspension. We have already shown that resistance to some infcctions that are not likely to

bc risks during space flight has been altered by AOH suspension and we now wish to determine
if infections that could be a risk during space flight that are affected by the suspension model: (2)
To determine the mechanism of alteration of resistance to infcction induced by AOH suspension.

Although previous studies have shown that immune responses arc altered by space flight, we
now wish to extend these studies to detcrmine the role of the neuroendocrine system in regulating

infections. This will be carried out using two approaches. Thc data obtained from experiments

using both approaches will be integrated to allow for development of a model for the
mechanism(s) of the effects of hindlimb suspension on resistance to infections: A) The first

approach will involve an evaluation of AOH suspension-induced alterations of host immune and

neurocndocrine responses: B) The second approach will involve an evaluation of direct effects of
the host neuroendocrine response on the pathogen. We have preliminary data to indicate that

catecholamines can affect bacterial pathogen growth and production of virulence factors. We

will explore the mechanism of tile effects of the neurocndocrine system on bacterial infections
and, togclher with Dr. Butel, begin exploration of effects of the ncuroendocrine system on viral
infections.

Undcrstanding of these mechanisms could aid the design of future space flight experiments anti

allow for the future development of countermeasures to prevent induction of these difficulties by

space fli,,ht
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RESEARCH AREA:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Integrated Human Function

Donald M. Bers, Ph.D.

Loyola University Chicago

Integrative Cardiac Myocyte Model: Ion Channels,

Ca and Contraction

Project Executive Summary

Our hmg-ternl objective is to build a detailed quantitative model of cardiac muscle, which will

include clectrophysiological properties, cellular Ca-regulation and contractile activation and

relaxation. Aims of the pro jcct are: 1) To develop a more up-to-date electrophysiological modcl

of cardiac myocyte dynamics: 2) to incorporate new Ca-transport data on Si Ca-uptake, release

and NidCa exchange: 3) To extend the model to include cooperative Ca-dependent myofilaments
activation, contraction and relaxation; and 4) hnplcment this niodcl on highly accessible formals

(one user-friendly and one conlputer-friendly t\_i interfacing with other models). The rationale

for our proposal stems from a lack of integration of information from the level of ion channels to

Ca transients to myofilament force and shortening. We plan to develop a comprehensive

quantitative model that incorporates up-to-date information on ion channels, modulation of Ca-

cycling processes and myofilament activation. The approach involves a team of investigators

with long-standing laboratory and modeling experience in each of these processes. Drs. Bers and

Puglisi of Loyola Univcrsity have extensive experience in modeling and quantitative

experimental studies of regulation of Ca-cycling and membrane currents in thc cardiac myocytc.
Similarly, Drs. De Tomhc and Solaro of the University of Illinois at Chicago have extensive

experimental and modelin,,_ experience that focuses on the modulation of myocvte, response to
Ca. The approach involves the generation of computer models constrained by dynamic data

generated in these and other laboratories. A preliminary working model LahHEART4 shows

feasibility and utility of the proposed modeling format. This endeavor will provide new insights

into normal physiological regulation of myocyte activity its well as providing a baseline from
which altered function induced by alterations in hemodynamic loading can be readily considered.

A fully integrated model of cardiac myocyte activity and regulation of myocytc activity

developed here will have a broad application to acute changes in the environment its occurs in

space travel and re-entry. This understanding will also have a broad significance to the
understanding the effects of altered gene and protein expression associated with long-term

chanees in cardiac loading that occur durino space travel and return to Earth.
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RESEARCH AREA:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Integrated Human Function

Marco E. Cabrera, Ph.D.

Case Western Reserve University

Metabolic Adaptations of Skeletal Muscle to

Training/Detraining: A Systems Model

Project Executive Summary

Space travel (detraining)has detrimental effects on skeletal muscle structure, mctabolisnl, and

function, inchlding reductions in muscle size, strength, and endi_lrllnce. Exercise (training) in

splice can counteract some of these deleterious effects. Even with tile relatively abundant

reformation gathered from studies in splice and from ground-based simulated microgravity of

htlnlans alld rodents, no physiologically based nlathenmiical/computational models of htiillail
function are available that integrate cellular and whole body data. Such inodels tire essential to

provide a franlework fof quantitative uridefstanding of the skeletal muscle illotabolic adapialioris
to periods of training and detraining. Tiros, tile hmg term ob.icctives of this proposal are tO; (a)
quantitatively evaluate the interactions alllOrl_ morphological, rnolecular, and biochemical
variables that alter the nletabolic/functional attributes of muscle fibers during periods of

training/detraining, and (b) to perfornl quantitative predictions of v_,ork capacity after periods of

training/detraining. Accordingly, mathematical models of skeletal muscle intermediary
mctabolisln will be developed. The models will integrate cellular, tissue, and whole body data,
with emphasis on cellular energctics and substrale utilization and regulation in skeletal nltlscie.
These models will dcscribe metabolite and enzyme concentrations altered during acute and

chronic adaptations to training and detraining. Tile models will incorpofatc p_.llalllctcrs thai
quantify the adaptations, as well as pliranleters thai relate to nltiscle mass, enzyillatic activity,
rnitochondrial content, and fiber-type distribution. Tim specific aims of this project ;.ire:

1) To identify the metabolic adaptations to training/detraining in order to develop databases

containing (a) information on the structural, biochemical, physiological, and functional

adaptations of skeletal muscle to microgravity and exercise training in rats and humans and

(b) the underlyirig molecular and biochemical mechanisms mediating these adaptations.

To develop mathematical models of intermediary metabolism in skeletal muscle that account2)
for the effects of training and detraining.

3) To investigate the rehitive significance to
metabolism-related parameters that are affected

4) To simulate the short- and long-term effects on

energetics of space flight and exercise in space,

a period of space travel or exercise training, the

and fatty acid oxidation in skeletal muscle are
twitch to fast-twitch fibers lind (b) alterations in

work capacity lind rnuscle efficiency of

by training or detraining.
skeletal muscle intermediary metabolism and

to quantitatively test tile hypotheses that after
observed changes in the rates of carbohydrate

a restilt of (a) a partial conversion of slow-

glycolytic alld oxidative en/,ymes.
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PRINCIPAl. INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Integrated Human Function

P. Bryant Chase, Ph.D.

Florida State University
Cell and Molecular Biomechanics: Cardiac and

Skeletal Muscle

Project Executive Summary

This proposal is targeted to the National Space Biomedical Rescarch Institute's Integrated
Human Function Team (twimary) with a secondary target as the existing Muscle Team. The

overall goal of this proposal is to produce a muscle cell model (digital cell) that will: explain

biomechanical adaptations that occur with alterations in muscle protein isoforms due to changes

in activity level: predict bioenegetic changes associated with changes in activity level: and be

integrated into computational models of human limb and heart. Tile essential molecular and

subcellular components of the model will he identified and algorithms constructed based on

experimental data obtained in a controlled environment. The cell model will he tested against

published biomechanical and bioenergetic data obtained under a broad spcctrtun of
environmental conditions. Our muscle cell model will be one of tile main building blocks for

constructing a model of integrated human function because the cell is the basic unit of

physiological organization: the musculoskeletal system is _8()% of body mass and thus is a m_0or
determinant of energy consumption, as well as being responsible for movement and

cardiovascular function. To accomplish our goal of constructing a digital nluscle cell, wc will:

(1) identify contractile protein composition of skeletal and cardiac muscles from high- and low-

activity rats: (2) characterb'.e contractile properties Iphenotype) of selected muscles containing

unique mixtures of protein isoforms, as identified in Aim 1: and (3) develop the "'digital" cell
biomechanical model.
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RESEARCH AREA:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:
ORGANIZATION:
PROJECT T1TLE:

Integrated Human Function [
JamesE. Coolahan,Ph.D. ]Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

Distributed Simulation of Integrated Human Function

Project Executive Summary

The k)ng-term objective of the l)i,vlri/mted Simulation q/Inte,_,rated Httman Fmwlion project for

the National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) is to demonstrate the ability to

simulate Integrated Human Function (IHF) over time by providing a technical framework to

permit simulations of different human physiological functions, executing in separate locations, to
interact to produce synergistic results. The hypothesis of this research is that interoperable

simulations of htlnlall physiological functions applicable to the space flight environment

executing interactively can produce integrated results that cannot be produced by, these

simulations executing independently. The specific aims of this research are: to develop, at the

Johns Hopkins University (JHU}. a computational model of the human ventricular myocyte and a

finite element rnodel of the geometry and fiber structure of the human hcart: to develop a

distributed simulation of human caz-diac function, incorporating the simulation of the human

cardiac ventricular cell resident al JHU, and a simulation of coupled mechanical and electrical

function resident at the University of California, San Diego (UCSD): and. working with the

NSBRI IHF team, to select other appropriate models that can he represented ovcr time using

simttlations, and integrate them into (a) a distributed simulation of cardiovascular function: and

(b) a multi-function distributed simulation of cardiovascular+ bone, and muscle systems

representative of the IHF simulations that will be needed for long-term space flight. The research
will leveraoe the si,.znificant body of research in constructin.,,z, distributed interoperable

simulations that has been performed in connection with the development of the High Level

Architecture (HLA) for simulations developed by the U. S. Department of Defense. The initial
distributed simulation of human cardiac function will be constructed by developing a Federation

Object Model (FOM) describing the objects, attributes, and interactions of the respective JHU

and UCSD simulations, and incorporating a structured Federation Development and Execution

Process (FEDEP) to ensure proper systems integration. An HLA Runtime Infrastructure (RT1)

will provide the means for distributed execution across the coast-to-coast network

implementation. The FOM developed for this initial application will be extended in subsequent

years to incorporate simulations of other aspects of cardiovascular system function, and

ultimately, related elements of bone and muscle systems, so that a multi-system distributed

simulation will be executed in the final year of the project.
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PROJECT TITLE:

Integrated Human Function

Martin J. Kushmerick, M.D., Ph.D.

University of Washington

Integrating Human Muscle Energetics and Mechanics

Project Executive Summary

We propose a novel combination of _ip NMR spcctroscopies, ultrasound l\mctional images,
biomechanical analyses and multi-level modeling for analysis leading to an integration of human

limb muscle function. We will integrate macroscopic properties in terms of molecular

mechanisms. Human limb inuscle will provide an exemplar for the integrated human function

tcaln: tile analysis alld modeling of diffcrent cell types and tissues in the limb as a functional

organ will provide enabling concepts and technology for larger scale modeling of the "'digital

human" and guide strategies for database and global computer system development. We belicvc
the current best strategy to develop milestones and to make progress on tile ambitious goal of the

"digital human" is lo commellce work on one body part that inchides important pieccs of
NASA's critical path analysis. An understanding of limb muscle function is crucial to the

planning of training exercises and to selecting personnel for the most strenuous activities with

optimal efficiency and minimal risk. The science of this proposal evahiates tile mechanisms

responsible for transient and steady state performance of limb muscle. This analysis requires tile

specification of: l)the mechanical power output by specific muscles during limb functions: 2)
the analysis of tile properties of different muscles in the same individual and of tile same nlusclcs
in different individuals: 3) the quantification of energy demand by mechanical output: 4) the

division of energy supply between glycolytic and oxidative processes and analysis of their inter-
related controls: and 5) analysis of the response of these components with integrated models of

the system. The information obtained through these expcrimcntal approaches is crucial to

develop a inodel-based approach to the study of itt _'i_'o muscle energy balance in hunl;.ins for two
reasons: 1) the relevant data is not available: and 2) more importantly, ttle conceptual basis for

integrating the component mechanisn3s can only be evolved from thcse new observations. We
will show that the tissues in tile limb have ideal properties and components that render

hierarchical modeling feasible. Many properties of these processes are known and characterized

i#z l'itro but i;; _'i_'o they form an integrated system, tile characteristics and regulation of which is

largely unknown. We will expand a mathen_atical model for intracelhllar energetics to include
mechanics and blood flow. The goal is a hierarchical and mechanistic model of these crucial

components of limb muscle function which can be extended to inchide additional metabolic and
celhilar features developed by other investigators, bone mechanical properties and, eventually,

cardiovascular and respiratory analyses currently under development m other tealns. We expect
the intermediate milcstone of the limb functional model will be a powerful tool for analyzing

altered physiological responses to space environment and for testing efficacy of countermeasures.
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PROJECT TITLE:

Integrated Human Function

Andrew D. McCulloch, Ph.D.

University of California, San Diego

Integrated Modeling of Cardiac Mechanical and

Electrical Function

Project Executive Summary

Many of the most critical health risks of exposure to space environments involve cardiac
mechanical and electrical function, especially inlpaired responses to orthostatic and exercise

stress, ventricular atrophy and remodeling, anti cardiac dysrhythmias. Tile objective of the

proposed research is to develop computational modcls of human cardiac electrical and

inechanical responses to weightlessness and low G ihat integrate (i) from cell to organ: (ii) with

other functional subsystems of the heart: and (iii) with other organ systems. Since the initial
insult, microgravity, is fundamentally mechanical and because models must be predictive to be

useful for countermeasure development and assesslllcnl, the core of the models will be

physically-based anatomically detailed three-dimensional continuum models developed by the
applicants over the past 15 years. These Olgall models will provide a framework for bridging

celhllar models developed by ourselves and other project groups of myocyte melabolism, ionic

currents, excitation-contraction coupling, crossbridge dynamics and signal transduction with

systems models of hemodynamics and cardiovascular control. Model developnlents will lk)cus

on including mechanisms at the cell, tissue, organ and organ system level that are most relevant

to the risks of cardiac deconditioning, dysrhythmia, atrophy and remodeling. The models will be

implemented using modular, obJect-oriented softwarc engineering techniques that allow
component models devcloped by other projects in the integrative human function teanl to be
readily integrated through standard broker architectures for software interoperability. The project
will result in software for anatotnically and physically based computational models that bridge

kinetic models of celhllar physiology to systems modcls of whole body physiology. Since tile
models are based on validated finite element niethods for bioinechanics and electro-physiology,

the software will also have applications to other vital aspccls of integrated human function in

space such as lnuscutoskelctal performance.
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RESEARCH AREA:

PRINCIPAl. INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Muscle Alterations and Atrophy

Parker B. Antin, Ph.D.

University of Arizona

Calpains in Simulated Microgravity-Induced Muscle

Atrophy

Project Executive Summary

The overall goal of this proposal is to lest the hypothesis that inhibition of calpain activity in

skeletal muscles can reduce myofibril degradation and muscle atrophy. Muscle wasting is an

important impediment to extended space travel, and studies have shown that muscle size is

regulated by the balance betwcen myofibrillar protein synthesis and degradation. Calpain is the

major calcium activated protcase in animal cells and plays a primary role in regulating the rate of

muscle protein accumulation. Considerable evidence suggests that increasing the levels of

calpastatin, a protein inhibitor of calpains, enhances muscle protein accumulation. Inhibition of

calpain activity, either by increasing calpastatin levels or by expression of dominant negative

lk)rms of calpain, may therefore reduce or inhibit muscle atrophy. Research in this proposal will

explore these possibilities and has the lk_llowing specific aims: 1) investigate whether targeted
over expression of calpastatin will reduce skeletal muscle atrophy in transgenic mice using the

hindlimb tmweighting model: and 2) investigate the use of dominant negative lknms of calpains

to inhibit calpain activity and reduce skeletal muscle protein degradation and atrophy. Studies

will use either the muscle crcatine kinase promoter or a fully characterized tetracycline inducible

system to express calpastatin or mutated calpains in muscles of transgenic mice or in cultured k8

muscle cells. Muscles will be analyzed for changes in overall size, nucleus/cytoplasm ratio, fiber

type, total protein accumu]ation and dcgradation rates, and accumulation of individual

myofibrillar proteins. Information gained is expected to broaden our understanding of muscle

growth and may suggest approaches for alleviating muscle atrophy in space and on Earth.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Muscle Alterations and Atrophy

Kenneth M. Baldwin, Ph.D.

University of California, Irvine

Role of Muscle Loading on Mechanisms of Protein

Translation and the Impact on Unloading-Induced

Atrophy

Project Executive Summary

Previous studies on both humans and other species (e.g.. rats) clearly show that chronic

unloading of skeletal muscle, as oCCtllS during exposure to inicrogravily and/or equivalent
groulld-btlsod models (hindlimb/lowor extremity suspension; bed rest), can cause l) a lllarked
degree of atrophy in those muscles used primarily for glOtlnd support and h)comotion; illld 2)

corresponding losses in proteins comprising the contractile machinery, the chief of which
involves net losses in slow type I myosin heavy chain (MHC) coupled to increases in expression

of fast(or) MHCs. While the mechanisms responsible l\_r inusclo wasting and transformation in

contractile phonotypc tire poorly ullderstood, studies suggest that one factor involves an

imbalancc in protein synthesis activity relative to protein degradation capacity. Therefore, the

inain goals of the proposal are 1) to determine how changes in nlechanical loading impact inusclc
derived IGF-1 gone cxpression coupled to its signaling pathway activation for modulating

regulatory processes that control protein translation efficiency in thc context of skeletal muscle

growth (hypertrophy) and atrophy: and 2) to systematically develop a rodent resistance training

program designed to attenuate thc atrophy process and blurit slow to fast transitions in contractile

phenotypc. These goals will be accomplished by identifying acute loading paradigms that
maintain thc tan, el inuscle in a positive protein balance state, as defined by the functional sttitus

(phosphorylation slate and activity) of key proteins ktlown to inlpacl rate-limiting stops in protein
translation (initiation and elongation slops) and degradation (disassembly of myofilanlonts and

their degradation via the ubiquilin prolcasome complex) processes. While the focus of the

present ploposal is aimed at an animal model in order to expedite the attainincnt of scientific
inl\)rmalion of a mechanistic nature, we feel that outcomes of such research can be easily

translated to studies involving human subjects for subscquent implementation into a viable

countcrmeasure program, e._.,,, one that is predicaled on fundamental scientific principles

governing key subcelhllar processes impacting the protein balance of gravity sensitive skeletal
muscle.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Muscle Alterations and Atrophy

Alfred L. Goldberg, Ph.D.

Harvard Medical School

The Activation of Protein Breakdown in Muscle Upon

Unloading and Possible Countermeasures

Project Executive Summary

The marked loss ot muscle mass that occurs in astronauts in space due to muscle unloading and

also in many systemic diseases results primarily from accelerated degradation of muscle proteins.

especially inyofibrillar components. We have shown that the enhancement of protein breakdown

in these various types of muscle atrophy results mainly from activation of the ubiquitin-

proteasome system and that one pair of ubiquitination enzymes (E2 la_<and Y3(,). which comprise

the "N-end rule'" pathway, plays a particularly important role in atrophying muscles. Our major

goals now arc to clarify the basis tk)r the activation of this ubiquitination pathway in the unloaded

muscles and to develop pharmacological inhibitors of the ubiquitin-protcasomc pathway that may

retard muscle wasting. Wc shall attempt to identify more potent, sclectixc inhibitors of !{3(, and

to use genetic models to examine the consequcnccs of blocking the "N-end rule" pathveay in rive.

Proteasome inhibitors are promising new agcnts for treating human disease, and based on recent

findin<,s about protcasome function, we hope to synthesize new types of inhihitors that act

allosterically to reduce proteolysis partially and thus should be safer and more appropriate tot use
aeainst muscle wastin<,

To obtain a more complete picture of the changes in gone expression leading to the loss of

muscle mass and functional capacity, we are also undertaking a gene microarray analysis to

identify systematically the transcriptional changes that occur during atrophy of rat muscles

induced by hind-limb suspension or glucocorticoid treatment, as well as in hunlan inuscle

biopsies obtaincd during prolonged bed rest. This approach should help to identify novel targets

for inhibitor development and tlseful markers to inonitor lnuscle wasting and efficacy of
countermeasures.

To explore how atrophy may be prevented by nonpharn_acological approaches, we also plan to
analyze animal musclcs flom certain unusual physiological states, black bears during winter and

rats upon dietary protein restriction, both of which suppress proteolysis and preserve muscle

mass, despite reduced caloric intake and disuse.
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ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Muscle Alterations and Atrophy

Marc T. Hamilton, Ph.D.

University of Missouri

Genomics el' Human Skeletal Muscle During Bed Rest
and Exercise

Project Executive Summary

Reduced use of weight-bearing skeletal muscles durmg tnicrogravily and sedentary life on Earth

causes unhealthy and potentially dangerous consequences. For example, leg muscles alrophy,

and also have a profound reduction of lipoprotein lipase activity (an enzyme in lhe blood vessels

of muscles with a protective effect against lipoprotein risk factors for coronary heart disease). It

is likely that an unbiased determination of the global expression pattern of the htlnlan genome

with microarrays will reveal many muscle mRNAs increasing and decreasing, including mRNAs

that heretofore have never even been hypothesized to contribute to the "microgravity or sedentary

phenotype." Additionally, large scale genomic studies are likely to begin 1.o reveal clusters of

rclatcd mRNAs that providc clues as to the sets of gcncs orchestrating some of tile cellular

signaling, transcriptional changes, cellular growth, and metabolism. This proiect will build upon
recent experience established from microarray studics of hindlimb suspension, endurance

exercise, and muscle fibcr typc that support the statements describcd above. Thc effects of bed

rest and one-leg exercise (as a countermeasure to atlenualc the effects of inactivity) on tile soleus

muscle of 6 men and 6 wonlen will be studied. Using state-of-the-art microarray nlethodologies,

this project will measure the expression of-12,000 full-length sequence verified mRNAs and

_3,000 of the most abundant muscle ESTs. This pn_ject is being proposcd by a laboratory

aheady using microarrays in the study (it nlLiscle physiology, in collaboration with a

bioinformatics laboratory, a physical therapy laboratory focused on muscle function, a physician-

scientist studying muscle diseases, and a core laboratory for microarray developnmnt. This study

is likely to discover novel candidate genes and clusters of related genes potentially responsible

tk)r the unhealthy responses to reduced nluscle tisc during physical inactivity.
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PROJECT TITLE:

Muscle Alterations and Atrophy

Susan C. Kandarian, Ph.D.

Boston University

Gene Expression Profiling of Unloaded Skeletal Muscle

Project Executive Summary

Prolonged periods of biomechanical unloading, due to space travel or physical inactivity are

marked by significant decreases in the size and functional capacity of skeletal muscle. Tile

overall aim of tile proposed work is to delineate cellular mechanisms involved in unloading-

induced skeletal muscle atrophy. In the face of overall nluscle wasting, some subsets of genes

are actually upregulated indicating the complexity of the biological processes underlying atrophy
and the need for characterization at a molecular level. As a first step in ehlcidating these

illcchanisms we will aniity/e global gene expression patterns in rat soleus mtlscles rising

Affymetrix GeneChips at I, 4, 7, 14 days of bionlechanical unloading. Temporal analysis of the

parallel expiession of-7,000 full-length genes and several thousand expressed sequence tags will

serve as a window into the signaling networks that underlie the atrophy process. Microarray data

analysis software will be tlsed It) se,,z,leeate__ _eene expression chan,,es_,, based on involvement m

known functional groups, regulatory and signaling pathways. Clustering algorithms will be used

to elucidate sets of genes with known Ol- unknown fnnctions that have similar temporal

expression patterns. These types of analyses will be used to illuminate gent associations and

candidate players in pathways that may be involved in the progression of muscle atrophy.

Further investigation of candidate players will be performed using more quantitative and

conventional techniques such as northern blot, western blot, activity assays, and

immunolocalization studies. Sequence alignment algorithms such as AlignACE will be used to

identify regulatory sequence conserved among genes that are co-regulated. This type of analysis

will expedite attempts to determine unloading-sensitive regulatory sequences and will lhcilitate a

better understanding of how activity patterns regulate transcriptional machinery. Pmtein-DNA

binding assays using these conserved regulatory motifs will complement tile computational

analysis. By characterizing atrophy at this level we will be in a better position to design effective

countermeasures to mitigate the deleterious changes in muscle function, which not only hits

applications for life in space but also for the quality of lilk on this planet.
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Michael B. Reid, Ph.D.

Baylor College of Medicine

Redox Modulation of Muscle Function in Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

Prolonged space flight predisposes skeletal muscle to premature fatigue and is associated with

loss of muscle mass. Both fatigue and atrophy of muscle are partially mediated by reactive

oxygen species (ROS). Ionizing radiation stimulates ROS production in muscle during space

flight and therefore is likely to exaggerate both fatigue and atrophy. This project will assess the

importance of ROS signaling and radiation exposE|re on these two processes and will assess

antioxidant supplementation as a possible countermeasure. We have four specific aims: Aim 1.
To determine if oxidative stress contributes to muscle fatigue during handgrip exercise. Fatigue

of hand and forearm muscles may limit task perlk_rmance by crewmcmbcrs during extravehicular

activities. N-acetylcysteine (NAC) is a rcduced thiol clonor with antioxidant properties that

inhibits muscle fatigue in humans. We will address this Aim by measuring muscle fatigue and
indices of oxidative strcss in humans during endurance handgrip cxercise performcd with and

without NAC. Aim 2. To determine whether ionizing radiation accelerates ROS production and

fatigue in skcletal muscle. The radiation absorbed during EVA is prcdicted to increase tissue
ROS levels and accelerate fatigue. Antioxidant supplementation should bhmt these effects. We

will test both postulates by measuring ROS production and fatigue characteristics of rodent limb

muscles in a proton radiation field. Aim 3. To evaluate oxidative stress as a mediator of muscle

atrophy caused by gravitational unloading. In other experimental conditions, atrophy is partially

mediated by oxidative stress and can be ameliorated by antioxidants. We will evaluate oxidative

stress its a cause of microgravity-induced atrophy by studying mice conditioned by hmdlimb

suspension, either with o1 without antioxidant supplementation. Aim 4. To determine if radiation

stimulates atrophic signaling in muscle. ROS accelerate protein loss in differentiated muscle

cells by activating nuclear factor-KB NF-KB), a redox-sensitive transcription factor that

influences expression of rcgulatory pro/eros in the ubiquitin/proteasome pathway. We postulate
that radiation-derived ROS stimulate this pathway, accelerating protein loss. We will test this

hypothesis by ineasuring changes in the activity of this pathway following exposure of cultured

myotubes and muscles of experimental animals to proton radiation.
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MuscleAlterati_)ns & Atrophy

Shantanu Sinha, Ph.D.

University of California, Los Angeles

In-Vivo Stress-Strain Dynamics in Human Muscle

Project Executive Summary

Muscle atrophy is a complication of prolonged exposure to microgravity and likely involves an

allelalion ill the strain properties of the illtlsclc-lelldoll unit. Stlch alterations ill biomcchanical

properties are likely to predispose muscle to strain injury as well as create errors in motor

function, both in the microgravity environment and upon return to Earth-based activities.
Quantifying the magnitude and distribution of the stress-strain properties of muscle during both

the alwphic and recovering slate is a specific aim of this project. Preliminary evidence shows

that the strain distribution within muscle is highly heterogeneous but closely linked to the

anatomical architecture of the muscle. Reduced levels of mechanical load likely plays a

significant role in the dcvelopnlent of muscle atrophy through alteration of tile strain

characteristics of muscle, (magnitude and the strain distribution), In our experimental design, a

group of subjects (n=12) will undergo unilateral lower limb suspension (ULLS) for6 weeks to

induce muscle atrophy of the triceps surae muscle complex (TSMC) in one extremity. Strain

magnitude and distributhm within the muscle will be measured by velocity encoded cine-phase

contrast MRI during an in riro isometric contraction of tile TSMC with maximal effort. Static

muscle volumes of individual muscles of the TSMC, peak muscle velocity, and torque at thal

point of time will also be quantified. A custom designed force transducer apparatus will nlcasure

torque. The scanning and testing sessions for the ULLS group will bc at 2 weeks and I day prior
to suspension, last day of a 6-week suspension period and 2, 4, and 6 weeks post suspension.

The muscle stress-strain dynamics will demonstrate the regions of muscle IllOSl affected by

visualization and quantification of atrophy and the corresponding susceptibility to strain injury.

Development of tile MRI technology used in this study should be tlseftl] ill futtlre studies to test

the efficacy of a wide range of exercise countermeasures by providing an obiective measure of

changes in stress-strata properties and recovery of these parameters following muscle atrophy.
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Robert W. Wiseman, Ph.D.

Michigan State University

Ca +2 Homeostatis and Muscle Phenotype:

Cellular Energetics

Role of

Project Executive Summary

Exposure of skeletal muscle to space flight results in a significant loss of mass and a shift in the

phenotype fiom slow to fast muscle isoforn>. To a limited extent, astronauts are able to

ameliorate this remodeling of muscle tissue through exercise. If the mechanistic link between

physiologic function and phenotype were better understood, design of countermeasuJvs using
combinations of exercise protocols and pharmaceuticals could be employed to increase the

efficacy of training while on space missions. Wc propose that altered physiologic function
sienals_ the initiation of the remodeline_ process throuohe Ca +e sensitive transcription factors

(CSTFs) which are activated throt_gh changes in _wo homeostatic processes: mitochondrJaJ ATP
synthesis and slucoplasmic reticulum (SR) ATPase Ca +-" handling. It is our assertion that

allcralJons in phcnotype in response to changes in load bearing or any olhcr metabolic stress

involves processing information from the physiology in the form of feedback from lhese two

homeostatic processes. We use an integrative approach to study this problem in isolated
superfuscd skeletal muscles using a combination of non-invasive techniques (_IP-NMR and

fluoresccnce spectroscopy and mechanics) and molecular techniques. In the first Aim we
determine the sensitivity of cytosolic Ca +2 handling to metabolic loads induced by electrical

pacing and metabolic inhibitors. In the second aim we test the response of CSTFs to alterations
• +2 ......

) S Om Ca h¢ meo,tasls using, ionophores, SR ATPase lnhlbltors its well its the metabolic stresses we
develop in Aim 1. We believe once the mechanistic link is established that we i11a.y be able to

design countermeasures to mask the loss of mechanical loading by direct manipulation of

cytosolic Ca +2 and more elTectively stave off the changes occurring in limb musculature.
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PROJECT TITLE:

Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors

Gary Ashton-Jones, Ph.D.

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

Stress, Performance and Locus Coeruleus

Project Executive Summary

Future space missions will often require astronauts to work in space lor prolonged periods of

time and perform highly technical tasks while persistently enduring extreme environlncntal.

cognitive, and physiological stresses. To ensure the success of such missions, it will bc

necessary to understand the impact of stress on neurobehavioral function and cognitive

perlk)rmance so that appropriate countelmeasures can be developed to sustain high levels of

functioning during extended sttiys in space.

The ability to sustain attention is critical to the successful performance of complex tasks over

extended periods of time. Recent studies by the Co-P1 indicate that optimal attcntional

performance in non-human primates is associated with moderate basal firing rates of locus

cocruleus (LC) noradrenergic (NA) neurons, and strong phasic activation of these cells in

response to reward-related stimuli. In contrast, poor attentional performance is associated with

unusually high or low basal LC activity, and an absence of phasic activation by reward-related

stimuli. Initial studies proposed in this application w'ould confirm these observations in the rat,

and determine whether manipulations of LC activity alter behavioral performance in a sustained

attention task. Subsequent experinlents will determine w'hether the disruptive effects of stress oil

attentional perR)rmance are related to alterations in the tonic and phasic activity of LC neurons.
and whether animals become more susceptible to the disruptive effects of stress on LC activity

and behavioral performance after prolonged or repeated exposure to stressful stimuli. A final set

of experiments will determine whether drugs that inhibit stress-related inputs to LC prevent tile

disruptive effects of stressors on I,C function and behavioral perlk_rlnance. These studies will be

directly relevant to the goals of the new Ncurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors research tealn

established by the NRSBI, and will address several research objectives of this team, including: i)
Risk Assessment, it) Mechanisms and Process, and iii) Cotlntermeasures. Our studies will bc

most relevant to the specific research questions in tile NSBRI RFA regarding the effects of acute

and chronic space-related stressors on the nervous system and related neurobehavioral processes,

and the effects of space-related stressors on the neurobehavioral functions underlying

perforlnance capability.
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Joseph Brady, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Psychosocial Perfitrmance Factors in Space Dwelling

Groups

Project Executive Summary

Despite uncertainties regarding tile pelfornlanCe requirenlents of projected space laboratories.

work stations, interplanetary vehicles and settleinents beyond the Earth's atmosphere, a common

feature of space flight endeavors over tile next half-century will be extended stays by human

groups in extraterrestrial habitats. The imperatives and opportunities associated with configuring

effective psychosocial pcrformance models in supporl of such splice dwelling groups are best

served by' research approaches that are both heuristic and innovative. The development of

funclional hunlan and ecological models for such space dwelling groups Inust, in tile firsi

instance, be based upon sound scientific principles with research objectives focused upon tile

illana_eillent of semi-permanent as well as permanent _ic I.It s involved in both operational and

splice science missions.

Tile research methodology will involve development of a distributed interactive multi-person

simulation in computer generated environments as an experimental test bed for modeling

psychosocial performances within and between space-dwelling and Earth-based groups. The

simulation approach provides an automated means of setting tile context for the analysis of

performance in space-dwelling groups and monitoring electronically the effects of varying

experimental conditions that alter psychosocial interactions.

Distributed interactive simulation experiments will characterize tile effects of variations in the
structure arid function of conlmunication channels within and between space-dwelling and Earth-

based groups as well as the effects of stressful environmental and behavioral interactions upon

psychosocial performance effectiveness. Simulation experiments will also determine the effects
of variations in the appetitivc/aversive characteristics of incentive control systems as well as tile

effects of selection, training, and experience within and between space-dwelling and Earth-based

groups. Communication modes, frequencies, durations, and content will be recorded and

analyzed with pert\-_rmance effectiveness evaluations based upon assigned group task outcolne

itleaSl.lres. Coriceptual and methodological advances that effectively promote psychosocial and

ecological stability will uttinlately benefit larger societal units, including those that remain Earth-

bound, by enhancing ;.in educational and training technology that ;.lssures communication of tin

expanded general izeable knowledge base.
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Lane J. Brunner, Ph.D.

The University of Texas at Austin

Effect of Space Flight on the Pharmacokinetics of

Psychotherapeutic Agents

Project Executive Summary

The physiological changes that have been shown to occur during space flight may potentially

alter the pharnmcokinetics and pharmacodynamics of drugs administered to crewmembers. The

rate and extent of drug absorption from the gastrointestinal tract following oral administration

depend upon gastric emptying, gastrointestinal fluid volume, interaction with components of the

gastrointestinal tract and mixing. The extent to which a drug distributes proteins, red blood cells

or other blood components (dependent upon both drug and component concentration), binding to

tissue proteins, and the actual perfusion of tissues by the blood. Drug elimination is dependent

upon organ perfusion, primarily the kidney and liver, as well as binding to various blood

components. While these pharmacokinetic characteristics of drugs have been well studied under
normal conditions and the influence of disease states, age, sex, etc., investigated, the effccts of

space fli,,ht_, and zero gravity on such parameters are unknown. Since the therapeutic effect of a

drug is related to its absorption, distribution and elimination, knowledge of the effects of space

flight on these parameters is essential for rational use of therapeutic aeents during space fli,,ht
This issue will be of particular importance during long-term space flights where the likelihood of

medication use for such illnesses as depression, anxiety, and other psychogenic disorders will

greatly incrcase.

A long-term olziective of these studies is to determine the effect of space flieht_ on ctrtt,,_,

pharmacokinctics and phannacodynamics and the underlying physiologic processes. The present

proposal will investigate the effect of space flight on gastric motility and drug absorption through

the examination of the absorption profile of the anti-anxiety drug, lorazepam belk_re, during, and

after space flight to estimate alterations in gastric emptying rate. In addition, lorazepam

pharmacokinetics will be examined following both oral and intravenous dosing. The absorption,
distribution, metabolism, and elimination profile of the anti-depressant, venlafaxine, before,

during, and after space flight will also be studied to determine the effect of zero gravity on the

pharmacokinetics of this model compound. These data together will address the effect of space
flight on the disposition of these therapeutic agents and how future dosin,,,_ reeimens_ of these and

other a_ents shouM be determined durine actual space fli_,ht to maximize effectiveness and

minimize toxicity.
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James Carter, Ph.D.

Dartmouth College

Designing a Smart Medical System for Psychosocial

Support

Project Executive Summary

Psychosocial problems in the Russian and Arnerican space programs have led to poor

productivity, interpersonal tension and even mission termination. Both depression and

interpersonal conflicts have been significant problenis in isolated settings in space. Diagnosing,

treating, and pi+eventitlg these problems is challenging, since psychological services are

unavailablc on most space missions. Additionally, acknowledging psychosocial problems can

stigmatize the cFc%vand confidentiality is difficult to maintain. Recent work has demonstrated

that computcr-based systems can be used for self-diagnosis and treatment of psychosocial

problems. Recent studies show that mental health patients respond more openly to questions

posed by a computer system than by mental health professionals and that, for minor depression

and anxiety, computer-based treatment can have efficacy comparable to live treatment. We

propose to develop a Smart Medical System Ik)r Psychosocial Support (SMS-PS) prototype,

including the systems infrastructure and basic functions o13 l-nodules, including sell-diagnosis of

psychological problcms, treatment of depression, and conflict nlanagcment. The SMS-PS could

subsequently be expanded to include ntnnerous additional modules for diagnosis, treatment,

patient management, and prevention of any possible psychosocial problems that might arise on

space missions. The prototype would apply 1ML's Virtual Practicum model, creating an
immersive, welcoming environment in which to seek assistance for psychosocial problems. The

interface of the system would be flexible, depending on crew's needs. For crewmenlbers seeking

assistance, the Interactive Media Lab's (IML's)-Virtual Practicum'" model could be applied,

presenting a realistic, imtnersive environtnent, such its a "Virtual Space Station," with a warm,

"human" fecl crcwmcmbe|s seeking rapid access to guidance or informatic.n the SMS-PS could

take the form of an easily-searchable, cataloged database. Evaluation of the program will guide

the expansion and complete development of the SMS-PS.
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Optical Computer Recognition of Behavioral Stress

Project Executive Summary

Manned space flights of increasingly longer durations (including inter-planetary missions) are

being planned. There is evidence from both U.S. and Russian missions that asllOtlauts involved

in hmg-duration space flight will be exposed to strcssors that can adversely affect subjective well

being, physiology, and operational performance capability. In order to identity and provide
countermeasures for stressor-induced impairments in astronauts, ob, jectivc, unobtrusive measures

of the presence of stress reactions arc needed. This project involves collaboration betwcen
established laboratories at the University of Pennsylvania with demonstrated expertise in optical

computer recognition of htullan subjects" subtle anatomical and motoric changes in facial
expressions and gestures (Prof. D. Metaxas), and ncurobehavioral performance undcr stressful

and non-stressful conditions (Prof. D. Dingcs). The goal is to develop and test an optically based

computer recognition algorithm of the face to reliably detect the presence of stress during

performance demands. The proposal is in response to Research Announcement 99-{)2 from the
NSBR1. It specifically addresses critical path questions in the Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial

Factors research area, by sccking to identify an unobtrusive, objective technique for use during

long-duration space flight to effectively detect emotional distress, ncurocognitivc difficulties, and

ncurocndocrine responses to behavioral stressors. Video input to the system will be provided

from an experiment in which n = 60 healthy adult subjects (males and females of different ages
and ethnic backgrounds) will be exposed initially to both a control (no stress) and a
standard�validated behavioral stressor (i.e., Trier Social Stress Test) for algorithm development.

The developed optical computer recognition algorithms will then he prospectively tested for their

accuracy in prcdicting both the presence and abscnce of stress reactions in the sanlc 60 sub, jects
exposed to three different types of behavioral stressors: (1) performance in the face of a

physioh)gical deficit (i.e., sleep-inertia challenge): (2) performance of very difficult cognitive

tasks (i.e., workload difficulty challenge): and (3) perf{_rmance in the face of an avcrsive

expectation (i.e., venipuncturc anticipation challenge). The importance to algorithm accuracy of

age, gender, ztnd ethnic background, as well as psychological (i.e., stress ratings, mood states),

behavioral (i.e., cognitive performance), and physiological (i.e., cortisol secrction, heart rate

variability) responses to the behavioral stressors will be explored. Development and validation

of an optically based computer recognition algorithm will provide a critically necdcd method for

detecting the development of stress responses in astronauts, and it will l\_rm a key colnponcnt in

the prevention and countermeasure strategies for stress.
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Psychosocial Education (PSE) Training for ISS

Missions

Project Executive Summary

Previous studies suggest that changes occur in the interpersonal cnvironments of crewmembers

and mission control personnel during long-duration space missions thal inl]ucnce performance

and well being. The objective of this proposal will be to evaluate the cffectiveness of our new

Psychosocial Education (PSE) training program, which is aimed at optimizing crew and ground
safety, well being, and perfl_lmance. It will consist of two parts: a 5-hour PSE pre-launch

training session and tw'o 30-minute PSE Post-launch training sessions.

Five ISS crews and their associated mission control personnel will rcceive the PSE training.

Followin,, their missions, these subiccls are expected to exhibit: 1) less overall tension, 2) more

overall cohesion, 3) more leader support, 4) less displacement of group tcnsion and dysphoria to

outside personnel, 5) less negative interpersonal impact from cultural effects, 6) less tendency
toward 2rid half increases in tension and decreases in cohesion and leadership support, and 7)

more expressiveness and personal growth relalive to the subject responscs from our previous

Shuttle/Mir and 1SS investigations.

All subjects will complete standard mood and interpersonal group climate questionnaires, a

critical incident log, and a culture and language questionnaire. The culture alld language
questionnaire will be administered once before each mission. The other measures will be

completed on a weekly basis before, during, and after each mission: will lake 15-20 minutes to

fill out: and will already bc in use onboard the ISS. In addition, the subjects will be given a semi-

structured interview within it month of their return evaluating the usefulness and effectiveness of

the PSE training. The effectiveness of the PSE training also will be evaluated descriptively by

comparing the interpersonal environment of these crews with the group climate reported in our

previous Shuttle/mir and current ISS studies.
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Stephen Kosslyn, Ph.D.

Harvard College

Quick Assessment of Basic Cognitive Function: Blood

Pressure Cuffs for the Mind

Project Executive Summary

It is unclear what effects prolonged microgravity will have on human cognitive function.
Moreover, it is unclear how such effects will interact with other variables that affect ot|r

coenitive abilities, such as the htck of sleep. The present proposal is aimed at developin,, a new

set of tools, which are analogous to "blood presstue cuffs" for the mind. The general goal is to

develop tasks that can be self-administered very quickly to obtain an objective assessnlent of the

state of basic cognitive processes. The specific goal is to develop two kinds of lasks. The first

will be computerized versions of 12 "standard" tasks from cognitive psychology, which tap a

range of basic cognitive abilities. The second will be very short versions or variants of these

tasks. Our aim is to design short, easy-to-administer variants that best capture the processing

differenccs indicated by the scores ori the standard tasks.

We `,`,'ill admit-lister both sets of tasks to 50 subjects. After this is accomplished, we will correhite

perfornlance on the two versions, and redesign all short version tasks that correlate less than
r=.80 with the standard vcrsion. A new group of 50 subjects ,,,,'ill be tested on the redesigried

short versions and corresponding standard versions. This process ,,`,,ill be repeated until criterion

is reached for all tasks. We will then perform factor analysis, multidmlensional scaling, and

hierarchical cluster analysis on the data from both versions separately: the purpose of these

analyses is to validate that the tasks do in fact tap different underlying processes, and that the

short versions tap the same underlvine, _ plocessin,,., e as the lon,,e versions.
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Philip Lieberman, Ph.D.

Brown University

Speech Monitoring Cognitive and Personality
Alterations

Project Executive Summary

We propose to develop a system to monitor cognitive and linguistic deficits and personality

alterations during long space missions using automated acoustic measures of speech. Our

previous studies demonstrate that language comprehension, cognition, and decision-making can

be remotely monitored by means of acoustic measures of a person's speech. Advances in

neuroscience show that damage to some of the neural structures that regulate specch motor

control also affects cognition, sentence comprehension, and can cause personality allerations

such as apathy, irritability, and disinhibition. The system that we propose would monitor the

flow of normal conversation, using speech recognition systems to segment speech sounds for

analysis using auto-mated computer-implemented procedures that we will develop tllld verify by

studying the speech and behavior of individuals in a "space-analog.'" and patients having

neurodegenerative diseases that affect neural processes similar to those that may be compromised

in space.
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NASA-Ames Research Center

Distributed Team Decision Making in Exploration

Missions

Project Executive Summary

Successful space exploration missions will depend on tile ability of flight crews to solve

problems lind make decisions under highly stressful conditions. Consequences of poor judgment
can be catastrophic. In sonic cases tile crew will not be able to rely on ,_round support for

assistance, or conmlunication with ground may be dclayed. Crews will be culturally diverse and

nlade tip of individuals with varied skills and backgrounds. Our proposed work will (a) examine
factors that affect the nature and quality of leaill interaction and decision making slralegies under
a variety of stressful condilions, and (b) assess a technology for detecting when crew interaclions

are degrading, st) that appropriate interventions (countermeasures) Call be introduced to prevent
further deterioration of crew performance. Five specific qticstions will be addressed: ( l ) How do
various stressors intluencc inlet+action and decision strategies of small teams'? (2) How do gender

and cultural background influence interaction and decision making strategies in small teams7 (3)
How does conununication medium inllucnce distribuled team decision making and interactional

processes'? (4) Is physiological arousal associutcd with particular interactional patterns while
makino_ decisions'? (5) Do patterns of physiological arousal differ across gender and culture

groups engaged in decision niaking'? Earth-based research will provide baseline data for

comparison with space-based perl\)rinance, and will develop methodologies for use in splice.

Two prinlary diinensions will be examined: Teanl struclure and conlnlunication inediunl. Team
structure will be manipulaled in a variety of ways: holllogenous vs. heterogeneous glOtlps (variecl

by gender and ethnic/cultural background), assigned role (mission leader vs. member), and

original vs. new crew member. The conlmunication mediunl will be either face-to-face, audio
only, or email. Stlessors will be embedded in several realislic and challenging 10am tasks (time
pressure, risk level arid inforillltlion accuracy/conlpletencss). Study participanls will include

advanced students in technical areas (c._.<, enginecrine_ or biolo W)• similar to rnission specialists,
pilots and ground support (dispatchers/maintenance personnel), and astronauts. Males and

females from various cultural backgrounds will be inchided. Dependent measures will include

task performance, decision strategies, teanl interaction patterns, and physiological llrOtlsa] levels.

Findim, s will contribute to selection, structurine, and trainin<, of crews for exploralion missions,

and to development of portable, minimally invasive sensors to monitor arousal and teanl function

levels which can serve to trigger countermeasures.
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Baylor College of Medicine

Individuals and Cultures in Social Isolation

Project Executive Summary

The proposed research is designed to study the roles of personality, culture, and group influences

on behavior, pelfomlance, and health outcomes in winter-over Antarctic researck stations. These

remote and isolated habitations provide all environnlent analogous to long dtiration space
inissions, suck its those plaimcd for tile lilternational Space Station arid evcnlually a piloted

expedition to the planet Mius. The ultimate objectives of this project tlle to:

1. Increase our understanding of the effects of personality, cl,illl,ue, and group characteristics on
botk individual and _lOl.lp pcrforlllilncc in exirenle ellvhol-lnleills.

2. Identify those elements of leadership that maximize crew functioning in exlrenle

ellvilonlllcnts.

3. To l,mderstarid how individual and group factors affect physical kealtk under prolonged

stress.

We will examine changes in weekly self-asscssmenl of individual and grol,ip adaptation, monthly
levels of several neuropoptides, and other health oulcolnes, as ii function of individual

(personality, demographic, personal history) and group characteristics (leader traits, cl,lllure mix,

group tensions) and local events. This sttidy will use tlierarchical Linear Modeling to partition
variance in el,u dependent variables among relevant individual, group, and time factors.
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Jacob J. Bloomberg, Ph.D.

NASA-Johnson Space Center

Understanding Full-Body Gaze Control During
Locomotion

Project Executive Summary

Locomotion is a complex task, tlcmanding coordination of tile eye-head, head-trunk and the

lower limb locomotor apparatus. During locomotion tile perlk)rmer must satisfy two pertk)rmance

criteria: maintain stable l\_rward translation and stabilize gaze {the direction of the eye with

respect to space). Fulfilling both criteria places substantial demands on multiple sensorimotor
subsystems for precise coordination. After space fight astronattts experience locomotor

dysfunction because these multiple subsystems are altered. Traditionally, gaze stabilization has

been studied almost exclusively as a problem of eye-head or eye-head-trunk coordination.

However, coordination am(m(, the eye, head and trunk may not be the only mechanism aidin-

gaze stabilization during locomotion. Another important factor is the regulation of energy l]ow

or shock wave transmission through the body at high impact phascs with the support surface like

that which occurs at heel-strike. Allowing these excessive transmissions of energy to the head

may compronlise gaze stability, leading to oscillopsia and decreased dynanfic visual acuity.

Specific coordinated actions ;.it the lower limb may contribute to attenuation of the shock wave to

the head. Thus, stabilized gaze during natural body nlovement resuhs flom full-body

coordination of tile eye-head and head-trunk systems combined with the lower limb apparatus.

From this point of view, the whole body is an integ, rated gaze stabilization system, with several

subsystems contributing to gaze stabilization during body motion. For this investigation, we
propose to systematically alter each gaze stabilization subsystem (eye-head, head-trunk and lower

limb apparatus) to determine how they interact to preserve visual acuity durin,, locomotion. In

this manner, we can observe the emergent full-body coordination patterns resulting in appropriate

gaze stabilization during locomotion.

Theretk)re, thc goal of this study is to determine how the multiple, interdependent full-body

scnsorimotor subsystems aiding gaze stabilization during locomotion are functionally

coordinated. Subjects will perform a gaze stabilization task during treadmill locomotion under

the lk_llowing conditions: 1) betk)re and after exposure to minifying and magnifying lenses to
adaptively modify vestibule-ocular reflex gain: 2) while wearing a neck brace that will induce a

head-trunk "strapped down" strategy, and 3) while wearing a knee brace that will result in an

increase in tile shock-wave transmitted to the head during the high impact phases of the gait
cycle.

This information will enable a better understanding of the different aspects of full-body

coordination which function to preserve gaze stabilization during locomotion. This infl_rmatioll

will lead to improved tests of post flight locomotion dysfunction that will cnable the effective

evaluation of the efficacy of sensorimotor countermeasures used to mitigate the deleterious

effects of space flight on locomotor control.
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John L. Dornhoffer, M.D.

University of Arkansas for Medical Sciences

Pharmacological Countermeasures for Space Motion

Sickness

Project Executive Summary

To establish effectiveness and quantify side effects for potential drug countermeasures for Space

Motion Sickness (SMS), we need to standardize measures of oculomotor Amction, posmral

stability, and cognitive performance. We plan to rely on our extensive clinical expcrience in

treating vertigo as a correlate of SMS to examine drug countern-leasures that leave cognitive

ability intact, using the l+Otal+y chair and an extensive operant test battery to standardize out

lindin_s, and a unique unilateral otolith testing system to correlate our results with the unh+adine

of otoliths that occtlrs ;.it 0 G. SMS is gcnerally believed to be title to a neural mismatch caused

by unweighting of the otolithic organs whereas vertigo is due to under- or over-stimulation of the

semicircular canals. We hypothesize tilat the vestibular dysfunction due to over-stimulation of

the semicircular canals by the rotary chair can serve ;.is a paradigm l\)r SMS, thus cnabling us to

effectively test drug countermeasures. This study addresses one of the main exploration-mission

risk areas set forth by NASA in the Critical Path Roadmap and represents a countermeasure

readiness level of 6. Specific Aim 1 will determine the effects of drag counternleastlres currcntly

used to treat the vertiginous patient (lorazepam, meclizine, promethaz_ine, scopolamine), in

alleviating motion sickness induced by' veslibular stimulation with a rotary chair. Specific Aim 2
will determine the effects of these countermeasures on cognitive performance using an Operant

Text Battery to assess time perccption, short-term memory, alld learning, and nleasurement of the

P50 potential to assess any deficits in sensory gating. Specific Aim 3 will use 3-D oculography
af_d unilateral otolith teslin,, to determine the extent of correlation between vestibular

dysfunction induced by the rotary chair and unloading of otolithic organs due to 0 G. Our

proposed study is crucial for addressing one of the key impediments to human space flight,

namely, the need to retain cognitive function while treating SMS. Our results should validate

appropriate drug countermeasures while standardizing measures of SMS and cognition,
providing countermeasures that allow astronauts to avoid SMS while allowing them to meet the

cognitive and physical requirements of space flight.
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Charles M. Oman, Ph.D.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Visual Orientation and Spatial Memory:
and Countermeasures

Mechanisms

Project Executive Summary

We propose a 3-year extension of a multi-institutional, multi-investigator NSBRI neuroveslibular

research project designed to develop countermeasures for orientation, navigation, and spatial

memory problems described by Skylab, Shuttle, MIR and ISS crewmembers. Our goal is to

develop strong scientific hypotheses, and perform critical experiments leading to a program of

pre-flight visual orientation training of astronauts, its well as in-flight and post-flight

cotu3termeasttres, including human factors standards. Our specific aims arc to study:

Human visual orientation. To better understand static and ,.lynamic visual orientalion illusions

in 0-G by quantifying them in 1-G. To determine how visual frame, polarity, motion and
_ ",ravlreceptor cues influence the direction of the subjective vertical, the response of the

oculomotor and motor control systems, stability of lhc visual world (oscillopsial, and how

viewing onc's own body. environmental brightness and color cues determine the subjective

vertical. (1. Howard, el al, York University)

Three-dimensional spatial memory and learning. To understand why astronauts have

difficulty making spatial judgements between modules with different visual verticals, by

quantifying how humans use visual cues in I-G to establish "spatial frameworks" within and

between adjacent visual environments. To develop a computcri/,ed technique for teaching
generic 3-D spatial orientation and memory skills. To investigate and evaluate ISS allocentric

coordinate marking systems, and to develop a "virtual porthole" display so trainees can learn to

visualize the spatial relationships of ISS modules and potential escape routes in three

dimensions. (C. Oman, et al, MIT/W. Shebilske, et al, Wright State)

Neural coding of spatial orientation in an animal model. To define how the preferred

direction of limbic system head direction cell depends on visual, vestibular, gravireceptive,

proprioceptive and motoric cues in a rat animal model during three-dimensional locomotion. To

understand how the vestibular system contributes to these head direction cell responses.
Ultimately, to develop a neurophysiological understanding of visual reorientation illusions and
spatial cognition in asmmauts. (J. Taube, et al, Dartmouth)

Our research also pertains to human health on Earth, particularly to the treatment of aging,
vestibular, and Alzheimer's patients.
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Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D.
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Modification of Eccentric Gaze-Holding

Project Executive Summary

Clear vision is a prerequisite t\}1 reliable performance of motor tasks. Space flight confronts the

crewmember with a stinmlus rcammgement that requires adaptation to function effectively with

the new requirements of altered spatial orientation and motor coordination. Adaptation and

motor learning driven by the effects of cerebellar disorders may share some of the samc demands

that face otlr astronauts. One Measure of spatial localization shared by tile astronauts and those

sulTcring frolll cerebcllar disorders that is easily quantified, and for which a neurobioh)gical
substrate has been identified, is the control of the angle of gaze (the "line of sight"). The

disturbances of gaze control that have been documented to occur in astronauts, both in-flight and

post-flight, can be directly related to chanees in thc extrinsic _ravltattonal environment and

intrinsic proprioceptive mechanisms thus, lending themselves to description by,' mathematical
models. The basic models can be formulated using normal, non-astronaut test subjects and

subsequently extended using centrifugation techniques to alter the gravitational and

proprioceptive environment of thcsc subjects. Further tests and extensions of the models can be

made by studying abnormalities of gaze control in patients with cerebellar disease. Finally, tests

of astronaut subiccts during and after exposure to space flight, in association with the

corresponding sensory-motor adaptations, will allow us to evaluate and extend our developed

understanding of adaptation in the control of eccentric gaze-holding. The specific itillas of this

study are: ( 1) To investigate the mechanisrns of gaze-holding in normal, non-astronaut subjects,
with the head held in various orientations with respect to gravity and the head held in various

orientations relative m both gravity and the trunk. This will involve characterizing the li_m'

constant _/ centripetal ,_,a=e dr_/t, the rate in which the eyes naturally drift back toward the null

position tk)llowing an eccentric eye movement. {2) To investigate the mechanisms that

adaptively compensate lk)r gaze-holding failure, especially the "'rebound nystagmus'"

phenomenon, which decreases the rate of centripetal drift of the eyes. We will study the time

course of rebound nystagmus in normal, non-astronaut subjects. (3) To investigate the stimulus

rearrangement and adaptation resulting flom exposure to gravitoinertial environments ,?reat_'r
than 1 G using prolonged exposure to centrifugation. (41 To study mechanisms that adaptively

compensate for gaze-holding failure in patients with vestibular cerebellar disease who show

impaired gaze-holding ability. We will compare gaze-holding defects and rebound nystagmus in

patients with that obtained in our normal subjects. (5) To compare the gaze-holding abilitics of
astronaut subjects prior to, during, and immediately following space flight with spccific

predictions made as a consequence of the ground-based research. Tests similar to those

performed upon normal, non-astronaut subjects will be conducted to quantify changes in the time
constant of centripetal drift of the eyes in relation to changes in the gaze-holding induced as a

result of the stimulus rearrangement of space flight. (6) To measure the stability of gaze, during

all phases of flight, with the eye at the central position in astronauts to investigate tile occurrence

of saccadic intrusions known its "square wave jerks" (SWJ), and to relate SWJ mechanisms

common to the failure of gaze-holding.
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Mark J. Shelhamer, Sc.D.

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Context-Specificity and Other Approaches to

Neurovestibular Adaptation

Project Executive Summary

The lmLjor goal of this pr_jcct is to develop and assess countermeasures to some of the

debilitating effects of space flight on the neurovestibular system. Such effects include motion

sickness, perceptual illusions, gaze instability, and postural and locomotor disturbances upon

return to planetary gravity. Some of these effects can be long lasting, and many are of

operational concern as NASA prepares for long-term human presence in space, including
anticipated missions to Mars.

Our approach to this problem centers on context-specific adaptation (CSA), by which we mean

the ability of an organism to maintain, simultaneously, two different sensorimotor calibrations,

each appropriate for a particular context (such as gravity level), and to switch between these two

calibrations immediately upon transitions between contexts (rather than undergoing de-

adaptation and re-adaptation each time). An obvious application of this strategy is during the g-
level transitions inherent in space flight.

We will investigate several aspects of neurovestibular adaptation, with a set of eight specific

aims distributed over five primary investigators at three differcnt institutions (Johns Hopkins,

Washington University, [lniversity of Mississippi). Our experiments include the study of: a)

adaptation of saccades and of torsional alignment to counteract dysmetria due to altered torsion

in 0g [aims I, 31 b) consolidation and cue augmentation as means of enhancing the acquisition of

CSA [aims 2 and 8b]; c) adaptation of the translational linear VOR (LVOR) and smooth pursuit,

their interaction, and the role of the cerebellum, in humans and monkeys [aims 4, 5, 6, 9]: d)
transfer of adaptation between eye and limb rnovements [aim 7]; e) characteristics and effective

strategies t\)r adaptation of the LVOR [aim 8].
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Advanced Techniques to Assess and Counter Gait

Ataxia

Project Executive Summary

The overall goals of this p,o.iect are to develop "countermeasure assessment criteria" to evahlate

recovery from perturbations, turning, circular walking and ascending and descending stairs. We
will also consider cotintermeasures using a balance prosthesis and dynamic exercises designed to

challenge and increase sub iects' balance. Wc will deternline the sensitivity of the
countermeasure assessment criteria in evaluating effects the prosthesis and the exercises on

postural stability and locomotion. Using human sub iects, the specific aims of this proposal are

to: 1. Study body and head nlovemcnts during precise perturbations of gait during continuous

straight locomotion. 2. Study body, head and eye nlovements during continuous straight or
circular locomotion on a circular treadmill. 3. Study body, head and eye movements during

ascending and dcscending a staircase. 4. Study body, head alld eye movements during standing,

linear walking and treadmill walking with a balance prosthesis designed as a countermeasure for

vestibular adaptation. 5. Sitldy the effect of dynamic balance exercises for veslibulopathic
subiects upon their ability to stand quietly and to recover fron_ mild perturbations. It is important

to note that these proposed studies tire based upon research questions raised in the National

Space Biomcdical Research Institute Research Announcernent 00-01. Wc have l\VO

countermeasures with proof-of-concept data, which we propose to dcvelop into Countermeasure
Readiness Level 6 to demonstrate efficacy for improving balance problems demonstratcd by

returnin<, astronal.lts, with ['tltLIre application for rise in microeravitv. The two countermeasures

(aims 4 and 5) are "leveraged'" from aheady funded pro ects. In keeping with the

Neurovestibular Adaptation Team strategy of lk)rming synergistic links between its pro, iects,
some of the aims of this project will bc coordinated with the aims of tw'o other proposed pro, jccts.
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Neurovestibular Adaptation

Laurence R. Young, Sc.D.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Neuro-Vestibular Aspects of Artificial Gravity Created

by Short-Radius Centrifugation

Project Executive Summary

Artificial gravity (AG) is a candidate general counterlncasure against the adverse physiological

effects of extended weightlessness. Internfittent short-radius centrifugation (SRC) is particularly

attractive for practical reasons. However, it brings with it numerous ncurovestibular side effects

(c. g. nausea, illusory body tilt sensations) that must be better understood and eventually

overcome. Unfortunately, the rotation rate required for SRC is much higher than the 6 - 10 rpm

previously thought to limit adaptation to Coriolis cross-coupled accelerations. Existing research
on neurovestibular side effects focused on slow rotation rates. For the first time, we have

established that human subjects can adapt to head movements in the rotating environment of a

horizontal SRC rotating at 23 rpm, which produces a l-g centripetal acceleration at the feet of a

168 cm subject. Inappropriate eye movements, motion sickness and illusory body tilt are all

reduced after several adaptation periods of head movements in the light. Numcrous questions

must be answered before wc can proceed with SRC as a countermeasure. The questions

addressed in the proposal fall into two broad categories: basic and applied, each comprising

several specific aims. The basic questions address the issue of how an adaptive state is best

learned and recognized: What triggers the change to the correct adaptive state once astronauts are

adapted to several gravito-inertial environments? What role do vestibular and other sensory
signals play? How do head movements differ from limb movements in this regard'? What is the

{'()ltl_'.Vt for context-specific adaptation? The _q_plied aims relate to (q)timi=inq, the conditionsJbr

adaFtation. Is visual information needed at all lk)r vestibular adaptation? What are the optimal

duty cycles and inter-session intervals? Is incremental adaptation at viable soh|tion? Can

astronauts be pre-adapted to unusual gravito-inertial environments? What is the minimal radius

that allows full adaptation while maintaining at least Ig at the feet? Do proven anti-motion-

sickness drugs interfere with adaptation?

Practical countermeasure development tor SRC and larger AG devices requires exploration over
a large range of radii, subject orientations, g-forces and exposure durations for animals as well its

humans. Existing centrifuge facilities at five institutions will be used for this purpose in an

integrated research program.
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ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Nutrition, Physical Fitness & Rehabilitation

Joanne Lupton, Ph.D.

Texas A&M University

Nutritional Countermeasures to Radiation Exposure

Project Executive Summary

Long-terna space flight necessarily involves astronaut exposure to cosmic radiation. It is

improbable that shielding ,,viii protect them from potentially cancer-causing radiation. Ttlercforc,

countermeasure development is important. Diet offers a route tlarough which the potential for
DNA damage may be reduced. We have shown that dietary n-3 fatty acids {in fish oil) reduce

DNA damage and increase targeted apoptosis. In addition, we show a synergistic protective

effect of fish oil and pectin (a highly fermentable fiber) on both lUlllOr incidence and

enhancement of spontaneous apoptosis. The overall goal of this project is to design diets that
protect against radiation-induced carcinogenesis and rcducc subsequent cltrcinogen-induced

carcinogenesis. Our hypotheses are that: 1) intervention diets will decrease tumorigenesis and/or

intermediate markers of tumorigenesis when an individual is exposed to radiation and chemical

carcinogens, and that the early effects are predictive of tumor incidence: and 2) mRNA from

fecal material will provide a noninvasive means tot detection of radiation exposure and response

to thai exposure. To test these hypotheses we have three specific aims: 1) determine in rive if

defined diets protect against the developnlcnt of colon cancer with or without radiation exposure

by reducing DNA damage, prencoplastic lcsion developmcnt, tumor development, and establish

the relationship between diet effects on intermediate markers and eventual tumor incidence; and

2) if mRNA isolated flom fecal material of rats exposed to radiation and a chemical carcinogen

arc predictive for DNA damage by oxidation and/or methylation, rcsponse to that damage, and/or

tumor development. Collectively, the experiments will determine if an intervention diet reduces

the potential danger to astronauts of radiation- and chemically-induced cancer of the colon. At
the end of these experiments we `.,,'ill know if diet can ameliorate radiation- and cltrcinogen-

induced colon cancer, if short term studies are predictive of subsequent tumor devclopmcnt, and
if a noninvasive technique can be used to prcdict for cancer-causing radiation exposure. The

consequences of this research will be improved safety for astronauts, possible mechanisms of in-

flight detection of damage from radiation and chemicals that may lead to cancer, and justification

for shorter-term studies to reduce the time for discovery of other means of protection against
cosmic radiation.
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Nutrition, Physical Fitness & Rehabilitation

Suzanne Schneider, Ph.D.

NASA-Johnson Space Center

Treadmill Exercise as a Countermeasure for

Microgravity Deconditioning

Project Executive Summary

Treadmill exercise is the primary cotmtermeasure during space flight to maintain aerobic,

cardiovascular fitness. It also may provide some protection against the atrophy in bone and

muscle. Yet little is known about the effect of microgravity and the bungee-harness system that

must be used to provide footward loading on the physiological responses to treadmill exercise.

The purpose of this proposal is two-fold: 1) to obtain cardiovascular (heart rate), metabolic
(oxygen consumption), and biomcchanical data (peak forces, lk)ot pressure, gait analyses) during

treadmill exercise at several treadmill speeds in microgravity, and 2) to evaluate the effectiveness
of two treadmill countermeasures to maintain aerobic capacity, leg muscle strength, tuld to

prevent increases in bone resorption and muscle atrophy markers. We hypothesize that daily,
moderate treadmill exercise for 30 minutes each day will maintain aerobic capacity, leg strength,
and reduce the increase in bone and muscle markers. Ten Shuttle crcwmembers will exercise

either daily (n=5) as a simulation of the level of aerobic exercise currently planned for ISS or

every third day (n=5) as a simulation of the minimum level of aerobic exercise currently required

for crewmembers during Shuttle missions > 10 days. The effectiveness of these courJlcrmcasurcs

to maintain post-flight aerobic fitness will be assessed using a graded treadmill test: to maintain

It,, strcneth and muscle performance will be assesscd usin,, isotonic and isokinetic tests.

respectively: and, to prevent degradation of muscle and bone will be assessed by measuring

changes in catabolic markers for muscle (3-methyl-histidine) and bone (collagen cross-links)
from 24 hr urine pools. Simultaneous video analysis with hcart rate and metabolic responses in
I-G and 0-G environments will allow us to understand the effect of the bungee-harness system

and microgravity to alter the cardiovascuhu and metabolic responses to the treadmill. The

information from these tests are required to determine the most appropriate treadmill

prescriptions during long duration stays on ISS and during exploratory missions.
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Nutrition, Physical Fitness & Rehabilitation

Brian Tobin, Ph.D.

Mercer University School of Medicine

Nutritional Modulation of Pancreatic Endocrine

Function in Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

Ground-based and in-flight investigations illustrate changes in insulin, ghlcose, and amino acid

metabolisnl in space flight. These observations may relate to altered pancreatic endocrine
function, which is insufficient to meet the needs of microgravity-induced insulin resistance, and

altered amino acid metabolism. Tile changes observed include decreased ghlcose tolerance,

increased circulating insulin, and increased reliance i.ipon glucose in inuscles. The metabolic
milieu resembles an insulin resistant syndrollle, accon/pallied bv a conlpensatory increase in
pancreatic insulin secretion. However, the increase in insulin secretion is hlsufficient to

ameliorate muscle atrophy. The increased insulin secretion is well correlated to muscle atrophy

in space flight. The influence of these changes upon the loss of muscle mass and general
endocrine metabolic state tire not well established, however. Countermeasures which could

modulate insulin and glucagon secretion in a compensatory nlanner to overcon-ie insulin

resistance and promote amino acid uptake by peripheral lliUsculature might decrease muscle

atrophy and reduce injury following re-adaptation to unit gravity.

We hypothesize that human pancreatic islets of Langerhans have an increased requirement for

amino acids ill microgravity. We further hypothcsizc, that supplementation with specific

additional an/ino acids will augment, enhance and normalize insulin secretion, when space flight
paradignl slrcssors known to decrease insulin secretion, are applied. OLlr specific aims in this

study are to: 1) assess the effect of a microgravity model cell culture on basal amino acid
requirenlcnts and endocrine secretory fl,lnction in htlnlan islets of Langcrhans, and 2) delernlille
human islet endocrine function while testing amino acid counternleasures in tile microgravity
model.

It is anticipated that these studies will further refine our understanding of humari pancreatic

amino acid requirements and endocrine regulation: phenomenon which may be lilniting to

extended-dui+ation space flight missions. These studies will test counternmasures to augment

pancreatic endocrine function, while considering both insulin and glucagon production in a way

that will involve supplementation of diet with additional amino acids. These i-neasures are

ultimately aimed tit improving space flight induced muscle atrophy, and ameliorating current re-

adaptation constraints.
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Nutrition, Physical Fitness & Rehabilitation

Robert Wolfe, Ph.D.

The University of Texas Medical Branch - Galveston

Skeletal Muscle Response to Bed Rest and Cortisol

Induced Stress

Project Executive Summary

This pro, iect is part of a coordinated effort between our institution (UTMB) and the University of

Arkansas Medical School, Little Rock, to investigate mechanisms responsible lbr muscle loss

with prolonged inactivity (i.e., space flight), and to develop appropriate countermeasures. The

primary focus of this proposal will be to develop nutritional counlcrnlcasurcs to ameliorate

muscle wasting.

Prolonged space flight causes a loss of muscle mass that is detlimental to physical function, and

amelioration of this response is essential fol- successful prohmged missions. Based on our earlier

work, wc anticipate a mixture of cssential amino acids (15g) and carbohydrates (30g) given as a

supplement twice per day will limit the loss of muscle, and in turn muscle function, during our
model of space flight, which ix prolonged bed rest + hypercortisolemia. In addition to making

measures of muscle mass and function, we will quantify muscle amino acid and protein kinetics

at the beginning and the end of bed rest m order to gain insight into the mechanisms responsible

tk_r the loss of muscle mass in untreated subjects, as well as into the mechanisms by which

supplementation serves to decrease muscle catabolism, Specifically. we will determine muscle

amino acid and protein kinetics over 24-hour periods before and at the end of bed rest in order to

address the following hypotheses:

1. The normal anabolic response of muscle to a meal diminishes with prolonged inactivity and
stress.

2. An amino acid/carbohydrate supplement will stimulate net muscle protcin synthesis over the

one-hour immediately following ingestion.
3. The normal anabolic effect of meals will not be affected by prior ingestion of a supplement.

4. The post-absorptive nadir in net muscle protein synthesis will be no greater in subjects

receivin,,_, supplementation than in control sub iccts.

Studies to quantify rates of muscle protein synthesis, breakdown and transmembrane amino acid

transport will utilize femoral arterial and venous catheters, muscle biopsies, and stable isotope

tracer methodology. Studies will be performed in both women and men, so that, when combined

with the results from the University of Arkansas, we will be able to assess the affect of gender on

the response. We anticipate that the amino acid/carbohydrate supplement will be equally
effective in both men and women.
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Radiation Effects

Polly Chang, Ph.D.

SRI International

Charged Particle Radiation-Induced Genetic Damage in

Transgenic Mice

Project Executive Summary

The outer space atmosphere comprises particle radiation in a wide spectrLnn of energies and

charges, and radiation exposure is a serious potcntial heallh hazard to humans in hmg4erm,

manned space exploration. Evaluation of risks involving alterations in the genome using whole

animal systcms are therefore essential to missions in space. The lacZ transgenic mouse tnodel is

the only system available, to date, for the assessment of altet+ations in the genome in every tissue

of the animal. In this model system, every cell of the animal contains multiple copies of an

integrated but inert tat,,et_, transeene._ Radiation-induced mutations can bc measured and specific

genetic alterations characterized using established protocols. Genetic alterations in tissues that

are of high priority in NASA's Strategic Program Plans but are not accessible usim,._, conventional

techniqucs, e.g., the central nervous system, can be cvaluated using this model system. In

addition, early (1-2 days) and late (up to t6 weeks) radiation responses i, vivo can be examined
in parallel by enumerating micfonuclei in peripheral blood, evaluating chromosomal damage by

using fluorescence i, ,_it, hybridization techniques, assessing hl,t mutations in splenic T-

lymphocytes and induced gene expressions by using RT-PCR.

Variation in genetic background hits been shown to impact an individual's radiation sensitivities.

The ttnnor suppressor F53 gene function has been shown to be radiation responsive and very

important in the regulation of cell growth, proliferation, differentiation, and apoptotic signaling

pathways in many tissues. LacZ transgenic mice with different p53 genotypes will be used to

assess tissue-specific p53-dependent (or-independent) molecular and gcnclic mechanisms in

radiation-induced damage resulting from exposure to particle beams in the energy range

corresponding to space radiation.

The cytokine IL-I is known to be a biomolecule that is radiation responsive and hits been shown

to be an effective countermeasure that protects animals flom low LET radiation toxicity. We

will test the hypothesis that IL-I protects against radiation lethality by enhancing repair and

reducing adverse hmg-term consequences such as mutagenesis ilt vi_'o and therefore, can be

considered as a biological countel-nleasure for particle radiation. The countermeasure readiness

of this concept is at basic research level 2.
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John Dicelio, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Radiation Effects Core Project: In Vivo and In Vitro

Studies

Project Executive Summary

This is a continuation of the "'Core Project" of tile NSBRI Radiation Effects Tcanl begun two and

a half years ago. Our main objective has been to determine the risks of human diseases arising

flom exposures to galactic and solar radiations during interplanetary missions and to test the

hypothesis that pharmaceuticals could be used to reduce the risk of relevant diseases, particularly
carcinogenesis. There has been a close relation between this project and notably the

Chemoprevention and Cylogenetic, but also the Technology and hnmunology Teams, the

Johnson Space Center, and several other universities. We have designed and constructed

experimental systems and developed procedures and methods for transporting large numbers of

animals and related cells safely Io and from the heavy-ion accelerator at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory, the proton facility of the Loma Linda University Medical Centcr (LLUMC), and

Johns Hopkins U'niversity (JtIU). We are accumulating medical and biological data for a group

of more tharl 3000 rats and innumerable cells exposed to I-GeV iron ions, 250-MeV protons, or

cobalt-60 or cesium- 137 gamma rays. At the recommcndation of the External Review Council of

the National Space Biomedical Research Institute, the research will examine a mouse model lot a

tumor site having minimal hormone stimulation, and will use that same model to evaluate the

possibility of damage to the central nervous systeln. We have choscn the Min (multiple intestinal

neoplasia) mouse and intestinal tumors as this major endpoint. Colon cancer was chosen because
it is one of the major tissues contributing to the effective doses to be received by astronauts in

space. Moreover, recent advances with this model at the University of Permsylvania have
resulted in relatively non-specific, non-toxic pharmaceuticals, such as Bowman-Birk Inhibitor,

that reduce the risk of multiple types of late cancers. Further, these drags work primarily by

reducing oxidative stresses, suppressing the initiation stage of carcinogenesis while retaining the

desirable characteristic of working as well in the promotion and progression StaKeS. Such drugs

havc the potential for reducing the risks [k)r cancer m astronauts because they appear to be

t-elalively nontoxic, broadly effective in a variety of tumors and tumor types, and can be used
effectively as diet supplements after the exposures. The hypothesis to be examined to this end is

that there exist non-specific, non-toxic drugs that would effectively reduce the risks of multiple

types of cancers or CNS danlage.
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David Huso, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Chemoprevention and Radiation-Induced Neoplasms

Project Executive Summary

The major long-term risk associated with the types of low-dose radiation exposure that could

possibly bc encountered during prolonged space missions is radiation-induced cancers and they

probably wouldn't appear until later in life. Proton anti heavy ions as well as their secondaries
are the maior types of radiation likely to occur in the space environnlent. Chemopreventatives

offer potential pharmaceutical counternleasures to reduce the increased cancer risks: however, no
sttidies have tested chemopreventatives in studies relevant to proton or heavy ion-induced cilnccr.

Surging scientific and public interest in applying chemoprevention strategies to people in the
general population that have boon identified to carry even slight increases in the genetic risk of

developin<,_, cancer is fuelin<,_, the identification of excitin_ new chemoprevontive a_ents.
Appropriate animal models provide a powerful tool for examining the effects of protori and

heavy ion radiation at doses relevant to space its well as for directly evaluating the effectiveness
of particularly promising chemopreventatives against cancers that occur following such

exposures.

Durin<, the middle of the previous fundino period, Dr. Huso, with NSBRI approval, assurned

responsibility as the principal investigator for chemoprevention studies within tile radiation
effects lean1. By working closely with Dr. Dicello, the PIs were able tO start ttle type of large-

scale rodent studies necessary to begin to answer important questions surrounding the

carcinogenic effects of proton and heavy ion radiation. In addition, tile focus was on a radiation-
induced breast cancer nlodel to test iamoxifen its a potential chemopreveniative for breast cancer
induced by heavy ions and protons. After these studies had begun, the first large-scale trial
demonstrating thai tamoxifen was effective in chemoprevention of htunari breast cancer was
reported. Prior to this study, talnoxifen had hmg been used in chemotherapy to treat breast
cancer, but its effectiveness for chemoprevcntion had not been demonstrated. This has provided

an additional strong rationale for continuing and completing the liletime studies on tamoxifcn

chemoprcvcntion of inammary tumors induced by protons and heavy ions that slatted during the

previous project.

In this renewal, the synergistic collaboration between Dr. Dicello lind Dr. Huso that resulted in

excellent progress on the radiation effccts studies and chemoprevcntion studies will be
continued. There is now it large group of tamoxifcn-treated and untreated female rats that have

already received whole body radiation with iron ions and protons and are the lk)cus of two of the

specific aiins of this renewal proposal. In addition, we plan to begin new studies that focus on
chelnoprevention of proton and heavy ion-induced colorectal cancer using a lnouse model. The

specific aims are: 1) to establish a model for proton and iron ion-induced colorectal cancer in a
whole body radiation mouse model for both sexes, 2) to determine the effectiveness of sulindac

in preventing proton and iron ion-induced GI tumors in the model 3) to determine the long-term
effects of proton, photon, and heavy ion radiation by completing our radiation effects studies

using otlr rat mammary gland model 4) to determine the long-telm effectiveness of tamoxifen in
rats exposed to iron ions and protons as young adults and then receiving tamoxifen

chemoprevention lku life.
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Ann Kennedy, Ph.D.

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine

Countermeasures for Space Radiation Biological Effects

Project Executive Summary

The hypothesis to be tested in this research progranl is that control of radiation reduced oxidative
stress will reduce the risk of cancer developnmnt. Tile overall objective of the proposed

investigations for the initial tht+ee-year grant period is to determine the types of dietary

supplement agents or agent combinations that ,,viii be the most effective at reducing the level of
oxidative stress and the cancer risks associated with exposure to ionizing radiation in space. The

efficacy of the dietary supplement agents will first be evaluated in cultured human breast

epithelial cells, in which thc effects of the dietary supplement agents on the baseline levels of
oxidative stress and radiation induced oxidative stress will be determincd. The agents or agent

combinations that are effcctive in reducing oxidative stress in the in ritro assays will then be

evaluated in irradiated Min mice to assess the efficacy of these agents or agent combinations in

reducing radiation induced oxidative stress in animals. The levels of oxidative stress will also be
measured in Min mice that will be irradiated with a dose of radiation from I-GeV iron ions or

protons: colon ttllllOl tk_rmation in these animals ,,,,'ill be evaluated as part of the grant proposal
submitted by' Dr. John Dicello. If both of these grant proposals are funded, the levels of

oxidative stress measured in these irradiated mice will be compared with the colon cancer rates
m these animals to determine whether the oxidative stress levels predict the cancer incidence

rates. In addition, the effect of the dietary supplement agents on the levels of oxidative stress

will be compared to the effect of these agents on colon cancer development to determine whether
these two effects are correlated. Assuming that there is a reduced cancer rate in the animals

receiving the dietary supplement, the dietary supplement studies will be extended to human trials
in the future.
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Marcelo Vazquez, M. D., Ph.D.

Brookhaven National I,aboratory

Risk Assessment and Chemoprevention of HZE

Induced CNS Damage

Project Executive Summary

Because successful operations ill space depend on tile pertk_rmance capabilities of astronauts,

radiation-induced neurological damage, could jeopardize the successful completion of mission

requirements, as well as have long-term consequences on the health of astronauts. It is therefore

nccessary to understand the nature of this risk in order to assess its seriousness and to devclop

countermeasures. Compared to the large literature associated with radiation therapy, knowledge

is limited about the cellular and molecular responscs of cells to high-gET HZE radiation in

general, and very limited about the central nervous system (CNS) specifically. Therefore, we

propose to compare the effects of charged particle (Fe, Si), protons, gamma and x-ray radiation
on the cells of the CNS, namely neurons and glial (astrocytes and oligodendrocytes). Cell

cultures of CNS cells, both cycling and post-mitotic differentiated cells, will be ulilized as model

systems. We will test the hypothesis that exposure to low fluenccs/doses of heavy ions and

protons can induce cell death in neural CNS neural cells and that increasingly dense ionizing
radiation will be increasingly toxic. The activation of two separate stress signal trm-isducliorJ

pathways will be examined (p53 and ccramide) for their role in causing cell death or other
deleterious changes caused by irradiation. And with respect to p53, we will determine which of

the post-translational modifications in regulating p53 function are relevant for charged particle

induced cell death. Finally, we will test the hypothesis that modulating the snvss signal

transduction pathways will modil}' the radiation response of brain cclls exposed to heavy ions

and protons, and test the elficacy several compounds as potential cotmtermeasures lk)r flEE

radiation toxicity.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Smart Medical Systems

Lawrence Crum, Ph.D.

University of Washington

Guided High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU)

for Mission-Critical Care

Project Executive Summary

One of the most exciting new frontiers lk_r the Manned Space Pn_gram is a long-term flight,

perhaps to Mars. For such a mission, all efforts must be made to ensure that mission-critical
failures do not occur. One of the most difficult medical conditions to treat, especially when

operating facilities are not available, is that of blunt abdominal trauma. Indeed, it is known flonl

studies of combat casualty care that exsanguination (uncontrolled bleeding) is the principal cause
of battlefield mortality, and for those combatants who do not receive immediate hospital care, the

mortality r_.tle has not significantly improved since the civil war. Although a variety of drugs are

becoming available that are intended to stop internal bleeding, they have not yet met with

acceptable success. To treat it number of mission-critical medical conditions that might arise

during long term space flight, we envision a lightweight, portable, smart medical device that can

adequately control internal bleeding, its well as address a nulnber of other medical conditions that
require surgery. This device will use diaenostic ultrasound for guidance and High Intensity

Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) for therapy. Specifically, we proposed to build an image-guided
transcutaneous device for acoustic hemostasis and bloodless surgery. Because the scope of this

NASA program is limited, we do not proposc to deliver the flight-ready device at the conclusion

of this proposed study: rather, we propose to develop an integrated ultrasound guidance and

therapy engineering prototype that will be tested on large animals. Under DoD support, we are

currently devcloping a similar instrumcnt for use in the tk_rward echehms of the battlefield and

our experience in this area can be directly applied to the goals lind objectives of this effort.
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Peter Davies, Ph.D.

University of Pennsylvania
Vascular Genomics in Gravitational Transitions

Project Executive Summary

Orthostatic intolerance, an undesirable consequence of cardiovascular-adaptations to

microgravily, frequently occurs upon the return of astronauts from prolonged space flight and

requires medical management. During prolonged missions to other plancts, countermeasures
mttst be developcd to prevent incapacity upon entry into remote gravity environtnents such its the

NASA exploratory tnissions to IVlars (approx. 3-G atmospheric entry, 0.3-G at the surfilce). The
cardiovascular system is able to adapt to altered mechanical conditions, including gravitational

changes. Reorganization of blood vessel structure and function during prolonged microgravity
results in attainment of a new equilibrium state, the abrupt disturbance of which (upon re-entry)

predisposes the system to orthostatic intolerance. Vascular adaptation is largely orchestrated
through gone transcription. This ground-based project will address a! the level _1 ,q,enc

exl,ession the .vtrttcltlral and rc£'ttlal(, 3" c/tan£,es iH va.scttlor ti.sstw.s associated wilh (i) exposure

to simul.led micro_,.ravi0', (ii) return to .opwml I_OStttrc, attd (iii) l.olmo,'cd C.Vl_os.re to

h37_cr,g,ravity, and its acute reversal. Hypergravity experiments will bc performed at the

NASA/Ames animal centril\lgc facility. We propose that the underlying mechanisms of adaptive

tolerance/intolerancc to gravitational shifts be studied at a fundamental but comprehensive levcl

in blood vessels by lk_llowing changes in thousands of genes in small amoulltS of tissue and in
small numbers of vascular cells obtained from gravitationally-relevant locations in a mouse

model. Linear amplification of very small amounts of vascular RNA for analysis on microarrays

enables "spatio-temporal transcription profiling" of the vasculature. Changes in regions of the
vascular tree known to bc (a) o[ particular relevance to human orthostatic intolerance, and (b) of

critical importance in normal blood vessel regulation, will be investieated. In addition to the use

of available commercial mouse genomic arrays, customized cardiovascular microarrays and

mouse-specific array building will be performed. Gene expression arrays will bc constructed

from clones representing both genes of known cardiovascular importance and genes of vascular

cell "transcriptomes'" empirically derived from subtracted, normalized libraries. In addition to

regional vascular tissues, small groups of cells will be harvested from the vasculature by laser

capture microscopy or mechanical microdissection, and RNA will be amplified. Hybridized

arrays will be subjected to rigorous and sophisticated biointkwmatics analysis and the output will
he archived as raw images and its curated and annotated data. These will be made available to

the space research community to provide well-defined site-specific vascular phenotypes

responsive to gravitational change. The use of a murinc model will later facilitate follow-up

flight studies.
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Mark S. Klempner, M.D.

Boston University

Smart Medical System for Detection of Microorganisms

Project Executive Summary

The goal of this program is to develop a revolutionary, non-culture based microbial detection.

ider|tification and quantification system that can be used as part of a Smart Medical System for

exploratory spacc tritvel. Rapid detection iuld identification of microorganisms are critical to

many military and civilian applications ranging from l\)od and water safcty monitoring,

biological warfare agent detection and to diagnostic microbioh)gy of human and other biological

specimens. For hmg-term exploratory space travel there will be a critical need for a snlart

medical system to monitor the air and water supply for microbial contaminants, its well its an

intermittent need for assessment of biological specimens from symptomatic astronauts.

Current inicrobial identification systems are based on thc gold standard of iH _'itro culture or

DNA/RNA fingerprinting. Both require considerable sample manipulation, delay in readout, are

scmiquantitative and subject to interfering substances and contamination, and require additional

processine_ to resolve complex mixtures ol_mcr( )_cr_anlsms.,_'' This proposal involves the

development of a novel smart medical system to detect and identify baclcria through the use of

microsensors and includes three steps: 1) Devclopment of "Tingerl)rinting'" phage display
librat+ies which can detect, identify, quantify and discriminate bacterial species in environmental

anti biological spccimcns: 2)Application of phagc displayed peptides and antibody fragments in

a microarray to the surface of a microsensor to demonstrate the microarray microbial fingerprint

response to selected bacterial species using optical readout and electronic MEMS resonator

arrays and to characterize thc sensitivity and specificity for detecting and discriminating bctween

bacterial spccics using surface "'fingerprints:" and 3) Development of algorithms from the

microarray response for the real time identification and discrimination of bacterial species.
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Lakshmi Putcha, Ph.D.

NASA-Johnson Space Center

Microcapsule (;el Formulation of Promethazine

Hydrochloride for Intranasal Administration

Project Executive Summary

A continuin_ challen,,e_, for space medical operations at NASA is the management of patholo,,y

associated with neurovestibular adaptation during space flight. A ptimary manifcstation of this

problem, particularly in the first few flight dltys of shuttle missions, is space motion sickness

(SMS). The cu.rrcnt treatnlent c,f choice for symptoms associated with SMS is promcthazine

(PMZ). Although oral tablets and recta[ suppositories have becn used during space ilights, the

intramuscular route appears Io be rues! effective. On the other hand, intramuscular

administration of drugs is an invasive procedure and PMZ causes irritation at the site of injection.

A key research topic in tile Smart Medical Systems area of the NSBRI 99-02 rcscalch
announcement is development el novel therapeutic modalities for remote site medical operations

sttch as space missions. In rcsponsc to this initiative, the goal of the proposed t+esearch is to

develop an intranasal dosage fornlu]ation of PMZ that will provide crewmembers with a non-

invasive means of sell-administering SMS medications. Accordingly, the following three aims
will be addressed: 1) Develop a microencapsulated, pH-balanced gel dosage formulation and a
combination term with a corticosteroid lot intranasal administration of PMZ: 2) Establish the

release kinetics and shelf life of the optimized dosage forms: and 3) Assess bioavailability, nasal

mucosal irritability and toxicity of the selected dosage forms in rats.

The proposed formulation development will locus on tailoring the release characteristics of lhc

dosage form to optimize therapeutic index and minimize irritability at the site of administration.

Once the optimal dosage form has been identificd based on release kinetics and stability

characteristics, bioavailability, nasal irritability and toxicity after single and multiple dose

administration will be assessed in an animal model. Development of an intranasal drug delivery
system for nlotion sickness treatnlertt will benefit pharnliicotherapeutics in space as well its on
Earth.
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Bahs R. Soller, Ph.D.

University of Massachusetts Medical School

Noninvasive Measurement of Blood and Tissue

Chemistry

Project Executive Summary

Medical monitoring and diagnosis of acute and chronic conditions during long-duration spacc
fli,,ht is critical to the success of these missions and must be able to be carried out by personnel

with limited medical trainin,, and equipment. The most successful tcchnoloeies will be those

that allow noninvasive meastucmcnt of multiple parameters that can be combined for algorithm-

driven decision making. Near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) has been successfully used to

noninvasivcly assess blood and tissue for the measurement of oxygenation, pH, glucosc and

hematocrit and the diagnosis of cancer because NIR light can penct|ate through skin and bones.

Currently, this technology is limited in its ability to accurately nleastne these pal-anletefs fof

people with dark skin color and significant fat content. The hypothesis of this proposal is that

NIR, in combination with unique statistical methods, can be used to noninvasively measure

blood and tissue chemistry for any human subject. This project will develop new statistical

methods which will enhance the processing of NIR spectral data so that medical parameters can

be accurately measured on all humans, irrespective of skin color and gender. This new approach
will be demonstrated by developing techniques to noninvasivcly measure blood hematocfit and

muscle pH and oxygenation o13 human surgical and ICU patients. These paramelcrs arc

important in diagnosing and treating hypoxia and trauma that may arise from exposure to
radiation, toxic chemicals and blunt or sharp injury. They may also be useful in evaluating

exercise as a countermeasure for extended weightlessness. The measured patient data will then

be used to develop algolithms to diagnose shock and hypovolemia and guide resuscitative

therapies. Finally, optical specifications will be dcvelopcd to build a miniaturized system to

collect NIR data. This system will serve as a platform for NIR measurement of multiple

parameters and the development of computerized algorithms to assist in the diagnosis and
treatment of several medical conditions. The specific system demonstrated in this proposal is

intended to evolve into a medical monitoring system for use during extended space flight, but

will also find ilnmediate application in terrestrial hospitals, emergency vehicles and emergency
l'OOl'llS.
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Jeffrey Sutton, M.D. Ph.D.

Harvard - Massachusetts General Hospital

Near Infrared Brain Imaging for Space Medicine

Project Executive Summary

This application is to the Smart Medical Systems team of tile National Space Biomedical
Research Institute (NSBRI). NASA's cross-risk priolitization for long duration space missions

idcntifies four lnedical problems at the highest level, including (1) hunlan performance failure

bccause of poor psychosocial adaptation and (2) trauma and acute surgical problems. The brain

is the organ central to hunlan performance and psychosocial adaptation, and alterations in the

nervous system, including those induced by tratlllla, C_.|11have deleterious effects to a space
mission. Ahnost no countermeasures exist to address the possible biological and environmental

impediments affecting the brain on long term hu111an space flight. The development and

implementation of a non-invasive, low power, portable, functional imaging technology for

monitoring brain activity in Inicrogravity is therefore an important advance for astronaut care.

An instrument of this type could be used for ongoing monitoring, early identification of

alterations, diagnosis, procedures and evaluation of countermeasures. When coupled to models
of individual astronauts and a Slll_.lrt informatics system, it could assess brain function, ;.111(.1aid in

countermeasure readiness, with unprecedented sophistication and autonomy.

113this proposal, the investigators plan to utilize the rcsources of the Massachusetts General

Hospital (MGH) to enginecr and apply a new non-invasive, portable imaging device capablc of

performing diffuse optical tomography (DOT) for space medicine. The technology performs

spectroscopy with near infrared light to monitor oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin
concentrations in the brain, and is easily adapted for use in microgravity. The research builds on

collaborative work among the project's investigators, and allows for validation of the instrument

using other technologies, namely functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and optical

coherence tomography (OCT). Specifically, DOT will be validated by, imaging healthy subjects

using the simultaneous, and non-interacting, methods of DOT and IMRI. Sub iects will perform

motor tasks of varying complexity under normal and slcep deprived conditions to assess cortical

function during simulated l]ight tasks. DOT will also, along with OCT, be used to assess

patients with altered intracranial pressure (ICP). Changes in ICP are associated with fluid shifts,
headache and performance failure, and they are amenable to countermeasures. All functional

imaging data will be used to help refine a system for automated assessment, warninoe, and
countermeasure evaluation. It is anticipated that the technologies developed in this proposal will

have direct, applications for health care on Earth.
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James Thomas, M.D.

The Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Diagnostic Three Dimensional Ultrasonography:

Development of Novel Compression, Segmentation and

Registration Techniques for Manned Space Flight

Applications

Project Executive Summary

The NSBRI has identified that the efficient and aulolllated delivcrv of health care in space is a

key, research arena for the fl,ttttre. Specifically, thcy proposc to develop a "'Smart Medical

System" that will be able to tl'_otlitor crew health, identify deviations from ground-based tlor_lls,

and allow timely intervention by crew members who may have only a moderate amount of

training in medicine. For the last threc years, the principal investigator and colleagues have

worked closely with NASA scientists, flight surgeons, and engineers to optimize resea.lvh and

diagnostic ultrasound aboard the International Space Station (ISS) and thus are well positioned to

develop the necessary tools and techniques to integrate ultrasound into the Smart Medical

System. A principal limitation o[ ultrasound technology is its extreme dependence on the

expertise of both the acquiring examiner and the interpreting physician. This is palticularly true
of two-dimension ultrasound, where the examiner is lequired to obtain precisely oriented

anatomical sections of the organ of interest.

Three-dimensional ultrasoulld has the advantage of acquiring a large anatomic volume fronl a

single ultrasonic window, and thus may be less dependent upon the expertise of the examiner.

Furthcrmore, this large volume may contain suflicie_t anatomic landmarks to allow

unambiguous registration with previously obtained three-dimcnsion data fl-om either ttllrasound

or other modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT).

One could lhtts envision a system by which whole organs or cven the entire body would be

ilnaged in three-dimensions prior to launch; data which could be used to compare with

subsequently obtained three-dimensional data sets using in-flight ultrasonography. The overall

purpose of this grant is therefore to perform ground-based research, development, and validation

aimed at optimizing diagnostic ultrasound in manned space flight, with the following general
hypothesis:

Unifying hypothesis: Serial three-dimensional ultrasound examinations will enhance diagnostic

capabilities in manned space flight.

The technical aspects of this program will be pursued with the folh)wing specific aims:

1. Optimize the acquisition methods for threc-dimensional sonography, utilizing reconstruction

and teal-time techniques.

_.'_ Develop techniques Ibr registering-" anatomical images from two- and three-dimensional

ultrasound with those obtained from prior ultrasound examination and from magnetic

resonance and computed tomographic imaging, considered "gold standards" for non-invasive

anatomical imaging.

3. Develop tools for abstracting, in an automated fashion, anatomical changes from serial three-
dimension and two-dimension ultrasound studies.
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4. Developalgorithmslk)r thc optimalcompressionof threc-dinlcnsionalultrasoundimagesand
refineCtllTenttwo-dimensionalcompressionalgorithms.

5. Assessthe ability of novice examinersto obtain three-dinlensionalsonographicdatasets
following minimaltraining.

Theseobjectiveswill be pursuedusing data from a variety of in i'ilvo, animal and clinical

models. In particular, we will takc advantage of a well-established collaboration with the
National Institutes of Health, which permits highly' sophisticated chronic animal models to he

examined with a ntinimum of additional resources. Although the tools developed here should bc

applicable to any organ of the body. we will focus our efforts on the kidneys and the heart.

At the conclusion of this project, we anticipate delivering to the NSBRI and its Smart Medical

System a set of algorithms and software for the non-rigid morphological registration and

comparison of serial two- and three-dimensiorml ultrasound data sets and validated algorithms

for optimal compression of four-diinensional ultrasound data. In addition to these technical

dclivernbles, our validation work on nephrolithiasis will provide important diagnostic cities for

assessing this condition in manned space llight. Similarly. the work on cardiac mass regression

following unh)ading will be invaluable to the NASA research and medical operations community

in asscssin,,. _ the impact of hmg-term space fli_,ht,, on cardiac atrophy and utility of prophylactic
COtlll telllle_.lstlres.
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James Thomas, M.D.

The Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Echocardiographic Assessment of Cardiovascular

Adaptation and Countermeasures in Microgravity

Project Executive Summary

The cardiovascular system undergoes significant changes in microgravity, inchiding an early

cephalad shift of lower eXtlemity blood volume, loss of plasma volume over 24 to 48 hours, and
long-lerm reduction in ventricular chamber volume alld mass. in tile weightless elwironlncnt,

these alterations generally arc well toleraied, but upon return to Earth, astronauts oftell suffer
fl-om serious orthostatic intolerance and reduced exercise capacity, changes that may limit the

long-term presence of man in space. It is essential that the nlcchanisms for these alterations be

understood so that reliable counternleasures can be tested anti implenlented. Hypovolemia,

cardiac atrophy, and autonomic dysfunction have each been hypothe,,dzcd to colltribtltc to this

post-flight debility, but their relalive inlportance is unclear. Furthermore, it is unknown whether

actual abnormalities in the myocardium itself develop wiih long-term space l]ighl. Therefore,

reliable portable noninvasive methods will be needed in ordcr to detect and quantify these

changes.

Alone among such imaging modalities of radiography, magnetic resonance imaging and

coinputcrized tomography, echocardiography has the unique ability to characterize

cardiovascular anatomy and physiology in ground-based models, pre- and post-flight, and most

importantly during flight. Indeed, tile Science Working Group (SWG) for the International Space
Station (ISS) Human Research Facility (HRF) has recognized the primacy of ultrasound for

medical diagnosis and physiology research, with plans to launch a specially modified commercial

ultrasound instrument to the 1SS in 2001. Echocardiography is similarly being used beforc and

after shuttle flights and in a variety of bed-rest studies sponsorcd by, NSBRI and NASA.

Unfortunately, while ultrasound has the potential for high spatial and temporal resolution

imaging of the heart, in the past it has been severely limited by operator inexperience and

inconsistency in its subjective interpretation. Needed are new methodologies for assessing tile

load-independent function of the heart and consistent, objectJvc quantification of a wide rangc of
NASA echo studies, whether obtained on the ground, in flight or in experimental models. We

propose to provide such a facility while validating nm,'c] nicthods lbr the ]oad Jntlepentlent

asscssment of myocardial function. Our central hypothesis is that:

Microgravity affects cardiovascular function not only through changes in chamber volume and

mass but also through changes in myocardial properties.

A definitive test of this hypothesis is at least several years away when dedicated lilt science

missions are possible aboard the ISS. However, within the scope of this grant, we propose

several specific aims that will be critical to the ultimate comprehensive study of the

cardiovascular system in space. Key isstles: I) Validation of non-invasive Doppler

echocardiographic indices for the assessment of left ventricular contractility and relaxation

including color M-mode Doppler derived diastolic intraventricular pressure gradients (IVPG) and

tissue Doppler derived myocardial systolic and diastolic strain rates (e's, e'd); 2) Validation of

Doppler derived exercise cardiac output and contractile reserve and their potential utility for the
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early detectionof myocardialdysfunctiondufmgprolongedspaceflight. Additionaldeliverables
to NSBRI: 3) Developmentand distribution of stand-alonesoltwalc and algorithms fof
itnplementingthequantitativeanalysisof Dopplerechocardiographicdata,asdescribedabove,so
they,may be appliedto ultrasounddataobtainedfrom remotesources:4) Establishmentof an
EchocardiographicCore Facility to the NASA researchand clinical community, capableof
applyingstandardandnovelanalysistechniquesin a rigorousfashionto echocardiographicdata
obtainedfrom selectedground-basedexperimentalmodels,prc- amt post-flight exarninations,
andeventuallyfrom in-flight acquisitions.

If successfullyimplemented,theseaimswill allow thecardiowtscularscquellaeof spaceflight to
be studied much more rigorously, while providing consistent,ob,jcctive echocat-diographic
interpretationto theentireNASA community.
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Paul A. Bottomley, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

Development of a Space Qualifiable MRI System

Project Executive Summary

This proposal is to develop a proof-of-concept engineering model of a splice qualified Magnetic

Resonance hnaging (MRI) system for small animals and astronaut limbs with mass of< 130 kg

lind averagc power when on but not scanning < 1 kW and when scanning < 1.2 kW. riot including

the processor. An onboard processcu or a high-perfornlance PC can bc adapted. MRI provides

high-resolution, high-quality anatomical information without ioni/ino, _, radiation so it can he

safely used repeatedly to track changes without deleterious effects. As a result, the study of

physiological alterations in space and the development, verification, and maintenance of
countermeasures will be sigriificantly enhanced. Mice and small rat models are useful surrogates

to carry out in-orbit physiological studies. Measuririg alterations in the limbs of astronauts,

especially tile lower limbs, will provide partial confirmation of the effectiveness of proposed

countermeasures and the utility of Earth-based anilnal nlodels. In-flight MR imaging of mice

lind rats will especially benefit the countermeasure developmerits of several of the NSBRI

research teams. Tile proposed concept is based on traditional MRI pririciples and uses advanced

technology and advanced cngineering techniques to reduce mass and power to acceptable levels.

The system consists of a 1 to 1.5 Tesla cryogen-free high tcnlperature superconducting nlagnet

subsystem and advanced electronics that will have magnetic field intlomogeneities < 8 ppln over

a spherical imaging volume of l0 cm diamcter and <10 ppm out to 15 cm diameter. The magnet

cryocooler subsysteln will be designed using high temperature superconducting materials to
_l\CS asignificantly reduce the mass and povv'er of the cryocooler. Tile hi,,zhest resolution n-iodc <2 "

resoh, ition of 117 microns for small animals over a spherical imaging volume of 6 cm diameter

and a resolution of 352 nlicrons for human limbs over a spherical imaging volume of 18 tin
diameter. Tile standard resoltliion nlode will provide a reso]utioil of 234 nlicrc, ns and 703

microns, respectively. The pulse sequence scenarios used will be those traditionally used in MR

imaging to achieve images tl-iat arc proton-density, T I or T2 weighted so that a significant
amount of structural information will be available. Because of budget limitations, only selected

electronics will be reengineered to derncmstrate the minimum lnass arid power thai can be

achieved. We ask that the panel consider a supplenlental budget request that allows redesign and
fabrication of all of the electronics to minimize mass lind power. Tile team is composed of

individuals and organizations with a unique combination of expertise inchlding: MRI systerns

development tit the General Electric Research and Development Center, advanced MRI

development lind small animal experimentation at the Johns Hopkins School of Medicine, and

the development of reliable medical arid low-mass, low-power systems for space applications at

the Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory.
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.Jab' C. Buckey, M.D.

Dartmouth Hitchcock Medical Center

Improved Bubble Detection for EVA

Project Executive Summary

Asselnbly of the International Space Station (ISS) requires extensive and unprecedented extra-

vehicular activity. Becanse spacesuits operate at love internal pressure, astronauts are highly

susceptible to deconlpression sickness (DCS), and a range of pre-brealhe strategies are employed

to mitigate this risk. During ISS construction, in-suit Doppler bubble lnonitoring will be

provided to monitor lk)r DeS risk. Doppler bubble detection is effective, but (1) it is motion

sensitive, (2) detects only moving bubbles, and (3) only detects bubbles that are apploxinlately

{gO j.tm greater in size. Our goal is to build on the successful de\elopment o1" txvo novel

transcutaneous ultrasonic bubble detection and sizing instmlnCnts developed under NASA

funding that exploit bubble lesonance (not Doppler), making the illstrunlents capable of sizing

bubbles as well as detecting stationary bubbles. One instrulnent is optinlized fl)r intravascnlar
bubbles ill the 30 to 200 fml size range, and the other is optimized for extravascu]ar bubbles in

the 1 to 10 j.tm size range. The intravascular bubble illstrunlent has been demonstrated in

extensive in-ritro trials and preliminary in-rive trials to detect and size intravascular bubbles
down to 30 fun in size. The cxtravascular bubble instrument is currently under developlnent and

is intended to detect stationary bubbles m tissue. The ability to detect these snlall tissue bubbles

may he highly advantageous ill telIllS Of assessing DCS risk and developing efficient pre-breathe
strategies. Tile extravascular bubble-sizil>, instrument has been delnonsllated in vitro down to

bubble sizes of approximately 1 fun, and it is presently being tested with tissue phantolns to

demonstratc iH-I'itro transcutaneous operation. This project will conlhinc tile Crearc

developnlent tcanl with the hypo- and hyperbaric facilities at Dartlnouth-Hitchcock to validate

the application of these mstrunlents tk_l i.-vi_,o, transcutaneous bubble detection. Testing and

application of these instlUn/cnts in research and practical field applications may lead Io ( 1) better

undelstanding of DCS and (2) improved monitoring and prevention techniques for Des.
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ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

Technology Development

Harry K. Charles, Jr., Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

AMPI)XA Scanner for Precision Bone and Muscle Loss

Measurements During Long-Term Space Flight

Project Executive Summary

Under the National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) support, the concept and

working test beds (laboratory and clinical) for a full-body Advanced Multiple Projection Dual-

Energy X-ray Absorptiometer (AMPDXA) have been developed by The Johns Hopkins

University Applied Physics Laboratory (JI_itJ/APL) and have demonstrated that it is possible to

build a flight-qualified, compact, lightweight instrument of abotlt 46 kg that uses multiple,

angularly spaced projections to determine bone density with accuracy and precision. The
instrument is significantly superior to conventional, single-pro.jeclion dual-energy X-ray

absorptiomctry (DXA) and provides geometric details (bone geometry) unavailable from current

DXAs. Bone density and geometry (e.g., section moduli) are important in evaluating and

monitoring the effectiveness of countermeasures to bone loss and dctcrmining the risk of fracture

of astronauts rather than relying on statistical correlation for risk asscssmcnt based on population

means. This pro, iect expands on the previous AMPDXA development work by addressing the

significant remaining technological issues necessary to lighten and miniaturize the AMPDXA

equipment to meet flight qualification requirements including a mass of 46 kg (100 lb.). On

completion of this project, the AMPDXA will bc in a compact proto-flight form, capable of

being used to evaluate astronauts durin,,_, pre- and post-flight missions its well its beine_ easily

upgraded to be able to fly on the Shuttlc, Space Station. or a mission to Mars. This study
consists of nine tasks. Task 1 is to continue to calibrate, validate, and optimize the current

AMPDXA ground-based systems (laboratory and clinical test beds) using calibration specimens

and animal and cadaver parts. Task 2 is to develop a series of algorithms based on Task 1 that

optimizes bone mineral density (BMD). bone structure extraction, and risk of fracture estimation

while minimizing X-ray pulse duration, power, and angular repetition rates. Task 3 is to perform

specific pre-clinical testing to ensure safety prior to human testing. Task 4 consists of tests on

humans to verily the exact instrument requirements necessary to produce highly accurate BMD

and structural information. Task 5 addresses the proto-flight development process, including

lightweight X-ray tube, lightweight compact power supply, and techniques for embedded fibcr

thermal management coupled with a strong rigid mechanical structure. Task 6 looks at complete

automation of the testing process so that the resulting proto-flight instrument is not only compact
but easy to use. Task 7 produces a proto-flight demonstration unit (key elements fully working)

and a complete specification package necessary for flight unit procurement. Tasks 8 and 9 are to

provide periodic reports to the NSBRI and publish papers, respectively.
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Brian L. Davis,Ph.D.
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Design and Validation of a Dynamic Exercise

Countermeasure Device

Project Executive Summary

Bone demineralization is a wcll-dc)cumentcd physiologic effect of space llight. In l-G. animal

experilnents have clearly indicated that (i) certain bone strains and strain rates do stinlulate bone

deposition, and (ii) repetitive loading of ttle lower extremity can increase osteonal bone

fornlation even as proximally as the vertebral colunnl. Such studies have also indicated that a

relatively small nul-nber of appropriate loading cyclcs may lead to bonc dcposilion. Based oll

prior research that we have performed with foot loading cxpcriments, we propose tile

development of a dynamic exercise countermeasure dcvicc (DECD) that utilizes jumping its the

mode of exercise for astronauts. This project falls under the technology development designation

of the NSBRI program.

Our project will be divided iiltO three phases. In year one we will collaborate with Fostcr Miller-

Inc.. a company tllat hits expertise in the design of both lightweight structures anti vibration

isolation methodology. The goal of this phase is to construct a device that permits dynamic

jumping exercise in microgravity and that is suitable for the International Space Station. A key

desi,,n_, component of this apparatus will bc its abilRv, to prevent vibrations and/or unbalanced

forces from being transmitted to the surrounding environment. In year two we will test the
system using our zero-gravity simulator that has becn developed under NASA NAGW-5006.

Specifically, we will verify that muscle activation pauerns and lirnb loading data arc similar to

tile results we have obtained thus far for tethered jumping in microgravity. In year three we will

confirm the efficacy of tile DECD in true microgravity through KC- 135 experiments.
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Technology Development

Richard H. Maurer, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics I,aboratory

Neutron Energy Spectrometer Flight Experiments

Project Executive Summary

We propose to develop a Neutron Energy Spectrometer to monitor the flight radiation

environment on the International Space Station (ISS). This project would continue the efforts of

our original NSBRI grant that developed an engineering prototype instrument for aircraft fliglkts.

We would extend and adapt the fabricated engineering prototype and Martian Neutron Energy

Spectrometer (MANES) proposal concept for the ISS opportunity. In addition to the flight
instrument development, we seek to continue the aircraft llights for operating experience and

data from a multi-energy neutron environment similar to lhal expcctcd on thc ISS. The work

done on the FY 1998-2000 NSBRI grant has advanced the inslrulnent development from

Countermeasure Readiness Level 2 {preliminary studies to demonstrate feasibility} to Level 5

(proof of concept). We now seek to advance from Level 5 to Level 8 (validation in actual space

flight) with the funding of this proposal. We present results from lhe activities of the preceding

NSBRI grant and describe the concept lk)r the ISS instrument, including cross-sectional and block

diagrams. The research plan contains costs for both the purchase of flight parts during the first

year of funding and extensive accelerator calibration durin,,_, the third year. The second year
involves design, drawing, and fabrication of the flight instrument at APL. We have included

NASA Form C for proposed flight experiments as requested. No animal or human subject

testing is involved in this effort because the NSBRI Neutron Energy Spectrometer only monitors
the radiation cnvironment due to neutrons inside the INS where astronauts will live and work.
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Richard S. Potember, Ph.D.

Johns Hopkins University Applied Physics Laboratory

Real-Time Analysis of Biomarkers and

Countermeasures Using a Miniature Time-of-Flight

Mass Spectrometer

Project Executive Summary

The long-term objective of this project is to lay ihe scientific and engineering foundations to

design, build and launch a flight qualified "Miniature Tiine-of-F'ligtat Mass spectlOlneter'"

(TOFMS). This instrument will be used on space platforms such as the Space Shuttle, the
International Space Station (ISS) and a human mission to Mars. The TOFMS is small,

lightweight, requires little power, and a rugged instrument that can bc used continuously with

advanced signal processing diagnostics. TOFMS has demonstrated mass capability resohition

fiom under 100 to beyond 10,000 atomic mass units in a very small, love power prototype fin.

biological analysis. The development of "Miniature Tilne-of-Flight (TOE) Mass Spectrometer"

will provide the NSBRI/NASA with a complete medical diagnostic systcni to monitor human

physiological functions routinely and non-invasively. The specific aims are to (1) develop

sampling anct sample preparation techniques that enable the TOF mass spectrometer system to
reliably detect, identify and quantify extremely low levels of chenlical and biological substances

in complex body fluids (urine, blood, breath) with very low error rates. This will be achieved by
developing and testing a fast, portable (GC-MS) system for hunlan space flight applications. The

miniature TOF system will also be used to detect and quantify circulating muscle atrophy
biomarkers that appear in serum during space flight. These biomarkers are a measure of muscle

daina<,e_,. Detection and quantification of these markers using the miniature TOF technology will

allow real-time monitoring of muscle damage on-orbit and the mass spectrometer can also be

used to study the effectiveness of resistive exercise counternleasures in space flight. Several

rnetabolic bone markers and the bone regulating hormones will be studied in conjunction ,+vith

the NSBRI Bone Team. Melatonin and cortisol '+'+'illalso be studied in breath sanlples. Currently,

the assessment of melatonin and cortisol through established hlboratory techniques requires days
to obtairt a result. The development of online methods for morlitoring and assessing the status of

circadian otgaruzation'' is listed as one of the five primary themes lol + the Human Perfornlance,
Sleep and Chronobiology Team.
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Yi-Xian Qin, Ph.D.

State University of New York - Stony Brook

A Non-Invasive Scanning Confi)col Ultrasonic

Diagnostic System for Bone Quality

Project Executive Summary

Musculoskeletal complications induced in extended space mission represent a key astronaut

health lwol_lem. In nornml gravity, early diagnosis of progressive bone loss or poor bone quality
indicates prompt treatment and thus will dramatically reduce the risk of bone fractttre. The

principal diagnostic methods Ibr osteoporosis and microgravity induced osteopenia is dual-

energy X-ray absorptiometry (DEXA), which provides only an index of bone mineral density
and/or content, and not bone's physical properties. More recently, advents in ultrasonic

techniques provide an intri_uine_ _ method lk)r characterizin,,_ the material properties of bone in a

manner that is non-invasive, non-destructive, repeatable, safe and relatively accurate.

gimitatitms with this approach, however, leave non-invasive ultrasound - in its current

configuration - as a first order screening tool, rather than a highly accurate diagnostic.

Our principal goal is to continue development and evaluation of a scanning confocal acoustic

diagnostic tSCAD) system capable of generating non-invasive, high-resolution ultrasonic

attenuation and velocity maps of trabecular and cortical bones. This system, relevant not only for

ground-based detcrmination of bone's physical properties, can effectively be used in the space
environment for determinine even subtle changes in density and stren,qh durin.,.z, extended lli,,hts

Ira addition to the development of tiffs device, we will validate the structure and density
information detected by' S('AD using ft(_"l and mechanical testing methods ira both in vivo and e.v

vivo animal models, including human subject. These data will provide a database for further

testing in the space environment, hnportantly, the SCAD system is small and lightweight.

The proposed study will tk-)cus on a series of flmr areas: 1) Develop a SCAD svstem.fi)r mm-
im'asiveh malq_ing of wave velocity and attenualion in l)one," 2) Correlate SCAD determined

velocity and attenuation to micro-CT identi/i'ed BMD and architecture: 3) Predict tire risk of

trabec'ttlar h:me./aihtre a,_sociated with osteoporotic status in the a/ritual mo_h'l: and 4) Map and

monitor strength of hone to predict BMD and strttctttral modttltt.v in o,_te_q_orotic and normal
/tttmatl,s" ttsitt£, the SCAD, am/correlate these nteasttremenls to DEXA.
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Veljko Radeka, Ph.D.

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Heavy Ion Microbeam and Micron Resolution Detector

Project Executive Summary

The abili U to place discrete numbers of particles in defined cellular and extracellular locations is

now possible by, using microbeam irradiation facilities. Such a facility permits heavy-ion

radiobiology to address specifically the impact of signal transduction bctween cellular

colnparlmcnts as well as issues related to intercellular communication at limiting low lluences

where not all the cells in a population have been traversed by even a single particle. Morcover, a

high-energy, heavy-ion microbeam will permit to address an important unanswered qucstion:

whether neurons that survive traversal by HZE particles dcvelop changes its a late consequence

of the damage they incurred. Therefore, these low-fluence studies promise to aid in our

understanding of the consequences of exposure to high-l,ET radiation such as encountered in the
space radialion environment.

The purpose of the proposed project is Io make possible such studies by, developing the following
tools:

I. A nlicrobeanl of heavy ions (e.g., iron) at ener,,ies_., higher thilll at existine_ microbe am

facilities (3GeV/nucleon). The microbe am would have a sufficiently small diameter (about
10 micrometers) to localize the ions to a single cell.

2. An electronic position-sensitive detector for heavy ions with a position resolution better than

1 micrometer, to localize the position of ion impact within a particular region of the cell.

These developments will advance sienificantly the state-of-the art of high-energy, heavy ion

microbeams and of high-resolution heavy-ion detectors. For lhc cell studies employing these

tools, the necessary, infrastructure will include a micropositioning sta,,c= with a microscope

alld atlx illiary detectors.
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Bone Team: Annual Program Report

L-F_.

t

Team Leader Jay R. Shapiro, M.D., Uniformed Services University

Associate Team Leader, Susan Bloomfield, Ph.D., Texas A & M University

Associate Team Leader: Mitchell Schaffler, Ph.D., Mr. Sinai School of Medicine

I. Executive Summary

1) The Research Problem: Microgravity-related bone loss represents a major health and

operational hazard for America's Astronauts. Pre- and post-flight bone mineral density

readings characterize bone loss during 6 month flight as follows: 1) there is wide inter

individual differences in the rates of loss, 2) bone loss averages 1-2% per month during a 6

month flight but may range from no loss to 20% loss, and 3) the processs driving bone loss

is likely to be continuous as long as mechanical strain on bone is absent. There is net

increase in bone resorption compared to a decrease in bone formation. Furthermore, the

failure of bone mass to return to normal for prolonged periods after exposes Astronauts to

increased fracture risk during a period of musculoskeletal reconditioning. Current methods

for maintaining muscle mass and bone mass during extended flight have not been

successful. Thus the primary research problem is the development of safe and effective

methods for the maintenance of bone mass in the face of forces altering normal bone

remodeling in favor of bone loss over bone formation. The development of effective

countermeasures to bone loss in turn depends on greater understanding of the basic

mechanisms driving bone loss during microgravity exposure and factors limiting bone

formation following return to earth's gravity.

2) Bone Team Program Strengths; key findings and discoveries: The Bone Team program

combines basic and clinical studies related to countermeasure development. Each

investigator has moved to develop a fruitful research theme. It should be noted that the

majority of projects received initial funding during Feb./March 2001. The Zerwekh

program was started in June 2001.

a) Isales (Glucose Dependent Inhibitory Peptide (GIP) modulation of osteoblast function) :

using Gene Chip technology we have found that GIP activates a number of growth factors in

bone including transforming growth factor beta (TGF Beta) and others currently under

investigation.

b) Karsenty (Leptin Modulation of Bone Resorption) We show here that unlike body

weight bone formation cannot be affected by modulating plasma leptin levels. In contrast,

when delivered centrally, minimal amount of leptin that do not affect body weight decreases

bone mass by acting on a distinct group of hypothalamic neurons forming the central center

of bone formation (CCBF). Genetic experiments demonstrate that the sympathetic nervous

system mediates CCBF function. Thus, leptin regulation of bone formation does not follow

the hormonal paradigm that applies for body weight control.



c) Smith (Estrogen and Vitamin Receptor Agonists): Using the hindlimb suspended rat

these investigators show that estrogen or raloxifene reduces markers of bone tunover in this

microgravity model. Estraediol and raloxifene prevent loss of bone mineral density in

mechanically unloaded rats as measured by pQCT. Hormone treatment selectively

increased bone mineral content in distal femur and proximal humerus. Site specific

differences are important as these agents protected trabecular bone in the femur and the

humerus, and the tibia where cortical bone was protected. No effect compared to placebo
was seen on cortical bone in tibia, humerus and femur.

d) Bloomfield (Bone and Muscle Recovery from Microgravity): The animals testing system

is operational. Preliminary data indicate a 26% reduction in peak isometric muscle force

after 28-d hindlimb unloading, which is substantially recovered after 14 d cage activity. In

groups with enough numbers, there is a reduction in peak isometric force at lower

velocities, and reduced power at most velocities. Studies are in progress to measure parallel

changes in muscle and bone after return to weightbearing.

e) Rubin (Biomechanical Countermeasure to Disuse Osteoporosis): The differential

response of trabecular bone tissue to two distinct stimuli, one anabolic (low level

mechanical vibration for 10min/d) and the other catabolic (hind-limb suspension), were

evaluated in three strains of adult mice (C57BL/6J - low bone density; Balb/cByJ - mid-

density: C3H/HeJ-high density). Trabecular bone from two strains of mice is differentially

mechanosensitive at the tissue and molecular level. In BALB/cByJ mice, the low level

mechanical signal increased bone tormation rates in the proximal tibia by 34% as compared

to long-term control (p<0.02), while disuse decreased bone formation rates by 48%

(p<0.02). In contrast, neither anabolic nor catabolic signals influenced any index of bone

turnover in C3H/HeJ mice. Together, these data indicate not only a genetic basis for bone

architecture, but also that the sensitivity of the tissue to both anabolic and catabolic stimuli

is influenced by the genome.

f) Schaffler (Disuse Osteoporosis and Osteocyte Integrity): Current studies confirm

preliminary observations, that there is a significant loss of osteocyte integrity in areas of

bone undergoing resorption. Osteocytes integrity was unchanged in non-resorbing areas of

bone. These observations are consistent with the recent observation that osteocyte apoptosis

occurs in strong association with osteoclastic activity indicating that resorption serves as a

mechanism for maintaining the integrity of the tissue, by removing nonviable osteocytes.

g) Bolander (Fracture Healing): The hindlimb suspended rat is used as a non-weight

bearing model in which to study fracture healing and its modification by ultrasound. Initial

stuidies indicate that fracture callus formation is abnormal histologically and on

biomechanical testing in non-weightbearing femurs of hindlimb suspended rats.

h) Shapiro (Spinal Cord Injury as a Microgravity Model): Structural and geometric

changes in the femur following spinal cord injury (SCI) measured by DEXA mimic those

reported in Mir Cosmonauts (Beck, Ruff ) This confirms the value of this model as a

surrogate for studying bone loss and muscle during space flight. The patterns of bone loss

in SCI patients indicate that loss of cortical bone, BMD and bone strength may not be



compensatedfor by an increasein periostealbonewidth which occurs in normals. This
focuseson theperiosteumits playinga role in mechanicalstraintransmissionto cells in the
bonematrix. Treatmentwith zoledronate/placebohasbeeninitiated (doubleblind, placebo-
controlledstudy).

i) Zerwekh:(KMgCit asa Countermeasureto Renal Stoneformation) Sincethe initiation
of funding in June2001, we haverecruitedtwo subjectsfor the aforementionedprotocol.
The first subjectis now beginninghis 3rd week of bed rest. We anticipaterecruiting all
subjectswithin the next two years. If the resultsdisclosethat KmgCitrateis an effective
countermeasurefor renal stones,the future direction would be to evaluatethe medication
duringspaceflight.

. Gaps in the team's program: The NASA Critical Risks summary includes 4 major health

hazards related to bone and soft connective tissues: 1) accelerated bone loss, 2) fracture risk

and fracture healing, 3) connective tissue injuries and 4) renal calculus formation. The

current bone research program does not include projects related to connective tissue injuries

sustained during and after flight and it includes one project related to fracture healing.

These areas require additional studies and this has been requested in the recent (Oct. 31,

2001) NASA/NSBRI request for proposals. The current bone research program includes a

study examining rates of muscle/bone return after non-weigbtbearing in the hindlimb

suspended rat (Bloomfield et al). These studies should be extended to human studies.

. Implications of key findings for future research: To date, no countermeasure, including

various exercise regimens, diet, and nutritional supplements including calcium and vitamin

D, has limited bone loss during 6 months of space flight. The findings noted above (Key

Findings) during the first year of these projects have direct bearing on preventive measure

useful to other subjects in non-weightbearing circumstances such as those disabled due to

injury of advanced age.

a) The testing of proposed countermeasures during flight is critical: no countermeasure can

be adequately tested in the absence of microgravity conditions. Current bed rest research in

normal volunteers suggests that oral bisphosphonates (alednronate: LeBlanc, and

Shakelford) may effectively reduce bone loss. However, a more suitable formulation (e.g.

intravenously administered long-acting bisphosphonate under study in spinal cord injured

subjects (Shapiro et al.), may be appropriate for flight testing within the next 2 years. The
utilization of vibrational mechanical strain as a means to increase bone mass is well

recognized, and is investigated in the research program of Rubin et al. A proposal to test a

prototype instrument during flight has been submitted to NASA by Rubin et al. Research on

normal volunteers at chronic bed rest on the effect of oral KMgCit as a countermeasure to

renal stone formation are in progress. However, NASA has committed to flight studies

using oral K citrate supplements. Collaboration on this research is indicated. The use of the

magnesium-containing formulation may have additional salutory effects on skeletal muscle

and on the arrhythmic abnormities expected during flight. As noted above, the failure of

bone mass to return following microgravity exposure is of importance to Astronaut health.

Confirmation of a "mismatch" between the return of muscle strength and bone mass would



indicate the need to develop a rigorous examination of reconditioning programs following

space flight.

II. Introduction

Bone density measurements in both Astronauts and Cosmonauts indicate that bone loss

approximates 1-2% per month in the majority of individuals. However, as illustrated in the data

of Vico et al. (Lancet, 2000) obtained from Mir Cosmonauts, bone loss in the tibia during 6

months of weightlessness may vary from 0% in certain subjects to 23% in others. Furthermore,

although the fracture rate among crew during flight is not public information, it is acknowledged

that stress fractures have occurred in crew after return to earth's gravity and during the fitness re-

conditioning process. Renal calculi are another complication of excessive mobilization of

calcium from bone and dehydration, and this has also been a problem during and after space

flight. Back pain, in part due to soft tissue injury is a common complaint during, and after flight,

however, its etiology with regard to soft tissue changes is not defined.

Accelerated bone loss, fracture healing and fracture risk, soft tissue injury and renal stone
formation are the critical elements in the NASA Critical Risk formulation. Added to these is the

problem of delayed return to pre-flight bone mass and as a corollary, the potential increase in

fracture risk after return to earth's gravity that may continue for the life of the crew member.

Understanding the multiple factors promoting bone loss during non-weight bearing is critical to

the development of countermeasures that will effectively and safely maintain bone mass during

extended exposure to microgravity. It is understood that that the loss of normal mechanical

strain exerted by muscle on bone initiates the process of bone loss. Altered interstitial fluid

dynamics and altered hormonal/receptor interactions contribute to impaired bone cell function.

The response of bone is a change in the balance of bone remodeling due to an increase in bone

resorption and a decrease in bone formation which leads to net bone loss. Furthermore, after

return to earth's gravity muscle mass returns

within a period of several weeks, while bone
mass remains diminished for more than a

year: It may not return to pre-flight values

for a longer period of time.

Contributing mechanisms to microgravity

induced bone loss: The potential importance

of the periosteum in modulating the effect of

mechanical strain on bone is illustrated by

DEXA analysis of femur shaft indicating

inadequate response of periosteal bone to

endocortical bone loss following

microgravity exposure.

Weightlessness

Decreased Mechanical Strain

Decreased Periosteal Signal
Transmission

altered gene expression

altered cytokine production

changed hormone production

altered receptor function

Modified signal transduction

Mechanisms: membrane bound,

intracellular

Altered gene response

(osteoblast and osteoclast)
Decreased bone formation

Increased bone resorption



III. Research Program Structure and Design
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Project List-1

Basic Studies (Countermeasure Readiness Levels: 1-3)

1. Leptin as a Regulator of Bone Formation in Microgravity Bone Loss:

Karsenty, Elefteriou, Dacquin, (Baylor)

Leptin inhibits bone formation through unknown mechanisms following binding to hypothalamic

receptors. We show here that unlike body weight bone formation cannot be affected by

modulating plasma leptin levels. In contrast, when delivered centrally, minimal amount of leptin

that do not affect body weight decreases bone mass by acting on a distinct group of hypothalamic

neurons forming the central center of bone formation (CCBF). Genetic experiments demonstrate

that the sympathetic nervous system mediates CCBF function. Thus, leptin regulation of bone

formation does not follow the hormonal paradigm that applies for body weight control.

To elucidate the mechanisms by which leptin regulates bone formation we relied initially on the

postulate that leptin acts as a hormone for this action as it does in the control of body weight.

However, no relationships between leptin plasma level and bone mass could ever be established.

In contrast several lines of evidence indicate that leptin, which is produced by hypothalamic

neurons, acts locally with great efficiency to regulate bone formation. Chemical lesioning and

the use of various mutant mouse strains identified a group of hypothalamic neurons that forms
the central center of bone formation (CCBF) whose function is regulated by leptin. Finally we

show that the efferent signal of the CCBF is also of neuronal origin. These results propose a

novel bone formation-enhancing treatment for osteoporosis.

Identification of a central center of bone formation (CCBF).

To elucidate leptin mode of action on bone formation one, must first identify hypothalamic

neurons that control bone formation and that are a ieptin target. Two hypothalamic nuclei are

particularly rich in neurons expressing ObRb, the signal-transducing form of the leptin receptor,
they are the arcuate nucleus and the ventromedial hypothalamic (VMH) nucleus. We used

chemical lesioning to study their role in the regulation of bone formation.

Leptin plasma levels do not correlate with bone mass: We showed previously that ob/+ mice

have a HBM phenotype. In the conceptual framework of a hormonal mode of action of leptin

this observation was puzzling as these mice have a nearly normal leptin plasma level of the ob/+

mice, it raised the hypothesis that leptin may not use humoral means to control bone formation.

To address this question thoroughly we created three different transgenic mouse models. In the

first model we ectopically expressed leptin cDNA in osteoblasts under the control of the

osteoblast-specific fragment of the oJ(I) collagen promoter. The rationale of this experiment

was to achieve a high level of leptin in the bone microenvironment with only a marginal increase

of its plasma level to determine if, in vivo, leptin could act locally on osteoblasts. As shown in

Figure 3 Panel A the two lines of _1(I) collagen-leptin mice that were analyzed expressed high

levels of leptin in osteoblasts but had only a moderate increase of leptin plasma level. Histologic

and histomorphometric analysis of the bone of these mice at 3 and 12 months of age did not

reveal any modification in bone mass or in bone formation parameters. These results along with

the absence of signal transducing leptin receptor on osteoblasts (Ducy et al, 2000) indicate that,

in vivo, leptin does not act locally on the osteoblasts.



Next we constructedtransgenicmice expressingLeptilz cDNA under the control of the

apoliproprotein E tApoE) promoter and its liver-specific enhancer. These regulalory elements

have been used before to achieve high serum levels of other circulating molecules. In these

transgenic mice as in the following one (see below) we used modification of fat mass as an

indicator of modified plasma leptin levels. Two transgenic lines (ApoE-leptin 1 and 2) were

obtained, leptin plasma levels were increased 10 and 100 times compared to wild-type in lines 1

and 2 respectively. Progenies from both lines were lean with no detectable fat pad. This result

demonstrated to us that this high plasma leptin level had deleterious consequences on one

biologic function of leptin. However, histologic analysis revealed that bone volume was

identical in 3 and 6 month-old ApoE leptin and wild-type mice. Furthermore, the bone formation
rate, an indicator of osteoblast function, was normal in ApoE-leptin transgenic mice (data not

shown). These data demonstrated that raising plasma leptin levels did not affect bone mass or

bone formation parameters as efficiently as it affected fat mass.

To decrease leptin plasma levels we used the same regulatory elements to generate transgenic

mice with high plasma concentrations of the soluble form of the leptin receptor (ObRe). ObRe

should bind circulating leptin and thereby decrease circulating levels of free leptin. Two

transgenic lines were studied at 3 and 6 months of age; in both lines plasma free leptin levels
were decreased at least 50%, this resulted in an increase in the weight of fat pads of these

transgenic mice, indicating that this ObRe overexpression was effective on one major leptin
function. Despite this low free leptin level ApoE-ObRe mice had bone volume and bone

formation rates that were undistinguishable from the ones of wild-type littermates. Taken

together these three transgenic mouse models indicate that modifying leptin peripheral
concentration while it can affect fat mass and body weight was could not affect bone mass. This

suggests that other models are at work to explain leptin regulation of bone mass.

Bone formation regulation by leptin is independent of hyperinsulinism: Two lines of

evidence indicate that hyperinsulinism is not the cause of the HBM phenotype observed in

absence of leptin signaling. First, animals that are hyperinsulinemic and hypogonadic like A y

mice did not develop a HBM phenotype. Second, MSG-treated mice that are overweight and

hypogonadic had increased bone formation by histomorphometry but were not hyperinsulinemic.
These results with the normal insulin levels of one month-old ob/ob mice that already have a

HBM phenotype establish that the HBM phenotype observed in absence of leptin signaling is not

a consequences of hyperinsulinism.

Extreme sensitivity of bone mass to leptin when delivered centrally

To demonstrate this, we performed one month-long ICV infusion of decreasing amounts of leptin

in several groups of wt mice. As previously reported ICV infusion of 8 and 4 ng/h of leptin led to

a significant decrease in body weight whereas lower amounts of leptin were inefficient. In

contrast ICV infusion doses of leptin as low as 1 ng/h caused a significant decrease in bone mass.

This extreme sensitivity of bone mass to leptin delivered centrally is also consistent with the

presence of leptin transcripts in the hypothalamus. Immunocytochemical analysis of wild-type

and ob/ob brain revealed the existence of leptin producing neurons in the arcuate and VMH

nuclei in wild-type, this staining was absent in ob/ob mice. The expression of leptin was also
examined in MSG-treated and GTG-treated mice. The extreme sensitivity of bone formation to

leptin when administered centrally, the presence of leptin-producing neurons in the

hypothalamus together with the absence of correlation of leptin blood levels and bone mass are
consistent with the hypothesis that leptin produced locally in the hypothalamus controls bone



tormation. This hypothesiswould explain the discrepancywe observedin leptin efficiency on
boneformationwhendeliveredcentrallyor peripherally.

Neuronal nature of the efferent signals controlling bone formation

So far we demonstrated the existence of a central center of bone lormation fomled by GTG-and

MSG-sensitive neurons. We have also shown that in the leptin-dependent regulatory loop

controlling bone formation the afferent arm is not of humoral nature and that hypothalamic

neurons forming the central center of bone formation are exquisitely sensitive to leptin when
administered centrally.

2. Therapeutic Modulation of Systemic Glucose Dependent Insulinotropic Peptide Levels

to Counteract Microgravity-induced Bone Loss:

Isales, Bollag, Mulioy (Med. College of Georgia)

For the last three decades GIP has been considered a major "incretin" hormone, that is that its

major role was to potentiate nutrient-induced insulin secretion. GIP is made exclusively in the

small intestine and is secreted in response to fat, carbohydrates and amino acids. Interestingly

however, the receptor for GIP is widely distributed being found in brain, adrenal gland, heart and

endothelium. This receptor belongs to the seven transmembrane domain G-protein coupled

family of receptors. Our laboratory was the first to describe that the receptors for GIP were also

found in bone, in osteoblasts and osteoclasts. These receptors are functional being dually linked

to the calcium and cAMP messenger systems. In in vitro experiments, GIP is anabolic for

osteoblasts (increasing alkaline phosphatase activity and collagen type I message and synthesis)

and inhibitory for osteoclasts (inhibiting PTH-induced bone resorption). In in vivo experiments,

GIP administered to Sprague-dawley rats by tail vein injection or Alzet pump increases bone

mass. In addition we have generated a transgenic mouse overexpressing GIP and these mice have

a higher bone mass than their littermate controls. We have almost completed a study in which

markers for bone turnover have been measured in these transgenic mice and hope to further

characterize the changes in bone by bone histomorphometry. In addition, using Gene Chip

technology we have found that GIP activates a number of growth factors in bone including

transforming growth factor beta (TGF-Beta) and others currently under investigation. Funding

by the NSBRI began in 2/01 for studies on the potential use of GIP for prevention of bone loss

under conditions of microgravity. This work so far, has resulted in a manuscript being submitted

to the Journal of Bone and Mineral Research and is the subject of a presentation in the Fall

meeting of the ASBMR (Phoenix, AZ), acknowledging NSBRI support:

Manuscript:

(1) Zhong Q, Ding K-H, Bollag R, Isales CM. Glucose-dependent Insulinotropic Peptide-
induced Elevations in Transforming Growth FactorT_ i Modulate Proliferation in Osteoblastic-

like Cells, submitted, J Bone Miner Res., 2001

Abstract:

(1) Zhong Q, Ding K, Mulloy AL., Bollag RJ, Isales CM: Glucose-dependent insulinotropic

peptide stimulates proliferation and TGF-beta synthesis in osteoblastic-like cells. American

Society for Bone and Mineral Research, Phoenix, AZ 2001



Applied Studies (Countermeasure Readiness Level-3-6)

3. Receptor Countermeasures to Bone Loss in Microgravity

(Smith, Weigei, Bloomfield, Narayanan, Suva) (Baylor)

Mechanical unloading results in loss of bone mineral density (BMD) and is associated with an

increased risk of fracture. Raloxifene is a selective estrogen receptor modulator (SERM) which

inhibits bone loss associated with reductions in circulating sex steroids. To determine if

raloxifene could alleviate unloading-induced bone loss, we examined the ability of raloxifene, in

comparison to estradiol or placebo, to maintain BMD in 5-month old, ovariectomized (OVX)

virgin female Sprague Dawley rats subjected to 28 days of hindlimb suspension (HLS). After

OVX, animals were allowed to recover for -four weeks and then randomized into raloxifene (R;

535 gg/day; n=10), 17_-estradiol (E2; 12 /.tg/day; n=9) or placebo (n=8) treatment groups.

Hormones were administered via slow release pellets implanted immediately prior to the

initiation of HLS. The tibia proximal metaphyses (total slice BMD, and cortical and cancellous

compartment BMD) were assessed in vivo by peripheral quantitative computed tomography

(pQCT; Stratec Research-M) prior to OVX, prior to HLS and post-HLS. At the conclusion of

the unloading period, serum, urine and tissues were collected for analyses. Uterine wet weights

in E2-treated rats were 4-fold greater than in placebo controls confirming appropriate hormone

administration: raloxifene treatment was without effect. Urinary pyridinium cross-links and
serum osteocalcin values were 50.4% and 39.3% lower in R and 31.0% and 30.0% lower in E2

treatment groups, respectively, in comparison to placebo indicating a reduction in bone turnover.

Animals lost an average of 13.0% of total BMD at the proximal tibia as a result of OVX prior to

HLS. Subsequent treatment with either R or E2 maintained total BMD over the period of HLS,

while total BMD loss of 12% occurred in control animals. Interestingly, trabecular BMD loss

was detected for all groups (placebo -30.4%, R -24.3% and E2 -19.6%), while cortical BMD was

increased in R (+3.2%) and E2 (+3.5%) treated, but not placebo (-0.7%) groups. Ex vivo pQCT

measurements of excised femur distal metaphysis also indicated that total BMD was greater in R

(+16.5%) and E2 (+31.0%) groups than in placebo controls although this was due largely to an
increase in trabecular and not cortical BMD. These results indicate that treatment of

ovariectomized, unloaded female rats with raloxifene or estradiol alleviates loss of BMD

associated with mechanical unloading, and suggests that estrogen receptor based therapies may

have site-specific effects on the cortical or trabecular compartments depending on the skeletal
site examined.

Significant decreases in 25(OH) and 1,25(OH)2 D occur during space flight. The reasons for

this are not defined, however, it is appreciated that vitamin supplementation may not reverse

these changes. Studies have been conducted using 1.25(OH)2 vitamin D and a selective vitamin

D receptor agonist EB 89 (Weigel) .Both bone cell differentiation and bone mass are examined.

Although the active form of vitamin D appears more effective than EB 89 in maintaining bone

mass in the suspended rat, this occurs with the risk of hypercalcemia and hypercalciuria. Studies

with selective D agonists will evaluate the risk/benefit ratio of various receptor agonist

compounds.

Presentation: American Society for Bone and Mineral Research, Phoenix, Oct 2001.



4.Bone and Muscle Recovery From Simulated Microgravity:

Bloomfield, Hogan, Smith, Warren, Schultheis) (Texas A & M, Baylor, Medstar

Foundation, Georgia State University)

This series of investigations are designed to determine how mechanical interactions between

bone and skeletal muscle contribute to the recovery of bone mass and bone strength after

exposure to prolonged microgravity.

a) Acquiring the equipment and expertise to perform in vivo muscle stimulation studies

The first six months of this project focused on building an in vivo muscle stimulation system for

adult rats and training of our laboratory staff by one of this project's consultants, Dr. Gordon

Warren of Georgia State University. This system is a replica of that routinely used by Dr.

Warren for studies of mouse muscle function, except scaled up in size for the adult rat that is

being utilized in these studies. To successfully complete these studies, it is important the PI's

laboratory be able to perform in-house measurements of muscle contractile properties in a highly

reproducible fashion. We have learned how to utilize percutaneous needle stimulation of the

posterior crural (ankle extensor) muscles in order to measure peak torque generation in isometric

and concentric contraction, force-velocity curves, and fatigue curves, among other parameter

(see Figure 1 below). Two visits by Dr. Warren to the PI's lab in College Station, TX were

required to build the system from all its component parts, adjust the mechanics on the footplate

and successfully calibrate force measurements, and to train Ms. Jan Stafinsky, Senior Research

Associate in the PI's lab, in its use. Further troubleshooting of the system took another month or
two.

Figure 1
Percutaneous needle

stimulation of ankle

extensor muscles in the

anesthetized rat. Force

production at the ankle is

measured by the

servomotor controlling

the foot plate.
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For the first time course experiment of this project, these muscle function measuleillcnts are

made just before sacrifice of the experimental animal. In later experiments, we anticipate using

this system to "train" the posterior crural muscles during recovery, which will require the

implantation of an indwelling nerve cliff around the tibial nerve.

b) Completion of 32 hindlimb unloading and recovery experiments, with in vivo

measurements of muscle function and bone parameters by pQCT.

Time course experiments began in June of 2001; we are working with batches of 12-18 animals,

including many aging (non-suspended) controls, within each batch. To date we have preliminary

in vivo data on 32 animals and report herein some of those results. Dr. Smith's laboratory at

Baylor College of Medicine has been performing osteoprogenitor cell studies on bone marrow
harvested from femurs of these animals, but data are not yet available from those cell cultures.

We have been able to verify in these mature adult male rats that indeed peak muscle torque

declines after 28 days of unloading to a similar magnitude as observed in young, growing rats.

Figure 2 below illustrates the 26% reduction in peak isometric muscle force alter 28-d HU,

which appears to recover to baseline values after 14 days of normal cage activity.
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of which are illustrated in Figure 3 (following page). These are preliminary data, with no more

than 5 animals per group [the eventual n/group should be 10 animals]. They illustrate a

reduction in peak torques at the slower muscle velocities (< 600 deg/sec), but a reduction in

power (rate of force production) at all but the slowest velocities. Data for fatigue curves are also

being generated but are not yet tabulated: observation during testing verifies that the posterior

crural muscles fatigue significantly faster after 28 d hindlimb unloading. These data are not

unique nor new. What these studies will contribute to the literature is the simultaneous

measurement of these muscle function parameters and bone parameters in the same animal so

that scaling of the two interdependent tissues' function can be studied.
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Figure 3.
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With the assistance of our consultant and accomplished muscle physiologist Dr. Gordon Warren,

we will be analysing the muscle-focused data in much more detail over the next few months.

We are collecting in vivo pQCT data on these rats at the initiation of hindlimb unloading, after 28

d unloading, and (as applicable) after an assigned period of recovery. Preliminary data indicate

modest bone loss of cancellous bone mineral density (-4.5 to 6%) at the proximal tibia after 28

days of unloading that in some cases worsens over the next 7 days of recovery.



Due to the large size of 6-month-old Sprague-Dawleymale rats. and muscle torques that
occasionallyoutstrip thecapacityof our servornotor,wearepresentlyexploringthefeasibilityof
performingtheseexperimentson Fischerrats.

Otheroutcomemeasuresthat arepresentlybeinggeneratedon theseanimals:
Cell culturestudies:numberandviability of osteoblastprogenitorpopulations
Histomorphometryof cortical andcancellousbonesites,to assessboneformationrates
Mechanicaltestingof corticalandcancellousbonesites

Publications:

Colleran, P.N., M.K. Wilkerson, S.A. Bloomfield, L.J. Suva, R.T. Turner, and M.D. Delp.

Alterations in skeletal perfusion with simulated microgravity: a possible mechanism for bone

remodeling. J. Appl. Physiol. 89: 1046-1054, 2000.

Bloomfield, S.A., H.A. Hogan, and M.D. Delp. Decreases in bone blood flow and bone material

properties in aging Fischer-344 rats. Clin. Orthop. Rel. Res. (In press)

Bloomfield, S.A., M.R. Allen, H.A. Hogan, and M.D. Delp. Site- and compartment-specific

changes in bone with hindlimb unloading in mature adult rats. Bone (In review)

Presentations:

Allen, M.R. and S.A. Bloomfield. (2001, August) Periosteal resorption at the ptoximal

tibiametaphysis due to mechanical unloading: evidence from longitudinal pQCT measure-

ments. Poster presentation: University of Utah Hard Tissue Workshop, Sun Valley, ID.

Bloomfield, S.A. and M.R. Allen. (2001, August). Mature rat skeletal changes in response to

simulated micrograviOv a gender comparison. Poster presentation: University of Utah Hard

Tissue Workshop, Sun Valley, ID.

Allen, M.R. and S.A. Bloomfield. (2001, June). Mature rat skeletal changes in response to

simulated microgravit3,: a gender comparison. Poster presented at the Annual Meeting of the

American College of Sports Medicine, Baltimore, MD.

Bloomfield, S.A., M.R. Allen, M. Zhang, and R. Turner. (2001, April). Greater deficit of bone

formation in the mature adult rat with 28-d hindlimb unloading. Poster presentation:

Experimental Biology, Orlando, FL.

Allen, M.R., S.E. Gordon, B. Davis, M.L. Fiorotto, R.J. Schwartz, F.W. Booth, S.A.Bloomfield.

(2000, September). Skeletal muscle IGF-I overexpression alters bone development and prevents

short-term hindlimb unloading bone loss in adult mouse tibia. Poster presentation: Annual

Meeting of the American Society of Bone and Mineral Research, Toronto, Canada.

Bloomfield, S.A., M.R. Allen, H.A. Hogan. (2000, September). Site-specific changes it? bone

strength and mineral density with 28-d hindlimb unloading in the mature adult rat. Poster

presentation: Integrative Biology of Exercise, American Physiological Society, Portland, ME.



5. A Biomedical Countermeasure for Disuse ()steopenia

Rubin, Hadjiargyrou, Zhi, Judex, Dowd, Donahue (State University of New York at Stony

Brook and Brookhaven National Labs).

The structure of the adult skeleton is determined, in large part, by the genome. Whether genetic

variations may influence the effectiveness of interventions to combat skeletal diseases such as

osteoporosis, remains unknown. The differential response of trabecular bone tissue to two

distinct stimuli, one anabolic (low level mechanical vibration for 10min/d) and the other

catabolic (hind-limb suspension), were evaluated in three strains of adult mice (C57BL/6J - low

bone density; Balb/cByJ - mid-density; C3H/HeJ - high density). Protocols were applied for up

to three weeks. In BALB/cByJ mice, the low level mechanical signal increased bone formation

rates in the proximal tibia by 34% as compared to long-term control (p<0.02), while disuse

decreased bone formation rates by 48% (p<0.02). In contrast, neither anabolic nor catabolic

signals influenced any index of bone turnover in C3H/HeJ mice. Together, these data indicate

not only a genetic basis for bone architecture, but also that the sensitivity of the tissue to both

anabolic and catabolic stimuli is influenced by the genome. Extrapolated to humans, these

results may in part explain why prophylaxes for osteoporosis are not universally effective, yet

also indicate that there may be a genotypic indication of people who are at reduced risk of ever

suffering from the disease.
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Fig. 1. Percent difference in bone formation rates (BFR/TV) between (a.) mechanically

stimulated and age matched control mice and (b.) disuse and age matched control mice in the

three genetically distinct strains of mice (mean+_SD of the difference). Labels here re[er to

BALB/cByJ, C57BL/6J, and C3H/HeJ. It is clear that the genetic makeup of the animals helps

define the extent to which they respond to anabolic and�or catabolic stimuli.

Papers/Abstracts published, in press, submitted:

Judex, S., Zhi, J., Xu, G., Hadjiargyrou, M., Rubin, J., Rubin, C. (2001) Osteoclast

differentiation factor mRNA expression and bone formation rates related to disuse and

mechanical stimulation are inversely proportional. Transactions of the Orthopaedic Research

SocieO' 47, San Francisco, CA, p. 39.

Judex, S., Xu, G., Donahue, L.R, Hadjiargyrou, M., Rubin, C. (2001) Changes in trabecular bone

formation induced by mechanical stimulation and disuse are accompanied by differential gene

expression in a mouse model. Transactions of the Orthopaedic Research Society 47, San

Francisco, CA, p.533.



Judex,S., Zhi, J., Hadjiargyrou,M., Rubin, C. (2001) Inhibition of disuseosteopeniaby,'low
level mechanicalstimulation is paralleledby alterationsin geneexpression.Transactiovs of the

NASA Bioastronautics Investigators'Workshol_. Galveston, TX, pp. 85-86

Rubin, C.T, Sommerfeldt, D.W., Judex, S., Qin, Y.X. (2001) Inhibition of osteopenia by low

magnitude, high frequency mechanical stimuli. Drug Discover3, Today 6(16), 848-858.

Rubin, C.T., Xu, G., Judex, S. (2001) The anabolic activity of bone tissue, suppressed by disuse,

is normalized by brief exposure to extremely low magnitude mechanical stimuli. The FASEB

Journal 15, 2225-2229.

Rubin, C.T., Judex, S., McLeod, K.J., Qin, Y.X. (2001) Inhibition of Osteopenia by Biophysical

Intervention. In: Osteoporosis. Marcus, R., Feldman, D., Kelsey, J. (eds.) 2 na edition,Academic

Press, San Diego, CA.

Judex, S., Lombardo, F., Donahue, L.R., Hadjiargyrou, M., Rubin, C.

transcriptional activity induced by altered mechanical demand of the

Biomedical Engineering 29(S 1), p. $37.

(2001) Changes in

skeleton. Annals of

Judex, S., Hadjiargyrou, M., Donahue, L.R., Rubin, C. (2001) Trabecular bone from two strains

of mice is differentially mechanosensitive at the tissue and molecular level. Journal of Bone and

Mineral Research 16(S 1), p. S 151.

Judex, S., Rubin, C.T. (in press) Mechanical influences on bone mass and morphology -

investigating how exercise may regulate adaptation in the skeleton. In: Osteoporosis." Scientific

Principles and Clinical Practice. Orwoll, E.S., Bliziotes, M. (eds.). The Humana Press Inc, NJ.

Judex, S., Donahue, L.R., Rubin, C.T. (submitted) Genotypic predisposition to osteoporosis is

paralleled by an enhanced sensitivity to signals anabolic to the skeleton. PNAS.

6. Resorption Suppression and Bone Health in Disuse Bone Loss:

Schaffler, Jepsen (Mt. Sinai School of Medicine)

This protocol tests the hypothesis that long-term suppression of bone remodeling with

bisphosphonate in a disuse situation will result in preserved bone mass and architecture but

reduced resistance to fracture because of decreased osteocyte viability and integrity. Using a

canine single limb immobilization (IM) model to produce a long-term disuse osteoporosis,

animals receive treatment with risedronte or placebo control. At the end of one year of

IM/treatment, cortical and cancellous bone will be assessed using micro CT to measure tissue

architectural changes. Confocal microscopy will be used to assess osteocyte integrity. Whole

bone and tissue-level biomechanical testing will be used to determine whether bisphosphonate-

treated tissue retains normal mechanical properties, with particular emphasis on assessing

changes in the fracture toughness (brittleness) in bone, which has been shown to be a very

sensitive marker of alterations in bone quality.



Project update: (Active project period: 2/1/01 - present). This is a new project, with funding

initiated in February, 2001. At the start of the proiect, we experienced a significant delay (4+

months) in initiating work on this pro/ect because of physical phmt problems at Mount Sinai.

These necessitated our finding alternative housing for our animals. This situation was resolved

satisfactorily by arranging to house our dogs at the Bronx VA Medical Center (a part of the

Mount Sinai program). However, this alternative arrangement introduced additional delays into

our research schedule, as modification of the dog pen flooring at the VA was needed to

accommodate our protocol. This modification took approximately 4 months to complete. Since

June, 2001, we have been conditioning animals and entering them into the study, we now have

all 28 experimental animals in the protocol. Acquisition of bones and tissues for biomechanical,

compositional and microstructural analyses will begin in June 2002 and will be completed by

August 2002.

During this start-up period, we have initiated studies of osteocyte integrity in immobilized canine

bones that were archived as part of our previously funded NASA project. These studies confirm

our preliminary observations, presented first in our NSBRI grant, that there is a significant loss

of osteocyte integrity in areas of bone undergoing resorption. Osteocytes integrity was

unchanged in non-resorbing areas of immobilized bone (IM-ctl). These observations are

consistent with the recent observation that osteocyte apoptosis occurs in strong association with

osteoclastic activity (Verborgt et al, JBMR 15:60, 2000), indicating that resorption serves as a

mechanism for maintaining the integrity of the tissue, by removing nonviable osteocytes. These

data have been submitted for presentation at the upcoming meeting of the Orthopaedic Research

Society.
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7. The Effect of Microgravity on Fracture Healing: Ultrasound as a Possible

Countermeasure: Bolander, Turner, Greenleaf (Mayo Clinic)

The objective of this research is a determination of the effects of weightlessness on fracture

healing, and the utility of ultrasound as a countermeasure to promote fracture healing.



Experimental Model:

• Tail suspended Lewis rat

• Males: 6 months of age at fracture: 15/gp

• Bonnarens Einhorn fracture model

Experimental Design:

• Evaluate Mechanical strength of callus 7, 5, and 3 weeks after fracture

• Determine time required for complete healing, i.e. equal in strength to non-fractured
femur

• Identify cellular events by histology evaluation

Summary of Mechanical Data

We have evaluated Mechanical strength testing 5 and 7 weeks after fracture and histology in 3, 5

and 7 week groups. At 7 weeks a comparison of the mechanical characteristics of the fracture

callus in tail suspension and weight bearing animals shows decreased rotation and energy

absorption in callus from tail suspension animals. Stiffness is greater in the callus from the tail

suspension animal, suggesting that the fracture calluses in tail suspension animals are more

'brittle". At 7 weeks neither weight bearing or tail suspension femur has mechanical properties

equal to the non-fractured femur, indicating that neither has completely healed.

Summary of Histology

Histology from the 3, 5, and 7 week animals shows a similar pattern of repair in both the tail

suspended and weight bearing animals. In both groups from 3 weeks to 5 weeks there is the

progression of intramembranous bone formation, cartilage formation, and endochondral bone

formation. Intramembranous bone formation and chondrogenesis are prematurely terminated in

the calluses from tail suspended animals, however, resulting in a smaller fracture callus.

Decreased cartilage in the fracture callus from tail suspended animals leads to earlier completion

of endochondral ossification, but as shown by mechanical testing, this is associated with

decreased energy resorption in these calluses.

Preliminary interpretation

We interpret these findings as indicating that in the tail suspended environment there is

premature termination of the cellular events that are critically responsible for forming the

fracture callus, including cartilage and bone formation. This results in a small fracture callus,

with decreased energy resorption, and the formation of more brittle bone bridging the fracture
site.

Experiments have not yet allowed us to determine the effect of tail suspension on the time

required to complete fracture healing. Studies addressing that question are currently underway.



8. Defining and Preventing Bone Loss: A Microgravity Model:

Shapiro, Toerge, Bailard, Baldwin, Beck, Ruff, Burman, Mustapha: (Unformed Services

University, Johns Hopkins University, National Rehabilitation Hospital l

Bed rest during 15-17 weeks using normal volunteers is an accepted method for simulating bone

loss during weightlessness. This project: 1) employs the spinal cord injured subject (SCI),

tetraplegic or paraplegic, as a model for the bone and muscle lost during exposure to

weightlessness, and 2) employs zoledronate, a potent third generation bisphosphonate

administered intravenously over 15 minutes, as a potential countermeasure to bone loss when

exposed to weightlessness during space flight. The advantage of the SCI subject compared to

normal volunteers at bed rest includes the ability to study subjects over longer duration and the

fact that the pattern of bone loss and rates of bone loss from the lower torso is similar to that

during space flight. In addition to ease of administration, an advantage of zoledronate is that its

duration of action may extend to one year after a single injection of 5 milligrams, making it

suitable for protection during extended duration flight. This is a double-blind, placebo controlled

study lasting one year for each subject. The evaluation of research subjects includes geometric

and structural analysis of bone density scans (DEXA) and 3-D finite element analysis of femur

shaft for evaluation of fracture risk. Muscle biopsies are obtained at time 0 and 6 months from

the vastus lateralis muscle and sent to Dr. Ken Baldwin's laboratory at U. C. Irvine for

biochemical analysis.

Recruitment of quadriplegic or paraplegic subjects to this study has been slower than projected

due to: 1) prospective SCI subjects not meeting study criteria, and 2) reluctance of injured

subjects to enter an investigational study. Nevertheless, 6 subjects have entered the program to

date. Additional information about rates of bone loss in SCI subjects and patterns of bone loss

compared to that observed in Mir astronauts has been obtained from SCI subjects who have not

met criteria for entry the therapy protocol but in whom bone loss has occurred due to

weightlessness.
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The rate of bone loss is in 3 monthscomparableto that reported lollowing spaceflight.
Measurementof sctional modulus (not shown) indicatesa loss of bone strengthduring this
period. In addition, attentionis focusedon the changein subperiostealwidth which differs in
microgravityor weightlessnesscomparedto theincreasein subperiostealbonerecordedin bone
lossassociatedwith normalaging. TheresultssuggestthatSCI is anappropriatemodel in which
to evaluatetherapeuticcountermeasuresto boneloss.

9. Prevention of Microgravity-Induced Stone Risk by KMg Citrate:

Zerwekh, Wuermeser, Pak, Antich, (UT Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas)

The formation of a renal stone during space flight may have serious negative effects on the

health of the crewmembers and the success of the mission. Ground-based studies, as well as a

limited number of space flight studies, have clearly demonstrated an increased risk for kidney

stone formation as determined from the composition of the urinary environment. Increased bone

resorption raises urinary calcium and the urinary state of saturation with respect to the calcium

salts, calcium oxalate and brushite. However, documented changes in other urinary components

such as citrate, pH, and magnesium appear to also raise the risk for the formation of not only

calcium oxalate and calcium phosphate stones but also uric acid stones as well. Nutritional

modifications to counter the tendency toward stone formation might include increased fluid

consumption and supplementation with an appropriate nutriceutical that would decrease the risk

of stone formation by increasing urinary pH and inhibitor concentrations. The hypothesis to be

tested in this project is that potassium magnesium citrate supplementation will attenuate the

increased risk for stone formation and diminish microgravity-induced bone loss. This hypothesis

will be tested during five weeks of bed rest in normal volunteers through three specific aims: 1;

assess the efficacy of supplementation with potassium magnesium citrate (KMgCit) in

preventing microgravity-induced increased risk of renal stone formation. 2; evaluate the effect

of KMgCit supplementation in averting diminished muscle magnesium and potassium

concentrations that may occur during microgravity-induced muscle atrophy and 3; assess the

efficacy of supplementation with KMgCit in reducing microgravity-induced increases in bone

resorption and urinary calcium losses.

Research Program Structure and Design:

Subject data." Participating in the study will be 20 normal men and women between the ages of

18 and 50, of any ethnicity.

General study protocol: All subjects will undergo 8 weeks of study, comprised in succeeding

order of 3 phases (A-C): A-Ambulatory (wk 1), B-Bed rest (wk 2-6), and C-Reambulation (wk

7, 8) (Table 1). The entire study will be conducted at the GCRC, University of Texas

Southwestern Medical Center at Dallas. During weeks 2 through 6, the subjects will remain at

complete bed rest. Subjects in the treatment group will receive potassium magnesium citrate

(Relyte®), 3 tablets with breakfast and 3 tablets with dinner (42 mEq potassium, 21 mEq

magnesium, and 63 mEq citrate) while the placebo-treated group will undergo an identical

dosing regimen with placebo medication. This dose of KMgCit has previously been shown to

significantly raise urinary potassium, magnesium, citrate, and pH.



Procedures. Specific aim 1: Assess the efficacy of supplementation with potassium

magnesium citrate (KMgCit) in preventing microgravity-induced increased risk of stone

formation. Metabolic evaluations will be perlbrmed each week of the study. During each

metabolic evaluation, subjects will be maintained on a constant metabolic diet with a daily

composition of 800 mg calcium, 1200 mg phosphorus, 100 mEq sodium, and constant fluids

(3L) for the last 4 days of each week. During the last 2 days of the 4-day metabolic diet, urine

will be collected in 24-hour pools under oil for stone-forming risk factors. Parameters to be

quantitated include calcium, oxalate, uric acid, citrate, ammonium, pH, total volume, sodium,

potassium, sulfate, phosphate, magnesium, chloride, creatinine, urinary saturation (relative

saturation ratio of calcium oxalate, brushite, monosodium urate and undissociated uric acid),

and deoxypyridinoline. Serum will be obtained in the fasting state for SMA-20, PTH (IRMA),

1,25-(OH)2D, osteocalcin, and bone specific alkaline phosphatase on one of the last two days of

each metabolic evaluation. In addition to measuring the urinary parameters as key indicators of

the relative risk for kidney stone formation, we will also monitor changes in acid-base status via

determination of net renal acid excretion and net gastrointestinal absorption of alkali.

Specific aim 2: Evaluate the effect of KMgCit supplementation in averting diminished muscle

magnesium and potassium concentrations that may occur during microgravity-induced muscle

atrophy Subjects will undergo two muscle biopsies during this study. The first will be obtained

during week 1 of ambulation and the second (on the contralateral side) during week 6 following
5 weeks of bed rest.

Specific aim 3: Assess the efficacy of supplementation with KMgCit in reducing microgravity-

induced increases in bone resorption and urinary calcium. This specific aim will be addressed

principally from an examination of urinary calcium, phosphate, and the change in the

biochemical markers of bone turnover. Ultrasound velocity of cancellous and cortical bone will

be measured by critical angle reflectometry, in the calcaneus, tibia, trochanter, radius, ulna and
frontal bone.

Research Program Accomplishments: Since the initiation of funding in June 2001, we have

recruited two subjects for the aforementioned protocol. The first subject is now beginning his 3rd

week of bed rest. The second has decided to quit the study after 1 week of immobilization due to

personal reasons.

We anticipate recruiting all subjects within the next two years. If the results disclose that

KmgCitrate is an effective countermeasure for renal stones, the future direction would be to

evaluate the medication during space flight.



TEAM STRATEGY FOR COUNTERMEASURE DEVELOPMENT

1. Increase collaborative efforts and inforrnation exchange between the NSBRI Bone Team and

scientists at JSC and Ames: The purpose of this is to facilitate countermeasure development

directed at limiting bone loss. Two examples of this effort are:

a) NSBRI sponsorship of a full day meeting between Bone Team members and their

counterparts from JSC and Ames, along with JSC leadership to develop a long range plan

for testing animal and clinical countermeasures durint short term (shuttle) and long term

(ISS) flights. A venue for this could be the Jan. 2002 Del Lago meeting.

b) Another example of this collaboration is increased collaboration concerning the

standardization and effectiveness of current procedures designed to improve recovery of

bone mass following flight

2. NSBRI leadership and Bone Team members should reviews and critically evaluate proposed

methods to simulate gravity or otherwise provide mechanical strain induced osteogenic signals to
bone in a weightless environment.

• vibrational stimuli (Rubin)

• artificial gravity nethods (Young, Caiozzo, etc)

3. Plans should be developed to test IV bisphosphonate, either pamidronate or Zoledronate, in a

flight setting - shuttle studies initially with ISS studies thereafter. Metabolic studies should be

performed in each setting. It is noted that the 5 mg zoledronate dose has been FDA approved for
cancer treatment.

4. It is reported that K citrate is being tested during flight as a countermeasure to renal stone

formation. It is proposed that similar studies evaluate the use of KMgCit in flight setting. It is

reasonable to assume that bed rest studies in normal volunteers, while providing an indication of

the effectiveness of these compounds in altering renal calculus indices, it is only in a weightless

environment that the true effects on renal profiles will be apparent.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objectives of the NSBRI Cardiovascular Alterations Team are to:

• Characterize and quantify the adverse effects of space flight on cardiovascular structure and
function

• Determine the mechanisms of these adverse effects

• Develop effective countermeasures to these adverse effects

• Develop new cardiovascular technologies for use in countermeasure development and for

spin-offapplications on earth

The Critical Cardiovascular Risks associated with long term space flight include:

1. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Orthostatic Stress

2. Occurrence of Serious Cardiac Dysrhythmias

3. Diminished Cardiac Function

4. Manifestations of Previously Asymptomatic Cardiovascular Disease

5. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Exercise Stress

The first three risks are considered to be of considerably higher priority than the last two.

The Critical

include:

.Development

*Development

.Development

Issues faced by the Cardiovascular Team in addressing the Critical Risks

of Suitable Experimental Models

of Suitable Experimental Approaches

of Mathematical and Computer Models

•Development of New Cardiovascular Technologies

•Addressing the Multiple Conditions Imposed by Space Flight

•Countermeasure Development Issues

• Determinants of Individual Susceptibility to the Adverse Cadiovascular Effects of Space Flight

• Cardiovascular Rehabilitation

• Development of Spin-off Technologies to Benefit Clinical Medicine on Earth

•Development of a Space Flight Database

Research Program Structure and Design

The Cardiovascular Alterations Team is designed to allow multiple investigators to interact and

attack problems from the level of cells and molecules, to the level of tissue and organs, to whole

animal studies, to human studies, and use of computer simulations to integrate the data and refine

hypotheses to be tested experimentally. Integral to the team's effort is the development of new

diagnostic and therapeutic technologies for the benefit of the space program and with spin-off

applications here on earth. The goal of the team is to develop and test mechanism based

countermeasures through a rigorous understanding of the basic biology and physiology. The

effort is organized around the critical risks. There are multiple interactions between projects

within the team as well as interactions with other NSBRI teams, and projects funded by other

agencies.



ResearchProgram Accomplishments
Themultiple research accomplishments of each of the projects are discussed in this report. One

major accomplishment to date is the successful testing in human ground based studies of a

pharmacologic countermeasure (the alpha-sympathetic agonist midodrine) to the development of

orthostatic intolerance after exposure to microgravity. This development of this countermeasure

represents the culmination of investigations conducted at the cellular, tissue, organ, whole animal
and human studies levels as well as accompanying computer simulations. A flight proposal,

currently under review, will evaluate this countermeasure after space flight. A second

accomplishment is the successful commercialization and dissemination into clinical use of

microvolt T-wave altemans testing for the prevention of sudden cardiac death from ventricular

arrhythmias.

Future Program Directions

The future planning for the team's activities revolves around the cardiovascular critical risks and

moving projects from investigation of basic mechanisms through the proposing and testing of

countermeasures.
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II. INTRODUCTION

The objectives of the NSBRI Cardiovascular Alterations Team are to:

• Characterize and quantify the adverse effects of space flight on cardiovascular structure and

function

• Determine the mechanisms of these adverse effects

• Develop effective countermeasures to these adverse effects

• Develop new cardiovascular technologies for use in countermeasure developmem and for

spin-offapplications on earth

RELEVANT RISKS

The research objectives of the NSBRI Cardiovascular Alterations Team are driven by the Critical

Cardiovascular Risks associated with long-duration space flight which have been identified

through a joint NASA - NSBRI effort.

I. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Orthostatic Stress

Upon reentry into the Earth's gravitational field, astronauts experience orthostatic intolerance

which limits their ability to function during reentry and after landing. In many cases, the

orthostatic intolerance is sufficiently severe that astronauts cannot stand erect for some time after

landing. Orthostatic intolerance represents a current operational problem, which may for

example interfere with the ability of astronauts to egress from the spacecraft under emergency

conditions. Currently used countermeasures include oral administration of salt and water prior to

reentry and application of anti-gravity suits; these countermeasures are not adequate to prevent

orthostatic intolerance in particular following long-duration spaceflight.

2. Occurrence of Serious Cardiac Dysrhythmias

Relatively little data are available on the association of space flight, and in particular long-

duration space flight, with the development of heart rhythm disturbances. A number of

anecdotal reports, including one documented 14 beat run of ventricular tachycardia during a Mir

mission, suggest that long-duration space flight might lead to an increased incidence of

potentially serious heart rhythm disturbances. However, data are currently inadequate to

determine whether space flight in fact predisposes the heart to rhythm disturbances. If space

flight does in fact significantly decrease cardiac electrical stability the effects could he

catastrophic potentially leading to sudden cardiac deatl_ Thus in this area the overriding

research question is whether space flight in fact increases susceptibility to cardiac dysrhythmias.

If space flight is found to increase the risk of cardiac dysrhythmias then it will he important to

determine the mechanisms in order to develop appropriate countermeasures.

3. Diminished Cardiac Function

Long-term space flight may lead to a measurable reduction in cardiac mass. It is believed that

this loss of cardiac mass is associated with cardiac remodeling. It is not known whether these

cardiac alterations are reversible and whether they pose a long-term health risk to astronauts.

The extent to which cardiac atrophy and remodeling may affect cardiac performance during

long-duration space flight is inadequately understood. Investigation is required to establish the

extent, reversibility, and physiologic sequelae of cardiac atrophy; to identify stimuli and signals



that lead to loss of cardiacmassand remodeling,and to identify countermeasuresthat may
preventthesealterations.

4. Manifestation of Previously Asymptomatic Cardiovascular Disease

Long-duration space flight may in principle exacerbate previously undetected cardiovascular

disease such as coronary artery disease. Research is needed to determine what procedures should

be applied to screen astronauts for asymptomatic cardiovascular disease prior to long term

missions. This risk is considered as lower priority than risks 1-3.

5. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Exercise Stress

Long-term space flight may impair cardiovascular response to exercise. However, in-flight

exercise programs appear adequate to maintain aerobic exercise capacity. However, research is

needed to determine the type, duration and frequency of exercise necessary to maintain the

integrity of the cardiovascular system and potentially prevent cardiac atrophy, and to determine

whether thermoregulation is impaired during exercise. Because adequate countermeasures are

considered to be effective, this risk is considered as lower priority than risks 1-3.

CRITICAL ISSUES

Experimental Models

Because of the limited opportunity for studies in space, the great majority of experimental

cardiovascular research in this area involves animal or human ground-based models of space

flight. One question that arises is the extent to which these ground-based models yield results

which correspond to space flight. Additional data from space flight is required to evaluate the

degree of correspondence with data from ground-based models in order to help validate these

ground-based models.

Experimental Approaches

Investigations are required which range from the molecular, genetic and cellular level to the

organ system level to the level of the entire organism.

Mathematical and Computer Models

Space flight causes alterations in multiple interacting physiologic systems. The use of

mathematical and computer models is required to elucidate mechanisms, interpret data, and

formulate hypotheses to be tested experimentally. Such models include forward models that

simulate integrated physiologic behavior, and inverse models used to create an individualized

model of physiologic function from data recorded on a single individual.

New Cardiovascular Technologies

New cardiovascular diagnostic and therapeutic technologies based on an understanding of the

underlying physiology, are required to help answer research questions, to develop

countermeasures, to serve as means for monitoring astronaut cardiovascular function, for

treatment of astronauts, and for applications to clinical medicine here on earth.
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Conditions of Space Flight

In addition to microgravity other conditions of space flight may also adversely affect the

cardiovascular system including sleep disruption, reduced physical stress, environmental factors,

and psycho-social stresses.

Countermeasure Development

Development of countermeasures should be based on understanding of the underlying

physiologic mechanisms. Countermeasures may include pharmacological, nutritional, and

physical interventions (including artificial gravity), and modifications of behavior, activity and

environment.

Individual Susceptibility

Investigation of factors that make an individual more susceptible to the adverse effects of space

flight on the cardiovascular system may include age, gender, genotype, and dietary, occupational

and physical conditioning history.

Cardiovascular Rehabilitation

The adverse effects of space flight on the cardiovascular system may persist following re-entry

into a gravitational field. Identification of appropriate strategies for short-term and long-term

cardiovascular rehabilitation are needed.

Earth Benefits

Studies of the adverse effects of spacef light on the cardiovascular system may also have

important implications for clinical medicine issues on earth.

Cardiovascular Space Flight Database

There is an urgent need to obtain and make available to investigators a systematic database of

cardiovascular data from astronauts before, during and after space flight.

m. RESEARCH PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

Description of Current Program

The current research program is summarized in the Figure. Many of the projects impinge on

more than one critical risk. The strategy of the cardiovascular team is to have a dynamic

interplay between projects focused on studies in animals, humans, and computer simulations.

Part of the strategy is also to develop new technologies to he used in the studies but which also

have applications for astronaut monitoring and therapy and spin-off applications on earth.
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1. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Orthostatic Stress

The primary focus of the cardiovascular alterations team has been on the problem of post-flight

orthostatic hypotension. In animal and human studies we have studied mechanisms, proposed

and tested countermeasures. We are examining a wide range of factors that may contribute to

the development of orthostatic hypotension. These factors range from alterations in autonomic

control, alterations in the vasculature and lymphatics, alterations in cardiac function, alterations

in diurnal rhythms, vestibular effects, changes in endocrine and renal function. The dynamic

interplay between animal, human and computer simulations has already led to the proposing of

the alpha-symphathetic agonist, midodrine, as a pharmacologic countermeasure to the

development of orthostatic hypotension, and the successful testing of this countermeasure in

animal and ground based human studies. Flight studies of this countermeasure have been

submitted and are in the definition stage.

2. Occurrence of Serious Cardiac Dysrhythmias

One current project (Cohen) deals with the issue of whether simulated microgravity alters

cardiac electrical stability. Preliminary ground based data suggests that this may be the case, and

flight studies have been proposed in this regard as well.

3. Diminished Cardiac Function

One project (Lorell) deals primarily with the risk of diminished cardiac function and several

other projects relate to this problem as well. The focus here is to establish the development of



atrophyandremodelingin groundbasedmodelsandto studymolecularandgeneticmechanisms
and functional sequelae. We requiremore flight data documentingthe extent of the space
inducedcardiacatrophyandremodelingthatoccursduringflight.

4. Manifestation of Previously Asymptomatic Cardiovascular Disease

There are no current projects in this area.

5. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Exercise Stress

Although several of the projects address exercise this is not a primary focus of any of the current

projects.

6. New Cardiovascular Technologies

The progress of the cardiovascular alterations team has been heavily dependent on the

development of new technologies driven by the understanding of the physiology. These include

computer simulation technologies, cardiovascular system identification technology for the non-

invasive quantification of closed cardiovascular regulation, measurement of mierovolt T-wave

alternans to assess cardiac electrical stability, and ultrasound technologies for the non-invasive

assessment of cardiovascular function. One of these technologies (T-wave alternans) has

already been successfully commercialized for clinical use here on earth. Future progress will be

dependent, in part, on the development of new diagnostic and therapeutic technologies.

Synergies

There are multiple connections between the various projects within the cardiovascular team. We

have encouraged collaboration between the projects. The close collaboration between the

projects has been responsible for the development of the midodfine countermeasure for

orthostatic intolerance. The studies that led to the proposal for this countermeasure included in

vitro studies of the responsiveness of cells and vascular segments to alpha sympathetic

stimulation, in vivo animal studies, human studies and computer simulations that were used to

simulate midodrine administration. Some projects are very closely allied. For example Williams

and Cohen share a single bed rest study to generate the data for their projects, and these data are

transferred to Mark's cardiovascular simulation project. Thomas' ultrasound technology project

is responsible for overseeing the acquisition of the ultrasound data and analyzing these data in

the human studies and will he similarly responsible for the ultrasound data from the flight

studies. The projects involved in animal studies are collaborating on experiments and sharing of

tissues (Bayorh, Cassone, Delp, Lorell, Shoukas). We are promoting interaction between

investigators by holding team retreats approximately twice each year, and having regular

teleconferences. We have found the team retreats to be the most useful means of exchange. We

keep the formal presentations short, and focus on intensive discussions.

In addition, we have active collaborations with other NSBRI teams. Two investigators also are

affiliated with other teams (Cassone - Human Performance, Thomas - Smart Medical Systems).

Shoukas is working with the Technology Development Team on development of a pulsatile G-

suit. Ray has a natural connection to the NeuroVestibular Team. We look forward to forming

alliances as well with the Nutrition and Rehabilitation Team, Integrated Human Function,

Muscle, and other teams. Furthermore, many of our investigators are involved in research
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sponsoredby NIH, NSF andother agencies. Their NSBRI work benefits from, and contributes

to, such other research.

IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The various projects are at different stages. Some are projects that are renewed from the last

grant cycle, some have just received their funding in the past few months. Some of the

highlights fi'om the various projects are listed below.

B_B__orh

• Both the nitric oxide synthase inhibitor L-NAME and the prostacyclin synthase inhibitor U-

51605 block the post-suspension hypotension observed in male Sprague-Dawley rats.

• Thus, post-suspension hypotension may involve increased levels of nitric oxide and/or

prostacyclin.

Cassone

•The effects of deafferentation of the suprachiasmatic to sub-paraventricular pathways on the

circadian variation in body temperature, activity and heart rate were determined in 12 Long

Evans rats. Sham surgeries resulted in only temporary disruption of all parameters. Sub-

paraventricular knife-cuts abolished or reduced the amplitude of heart rate rhythms but had no

effect on activity or body temperature rhythms.

Cohen:

•Bed-rest reduces autonomic reflexes as measured by Cardiovascular System Identification.

•Reduced sympathetic reserve as measured by Cardiovascular System Identification identifies

subjects with greater orthostatic intolerance.

•Alpha-sympathetic agonist midodrine is an effective countermeasure to the development of
orthostatic intolerance.

• Bed-rest induces Microvolt T-Wave Alternans suggesting increased susceptibility to ventricular

arrhythrnias.

• Microvolt T-Wave Alternans identifies patients with heart failure at risk for sudden cardiac

death.

• Microvolt T-Wave Alternans testing enters widespread clinical use.

Del_

°Hindlimb unloading does not alter eNOS mRNA content ofrrfiddle cerebral arteries.

Lorell

• Isolated adult cardiac myocytes can be subjected to protocols which examine function and

intracellular calcium regulation during high work states testing limits of cardiac reserve,

thus providing surrogate experimental model addressing high work states potentially affecting

adult human heart during prolonged space flight (ie severe exercise or reentry).

• The heterotopic transplant model (rodent) provides a highly standardized and reproducible

model to study gradations of cardiac unloading, as well as effects at molecular and functional

level of interventions appropriate for immediate application in human space flight.
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•Cardiac unloading, potentially simulating prolonged microgravitational unloading during

human spaceflight, results in progressive changes in cardiac gene expression which

modify both critical calcium-regulatory gene expression and contractile reserve (capacity to

abruptly increase cardiac performance) at higher work states.

Mark

•Response to Microgravity:

Developed computational model of cardiovascular system (including atria) capable of

simulating HUT and LBNP.

- Developed automated method to match simulations to experimental recordings.

- Established a resource for data acquisition, formatting, and archiving.

- Acquired -70 recordings of astronaut pre- and post-flight tilt/stand test data

(Courtesy of Dr. Janice Meck).

- Developed JAVA version of the CV simulator.

• Response to Disease:

-Launched major data collection effort from ICU patients at

(400 patient-days/month - 40 GB/month).

- Developed database structure for hemodynamie waveforms and clinical data.

- Developed wavelet based multi-parameter algorithms to define clinically significant events.

from JSC

BIDMC

•Completed a series of 1 day bed rest studies.

•Found that MSNA responses to vestibular otolith activation does not change with 1 day of bed
rest.

•MSNA responses to otolith activation during lower body negative pressure are attenuated after

1 day of bed rest.

Shoukas

Recent finding suggest that in the HLU rat model:

*The contractile responses of the heart to sympathetic stimulation are attenuated and may

contribute significantly to overall cardiovascular deconditioning and orthostatic hypotension.

• There is an increased venous capacitance and impaired contractile response of mesenteric veins

and venules to sympathetic stimulation.

• There is an endothelial dependent vascular hypo responsiveness in the pulmonary vascular bed

secondary to up regulation of eNOS and guanalyl cyclase.

Thomas

• Digital Echocardiographic Storage/Analysis/Database/Capability Complete.

• Bed Rest Data Analysis- Boston NSBRI Experience.

•Novice Echocardiographic Training Evaluation - Cardiovascular Functional Assessment with

Color Doppler M-mode and Strain Imaging.

11



Williams

°Simulated microgravity for 16 days does not change the circadian rhythm of melatonin (a

surrogate marker for core body temperature), renin, cortisol, or aldosterone.

°Simulated microgravity significantly increases heart rate without changing systolic or diastolic

blood pressure.

eSimulated microgravity results in a 3% reduction in bodyweight with a constant high salt intake

with a recovery of one half of this loss within two days of return to ambulation.

eAs a group simulated microgravity produces cumulative potassium changes sufficient to affect

aldosterone secretion.

°With sleep deprivation aldosterone, cortisol, plasma renin, and blood pressure were not

different from simulated microgravity alone.

°Sleep deprivation with simulated microgravity did produce significant decreases in serum

postssium and sodium and less weight reduction than simulated micro-gravity alone suggesting

that they're may have been more water retention with sleep deprivation.

Team

• Successfully sponsored featured symposium on the Cardiovascular System in Space at the 2000

annual Computers in Cardiology Meeting held in Cambridge, Massachusetts.

• Midodrine countermeasure successfully developed and tested and ready for flight studies.

V. FUTURE PROGRAM DIRECTIONS

Strategy

The objective of the team is to continue to address the critical risks and to move from basic
research studies to countermeasure development and evaluation in future years. Below we

discuss our plans for each of the risk areas and the area of new cardiovascular technologies. We

sketch our strategy over the next five years and the following five years. Please refer to the

Table as well.

1. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Orthostatic Stress

2002-2006

We plan to continue our mechanistic studies ground based studies to further our understanding of

mechanisms of post-flight orthostatic intolerance, and continue to evaluate potential

mechanistically driven countermeasures which may include pharmacologic, diet, and exercise as

well as artificial microgravity. We do expect to conduct two flight studies during this period,

including one involving evaluation of the midodrine countermeasure. One investigator

(Shoukas) has also been developing a technologically advanced G-suit which we will also

consider evaluating. An important gap in our knowledge involves relating space flight data to

our ground based models. We will work with a NASA-NSBRI initiative to develop a

cardiovascular physiological flight database from data collected routinely during ongoing flights.

12



2007-2011
The focus in theseyearswill be in testing countermeasuresand increasingthe proportion of
flight studies.

2. Occurrence of Serious Cardiac l)ysrhythmias

2002-2006

The goal during this period is initially to collect additional data from bed rest studies and the

planned flight studies to establish whether in fact space flight does increase the risk of cardiac

arrhythmias. An important element of this is also the collection of routine ECG data as part of

developing a cardiovascular flight database. During this period we plan to be able to answer the

fundamental question of whether space flight does increase risk of ventricular arrhythmias, and

assuming that the answer is positive we will begin mechanistic studies to identify mechanism

and identify countermeasures. Potential countermeasures include pharmacologic agents, diet,

and artificial gravity.

2007-2011

Assuming that we have established in the previous period that space flight increases the risk of

ventricular arrhythmias, and that we have established basic mechanisms and identified

countermeasures, the focus during this period will be testing the countermeasures in ground

based and flight studies.

3. Diminished Cardiac Function

2002-2006

The goal here is to establish the extent of and mechanisms of cardiac atrophy and to begin to

evaluate countermeasures which are primarily hormonal (pharmacologic) and possibly exercise.

The focus will be on ground based animal and human studies, and collecting pre and post flight

cardiovascular database data on the extent of cardiac atrophy.

2007-2011

The focus here will be on countermeasure development in ground base and flight studies.

4. Manifestation of Previously Asymptomatic Cardiovascular Disease
2002-2006

The plan for this period is to hunch at least one longitudinal ground based study the purpose of

which will be to identify suitable screening techniques to identify silent cardiovascular disease

that is likely to manifest itself during long duration space flight.

2007-2011

Ifa successful screening program is identified, testing of this procedure in potential astronauts is

anticipated.
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5. Impaired Cardiovascular Response to Exercise Stress
2002-2006

The plan for this period is to launch one study examining whether one can achieve improvement

to existing countermeasures for this risk, in conjunction with the use of exercise as a
countermeasure for the other risks.

2007-2012

If improved exercise countermeasures are identified, then testing of these countermeasures will

be conducted in ground based and flight studies.

6. New Cardiovascular Technologies
2002-2006

The team plans to develop a training and research program for the development of new

diagnostic and therapeutic cardiovascular technologies emanating from the team's research

program. The goal is to develop innovative technologies to be used in the team's research

program, for astronaut monitoring and treatment, and for spin-offapplications here on earth.

2007-2012

We plan continued technology development as well as ground based and flight testing of the

technologies previously developed.
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Table

Cardiovascular Strategic Plan

Orthostatic Intolerance

Dysrhythmias

Impaired Cardiac
Function

Manifestation of

Current

Mechanistic Studies

2002-2006
MechnistJ¢ Studies

Asymptomatic CV
Disease

Impaired Response to
Exercise Stress

New Cardiovascular

Technologies

Cotntermemre studies

Ground Studies

Countermeasure Readiness 6

Meclumisti¢ Studies
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Ground Studies
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COlllltermeasire RendJnea82

Screening Methods Stndy
Groud Stu d_'s
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Mecbsmtisgi¢ Studies

C.rooud _dlies

Countermemmre Readiness 2
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con|un¢tlou witb Smart Med
Tenm
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Pre and Post Flight Studies
Cotntermemre Readiness 7
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Countermeasure Studies
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Mechtuisl_ _Jdiea

Countermeasure Studies
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2007-2011

Mechanistic Studies

Countermeasure Studies
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Pre oud Post Flight Studies

Countermeasure Readiness 8
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Mecbouisttc Studies

Countero0emre Studies

Ground studies

Fliglmt Studies
Countermeasure Readiness 5-6

Screening Methods Study
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Countermeasure Readiness 4-5
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I. PROGRAM EXECUTIVE SUIVlMARY

Research Problem and Basic Approach

The success of human space missions depends on each astronaut remaining alert and

vigilant while operating sophisticated equipment and following complex procedures. During

long-duration space flight, the space environment affects a number of physiological systems

critically involved in human performance, and it is vital to mission success to understand the

biological limits of human performance under space flight conditions. This team is focused on

these issues and, in particular, is concerned with the following aspects of the space environment:

microgravity, altered light-dark cycles, altered or reduced sleep/rest opportunities, high levels of

automation, and habitation in a remote, inaccessible location. The primary thrust of this team's

research program involves altered circadian organization, sleep disruption and cumulative sleep

loss, and the associated neurobehavioral decrements occurring during long-duration space flight.

The goals of the Human Pertk_rmance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team are to: ( 1)

Characterize and quantify the adverse effects of long-duration space flight on sleep and circadian

rhythms: (2) Characterize and quantify the effect of sleep loss and/or circadian dysfunction on

physical and neurobehavioral perlk)rmance: (3) Understand the basic mechanisms underlying the

deterioration of sleep, circadian organization anti human neurobehavioral function during space

flight: (4) Develop high-fidelity mathematical models of performance based on circadian

organization and sleep-wake history: (5) Develop effective countermeasures to optimize sleep

and facilitate circadian adaptation in the space environment and thereby maintain optimal

neurobehavioral performance: (6) Develop new methods for monitoring the status of sleep, sleep

homeostasis, circadian rhythmicity and ncurobehavioral perlbn'nance during space flight, with
possible spin-off applications on Earth.

The overall team strategy and a description of each project is described in detail

elsewhere (see the web site http://www.nsbri.org/Research/Sleep.html). The team research

objectives are driven by the Critical Path Roadmap related to Human Performance Failure

because of Sleep and Circadian Rhythm Problems. The cunent research program involves nine

ground-based research projects. Many of the projects impinge on more than one critical risk.

The strategy of the Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team is to develop a

synergistic interaction between research projects at the molecular, cellular, organismic, and

human levels, and to integrate predictive biomathematical modeling of the sleep and circadian

systems.

Within this area of research, the following five interrelated themes define the range of factors

critical for optimizing human performance capability and improving crew health and safety:
A. Effects of long-duralion space flight on sleep and/or circadian rhythmicity. This

theme addresses the impact of the conditions of long-duration space flight (microgravity, altered

light intensity, loss of geophysical cues, isolation, altered physical activity, etc.) on
neurobiologic, endocrinological, and behavioral mechanisms (molecular, cellular and

organismic) that control sleep and circadian systems.

B. Effects of sleep loss and/or circadian dysfunction on physical and neurohehavioral

performance. The focus of this theme is to identify the range of acute and chronic adverse

effects that sleep loss, sleep disruption, and/or circadian dysfunction have on critical physiologic
and performance parameters during long-duration space flight (e.g., neurophysiologic function,

physiological alertness, vigilance, cognitive performance, mood/morale, problem solving and
communication).
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C. Monitoring and assessment during space flight. This theme deals with the develop-

ment of methods for monitoring the status of sleep, sleep homeostasis and circadian organiza-

tion, as well as technologies that assess and update the current functional status or performance

capability of the individual.

D. Predictive modeling of performance based upon circadian organization and sleep

homeostasis. This theme is concerned with the development of analytical or phenomenological

mathematical models that predict individual performance capability by involving multiple

subsystems (e.g., circadian rhythmicity, sleep homeostasis, work-rest schedules, etc.) as an

integrated unit across levels of organization, and by estimating the impact of countermeasure use

designed to optimize physical and/or neurobehavioral performance.

E. Countermeasures. The research program of this team will not only define the impact of

the space environment on sleep and circadian rhythmicity and the effects of the sleep loss and

circadian dysfunction on performance but also will develop methods to counter the adverse

physiological and behavioral events. These countermeasures may include behavioral,

pharmacological, environmental or other adaptive approaches to maintain function and

performance under the adverse conditions of long-duration space flight.

Description of Current Research Program

The Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team is focused on developing

countermeasures for the sleep loss and circadian dysfunction and associated neurobehavioral

performance decrements that occur during long-duration space llight. The initial strategic research

program for the Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team involves nine research

studies that collectively address the five thematically interrelated questions described above. The

nine current ground-based experiments that comprise the NSBRI Human Performance Factors, Sleep

and Chronobiology Team are summarized below:

Brainard et al.: Optimizing Light Spectrum for Long Duration Space Flight. The

physiological changes caused by disturbed circadian rhythms and altered sleep-wake patterns can

result in decrements in alertness, concentration, and performance. This prqiect addresses these

risk factors which threaten the safety of personnel and the objectives of space missions.

Countermeasure goals" include: I. Identification of the optimum spectral stimuli for photic

regulation of melatonin and the circadian pacemaker. 2. Design specifications for spectral

transmission of space suit visors and the windows used in space vehicles and habitats: 3.

Engineering parameters for the ideal spectral distribution for illumination of general living

quarters during space exploration.

Czeisler et al.: Circadian Entrainment, Sleep-Wake Regulation & Performance in

Space Flight. The goal of this project is to develop countermeasures to facilitate adaptation of

the human circadian pacemaker to the 24.65-h day length of Mars, which is outside the range of

entrainment of the human circadian pacemaker given the weak synchronizing stimuli within the

Martian habitat. The primary countermeasure goal is to evaluate the efficacy of intermittent

bright light pulses as a treatment to prevent the misalignment of circadian phase, sleep

disruption, associated decrements in neurobehavioral performance and reduction in nocturnal

growth hormone secretion experienced by individuals exposed to the 24.65h Martian day.

Dinges et al.: Countermeasures to Neurobehavioral Deficits From Partial Sleep

Loss. Using a response surface experimental paradigm (RSM), this project seeks to prevent

neurobehavioral deficits and fatigue due to inadequate sleep in astronauts by investigating how

variations in sleep duration and its circadian placement relate to the return of performance per

time invested in sleep. Countermeasure goals include determination of the amount of naptime
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necessary to compensate for interrupted nocturnal sleep periods lk)r the prevention of cumulative

sleepiness and performance deficits.

Fuller el al.: Primate Circadian Rhythms in the Martian Environment. This project

is focused on the ability of the circadian time system to synchronize to the Martian photic

(spectrum and period) by examining the effects of 1.0, 1.5 and 2.0G on the period of the

circadian pacemaker. A G vs. period model will be developed to predict the effect of the 0.38 G

Martian environment on the period of the circadian pacemaker. Long-term (4 months)

physiological and behavioral responses will be examined. Countermeasure goals include the use

of timed bright light pulses on circadian entrainment. This program will develop a primate

model to evaluate physiological and behavioral consequences of long-term exposure of males

and females to altered lighting and gravitational environments.

Jewett et ahMathematical Model for Scheduled Light

Exposure:Circadian/Performance Countermeasure. The goal of this project is to further

develop and refine our mathematical dynamic stirnttlus processing model so that it can accurately

predict the phase and amplitude of the human circadian system under any lighting system

especially those which in space. The mathematical Neurobehavioral Performance model

validated against performance data collected will result in the development of user-friendly

Pertk)rmance Simulation Software. Countermeasure goals include:the design of shift schedules

to allow astronauts to receive available bright light at appropriate times tk+r proper circadian

alignment with their sleep/wake schedules.

Menaker et al.: A Model of Circadian Disruption in the Space Environment. This

project proposes to evaluate the effects of "constant" conditions and shift work schedules on the

maintenance of circadian rhythmicity when the central and peripheral structures are abnormally

phased. The resulting abnormal circadian organization is "dysphasia.'" Countermeasure goals

include an evaluation of meal timing, melatonin administration, forced exercise, and short pulses

of complete darkness as a treatment to prevent circadian dysphasia.

Morin et al.: Circadian and Vestibular Relationships. This project seeks to determine

the route by which a correlate of the non-photic stimulus, i.e., locomotion, might gain access to

the circadian rhythm system and shift rhythm phase. It has also opened the possibility that the

vestibular system is a specific route by which sensory information related to heard movement

might gain access to the circadian system. Countermeasure goals include an evaluation of a

non-locomotor, non-photic three-dimensional motion stimulus to activate functionally the

vestibular and circadian systems, laying the groundwork for the future development of novel

approaches for the treatment of space motion sickness and for resetting circadian phase.

Tosini et al.: Long-Term Exposure to Dim IAght Desynchronizes the Circadian

System of Rats. The goal of this project is to understand the mechanisms responsible [or the

desynchronization of circadian rhythm in locomotion and the enzymes responsible for the

production of melatonin. Investigating the effect that internal desynchronization has on the

immune response and motor and cognitive performances. Comttermeas,re goals include an

evaluation the use of melatonin as a pharmacological agent to counteract desynchronization of

the circadian rhythms.

Turek et al.: Animal Model for Sleep Loss and Circadian Disruption. This project

will focus on determining the effects of 12 hours of imposed wakefulness on circadian rhythms,

sleep-wake cycles, neurobehavioral and motor performance measures during normal active and

inactive periods.
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Countermeasure goals include treatment exercise and with either physiological or

pharmacological dose of melatonin reduce the effects of circadian disruption and sleep loss as
well as alleviate the adverse effects associated with work at different times of day.

Strengths, Key Findings and Discoveries of the Research Program

Investigators on the NSBRI HPFSC Team, through support for their research programs

provided directly by the NSBRI in combination with support provided by NASA and the NIH,

have made the following key findings and discoveries related to the NSBRI HPFSC Team

research program:

• The average intrinsic circadian period of the human biological clock is very close to 24 h.

Scheduled exposure to the current lighting conditions of space flight is sufficient to
maintain circadian entrainment to the 24-h day of Earth but is not sufficient to enable

circadian adaptation to the 24.65-h day of Mars.

• The human photoreceptor for regulating melatonin and providing photopic input to the

circadian system is a novel non-visual receptor.

• Earth's gravity plays a key role in sleep disturbances related to upper airway obstruction.

When astronauts are in space, they have fewer arousals resulting from sleep-related

breathing disturbances.

• Space shuttle flight results in circadian rhythm disturbance, sleep loss, decrements in

neurobehavioral performance and post-flight changes in REM sleep.

• In collaboration with the immune team, we have lkmnd that sleep deprivation increases

the presence of pro-inflammatory cytokines.

Gaps in the Current Team Program
The Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team has nine ground-based

projects currently funded until 2003. In addition to the progress toward countermeasure

development anticipated from the currently funded research projects, it is anticipated that the

following four research questions which are not being addressed by the current research program

will be addressed in the coming years:

Physical effects. Research is needed to determine how space flight or exposure to

chronic sleep restriction and/or circadian disruption affect sleep- and/or circadian-mediated

neuroendocrine, metabolic, neurologic or autonomic functions, particularly those relevant to risk

mitigation (e.g., growth factors, nutrition, glucocorticoids, monoamines) during extended

duration missions.

Monitorine the status of sleep, sleep homeostasis, circadian rhythmicity and/or

neurobehavioral performance during space flight. Research is needed to to validate

methodologies that are portable and non-intrusive in the space flight environment to assess sleep

and/or circadian rhythms.

Novel countermeasure development. Research is needed to determine how recent advances

in the neurobiology of sleep and/or circadian rhythms (orexin/hypocretin system, circadian

photoreception, output pathways that regulate sleep or circadian rhythms) can be used to develop

countermeasures to adapt to and thereby maintain optimal neurobehavioral performance during

exploration class space missions.

Age, gender and inter-individual differences. Research is needed to determine how age,

gender and individual biological and behavioral characteristics alter sleep- and/or circadian-

mediated physiologic responses to, and risk mitigation tk)r, prolonged space flight.

4
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II. INTRODUCTION

The success of human space missions depends on each astronaut remaining alert and vigilant

while operating sophisticated equipment and following complex procedures. During long-

duration space flight, the space environment affects a number of physiological systems critically

involved in human performance, and it is vital to mission success to understand the biological

limits of human performance under space flight conditions. This team is fl-_cused on these issues

and, in particular, is concerned with the following aspects of the space environment:

microgravity, altered light-dark cycles, altered or reduced sleep/rest opportunities, high levels of

automation, and habitation in a remote, inaccessible location. The primary thrust of this team's

research program involves altered circadian organization, sleep disruption and cumulative sleep

loss, and the associated neurobehavioral decrements occurring during long-duration space flight.

The goals of the Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team are to: ( 1 )

Characterize and quantify the adverse effects of long-duration space flight on sleep and circadian

rhythmicity: (2) Characterize and quantify the effect of sleep loss and/or circadian dysfunction

on physical and neurobehavioral performance; (3) Understand the basic mechanisms underlying

the deterioration of sleep, circadian organization and human neurobehavioral function during

space flight: (4) Develop high-fidelity mathematical models of performance based on circadian

organization and sleep-wake history; (5) Develop effective countermeasures to optimize sleep

and facilitate circadian adaptation in the space environment and thereby maintain optimal

neurobehavioral performance: (6) Develop new methods for monitoring the status of sleep, sleep

homeostasis, circadian rhythmicity and neurobehavioral performance during space flight, with
possible spin-off applications on Earth.

The overall team strategy and a description of each project is described in detail elsewhere (see

the web site http://www.nsbri.org/Research/Sleep.html). The team research objectives are

driven by the Critical Path Roadmap related to Human Performance Failure because of Sleep and
Circadian Rhythm Problems. The current research program involves nine ground-based research

projects. Many of the projects impinge on more than one critical risk. The strategy of the

Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team is to develop a synergistic

interaction between research projects at the molecular, cellular, organismic, and human levels,

and to integrate predictive biomathematical modeling of the sleep and circadian systems.

Within this area of research, the following five interrelated themes define the range of factors

critical for optimizing human performance capability and improving crew health and safety:

A* Effects of long-duration space flight on sleep and/or circadian rhythmicity. This

theme addresses the impact of the conditions of long-duration space flight
(microgravity, altered light intensity, loss of geophysical cues, isolation, altered

physical activity, etc.) on neurobiologic, endocrinological, and behavioral mechanisms

(molecular, cellular and organismic) that control sleep and circadian systems.

B, Effects of sleep loss and/or circadian dysfunction on physical and

neurobehavioral performance. The focus of this theme is to identity the range of

acute and chronic adverse effects that sleep loss, sleep disruption, and/or circadian

dysfunction have on critical physiologic and performance parameters during long-

duration space flight (e.g., neurophysiologic function, physiological alertness,

vigilance, cognitive performance, mood/morale, problem solving and communication).

5
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C* Monitoring and assessment during space flight. This theme deals with the develop-

ment of methods for monitoring the status of sleep, sleep homeostasis and circadian

organization, as well as technologies that assess and update the current functional

status or performance capability of the individual.

Do Predictive modeling of performance based upon circadian organization and sleep
homeostasis. This theme is concerned with the development of analytical or

phenomenological mathematical models that predict individual human pertk)rmance
capability by involving multiple subsystems (e.g., circadian rhythmicity, sleep
homeostasis, wo.k-rest schedules, etc.) as an integrated unit across levels of

organization, and by estimating the impact of countermeasure use designed to optimize

human physical and/or neurobehavioral performance.

Countermeasures: The research program of this team will not only define the impact of the

space environment on sleep and circadian rhythmicity and the effects of the sleep loss and
circadian dysfunction on perforrnance but also will develop methods to counter the adverse

physiological and behavioral events. These countermeasures may include behavioral,

pharmacological, environmental or other adaptive approaches to maintain function and

perlk)rmance under the adverse conditions of long-duration space flight.

6
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III. RESEARCH PRO(;RAM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

The Human Pertormance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team (HPFSC) is tbcused on

developing countermeasures for the sleep loss and circadian dysfunction and associated neurobehav-

ioral perfomlance decrements that occur during long-duration space flight. The initial strategic

research program fbr the HPFSC Team involves nine research studies that collectively address the

five thematically intmTelated questions described above. The nine current ground-based experiments

that comprise the NSBRI Human Per_brmance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team are

classified in Table 1 relative to their respective themes, specific countermeasures and their

countermeasure readiness level. The schematic of the circadian and homeostatic regulation of sleep

and alertness shown in Diagram 1 illustrates the relationships between the projects on the team, with

the principal aim of each project indicated. In Diagram 2, both the primary and secondary aims of

each project are illustrated.

Each of the individual projects is sumxnarized below:

Project 1: Brainard et al.: Optimizing Light Spectrum for Long Duration Space Flight

The physiological changes caused by disturbed circadian rhythms and altered sleep-wake

patterns can result in decrements in alertness, concentration, and perlk_rmance. This proiect

addresses these risk factors which threaten the safety of personnel and the objectives of space
missions.

Countermeasure goals include:

1. Identification of the optimum spectral transmission for photic resetting of the circadian

pacemaker.

2. Design specifications for space suit visors and the windows used in space vehicles and
habitats:

3. Engineering parameters for the ideal spectral distribution for illumination of general living

quarters during space exploration.

Project 2: Czeisler et al.: Circadian Entrainment, Sleep-Wake Regulation & Performance

during Space Flight

The goal of this project is to develop countermeasures to facilitate adaptation of the human

circadian pacemaker to the 24.65-h day length of Mars, which is outside the range of entrainment
of the human circadian pacemaker given the weak synchronizing stimuli within the Martian
habitat.

The primary countermeasure goal is to evaluate the efficacy of intermittent bright light pulses as

a treatment to prevent the misalignment of circadian phase, sleep disruption, associated

decrements in neurobehavioral perlbrmance and reduction in nocturnal growth hormone

secretion experienced by individuals exposed to the 24.65h Martian day.
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Project 3: Dinges et al.: Countermeasures to Neurobehavioral Deficits From Partial Sleep
Loss

Using a response surface experimental paradigm (RSM), this project seeks to prevent

neurobehavioral deficits and fatigue due to inadequate sleep in astronauts by investigating how

variations in sleep duration and its circadian placement relate to the return of performance per

time invested in sleep.

Countermeasure goals" include determination of the amount of naptime necessary to compensate

for interrupted nocturnal sleep periods tk)r the prevention of cumulative sleepiness and

performance deficits.

Project 4: Fuller et al.: Primate Circadian Rhythms in the Martian Environment

This project is focused on the ability of the circadian time system to synchronize to the Martian

photic (spectrum and period) by examining the effects of 1.0. 1.5 and 2.0G on the period of the

circadian pacemaker. A G vs. period model will be developed to predict the effect of the 0.38 G

Martian environment on the period of the circadian pacemaker. Long-te,m (4 months)

physiological and behavioral responses will be examined.

Countermeasure goals include the use of timed bright light pulses on circadian entrainment.

This program will develop a primate model to cvaluatc physiological and behavioral

consequences of long-term exposure of males and females to altered lighting and gravitational
environments.

Project 5: ,lewett et al.: Mathematical Model for Scheduled l.ight Exposure:
Circadian/Performance Countermeasure

The goal of this project is to further develop and refine our mathematical dynamic stimulus

processing model so that it can accurately predict the phase and amplitude of the human

circadian system under any lighting system especially those which in space. The mathematical

Neurobehavioral Pertormance model validated against performance data collected will result in

the development of a user-friendly Performance Simulation Software program.

Countermeasure goals" include: the design of shift schedules to allow astronauts to receive

available bright light at appropriate times for proper circadian alignment with

their sleep/wake schedules.
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Project 6: Menaker et al.: A Model of Circadian Disruption in the Space Environment

This project proposes to evaluate the effects of "constant" conditions and shift work schedules on

the maintenance of circadian rhythmicity when the central and peripheral structures are

abnormally phased. The resulting abnormal circadian organization is "dysphasia."

Countermeasure goals include an evaluation of meal timing, melatonin administration, forced

exercise, and short pulses of complete darkness as a treatment to prevent circadian dysphasia.

Project 7: Morin et al.: Circadian and Vestibular Relationships

This project seeks to determine the route by which a correlate of the non-photic stimulus, i.e.,

locomotion, might gain access to the circadian rhythm system and shift rhythm phase. It has also

opened the possibility that the vestibular system is a specific route by which sensory information

related to heard movement might gain access to the circadian system.

Countermeasure goals include an evaluation of a non-locomotor, non-photic three-dimensional

motion stimulus to activate functionally the vestibular and circadian systems, laying the

groundwork for the future development of novel approaches for the treatment of space motion

sickness and for resetting circadian phase.

Project 8: Tosini et al.: Long-Term Exposure to Dim Light Desynchronizes the Circadian

System of Rats

The goal of this project is to understand the mechanisms responsible for the desynchronization of

circadian rhythm in locomotion and the enzymes responsible for the production of melatonin.

Investigating the effect that internal desynchronization has on the immune response and motor

and cognitive performances.

Countermeasure goals" include an evaluation the use of melatonin as a pharmacological agent to

counteract desynchronization of the circadian rhythms.

Project 9: Turek et al.: Animal Model for Sleep Loss and Circadian Disruption

This project will locus on determining the effects of 12 hours of imposed wakefulness on

circadian rhythms, sleep-wake cycles, neurobehavioral and motor performance measures during

normal active and inactive periods.

Countermeasure goals include treatlnent exercise and with either physiological or

pharmacological dose of melatonin reduce the effects of circadian disruption and sleep loss as
well as alleviate the adverse effects associated with work at different times of day.

9
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IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPIASHMENTS

The program accomplishments of each of the individual projects is summarized below:

Project 1: Optimizing Light Spectrum for Long Duration Space Flight

PI: George Brainard, Pit. D.

Thomas Jel.li'rson University

Research Focus: Use of light spectrum and light visor design

Specific aims:

Test the hypotheses that:
I. Wavelengths of light below 440 nm and above 600 nm are active in regulating melatonin

secretion via measurement of fluence response curves in humans:

2. There will be a loss of sensitivity to monochromatic light when the eyes are not

pharmacologically dilated during the melatonin suppression test:
3. There will be a shift in spectral sensitivity of light regulation of melatonin secretion when

the eyes are not pharmacologically dilated.

4. hnprove light treatment, identify optimal spectral transmission characteristics for visors

and windows, and engineer the ideal spectral distribution for illumination of living

q u arte rs.

Submissions�Publications"

1. Brainard GC, Hanifin JP, Greeson JM, Byrne B, Glickman G, Gerner E, Rollag MD.

Action spectrum for melatonin regulation in humans: evidence for a novel circadian

photoreceptor. J. Nettroscience 2001 ; 21 16:6405-6412.

2. Brainard GC, Hanifin JP, Rollag MD, Greeson JM, Byrne B, Glickman G, Gerner E.

Action spectrum for melatonin regulation in humans. Photodermatology,
Photoimmtmoh)gy and Plum)medicine 200 I" 17:139.

3. Brainard GC, Byrne B, Hanifin JP, Greeson JM, Gerner E, Rollag MD. Action spectrum

for melatonin regulation: evidence lbr a novel circadian photorcccptor. 13th Annual

Meeting of the Society for Light Treatment and Biological Rhythms, Stockholm,
Sweden, June 24-27.

4. Brainard GC, Byrne B, Hanifin JP, Greeson JM, Rollag MD, Gerner E. Human circadian

photoreception action spectrum and ocular physiology lk)r melatonin regulation.

Melatonin and Biological Rhythms, Adelaide, Australia, August 21-23.

Grant Proposals:

1. Title: Optimizing Light Spectrum for Long Duration Space Flight

_: Cooperative Agreement NCC 9-58 with NSBRI (HPF.002.08)

Duration: Three years
Total Direct Costs: $770,875.00

Fundine Status: Funded

13
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. Title: Ocular Control of Melatonin Regulation: Action Spectrum

_: National Institute of Neurological Disorders and Stroke, National Institutes of
Health

Duration: Four years
Total Direct Costs: $1,394,825.50

Funding Status: Renewed to start Sept-Oct 2001

. Title: The Effect of Polarized Versus Non-Polarized Light on Melatonin Regulation in
Healthy Humans

Agency: Philips Lighting B.V.

Duration: Five years, six months
Total Direct Costs: $44,942.00

Funding Status: Fumled

. Title: Visor Efficacy and Hazard Analysis
_: Bio-Brite, Inc.

Duration: Three years
Total Direct Costs: S19,540.00

Funding Status: Funded

Presentations:

1. httermttirmal Darkskies Association Anmml Symposium, March 2001, Tucson, A.Z.

"Photobiological Effects of Light at Night".

2. Illumimlting Engineerinq, Society, Delaware Valley Section, March 2001, Philadelphia,

P.A. "The Biological, Behavioral and Therapeutic Effects of Light".

Current Progress:

1. Assembled research team and confirmed experimental aims and designs

2. Completed two Institutional Review Board documentation series to support the first study
3. Recruited eight healthy male and female volunteers
4. Completed physical health screens on all vohmteers

5. Completed forty night time light-induced melatonin suppression exposures at 420 nm.

Major Findings:

The first sixteen exposures at 420 nm were highly relevant to our previous NIH-sponsored

work on the melatonin action spectrum. This wavelength is very pertinent to astronaut light
exposure outside of planetary atmosphere (e.g.: Earth, Mars). The data were included in our

recently published paper, along with the four year study on the melatonin action spectrum

(Brainard et al., 2001; see above). The data indicate that the human photoreceptor for

regulating melatonin and providing photopic input to the circadian system is a novel non-
visual receptor.

14
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Project 2: Circadian Entrainment_ Sleep-Wake Regulation & Performance during

Spaceflight

PI: Charles Czeisler, Pit.D, M.D.

Brigham and Women's Hospital�Harvard Medical School

Research Focus: Synchronization to Mars' day with two brief light pulses

Specific aims:

Test the hypotheses that:

1. Synchronization of the human circadian pacemaker to a sleep-wake and light-dark

schedule with an imposed period -4% longer than its intrinsic period will be
disturbed.

2. This disturbed circadian synchronization will disrupt sleep, endocrine function, and

impair wakin,,= alertness and performance.

3. Two relatively brief (45 minute) daily exposures to evening bright light (-10,000 lux)

will establish a normal entrained circadian phase in subjects on such a schedule,

resulting in improved sleep consolidation, undiminished growth hormone and cortisol

secretion and enhanced daytime alertness and pertbrmance.

Sttbmissions/Publications o.[general interest to NASA/NSBRI."

1. Wright, K.P., Jr, Myers, B.L., Plenzler, S.C., Drake, C.L., Badia, P. Acute effects of

bright light and caffeine on nightilne mclatonin and temperature levels in women

taking and not taking oral contraceptives. Brain Rcs 873" 310-317, 2000.

2. Khalsa S.B., Jewett, M.E., Duffy, J.F., Czeisler, C.A. The timing of the human circadian

clock is accurately represented by the core body temperature rhythm following phase

shifts to a three-cycle light stimulus near the critical zone. J Biol Rhyhtms 15:524-

530, 2000.

3. Hull JT, Wright KP Jr., Czeisler CA. Circadian and Sleep-Wake Dependant Control of

Urine Volume Output on a 28-h Forced Desynchrony. Sleep: 2001, 24:A90.

4. Wright KP Jr., Hull JT, Czeisler CA. Relationship Between Cognitive Performance and

Core Body Temperature During a 28-hr Forced Desynchrony Protocol. Sleep; 2001,
24:A3.

5. Gronfier C, Kronauer RE, Wright KP Jr., Czeisler CA. Growth Hormone secretion during

entrained and non-entrained conditions in Humans. Sleep: 2001, 24:A89.

6. Jewett ME, Wright KP Jr., Duffy JF, Rodriguez DM, Czeisler CA. Practice effects

observed over a month-long 28-hour tbrccd desynchrony protocol in a cognitive

throughput task are well described by a saturating exponential function. Sleep: 2001,
24:A4.

7. Ho AH, Gronficr C, Czeislcr CA. Effects of prolonged sleep deprivation on cortisol

secretion in Humans. Sleep: 2001,24:A251-A252.

8. Wright KP Jr., Hughes, RJ, Kronauer, RE. Dijk, D J, Czcislcr, CA. Intrinsic near-24-hour

pacemaker period determines limits of circadian entrainment to a weak synchronizer
in humans. Submitted.

15
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Grant Prrqmsals."

1. Title: Effects of Chronic Sleep Loss on Daytime Cognitive and Neurobehavioral
Function

_: Sleep Medicine Education & Research Foundation

Duration: Two years
Total Direct Costs: $50,000

Fundine Status: Ftmded

. Title: Effects of Sleep Loss on Human Physiology and Behavior

_: National Institutes of Health

Duration: Four years
Total Direct Costs: $1,016,000

Funding Status: Submitted

. Title: Circadian adaptation to non-24-hour sleep-wake schedules

_: National Institutes of Health

Duration: Four years
Total Direct Costs: $1,587,500

Fundine Status: Ftmded

° Title: Treatment of Circadian Sleep Disorders with Bright Light

Agency: National Institutes of Health

Duration: Five years

Total Direct Costs: $3,522,486

Funding Status: Funded

, Title: Sleep-Wake Actigraphy and Light Exposure During Spaceflight

Agency: NASA

Duration: Five years
Total Direct Costs: $783,807

Funding Status: Funded

. Title: Bright Light Treatment of Shift Rotation Insomnia

_: NIH/NHLBI
Duration: Four Years

Total Direct Costs: $1,000,000

Funding Status: Fmuled

. Title: After-effects of Entrainment on Human Circadian Period

_: NIH
Duration: Four Years

Total Direct Costs: $1,000,000

Fundin_ Status: Ftmded

16
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8. Title: Effect of Extended Work Hours on ICU Patient Safety

_: AHRQ/NIH
Duration: Three Years

Total Direct Costs: $ !, 180,000

Fundine Status: Funded

. Title: Effect of Extended Work Hours on Intern Health and Safety

_: NIOSH
Duration: Four Years

Total Direct Costs: $998,479

Funding Status: Funded

Presentations.

I. Wright Jr., KP. Circadian Entrainment and Sleep-Wake Regulation in Humans. Sleep

2. Grand Rounds, Harwtrd Medical School, Boston, MA. January 2001.

3. Wright Jr., KP. Promoting Wakefulness Through Sleep Management and Circadian

Rhythm Adjustment. Adaptation to the Mars Day. Mars Exploration Rover Surface

Operations Human Factors Workshop. NASA Jet Propulsion Laboratory, California

Institute of Technology, Pasadena. California January 2001

4. Czeisler, CA. Physiological Basis of Fatigue at JPL During MER Surface Operations.

Mars Exploration Rover Surface Operations Human Factors Workshop. NASA Jet

Propulsion Laboratory, California Institute of Technology, Pasadena, California

January 2001

5. Wright Jr., KP. Regulation of Cognitive Performance by the Endogenous Circadian

6. Pacemaker and Sleep-Wake Homeostasis m Humans. Invited Lecture. Brain, Behavior,

and Cognition Colloquiurn Series, Department of Psychology, Boston University,

Boston, MA. April 2001.

7. Wright Jr., KP. Circadian Entrainment, Sleep-Wake Homeostasis and the Regulation of

Neurobehavioral Performance. Invited Lecture. Department of Psychiatry, Oregon

Health Sciences University, Portland, OR. April 2001.

8. Wright Jr., KP. Entrainment of the Non-24-Hour Circadian Period of the Human

Pacemaker to the 24-Hour Day by a Dim Light-Dark Cy2cle. Invited Lecture, 6m

Symposium of the Biologic Effects of Light, Boston, MA. June 2001.

9. Czeisler, CA. Exquisite Sensitivity of the Human Circadian Pacemaker to Photic

Resetting: Implications tk)r Assessment of Intrinsic Circadian Period. Invited Lecture,

6 th Symposium of the Biologic Effects of Light, Boston, MA. June 2001.

Current Progress:

1. Obtained Institutional Review Board approval fi_r study

2. Recruited seven healthy male volunteers

3. Completed physical and psychological screens on all volunteers recruited

4. Completed five 65-day studies

5. Currently two 65-day study ongoing

17
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Major Findings:

Among, the first five studies completed. 2 subjects were exposed to brief bright light exposures

as a countermeasure to circadian misalignment associated to living in a non-24-h day. Three

subjects were not exposed to bright light exposures. The data are under analysis.

Project 3: Countermeasures to Neurobehavioral Deficits From Partial Sleep Loss

PI: David F. Dinges, Ph.D.

Un i_'ersitv _/ Pemzsvlvania

Research Focus: The use of naps to ameliorate the affects of chronic sleep restriction

Specific aims:

1. Establish Rcsponse Surface Map to determine how to best use anchor and nap sleeps to

promote neurobehavioral performance and alertness at an adverse circadian phase for
wakin,,

2. Identify the optimal diurnal anchor sleep and nocturnal nap schedule to maintain
neurobehavio,al function when work is initiated with abrupt circadian displacement:

3. Determine how diurnal anchor sleep times and nocturnal nap sleep affect sleep

physiology and circadian adjustment across a chronic schedule of simulated night
operations,

Submissions�Publications:

1. Shearer WT, Reuben JM, Mullington JM, Price N J, Lce B, Smith EO, Szuba MP, Van

Dongen HPA, Dinges DF. Soluble turnor necrosis factor-alpha receptor 1 and

interleukin-6 plasma levcls in humans subjected to the sleep deprivation model of

space flight. J. Allergy and Clinical Immunology, 2001 ; 107:165-170.

2. Doran SM, Van Dongen HPA, Dinges DF. Sustained attcntion performance during sleep

deprivation: Evidence of state instability. Archives ltaliennes de Biologic
Neuroscience, 2001:139:253-267.

3. Meier Ewert HK, Ridkcr PM, Rifai N. Price N, Dingcs DF, Mullington JM. Absence of

diurnal variation of C-reactive protcin. Clinical Chemistry, 2001:47:426-430.
4. Rogers NL, Dinges DF. Shiftwork, circadian disruption, and consequences. The

Ecommfics o.f Neuroscience, 2001;3 9:1-7.

5. Dingcs DF. Sleep in Space Flight: Breath Easy -Slcep Less'? (Editorial). American J.

Respiratory and Critical Care Medicine, 2001 164:337-340.

6. Gazendam JAC, Freedman NS, Van Dongcn HPA, Dingcs DF, Pack A1, Schwab RJ.

Light-dark patterns in the intensive care unit. Aviation, Space, and Envirmmzental

Medicine, (in press).

7. Meier Ewert HK, Ridkcr PM, Rifai N, Price N, Dinges DF. Mullington JM. Association

of sleep loss and C-reactive protein: Evidence for a counter-inllammatory activity of

sleep. (submitted).

8. Kloss JD, Szuba MP, Dinges DF. Sleep Loss and Sleepiness: Physiological and

Neurobehavioral Effects (Chapter) American College of Neuropsychopharmacology:

Fifth Generation of Progress (in press).
9. Dinges DF, Maislin G, Van Dongen H. Chronic sleep restriction: rclation of sleep

structure to daytime slccpiness and pcrformance. Sleep, 2001:24:A28.
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10. Maislin G, Rogers NL, Price N J, Mullington JM, Szuba MP, Van Dongen HP, Dinges

DF. Response surface modeling of the effects of chronic sleep restriction with and

without diurnal naps. Sleep, 2001 ;24:A242.
11. Mallis MM, Neri DF, Oyung R, Colletti g, Nguyen T, Dinges DF. Factors associated

with behavioral alertness in pilots flying simulated night flights. Sleep,

2001 ;24:A 123.

12. McConnell KJ, Maislin G, Rogers NL, Price NJ, Mullington JM, Szuba MP, Brodnyan

CG, Cerceo L, Van Dongen H. Dinges DF. Sleep efficiency during chronic nocturnal

sleep restriction with and without diurnal naps. Sleep, 2001 ;24:A431.

13. Orthmann JL, Rogers NL, Price N J, Mullington Jm, Szuba MP, Van Dongen H, Dinges

DF. Changes in plasma growth hormone levels following chronic sleep restriction.

Sleep, 2001:24:A248.
14. Shah AD, Van Dongen J, Maislin G, Brodnyan CG, Dinges DF. Dynamics of slow-wave

activity during chronically restricted sleep. Sleep, 2001:24:A247.

15. Dinges DF, Van Dongen HPA, et al. Cumulative sleep loss in space flight:
Consequences and countermeasures. Proceedings of the 52ml lntermltional

Astrommtical Crm_,ress. Toulouse, France (in press).

Grant Proposals:
1. Title: Neurobehavioral Effects of Partial Sleep Deprivation

Agency: National Institutes of Health (NINR)

Duration: Four years
Total Direct Costs: $1,074, ! 84.00

Fundino_ Status: Submitted

. Title: Individual Differences in Response to Sleep Deprivation

_: National Institutes of Health (NHLBI)

Duration: Five years
Total Direct Costs: $1,270,015.00

Fundine Status: Funded

Presentations:

1. b!/lammation, Cytokines & Nettrohehavioral FtmctioHs Workshop sponsored by

Schering, October 2000, Washington, D.C. "Assessing ncurobehavioral functions in

relation to cytokines".

2. Colloqttium at the University o.[Arizomt, November 2000, Tucson, A.Z. "Can Sleep need
be eliminated (or at least reduced) in the new millennium".

3. Keynote Presenter, Natirmal Science Teachers' Association, March 200 I, St. Louis, M.O.

"'Challenges to human behavior and performance during prolonged space flight".

4. Science of Mind-Body Interactions. An E:vploratimz q/lnte_,rative Mechanisms

sponsored by the John D. and Catherine T. MacArthur Foundation Network on Mind-

Body Interactions, NIMH, NINDS, and OD OIR Nil-t, March 2001, Washington D.C.

"Chronically reduced sleep: Do we cope, adapt or deteriorate?".
5. Invited Lecture, Mount Silmi School q/Medicine, May 2001, New York City, N.Y.

"Preventing neurobehavioral deficits from cumulative sleep loss during space flight:

Evidence for behavior, pharmacology and technology countermeasures".
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6. Invited Lecture, N1H Behavioral and Social Science Seminar Series, May 2001,

Washington D.C. "Sleep debt: Ncurobehavioral consequences of chronic partial

sleep loss".
7. Invited Lecture, Natiomtl Advisory Cmmcil for Nursing Research, May 2001,

Washington D.C. "Chronically reduced sleep: Do we cope, adapt or deteriorate'?".

8. Air Transport Associatio_z S3'mFosiml_ oH "Ellham'in,_ Aviation SafeO', " May 2001,

Washington, D.C. "Fatigue: Latest scientific findings/technology approaches".

9. Association ofPrqfessiomtl Slee F Societies, June 2001, Chicago, I.L. "Sleep Debt: Initial

discoveries -- many questions".

10. Association of Prqfessiomll Sleep Societies, June 2001, Chicago, I.L. "Chronic Sleep

Restriction: Relation of Sleep Structure to Daytime Sleepiness and Performance".

1 1. Invited Lecture, Groningen Graduate School for Behavioral aml Cognitive

Neurosciem'es Sttmmer School, July 2001, Groningen, Netherlands. "Human

performance and fatigue in modern society".
!2. Invited Lecture, Groningen Graduate School for Behavioral and Cognitive

Nettroscieltc'es Summer School, July 2001, Groningen, Netherlands. "Perlk_rmance,

fatigue and motivation".
13. Invited Lecture, GroningeH Graduate School for Behavioral amt Co£nitive

Neurosciem'es Summer School, July 2001, Groningen, Netherlands. "Consequences

of acute total sleep deprivation and cumulative partial sleep loss".

Current Progress:
1. Recruitment and screening of subjects underway for experiment 2, with the first data

acquisition run in progress. Delay in initiation of data acquisition was associated with

two University administrative processes: (i) requirement that funding be received to

initiate project; and (ii) FDA-mandated revisions to IRB and GCRC review

procedures, as well as monitoring and compliance for investigator-initiated research.

2. During the administrative delays, experimental preparations were completed for the

protocol, including the acquisition of non-thrombogenic catheters for the collection of

blood using the Carmeda ConFlo blood pump system for assessment of plasma

melatonin, cortisol and growth hormone: and the acquisition of new ambulatory

physiologic recording equipment that provides enhanced ability to conduct LEG and

PSG recordings 24/7.
3. Continued development of response surface models (RSMs) of neurobehavioral and

physiological (e.g., sleep efficiency) data obtained in experiment 1 (chronic sleep
restriction via nocturnal anchor sleep + diurnal nap sleep). Results presented at the

national and international scientific meetings.

Major Findings:
Identification of elevated levels of C-reactive protein in the plasma of subjects deprived of

sleep both acutely (88 hr without sleep) and chronically (4.2hr anchor sleep for 10 nights),

relative to a control condition (8.2 hr anchor sleep for 10 nights). Using high sensitivity C-

reactive protein (HSCRP) assays, a dose-response relationship was found between increasing

sleep deprivation and increasing plasma concentrations of HSCRP. The finding is consistent
with earlier work we have pertk_rmed showing that sleep deprivation increases white blood

cell counts (Dmges et al., 1994) and the presence of pro-inflammatory cytokines (Shearer et

al., 2001 ). C-reactive protein is a stable marker of inflammation and has been shown to be a

predictor of cardiovascular morbidity. As a result of this finding we have added the
evaluation of HSCRP as a new objective in our current research in an effort to determine if
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chronic sleep restriction combined with naps can prevent the development of the

inflammatory response. Funding for the cost of the addition of HSCRP to the protocol is

currently being sought. A manuscript reporting to new findings has been submitted for

publication (Meier Ewert et al.: Association of sleep loss and C-reactive protein: Evidence

fc,r a counter-inflammatory activity of sleep).

Project 4: Primate Circadian Rhythms in the Martian Environment

PI: Charles A. Fuller, Ph.D.

University o/ California, Davis

Research Focus: Bright light pulses, Period vs. Gravitation

Specific aims:

Test the hypotheses that:

1. Rhesus macaques will not entrain to the Martian solar day when exposed to ambient light

available on Mars, resulting in perfom-mnce decrements and sleep and circadian

dysfunction;

2. Some, but not all rhesus macaques will be able to entrain to a Martian solar day under a

lighting environment proposed for the Martian Habitat;

3. The rhesus circadian period will change as a direct function of G level in hypergravity;

4. Daily evening pulses of bright light veil] synchronize all rhesus monkeys to the proposed
Habitat environment

Current Progress:

Animals are being trained and experiment set up is in progress.

Project 5: Mathematical Model for Scheduled Light Exposure: Circadian/Performance
Countermeasure

PI: Megan E. Jewett, Ph.D.

Brigham and Women's Hospital�Harvard Medic'al School

Research Focus: Use of light and perlbrmance mathematical models in schedule design

Specific aims:

1. Further develop and refine the dynamic stimulus processing model by using data from

existing four studies;

2. Perform validation analyses on the revised models:

3. Incorporate these refinements into models of neurobehavioral performance:

4. Develop a user-friendly predictive performance software program that can be used in-

flight as a self-directed countermeasure.

Submissions�Publications:

1. Brown EL, Barger LK. May CD, Jewett ME. A transformation function can equate

readings of wrist-worn light measuring devices to those of hand-held light monitors.

Sleep, 2001 ;24:A 102.
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1. Dean I1 DA, Jewctt ME. Circadian Performance Simulation Software (CPSS) provides a

tool for validation of circadian and neurobehavioral mathematical models. Sh'ep,

2001:24:A 103.

2. Ritz-De Cecco A, Jewett ME, Duffy JF, Shanahan TL, Czeisler CA. Assessment of phase

shift of melatonin rhythm to a single bright light stimulus is confounded by masking

effects of scheduled sleep:wake and/or dim light:dark cycles. Sleep, 2001:24: A85.

3. Jewett ME, Wright JR KP, Duffy JF, Rodriguez DM, Czeisler CA. Practice effects

observed over a month-long 28-hour forced desynchrony protocol in a cognitive

throughput task are well described by a saturating exponential function. Sleep,
2001:24: A4.

4. Kahlsa SBS, Jewett ME, Duffy JF, Czeisler CA. The timing of the Human Circadian

Clock is Accurately Represented by the Core Body Temperature Rhythm following

Phase Shifts to a Three Cycle Light Stimulus Near the Critical Zone. J Biol Rhythms,

2000; 15 6:524-530.

Grant Proposals:

I. Title: Spaceflight Fatigue Assessment Tool

Aoeg_e_: NASA Wyle Laboratoriesl
Duration: One month

Total Direct Costs: $39,049

Funding Status: Funded

, Title: Development and Validation of a Computational Model tk)r lntra-Cellular
Circadian Oscillators

_: DARPA
Duration: Three years
Total Direct Costs: $1,499,873

Funding Status: Ftmded

Presentations:
1. Poster Presentation, NSBR1 Third Year Review. November 2000, Houston, TX

"Prerequisite studies for utilizing wrist-worn Actiwatch-L light recordings as input to
mathematical model of the effect of li,,ht on the human circadian pacemaker".

2. Invited Workshop Speaker, Associated Professi(mal Sleep Societies, June 200 !, Chicago,

IL "Models of sleep/wake and circadian processes and their contribution to

neurobehavioral perlk_rmance".
3. Invited Panel Member, Associated Pro[essimml Sleep Societies, June 2001, Chicago, IL

"Markers of 'sleep debt' accumulation and recovery: evidence for SWA, REM,
TST?".

4. Poster Presentation & Panel Member, Associated Pro/Essional Sleep Societies, June

2001, Chicago, I.L. "Circadian Performance Simulation Software (CPSS) provides a
tool for validation of circadian and neurobehavioral mathematical models".

Current Progress:
1. Hired Premananda Pai Indic as a Post Doctoral Fellow.

2. Introduced exponential scaling constants to allow for amplitude recovery in the statistical

model that is currently used by Dr. Czeisler and other circadian researchers to assess

circadian phase and amplitude from core body temperature data collected under

Constant Routine (CR) conditions.
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3. Compared the fits of one- and two-constant amplitude recovery models with data from a
previously-published circadian amplitude suppressing experiment (n = 15 subjects, 30
CRs),

4. Studied the solution space for both of the amplitude recovery models by determining

each model's goodness-of-fit to the CR temperature data for a range of scaling
factors.

5. Compared the fitted amplitude growth rates to the fitted initial circadian amplitudes of
the CR's in order to determine whether our lower- or our higher-order pacemaker

model better describes circadian amplitude recovery dynamics in humans.

Major Findings:

1. When compared to a two-harmonic model that uses a single ' 'scaling factor for both

harmonics, a model that uses independent scaling factors for each harmonic provides

a better fit to CR core body temperature data in amplitude suppression studies.

2. Three-dimensional plots of the fit error for a range of scaling factors for each hannonic

shows that in most cases a single amplitude growth rate provides the best fit for a

given CR. However, in some CRs the fit error does not indicate any one best fitted

rate of amplitude growth (see Fig. 1).

3. A preliminary comparison of the model-predicted amplitude recovery rates with the

scaling factors computed from the CR temperature data shows that the experimental

results are quite noisy in comparison to the model predictions (see Fig. 3). We

therefore plan to expand our sample size using CR temperature data fl'om other

amplitude suppressing studies in order to more clearly determine whether our lower-

or our higher-order model better describes the amplitude recovery dynamics of the
human circadian pacemaker.

Project 6: A Model of Circadian Disruption in the Space Environment

PI: Michael Menaker, Ptt.D.

University o[ _qrginia

Research Focus: The effect of meals, melatonin, exercise, and dark pulses dysphasia

Specific aims:
1. Evaluate the effects of constant conditions and of shift work schedules on both the

maintenance of circadian rhythmicity in central and peripheral structures, and on

temporal synchrony among them in a transgenic rat model system:
2. Ameliorate or prevent dysphasia by manipulating meal timing, melatonin administration,

forced exercise and short pulses of darkness.

Current Progress:
Research is continuing.
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Project 7: Circadian and Vestibular System Relationships

PI: Lawrence P. Morin, Plt.D.

State University of New York, Stony Brook

Research Focus: Three dimensional motions to stimulate the vestibular and circadian system

Specific aims:

1. Identify efferent and afferent anatomical connections between the vestibular nuclei and

the intergeniculate leaflet:

2. Test the hypothesis that patterned moving light (an optokinetic stimulus) will functionally
activate the vestibular and circadian systems;

3. Test the hypothesis that a non-locomotor, non-photic three-dimensional motion stimulus

will functionally activate the vestibular and circadian systems, as measured by FOS

induction in the IGL and circadian phase shifts.

Grant Proposals:

I. Title: Intrinsic anatomy of the circadian rhythm system

_: NIH

Duration: Four years
Total Direct Costs: $600,000.00

Funding Status: Submitted

Current Progress:

1. Seth Horowitz hired as a research assistant professor with the prime responsibility of

managing the project.
2. Constructed an oscillatory acceleration-deceleration stimulato,- to cause vestibular

stimulation during the proposed experiments.

3. Initiated a study evaluating the effects of heavy water or ethanol on novel wheel-induced
phase shifts.

4. Began a tract tracing study to determine the connections between the vestibular nuclei

and the circadian rhythm system.

Major Findings:

All animals studied thus far (N=4) have a group of 6-8 neurons in the medial vestibular

nucleus that project to the intergeniculate leaflet of the circadian rhythm system. There are a

few other, similarly projecting neurons, scattered loosely throughout the medial vestibular

nucleus, as well as in the nucleus prepositus.
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Project 8: Long-Term Exposure to Dim Light Desynchronizes the Circadian System of
Rats

PI: Gianhtca Tosini, Ph.D.

Morehouse School qf Medicine

Research Focus: Use of melatonin .to synchronize rhythms

Specific aims:
1. Determine the effect of long-term exposure to constant conditions on circadian rhythms.

Submissious/Publications :

1. Fukuhara C, Dirden JC, Tosini G. Regulation of period I expression in the rat pineal. J.

Appl. Physiol. 20()1" submitted.

Grant Proposals:
I. Title: Photic and circadian regulation of retinal melatonin synthesis

Agency: NIH ROI
Duration: Five years
Total Direct Costs: $1,372,087.00

Funding Status: Submitted

. Title: Regulation of gene expression in the pineal gland

Agency: NIH RO3

Duration: Two years
Total Direct Costs: $143,000.00

Funding Status: Submitted

. Title: Temporal biology training program

Agency: NIH T32

Duration: Five years
Total Direct Costs: $ 2,286,401.00

Funding Status: Submitted

Current Progress:

Research is continuing.

Project 9: Animal Model for Sleep Loss and Circadian Disruption

PI: Fred W. Turek, Ph.D.

Northwestern University

Research Focus: The effect of rnelatonin on circadian phase

Specific Aims:
1. Determine the effects of 12 hours of imposed wakefulness during the normal active and

inactive periods on circadian rhythms, the sleep-wake cycle and neurobehavioral and

motor performance measures in the mouse:
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2. Treatmentwith eithera physiologicalor pharmacologicaldoseof melatoninatthe
beginningof the imposedperiodof wakefulnesswill alter tileeffectsof this temporal
desynchronyon thecircadianclock, thesleep-wakecycleand/orneurobehavioraland
motorperformancemeasures;

3. Accessto awheel(exercise)whenin thehomecage,will altertheeffectsof the imposed

periods of wakefulness on the circadian clock, the sleep-wake cycle and

neurobehavioral and motor performance measurements.

Grant
1.

Proposals:

Title: hnportance of sleep and genotype in drug abuse studies

_: NIH

Duration: Three years
Total Direct Costs: $300,000

Funding Status: Submitted

. Title: Mice lacking H3 receptor: model for early PD detection

_: NIH

Duration: Two years
Total Direct Costs: $250,000
Fundine Status: Submitted

. Title: Regulation of circadian rhythms and sleep in familial DSPS and ASPS
Agency: N|H

Duration: Five years
Total Direct Costs: $1,000,000

Funding Status: Submitted

, Title: Sleepiness, performance and autonomic function in EDS

_: NIH

Duration: Four years
Total Direct Costs: $800,000

Funding Status: Submitted

Presentations:

1. Information Booth, National Sleep Awareness Week, March-April 2001, Northwestern

University and Northwestern Memorial Hospital, Evanston, I.L. The importance of
sleep and sleep disorders.

2. Invited Panel Member, Chicago Tonight - Chicago W1TW- PBS. April 2001, Chicago,
I.L. "Sleep Deprivation in America".

3. 5th hzternational Meeting on Sle¢7_ Disorders, April 2001, Bordeaux, France. "Genetics
and circadian rhythms".

4. Center for Sleep and Circadian Biology - outreach program: Take your daughters to

work day, April 2001, Evanston, I.L. "Animal care in the sleep research
environment".

5. Bristol Myers Squibb, April 2001, Hopewell, NJ. "Animal models of sleep disruption".

6. Illinois High School & College Driver Education Association, May 200 !, Effingham, I.L.

"Sleep Deprivation & Drowsy Driving".
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7. Co-Chair - Discussion Group, Associated Pro l_'ssional Sleep Societies 15 'l' ammal

Meeting, June 2001, Chicago, l.L. "'Drowsy Driving a Public Policy Perspective".
8. Invited Lecture. Associated Professional Sleep Societies 15 'l' ammal Meeting, June 200 I,

Chicago, I.L. "Analysis of sleep/wake states m mice".
9. Discussion Member, Associated Professional Sleep Societies 15 '1' ammal Meeting, June

2001, Chicago, I.L. "Analysis of sleep/wake states in mice".

10. National Sleep Foundation Meeting, June 2001, Washington, D.C. "Animal models for

sleep disruption".
1 I. Universities Space Research Association, June 2001, Hampton, V.A.

12. MBL Physiology c¢mrse, July 2001, Woods Hole, M.A. "Animal models of sleep and

circadian disruption".
13. DARPA CAP Teaming Workshop, August 2001, Las Vegas, N.V. "Novel and feasible

ENU mutagenesis to screen and discover novel genes that affect the need to sleep".

Current Progress:

Setting up system to begin collection of data from mice in the next I-2 months.

Major Findings:
Data from experiments in which rats were subject to chronic partial sleep restriction over I-9

days indicate that there is a gradual alteration in the regulation of the hypothalamic-pituitary-

adrenal (HPA) axis. in addition, when these animals are subject to a stressor there are

changes in neuroendocrine reactivity and subsequent responses to stress.

Related Project working in Cooperation with the HPFSC Team: Microgravity and
Circadian Cardiovascular Rhythms

PI: Vim'ent M. Cassone, Ph.D.

Texas A &M University

Research Focus: Integrating circadian physiology with cardiovascular medicine.

Specific aims:
1. Determination of SCN Efferents Controlling Circadian Variations of Cardiovascular

Function in Long-Term, Conscious Rats:

2. Role of Circadian System on Daily and Circadian Variation in Regional Blood Flow:
3. Sex Differences in Circadian Variation of Cardiovascular Function.

Grant Proposals:
Title: NASA SPACE GRANT

_: NASA

Duration: Three years
Total Direct Costs: $30,000.00

Funding Status: Funded

Current Progress:

!. Equipment has been purchased and installed.
2. First Experiment in Specific Aim #1 has been partially completed. The effects of

deafferentation of the suprachiasmatic to sub-paraventricular pathways on the
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.

circadian variation in body temperature, activity and heart rate were determined in 12

Long Evans rats. Sham surgeries resulted in only temporary disruption of all

parameters.
These rats will be place in a hindlimb suspension apparatus next to determine the effects

of simukated weightlessness on the circadian variation of heart rate. Then, they will

be sacrificed for histological verification of lesions.

Major Findings:

Sub-Paraventricular Knife-cuts reduce the amplitude o1 abolish the circadian pattern of heart

rate but have no effect on body temperature or activity rhythms in rats.
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V. FUTURE PRO(;RAM DIRECTIONS

The Human Pertk)rmance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team has nine ground-based

projects currently funded until 2003. In addition to the progress toward cotmtcrmeasurc

development anticipated from the currently funded research projects, it is anticipated that the

following four research questions which are not being addressed by the current research program

will be addressed in the coming years:

Physical effects. Research is needed to determine how space flight or exposure to chronic sleep

restriction and/or circadian disruption affect sleep- and/or circadian-mediated neuroendocrine,

metabolic, neurologic or autonomic functions, particularly those relevant to risk mitigation (e.g.,

growth factors, nutrition, glucocorticoids, monoamines) during extended duration missions.

Monitorine, the status of sleep, sleep homeostasis, circadian rhythmicity and/or neurobehavioral

performance during space flight. Research is needed to to wflidate methodologies that are

portable and non-intrusive in the space flight environment to assess sleep and/or circadian

rhythms.

Novel countermeasure development. Research is needed to determine how recent advances in

the neurobiology of sleep and/or circadian rhythms (orexin/hypocretin system, circadian

photoreception, output pathways that regulate sleep or circadian rhythms) can be used to develop

countermeasures to adapt to and thereby maintain optimal neurobehavioral performance during

exploration class space missions.

Age, gender and inter-individual differences. Research is needed to dmermine how age, gender

and individual biological and behavioral characteristics alter sleep- and/or circadian-mediated

physiologic responses to, and risk mitigation lk)r, prolonged space flight.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

1. Research Problem and Basic Approach to Achieve Goals

The reconstituted Immunology, Infection, and Hematology Team (October 1, 2000 to September

30, 2003), in its six approved projects, has achieved new common themes and unity of purpose.

Because of congressional delay in passing appropriations, the three new projects (Sonnenfeld,

Gewirtz, Shi) required funding later than the October 1, 2000 start-up date. Nevertheless, the

three new team project leaders have met by monthly conference calls and an in-person retreat

with the three previously funded project leaders (Shearer, Butel, Fox) and formed a solid and

productive research team with enthusiastic participation in team goals. These common goals

include the investigation of altered immunity, infection, altered microbes, radiation-induced

malignancy, and neuroendocrine abnormalities in earth-bound, space-equivalent models. The

team is using both human subjects in isolation studies in the Antarctic winter-over and a Russian

space capsule, human bone marrow pletLripotent stem cells in vitro, and animal subjects in hind-

limb suspension (zero gravity effec0 and radiation/viral challenge studies. There is an

extraordinary synergy among the separate projects, in that the investigators are sharing

information within and without the team structure. For example, the Shearer and Butel projects

are looking at the immunological and virological consequences, respectively, of irradiating mice

and challenging them with a latent virus in studies that include non-NSBRI investigators at Loma

Linda University (LLU), where a synchrotron linear proton accelerator is available. The LLU

investigators are funded through other federal research grants that enable them to offer the

NSBRI teams a collaborative use of their radiation facilities. The LLU investigators also

participate with the NSBRI Radiation Effects Team (Dr. John Dicello, Leader) in collaborative

studies and intend to submit an application for NSBRI funding at the next request for proposals.

The Immunology, Infection, and Hematology Team investigators are also collaborating with

non-NSBRI researchers in pathology at Baylor College of Medicine and immunologists at M.D.

Anderson Cancer Center to evaluate tumorgenesis in animals given radiation and viral

challenges. Another example of the synergy approach is that of the Sonnenfeld project, that is

collaborating with the NSBRI Radiation Effects Team at the Brookhaven National Laboratory

(Dr. Marcello Vazquez) in planning for animal experiments involving both zero gravity and

radiation effects. Similarly, Dr. Alan Gewirtz is collaborating with radiation biologists (Dr.

Elizabeth Sutherland) at the Brook_haven National Laboratory in planning for his radiation

experiments involving heavy ion radiation of human stem cells in vitro. Finally, Dr. Yufang Shi

has consulted with Dr. Gerald Sonnenfeld in preparing to begin experiments with the hind-limb

suspended mouse model.

go Strengths, Key Findings, and Discoveries of the Team's Research Program,

Including Synergisms Among Projects and Between Teams

As a team, the three continuing projects renewed in the present grant cycle and the three new

projects coming on line have a very sharp focus of detecting host resistance mechanisms that are

likely to be weakened by space conditions and the consequences of this immunodeficiency that

result in the inability to contain infection and the appearance and spread of malignant cells.
These investigations have been given new impetus by the awareness of additional information on

the serious nature of infections (e.g., sepsis) suffered by some astronauts in space travel. Also, a

new appreciation of the universal threat of deep-space radiation has prompted a careful

examination of the potential for chronic infection and cancer in space travelers. The team's full
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complementof fundedprojectswill bebetterimplementednextyear,but significantprogresshas
beenmadeby theteamin discoveringalterationsin immunefunctionandlatentvirus
reactivationin humanmodelsof spaceflight andin the improvedmethodsof detectingmicrobial
contaminationof spacecraft.Thedetectionof microbialcontaminationhasincludedthe
collaborationof theFoxprojectwith theButel andSonnenfeldprojectswithin theImmunology,
Infection,andHematologyTeam,theKlempnerprojectin theSmartMedicalSystemsTeam,and
thePiersonresearchprojectattheNASA-fundedJohnsonSpaceCenter.Thecontinuing
collaborationof theAustralianNationalAntarcticResearchExpedition(ANARE) hasprovideda
rich sourceof specimensfor NSBRI investigators.Significantprogresshasbeenmadeby Dr.
Sonnenfeldin furtherunderstandingtherole of theneuroendocrinesystemin regulating
resistanceto infectionusingKlebsiella-challengedhind-limb-suspendedmice,wherean
approximatetwo-fold differencelethalitywasobservedin comparisonto controlmice.

3. Gaps in the Team's Program That Need to be Filled

There is an important need for another project (Radiation Immunobiology) to be added to the

Immunology, Infection, and Hematology Team. The expertise and capabilities of the

investigators (Gridley, Nelson) at LLU, for example, would greatly benefit the other projects in

the team and speed up the synergy projects that are beginning. Because of other federal funding,
the LLU investigators are able to provide use of the synchrotron proton linear accelerator, but

there is no current funding mechanism for personnel and animal purchases, other than what can

be supplied through the NSBRI projects. Funding of investigators at LLU would provide a much

more active participation in the team's overall research plan.

4. Implications of Key Findings for Future Program Plans

The team's findings have validated the ground-based models of space flight, in that they confirm

the hypothesis originally proposed. That is, space flight conditions, as they exist in these

ground-based models, pose significant risks for the health of long-term space travelers. The
team's overall goals of obtaining evidence of altered immunity, activation of latent viral

infection, and potential serious health consequences have been achieved using both human and

animal subjects. Improvement of a detection system for spacecraft microbial contamination is

another achievement that indicates the team's success in preparing for long-term human space

travel. The beginning of the team's research on the human bone marrow pleuripotent stem cell

promises to yield a new understanding of the pathogenesis of space flight conditions on the
innate and acquired forms of immunity. Implicit in all of the team's research is the development

of a countermeasures program that will prevent or significantly ameliorate the effects of space

flight on immune resistance mechanisms and prevent or lessen the incidence of viral infection

and possibility of cancer formation.

II. INTRODUCTION

The Immunology, Infection, and Hematology Team is dedicated to understanding the risks posed

to the human immune system by conditions of long-term space flight and to devising a
countermeasures program that will ameliorate or eliminate the harmful consequences of infection

and cancer that result from a weakened immune system. From numerous clinical examples, such

as congenital immune deficiency, AIDS, and radiation sickness, it is abundantly clear that there

4
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is areciprocalrelationshipbetweenthestrengthof theimmunesystemandtheoccurrenceof
infectionandcancer: achildborn withoutT-cells succumbsto opportunisticinfectionsby one
yearof life; anAIDS patientwith low CD4+T-cell countsdevelopsfungalsepsisandKaposi

sarcoma; an irradiated human dies from lymphoma. The known conditions of long-term space

travel that impact the immune system are radiation, microgravity, microbial contamination,
isolation, containment, sleep deprivation, and stress. There are already unpublished clinical data

on astronauts which suggest that astronauts have an increased risk of death from lymphoid

malignancies and skin cancers, conditions that the healthy immune system controls. There have
been several incidences of bacterial sepsis associated with local infections, two of which aborted

space flights. The skepticism of only a few years ago has yielded to the realization that space

flight conditions will most certainly depress the human immune system. A most responsible

reply to this threat is to make quantitative and controlled studies that will better delineate these

risks to health and to adapt the measures of immunoreconstitution that we have on Earth to

interplanetary space travel.

The six-pronged attack of the Immunology, Infection, and Research Team is to carefully assess

different aspects of certain conditions of space flight using ground-based, space equivalent

models. The team investigators include immunologists, hematologists/oncologists, molecular

biologists, and microbiologists. These individuals have formed projects involved with several

common risks of long-term space travel: immunodeficiency, cancer, reactivation of latent virus

infections, mucosal immunity breakdown, interruption of the hypothalamic-pituitary-adrenal

(HPA) axis, premature death of T-cells, and genetic alteration (superstrain) of microbes. The

projects of the team address all of the Critical Questions contained in the Space and Life
Sciences Directorate of the Critical Path. An example is Critical Question 7.33: "Are there

currently accepted measures to treat immunodeficiencies (antibodies, immunizations, cytokines,
T-cells, stem cells) that can be adapted to space flight?" The first step in answering this question

is to determine to what extent innate and acquired immune responses are compromised by space

flight conditions. With this information in hand, a careful approach can be made toward

applying known methods of immunoprevention or immunoreconstitution to astronauts at risk.

III. RESEARCH PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

The co-investigators of the six projects of the Immunology, Infection, and Hematology Team

have met by teleconference and in at a face-to-face retreat session and have planned the

following team approach to coordinate and amplify the strengths of the individual projects and

investigators. This team approach also includes non-NSBRI investigators, such as Dr. Daila

Gridley at LLU (linear proton accelerator) and Dr. Elizabeth Sutherland at Brookhaven National

Laboratories (facility for heavy ion radiation).

1. Radiation Studies

a. Murine Latent Virus Model. Co-investigators will include Drs. Shearer, Butel, Ling,

Conner, Reuben, and Rosenblatt from the Immunodeficiency and Viral Infection team projects

and Dr. Daila Gridley from LLU. Selected strains of mice (e.g., BALB/c, C57 black) will be

exposed to proton and gamma ray radiation and subsequently to murine viruses (e.g., gamma 68,

polyomavirus), in an attempt to determine the combined effects of space radiation and latent
virus infection on the immune function of study animals. This first approach will examine the
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simultaneouseffectsof radiationandinfectionandwill thenbe followedby a sequential
approachof infectionfirst andradiationsecond,the likely scenariofor humanspacetravelersto
Mars. Thedoseof radiationthatwill beutilized initially (3Gy, theestimateof radiationreceived
by astronautsonaMarsMission)will bethatusedby Dr. Gridleyandhercolleagueswho have
demonstratedrapidandprofoundalterationsin immunecellsandimmuneresponsesin murine
subjects.Replicateandcontrolledexperimentswill beperformedby both the LLU site and the

Baylor site to insure that the same methods are followed at both sites and that the results of the

experiments at Baylor confirm those of LLU. If gamma radiation proves to be equivalent to

proton radiation, in terms of effects upon the immune system (e.g., spleen cell T-cell response to

non-specific stimuli and specific antigen stimulation; plasma antibody formation to neoantigen;

spleen lymphocyte subset distribution), it may be possible to avoid transfer of mice between

institutions, as Baylor has a source of gamma radiation.

In addition to examination of the effects of radiation and latent virus infection on immune cells

and immune responses, study animals will be evaluated for the development of tumors and blood

malignancies. This will be carried out with the assistance of Dr. Cory Brayton, a veterinary

pathologist at Baylor, who has agreed to collaborate on this project.

b. Human Stem Cell Model. Dr. Alan Gewirtz at the University of Pennsylvania has

begun collaborative NSBRI studies with Dr. Elizabeth Sutherland at the Brookhaven National

Laboratory with bone marrow-derived human stem cell lines. These cell lines will be exposed to
heavy metal ion (Fe _) radiation and subsequently tested by standard hematologic assays for

ability to form colonies of cells in the myeloid series: granulocytes, erythroid cells, and platelets.
In the future, similar experiments will be performed at LLU, where the effects of proton and

gamma radiation will be evaluated in these same assays. Because the preparation of human stem
cells from donor bone marrow also yields precursor cells in the lymphoid system, it will be

possible to simultaneously evaluate the effects of the various types of radiation on the
development of T- and B-cells. Similarly, macrophages and monocytes and stromal cells could

be evaluated. The methods of analysis of these various types of immune cells could include

measurement of cell growth factors (e.g., IL-3, IL-6, IL-7, TGF-13), apoptosis gene regulation

(e.g., gene array assay), and cell repair pathways. These studies would include the collaboration
ofDrs. Gewirtz, Reuben, Rosenblatt, and Gridley.

Peripheral Blood Stem Cells. Stem cells will also be harvested by phoresis in subjects given
GMCSF to increase the number of circulating stem cells at the M.D. Anderson Cancer Center.
Dr. James Reuben will utilize these cell harvests in similar radiation studies and evaluate

dendritic cell (#1 and #2 types) function in the presentation of antigens to lymphocytes.

In both bone marrow and peripheral blood stem cell preparations, evidence for genetic damage

will be investigated by examination of progenitor cells for chromosomal breaks. These

measurements will yield important information on the possibility that radiation of human stem

cells might result in leukemogenesis and tumorigenesis.

2. Surrogate Marker Studies

Future collaborative studies were proposed for the Radiation Effects Team, in which the use of

surrogate markers could be used to assess the risks of tumor development in irradiated animals.

Surrogate markers would greatly reduce the time needed to evaluate tumorigenesis and to
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observeexposedanimalsfor cancerdevelopment.For thecurrentFe56irradiatedrat breasttumor
model,onesuchsurrogatemarkermightbe theappearanceof epithelialcellsin theperipheral
bloodthat heraldthedevelopmentof breastcancer.In additionto thedetectionof epithelial
cells,it mightbepossibleto examinethegeneimprintsof thesecellsby genearrayassays.Such
studiesmight yield acharacteristicdysregulationof normalgeneactivationthatwouldbe
predictiveof breastcancerin this animalmodel. CollaboratorsincludeDrs. Shearer,Rosenblatt,
Reuben,Butel, Gewirtz,Conner,Shi,andGridley.

3. Antiorthostatic (Hind-Limb Suspension) Model

It is important that standardized procedures be used by the team investigators to allow for

comparison of results across projects. The exact caging and suspension techniques do not have
to be identical, but the parameters used for setting up the suspension should be uniform. The

experiments using this antiorthostatic mouse model will include bacterial challenge in animals

given catecholamines to alter the HPA axis and opioids to alter lymphocyte apoptosis pathways.

These experiments will examine the importance of central nervous system control of infection
and stress-induced immunosuppression. These same models will be studied in concert with

radiation experiments to look at the combined effects of radiation and hind-limb suspension

(microgravity) upon infection and lymphocyte depletion. Also, the virulence of microbes will be
evaluated after radiation to determine whether increased resistance to immune control has

emerged. Collaborating investigators will be Drs. Sonnenfeld, Shi, Vazquez (Radiation Effects

Team), Fox, and Conner.

4. Commitments Made for Synergy Interactions among Investigators

These commitments are as follows (see also Table 1):

ao Drs. Shearer, Butel, Ling, Conner, Reuben, Rosenblatt, and Gridley for studies on

radiation, viral infection and immune responses.

b* Drs. Sonnenfeld and Vazquez (also involving Drs. Shearer, Butel, Conner, and Gewirtz

as plans develop) for studies on radiation and immune responses.

Cl Drs. Sonnenfeld, Butel, Ling, Conner, and Shi for studies of the effects of neuroendocrine

hormones and opioid mediators on viral growth and lymphocyte apoptosis.

d. Drs. Gewirtz, Sutherland, and Reuben for radiation and hematopoietic stem cell research

and development of surrogate markers for development of malignancy.

e. Drs. Sonnenfeld, Fox, and Willson for studies to determine effects of neuroendocrine

hormones of gene expression of bacteria by array analysis.

f. Drs. Fox, Willson, Butel, and Ling for studies of rapid detection of viruses.
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IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Immunology, Infection, and Hematology Team has made substantial progress in the overall

goal of defining the risks due to exposure to conditions of space flight. The team has used

human and animal experimental subjects to obtain research information in the Antarctic winter-

over (Shearer, Butel), the closed chambers (Butel), and antiorthostatic models of space flight
(Sonnenfeld, Butel). In addition, the team has made progress with in vitro radiation studies

(Reuben, Gewirtz) and in vitro lymphocyte apoptosis studies (Shi). Finally, substantial progress

has been made in perfecting microbial detection systems involving nucleic acid fingerprints

(Fox). These accomplishments are described in detail in the six individual project reports by
principal investigators Shearer, Butel, Sonnenfeld, Gewirtz, Shi, and Fox. However, these

findings can be summarized in terms of the common themes of the Immunology, Infection, and
Hematology Team (Table 2):

I. Abnormal Immunity, Infection

By using the same human specimens of plasma, saliva, and urine of the Antarctic winter-over

and closed chamber models of space flight, the Shearer and Butel projects have obtained

evidence of latent virus (polyomavirus) activation and T-cell activation in study subjects as

compared to control subjects (Tables 3 and 4). This research was begun during the first cycle of

NSBRI funding (1997-2000) and continued during Year 1 of the present funding cycle (2000-

2003), in accord with the previous recommendations of the NSBRI External Advisory Council

and the NSBRI Board of Scientific Counselors. Because of the large number of specimens

(>1,500), these studies are ongoing, particularly in light of the concordance of the virologist and

virologic assessments indicating latent virus reactivation and immune system perturbation in the

Antarctic winter-over model. In studies performed in specimens from the closed chamber model

at the Russian Institute for Biomedical Problems in Moscow, there was again evidence of latent

virus activation, but the plasma cytokine and cytokine receptor levels need to be measured.

These exciting preliminary findings demonstrate the synergistic power of the team approach to

space immunology research. In accord with the previous recommendations of the NSBRI Board

of Scientific Counselors, the studies of preserved lymphocytes from the Antarctic winter-over

were not pursued after it was discovered that the viability of the cells was less than 50 percent.

Preserved lymphocytes were not collected in the Russian closed chamber study because of local

problems. Should the originally planned, but later postponed, NASA closed chamber study at

the Johnson Space Center in Houston be reactivated, functional lymphocyte studies of

proliferation to virus-specific antigen and T-cell cytotoxicity studies to virus-specific cell targets
will be planned.

2. Antiorthostasis, Neuroendocrine Abnormalities, Altered Microbes

Even without full funding for the new projects, the Immunology, Infection, and Hematology

Team has moved forward with experiments involving the antiorthostatic mouse model (Table 5,
Sonnenfeld; Table 6, Shi). In addition, significant progress has been made in devising molecular

and genetic probes for new and emerging strains of microbial organisms (Table 7, Fox).

Catecholamines have been shown to increase their virulence. These findings suggest that the

HPA axis may play a role in the stress-induced antiorthostatic mouse model. Challenge

experiments with Klebsiella organisms produced death in suspended animals at twice the rate of

incidence of control animals. Analysis of the TH1 vs. TH2 cytokine balance in these suspended

8
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micewill yield usefulinformation,particularlyin light of theshift to aTH1 cytotoxicplasma
cytokineprofile observedin Antarcticsubjects(Table 3). It will be importantto usethenew
bacterialdetectionprobesdevelopedby theteamto usein thealteredorganismsseenin the
suspendedmousemodel.

3. Radiation, Cancer

With partial and late funding of the new radiation project, only preliminary work has been

accomplished (Table 8, Gewirtz; Table 3, Shearer). Radiation experts at Brookhaven National

Laboratory and M.D. Anderson Cancer Center have been consulted to begin to plan for the in

vitro heavy metal ion and gamma radiation of human stem cells.

V. FUTURE PROGRAM (TEAM) DIRECTIONS

The NSBRI Immunology, Infection, and Hematology Team has recommended that the Critical

Path risk of carcinogenesis caused by immunodeficiency due to space radiation be assigned a

Risk Type of I (known and demonstrated serious problem without a proven countermeasure).
The NASA IPT Immunology Team has concurred (October 30, 2001). Because of the

preeminence of the risk factor of radiation, the team's future is primarily concerned with the
immunodeficiency that radiation produces with the consequences of reactivated viral infection

and development of tumors (Table 9). Addition of the risk factors of microgravity, containment,
isolation, and stress would only compound the effects of space radiation on the immune system.

The countermeasures program that the team is developing is expected to be significantly

advanced from the present condition by the year 2003 and fully operational in the year 2006

(Table 10).
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I. Executive Summary

The goals of the Integrated Human Function Team are to advance our description and

understanding of human systems and their parts, to improve the ability to predict human

responses to functional stresses - especially those encountered in long-duration space-flight - and

to assess the potential efficacy of countermeasures as they interact in multiple cells and organ

systems. The loss of homeostasis and/or appropriate dynamic responses in humans under stress

involves the interaction of varied functions and mechanisms at many levels (e.g., molecules to

organ systems). Thus, the goals of this team require the development of mathematical models

and simulations in order to account for the interaction of this large number components. These
models, based on known mechanisms and established data, will encapsulate our current

understanding of the functions simulated. So when the models are compared to experimental

data, missing information will stand out and will help to prioritize the tasks of gathering needed
data.

The deleterious effects experienced by astronauts occur in all body systems, and integration is

needed to cope with this complexity. Modeling ensures quantitative evaluation of astronaut

performance in terms of underlying mechanisms and provides a way to judge possible

widespread effects of proposed countermeasures. Molecules, intracellular organelles, cells,

tissues, organs and systems are tightly inter-related and in the most basic meaning of the words,

always operate as a unit. That is, human function for any particular system is an integrated unit.
Therefore, it is essential that all modeling of human function be based on this hierarchical

structure and integrate vertically as well as horizontally. Because of genetic and experiential

differences among individuals, this integration needs to be able to address generic human

responses as well as individual functional characteristics.

The term "Digital Human" captures this very ambitious vision of a whole-body, quantitative and

physiological model. To make significant progress toward this goal, it will be necessary to be

very detailed and specific with respect to the purposes of the models and to the major questions

that the integration would answer. It will also be necessary to develop specific components and

projects that are feasible and for which progress in a timely manner can be monitored. The

work of this team will specify the key aspects of current knowledge in its areas of research and

the congruent research in the other teams. It will also serve predictive goals for defined

physiology, analytical goals as a check on the validity of the growing model, and normative
goals for identifying missing data and novel questions. Each stage in the program is designed to

make tangible and measurable progress toward the development of the Digital Human.

There are six projects in the current program. These projects were selected because they

received very high peer review scores and because they formed a well integrated and

complementary group of projects, for which opportunities for synergistic evolution were
apparent. All projects focus on metabolism and on cardiac and skeletal muscle at the level of

molecular, cellular and organ properties, and demonstrate a desirable balance of experimental

work and synergistic modeling. It was anticipated that modeling projects would emerge as a

natural outcome of the work of the other teams and that future calls for proposals would attract

highly meritorious projects in other systems. Cell electrical properties, control of intracellular

calcium dynamics, cross-bridge properties in different cell types, cellular energy metabolism,

whole-body substrate distribution and metabolism that may be altered during space travel, and

convergence of cellular to organ mechanics are being experimentally studied and modeled by
this team.
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Theprojectsselectedfor inclusionin theteamfocustheirresearchat whatwecall the
"mesoscopic"level of organization,at thecell andtissuelevel,allowingmeaningful,logicaland
mechanisticextensionsdownto thesubcellularandmolecularlevelandup to theorganand
systemlevel. In this waymechanismsaresummedandintegratedappropriatelyandnaturally
leadto emergentphenomena,whicharethewholeorganandsystemresponses.Theseresponses
arenoteasy- andmayevenbeimpossible- to predictfrom thepropertiesof lower levelsof
organization,unlesstheessentialfeaturesof thecomponentsatthatlower level areincluded,
quantifiedandintegrated.Without this logical andmechanisticintegration,dataregardingthe
higherlevelphenomenawouldnotbe interpretablein termsof theunderlyingcellularand
molecularmechanismsandthuswouldremainpurelydescriptive.

This teamhasbeenoperatingfor lessthanayear,someprojectsfor only severalmonths.
Nonetheless,weenvisionsuccessfulaccomplishmentof our initial milestoneswithin oneyearof
beginningwork.

First-yearmilestonesfor thecardiacgroup(Bers,CoolahanandMcCullochprojects)
• Bers' andPuglisi'smodelwill bemadeportablefor operation in PCenvironmentsfor

theentireteamandfor anyothersuponrequest,with extensivetexthelpfiles.
• CoolahanandMcCullochwill demonstratetheability to modelelectromechanics

betweentheir two sitesandassessthepotentialfor andextensibilityof onepieceof high-level
softwarearchitecturefor thispurpose.Theinitial goal is to passtheresultsfrom electrical
simulationat JHU for mechanicalsimulationat UCSD. Besidesjoining theresearchof these
twogroups,successwill constituteaproofof theconceptfor thiskind of distributedcomputation
(seesystemsengineeringbelow).

• A cellular andmulticellularmodelof electromechanicalcouplingwill demonstratethe
principlesfor interconnectivitywithin theheart,which is thebasisfor conductionof electrical
signalsthroughoutthehumanventricle.

First-yearmilestonesfor the limb muscleandmetabolismgroup(Cabrera,Chaseand
Kushmerick)

• Cabrerawill addaskeletalmusclecompartmentasthedominantvolumeof actively
metabolizingtissuein his wholebodymetabolicmodelandjoin thiswith Kushmerick'scellular
energybalancemodel,connectingmechanicaloutputwith cellularmetabolicfluxes.

• Chasewill develophisgenericcrossbridgemodelsto includefast-andslow-twitch
typesof myosinheavychainsandaddCa++control applicableto knowntroponinisoforms.

• Chase,Kushmerickandmembersof theBersprojectwill investigatemuscleeconomy
andefficiency.

Progressto datehasimplicationsfor furtherresearch.Conceptsareclearto bridgethe
differencesbetweencardiacandskeletalmusclefunctionat all the levelsstudiedin the
individualprojects. Thework in skeletalmuscleat themyofibrillar level,unitingmechanicsand
energetics,andat thecellular levelunitingenergeticswith wholebodymetabolism,will be
readilytransferableto themyocardium.Similarly, work in themyocardiumon
electrophysiologyandbiomechanicsis transferableto skeletalmuscle.Thereasonsfor this
synergyincludecommoncellularprinciplesandfunctions(somecomponentsdiffer but thebasic
structureof theseprocessesis similar),commoncomputeralgorithms(somealreadydeveloped
andused)andcommoninvestigativetools for theexperimentalpartsof theprojects.
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II. Introduction

The central hypothesis that permeates the Integrated Human Function team's research is that

many of the physiological problems astronauts encounter in space can be attributed to the

virtually complete inactivity of the lower body. Astronauts are highly active, athletic and fit, so

this major reduction in activity has profound effects on all systems and loss of homeostasis

and/or appropriate dynamic responses even under normal stress conditions. The reduction of
metabolic activities results in altered nutrition and fluid needs and in reduced demands on the

cardiovascular and respiratory systems in particular; but the effects occur in all systems. Acute

exposure to 0G starts adaptive processes which lead (with various time courses from hours to
weeks) to fluid shifts and reduction in body fluids and red cell mass, cardiovascular changes

including the sympathetic and parasympathetic nervous systems, altered proprioceptive,
vestibular, visual and other sensory inputs to the central nervous system, sleep and immunologic

disturbances, muscle and bone atrophy, altered nutritional needs and intake, and overall

metabolism.

These alterations of human physiologic systems and performance in the environment of space

travel are appropriate adaptive responses to weightlessness and reveal that the human phenotype
is extraordinarily robust and capable of adapting suitably even to stresses it has never previously

faced. This adaptive capacity is remarkable given the fact that the totality of human evolutionary

development has occurred under conditions of normal gravity. The crucial problems arise
because of the need for astronauts to adapt rapidly to shifts from zero-gravity or micro-gravity

conditions to normal conditions upon return to Earth. All of these normal adaptive mechanisms

lead to sub-optimal performance in the environment of space and to poor or even life-threatening

performance upon rapid re-entry to 1G conditions. But the key conclusion to be drawn from
these observations is that countermeasures ought not to be developed that attempt to block these

normal adaptive signals and responses. Instead the goal ought to be to utilize and exploit them to

our advantage. The deleterious effects experienced by astronauts occur in all body systems and

integration is needed to cope with this complexity.

The research of the Integrated Human Function team is organized around a strategy to advance

the development of a whole-body, quantitative and physiological model, the "Digital Human."

The research is designed to facilitate the development of needed tools for validating models and
simulations, based on authoritative data, to represent integrated human function. Based on

known mechanisms and established data, the models developed will capture current

understanding of the function simulated, and thus when compared to experimental data will point
out missing information on mechanisms and prioritize the tasks of gathering needed data.

Ultimately, as the research progresses and the required data are attained, the models developed

by this team will prove invaluable in predicting human responses to stresses encountered during

space-flight and in assessing potential countermeasures.
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III. Research Program Structure & Design

The goals of the Integrated Human Function Team have not changed since its formation just

about a year ago and during its operation of its projects, variously for 3 to 10 months of funding:

to advance our description and understanding of human systems and their vertically organized

parts (molecules to systems) as an integrated unit, the intact human individual;

to improve the ability to collect data, analyze that data, and use models to predict human

responses to functional stresses, especially those encountered in long-duration spaceflight; and

to use these integrated models and the resultant understanding to assess the potential effects on

the whole body of countermeasures developed for one particular system. The projects in this
program are designed to lead to paradigms for combining experimentation and simulation and

software approaches needed for other systems and teams. The first-year goals of these projects

and synergies within the team are given in the following section.

The projects selected for inclusion in the team focus their research at the cell and tissue level,

which allows meaningful, logical and mechanistic extensions down to the subcellular and

molecular level and up to the organ and system level. In this way mechanisms are summed and

integrated appropriately and naturally lead to emergent phenomena: the whole organ and system

responses. Without this logical and mechanistic integration, the higher level phenomena cannot

be interpreted properly in terms of the underlying cellular and molecular mechanisms. This is

why specific countermeasures are usually developed on the basis of understanding of these

fundamental mechanisms. The problem with approaching integration of human function from

the bottom up - the fundamental tenet of much of contemporary reductionist science - is that the

molecular components themselx_es do not contain information regarding the functional purpose

for their operation even one level higher in the hierarchy. This is the principle of teleonomy:

processes in living organisms can only be understood in terms of the goal to be accomplished by

that function. A purely top down approach uses high level abstractions of human function (such

as cardiac output, renal clearance, motorunit recruitment, sympathetic nervous system output)

and connects them logically. These high level functional abstractions are themselves emergent
phenomena arising from lower hierarchical levels; they can be quantitatively organized and

simulated only using ad hoc descriptive equations, not ones derived from the underlying
biochemical, physical chemical, kinetic and thermodynamic functions and mechanisms. Such

models exist for cardiorespiratory function, thermal balance and other physiological systems as

currently useful teaching tools. Thus, modeling at both extremes of the hierarchical arrangement
of human function is unlikely to succeed. For these reasons our team decided to focus on what

can be termed the "mesoscopic" scale of function. This is typically the cellular level in which

sufficient knowledge exists to allow meaningful, mechanistic and quantifiable connections with

both the next lower level of organization and the next higher level. In this way a mesoscopic

based plan of experimental research, simulation and model validation has the intrinsic ability to

connect molecular and supramolecular mechanisms via cellular function to synthesize logically,

in a scientifically testable manner, with tissue and organ properties. Our progress since the

beginning of operation of our team has already demonstrated the fruitfulness of this strategy.

Scope of current activity and milestones

The team's focus and interactions are based on scientific research that is likely to have useful

integrative results. Productive interactions have already developed among the project personnel.

The current projects arose because muscle tissues and organs (cardiac and skeletal) provide

outstanding examples of molecular to higher integration. The work of the presently constituted
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six projectswill producetwo resultsof generalutility to NSBRI andNASA. First, thecurrent
topics,whenintegrated,will behighly relevantto theoverallresearchwithin NSBRI. Second,
theprocessof workingout thespecificresearchof theteamis likely to leadto paradigmsfor
workingoutothersystems,to outlineneededresearchfor otherteams/areas,andto definethe
softwareapproachesneeded.

The six projects in the current program focus on metabolism and on cardiac and skeletal muscle

at the level of molecular, cellular, and organ properties and demonstrate a desirable balance of

experimental work and synergistic modeling. Ion channels, electrical properties, control of

intracellular calcium dynamics, cross-bridge properties in different cell types, cellular energy

metabolism, whole-body substrate distribution and metabolism that may be altered during space

travel, and convergence of cellular to organ mechanics are experimentally studied and modeled.
The current projects fall into two groups: studies of cardiac function and studies of limb muscle

function with a project on systemic and intermediary metabolism further linking the two. First-

year milestones within each of the two groups are listed below. All projects incorporate

experimental studies and model simulations and analytical development.

First-year milestones for the cardiac group (Bers, Coolahan and McCulloch projects)

• Bers' and Puglisi's model will be made portable for operation on PC environment for the

entire team and any others upon request with extensive text help files.

• Coolahan and McCulloch will demonstrate ability to model electromechanics between their

two sites and assess the potential for and extensibility of one high-level software architecture for

this purpose. The goal is to pass the results from electrical simulation at JHU for mechanical

simulation at UCSD, returning new mechanical/anatomical model to JHU, and so forth. Besides

joining the research of two groups, success will constitute proof of concept for this kind of

distributed computation (see systems engineering below).

• A cellular and multicellular model of electromechanical coupling will demonstrate the

principles for interconnectivity within the heart, which is the basis for conduction of electrical

signals throughout the human ventricle.

First-year milestones for the limb muscle and metabolism group (Cabrera, Chase and
Kushmerick)

• Cabrera will add a skeletal muscle compartment as the dominant volume of actively
metabolizing tissue in his whole body metabolic model and join this with Kushmerick's cellular

energy balance model, connecting mechanical output with cellular metabolic fluxes.

• Chase will develop his generic cross bridge models to include fast- and slow-twitch types of

myosin heavy chains and add Ca ++control applicable to known troponin isoforms.

• Chase, Kushmerick and members of the Bers project will investigate muscle economy and

efficiency.

Systems engineering in the 1HF Team

Developing a solution to the complex problem faced by the IHF team requires an appropriate

systems engineering approach. Lessons and tools for such solutions have been developed

effectively and successfully over the past five decades to design, develop, and manufacture

complex systems in government, business and academia. The systems engineering process

begins with a statement of need, proceeds to a definition of system requirements, and then

undertakes a successive multi-level decomposition of component functions which, when

designed and implemented, will meet the overall need. Examination of the component functions
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identifiescomponentsthat arereadily in handandgapsneedingdevelopment.This processis
iterative,especiallyasnewknowledgebecomesavailable.Necessaryinterfacesbetweenthe
componentsarealsoidentified;thisstepis crucial. As individualcomponentsaredeveloped,
systems integration is performed to ensure that the components operate in unison as a system.

The long-term systems engineering and software engineering goal for the IHF Team is to

develop a persistent, readily available set of models and simulations that can be composed as

required to address long-duration space flight biomedical issues associated with the NASA

Critical Path Road Map, providing predictive capabilities and the ability to assess proposed

countermeasures from an Integrated Human Function perspective. Although there are many

useful software engineering techniques, one important software engineering practice, object-

oriented software development, is critical in developing a composable approach to software

systems, such as those models and simulations needed to answer particular questions in the IHF
area. Simply stated, an object-oriented approach involves developing software modules for

specific functions with well-defined external interfaces, but which hide the internal methods by
which the functions are performed. This methodology greatly enables integration (or, perhaps

better stated, interoperability) of multiple software modules and applications, whether executing

in a tightly coupled fashion on a single computer or more loosely coupled across a local- or
wide-area-network. It also facilitates reuse of individual software modules across multiple

applications composed to answer different questions.

First-year milestones for IHF Team for inter-project integration:
• As a starting point for electronic collaboration, utilize the existing NSBRI secure site to post

and exchange relevant research information, plans, and interim results, and to make models and
simulations available for sharing. This and the milestone below form the beginning of our

bioinformatics efforts within current projects.

• Participate in the development of a limited data element dictionary to ensure common

understanding of the semantics of data elements that could be exchanged by the models and
simulations being developed. This is important in ensuring meaningful integration and

interoperability of models and simulations as the work of the Team expands.
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IV. Research Program Accomplishments

To initiate the team and start its work, six projects focus on models of the heart and limb muscle

function and metabolism because these tissues and organs are centrally involved in, and form a

causal mechanistic link among the adaptive responses occurring in microgravity cited above.

Information on these cells and organs is extraordinarily rich so that these topics are ripe for

quantitative simulation and analytical modeling. The projects are designed to lead to paradigms

and software approaches needed for other systems and teams. The first-year goals of these

projects and synergies within the team are given below. Although we have just begun and have

done so in a time-staggered manner, it is clear that important progress has been made. This

progress is due in large measure to three features of the projects in this team:

• soon after the team was formed but before all projects actually began funding, our

retreat made reality out of merely anticipated interactions. Unanticipated synergies were

uncovered. Common approaches were selected.

• each NSBRI project is operating in a large and generally well funded laboratory so that
work commenced earlier in many cases that did the actual funding by redirecting efforts from the
time the team was announced.

• the scientists in each project were scientifically well known to each other prior to

forming the team, and in some cases already had productive interactions and collaborations.

The six projects in the current program focus on metabolism and on cardiac and skeletal muscle

at the level of molecular, cellular and organ properties and demonstrate a desirable balance of

experimental work and synergistic modeling. Ion channels, electrical properties, control of

intracellular calcium dynamics, cross-bridge properties in different cell types, cellular energy

metabolism, whole-body substrate distribution and metabolism that may be altered during space

travel, and convergence of cellular to organ mechanics are experimentally studied and modeled.

The current projects can be grouped several ways:

• type of cell and organ: studies of cardiac function and studies of limb muscle function

with a project on systemic and intermediary metabolism further linking the two.

• experimental and theoretical simulations; all projects combine both for reasons given
above.

• development of modeling tools versus use of modeling tools: while each project will

develop its own simulation and model, the projects led by Coolahan and McCulloch also will

develop generally adaptable software tools, which they will need for their own work in the first
instance, but ipso facto are applicable to the whole team and for the other teams.

ACCOMPLISHMENTS BY THE TEAM AS A WHOLE

We consider the development of the following broad notions as important contributions of
collective work of the team:

• Mesoscopic level is the most appropriate to begin functional and mechanistic integration:

The development of each of our projects independently indicated the general tendency to work at

similar levels of organization within each project's particular subject material. This level was

generally at the level of individual cells and organized collections of cells in tissues and organs.
Out of these individual judgements, we formed a clear vision at our April retreat that the most

appropriate scientific and productive approach to our work was at the "mesoscopic" level. This

is the level that each project naturally gravitated to and can be defined as the middle level of
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organization.It is scientificallyappropriatebecausecurrentinvestigationsoccurat thatlevel. It
is productivebecauseit is relativelyeasyto extend,experimentallyandby modeling,
informationbothdowntowardsandto themolecularlevelandup towardsandto theorganand
systemlevel. Examplesaregivenundertheprogresslist for eachproject.

• Approachto systemsengineeringshouldstartat an intermediatelevel of complexity:

Developinga solutionto thecomplexproblemfacedby theIHF teamrequiresanappropriate
systems engineering approach. Lessons and tools for such solutions have been developed

effectively and successfully over the past five decades to design, develop, and manufacture

complex systems in government, business and academia. The systems engineering process

begins with a statement of need, proceeds to a definition of system requirements, and then

undertakes a successive multi-level decomposition of component functions which, when

designed and implemented, will meet the overall need. Examination of the component functions

identifies components that are readily in hand and gaps needing development. This process is

iterative, especially as new knowledge becomes available. Necessary interfaces between the

components are also identified. As individual components are developed, systems integration is

performed to ensure that the components operate in unison as a system. Current practice shows

that the iteration works well when the starting point is intermediate, i.e. a mesoscopic level of

biological organization, working towards the top in a systems-level integration and towards the

cell and molecule components. Thus the six current projects in the IHF Team are working at this

mesoscopic level of organization in their experimental work as well in the modeling and
simulation work.

• Modeling and integration needs to have a specific goal and to be targeted. Integration and
models need to account for specific functions in specific circumstances and over specific time

and spatial domains (and possibly other landscape features). The Critical Path Analyses should
provide these when developed more fully. This is the practical application of the principle of
teleonomy to NASA's goals.

• Modern biomedical science requires that all models ultimately be based on known
mechanisms, which are largely at the molecular and cellular level (due to the enormous success

of reductionist biology over the past several decades). Simply put, this is where the science is
now and where it will remain.

Research accomplishments for each project in the team.

INTEGRATING HUMAN MUSCLE ENERGETICS AND MECHANICS

M. J. Kushmerick, principal investigator

• Cellular biomechanics in human muscle,

We have analyzed the tibialis anterior muscle with a 3D method which is superior to all current

2D analyses which give only projections of solid angles. The tibialis anterior muscle has a

bipennate anatomy forming a central tendon that twists distally. Correct anatomical details are

needed because the force that the cells develop equals the force in the tendon times 1/cos 0,

where 0 is the angle between the fascicle bundle of cells and the tendon. Obviously larger forces

are borne by the muscles at large angles, and the cellular force may change significantly with

shape changes during contraction and with atrophy. All angles are measured normal to the plane
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of the tendon at the fascicle. The angle of insertion of the fascicles appears to be invariant along

the muscle. The fascicle angles (measured in approximately 1/3 '_ of the muscle) at rest were not

significantly different anywhere in the measured volumes, and averaged 11 ° ± 5 ° (stdev).

Work is underway to evaluate the fascicle angle during active muscle contraction. This

information is needed to assess the change in muscle cell forces due to anatomical factors and to

enable better interpretation of the functional energetics and metabolism at the level of the cell

from measurements in whole muscle. Also these results provide important data for the

biomechanical modeling to be started in year two of this project.

• Modeling intracellular energy metabolism

We recently published a relatively simple yet powerful algorithm which accounts for the time

course of energy changes during and following muscle activity. We made progress in three

directions with the modeling component of this project this year:

• include a term to account for glycolysis in the current published model

• test generality of the model for transient as well as steady state exercise
• include a function relating force and ATPase.

The advanced model is given by the following differential equation:

dATP(t) dPCr(t)
= -k • force ° ATP(t) + OxPhos(t)

dt dt
+ glycATP(t)

We tested the application of this more complete energy balance model as expressed in the

equation above for the analysis of a variety of types of contractions. Three types of exercise

were analyzed successfully, using the model with the same biochemical parameters: brief (90

sec) maximal twitches both in normal and with ischemic conditions and steady state normal

exercise for 7 minutes. These initial results demonstrate that the energy balance model is robust

and applicable to a range of physiological states in human exercise. In other applications we

have demonstrated this model also applies to rat and mouse muscle, with appropriate changes in

parameter values but not in the basic algorithm. We are in position now to apply this analysis to

a number of normal individuals to quantitatively and mechanistically assess the differences in the

biochemical parameters and system performance that exist. The model also serves as a basis for

analysis of working contractions; these will be carded out and analyzed during the rest of this
year and the next.

Another goal is to implement a detailed model for glycolysis and oxidative phosphorylation.

This is planned to be the intracellular counterpart to the whole body metabolic work in the

Cabrera project in the Integrated Human Function team. We realize that much of the

intracellular energetic model will be directly applicable to the myocardium and interfaced with

the work of the Bers, McCulloch and Coolahan projects. As soon as the Chase project develops

a working crossbridge model that will replace the simple term for ATPase in our current model.

• Funct.ional anatomy of microvasculature.and visualization of intramuscular vascular dynamics

gives kinetics of recovery.

Three dimensional ultrasound scans of intramuscular arteries and veins (- 1 mm and

smaller) near the middle of the tibialis anterior muscle were obtained. These vessels were

demonstrated to change their size and blood velocity in response to exercise. These scans

produced images of vessels analyzable by a number of criteria, including 1) the number of pixels
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showingvesselswith a velocity aboveathresholdflow, 2) thevelocity within the vessels, and 3)

the Doppler power within the vessels. Thus, functional imaging of the dynamic response

intramuscular vasculature is feasible. 3D US images were obtained after several minutes at rest
and during the 15 minute period of recovery following 1 minute of exercise (foot

dorsiflexion/plantarflexion). At each time point, 120 images were captured over an

approximately 5-cm length of the muscle. Dense cross-sectional views of the anterior tibial

muscle were captured in power Doppler mode with the gray scale background included. The

position and orientation of the scanhead were recorded during image acquisition by a magnetic

tracking system so that the scanned volume could be reconstructed in 3D. Within the volume the

3D images showed a large vasodilation after exercise which returned to baseline. The time

course of these changes could be fitted to an exponential decay. In 9 subjects, the mean time

constant was 2.3 + 1.1 minutes. These transient responses are twice the duration as the directly

measured blood flow in the nutrient artery by color doppler and by the dynamics ofintraceUular

energetics as determined by observation of the time course of chemical changes and flux

calculations from energetics modeling. We are working on further experiments and analyses to

determine the reason for this apparent difference. These results establish a firm basis for

proceeding with a detailed structural-functional analysis of exercise hyperemia at 1G that is

readily extensible to 0G environment with technology planned for the ISS.

DISTRIBUTED SIMULATION OF INTEGRATED HUMAN FUNCTION

James E. Coolahan, Jr. principal investigator

• Work progressing on human heart imaging and human myocyte model (Winslow).

We have developed a relational database (built on DB2) and user interface (Java) for visual
interaction with, and querying, of the anatomic data sets. We have also developed a suite of

Matlab tools that work using this interface, and which can be used to fit finite element models of
both cardiac geometry and fiber fields. The advantage of this tool is that it allows interactive

visual guidance of the fitting process by the user. MRI imaging methods are adapted to image
cadaver human hearts.

Developed simplified high-speed cardiac electrical/mechanical cardiac simulation and

integrated using High Level Architecture (HLA) as proof-of-concept

As an early demonstration of the ability to construct an interoperable simulation of cardiac

electrical and mechanical function, a simple electrical activation model and a simple mechanical
deformation model were constructed. The electrical model utilizes a 2D monodomain reaction-

diffusion partial differential equation (PDE) representation of the excitable tissue with a

piecewise-continuous, nonlinear voltage-current source term to represent the local excitation and

recovery properties of the cells. The grid points for the PDE solutions are arranged on a 10 cm x

10 cm grid with periodic boundary conditions in one direction (parallel to the fast axis) and no-

flux boundary conditions in the other direction (slow axis). Topologically the elements form a

cylinder with the cardiac "fiber" directions oriented circumferentially. The mechanical model of

the tissue consists of an array of square elements arranged in a rectangular grid with the same

cylindrical topology as in the electrical model. A simple Windkessel electrical circuit analog

with ideal diodes is used to represent the aortic and mitral valve behaviors. Solutions for the set

of differential equations for the equivalent electric circuit were obtained and yielded ventricular
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andsystemicpressuresat successivetimepoints. Theinstantaneousventricularpressureswere
thenusedto computetheradii of eachconcentrictissuefiber ring comprisingthewholeventricle
model.

To demonstratetheapplicabilityandviability of theHigh LevelArchitecture(HLA) for
purposesof IHF simulation,thesimplifiedelectromechanicalheartmodeldiscussedabovewas
convertedintoanHLA federation. Theelectromechanicalmodelwasbrokendowninto two
differentcomponentsthatwould form thebasisof two HLA federates.Thefirst federatewas
composedof thesimpleelectricalactivationmodelandalsoperformedECGcomputations,while
thesecondfederatecontainedthesimplemechanicaldeformationmodelandtheWindkessel
electricalcircuit analog.Next,a distributedfederationexecutionwassuccessfullycompleted
with eachfederateexecutingonaseparatemachineandall databeingpassedby theHLA Run-
Time Infrastructure(RTI) over the JH /APL network.

Work progressing on integration of JHU electrical model and UCSD mechanical model of
cardiac function.

In support of the effort to achieve the distributed high-fidelity simulation of electromechanical

cardiac function via interoperation of the UCSD and JHU models, most initialization and

configuration steps have been completed. The simulation software used by the JHU (Winslow)

electrical model has been installed. The mechanical model is simulated using the Continuity 5.0

continuum modeling software package developed by UCSD. Simulations have been run

remotely on UCSD's Origin 2100 server and configured so that a JHU/APL-based computer

performed all visualization functions. Using this configuration, several remotely executed

mechanical simulations have been performed, including passive and active inflation of a

symmetric ellipsoidal 3-element model of a canine left ventricle; passive and active inflation of a

symmetric ellipsoidal 3-element model of a canine left ventricle using a JHU/APL-generated

input data sequence; and passive inflation and systolic deformation of a non-symmetrical high-

order 24-element finite element (FE) model of the 3D canine left ventricle.

• Cardiac and cardiovascular system models being integrated.

A collaboration has begun with members of the NSBRI Cardiovascular Alterations team at the
Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT). A more advanced (compared to the simple model

discussed previously) electrical-mechanical simulation of the left and right ventricles is being

integrated with a new cardiovascular system model currently under development at MIT that is

based on the "CVSIM" cardiovascular simulator that is used as a teaching tool in the Harvard-

MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology. The original MIT model was derived from

experimental data and is a generalization of the simple Windkessel lumped circuit model of the

heart and circulation. The model parameters have been adjusted so that the model yields a heart

rate variability spectrum comparable to the average spectrum obtained from 15 NASA
astronauts.

This electro-mechanical model of the heart is being integrated with the MIT cardiovascular

system model using the HLA, replacing the simple sinusoidally-varying capacitance model of

the ventricles currently used. The integrated cardiovascular system model will initially be used

to study hemodynamics and reflex responses to abnormal cardiac rhythms, such as electrical

altemans, runs of ectopic beats, and also tachycardia. These behaviors can most directly

demonstrate the capabilities of an integrated model.
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INTEGRATIVE CARDIAC MYOCYTE MODEL: ION CHANNELS,CA AND
CONTRACTION
Don Bers,PrincipalInvestigator

Ourmodelingeffort is currentlybeingimplementedin auser-friendlyfashionthrough
developmentof aninteractivecomputerprogram,LabHEARTe . It wasdevelopedto simulate
theactionpotential,ioniccurrentsandCahandlingmechanismsin a rabbitventricularmyocyte.
User-oriented,its designallowsswitchingbetweenvoltageandcurrentclamp,easyon-line
manipulationof keyparametersto changetheoriginal formulation. The modelreproduces
normalrabbitventricularmyocytecurrentsCatransientsandactionpotentials(AP).

Wecanalsochangeparametersto simulatedataobtainedfrom heartfailure (HF) myocytes,
includingreducedtransientoutwardandinwardrectifyingK currents(It,,andIK1),enhanced
NaJCaexchangeexpressionandreducedSRCa-ATPasefunction,butunalteredCacurrent
density. ThesechangescausedreducedCa transientamplitudeandincreasedAP duration
(especiallyat lower frequency)asobservedexperimentally.Thecomputermodelshowedthat
the increasedIr_cxin heartfailure lowersthe intracellular[Ca]([Ca]i) thresholdfor atriggered
AP from 800to 540nM. Similarly thedecreasein IK_reducedthethresholdto 600nM. Changes
in Itohavenoeffect. CombiningenhancedNa/Caexchangewith reducedIK1(asin heartfailure)
loweredthethresholdto triggeranAP to 380nM. Thesereproduceexperimentalresultsin heart
failurewherethecontributionsof differentfactorsis not readilydistinguishable.We conclude
thatthetriggeredAPsthatcontributeto nonreentrantventriculartachycardiain heartfailureare
dueapproximatelyequally(andnearlyadditively)to alterationsin I_cxandI_1. A freecopyof
this sottwarecanbeobtainedathttp://www.meddean.luc.edu/lumen/DeptWebs/physio/bers.html
andthis work is currentlyin pressin theAmericanJournalof Physiology.

Onthe2+developmentendof theproject,"wehavedevelopedanewdetailedmathematicalmodel
for Ca handlingandionic currentsin theventricularmyocyte.Themodel includesthe
following novel features:1)Threefunctionalcytosoliccompartments(junctional,
subsarcolemmalandbulk) sinceion channelsin thejunctionandelsewheresenseion
concentrationswhich differ from bulk (figure below). 2) A reversibleSRCapumpassuggested
by theresultsof Shannon,et al. (Biophys. J. 78:322-333), 3) A scheme for Na-Ca exchange

transport which is [Na]i-dependent and allosterically regulated by [Ca]i as proposed by Weber, et
al. (J. Gen. Physiol. 117(2): 119-31) and 4) A phenomenological model of SR Ca release

(Fabiato, .I. Gen. Physiol. 85:247-289) including both inactivation/adaptation (Cheng, et al.,

Science 267:2009-2011, Stem, et al., (,I. Gen. Physiol. 113:469-489) and SR Ca load-dependence

(Shannon et al., Biophys. J. 78: 334-343). The data describes normal electrical activity and Ca

handling characteristics of the cardiac myocyte and the SR Ca load-dependence of these

processes. A particular emphasis is placed upon reproducing the non-linear dependence of
fractional SR Ca release upon load and we conclude that this model is more robust than

previously existing models that do not adequately account for SR Ca load-dependence. A

manuscript from this work is currently in preparation.

Also on the development end, we are currently working upon a model that emulates the Ca

dependence, cooperativity and force-generating capacity of the myofilaments of the cardiac
myocytes. Extensive work has been done upon these aspects of the project and the outlook is

promising. This aspect of the project interfaces directly and synergistically with the Chase

project.
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METABOLIC ADAPTATIONS OF SKELETAL MUSCLETO TRAINING/DETRAINING: A
SYSTEMSMODEL
MarcoCabrera,PrincipalInvestigator

Thisprojectis developingacomputationalmodelof skeletalmusclemetabolismthat
incorporatesthenecessarycomponents(enzymes,substrates,reactions,andpathways)and
subsystems(slow-twitchandfast-twitchfibers)participatingin theacuteandchronicmetabolic
adaptationto traininganddetraining.Theresultingcomputationalmodelmayultimatelyassist
in thedesignandevaluationof optimalexercisetrainingprotocolsto counteractthedeleterious
effectsof weightlessnessonskeletalmusclestructure,metabolismandfunction. In parallel,we
startedthedevelopmentof acomputationalmodelof cardiacmetabolismthatcouldbe
incorporatedinto ourproposedwhole-bodymodelof energymetabolism.Thus,overthe last
five monthswehavefocusedon developinga detailedmodelof metabolismfor skeletalmuscle
andan initial modelof metabolismfor cardiacmuscle.

Skeletal Muscle Metabolism. Training Responses.
We have worked on identifying morphological/structural, biochemical/metabolic, and

functional characteristics of skeletal muscle fibers that are affected by endurance training.

Accordingly, we have redesigned the model subsystems and their elements. The new model of

skeletal muscle is subdivided into slow- and fast-twitch fiber type compartments in order to show

the effects endurance training has on the morphology and metabolism of each specific type of

muscle fiber. To obtain a more accurate description of the metabolic changes that occur during

endurance training, various substrates, enzymes, and metabolites have been added (See Table).

In the previous model, there was no differentiation between fiber types and many intermediate

substrates and enzymes were lumped into a single summarizing reaction.

At this point of the project, a map of the pathways of energy metabolism in skeletal

muscle has been created, and essential parameters in skeletal muscle adaptation to training have
been identified. Yet to be determined is the link between gene expression and activity of the

various enzymes affected by training. The activity of many enzymes with endurance training

increases before any increase in mitochondrial density is seen in muscle cells. This means there
must be some factor other than an increase in the number of mitochondria that plays a role in

increased enzyme activity. Once we link together the factors affecting enzyme activity, the next

step is to mathematically integrate the different metabolic pathways in muscle using this

redesigned model.

Cardiac Metabolism.

As part of developing a whole-body model of metabolism we are developing a

computational model of cardiac metabolism. Currently, we are estimating model parameters

from experimental studies and validating some of the model predictions.

In addition, Marco Cabrera visited Dr. Babs Soller at the Medical Center of the University of

Massachusetts, Worcester to explore the possibility of building a collaboration. Dr. Soller is a PI

member of the Smart Medical Systems team. The collaboration will investigate the links

between interstitial pO2, pCO2, pH, lactate metabolism and work capacity in order to develop
and monitor high intensity training programs for the International Space Station. The aim of this

proposal is to develop optimal training programs to minimize time invested in counteracting the

effects of microgravity on skeletal muscle function.
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CELL AND MOLECULAR BIOMECHANICS:CARDIAC AND SKELETAL MUSCLE
P.BryantChase,PrincipalInvestigator

Workprogresseson two fronts:

• isoformdependenceof productinhibition of cellularbiomechanicsat thecrossbridge level

Humanandanimalmusclesarecomposedof amixtureof cell types. To correctlymodel the
interactionbetweencellularbiomechanicsandenergeticsin heterogeneoussystems,it is
necessaryto know thepropertiesof the individual cell types. Wehavemadecomparisonin
singlefibersfrom five skeletalmusclesof therat. Thesensitivityto inorganicphosphate(a
metabolitethataccumulatesduringstrenuousexerciseandfatigue)andto pH (which also
decreaseswith contractionandfatigue). While all fiberswereinhibitedby Pi andlower pH,
therewerestriking fiber-specificdifferences.Soleusfiberswhich containthehighestproportion
of slowmyosinheavychainwereinhibitedby Pi at lowerconcentrationsthat in otherfibers;half
maximalinhibition occurredat6 - 7 mM Pi in soleus.Fiberswith high proportionof fast
myosinheavychainshowedthegreatestpH inhibition to forcedevelopment.We alsoconfirmed
thedifferencesin Ca**sensitivityto developmentof contractileforcebut thenew information
showedafiber-specificalterationin thissensitivity.

• molecularmodelingof cellularbiomechanics

Our initial work incorporatesinto aMonte-Carlosimulationof crossbridgesproteincompliances
derivedfrom measuredvaluesandCa÷÷regulation. An importantnew additionis thatthemodel
containsa3-dimensionallyaccuraterepresentationof themyofilamentlatticestructure.This
modelproducedactivationcurvessimilar to measuredforce-pCacurves.Theshapeof these
curvesdependsonthecomplianceof theproteinsin thefilament;this isa propertywhich is not
usuallyconsideredin thinkingabouttheeffectsof proteinisoforms(both in thethin andthick
filaments). This resultsuggeststhatpartof thewell knowncooperativityin theCa÷÷activationis
dueto mechanicalpropertiesin additionto protein-proteininteractions.Experimentalwork is
characterizingthepropertiesof variousisoforms. Thecombinationof experimentandmodeling
will developauniqueandusefulmodelof musclechemomechanicsat thecrossbridgeandsingle
cell level; thesecanbesummedandintegratedoverthefiber typescomprisinganatomical
musclesto yield accuratepredictionsof function.

INTEGRATEDMODELING OF CARDIAC MECHANICAL AND ELECTRICAL
FUNCTION
AndrewD. McCulloch,PrincipalInvestigator

Fundsfor thisprojectwereonly receivedfrom theagencybeginningAugust 1st,2001,but
substantialprogresshasalreadybeenmadein thefollowing areas:

Software engineering:

We have almost completed the alpha release of Continuity 6. O, which has been specifically

designed to facilitate model integration. The computational server and user interface client have

been completely separated and communicate across any network through standardized XML-

based data encodings. The user interface client is scriptable, programmable and includes a
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graphicaluserinterfacewith powerful embeddedvisualization.Themodelcomputationalserver
hasbeenmodularizedsothatdifferentmodelsubsystemscanbereadily loadedandintegrated.
Seehttp://cmrg.ucsd.edu/modelling/modelling.html. We expect the new release to be ready by
the Fall.

Parallel computing:

Excellent progress on developing parallel algorithms for large-scale modeling of three-

dimensional tissue mechanics and electrophysiology.

Excitation-contraction-metabolic coupling:

We have recently published in Biophysical Journal a new model that is the first to couple

cardiac action potential propagation with intracellular calcium cycling and intracellular
concentrations and fluxes of ATP and ADP. A web site allows users to run the model

interactively via their browser (http://bionome,sdsc.edo).

Electromeehanieal coupling: We have developed a new three-dimensional model ofventricular

mechanoelectric feedback showing that regional alterations in action potential morphology are

not consistent with a simple uniaxial strain determinant of stretch-activated current that may

underlie arrhythmogenesis in microgravity. A combination of strains in the muscle fiber and

transverse directions were required to reproduce experimental observations in rabbits. We have

also developed a new model of electromechanical coupling that predicts how the three-

dimensional sequence of action potential propagation influences global and regional right and

left ventricular mechanics. This model also include the anatomy of the Purkinje fiber network

and a paper has been recently submitted.

Interactions: With the other members of the team we have formulated a systems model of the

principal cardiac physiological interactions that we wish to focus on in the team project
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Using the same hierarchical organization and basic set of interactions, a very similar chart can be
made for integrating skeletal muscle components of the projects in this team.

Skeletal Muscle Projects
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V. Future Program Directions

The work of this team is only beginning; no project has been operational for a full year. The

primary tasks are to complete the specific aims of each project at least within the expected three

year duration of each project. A listing of the milestones for the first year is given in the section

above on the design of the research program for the team. Here we outline the long term

milestones which capture our current vision.

Five-Year Research Strategy

In the 2002-2006 time frame, the IHF Team will complete its six initial projects.

Additionally, new research projects are being sought within the integrated function team and
from the other teams to expand the physiologic basis of the team, to foster development of

models within other teams as synergistic activities and to develop systems-level models that will

be joined to provide a view of the overall physiology of the astronaut.

Five-year milestones for the current IHF Team:

• Concepts and modeling of Ca ++ control and electromechanical coupling will be made

common for cardiac and skeletal muscle, using common cellular and molecular

components where possible. This will demonstrate common and distinguishing features
between the two types of muscle, predict the consequences of adaptive isoform switching

and predict Ca ++ transients in both, which will be essential to evaluate the Ca ++ and other

signals involved in normal and mal-adaptive effects.
• Concepts and modeling of cellular and whole-organism energetics and metabolism will

be extended to include normal 1G exercise requirements and altered requirements in 0G.

Evaluation of the model predictions with actual exercise experience at 1G, in bed rest and

with astronaut data will be possible and used to validate the model.

• Several software tools and approaches will be developed. We will explore and

demonstrate methods of standardizing data interchange among models and simulations,

making use of commercial standards wherever possible. We will explore and

demonstrate methods of integrating models and simulations, whether being executed in a

tightly coupled fashion on a single computer, or loosely coupled across a network. From
this information decisions will be made on the approaches to be used throughout the IHF

program and on strategic interfacing with other teams within NSBRI.

This anticipated progress represents a unique contribution to the NSBRI program and to

physiological modeling in general. The reason is its tight thematic focus and, within that focus, a
solid hierarchical integration from molecules to organs. Integration of intracellular signaling and

metabolism, intercellular mechanics, metabolism and signaling, and resultant or__rg_ functional

output will have begun. This thematic and hierarchical working knowledge is expected to direct

the development of similar integration along other cell types and organ systems by the concepts

and software developed.

All of the above will enable a quantitative test of the basic premise: that insufficient

lower limb and hip muscle activity is a major factor in reduced muscle activity and hence muscle

atrophy, reduced cardiovascular output and function, and altered metabolic and nutritional needs.
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Five-to-Ten-Year Research Strategy

A long term effort is required to unite the necessary physiological systems into an

integrated whole. Iteration will be constantly required. This work will develop the range of

physiological systems and models, integrated both vertically and horizontally, and develop the

software systems engineering to perform simulations of the components and of the ensemble.

The plan is depicted in the figure below. We will have a number of models of system
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Astronaut
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components, vertically integrated to

include as much of the organ to molecule

information as available, appropriate for

the countermeasures developed for each

system and for the specific challenges and

stresses envisioned by NASA's risk

analysis system. These models will be

developed primarily by the Integrated

Human Function Team, but models

developed by other teams will be fostered,
facilitated and interfaced with. Models

are interconnected to provide realistic
simulation of astronaut behavior.

Physiological signals and stresses provide

input to the homeostatic and dynamic

systems of the astronaut and prior

knowledge for the models. We will form
intimate connections with the work of the

Smart Medical Systems and envision
shared simulation modules with medical

evaluation and therapy planning. All are

interconnected with a continuously

evolving bioinformatics program. In the

systems and sottware engineering area,

the mid-term (5-10 years) objective is to

develop an electronically-enabled

collaborative environment, linking subject matter experts and composable sets of models and

simulations that can assist in answering specifically-posed subsets of biomedical questions

associated with long-duration space flight. Elements of such a collaborative environment would

include the appropriate modeling and simulation tools and data, and associated computer

hardware platforms; standards for data element definitions, data interchange and

modeling/simulation interoperability within an overall framework; network resources for

communication, electronic collaboration, and remote/distributed model/simulation execution;

and processes for configuration management and assessment of model validity for specific uses.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

In the Fall of 2000, the National Space Biomedical Research Institute's (NSBRI) Muscle

Alterations and Atrophy Team (MAAT) began its second three-year funding cycle on

research dealing with the structural and functional deficits of the skeletal muscle system

in response to prolonged exposure to space flight or the environment of microgravity. Of

the eight original projects that were selected in the first period of funding (1997-2000),

only one project was selected for continuation. This project was headed by Dr. Alfred

Goldberg, Harvard Medical School; and Dr Ken Baldwin, University of California, Irvine

served as a co-investigator on that original project.

In the Fiscal-Year 2000-2003 funding cycle, seven new projects were selected for

funding in addition to Dr. Goldberg's project. Two projects were selected for a funding

cycle that started on October 1, 2000. These selections involved projects headed by Dr.

Baldwin and Dr. Goldberg, who now serve as the Team Leader and Co-Team Leader,

respectively, for the MAAT. The remaining six projects were recently initiated in funding

cycles at different starling dates in the 2001 calendar year, as detailed in the section on

Research Program Accomplishments.

The research mission of the MAAT is to ascertain the underlying mechanisms associated

with the loss of muscle mass, strength, and endurance that are the cornerstones of the

structural and functional deficits that occur when individuals (human and animal) are

subjected to prolonged states of inactivity or skeletal muscle unloading. A key element of

this research mission is to elucidate countermeasures that can effectively ameliorate these

deficits using a variety of strategies such as exercise, nutritional and pharmacological

interventions, as well as the unique strategy of human powered artificial gravity.

Muscle Deficits to Be Addressed by the Muscle Team.

The following deficits have been identified in the critical pathway of understanding

astronaut health and safety during prolonged spaceflight. These include:

Reduced muscle mass (atrophy), which is thought to be due to an imbalance in

protein synthetic to protein degradation activity within targeted fibers. The

mechanism for such a response is largely unknown.

Reduced muscle strength leading to a decrease in physical activity performance and

high power output capacity. Deficits in strength often exceed the loss in muscle mass

suggesting that more complex mechanisms are responsible for the reduced

performance.

A slow-to-fast shift in the contractile protein phenotype, e.g., shifts to faster myosin

heavy chain (MHC) and calcium cycling proteins. These alterations induce the

muscle fibers to become less economical in sustaining force output.



A decreasedresistanceto fatigue,(whichcouldhavefunctionalimplications in the
performanceof extravehicularactivity in spaceandin performingemergencyegress
activity uponspacecraft landing.)Thisproblemis relevantto theotherdeficits
outlinedabove.

A pronenessto muscleinjury, which is dueto theatrophyandlossof strength.An
additionaloutcomeof themuscleweaknesscouldcauseincreasedsusceptibilityto
accidentsthat couldcausedamageto othersystems,e.g.,bonefractures.

Changesin musclepropertiesarecloselylinked to changesin the ability of nervous

system to accurately control movements and thus such changes affect safety when

performing any type of work.

Current Research Themes (PI's):

Listed below are the research topics and the associated Principal Investigators that form

the backbone of the MAAT. These include:

Role of Muscle Loading Conditions on Mechanisms of Protein Translation and

Their Impact on Unloading-Induced Atrophy -(PI: K. M. Baldwin; University of

California, Irvine)

• The Activation of Protein Breakdown Upon Unloading and Possible

Countermeasures--(PI: A.L. Goldberg; Harvard Medical School)

• Calpains in Simulated Microgravity-induced Muscle Atrophy -(PI: P. B. Antin:

University of Arizona)

• Genomics of Human Skeletal Muscle During Bedrest and Exercise --(PI: M.

Hamilton; University of Missouri, Columbia)

• Gene Expression Profiling of Unloaded Skeletal Muscle -(PI: S. Kandarian:

Boston University)

• In Vivo Stress Strain Dynamics in Human Muscle -(PI:S. Sinha; University of

California, Los Angeles)

• .Redux Modulation of Muscle Fatigue and Atrophy Processes in (Simulated)

Microgravity-(PI: M. Reid: Baylor College of Medicine)

• Calcium Homeostasis and Muscle Phenotype -(PI: R. Wiseman: Michigan State

University )

Based on the above descriptions, it is evident that the current research team is addressing

relevant issues linked to the identified risks associated with NASA's critical pathway for



extendinghumanspaceexplorationfor prolongeddurationasdefinedabovein the
ExecutiveSummary.

All projectsin someway impacteitherdirectly or indirectlyon thecritical
problemof muscleatrophyandthecorrespondinglossin musclestrengthand
humanperformance.

TheBaldwin,Goldberg,andAntin projectsseekabetterunderstandingof the
mechanismsassociatedwith the imbalancein proteinsynthesisandprotein
degradation.

• TheGoldbergandAntin Projects,while addressingmechanismsof degradation,
focusondifferent,butcomplementaryprocessesthatimpactprotein loss.

O ¸ The Baldwin project directly addresses mechanisms of protein balance in the

context of defining the underlying factors that support resistance exercise as a

fundamental countermeasure to ameliorate muscle atrophy in response to space

flight.

The Kandarian (rodent) and Hamilton (human) projects deal with parameters of

functional genomics that can potentially affect mechanisms related to key genes

involved in both atrophy and hypertrophy processes.

The Wiseman project will provide insight into cell signaling and regulatory

factors that control the protein phenotype and the metabolic capacity of muscle
cells.

• The Reid project will dissect the role of both ionizing radiation and reactive

oxygen species on mechanisms of fatigue, as well as muscle atrophy processes.

The Sinha/Edgerton project will use humans to dissect the effects of unloading on

stress/strain function in skeletal muscle and attempt to dissect the mechanisms of

how muscles may become prone to injury in the face of atrophy and loss of

strength.

In addition, investigators within the MAAT are initiating interactions with PIs in other

NSBRI teams. For example Dr. Baldwin is part of a research project headed by Dr.

Shapiro of the Bone Team in investigations on bone and muscle wasting in spinal injured

patients. Also, Drs. Hamilton and Baldwin are beginning collaborations with Dr. Per

Tesch of the Karolinska Institute in Stockholm, Sweden on mechanisms of muscle

wasting in human subjects exposed to prolonged inactivity. Finally, interactions are

underway between members of the muscle team and individuals in the Nutrition and

Fitness team to explore common problems facing these research entities.

Research Accomplishments:



Although it is rather early in the current funding cycle, there have been significant

research accomplishments thus far among members of the muscle team. These include

the following highlights summarized by work by the teams headed by Dr. Baldwin and

Dr. Goldberg.

In collaboration with Dr. V. R. Edgerton's group at UCLA, Dr Baldwin's group has been

studying a unique model to induce marked atrophy of the skeletal muscle system called

spinal isolation (SI). The SI model induces marked atrophy by 40 -50% in both slow and

fast rodent muscle. The atrophy response is brought about by marked decreases in

transcriptional activity of sarcomeric genes (myosin heavy chain and actin), which lowers

the amount of mRNA available for translation. Total RNA concentration and content, of

which the majority is ribosomal, is markedly reduced. Although the activity of enzyme

systems involved in protein translation remain activated in the inactive muscles, it

appears that the decrease in transcription and the increased expression of enzyme systems

involved in protein degradation (enzymes of the ubiquitin proteasome and calcium

activated calpains) are up-regulated to create net protein loss. These findings clearly point

to the importance of maintaining transcriptional activity in order to generate sufficient

substrate for protein translation in models of marked atrophy.

Research in Dr. Goldbergs group has been using a comprehensive picture of the

transcriptional adaptations that occur during various types of muscle atrophy, and that

may be responsible for the activation of protein breakdown. They have used Incyte

cDNA microarrays to compare mRNA levels in normal mouse muscles with those from

several types of atrophying muscles (manuscript in preparation). Because much is known

about the enhancement ofproteolysis in muscle and this tissue's other metabolic

adaptations to fasting, they initially performed microarray experiments comparing

polyA+RNA from muscles of normal and food-deprived mice, and have identified a

group of genes whose transcripts change markedly in the atrophying muscles.

One EST was of particular interest because its level increased most dramatically (8-12

fold) upon fasting. Therefore, they have cloned this protein and defined its properties

(Gomes, et al, Proc Natl Acad Sci, In Press). The team demonstrates here that this

protein has the properties of an E3 (ubiquitin protein ligase) of the SCF class, and it is

unusual in being expressed selectively in striated muscle, they have also studied further

the expression of this gene upon food deprivation, with hind limb suspension, and in

several other models of human diseases in which there is a marked acceleration of muscle

proteolysis. These studies demonstrate the existence of a novel ubiquitination enzyme

that appears to increase whenever muscles undergo atrophy.

This gene is expressed specifically in skeletal muscles and to a much lower degree in

heart. Because this mRNA also markedly increases in leg muscles atrophying due to

diabetes, cancer and renal failure, as well as disuse (hind-limb suspension) and

denervation, the Goldberg team has named it atrogin.

Future Program Directions



During the next five-year time frame the Muscle Team will evolve a countermeasure

strategic plan that is predicated on ground based models using both animal and human

subjects. The following projects are envisioned:

Interact the ground-based models of limb suspension and resistance training

paradigms to prevent muscle atrophy using human subjects. This project will

likely be expanded to involve the bed rest model and expand the project to include

nutritional interventions in collaboration with the Nutrition and Fitness Team (see

below).

Develop in-depth studies on the effects of artificial gravity on skeletal muscle

structure and function. This project will also make use of the unilateral limb

suspension model.

Test pharmacological approaches identified in the present funding period

separately and in combination with resistance training using animal models for

inducing muscle atrophy.

• Amplify how resistance loading and unloading affects stress-strain reactions in

human subjects.

Explore interactions with the Nutrition and Fitness Team concerning how the

separate and combined effects of nutritional modification and physical exercise

impacts muscle homeostasis and protein balance in bed rest subjects.

II. INTRODUCTION

Previous research involving both humans and animals clearly indicate that the skeletal

muscle system is negatively impacted by prolonged exposure to states of unloading (bed

rest; space flight). The following deficits have been identified in the critical pathway of

understanding astronaut health and safety during prolonged spaceflight. These include:

Reduced muscle mass (atrophy), which is thought to be due to an imbalance in

protein synthetic to protein degradation activity within targeted fibers. The

mechanism for such a response is largely unknown.

Reduced muscle strength leading to a decrease in physical activity performance and

high power output capacity. Deficits in strength often exceed the loss in muscle mass

suggesting that more complex mechanisms are responsible for the reduced

performance.

A slow-to-fast shift in the contractile protein phenotype, e.g., shifts to faster myosin

heavy chain (MHC) and calcium cycling proteins. These alterations induce the

muscle fibers to become less economical in sustaining force output.



A decreasedresistanceto fatigue,(whichcouldhavefunctionalimplicationsin the
performanceof extravehicularactivity in spaceandin performingemergencyegress
activityuponspacecraft landing.)Thisproblemis relevantto theotherdeficits
outlinedabove.

A pronenessto muscleinjury, which is dueto theatrophyandlossof strength.An
additionaloutcomeof themuscleweaknesscouldcauseincreasedsusceptibilityto
accidentsthatcouldcausedamageto othersystems,e.g.,bonefractures.

Changesin musclepropertiesarecloselylinked to changesin theability of nervous

system to accurately control movements and thus such changes affect safety when
performing any type of work.

The Muscle Atrophy and Alterations Team (MAAT) was formed as an integral

component of the National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) in order to

evolve both a strategic plan and comprehensive research program in order to 1) gain

insight into the causes of muscle dysfunction in microgravity environments and 2) to

generate effective countermeasures to ameliorate the structural and functional deficits in

this important organ system under conditions of muscle unloading.

III. RPROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

In Fiscal Year 2000-2001, the Muscle Team research program was totally restructured,

due in part to the turnover of team members via the peer review process. The current

team is comprised of eight principal investigators, with five of them being new NSBRI

investigators. This caused a significant refocus and a shift in the team's research

objectives, which now are more closely aligned with addressing issues more relevant to

the critical pathway as defined above in the Introduction section.

Current Research Themes (PI's):

Role of Muscle Loading Conditions on Mechanisms of Protein Translation and

Their Impact on Unloading-Induced Atrophy -(PI: K. M. Baldwin; University of

California, Irvine)

• The Activation of Protein Breakdown Upon Unloading and Possible

Countermeasures--(PI: A.L. Goldberg; Harvard Medical School)

• Calpains in Simulated Microgravity-induced Muscle Atrophy -(PI: P. B. Antin:

University of Arizona)

• Genomics of Human Skeletal Muscle During Bedrest and Exercise --(PI: M.

Hamilton; University of Missouri, Columbia)

• Gene Expression Profiling of Unloaded Skeletal Muscle -(PI: S. Kandarian:

Boston University)



In Vivo StressStrainDynamicsin HumanMuscle-(PI:S.Sinha;Universityof
California,LosAngeles)

.ReduxModulationof MuscleFatigueandAtrophyProcessesin (Simulated)
Microgravity-(PI: M. Reid:BaylorCollegeof Medicine)

CalciumHomeostasisandMusclePhenotype-(PI: R. Wiseman:MichiganState
University )

The Current Research Strategy:

Risk #---_

Proj ects

K. Baldwin

UCI

#1

Muscle

Atrophy

#2

,[,Strength

#3

Phenotype

Change

#4

Fatigue

Properties

#5

Injury/

Repair

#6

Movement

Accuracy

X X X X X

A. Goldberg X X
Harvard

S. Kandarian
X X X X X

Boston U.

M. Reid
X X X

Baylor

M. Hamilton
X X X X X

Missouri

P. Antin
X

Arizona

R. Wiseman X X
Washington

S.Sinha X X X X X
UCLA

Based on the above matrix, it is evident that the current research team is addressing

relevant issues linked to the identified risks associated with NASA's critical pathway for

extending human space exploration for prolonged duration.

All projects in some way impact either directly or indirectly on the critical

problem of muscle atrophy and the corresponding loss in muscle strength and

human performance.

The Baldwin, Goldberg, and Antin projects seek a better understanding of the

mechanisms associated with the imbalance in protein synthesis and protein

degradation.



• The Goldberg and Antin Projects, while addressing mechanisms of degradation,

focus on different, but complementary processes that impact protein loss.

The Baldwin project directly addresses mechanisms of protein balance in the

context of defining the underlying factors that support resistance exercise as a

fundamental countermeasure to ameliorate muscle atrophy in response to space

flight.

The Kandarian (rodent) and Hamilton (human) projects deal with parameters of

functional genomics that can potentially affect mechanisms related to key genes

involved in both atrophy and hypertrophy processes.

The Wiseman project will provide insight into cell signaling and regulatory

factors that control the protein phenotype and the metabolic capacity of muscle

cells.

• The Reid project will dissect the role of both ionizing radiation and reactive

oxygen species on mechanisms of fatigue, as well as muscle atrophy processes.

The Sinha/Edgerton project will use humans to dissect the effects of unloading on

stress/strain function in skeletal muscle and attempt to dissect the mechanisms of

how muscles may become prone to injury in the face of atrophy and loss of

strength.

The collective projects thus provide insight into the current problems in muscle structure

and function that impact the critical pathway.

However, our current research team efforts and resources are deficient in addressing

issues related to neuromuscular function.

IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Role of Muscle Loading on Mechanisms of Protein Translation and the Impact on

Unloading-Induced Atrophy--K. M. Baldwin; PI.

Grant Activation Date: October 1, 2000-2001

Specific Aims of the Grant:

To determine how changes in mechanical loading impact fundamental signaling

pathways and regulatory processes that control protein translation

capacity/efficiency in the context of skeletal muscle hypertrophy and atrophy.

To systematically develop a rodent resistance training program designed to

attenuate the atrophy process and blunt slow to fast transitions in contractile

protein phenotype.



• To determinethepotentialinteractionof aminoacid(leucineandcysteine)
therapyandresistancetrainingasacountermeasure.

Progress To Date:

In FY 2000-2001 four projects were initiated in order to establish cellular/molecular

profiles in skeletal muscle reflecting anabolic/catabolic states based on net protein

balance in skeletal muscle using models that cause either marked atrophy or hypertrophy.

Project #1 examined changes in rodent slow and fast skeletal muscle in response to

complete muscle inactivity, as induced by the novel technique of spinal isolation (SI) in

which the spinal cord is severed and all afferent input into the motor pathways to the

muscles are eliminated. Project #2 examined adaptive hypertrophy responses to the

intervention of chronic functional overload (FO)in which the target muscles are induced

to increase their weight bearing activities by the surgical elimination of synergists.

Project #3 examined the effects of an intermittent isometric resistance training (IRT)on

hypertrophying processes in slow and fast skeletal muscles. Project #4 examined

cellular/molecular markers of anabolic/catabolic processes in human skeletal muscles that

were subjected to unilateral lower limb suspension (ULLS), resistance training (RT), and

ULLS plus RT. This latter project was performed in collaboration with Dr. Per Tesch at

the Karolinska Research Institute in Stockholm, Sweden.

Key Findings:

The SI model induces marked atrophy by 40 -50% in both slow and fast rodent muscle.

The atrophy response is brought about by marked decrease in transcriptional activity of

sarcomeric genes (myosin heavy chain and actin), which lowers the amount of mRNA

available for translation. Total RNA concentration and content, of which the majority is

ribosomal, is markedly reduced. Although the activity of enzyme systems involved in

protein translation remain activated in the inactive muscles, it appears that the decrease in

transcription and the increased expression of enzyme systems involved in protein

degradation (enzymes of the ubiquitin proteasome and calcium activated calpains) are up-

regulated to create net protein loss. These findings clearly point to the importance of

maintaining transcriptional activity in order to generate sufficient substrate for protein

translation in models of marked atrophy.

With functional overload, the opposite occurs in that transcriptional activity of

sarcomeric proteins is increased. Also, enzyme systems and activation of prteins involved

in protein translation are increased relative to control states. Further, there is increased

expression of muscle growth factors such as IGF-1 and myogenic growth factor, which

are thought to increase signaling for protein translation. Preliminary studies suggest that

there is decreased expression of the proteins involved in protein degradation. Thus in this

robust model of hypertrophy there is net positive protein balance by increasing the

transcriptional/translational events while blunting degradation processes.



Theinitial findingsof theIRT studysuggeststhatslow skeletalmuscleis more
responsivethan fastmuscleto theanaboliceffectsof resistancetrainingasperformed
under isometricconditions.Additionalexperimentsarebeingperformedto further
evaluatethis finding.

Finally, in humansundergoingmuscleatrophy,thepatternsof changeof mRNA for both
myosinheavychainandactinarereduced,which is consistentwith thetypeof changes
observedin rodentmodelsof muscleatrophy.Thisobservationsuggeststhathumanand
animalmusclemayrespondto alteredloadingviasimilarmechanisms.

The activation of Protein Breakdown in Muscle Upon Unloading and Possible

Countermeasures : Alfred Goldberg, PI

Grant Start Date: October 1, 2000-2001

Specific Aims of Grant:

To clarify the mechanisms that activate the Ubiquitin (Ub)-proteasome pathway

during muscle atrophy induced by hindlimb suspension and by glucocorticoids,

which may contribute to muscle wasting.

To determine whether pharmacological inhibitors of the Ub-proteasome pathway

could be useful as countermeasures to reduce muscle proteolysis and atrophy and

to synthesize novel types of inhibitors of this pathway.

By using a gene micro-array analysis, identify the spectrum of genes whose

transcriptions rises or falls during muscle atrophy induced by hind-limb
suspension or glucocorticoid treatments.

To identify possible non-pharmacological approaches to reduce protein

breakdown by investigating biochemical adaptations that occur in certain animals

to suppress muscle proteolysis and preserve muscle mass.

Key Findings:

Muscle wasting is a debilitating consequence of inactivity, fasting, cancer, and other

systemic diseases that result primarily from accelerated protein degradation by the

ubiquitin-proteasome pathway. The present studies were undertaken to identify key

factors that may be important in the acceleration of muscle proteolysis in catabolic states.

To establish a comprehensive picture of the transcriptional adaptations that occur during

various types of muscle atrophy, and that may be responsible for the activation of protein

breakdown, we have used Incyte cDNA microarrays to compare mRNA levels in normal

mouse muscles with those from several types of atrophying muscles (manuscript in

preparation). Because much is known about the enhancement of proteolysis in muscle

and this tissue's other metabolic adaptations to fasting, we initially performed microarray

experiments comparing polyA+RNA from muscles of normal and food-deprived mice,

10



andhaveidentifiedagroupof geneswhosetranscriptschangemarkedlyin theatrophying
muscles.As expected,therewasa generalreductionin themRNAs for manycontractile
proteinsandfor glycolytic enzymesanda 2-3 fold increasein mRNAs for ubiquitin and
multipleproteasomesubunits,aswehadpreviouslyfoundbyNorthernblot analysis.

OneEST wasof particular interestbecauseits level increasedmost dramatically(8-12
fold) upon fasting. Therefore,we have cloned this protein and defined its properties
(Gomes,et al, ProcNatl AcadSci, In Press). We demonstrateherethat this proteinhas
the propertiesof an E3 (ubiquitin protein ligase)of the SCF class,and it is unusualin
being expressedselectively in striated muscle. We have also studied further the
expressionof this geneuponfood deprivation,with hind limb suspension,andin several
other models of human diseasesin which there is a marked accelerationof muscle
proteolysis. Thesestudiesdemonstratethe existenceof a novel ubiquitinationenzyme
thatappearsto increasewhenevermusclesundergoatrophy.

This geneis expressedspecifically in skeletalmusclesandto a much lower degreein
heart. Becausethis mRNA also markedly increasesin leg musclesatrophying due to
diabetes,cancer and renal failure, as well as disuse (hind-limb suspension)and
denervation,we namedit atrogin. It containsa functionalF-box domain that binds to
Skpl andto the othercomponentsof SCF-typeUb-proteinligases,Rocl andCull (E3s).
Atrogin also containsa nuclear localizationsequenceand PDZ-bindingdomain.Upon
fasting,atrogin mRNA levels increasespecifically in skeletalmuscle and rise before
atrophyoccurs.Atrogin is one of the few examplesof a ubiquitin-protein ligase (E3)
expressedin a tissuespecific manner,andit appearsto be a critical componentin the
enhancedproteolysisleadingto muscleatrophyin diversediseases.Presumably,atrogin
plays akey role in thebreakdownof essentialgrowth-relatedproteins(e.g.regulatorsof
proteinsynthesisand proteolysis). Themajor goal of future work will be to clarify its
preciserole in theatrophyprocessandto identify its substratesin musclecells.

Calpains in Simulated Mircogravity-Induced Muscle Atrophy--P. B. Antin, PI

Specific Aims of the Grant:

• Understand mechanisms regulating protein turnover in normal muscles and to

develop methodologies for modulating muscle protein homeostasis in normal and
abnormal conditions.

• Investigate whether target over expression ofcalpastatin will reduce muscle

atrophy in a transgenic animal model.

• Investigate the efficacy of using mutated forms of calpains to inhibit muscle

atrophy.

Key Findings-

11



Proiect Goals for Year 1:

As part of the long term goals of this project to investigate the role that calpain

proteolysis plays in muscle atrophy, the objectives for year 1 are to develop and

characterize a line of transgenic mice in which expression of calpastatin in skeletal

muscles can be induced by administration of the antibiotic doxycycline.

Experiments are utilizing two gene constructs. The first contains a cDNA coding for the

"tet-on" transcriptional regulatory protein (rtTA) under control of the muscle creatine

kinase (MCK) gene promoter, which has been mutated to eliminate expression in the

heart and is therefore active only in skeletal muscle cells. This construct has been

designated "MCK-rtTA". A second gene construct consisting of a bi-directional "tet

inducible" promoter driving the calpastatin cDNA in one direction and the luciferase

reporter gene in the other direction is also being used. This construct has been designated

"TRE-LucCalp".

During this first year, we have successfully generated several transgenic mouse lines

containing each gene construct. The first line, designated the "transactivator line",

contains MCK-rtTA construct. These mice should express the rtTA protein only in

skeletal muscles. Three independent lines of mice containing the MCK-rtTA construct

have been generated. A second transgenic line, designated the "transresponder line",

contains the TRE-LucCalp construct. Four independent transresponder lines of

transgenic mice have been generated.

MCK-rtTa mouse lines should constitutively express the rtTA transcription factor only in

skeletal muscles. RNA was isolated from MCK-rtTA transgenic mice and assayed by

RT-PCR for the presence of rtTA mRNA in skeletal muscles versus other tissues.

Results showed that the rtTA protein was present in skeletal muscles but not in any other

tissues, except the testes. The reason for testes expression is not known but should not

affect our experiments.

Because the TRE promoter is only active in the presence of both the rtTA transcription

factor and tetracycline (or its analogue doxycycline [DOX]), the TRE-LucCalp lines can

only be tested by crossing to the MCK-rtTA lines. Mice containing both constructs were

therefore bred. Some double transgenic mice were fed DOX (in the drinking water) for

five days, while others received only sugar water. After five days, mice were sacrificed

and a panel of tissues assayed for both luciferase and calpastatin (the TRE promoter is bi-

directional and drives the luciferase reporter gene in one direction and calpastatin in the

other direction). Mice were then sacrificed and various tissues assayed for both

luciferase and calpastatin protein levels. As shown in Fig. 1, luciferase was dramatically

induced only in skeletal muscle cells. Induction varied between muscles and between

mice, but in general luciferase activities were at least 8000 fold higher in the skeletal

muscles of mice fed DOX compared with those that received only sugar water.

12
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Figure 1: Luciferase Assays for tissues isolated from mice containing both the MCK-

rtTA and TRELucCalp constructs. Luciferase values for from control (uninduced, white

bars) versus doxycycline treated (Induced, black bars) mice are shown for each tissue.

Doxycycline inducible expression was detected almost exclusively in skeletal muscles.

Preliminary westem analysis to detect calpastatin expressed from the transgene show that

transgenic calpastatin is undetectable in uninduced mice but is expressed at extremely

high levels in mice treated with DOX for five days. A manuscript is in preparation

describing this tetracycline inducible transgenic mouse model.

Goals for the Coming Year:

With the muscle specific, inducible transgenic mouse lines fully characterized,

experiments will begin during the coming year to investigate the effects of calpastatin

over expression on muscle atrophy. The hindlimb unweighting model will be used for

these experiments. Hindlimb weighted and unweighted control mice or mice over

expressing calpastatin will be subjected to detailed analyses for changes in overall muscle

size, fiber diameter, nucleus/cytoplasmic ratio and protein turnover rates.

Genomics of Human Skeletal Muscle During Bedrest and Exercise-- M. Hamilton,

PI

Start Date of Grant: July 1, 2001

Specific Aims of Grant:
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Integrate the cellular and molecular responses in skeletal muscle during physical

inactivity that shape the phenotype of skeletal muscle as it pertains to human

health.

Identify the responsive genes associated with a "microgravity phenotype" using

micro-array and bioinformatics methodologies.

Investigate the effects of bed rest and a one-leg exercise model as a

countermeasure to attenuate the effects of inactivity on the soleus muscle.

Provide a human data base on microgravity induced muscle gene profile using

bioinformatics tools.

Progress To Date:

Summary of goals ofproiect.

This goal of this project is to identify candidate genes and clusters of related genes that

are differentially expressed during unloading of skeletal muscle, and the impact of

exercise as a countermeasure on the global gene expression pattern. This potentially has

impact in providing basic insights for other microgravity researchers to base novel

hypotheses and interpret their work in the context of global genomic influences of

simulated microgravity and exercise. This may also have high impact in understanding

the genomic influences responsible for the common and unhealthy responses to reduced

muscle use during physical inactivity on earth.

In the first 3 months of year 1 we have been laying the foundational bases for the studies

to be completed in subsequent years. The goals for year the year 1 that we began within

the last 3 months include:

1- Purchase and set-up Affymetrix equipment and other equipment

2- Use our existing microarray data of skeletal muscle to establish better set of rules

regarding reproducibility and work with statistical experts in better approaches for

analysis of unloading studies
3- Establish better methods of cRNA preparation

4- Have firmly established collaborative human project with other(s) performing

unloading/countermeasure projects
5- Validation of novel unloading responsive mRNAs obtained from microarray

results obtained in the ongoing studies with our new quantitative RT-PCR assays.

6- By the end of year 1 : have prepared a first manuscript on unloading and loading

countermeasure; begin recruiting and establishing the early phases year 2 data collection

1. Purchase and set-up Affvmetrix equipment "in house" and other equipment. This

is a major advancement of this project for allowing collaboration and better quality

control of the postdoctoral fellow performing the analysis, and less time traveling.
This was a substantial element of our time and progress because this purchase was for

$206,000, and required a proposal to the MU Vice Provost for Research, a second

proposal to the Veterinary Science Research Equipment Committee for matching funds,
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andnegotiationswith theMolecularBiologyCorefor costsof upkeepandservice.This is
now in theprocurementoffice for thebid phase.Dr. Hamiltonwill contributeto this
purchasewithin the limits of hisNSBRIequipmentbudgetandalsousinghis university
start-upfunds,andtheUniversitywill supplementtherest.This includesthefluid station,
oven,andthescanner.Also, softwarefor runningtheequipment,thebasicanalysis,and
theinformatics.A newcomputerdedicatedto theNSBI work wassetup in Dr.
Hamilton's laboratoryto testthenewestsoftwarebeforepurchase.

Thecostsfor cDNA preparationarebeingnegotiatedto substantiallyreducethosecosts
andallow for usto usemorereplicatespersample.We alsoarenegotiatingfor thecycle
ergometerfor oneleg countermeasureduringunloadingandthermocycler.

2. Use our existing microarray data of skeletal muscle to establish better set of

rules regarding reproducibility and work with statistical experts in better

approaches for analysis of unloading studies.

Variability in measuring array-based skeletal muscle gene expression has been studied.

This is not a trivial issue and requires both empirical and statistical approaches we have

been developing. To do this, we have been analyzing tissue obtained from multiple

muscle replicates. One major question is to understand the technology well enough to

know how many replicates are necessary for a given treatment. At the most fundamental

level, for one to generate good quantitative data comparing treatment to control muscle,

the data needs to be "reproducible". We thus took muscle tissue, pooled the RNA to

obviate issues about biological variation, and then made up to 9 comparisons on samples.

The same type of array from the same production lot was used to minimize variations

from manufacturing. The starting cRNA was of very high quality as confirmed by test

arrays and standard molecular biology methods. Several layers of analysis have been

performed. The primary goal of our research is to identify the skeletal muscle mRNAs

that are increased and decreased in expression during unloading. Using the algorithms

published for Affymetrix arrays containing up to 20 probe pairs for each gene, we

identified the mRNAs called out as being differentially expressed between treatment and

control. We found an exponential reduction in the error rate as the number of replicates

was added. The statistics are currently being analyzed to describe quantitatively this

relationship.

3. Establish better methods of cRNA preparation from small tissue samples.

The members of this new grant in Dr. Hamilton's laboratory have made progress in

analysis of microarray data. This was facilitated by several factors. We have been

comparing methods to improve upon what we have established in our prior work. With

the cRNA prepared in our laboratory, we have been generating preliminary data and

learning new procedures for hybridization and analysis.

One of the technical improvements has been redefining the starting amount of tissue to

use. This is especially important in our human biopsy work, because it sets a limitation to

collaborative projects we share tissue for other's physiological measures. This is also
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importantbecausewhenwepreparecRNA for microarrays,it is importantto have
enoughto useonseveralarraysdevelopednow,andevenmoreexpansiveonesin the
future.Thereis typically awide rangein theamountof amplificationin thestepfrom
totalRNA-to-cRNA synthesis.Thiscreatesa significantproblembecausewe needto be
ableto tell collaboratorsexactlyhow muchtissueis neededfor our assaysalone.Thus,
our laboratoryhasrecentlyoptimizedproceduresto producecRNA from both total RNA
andpolyA RNA.

4. Established synergistic collaborative human project with other(s) performing

unloading/countermeasure projects

Dr. Per Tesch who is leading a group performing a prolonged bedrest study in France. Dr.

Tesch has the desire to send muscle biopsy material to us for analysis. Dr. Hamilton has

shared his NRSBI proposal with Dr. Tesch, and Dr. Tesch reciprocated. This study

appears to be a promising collaborative effort because a good set ofphenotypic measures

will be obtained to put the microarray work in context of our global gene expression data.

The first group of subjects should be completing their bedrest phase in September 2001,

and the second group will begin immediately afterwards.

5. Validation of microarray with independent methods. We are developing these

assays to be performed using quantitative RT-PCR or both human and rat muscle. We

have now established assays for 3 new mRNAs that are highly responsive to unloading

and countermeasure responsive, as revealed in preliminary data. A goal in the next

several months will be to expand upon this list so that some of the positive microarray

results can be confirmed in both rats and humans with unloading.

Redox Modulation of Muscle Function In (Simulated) Microgravity-- M. B. Reid, PI

Start Date of Grant: May 1, 2001

Specific Aims of Grant:

• To determine if oxidative stress contributes to muscle fatigue during handgrip

exercise (human subjects).

* To determine whether ionizing radiation accelerate reactive oxygen species

production and fatigue in skeletal muscle (rodent subjects).

• To evaluate oxidative stress as a mediator of muscle atrophy caused by

gravitational unloading (rodent subjects).

• To determine if ionizing radiation stimulates atrophic signaling in muscle cells

(rodent subjects).

Progress To Date:
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Immediate Past Goals:

1. Recruit project personnel.

2. Establish conditions for a proton radiation field to mimic the conditions encountered in
low earth orbit.

3. Evaluate proton radiation as a stimulus for reactive oxygen species (ROS) formation in

biological systems.

4. Develop the equipment and procedures for conditioning of mice by hindlimb

suspension.

Results of Past Period:

Progress in this period has been seriously hindered by the effect s of Tropical Storm

Allison. On June 4, the Texas Medical Center was badly hit by the storm with massive

flooding at Baylor and many of our sister institutions. The flood destroyed much of the

College infrastructure, with loss of electricity, heating/cooling, potable water, and

sanitary facilities. Baylor was closed to all but essential personnel for three weeks, then

underwent a phased reopening in July and August. Areas of some buildings remain

closed for renovation but Baylor research and educational activities are now fully

operational.

Our laboratory did not experience direct water damage but we lost virtually all of our

frozen and refrigerated materials: solutions, reagents, cell lines, antibodies, conditioned

tissues, etc. All experimental animals were drowned. And experiments in progress at the

time of the flood were ruined. We lost several experienced lab personnel who either

chose not to return to Baylor or finished their research commitments in July. Since the

lab reopened, we have been aggressively rebuilding our program. We have recuited new

lab members, including a research assistant and postdoctoral fellow dedicated to this

project. Commercially available reagents have been replaced, cell lines are being re-

derived, and experiments are in progress. Thus, despite Allison, the project is back on

track and moving forward at the fastest possible pace. Project-specific progress is

outlined below according to past goals:

1. Personnel: We have recruited an experienced senior research assistant and a

postdoctoral fellow to work on the project. The staff member is in place and actively

working on the Project. The research fellow is an experienced clinician scientist from

France who will join our group as soon as visa issues can be resolved.

2. Proton radiation conditions: In May, we began a productive collaboration with Dr.

Carlos Gonzalez, Asssociate Professor of Radiology and Executive Director of the

Cyclotron Facility at the University of Texas Medical School. Located across the street

from Bayior, the facility directed by Dr. Gonzalez was well equipped for the experiments

we proposed. We made rapid progress identifying the cyclotron settings needed to obtain

a reasonable proton radiation field (30 MeV, LET 1.88 x 10 -2, 100 electrons/cm2/s).

Custom-built muscle chambers were fabricated for use in the radiation field and our
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instrumentation was adapted for use in the cyclotron facility. We conducted our first

experiment on May 30. Later that week, Allison destroyed the cyclotron, which was

located in the University basement. It is not known when the facility might be rebuilt.

3. Biological effects of proton irradition. In May, we conducted pilot studies using

cytochrome c assay to measure superoxide anion levels in buffer solution exposed to

proton radiation. The initial results were equivocal. Continuation of this experiement

and planned studies of other ROS molecules and of oxidants in muscle tissue were

precluded by the flood.

4. Hindlimb suspension technique. We are currently developing this method,

fabricating cages and acquiring the needed supplies in consultation with several

experienced groups at Baylor. We anticipate formal experiments will begin within the
next month.

Representative Data: None suitable for presentation.

Goals for the Coming Period: (Nov '01 - Apr. '02)

1. We expect to complete a series of experiments using hindlimb suspension to evaluate

the adaptive response to unloading. We will assess markers of oxidative stress and

catabolic signaling in unloaded antigravity muscles. We also will begin testing

antioxidant supplements for their capacity to inhibit these changes and slow protein loss
in the affected muscles.

2. We plan to schedule proton radiation studies at the cyclotron facility operated by Texas

A&M University. This facility is 90 mi north of Houston and will be more costly than

conducting studies in the Texas Medical Center. Advantages of this new arrangement is

the expertise at A&M, where a staff of research physicists are available for consultation.

3. We will begin preparations to test N-acetylcysteine effects on handgrip fatigue in

human subjects. These experiments will be conducted at Baylor in close association with

Dr. Jeff Jones of NASA Johnson Space Center.

Gene Expression Profiling of Unloaded Skeletal Muscle-- S. Kandarian, PI

Start Date of Grant: February 1, 2001

Specific Aims:

• To Conduct a temporal analysis of global gene expression in mechanically

unloaded mammalian skeletal muscle.

• To Identify candidate factors and pathways involved in the regulation of

unloding-induced muscle atrophy.
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• To performquantitativeanalysisfcandidate factorsandpathwaysinvolved in
regulatingunloading-inducedatrophy

• To identify conservedregulatoryelementsin co-regulatedgenes.
P

Results & work performed to date:

Year 1 Project Goals

Aim 1: To conduct a temporal analysis of global gene expression in mechanically

unloaded mammalian skeletal muscle. Affymetrix RatU34A GeneChips will be used to

probe mRNA expression in rat soleus muscle after 1, 4, 7 and 14 days ofhindlimb

unloading. GeneChips allow for the parallel analysis of-7,000 full-length annotated

genes and several thousand expressed sequence tag (EST) clusters.

Total RNA isolation and GeneChip hybridization

Total RNA was isolated from rat soleus muscles from all time points using a Trizol based

protocol recommended by Affymetrix (n = 32 samples, right and left muscles were

pooled). A second "clean-up" step was used improve the quality of total RNA using

columns from Qiagen, also recommended by Affymetrix. RNA quality was judged based

on the ratio of absorbance at 260nm and 280nm. Further, all RNA samples were size

fractionated using agarose gel electrophoresis. The gels were stained with EtBr and

viewed on a transilluminator to check for integrity of the 18 and 28S RNA. Stained gels

were photodocumented. RNA was transferred onto nylon membrane, UV cross-linked

to the membrane, and blots were prepared for northern analysis. Our laboratory has

characterized the upregulation of SERCA 1 as a robust indicator of the adaptations

associated with unloading induced atrophy. Thus, with each sample we performed

SERCA1 northern blots to assure normal progression of this change. We then sent all 32

samples to a GeneChip core facility in the Boston area that is affiliated with Affymetrix.

The core facility completes the remaining steps in the creation ds cDNA and of biotin

labeled cRNA, and hybridizes the labeled cRNA to the GeneChips. This facility is used

by many investigators in the Boston area and has a reputation for quality sample

processing of a wide array of tissue types and organisms.

Initial Experiment - Gene expression analysis of rat soleus muscles following 6 days of

hindlimb unloading

In an initial experiment we examined highly parallel gene expression in soleus muscle

RNA samples from 3 control rats and 3 rats hindlimb unloaded for 6 days. This

experiment was done to test the quality of the data obtained from the core facility we

have chosen for the labeling and hybridization of GeneChips.
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Wecarriedout theRNA isolationandnorthernblotting asdescribedabovefor the large
timecourseexperiment.Theresultsof our analysiswerereturnedto usby thecore
facility onaCD containingtheAffymetrix outputfiles. With 3control and3 unloaded
sampleswewereableto doa totalof 9 iterative(pairwise)comparisons.Usingthe
Affymetrix dataanalysissoftware,aquerywasperformedto extractgenesthat wereup-
or downregulatedhaving>2 fold changesassociatedwith them. Thegenesthatmadethis
call in 6 out of the9 iterativecomparisonsweresavedto alist. For eachof thegeneson
this list, astudent'st-testwasperformedon theaveragedifferencebetweenthecontrol
andunloadedsamples.Thegenesthathadp-valueslessthan0.05wherekept and
exportedto the listsof up-anddownregulatedgenes.Thetechnicalsupportpersonfrom
Affymetrix carriedout theseanalysesaswehaveordered,but donotyet have,the
Affymetrix datamining software.

In tableI, wehaveorganizedsomeof theresultsinto groupsbasedon GeneOntology
(GO)functionalclassifications.Most genesareclassifiedunderthe"Biological Process"
GOcategorywhile the"chaperones"designationis takenfrom the"Molecular Function"
GOcategory.This list isby nomeansexhaustive.It merelyshowssomesignificant
resultsfrom ourstringentinitial analysis.Moreover,in thechangesreported,1of the3
controlGeneChipsand1of the3 HU GeneChipshadhighbackground.Thereforethe
changesreportedarelikely fewerthanwhatwill emergewhenthese2 samplesarere-
analyzedwith 2new GeneChips.Thenumberof probecellsthatweresignificantly
increased(p<0.05)with unloadingwas18,and 16of theseareuniquegeneproducts.The
numberof probesetsshowingsignificantlydownregulatedgeneswas50,and44 of these
representeduniquegeneproducts.Also, we identifiedall theESTsfor genesthatwere
significantlyup-or downregulatedby searchingtheratUnigenedatabase.

Most of thegenesthatwereupregulatedwith 6 daysof unloadingareinvolvedin
proteolysis.Theseobservationsareconsistentwith the literatureshowingthat
componentsof both theubiquitin-proteosomepathwayandthelysosomalproteolytic
pathwayareupregulated.Wehavenot yetcomparedtheseoutcomes,geneby gene,with
theliterature,but, whenwedo it ispossiblethattheremaybe increasesin some
"proteolysismRNAs" thathavenotbeenpreviouslyreported.With respectto
componentsof theproteinsyntheticpathway,theeukaryotictranslationinitiation factor
4Ewasupregulatedby 14-foldwith unloading.This is consistentwith an inhibitionof
translationseenwith muscleatrophysinceunphosphorylated4E-BP1inhibits translation.
Takentogether,thesedataareconsistentwith the increaseddegradationanddecreased
synthesiswhich is characteristicof muscledisuseatrophy.

Theupregulatedgenesalsoshoweda3-fold increasein GST,whichplaysa rolein
glutathionemetabolism,andis knownto beinvolvedin responsesrelatedto metabolic
stress.Glutaminesynthetaseis alsoupregulatedby 2.4-3.4fold. The3 repeatsof this
probeindicatedthatdifferent sequenceswereusedto designthedifferent
oligonucleotides,but thefact thatall 3 sequencesshowedsimilar regulationadds
confidenceto theexpressiondata. Thisenzymeis involvedin theproductionof the
aminoacidglutamine. Its upregulationmayberelatedto its role asanintermediatein
metabolicpathwaysandits commonuseasacarbonsource.Wewill know moreafter
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additionalanalysisof GeneChipsfromthetimecoursestudy. Therewasone
transcriptionfactorupregulated(MRG1) andoneimmediateearlyresponsegenecalled
PRG1(or IEX). IEX hasbeenshownto inhibit apoptosisduringNF-kB mediatedcell
survival. This is of high interestto usaswearecurrentlysubmittingapaperfor
publicationon theactivationof NF-kB transcriptionduringunloadingatrophybut wedo
notknow theimmediategenetargets.Genesthatwehaveexaminedsofar thatweknow
are upregulated with unloading using traditional analysis but that were not revealed on

the GeneChip were due to the fact that the genes were not represented on the GeneChip.

This further emphasizes the need to employ the RatU34B and RatU34C GeneChips

which contain many additional gene products. Our expression timecourse analysis will

also help us with this type of evaluation.

Table 2 shows the genes that were significantly downregulated with 6 days of unloading.

Fifty probe sets were downregulated by 2-fold or greater with p<0.05. Of these 50 probe

sets, 44 represented unique gene products. Five different gene products which act as

chaperones were downregulated from 2.1 to 7.2-fold. Several of these are heat shock

proteins that have been previously shown to be downregulated with unloading. Some of

these gene products are also involved in maintenance of the cytoskeleton (B-crystallin)

and alphal tubulin, a component of the cytoskeleton was markedly downregulated (25-

fold). Moreover, mRNAs whose protein products are involved with growth control such

as those in the GO categories "Cell shape & cell size control," "Positive control of cell

proliferation," and "Oncogenesis" were also downregulated. In this way, the atrophy

phenotype looks opposite as that seen in tumor tissue, which would be expected.

Moreover, ornithine decarboxylase was decreased by 63-fold, and it is the rate limiting

enzyme in the synthesis ofpolyamines which regulate DNA synthesis. This is consistent

with the reduction in non-muscle cells in atrophied muscle and possibly to the loss of

myonuclei. Four different mRNAs whose protein products have roles in signal

transduction appeared on the downregulated gene list but none appeared on the

upregulated gene list.

Many gene products involved in energy metabolism or energy pathways were

downregulated but no genes involved in these processes were upregulated. This is

consistent with the metabolic profile with muscle atrophy; less energy production overall

and less reliance on oxidative metabolism. GPX1 is reduced with HU and this may be

consistent with a lower capacity to oxidize glutathione (GSH) and increase susceptibility

to oxidative stress. Also of note, is the 3.7-fold decrease in aquaporin 7, a water channel

forming integral protein. This is in contrast to a report of an unloading-induced increase

in the expression of aquaporin 4, a different isoform, which is highly expressed in

skeletal muscle (Frigeri et al., FASEB J, 2001).

Contractile proteins genes were also downregulated. MLC2slow was decreased and this

is consistent with the slow to fast transition in twitch properties. Cardiac calsequestrin

was downregulated, consistent with this idea, but fast (skeletal muscle) calsequestrin is

not represented on this GeneChip. We previously showed upregulation of fast

calsequestrin, SERCA1, and alpha subunit of the L-type calcium channel, not of which

are represented on this GeneChip. The Na/K ATPase beta 1 subunit was decreased with
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unloadingandthis hasbeenpreviouslyreported. Lastly,3 differentprobesetswith
slightlydifferent sequenceall showedthatalphal collagenwasdownregulatedby 2.5
fold. This is consistentwith the lossof fibroblastsandconnectivetissueduringdisuse
atrophy.

Geneexpressionanalysisof rat soleusmusclesfollowing 1,4, 7and 14daysof hindlimb
unloading

Wehavejust receivedourdatafrom thecorefacility for the largetimecourseexperiment
of unloading(1, 4, 7, 14days). After wehaveevaluatedthequalityof theseGeneChip
datawewill precedewith Aims 2 and3. Thequality controlis assessedby several
parametersfrom thechip analysisgivento us in a summaryreport. In additionto
organizingup-anddownregulatedgenesby functionalgroupingwewill alsoperformthe
complexanalysismethodsdescribedin ouroriginalapplication(seebelow). We have
purchasedtheAffymetrix softwaresuiteandarewaiting for it to arrive. Wehave
purchasedthenew computerfor GeneChipanalysisandalreadyhaveGeneSpring
softwarerunningon it. Wehavedonesomepreliminaryanalysisof the 1and4 daydata.
We areplanningto attendthenextBoston-basedGeneSpringclass(3 daysin length).
Wehavealsobeento severalclasseshostedby Affymetrix in theBostonarea,andthese
havebeenvery helpful in teachingushow to extractthemostinformationfrom our
datasets.Finally, wehavebeendownloadingthelatestinformationon characterized
ESTs(Affymetrix website& Unigenedatabases)that arecontainedonourGeneChipsas
well asdownloadingrelevantGOcategoriesfor thegenesonourChips. Thelatterwill
beusedfor standardizedfunctionalgroupclustering.

Otherbioinformaticsefforts

In ourcontinuingeffort to developtoolsfor mining largedatasetswehaveestablished
collaborativerelationshipswith researchersin theBostonUniversityBioinformatics
departmentin analyzingourdataaswell asdevelopingourskeletalmusclegene
expressiondatabaseSarcogene(http://www.sarcogene.org).

Collaborations with other NSBRI investigators

Our laboratory has met with Dr. Fred Gotdberg's group at Harvard Medical School and

we currently have a second meeting planned. We are in the process of developing

collaborative projects with Dr. Goldberg related to both of our NSBRI projects. We are

also particularly interested in collaborations with Dr. Reid's group and Dr. Wiseman's

group.

Goals for the next year of work

Aim 2: To identify candidate factors and pathways involved in the regulation of

unloading-induced muscle atrophy. First, data analysis software will be used to identify

genes that are sensitive to unloading by plotting expression of genes in known functional

categories and pathways over time. Clustering algorithms will then be used to elucidate
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setsof genes,with knownor unknownfunctions,that are co-regulated based on temporal

expression patterns. These approaches will provide insight into possible gene

associations and candidate players in the pathways that regulate the atrophy process,

thereby proposing them for further study.

Aim 3:To conduct quantitative analysis of candidate factors and pathways involved in

regulating unloading induced atrophy. Interesting candidate factors or pathways

identified in Aim 2 will be reconfirmed using more quantitative and focused methods.

These will include northern analysis or RNase protection assays to reconfirm

observations from the chips, western assays to quantify protein levels, activity assays for

enzymes, immunohistochemistry to localize protein expression, and in vivo

overexpression experiments of candidate regulatory proteins.

Aim 4: To Identify conserved regulatory elements in co-regulated genes. Local sequence

alignment algorithms (e.g. AlignACE) will be used to identify regulatory sequences

conserved among genes that are co-regulated. The identification of such cis-elements

will expedite attempts to determine unloading-sensitive regulatory sequences, the

transcription factors that bind them, and whether there are synexpression groups or

transcriptional programs that regulate transcriptional machinery in response to change in

activity pattern.
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Table I - Upregulated Genes

Proteolysis and Peptidolysis

I Gene Name I Genbank I Fold I

CTSL; Cathepsin L

PSMB3; proteasome subunit RC 10-II

PSMB4; Proteasome RN3 subunit; Proteasome (prosome,

macropain) subunit, beta type, 4

PSMB4; Proteasome RN3 subunit; Proteasome (prosome,

macropain) subunit, beta type, 4

PSMD1; 26S proteasome, subunit p112

UBB; polyubiquitin (four repetitive ubiquitins in tandem)

Y00697 2.6

D21800 2.7

L17127 2.7

L17127 2.3

AJ006340 2.2

D16554 2.4

Translation Regulation

[ GeneName

PHAS-I; EIF4EBP1; Eukaryotic translation initiation factor

4E binding protein 1

[ Genbank I Fold [

U05014 14.5

Stress Response

I GeneName

GSTA3; glutathione S-transferase A3 subunit

GSTYC 1; glutathione S-transferase Yc 1 subunit

GSTA3; glutathione S-transferase A3 subunit

[ Genbank [ Fold [

K01932 3

$72505 2.7

X78848 3.1

Glutamine Synthesis (Amino Acid Metabolism)

[ GeneName [ Genbank [ Fold [

GLUL; Glutamine synthetase (glutamate-ammonia ligase)

GLUL; Glutamine synthetase (glutamate-ammonia ligase)

GLUL; Glutamine synthetase (glutamate-ammonia ligase)

M29579 2.4

M91652 2.7

M91652 3.4

Transcription Regulation
GeneName [ Genbank Fold I

ESTs, MRG1 ; Weakly similar to melanocyte-specific gene

1 protein [R.norvegicus]; CITED2; Cbp/p300-interacting

transactivator, with Glu/Asp-rich carboxy-terminal domain AF361476 2.6

10-formyltetrahydrofolate catabolism

GeneName

FTHFD; I 0-formyltetrahydrofolate dehydrogenase

Genbank Fold
M59861 3.8

Other

GeneName l Genbank] Fold ]
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hypertension-related
PRG1; PACAP-responsivegene1; IEX

U57050 2.1
X96437 4.2

Table 2 - Downregulated Genes

Chaperones

I GeneName Genbank [ Fold I

CRYAB; alpha B-crystallin (ocular lens tissue)

CRYAB; alpha B-crystallin (ocular lens tissue)

HSBX; alphaB crystallin-related protein; Heat-shock 20

kDa like-protein P20

HSP70; heat shock protein 70

ESTs, Weakly similar to HS9B RAT HEAT SHOCK

PROTEIN HSP 90-BETA [R.norvegicus]

ESTs, Moderately similar to HS9B RAT HEAT SHOCK

PROTEIN HSP 90-BETA [R.norvegicus]

M55534 -2.6

X60351 -3.1

D29960 -2.1

Z27118 -4.7

AI176546 -3.2

AA944397 -7.2

Cell Shape and Cell Size Control

GeneName

CLP36; PDZ and LIM domain protein 1

ESTs, Highly similar to TBA1 MOUSE TUBULIN

ALPHA- 1 CHAIN [R.norvegicus]

[ Genbank [ Fold [

U23769 -2.5

AA800948 -25.7

Positive Control of Cell Proliferation

GeneName ] Genbank Fold I

VEGFB; vascular endothelial growth factor B AF022952 -2.8

Oneogenesis

[ GeneName [ Genbank [ Fold [
DRAL; FHL2; Four and a half LIM domains 2

PPP2CA; Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic

subunit, alpha isoform

AA891527 -5.3

M33114 -2.4

Signal Transduction

GeneName Genbank [ Fold

ESTs, MGST3; Moderately similar to microsomal

glutathione S-transferase 3 [H.sapiens]

PPP2CA; Protein phosphatase 2 (formerly 2A), catalytic

subunit, alpha isoform

VEGFB; vascular endothelial growth factor B

VESL2; Vesl-2 (delta 11); HOMER

AA892234 -2.3

M33114 -2.4

AF022952 -2.8

AB007690 -3.8

Energy Generation
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GeneName Genbank Fold

ATP5J; ATP synthase coupling factor 6, mitochondrial

CKMT2; Creatine kinase, sarcomeric mitochondrial

CYCS; cytochrome c nuclear-encoded mitochondrial gene

ESTs, Weakly similar to HS9B RAT HEAT SHOCK

PROTEIN HSP 90-BETA [R.norvegicus]

HADHB; Trifunctonal enzyme beta subunit, mitochondrial

MDH; cytosolic malate dehydrogenase

X54510 -2.3

X59736 -2

K00750 -2.3

AI176546 -3.2

D16479 -2

AF093773 -2.2

Energy Pathways

I GeneName [ Genbank t Fold

AQP7; aquaporin 7

ATP5J; ATP synthase coupling factor 6, mitochondrial

CKMT2; Creatine kinase, sarcomeric mitochondrial

ESTs, Moderately similar to NADH-ubiquinone

oxidoreductase subunit CI-SGDH [H.sapiens]

HADHB; Trifunctonal enzyme beta subunit, mitochondrial

LPL; lipoprotein lipase

LPL; Lipoprotein Lipase

AB000507 -3.7

X54510 -2.3

X59736 -2

AA893185 -1.9

D16479 -2

L03294 -2.1

L03294 -2.7

MDH; cytosolic malate dehydrogenase AF093773 -2.2

Lipid, Fat_-acid and Steroi Metabolism

GeneName [ Genbank [ Fold

DBI; Diazepam binding inhibitor; Acyl-CoA-binding
protein

ESTs, MGST3; Moderately similar to microsomal

glutathione S-transferase 3 [H.sapiens]

ESTs, Moderately similar to HS9B RAT HEAT SHOCK

PROTEIN HSP 90-BETA [R.norvegicus]

ESTs, Moderately similar to NADH-ubiquinone

oxidoreductase subunit CI-SGDH [H.sapiens]

FABP3; low molecular weight fatty acid binding protein

HADHB; Trifunctonal enzyme beta subunit, mitochondrial

HBACH; Cytosolic acyl coenzyme A thioester hydrolase

M20268 -3.1

AA892234 -2.3

AA944397 -7.2

AA893185 -1.9

J02773 -6

D16479 -2

Y09332 -29.8

Polyamine Biosynthesis

GeneName [ Genbank [ Fold ]

ODC; omithine decarboxylase

Leukotriene Metabolism

J04792 -63.6

GeneName I Genbank Fold J
CLP36; PDZ and LIM domain protein 1 U23769 -2.5
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Peroxidase Reaction (glutathione oxidation)
GeneName Genbank I Fold

GPX 1; glutathione peroxidase

GPX1; glutathione peroxidase

X12367 -2.3

X07365 -2.4

Muscle Contraction

t GeneName

ACTA2; actin, alpha, cardiac

ACTC; alpha-actin cardiac protein

ACTC; alpha-actin cardiac protein

CASQ2; calsequestrin - cardiac

CKMT2; Creatine kinase, sarcomeric mitochondrial

CRYAB; alpha B-crystallin (ocular lens tissue)

CRYAB; alpha B-crystallin (ocular lens tissue)

ESTs, ACTA2; actin, alpha, cardiac

FXYD 1; PLM; Phospholemman; FXYD domain-

containing ion transport regulator 1

HSBX; alphaB crystallin-related protein; Heat-shock 20

kDa like-protein P20

MYH; skeletal muscle myosin heavy chain

MYL2; MLC2; Rat heart myosin light chain 2

MYL2; MLC2; Rat heart myosin light chain 2

MYL2; MLC2; Rat heart myosin light chain 2

Genbank Fold

X00306 -5.5

X80130 -2.8

X80130 -3.8

U33287 -3.7

X59736 -2

M55534 -2.6

X60351 -3.1

X00306 -11.4

U72246 -1.9

D29960 -2.1

L13606 -4.8

X07314 -4

X07314 -4

X07314 -4

Synaptic Transmission

I GeneName Genbank Fold

DBI; Diazepam binding inhibitor; Acyl-CoA-binding

protein

SC2; synaptic glycoprotein

M20268 -3.1

$45663 -2.3

Collagen Type I

I GeneName

COL1A1; collagen alpha1 type I

COL1A1; collagen alphal type I

COL1A1; collagen alphal type I

I Genbank I Fold
Z78279 -2.7

Z78279 -2.5

Z78279 -2.5

pH Buffering
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GeneNarne I Genbank [ Fold I
CA3; Carbonic anhydrase 3

Small Molecule Transport

I Gene Name

AF037072 -4.2

I Genbank [ Fold I

ATP1B1; ATPase Na+/K+ transporting beta 1 polypeptide J02701 -2.2

ATP5J; ATP synthase coupling factor 6, mitochondrial X54510 -2.3

In Vivo Stress Strain Dynamics in Human Muscle-- S. Sinha, PI

Start date: Aug-01-2001

Specific Aims:

To understand the role of strain within the muscle tendon units of humans by

determining:

The level of strain and spatial distribution of strain within the triceps surae muscle

complex during isometric plantar flexion contractions under normal weight

bearing conditions.

The extent that during periods of low level weight bearing activity (unilateral

lower limb unloading model) in vivo strain is reduced during maximal isometric

contractions due to atrophy even though the spatial distribution of strain may be

unchanged.

• To determine stress-strain relationships in triceps surae complex during recovery

from atrophy.

Project goals for Year 1 :

To design, develop and test the feasibility of methods of imaging non-invasively and in-

vivo, the magnitude and distribution of strain in human calf muscle (Triceps surae

complex), during isometric contraction, using Magnetic Resonance Phase Contrast,

Velocity encoded imaging techniques. In the first year, the focus is on development of

technique and testing it in normal human subjects.

Technical progress:

A considerable degree of progress has already been achieved as of now towards the

above goal. Even though the funding was officially instituted only from August of this

(2001) year, our efforts at developing this technique has been going on for quite

sometime, and we are pleased to report the status of the project to be at a stage when we

are ready to start our official human subject trial series. Reports of this progress have

already been made at several international conferences. All IRB approvals necessary for

human subjects trials are in place, and we are scheduled to start our first subject in the
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first week of November, 2001. In the following we give details of various aspects of this

technique and the progress achieved.

MR Imaging

Towards the objective defined above, we quantified the changes in stress-strain

dynamics, during an in vivo isometric contraction of the TSMC in 6 normals and 2

patients, 3 months post surgery following complete Achilles tendon rupture. They were

scanned on a 1.5T LX scanner (GE, Milwaukee), using a gated, phase contrast, velocity

encoded, fast segmented sequence, with 4 phase-encoding levels per segment. The

subject's leg was placed in a fiberglass cast immobilizing the knee at full extension

(180°), with both legs in the head coil. Calibrated strain gauges placed at appropriate

points in the cast generated a signal proportional to force exerted. The subject was trained

to exert 50% of maximal force, timed to an audio cue generated from a computer and fed

through headphones. The force signal was used to trigger the gated acquisition as well as

displayed on an LED display mounted on the scanner and visible by the subject. This

helped the subject exert the same amount of force repeatedly through the phase encoding

cycles of the MR acquisition. This force signal was also digitized and recorded for

subsequent analysis in stress strain curves. Velocity was generally encoded only in S/I

direction with VENC values of 10 cm/sec in order to increase accuracy. Dynamic images

were acquired in both the axial and saggittal planes at each of 17 to 25 time points

(phases) between each trigger during the muscular contraction. Acquisition matrix was

256x128, FOV 22 cm, TE: 5.3ms, TR: 11.3ms, flip angle 30 °, slice thickness 10mm,

Avg. 2, bandwidth 32 kHz and total acquisition time of about 1.5 mints.

A set of high resolution axial images were initially acquired, volume rendered (using

Vitrea, MN), and utilized to identify the correct anatomical locations for strain analysis

such as the lateral gastroc, medial gastroc, soleus, and the triceps surae aponeurosis and

Achilles tendon, using an indigenous software. Briefly, the strain _s = t*(v_-v2), where v_

and v2 are the velocities of the two endpoints of a small segment selected by the user on

the saggittal image, t is the time interval between phases. Baseline correction for gross

motion was also incorporated. The axial velocity encoded images were also compiled to

produce a dynamic video reconstruction of the entire isometric contraction.

Velocity Calibration

Considerable amount of effort was spent in calibrating the velocities as determined by the

MR technique against other standards. Calibrations were performed using a 'flow

phantom' with known flow rates through glass tubes in place of a limb in the coil. A

linear flow pump with a Cole-Palmer flow regulator provided a constant flow of different

but known flow rates of NiCl2-doped water, to render it MR-visible. In order to provide

a "gold-standard", the output of the flow phantom system was directed to a measuring

cylinder and the volume collected over a known time was measured. This value was then

used to calculate the average flow-rate through the tube of known diameter. The velocity

readings from a cross section of the tube were measured from a phase contrast image and

the average velocity across the tube was calculated by averaging the velocity of each

pixel in the tube. The actual velocities displayed a 'parabolic' profile, consistent with

laminar flow inside the tube at the low velocities used for the calibration.
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Phaseshading
Thephasecontrastimagesacquiredin oursystemdemonstratedagradationof apparent
velocityacrosstheimageof astationaryobjectdueto eddycurrentsin thecoil. This has
beenreportedpreviouslyandcorrectionmethodshavebeendiscussed.Wechoseto
correctourphasecontrastimagesby subtractingoneimage,knownto haveacquiredin a
periodof nomovementfrom all otherimagesin acinesequence.

Dataprocessing
Softwarewasdevelopedto quicklyreviewall magnitudeandphasecontrastimagesin a
cinesequence,to digitally processimages,to calculateactualvelocitiesfrom phase
contrastimagesandto measureandgraphthevelocities. Thishasprovidedaclear
understandingof the imagesandallowedusto betterunderstandandcorrectsourcesof
errorin the imagedata.

Automatedsoftwarewasdevelopedto trackthemovementof tissuethroughoutthe
sequenceofcine imagesatnear-pixelresolution.Thesoftwarereadsatab-delimitedtext
(spreadsheet)file of x, y coordinatesof pixels identifyingthelocationsof tissuein the
first imageof thecine sequence.Thesoftwarereadsthepixel value,codingvelocity and
predictsthepixel locationof thesametissuein thefollowing imagefrom thevelocity and
thetimeintervalbetweenimages.Theimagesequencemaybepre-processedby image
subtractionasdescribedin theprecedingsectiononphaseshadingandby pixel averaging
overauser-definedblock ofpixels to providevelocity averagesovera regionof interest
(ROI) definedby theblock size. No majordifferenceshavebeennotedbetweenresults
of analysisusingdifferentROIdimensions,suggestingthatour techniquesarerelatively
robustandprovidemeaningfuldatadownto pixel resolution.

Forcemeasurement
Measurementsof plantarflexorforcewereusedto correlatemusculareffort with tissue
movementswithin thecalf andto providefeedbackto thesubjectin orderto maintain
constantplantarflexorforcesduringthescans.Initial analysisof theforcedataindicated
considerable(+/- lOOms)variability betweenthestartof theMRI scanandthestartof the
contractions.It wasfelt thatbettersynchronizationmaybepossibleby triggeringthe
scansfrom theinitial riseofplantarflexorforceandthisbecameathird usefor our force
measurements.

Forcetriggering
Thecastswereoriginally instrumentedwith resistivesiliconstraingageswhich required
electricalsignalswithin theMRI bore. ThehighmagneticfluxesduringtheMRI scan
inducednoiseinto theforcesignalsandfrustratedoureffortsto usetheforceastrigger.
Wehavenowtestedandarein theprocessof purchasingasystemusingopticalstrain
sensors(LunaInnovations,Fiberscan2000EFPIsystem)whichprovideahigh levelof
immunityto electromagneticinterferenceandallowsusto reliably triggerMRI scans
from theforcetransient.

Results
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The superior synchronization of the force signals and MRI gating yielded a much better

reproduction of the contraction cycle and much sharper images compared to our previous

method of triggering using an external functional generator. The two strain curves of Fig.

1 generated from the strain analysis of the aponeurosis and muscle of the lower

extremity, during isometric contraction (%-scale on the left hand side Y-axis) show very

effectively the comparative magnitude and "sign" of strains for each unit and their

variations with respect to force exerted.
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Fig. 1. Percent Strain in Soleus compared to Aponeurosis during Isometric

Contraction.

The same figure shows the recording of the force (with error bars) exerted by the subject

(scale given on the right hand side Y-axis). The cycle starts with a contraction, with peak

strains, which relaxes to zero for both units in the latter part of the cycle. This

demonstrates that (i) in-vivo strains can be measured using MRI, (ii) in-vivo recording of

the actual force exerted by the subject is possible, in spite of the sensitivity of an MR

scanner to noise, and the production of noise in the leads by the fluctuating magnetic field

gradients, and (iii) that the MR acquisition can be triggered based on a threshold value of

the force exerted.

Shown below in Figure 2 are still frame images of a cine reconstruction of a typical

isometric contraction. The images have a grid superimposed upon the sagittal section of

the lower leg so that the strain data and the corresponding morphology data can be

viewed in the same image throughout the different phases of the contraction. Image A is

at the start of the contraction, note no deformation of the grid since the muscle tendon

unit is at rest. Image B is in the middle of the contraction, note the deformation pattern

with the strain being highest at the aponeurosis interface between the gastrocnemius and

soleus muscle groups. Image C is at the end of the contraction, no the return of the grid

essentially back to baseline.
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Fig. 3 Velocity Graphs of Normal vs. Achilles Tendon Rupture
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Figure 2. Examples of a sagittal section of the lower leg during an isometric

contraction with strain data shown by the grid lines

In the axial velocity encoded images for the normals and patients, the clarity with which

the different parts of the muscle-tendon units can be distinguished by their velocity

values allowed for qualitative identification of temporal patterns of movement between

muscles and connective tissue (aponeuroses and tendon) within a muscle. The

comparison (Fig.3) shows that even after 2 months the strain rates of the plantarflexors of

the injured subject are still not moving at the same velocity as the normal (peak--5

cm/sec vs. --1.5 cm/sec). This is one possible measure by which recuperation of patient

can be monitored. The dynamic video reconstruction of the entire isometric contraction

revealed that there are definite temporal and spatial differences in the overall movement

patterns of the ankle plantar and dorsiflexors of the normal vs. injured lower extremity.

In conclusion, using this technique, we could quantify strain during isometric contraction

with sufficiently good accuracy to distinguish between different muscle groups. The

technique was sensitive enough to distinguish between spatially specific stress-strain

dynamics in ankle plantarflexors in Achilles ruptured patients compared to normals. The

cine reconstructions show tremendous clinical potential because they have the level of

sensitivity which can distinguish between normal and injured muscle-tendon units
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Project goals for next year/phase

Given our progress this year, we anticipate we can complete our projected goal of

examining 6 normal subjects in the coming year. We hope to complete analysis of the

distribution of strain within the triceps surae muscle complex of the normal subjects pre-

suspension so that alterations in the distribution of strain can be identified following the

four weeks of lower limb suspension.

Calcium Homeostasis and Muscle Phenotype: Role of Cellular Energetics--R.

Wiseman, PI

Requested start date: 07/01/01
NSBRI release date: 09/11/01

MSU budget release: no funds dispersed as of 10/09/01 expected 11/01/01

Specific Aims of Grant:

• To mechanistically link the physiology of muscle use/disuse to the stability or

transition in slow-to-fast phenotype conversions.

• Determine the sensitivity of sarcoplasmic reticulum ATPase function and calcium

handling to metabolic stress (ATP free energy maintenance).

Determine to what extent that calcium-sensitive transcription factors are altered in

response to increased calcium loads and their involvement in regulating muscle

phenotype.

Project Status:

In June of 2001, the PI accepted a full time faculty appointment in the

departments of physiology and radiology at Michigan state university. Thus, formal

connections with the University of Washington have been reduced to an affiliate

appointment in June of 2001 and the laboratory moved on June 11 th. The laboratory at

MSU opened at the end of June. During this period, no funds have been dispersed from

the NSBRI to MSU and all progress towards the goals for this project have been funded

by Michigan State University. As a result of the PI moving institutions there are key

personnel changes. Jereoen Jeneson, Ph.D. has moved back to the Netherlands and is no

longer associated with the current work. Ronald Meyer, Ph.D. is now added as a co-

investigator and brings expertise in cellular energetics, whole muscle physiology and

modeling to the project.

Project Goals yr 0.5:

The project goals for the first 6-month period were three-fold: hire personnel;

construct a calcium imaging system at MSU; and begin to map the calcium transients for
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representative fast and slow muscle phenotypes. To date we have generated the

progress in the following areas.

Hire personnel: Two new postdoctoral fellows have ioined the laboratory.

Roop Jayaraman, PhD is an exercise physiologist. He brings expertise in whole muscle

physiology and magnetic resonance imaging and spectroscopy techniques to the
laboratory.

Stefanie Carroll is a PhD cell biologist studying calcium homeostasis and fiber type

transformation in wild type and transgenic animals. She brings expertise in optics,

muscle physiology and molecular biology to the laboratory.

FUTURE PROGRAM DIRECTIONS

The Five Year Strategy (2002-2006)

During this time-frame the Muscle Team will evolve a countermeasure strategic plan that

is predicated on ground based models using both animal and human subjects. The

following projects will be targeted:

Interact the ground-based models of limb suspension and resistance training

paradigms to prevent muscle atrophy using human subjects. This project will

likely be expanded to involve the bed rest model and expand the project to include

nutritional interventions in collaboration with the Nutrition and Fitness Team (see
below).

Develop in-depth studies on the effects of artificial gravity on skeletal muscle

structure and function. This project will also make use of the unilateral limb

suspension model.

Test pharmacological approaches identified in the present funding period

separately and in combination with resistance training using animal models for

inducing muscle atrophy.

• Amplify how resistance loading and unloading affects stress-strain reactions in

human subjects.

• Explore interactions with the Nutrition and Fitness Team conceming how the

separate and combined effects of nutritional modification and physical exercise

impacts muscle homeostasis and protein balance in bed rest subjects.

• The 5-10 Year Research Plan (2007-2011)

The Muscle Team views this period most critical to translating the ground- based derived

countermeasures into space flight readiness on the International Space Station (ISS). It is
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anticipatedthattheground-basedresearchwill maturethreefundamentalcountermeasure
strategiesto ameliorateskeletalmuscledysfunctions.Theseinclude:
a) different formsof physicalexercise,with theresistancetypebeingtheprimary focus;
b) humanpoweredartificial gravity(gravityequivalentexercise),which couldserveas

anoverarchingcountermeasurebecauseof its potentialto maintain/improvethe
homeostasisof multiplehealthsystems;

c) novelpharmacologicalandhormonalapproachesthatarecurrentlybeingexploredin
thecurrentfundingperiod.

Wevisualizethatexerciserelatedcountermeasureto betestedon theISSplatformwill
includeanumberof activity-uniqueprescriptions:

• A resistancetrainingprescriptionto maintainmusclemassandstrength.

• An aerobic exercise paradigm that would improve both cardiovascular fitness and
skeletal muscle endurance.

• An activity paradigm that would specifically target the sensory-motor pathways to

maintain posture, balance and locomotor skills.

• An impact loading paradigm that could conceivably affect both the skeletal

muscle system and the skeletal systems to stimulate/maintain bone homeostasis.

Human powered gravity equivalent activities need to be a high priority for flight testing,

because this activity paradigm has the potential to encapsulate all four of the exercise-

type prescriptions as well as have a positive impact on the bone, cardiovascular,

vestibular, and nutritional/fitness countermeasure strategies.

In addition to these primary activity-related strategies, additional an additional major

research objective will be to incorporate other countermeasure activities that fall into the

categories of nutritional, pharmacological, and possibly growth factor/hormonal
interventions.

Presented below is a schematic diagram that outlines the interaction of these various

countermeasure activities with the artificial gravity serving as the potential epicenter of
this interaction.
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Professor of Psychology in Psychiatry
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University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine
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JoAnna Wood, Ph.D.
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Projects 1-8 are ground-based experiments. Projects 9 and 10 are flight experiments that are not

described in detail, since they are not yet funded, but are in feasibility evaluation at JSC.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Prolonged habitation in space will involve exposure to behavioral challenges for a much longer

period of time than have been experienced thus far. Stressors and risk factors include

confinement for a year or more with the same small group of people; isolation from family and

friends; limited communication with Earth including potentially long delays in bi-directional

communications; loss of privacy due to habitability constraints; and interacting without the

normal gravitational orientation that facilitates cognitive and emotional interpretation of the

world. There are also risks to neurobehavioral capability and emotional stability posed by

prolonged exposure to microgravity, radiation, physical illness, interpersonal strife, and

equipment failure in space. Differences in language, culture, gender, and work roles will pose

challenges to crew communication and effectiveness. Therefore the success of prolonged human

habitation in space will depend on prevention, identification and mitigation of individual

neurobehavioral and interpersonal psychosocial risks to crew health, safety and productivity.

Such risks have been identified in NASA's Critical Path Roadmap involving human behavior

and performance in space flight. The NSBRI Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team
conducts research on countermeasures to ensure that astronaut behavioral health is maintained

during prolonged space missions, and that both individual astronaut and crew functioning are

optimized. Currently 10 projects--eight funded ground-based experiments and two proposed

flight experiments---divided equally between psychosocial and neurobehavioral scientific

emphases make up the Team. Investigators bring considerable breadth of scientific acumen and

techniques required to address scientific questions that range across biological mechanisms;
cognitive and affective processes; individual differences in vulnerability to impairment; selection

and leadership criteria; and team problem solving and optimization of communications.

Approaches used in the projects include studies in analog environments (Antarctica, Mt.

Everest), computer simulations of space-based and Earth-based teamwork, and basic laboratory

experiments in humans and animals. The breadth of scientific approaches notwithstanding, the

overarching focus of the eight projects underway is on the impact of stress--individual and

interpersonal--on behavioral functions. Collectively, the projects seek to identify (1) the causes

of stress, and its consequences for astronaut cognitive, affective and social functioning; (2)

techniques and technologies to objectively detect stress reactions and performance deficits in

individuals and groups in the remoteness of space; and (3) countermeasures to prevent and

otherwise mitigate the occurrence of stress reactions and their adverse effects on individual and

crew performance. The eight ground-based projects have been underway for less than a year, and
therefore no change is planned in the future strategy of these projects until their experimental

results are clear. On the other hand, it is recognized that there are important areas and

technologies that have not yet been covered by the current projects. Future plans should focus on

adding research projects that seek to identify the effects of long-term exposure to the major
factors in the space environment on emotions, cognition, performance, and behavioral health. In

addition, novel neuroscience technologies (e.g., neuroimaging; transcranial magnetic

stimulation) or novel behavioral methodologies (e.g., virtual reality, experimental manipulation

of small group microsocieties in isolation and in tandem) should be included to search for new
countermeasures for the psychosocial and neurobehavioral effects of prolonged space flight.

Finally, work is needed on the behavioral strategies, scheduling strategies and habitat design
elements that can maintain or enhance crew performance and prevent the development of

hostility between crews and ground-support personnel during long-duration space flight. In

addition to preventing behavioral problems in space flight, the countermeasure research being

performed on the Team may also aid in helping to solve neurobehavioral and psychosocial

problems on Earth, ranging from early objective detection of cognitive and emotional
impairment, to development of new behavioral and pharmacological treatments for stress, to



bettercommunicationsystemsthatpreventerrorsandmisunderstandings,to techniquesfor
improvinggroupperformanceandcohesion.

II. INTRODUCTION

The success of prolonged human habitation in space will depend on prevention, identification

and mitigation of neurobehavioral and psychosocial risks to crew health, safety and productivity.

Risks to interpersonal psychosocial functioning and individual neurobehavioral functioning

during prolonged space flight have been identified in NASA's Critical Path Roadmap involving
human behavior and performance in space flight. In fact, due to their demonstrated occurrence in

USA and Russian space missions, problems involving poor psychological adaptation to the space

environment currently share the highest risk rank (level I) with bone loss, radiation exposure and

emergency medicine in space flight. The NSBRI Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors

Team--a new team in its first year--has been charged with conducting research on

countermeasures that will ensure that astronaut behavioral health is maintained during prolonged

space missions, and that both individual astronaut and crew functioning are effectively

optimized.

Prolonged habitation in space will involve exposure to behavioral challenges for a much longer

period of time than have been experienced thus far in microgravity. Stressors and risk factors

include confinement for a year or more with the same small group of people; isolation from
family and friends; limited communication with Earth including potentially long delays in bi-

directional communications; loss of privacy due to habitability constraints; and interacting

without the normal gravitational orientation that facilitates cognitive and emotional interpretation

of the world. There are also risks to neurobehavioral capability and emotional stability posed by

prolonged exposure to microgravity, radiation, physical illness, interpersonal strife, and

equipment failure in space. Differences in language, culture, gender, and work roles will also

pose challenges to crew communication and effectiveness. Without mitigation these stressors

individually and collectively have the potential to erode cognitive performance; change

neuroendocrine, cardiovascular, and immune responses; disrupt appetite, sleep, and other basic

regulatory physiology; lead to neuropsychiatric impairment through anxiety and depression; and

potentiate serious interpersonal problems among crewmembers and with Earth-based mission

support personnel.

The overarching scientific goal in this area is to mitigate these risks through research on the

development of novel ways to monitor individual astronaut brain functions, as well as group

behaviors, and to provide preventive and operational countermeasures to enhance crew cognitive

performance, motivation, emotional well being and quality of life. Therefore, the scope of this

research area includes: (1) Identification of the neurobehavioral and psychosocial risks to crew
health, safety, well being, performance and productivity during long-duration space missions; (2)

Evaluation of the effects of space-related stressors (i.e., habitability constraints, microgravity,

radiation, work requirements, sleep deprivation, perceived risks, restricted communication with
Earth and boredom) on physiological and psychological functions of individuals and crews; (3)

Development of accurate, practical techniques and approaches to monitor behavior and perform-

ance capability during missions; (4) Development and validation of countermeasures to manage

or mitigate space-related risks to neurobehavioral functions and to enhance health, motivation,

safety and performance during such missions; (5) Identification of strategies to maintain
motivation and ensure an effective quality of life in space; and (6) Development of procedures to

determine optimal leadership style, crew composition, organization and communication with



Earth.Thereis thereforeconsiderablebreadthof scientificacumenandtechniquesrequiredto
addressscientificquestionsthatcanincludebiologicalmechanisms,cognitiveandaffective
processes,individual differencesin vulnerabilityto impairment;selectionandleadershipcriteria,
teambuildingandoptimization,andmanagementsystemsthataffectcrewcapability.

III. RESEARCH PROGRAM STRUCTURE & DESIGN

The research program and structure of the Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team was

defined by the peer-review selection conducted in 2000, of eight ground-based studies and two

possible flight experiments (not yet funded but in feasibility evaluation at JSC). These eight

funded ground-based projects (and two as yet unfunded flight studies) collectively address four
interrelated team goals. Despite the breadth of projects, there is considerable synergy among

them relative to the goals they seek to address, such that some projects address more than one of

the following goals. Below are listed only the primary goal of each project.

1. Identify salient features, needs, and predictors of behavioral functioning in isolated groups.

Project 1.
P.I.

Project 4.
P.I.

Project 10.

P.I.

Individuals and Cultures in Social Isolation (Antarctica)

JoAnna Wood, Ph.D.

Designing a Smart Medical System for Psychosocial Support
James A. Carter, Ph.D.

(Proposed flight project: Psychosocial Education (PSE) Training for ISS

Missions)

(Nick Kanas, M.D.)

2. Identify factors influencing communications and problem solving in small groups.

Project 2. Psychosocial Performance Factors in Space Dwelling Groups

P.I. Joseph V. Brady, Ph.D.

Project 3. Distributed Team Decision Making for Long Duration Space Missions
P.I. Judith M. Orasanu, Ph.D.

3. Identify ways to objectively detect affective and neurocognitive functions in remote locations.

Project 5.
P.I.

Project 6.
P.I.

Project 7.
P.I.

Optical Computer Recognition of Performance Under Stress

David F. Dinges, Ph.D.

Speech Monitoring Cognitive and Personality Alterations

Philip Lieberman, Ph.D.
Quick Assessment of Basic Cognitive Functions

Stephen M. Kosslyn, Ph.D.

4. Identify pharmacological interventions for neurobiological responses to distress in space flight.

Project 8. Stress, Performance and Locus Coeruleus
P.I. Gary Aston-Jones, Ph.D.

Project 9. (Proposed flight project: Effect of Spaceflight on Pharmacokinetics of

Psychotherapeutic Agents)

P.I. (Lane J. Brunner, Ph.D.)

The eight ground-based projects making up the Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team

have been underway an average of 7 months during year 01. The projects are described below

relative to their respective themes, countermeasure goals, and their synergies and collaborations

within and between projects. Projects 1 through 4 deal primarily with research questions on



"Humanperformancefailure becauseof poorpsychosocialadaptation,"which is area18from
theCritical PathRoadmap.Projects5 through8 areconcernedprimarily with "Human
performancefailurebecauseof neurobehavioraldysfunction,"which is area21 from theCritical
PathRoadmap.

Proiect 1. Wood, J., Helmreich, R., Lugg, D.: Individuals and Cultures in Social Isolation.

This project focuses on psychosocial critical path questions. The goal is to increase

understanding of the effects of personality, culture, and group characteristics on both individual

and group performance in an extreme environment (Antarctica) that parallels many of the

conditions likely to occur in long-duration space missions. Countermeasure goals include

identifying those elements of leadership that maximize crew functioning in extreme

environments, and increase understanding of how individual and group factors affect physical

health under prolonged group isolation in Antarctica. The resulting information can be used in

identification of optimal flight crew configurations. Synergy and collaboration within the

project and with other projects: Like many of the other projects on the team, this project on the

psychological and physical health of people wintering over in the Antarctic is possible through a

strong multidisciplinary collaboration. Dr. JoAnna Wood is an experienced applied experimental

psychologist located at Johnson Space Center and on the faculty of Baylor College of Medicine.

She conceived the project to answer questions about the roles of personality, culture, leadership

and individual and group adaptation in an extreme environment (i.e., isolation, confinement,

severe environmental conditions). The project is possible through her collaboration with Dr.

Desmond Lugg, Head of Polar Medicine for the Australian Antarctic Division, who coordinates

psychological and serum data acquisition (for neuropeptides) in the Antarctic. Dr. Robert

Helmreich, the project Co-PI and a renowned social psychologist, developed and manages the

psychological assessment instruments, and he will be involved in the hierarchical linear

modeling of the data. Analyses of serum samples for neuropeptide levels is being shifted from

the laboratory of Dr. Terry Philips at NIH where there is a backlog of work, to the laboratory of

Dr. William Shearer, Team Lead for the NSBRI Immunology, Infection and Hematology Team,

at Baylor College of Medicine. Dr. Shearer has had prior synergistic collaborations with the

Team lead, Dr., Dinges, and his laboratory's involvement with Dr. Wood's project offers a new

synergy between the neurobehavioral and psychosocial factors team and the NSBRI

Immunology Team.

Project 2. Brady_ J., Hursh, S._ et al.: Psychosocial Performance Factors in Space Dwelling

Groups. This project focuses on psychosocial critical path questions. The goal is to determine
the effects of variations in the structure and function of communication channels within and

between simulated space-dwelling and Earth-based groups. It addresses the effects on

psychosocial performance effectiveness of (1) stressful environmental and behavioral

interactions; (2) variations in the appetitive and aversive characteristics of incentive control

systems; and (3) selection, training and experience. The research methodology will involve

development of a distributed interactive multi-person simulation in computer-generated

environments as an experimental test bed for modeling psychosocial performances within and
between space-dwelling and Earth-based groups. The simulation approach provides an

automated means of setting the context for the analysis of performance in space-dwelling groups

and monitoring electronically the effects of varying experimental conditions that alter

psychosocial interactions. Countermeasure goals include identifying ways to use distributed

interactive multi-person simulation to optimize crew communication and performance, and to

identify the roles of selection, training and experience in effective communications, as well as

crew psychosocial and ecological stability. Synergy and collaboration within the project and
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with other projects: Like Project 1, this project is lead by investigators experienced in space

behavioral science, and it is possible through a strong multidisciplinary collaboration. Dr. Joe

Brady has 50 years experience in space behavioral biology, including providing the first two

primates to fly in orbit in the 1960's. He will head the project and manage the simulated

environment. His collaborator, Dr. Steven Hursh, the Program Area Manager for Biomedical

Modeling at Science Applications International Corporation (SAIC) leads SAIC's development

of the communication software that will provide the simulated space-dwelling and Earth-based

scenarios in which communications contingencies and related countermeasure goals will be

evaluated. The investigators intend to show the SAIC distributed interactive multi-person

simulation to other project P.I.s on the Team to determine if the simulation would have utility in

other projects. The simulation is expected to be complete and ready for testing by November,
2001.

Project 3. Orasanu, J., Fischer_ U., Montgomery_ L.et al: Distributed Team Decision

Making in Exploration Missions. This project focuses on psychosocial critical path questions.
The goal is to examine how team structure and communication medium affect the nature and

quality of small team interaction, distributed decision making strategies, and problem solving

under a variety of stressful conditions (i.e., time pressure, risk level, information

accuracy/completeness). It assesses autonomic nervous system markers and the Specific Affect

Coding System technology for detecting when crew interactions and decision-making are

degrading. Countermeasure goals include identifying ways to optimize crew problem solving

performance during demanding and non-demanding periods. Synergy and collaboration within

the project and with other projects: Dr. Judith Orasanu is a senior research psychologist at

NASA Ames Research Center. She has extensive experience studying decision making and

under stressful and non-stressful conditions in both laboratory and field settings in aviation. Dr.

Orasanu and the project Co-P.I., Dr. Ute Fischer of Georgia Institute of Technology, have

developed coding schemes for measuring team communication and decision making. These will

be utilized in the proposed work to examine factors that affect the nature and quality of team

interaction and decision making strategies under a variety of stressful conditions, and to assess a

technology for detecting when crew interactions are degrading, so that appropriate interventions

(countermeasures) can be introduced to prevent further deterioration of crew performance.

Project 3 research complements that of Project 2 (Brady et al.) and Project 4 (Carter et al.).

Project 2 will also investigate media effects on team collaboration and decision making, focusing

on team outcome measures such as task success, time to completion, etc., while Project 3 will

emphasize process characteristics such as how team members build a shared problem

understanding, structure their problem solving and decision making efforts, respond to each

other's contributions, and deal with disagreement. Project 3 will complement Project 4 by

identifying factors that predict or contribute to dysfunction and conflict in teamwork. Thus,

Project 3 research could help identify individuals or teams who could benefit from the interactive

multimedia system for diagnosis and management ofpsychosocial problems being developed in

Project 4.

Project 4. Carter_ J., Buckey 1J.1 Holland, A., et al.: Designing a Smart Medical System for
Psychosocial Support. This project focuses on psychosocial and neurobehavioral critical path

questions. The goal is to to develop a prototypical smart medical system for psychosocial and
neurobehavioral support in space flight. The computer-based system will include the systems

infrastructure and basic functions of three modules--self-diagnosis of psychological problems,

treatment of depression, and conflict management. The prototype will apply IML's Virtual

Practicum model, creating an immersive, welcoming environment in which to seek assistance for



psychosocialproblems.Thecomputer-basedsystemwill addressneurobehavioralissues,
includingtheassessmentof affectandsuggestedinterventions,andprovideatrainingmoduleon
interpersonalconflict resolution.Thesystemwill bedevelopedandevaluatedwith experienced
usersandcontentexperts.If it proveseffective,theprototypecouldbeexpandedto include
additionalmodulesfor diagnosis,treatment,patientmanagement,andpreventionof anypossible
psychosocialproblemsthatmightariseon spacemissions.Countermeasure goals include using

the system to help detect (via standardized questions) behavioral dysfunction in individual

astronauts and among flight crews, and having the computer-based system offer suggestions to

crews for remediating problems and conflicts. Synergy and collaboration within the project and

with other projects: Like Projects 1, 2, and 3, this project involves a multidisciplinary

collaboration. Dr. James Carter, a clinical psychologist who helps direct an interactive media lab

at Dartmouth has teamed up with physician and former astronaut, Dr. Jay Buckey at Dartmouth,

and Dr. AI Holland, Chief Psychologist at NASA Johnson Space Center. A key feature to

developing a system that astronauts will accept involves getting their input early in the

development phase. This project team has recently secured NASA-Johnson Space Center's
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects approval to interview astronauts, flight

surgeons, flight directors, and Capsule Communicators who have experience with long-duration

space flight, on Shuttle-Mir and ISS missions to establish. As the prototype takes shape, the P.I.
intends to show it to P.I.s on the Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team for additional

input.

Proiect 5. Dinges, D._ Metaxas_ D., et al.: Optical Computer Recognition of Behavioral Stress.

This project focuses on neurobehavioral critical path questions. The goal is to determine whether

a state-of-the-art optical computer recognition algorithm based on facial expression can be

developed that will objectively discriminate when subjects are undergoing behavioral stressors

and negative affect. It also evaluates the effects of behavioral stressors on physiological

responses, on psychological responses, and on performance responses, and explores the

magnitude of stress responses relative to the accuracy of the optically based computer

recognition algorithm of the face. Countermeasure goals include using the system to objectively

detect distress and negative affect in astronauts when verbal and self-report communications are

not possible or not reliable, in order to identify when appropriate behavioral and pharmacological
countermeasures are needed for stress responses and affective dysfunction. Synergy and

collaboration within theproject and with other projects: Like Projects 1-4, Project 5 is made

possible by a novel collaboration. In order to provide countermeasures for stressor-induced

impairments in astronauts, objective, unobtrusive measures of the presence of stress reactions are

needed. This project seeks to achieve such a measure, through a collaboration between two
established laboratories at the University of Pennsylvania--one with expertise in the evaluation

of behavioral and physiological responses under stressful and non-stressful conditions (Dr. David

Dinges, Department of Psychiatry), and the other with expertise in optical computer recognition
of human subjects' facial expressions and gestures (Dr. Dimitry Metaxas, Department of

Computer Science). Dr. Metaxas' Vision Analysis and Simulation Technologies Laboratory has

extensive experience creating novel optical computer recognition approaches (e.g., deformable

masks) to human speech (lips) and gestures (sign language). Dr. Dinges' Unit for Experimental

Psychiatry Laboratory has experience in stress-induction behavioral biology paradigms in

healthy subjects. As part of an additional synergistic collaboration within the Team, Dr. Dinges'

laboratory will also simultaneously obtain digital recordings of speech under stressful and non-

stressful performance demands for Dr. Lieberman (Project 6), to provide an additional test of the

sensitivity of the speech algorithms relative to the optical computer recognition algorithms for

detection of stress responses during performance.



Project 6. Lieberman_ P, Mertus_ J._ et al.: Speech Monitoring_ Cognitive and Personality

Alterations. This project focuses on neurobehavioral critical path questions. The goal is to

develop a system that will detect cognitive deficits, changes in personality and emotional

disturbances by means of acoustic measures of speech. The project utilizes data from studies of

speech and behavior of individuals in a space analog environment (Mt. Everest climbers) as well

as patients suffering neurodegenerative diseases (Parkinson patients), to develop and verify

techniques for analysis of conversational speech for detection of cognitive changes.

Countermeasure goals include using the system to objectively detect significant personality

changes and emotional dysfunction in astronauts when optical communication is not possible or

not reliable, in order to identify when appropriate behavioral and pharmacological

countermeasures are needed for personality disturbances. Synergy and collaboration within the

project and with other projects: Like Projects 1-5, Project 6 relies on a key collaboration. The

P.I., Dr. Philip Lieberman is an internationally renowned linguistic scientist at Brown University,

working with a mathematician, Dr. John Mertus, to refine and automate acoustic measures of

speech for use in monitoring astronaut neurobehavioral capability. Dr. Mertus developed the

BLISS speech analysis system and algorithms to be used in Project 6. Projects 5 and 6 clearly
share a similar broad goal--to develop objective, on-line, unobtrusive, reliable measures of the

status of astronaut emotional and cognitive distress levels. The research will determine whether

either or both techniques yield useful information on affective and cognitive stress levels, and

whether these lines of inquiry are worthy of continued pursuit. As described above in Project 5,

Dr. Lieberman will also obtain speech samples from Project 5 (Dr. Dinges) when subjects are

undergoing stressful and non-stressful performance demands, to provide a comparable test

platform for comparing the discriminatory capability of the speech algorithms to that of the

optical computer recognition algorithms. Like the latter, the speech information will be gathered

and analyzed blind to the stress / non-stress performance condition in Project 5 (i.e., both Project

5 and 6 will prospectively test their algorithms in Project 5 in a double-blind manner).

Project 7. Kosslyn, S, et al.: Quick Assessment of Basic Cognitive Function. This project

focuses on neurobehavioral critical path questions. The goal is to develop a set of brief

performance tasks on a hand-held device that will be computerized versions of 11 standard tasks

from cognitive psychology, which tap the range of basic cognitive abilities. The performance

tasks being developed will be very short versions or variants of tasks that will capture the

processing differences indicated by scores on the standard tasks and be designed to be self-

administered. Countermeasure goals include using the brief tests to objectively detect cognitive

performance deficits in individual astronauts, to alert crewmembers to diminished behavioral

capacity and the need for rest or other interventions. Synergy and collaboration within the

project and with other projects: Project 7 is directed by Dr. Stephen Kosslyn, Professor of

Psychology at Harvard. Dr. With hundreds of publications, including 12 books, on cognitive

performance and mental imagery, Dr. Kosslyn is ideally suited for leading this project, which is

designed to develop a "tool box" for assessing the efficacy of specific aspects of cognitive

processing. The goal is to have each task delivered by a hand-held Palm Pilot computer very

quickly, allowing a fast and accurate "read out" of a person's processing abilities at that moment.

To achieve this, Dr. Kosslyn is collaborating with the Palm corporation (Sam Kho, who was the

chief programmer for the M100 series) to develop the software "shell" that will be designed to

read in a stimulus file, present stimuli for specific amounts of time, and record responses and

response times. The responses will be stored, along with a time-and-date stamp. The task can be
set to display the results immediately after each test; the results will be presented in a bar graph,

comparing errors and response times to norms. The shell will be written to be flexible, allowing
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theprogrammingof newtasksquickly andeasilyastheneedarises.It is anticipatedthatoncethe
basicsystem(hardware,softwareandtaskparameters)is complete,Dr. Kosslynwill collaborate
with otherprojectsontheTeam(Projects1- 6),to evaluatetheutility of thehand-heldtest
devicein subjectsundergoingvariousbehavioralchallenges.

Project 8. Aston-Jones_ G._ Druhan_ J._ et al.: Stress_ Performance and Locus Coeruleus.

This project is currently the sole basic neuroscience research (i.e., using non-human species) on

the Team. It focuses on neurobehavioral critical path questions. The goal is to analyze locus

coeruleus (LC) activity during a continuous performance task, to determine the effects of acute

and repeated stress on changes in LC function and performance, and identify pharmacological

countermeasures to mitigate stress effects on LC activity and attentional function.

Countermeasure goals identifying promising pharmacological countermeasures to mitigate
stress effects on brain activity and attention in flight crews. Synergy and collaboration within

theproject and with other projects: Project 8 is directed by Dr. Gary Aston-Jones, an

internationally recognized authority on the neurobiology of the LC and its functional significance
in stress reactions and performance (vigilance and working memory). Dr. Aston-Jones is

Professor of Psychiatry and Director of the Laboratory of Neuromodulation and Behavior at the

University of Pennsylvania School of Medicine. He was originally Co-P.I. on the project when it

was submitted and peer-reviewed, but he assumed the P.I. position at project initiation, when the

previous P.I. (Dr. Druhan) left the University to take a new position. Targeted basic neuroscience

research is needed on the Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team, because it is the only
way to address a number of critical path questions that cannot be pursued in human volunteers.

Dr. Aston-Jones' focus on the noradrenergically-mediated locus coeruleus is synergistic with
many of the human research projects on the Team that deal with stress as an outcome relative to

performance (e.g., Projects 1, 2, 3, 5, 6, 7). He abiliy to record the effects of stress induction on

both waking performance and sleep of rodents also provides a bridge between the stress focus of

the NSBRI Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team and Sleep loss focus of the NSBRI

Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology.

(Proiect 9. Proposed flight project (in feasibility evaluation at JSC_ but not yet funded).

Brunner_ L._ Feldman_ S._ et al.: Effect of Spaceflight on Pharmacokinetics of

Psyehotherapeutic Agents.) This project focuses on a neurobehavioral critical path question.
The goal is to determine the effects of space flight on the pharmacokinetics, pharmacodynamics

and the underlying physiologic processes (gastric motility and drug absorption), of the anti-

anxiety drug, lorazepam (Ativan®), and the anti-depressant drug, venlafaxine (Effexor®).

Countermeasure goals include studying both oral and intravenous use of both drugs, to
determine ways to maximize their effectiveness for affective disorders and stress reactions that

may develop in prolonged space flight, while minimizing their toxicity. Synergy and

collaboration within theproject and with other projects: The P.I., Dr. Lane Brunner is a

pharmacologist in Pharmaceutics at The University of Teaxas at Austin. The project addresses a

fundamental issue regarding the application of psychoactive substances in space flight. If the

project is judged to be feasible by JSC and supported on a future space flight, the work will be

relevant to the Team projects that seek to develop ways to objectively detect affective

dysfunction in space flight (Projects 5, 6) and offer ways to treat it (Project 4, 8).

(Project 10. Proposed flight proiect (in feasibility evaluation at JSC_ but not yet funded).
Kanas_ N., Marmer_ C., et al.: Psychosocial Education (PSE) Training for ISS Missions.)

This project focuses on a psychosocial critical path question. The goal is to evaluate the

effectiveness in five International Space Station (ISS) crews and their support personnel of a 5-
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hour,pre-launchPsychosocialEducation(PSE)trainingprogramdesignedto reducetensionand
displacementof dysphoriato outsidepersonnel,andto increasecohesion,leadersupport,
expressivenessandpersonalgrowth. Countermeasure goals include determining whether the

PSE training program can reduce hostility among astronauts and between astronauts and mission

ground support personnel while increasing group satisfaction and behavioral effectiveness.

Synergy and collaboration within the project and with other projects: The P.I., Dr. Nick Kanas,

Professor of Psychiatry at UCSF, has worked on space flight psychiatry issues for 30 years,

including collaborations in recent years with Russian behavioral scientists studying the

psychosocial effects of prolonged flights on Mir. Dr. Kanas' project addresses a fundamental

question of whether crew tension and displaced feelings to ground controllers can be prevented
or mitigated by psychosocial training. If the project is judged to be feasible by JSC and

supported on a future space flight, the work will be relevant to the Team projects that seek to

develop ways to prevent psychosocial dysfunction during space flight (Projects 1, 2, 3, 4).

Maintaining and expanding the Teams' synergy and collaborations. Since its inception as a

new NSBRI Team in early 2001, the Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Team continues to work

diligently to cross-educate projects and integrate its scientific goals, countermeasure objectives,

and methodologies. Team P.I.s had a face-to-face meeting at the University of Pennsylvania in
March, 2001, and since then they have instituted and carried out a monthly 1-2 hour telecons to

review progress and developments. There is also extensive e-mail communication among

projects and team leaders. The Team will meet again in January 2002 at the NSBRI Retreat. The

regular meetings, telecons and e-mails have resulted in a number of collaborations among

projects on the Team (described above). In addition, the Team continues to successfully develop

more extensive communications with the behavioral scientists and Flight Surgeon Psychiatrists

at NASA Johnson Space Center (JSC). Associate Team Lead, Dr. JoAnna Wood serves on JSC's

Integrated Product Team (IPT) for Human Behavior and Performance, and Dr. David Dinges,

Team Lead, has recently been appointed as a non-voting member to the IPT. Dr. Dinges has

advised JSC Flight Surgeon Psychiatrist, Dr. Chris Flynn, on development of a fatigue tool for

space flight. Dr. A1 Holland, JSC Chief Psychologist is on Team Project 4, and participates in the

Team's monthly telecon. There are also a number of synergistic and collaborative efforts

between Team P.I.s and other NSBRI Teams. Dr. Wood is collaborating with Dr. William

Shearer, Team Lead for the NSBRI Immunology, Infection and Hematology Team, on serum

measures of neuropeptides from subjects wintering over in the Antarctic for her Project 1. Dr.

Dinges also performs research on countermeasures for the adverse neurobehavioral effects of

chronic sleep restriction in space flight, as part of the NSBRI's Human Performance Factors,

Sleep and Chronobiology Team. Some of the neurobehavioral performance tests used in his

Project 5 on optical computer recognition of stress are also used in the sleep restriction research,

allowing for a comparison of the effects of chronic sleep loss and acute stressors on these

sensitive performance measures. A number of these performance measures were used in

behavioral studies aboard Space Shuttle missions STS-90 and STS-95, and showed changes

(decrements) in-flight relative to pre- and post-flight assessments (Dijk, et al., 2001), making it

possible to compare experimentally induced changes in these performance parameters in stress-

induction studies on Earth (e.g., Project 5) to those seen in space flight.

Synergies with other NSBRI Teams. It is the intention and goal of the Neurobehavioral and

Psychosocial Factors (NBPF) Team to continue to build active synergies and collaborations with

other NSBRI research teams, in relation to the effects of prolonged space flight, and

countermeasures for it, on neurobehavioral and psychosocial functions. Some examples
discussion underway on inter-Team collaborations and synergies include the following.
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Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team--NBPF Team seeks to determine
the interaction of acute and chronic stress effects with sleep loss and circadian physiology.

Immunology, Infection and Hematology Team--NBPF Team seeks to help identify the effects of

behavioral and psychosocial stressors on immune function in space flight.
Radiation Effects Team--NBPF Team seeks to assist in identifying the neurobehavioral effects

of CNS damage from space radiation.
Bone Loss Team and the Muscle Alterations and Atrophy Team--NBPF Team seeks to help

understand the psychosocial and behavioral implications of countermeasures that require lengthy

daily periods of physical exercise in space (e.g., motivation, time management).
Neurovestibular Adaptation Team--NBPF Team seeks to help identify the neurobehavioral and

psychosocial consequences of"sopite syndrome" and the effects of pharmacological

countermeasures for space motion sickness on behavioral capability.

Nutrition, Physical Fitness and Rehabilitation Team--NBPF Team seeks to help understand how
nutrition can be used to enhance neurobehavioral and psychosocial functioning.

IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

The Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team is one of the new NSBRI areas. The

current eight ground-based projects were peer-reviewed by NASA, and selected for support as an
initial core program 1 year ago. However, funding for most of the projects was not available or

initiated for 3-7 months into year 1. Therefore the program progress reported below reflects an

average of approximately 7 months work on these eight new research projects. The eight ground-
based studies cover a considerable breadth of scientific techniques, but the overarching focus of

all the research on the team is on the impact of stress--individual and interpersonal---on the

functional capability of astronauts on long-duration missions. Collectively, the projects seek to

(1) identify the causes of stress during space flight, and its consequences for astronaut cognitive,
affective and social functioning; (2) identify techniques to objectively detect performance-

impairing stress reactions in individuals and groups in the remoteness of space flight; and (3)

identify countermeasures to prevent and otherwise mitigate the occurrence of stress reactions and
their adverse effects on individual and flight crew performance. Because of the breadth of

scientific techniques and approaches, each project is described briefly below.

Project 1.
Principal Investigator:

Individuals and Cultures in Social Isolation

JoAnna Wood, Ph.D.

Project 1. Research Objectives and Plan
This study evaluates a multidisciplinary, multi-level model of individual and group factors that
influence health and performance in extreme environments, such as spaceflight, and Antarctic

winter stations. This model explicitly incorporates the nested social structure of individuals

living in small groups to examine both individual and group level outcomes. The primary

hypothesis is that a useful model can be derived from hierarchical linear modeling analyses, but

this can be described in more detail by the following hypotheses:

1. Individual factors and group factors combine to predict psychological stress, use of health

care services, and changes in serologic markers of physiologic stress.
2. Individual factors and group level factors, as influenced by local events, combine to predict

behavior and performance at both the individual and mission levels.

The proposed research is specifically designed to study the roles of personality, culture, and

group influences on behavior, performance, and health outcomes in winter-over Antarctic
research stations. These remote and isolated habitats provide an environment analogous to long-
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durationspacemissions(e.g.,confinement,isolation,risk), suchasthoseplannedfor
InternationalSpaceStationandeventuallyapilotedexpeditionto theplantMars.Theultimate
objectivesof this projectareto increaseunderstandingof theeffectsof personality,culture,and
groupcharacteristicsonboth individualandgroupperformancein extremeenvironments;
identifythoseelementsof leadershipthatmaximizecrewfunctioningin extremeenvironments;
andunderstandhow individualandgroupfactorsaffectphysicalhealthunderprolongedstress.

Project 1. Year 01 Activi ,ty
The first year of data collection is winding down. The pre-isolation data collection at Bronte

Park, Tasmania, was successfully completed in November 2000. Blood samples have been

collected throughout the year on each station and are being retumed to Australia, for delivery to

the US, for processing. Data from the electronic questionnaires have been collected throughout

the year via a secure web connection to the P.I.'s office, and have been stored there for analysis.

Project 2.

Principal Investigator:

Psychosocial Performance Factors in Space Dwelling Groups

Joseph V. Brady, Ph.D.

Proiect 2. Research Objectives and Plan
The objectives of this research focus upon the development of a distributed interactive multi-

person simulation in computer-generated and/or computer-controlled environments as an

experimental test bed for modeling psychosocial performances within and between space-

dwelling and Earth-based groups. Computer generated simulation scenarios will be designed to

permit changes in the parametric features (e.g. objectives, routes, etc.) of the required tasks each
time the same scenario is encountered by a given group. Simulated space-dwelling group

decisions will be based upon actions and pooled information from individual members as well as

Earth-based centers, as required. Psychosocial performance effectiveness evaluation criteria will

be developed based upon both process and outcome measures (e.g. error and task completion

rates, timing, communication modes, frequencies, durations, and content, etc.). The project has

five specific aims.
1. Determine the effects of environmental and behavioral interactions within and between

.

simulated space-dwelling and Earth-based groups upon psychosocial performance

effectiveness, Time pressure will be used as a stressful condition and will be evaluated with

operational groups in distributed interactive simulation scenarios.
Determine the effects of variations in the structure and function of communication channels

o

,

within and between simulated space-dwelling and Earth-based groups upon psychosocial

performance effectiveness. Textual, voice/audio, and personal/video communication

channels, singly and in combination, will be evaluated with operational groups interacting via

computer terminals in distributed interactive simulation scenarios.
Determine the effects of variations in the appetitive/aversive characteristics of incentive

systems within and between space-dwelling and Earth-based groups upon psychosocial

performance effectiveness. Positive and punitive methods for maintaining on-task time will

be evaluated with operational groups in distributed interactive simulation scenarios.
Determine the effects of prior training and experience within and between space-dwelling

and Earth-based groups upon psychosocial performance effectiveness. Longitudinal group

training and problem solving experience involving individual characteristics and

psychosocial interactions will be evaluated with operational groups in distributed interactive
simulation scenarios.
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, Determine the effects of personality selection factors upon the psychosocial performance

effectiveness of simulated space-dwelling groups. Criteria for group composition will be

evaluated with operational groups in distributed interactive simulation scenarios.

Five experiments will be conducted to address the specific aims. Groups of three individuals

(located at workstations that are isolated both physically and acoustically from each other and

from a remotely located monitoring station) will be trained to interact within the simulation

environment. During each session, groups will be engaged in tasks that are cognitive in nature,

do not require physical exertion beyond computer interactions, and may require repeated

exchanges of information among group members and between the group and the Earth-center

mission control. The principal objective of the simulation approach is to provide automated

means for setting the context of space-dwelling group performances under study. In addition to

setting the context, the simulation will provide an electronic means for monitoring psychosocial

interactions and a method for varying important contextual variables that may alter the quality of

group interaction, decision making, and performance effectiveness.

Project 2. Year 01 Activity

The goal for activity in year 01 was to develop the distributed interactive simulation environment

and the simulation scenarios. The project was formally initiated April 1,2001. Over the 6 months

since then, a subcontract was established with Science Applications International Corporation

and work was on programming a three-person crew simulation of a Mars surface expedition

involving an Orbiter/Lander/Rover model. The program represents a range of simulated tasks

and decisions relevant to exploration of the Martian surface. The activities involved include

finding, collecting, and analyzing geological samples; avoiding hazards; communicating with

other crew members and Mission Control; coping with equipment failures; and managing

logistical requirements. The simulation incorporates a multi-modal communication system with

voice, video, and text messaging. All contact among crew members and between crew members
and simulated Mission Control is made via electronic channels of communication which are

Internet compatible. The simulation is designed to provide a challenging cooperative work

environment with multiple decision requirements, the potential for programming time-pressure

stress effects, and a rich context for the emergence of leadership styles and alternative task

organizations. Recording and measurement of all activities and communications will provide for

an analysis of crew performance effectiveness. Experiments will focus upon the effects of

crewmember personality, training, stress, and communication characteristics to include analysis
of content, frequency, and patterns of communication.

Communication software has been completed and installed on the networked simulated crew

stations. Interactive communication system pre-testing has begun between two of the four

functional networked crew stations. The SAIC expeditionary simulation software is 95%

complete and is expected to be ready for initial testing by November, 2001, when the entire
simulation system, both hardware and software, will be evaluated in the operational pre-testing

phase of the research project. A special laboratory facility for the research has been constructed
at the Institute for Behavior Resources Headquarters Building in Baltimore City in the vicinity of

the Johns Hopkins University Homewood Campus. The laboratory provides for three

acoustically controlled workstations plus an additional separate 'Mission Control' station for

operational implementation of the simulated Orbiter, Lander, Rover expedition for simulated

exploration of the Martian surface. Essential professional and technical support personnel have

been recruited for computer system maintenance and troubleshooting as well as the personality

testing and evaluation phases of the project.
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Project 3.

Principal Investigator:
Distributed Team Decision Making for Long Duration Space Missions
Judith M. Orasanu, Ph.D.

Project 3. Research Objectives and Plan

This project has two specific aims.

1. Conduct laboratory experiments to study the effects of task-related stressors on team

performance in challenging distributed decision-making situations. Effects of national

culture and gender on team interactional processes will be examined. Teams will work

together for several days in 4-hour sessions to give them time to get to know each other and

to build working relationships.

2. Monitor affective responses by individual team members as they work on team tasks that

present both task and interpersonal stressors. Techniques will be developed to monitor team

performance in order to detect when a team's cohesion and effectiveness are deteriorating so

that countermeasures can be applied (specific countermeasures will not be developed at this

time). Interpersonal friction can cause anxiety, which may be discernible through

physiological indicators, as well as facial expression and verbal content of communication.

The project addresses the following four research questions. (i) How do gender and cultural

background influence decision-making strategies and interactional behaviors in team problem

solving situations? (ii) How do communication media and collaborative tools influence team

decision-making strategies and interactional processes? (iii) Do communication media and

technologies have similar effects over gender and cultural groups? (iv) Does physiological

arousal in team situations show similar relations to interactional and decision strategies across
gender and national culture groups?

Project 3. Year 01 Activity

The project was scheduled to begin on April 1, 2001, but funding was not available until August

15, 2001. Initial planning and development was undertaken prior to funding, but the project was

limited in what could be done without the funding in place. Since project initiation, Distributed
Dynamic Decision Making (DDD) software was acquired from Aptima, Inc., who previously

developed software for NASA that supports distributed team decision making tasks in dynamic

environments. The software presents graphical displays of evolving problem scenarios and

supports manipulation of task features to vary the level of challenge or pressure inherent in a

task. It also supports communication among team members via e-mail messages or voice (either

open microphone or restricted communication, such as when subjects can only talk with the base

station, which will relay messages). The DDD Search and Rescue scenario that will be used in

this project involves searching for a lost research team in the Antarctic. Other members of the
team must search for the team under a variety of task constraints. The DDD system will enable

examination of collaborative behaviors among team members in two phases of the task: (a)

during planning how to go about locating the lost party, and (b) executin_ the search task under a

variety of task constraints such as time limitations, unexpected obstacles, etc.

Scenario development has also been underway. The software permits manipulation of a variety

of potential stressors in two categories: task difficulty and team conflict. Ambulatory

physiological monitoring devices (Biologs) will be used for recording ECG, PPG, EMG,

respiration, skin conductance, skin temperature, and activity level. Video recordings of

participants' faces while engaged in team tasks will be synchronized in time with physiological

monitors and audio recordings using techniques developed by Drs. Gottman and Can'ere at the

University of Washington. Dr. Carrere is a consultant on the project. Affect assessment will
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involvecodingandanalysisof facial expressions and communication from video recordings of

participants' faces. Both on-line and post-hoc versions of the Specific Personal Affect Coding
system (SPAFF) developed by Drs. Gottman and Carrere will be used.

A collaborative relationship has been established with Norbert Kraft, M.D., who works for the

Japanese Space Agency, NASDA. Discussions are underway on the possibility of collaborating
on a planned ground-based ISS simulation study in Japan that would involve multicultural crews.

Dr. Kraft was the Commander of the multicultural crew in the recent SFINCSS isolation study

conducted in Russia. His personal experience of 117 days in this environment has given him
considerable insight into a number of factors relating to team interaction and performance in

space missions. Most significant was the occurrence of interpersonal difficulties, especially those

involving gender or cultural interactions. Specifically, these turned on specific cultural views of
women's roles in society; norms for working together; priorities and goals; and sense of time.

One major problem area was the relation between the space crew and ground support--
development of an "us/them" relationship, lack of trust, and reduction of communication over

time were evident. Much of this relates to problems with developing shared mental models,

which is difficult when team members are physically separated, have different goals and

priorities, perhaps different perceptions of risk, and different pressures and constraints. A final
area of concern for Dr. Kraft was family support for space crews and maintenance of

relationships during long periods of separation. Dr. Kraft designed a set of team problem solving
tasks that were used in the SFINCSS study. These dealt with ethical issues in emergencies,

medical problems, resource allocation problems etc. The suitability of these tasks for use in

Project 3 is being evaluated, as additional vehicles for examining team interaction, primarily in
face-to-face but also in mediated communication modes.

Project 4.

Principal Investigator:
Designing a Smart Medical System for Psychosocial Support
James A. Carter, Ph.D.

Project 4. Research Objectives and Plan

This project addresses the need to develop a set of on-board and pre-flight tools to train

astronauts how to prevent and manage psychosocial problems. The goal is to develop a prototype

of a smart medical system for psychosocial support. A fully developed system would include

resources to assist space crews in preventing, assessing and managing an array of problems. The

prototype will include programs on conflict, depression, and assessment of psychological
problems. There are 3 phases: Background research, multimedia production, and evaluation.

In phase I background research, interviews will be conducted with astronauts, flight surgeons,
flight directors, and Capsule Communicators (Capcoms) who have experience with long-

duration space flight, on Shuttle-Mir and ISS missions. These interviews will be consultative,

with the goal of obtaining input from persons who have experienced the stresses of long-duration

flight from both space and the ground. Design and content ideas will be presented, including
potential training scenarios, and feedback will be solicited as to their importance and

appropriateness, as well as their own suggestions on content and design. Input from "end-users"

of the system (i.e., astronauts) is critical in developing tools that are both useful and acceptable

to them. Phase I also includes input from subject-matter experts in the areas of space psychology

(A1 Holland, Ph.D., NASA-JSC), depression and psychological evaluation (Mark Hegel, Ph.D.,

Dartmouth-Hitchcock Psychiatric Associates), and conflict resolution (Leonard Greenhalgh,
Ph.D., The Amos Tuck School of Business, Dartmouth College).
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In phaseII mediaproductionwill occur. The approach to prototyping is to fully develop small

sections of each part of the system. This approach will enable end users and other reviewers to

understand how key components of the fully developed system would function and look, and
what content it would contain. Multimedia production includes designing the program from start

to finish "on paper" and soliciting feedback from relevant parties along the way. Dr. Carter is

designing the functionality, look and feel of the system and overseeing the production of the

media components. Through formative evaluation, input from subject-matter experts and end

users will be obtained at key points in the process to ensure that the final product meets the needs

and requirements of all parties involved. The conflict and depression programs will include

interactive modules on prevention, assessment, and management/treatment. Simulated

encounters using actors to play the roles of crewmembers will be developed and videotaped to

help users of the system try out skills that are taught in the conflict management program. The

depression program will walk users through the process of"problem-solving treatment," a

behavioral treatment for depression that has been empirically validated in primary care settings.

Both programs will include a mentor, on video, who guides users through the program, offering

encouragement and feedback. Media components will include original video, audio, graphics and

text. Video and audio will be recorded in various locations. Post-production, graphics and

programming will be done at The Troupe, Inc., a multimedia production company.

Evaluation phase III of the prototype will be conducted at NASA-Johnson Space Center's

Usability Testing and Analysis Facility. Dr. Mhiriban Whitmore, the facility's Director, will

oversee this evaluation. Testing will include usability, acceptability, and perceived value.

Because the prototype is inherently incomplete, no efficacy evaluation will be possible in this

study. Subjects will include the same population interviewed in Phase I: current and former long-

duration space and ground crewmembers. The program will also be sent to external (non project-

related) experts in the fields of Problem-Solving Treatment and conflict management for review.

Data from this study will guide further development of the system in future studies.

Project 4. Year 01 Activity,

Due to delays in initial funding, work on this project began on May 1, 2001. Since that time, the

majority of effort has been dedicated to securing approval from NASA-Johnson Space Center's
Committee for the Protection of Human Subjects (CPHS; formerly the IRB). The Committee has

provided helpful feedback and recommendations and granted permission to interview NASA-

JSC personnel on September 13,2001. In order for the proposal to be accepted by the CPHS,

several changes were made to the phase I and phase III work plans, although the aims of the

study are unchanged. Project investigators are now awaiting permission from NASA-JSC's

Integrated Projects Team (IPT) to conduct phase I interviews with crewmembers. In the

meantime, they are contacting retired crewmembers to solicit their input in interview to begin in

December, 2001. In addition to securing CPHS approval to conduct Phase I interviews, the

investigators have developed the basic teaching points to be included in the depression and

conflict programs, as well as multiple design concepts for the overall system.

Project 5.

Principal Investigator:

Optical Computer Recognition of Performance Under Stress

David F. Dinges, Ph.D.

Proiect 5. Research Objectives and Plan

The goal of this project is to develop and test optically-based computer recognition algorithms of

the human face to reliably detect the presence of stress during performance demands. The project

specifically addresses the following question from the Critical Path Roadmap: What techniques
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andmethodscanbedevelopedfor usein flight to effectivelymonitoranddetectemotional
distressandotherformsof neuropsychiatricfunctionduringaprolongedmission?Theproject
hastwo specificaims.
1. Experimentallyestablishwhetheropticalcomputerrecognitionalgorithmsbasedon facial

expressioncanbedevelopedthat canobjectively,independentlyandreliablydiscriminate
whensubjectsareundergoingbehavioralstressors,andwhethera highdegreeof accurate
categorizationcanbeachievedfor bothmaleandfemalesubjects;for bothyounger(22-32
years)andolder(33-45years)subjects;andfor subjectsof differentethnicbackgrounds.

2. Evaluatetheextentto which themagnitudeof thestressresponseasassessedby cortisol
secretion,heartrate,andsubjectivestressandmoodratings,relatesto theaccuracyof the
opticallybasedcomputerrecognitionalgorithmof theface.

Thecomputer-basedoptical recognitionsystembuildson the research of Dr. Dimitris Metaxas

(Vision Analysis and Simulation Technologies Laboratory, Department of Computer Science,

University of Pennsylvania) utilizing automatic optical tracking of human subjects' subtle
anatomical and motoric changes in facial expressions during non-verbal performance tests.

Video input to the system is provided from experiments performed in the laboratory of the Dr.

Dinges (Unit for Experimental Psychiatry, Department of Psychiatry, University of

Pennsylvania), in which healthy adults (males and females of different ages and ethnic

backgrounds) are exposed to laboratory simulations of behavioral performance stressors.

A single-blind, repeated-measures cross-over, controlled trial will be used to achieve the specific

aims and to provide the data required to test the hypothesis that an objective, unobtrusive,

optically based computer recognition algorithm of the face can be developed for each subject to

reliably discriminate between the presence of high stress versus low stress performance

conditions. A total of 60 healthy adults will be evaluated in the laboratory during three phases:

I--screening session; II--training session for development of the optical computer recognition

algorithm for each subject; and III--prospective test session of the predictive utility of the

optical recognition algorithm to discriminate high-stress versus low-stress states associated with

behavioral performance demands. Stress reactions will be tracked during both control (low

stress) and high stress conditions in sessions II and III, by measurement of salivary cortisol, heart

rate, subjective mood/stress responses, and neurobehavioral performance. Videos of subjects'

faces in the low and high stress conditions of session II will be used in Dr. Metaxas' laboratory

to develop a predictive optical algorithm for each subject that will be tested blind to stressor level

(i.e., high vs. low) in the behavioral stressor conditions of session III.

Project 5. Year 01 Activity

During the first 6 months of year 01, various stress-induction procedures were developed; IRB

and GCRC approvals were acquired for the stress-induction protocols; special camera equipment
and ECG holter monitors were acquired; salivary kits for cortisol assessments were acquired.

The second 6 months were devoted to completing software programming of performance tests

and mood scales in the computerized batteries; implementing the facial cameras with the

neurobehavioral test batteries; and preliminary tests on the behavioral stressor paradigms. This

latter activity was devoted to assessing the applicability and strength of the stressors to be used in

the protocol. The specific type of stressor is less important at this early phase of feasibility
testing than is the extent to which the stressor induces subjective (self report), facial (affective

expressions), hormonal (salivary cortisol), and cardiovascular (ECG) responses indicative of

mild to moderate acute stress reactions. These pilot efforts have revealed that the three

behavioral stressors that were to be used separately in the optical computer recognition test phase
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did not consistentlyinducesubjectivedistressor physiologicaldistressin all subjects.As a
result,theproceduresweremodified to combinestressorsto createhighstressconditionsatboth
theopticalcomputeralgorithm-trainingphaseandtheprospectivetestphase,relativeto low/no
stressconditionsat thosetimes.Theresultwasthat behavioralstressor1(sleepinertia)and3
(anticipationof venipuncture)wereabandoned,butbehavioralstressor2 (work demands)was
markedlyexpanded.Theresultinghighstressorconditionsuseacombinationof performance
demands(viahigh workload,taskdifficulty, timepressure,uncertainfuturedemands),and
frustration(via competingdemands,falsefeedback,andremotesocialratings)to inducedistress.
Dr Metaxasandcolleagueshavebeenrefining thedeformablefacialmasksandtheoptical
computeralgorithm,to increasethelikelihood thealgorithmwill detectfacialexpressionsof
distressin subjects.

Project 6.

Principal Investigator:

Speech Monitoring Cognitive and Personality Alterations

Philip Lieberman, Ph.D.

Project 6. Research Obiectives and Plan

The goal of this project is the development of a system that will detect cognitive deficits, and

changes in personality and emotional state during space flight by means of acoustic measures of

a person's speech. The system will monitor the flow of normal conversation, deriving relevant

acoustic parameters using automated procedures that will be developed and verified in this

project. Speech and behavior of individuals will be studied in a space-analog (i.e., Mt. Everest

climbers, as well as in patients suffering neurodegenerative diseases (i.e., Parkinson's Disease).

To different degrees these populations exhibit degraded neural processes regulating behaviors.

Mt. Everest climbers have been used as a space analog in previous NASA-sponsored research

conducted by the P.I. Expedition members selected will be comparable to space-flight crews--

extremely fit, intelligent and highly motivated. The climbers experience hypoxic insult and

periodic high levels of stress resulting from the life-threatening environment on Everest. The

project seeks to develop and verify techniques that will allow analysis of conversational speech,

collect additional acoustic parameters that have been associated with cognitive-linguistic deficits

in other studies, assess changes in mood and personality relative to speech measures. Each

Mount Everest expedition takes approximately 3 months, which allows for repeated formal test

sessions at successively higher altitudes and the opportunity to monitor many radio-transmitted

conversations. A total of 30 subjects will be studied, 10 in each year of the project (Everest

expeditions generally are limited to 10 members).

In addition, comparisons will be made to patient's with Parkinson's Disease, which is a
population having more severely compromised dopaminergic circuit function affecting cortico-

striatal circuits involved in motor control, but also in cognitive and emotional problems such as

depression, apathy, irritability, disinhibition, mood changes and obsessive-compulsive behavior.

Techniques are being developed that reveal these deficits through study of patients exhibiting

different degrees of cognitive and emotional changes. Dr. Joseph Friedman (Chief of the

Neurology, Memorial Hospital of Rhode Island) will identify and evaluate each of the 90
volunteers with Parkinson's Disease.

Speech signals for the Everest climbers are recorded on Sony NT-1 micro digital audio tape

recorders. Barus Laboratories Interactive Speech Analysis System (BLISS) is being used to

monitor and modify parameters at virtually all stages of analysis, thereby minimizing artifacts

that can be introduced by many other speech analysis software systems. The spectral analyses
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andF0analysesfeaturesof the BLISS system allow derivation of acoustic parameters associated

with stress and affect. Another variable of interest is voice-onset-time (VOT), which is highly

correlated with cognitive and sentence comprehension deficits. Automated computer-

implemented procedures for on-line VOT monitoring will also be developed and validated in the

project. Linguistic and cognitive tests will be administered to determine whether the speech

measures track cognitive deficits, particularly those factors involved in decision making and

language comprehension. Additional measures include verbal working-memory span; tests that

assess a subject's ability to use information conveyed by syntax in the comprehension of

sentences; and a test that assesses the ability to learn new problem-solving modes and maintain a

cognitive set, then shift sets. Fundamental frequency contours of spontaneous speech produced

during episodes in which Everest climbers are subject to high levels of stress will also be studied.

Speech analysis techniques for stress will also be analyzed from voice samples obtained in

Project 5.

Project 6. Year 01 Activity

This project began February 1, 2001. During the 8 months it has been underway, work has

progressed on data acquisition from both Mount Everest climbers and patient's with Parkinson's

Disease. Members of the National Federation for the Blind's 2001 Mount Everest expedition

were tracked as they ascended the mountain. Samples of isolated words and fluent speech were

obtained, and tests of cognition and language comprehension were performed in at Dingboche

(elevation 4, 300m) and Base Camp (5,300m) after 3 weeks acclimatization; shortly after

subjects returned from Everest's summit; and at Camps 2, 3, and 4 (6,300m, 7,150m, and

8,000m, respectively). Verbal working memory span was determined, cognitive sequencing was

tested, and comprehension of sentences was tested with procedures that have been normed for

Parkinson's Disease patients. Emotional state was monitored through questionnaires, as were

symptoms of acute mountain sickness. Spoken word lists and the responses to the cognitive and

linguistic test battery and conversations were transmitted for digital tape-recording at Base

Camp. Spontaneous speech transmitted in radio communications throughout the climb,

particularly those occurring in stressful situations, was also recorded for analyses.

Data acquisition from 40 patients with Parkinson's Disease has also been completed. Preliminary

analyses show that these patients have diminished verbal working memory span, sentence

comprehension errors and difficulty in shifting cognitive sets. An eye-tracking procedure used

with these subjects in a sentence comprehension experiment is confirming that the off-line

response techniques used on Mount Everest subjects are valid. This study is presently in the final

stages of preparation for journal submission.

Project 7.

Principal Investigator:

Quick Assessment of Basic Cognitive Functions

Stephen M. Kosslyn, Ph.D.

Project 7. Research Objectives and Plan

This project seeks to develop a cognitive testing "tool box" using a Palm Pilot (hand-help) PC

platform that administers abbreviated yet valid versions of standardized cognitive tests (with

known psychometric properties and identified neurological bases), and records and compares
responses to a pre-defined normative database. Each of the tasks will be delivered on the hand-

held Palm Pilot computer very quickly, allowing a fast and accurate "read out" of a person's

processing abilities at that moment. The specific aim of the project is to design short, easy-to-

administer variants of standard information processing / cognitive tasks that will assess very

specific types of cognitive functions. Automatic data analysis will be programmed into the
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computerizedtests,sothat final scorescanbeavailableimmediately(orcansimply bestored,for
lateranalysis;all scoreswill havetime stamps).

Basedon theliteraturein cognitivepsychologyandcognitiveneuroscience,initial setof tasks
havebeenselectedthat tapkeyfeaturesof informationprocessing.The tasks themselves are

modeled after corresponding, well-validated tasks in the scientific literature. The specific tasks to

be implement initially on the Palm Pilot tool box platform will assess attention (vigilance,

divided attention, and filtering), spatial relations encoding (categorical and coordinate), working

memory (verbal and spatial), spatial working memory, long-term memory (verbal and visual),

and problem solving (verbal and spatial). The new short-duration versions of the tasks will be

validated against the traditionally longer versions as administered by a Macintosh computer. The

goal is to keep the tasks as brief as possible while maintaining their validity to assess the targeted

cognitive functions. Consequently, the tool box tasks much not differ substantively from the

validated standard tasks in overall difficulty. The most straightforward way to approach this is to

select the "best" items from a longer task (i.e., select the items that correlate most with the

overall score and that are equated for difficulty with items in other tasks). Because many items

are needed, it will be necessary to not simply select existing items per se, but instead to adopt

specific ways to create items (which produce items that correlate with overall task performance

and are of specific levels of difficulty). This will be the approach taken.

Project 7. Year 01 Activity

Funding for this project was received on July 1, 2001. During the 3 months the project has been

underway, a programmer at Palm corporation (Sam Kho, chief programmer for the M 100 series)

was commissioned and engaged in a collaborative effort to develop the software "shell" that will

run the project cognitive tests. The shell will be designed to read in a stimulus file, present

stimuli for specific amounts of time, and record responses and response times. The responses

will be stored, along with a time-and-date stamp. The task can be set to display the results
immediately after each test; the results will be presented in a bar graph, comparing errors and

response times to norms. The tasks differ only in the instructions (which are presented in initial

screens), stimuli, and the number of response keys used. The shell will be written to be flexible,

allowing one to program new tasks quickly and easily as the need arises (e.g., to test a specific

aspect of functioning that is needed for a particular task). However, the current version of the

shell has the following limitations: (i) only visual stimuli can be presented; (ii) the stimuli are

presented either in a random order of fixed order (adaptive testing is not possible); and (iii) the

responses are limited to key presses (with up to 4 keys being used).

The prototypical cognitive tool box being developed will have three general applications. First, it

will provide a practical means for assessing the effects of other variables on key cognitive

processes. For example, it could be used to assess the effects of motion sickness, sleeplessness,
work schedules, exercise, diet, or performance demands on cognitive processing. Second, the

tasks can be used to assess the effectiveness of "countermeasures," such as specific

pharmacological interventions to protect against the effects of space radiation. The tasks can be
administered before and after interventions or training, which will provide a measure of how an

intervention affects basic cognitive functions. Finally, the tasks could be used by people "on the

job" (astronauts in space) or others to inform themselves about the current state of their cognitive

processes. For example, before an EVA to repair an external part, an astronaut might find it
useful to know how effectively she or he was reasoning logically and spatially. If one was not

doing as well as usual, a countermeasure might be administered, or someone else might go, or

one might go later, or one might go but make a concerted effort to be very careful. The essential
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point is thatthecognitivetool boxmaybeableto provideastronautswith a reliableestimateof
their cognitivecapabilitiesprior to undertakingahazardousactivity thatdemandoptimal
neurobehavioralperformancecapability.

Project 8.

Principal Investigator:

Stress, Performance and Locus Coeruleus

Gary Aston-Jones, Ph.D.

Project 8. Research Obiectives and Plan

This project is focused on understanding the impact of acute and chronic stress on

neurobiological processes underlying attention and cognitive performance. The ability to sustain

attention is critical to the successful performance of complex tasks over extended periods of

time. Studies by the P.I. have determined that optimal attentional performance in non-human

primates is associated with moderate basal firing rates of noradrenergic (NA) neurons in the

locus coeruleus (LC), and phasic activation of these cells in response to imperative

discriminative stimuli. In contrast, poor attentional performance is associated with either high or

very low basal activity in LC neurons, and an absence of phasic activation by task stimuli.

Studies in this project will determine whether disruptive effects of stress on attentional

performance result from stress-induced tonic activation of the LC, and whether these effects

become more pronounced after repeated exposures to stress. The ability of pharmacological

treatments affecting noradrenergic function to improve attentional performance will also be

assessed to identify potential countermeasures that may be used to prevent lapses in attention and

cognitive performance during long-duration space flight. There are three specific aims in this

project.

1. Analyze LC activity during a continuous performance task. The PI's previous studies linking

attentional performance to LC activity were conducted using non-human primates. While

primates provide an excellent model for assessing cognitive function, cost factors and ethical

considerations prevent the use of these subjects for studies involving large numbers of

animals and prolonged exposure to stress. Therefore, a behavioral task for measuring

attentional performance in rats was developed that captures the essential cognitive demands

of the task used in prior primate studies. Experiments in Aim 1 of this project will measure

the activity of LC noradrenergic neurons in rats engaged in this continuous performance task

to confirm that the relationship between LC activity and behavioral performance observed in

the primate is also present in the rat. Subsequent experiments will examine the effects of

directly manipulating LC activity on performance in this task to verify the causal role of the

LC system in performance.

2. Determine the effects of acute and repeated stress on changes in LC function and

performance. Experiments in this aim will examine the effects of acute and repeated

exposures to stress on LC activity and behavioral performance to determine whether the

disruptive effects of stress on performance are associated with changes in LC activity. It is

hypothesized that acute stress will increase basal firing rates of LC noradrenergic neurons

and decrease phasic responses to task-related stimuli, and that these changes will be

accompanied by decrements in performance. Furthermore, as central NA systems undergo

sensitization following repeated stress, we predict that LC function and behavioral

performance will be more susceptible to dysregulation after prolonged exposure to stressful
events.

3. Identify pharmacological countermeasures to mitigate stress effects on LC activity and
attentional function. The activity of LC noradrenergic neurons is regulated by several

transmitter systems, including serotonin, corticotropin releasing factor (CRF), and glutamate.

These neurons are also self-regulated through NA actions at alpha2 NA autoreceptors.
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Experimentsin this aimwill specifypharmacologicaltreatmentsactingat thesetransmitter
systemsthat canattenuatetheeffectsof stressonLC activity andbehavioralperformance
withoutaffectingbaselineLC functionandperformance.

Theresultsof thesestudieswill provideimportantinformationconcerningtheneuralbasisfor
stresseffectsonperformance.This informationwill leadto thedevelopmentof effective
pharmacologicalcountermeasuresfor reducingperformancedecrementsproducedby stress
duringlong-durationspacemissions.

Project 8. Year 01 Activity

The project was funded July 1, 2001. The original P.I., Dr. Jon Druhan, left the university for a

position elsewhere. Dr. Aston-Jones, the Co-P.I. on the project and the Director of the

Laboratory in which the research was to be undertaken, received permission from the NSBRI to

assume the P.I. role. In the past 3 months significant progress has been made toward the project

goals. A continuous performance task for rats was developed that captures the essential cognitive

demands of the task used in earlier primate studies. A central hypothesis in this proposal is that

manipulations that increase the basal firing rates of LC neurons should lead to disruptions in

performance on tasks that require focused attention. In particular, the P.I.'s studies in monkeys

found that tonically increased LC activity were associated with a higher rate of false alarm

responses to nontarget stimuli. Here, we tested this prediction by pretreating four rats with the

alpha2 NA receptor antagonist idazoxan (1 or 2 mg/kg) or vehicle solution after the task had

been acquired. Idazoxan increases LC firing rates and increases NA terminal release by blocking

autoreceptors on LC neurons. Thus, idazoxan would be expected to disrupt performance if
behavioral responding on this continuous performance task were related to tonic levels of LC

activity. Interestingly, we found that the effects of idazoxan depended on the baseline level of

performance of each animal. Preliminary results suggest that moderate levels of tonic LC activity

are critical for maintaining focused attentiveness to task stimuli and performing optimally, and

that behavioral performance declines when tonic LC firing rates are increased.

Another goal of the project is to manipulate noradrenergic LC neurons and examine effects on
performance. Selective lesions of these neurons would be one important manipulation to test

their role in this and other tasks. Antibodies against dopamine beta hydroxylase (DBH) linked to

the ribosomal toxin saporin (anti-DBH-saporin) is a newly described method for lesioning NA-
LC cells. We examined the utility of this approach by making focal microinjections of anti-

DBH-saporin directly into the LC of rats. Injections were guided by electrophysiological

recordings, so that the accuracy of injection placements was very high. Results indicated that
although these injections effectively lesioned LC neurons, they also lesioned other DBH-

containing cells, such as NA neurons in the A5 and A7 cells groups, and epinephrine cells in the

C 1 cell group. This apparently occurred as a result of retrograde transport of the toxin by DBH-

containing neurons that innervate the LC. These findings rule out the use of this method for

selective lesions of the LC. The new plan is to examine the use of focal microinjections of the

selective neurotoxin 6-hydroxydopamine into the LC.

It is well established that, in addition to affecting performance, stressors also disrupt sleep.

Therefore, a method was implemented for recording rat electroencephalogram, electromyogram,

and body temperature by telemetry, and performing computer-based automated scoring of sleep

stages in rats. This technical effort may prove important in the ongoing experiments as an

additional insight into how stress alters the neurobiology of behavior, and it may provide a
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bridgebetweenthestressfocusof theNSBRINeurobehavioralandPsychosocialFactorsTeam
andSleeplossfocusof theNSBRIHumanPerformanceFactors,SleepandChronobiology.

V. FUTURE PROGRAM DIRECTIONS

The NSBRI Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Team encompasses the Critical Path

Roadmap scientific questions from two of the four areas subsumed under Behavior and Human

Performance: (1) Human performance failure because of poor psychosocial adaptation (area 18),
and Human performance failure because of neurobehavioral dysfunction, (area 21). The

demonstrated occurrence in USA and Russian space missions of problems involving poor

psychological adaptation to the space environment have resulted in area 18 being rated at the

highest risk rank (level I) in the Critical Path Roadmap. The Neurobehavioral and Psychosocial

Factors Team is charged with conducting research on the development of countermeasures that

will ensure that astronaut behavioral health is maintained during prolonged space missions, and

that both individual astronaut and crew functioning are effectively optimized. As described

above, the research program of the Team was defined by the peer-review selection conducted in

2000. The eight ground-based projects making up the Team have been underway an average of 7

months. The studies are divided equally between psychosocial and neurobehavioral scientific

questions. They cover a considerable breadth of scientific techniques--projects range from

studies of humans living in an analog environment to neurobiological studies of rodents

performing under conditions of stress. This breadth notwithstanding, the overarching focus of all

eight projects is on the impact of stress--individual and interpersonal----on behavioral functions.

Collectively, the projects seek to identify (1) the causes of stress, and its consequences for

astronaut cognitive, affective and social functioning; (2) techniques to objectively detect stress

reactions and performance deficits in individuals and groups in the remoteness of space; and (3)

countermeasures to prevent and otherwise mitigate the occurrence of stress reactions and their

adverse effects on individual and crew performance. Given that the projects are still early in

development, no change is planned in the future strategy of these projects until their

experimental results are clear. On the other hand, it is recognized that there are important areas

and technologies that have not yet been covered by the current projects. To this end, future plans

should focus on adding research projects that seek to identify the effects of long-term exposure

to the major factors in the space environment on emotions, cognition, performance, and

behavioral health. In addition, novel neuroscience technologies (e.g., neuroimaging; transcranial

magnetic stimulation) or novel behavioral methodologies (e.g., virtual reality, experimental
manipulation of small group microsocieties in isolation and in tandem) should be included to

search for new countermeasures for the psychosocial and neurobehavioral effects of prolonged

space flight. Finally, work is needed on the behavioral strategies, scheduling strategies and

habitat design elements that can maintain or enhance crew performance and prevent the

development of hostility between crews and ground-support personnel during long-duration
space flight. In addition to preventing behavioral problems in space flight, the countermeasure

research being performed on the Team may also aid in helping to solve neurobehavioral and

psychosocial problems on Earth, ranging from early objective detection of cognitive and
emotional impairment, to development of new behavioral and pharmacological treatments for

stress, to better communication systems that prevent miscommunication, to improved techniques
for improving group performance and cohesion.
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L Executive Summary

The most overt change affecting an astronaut in space flight is the immediate response of

the neurovestibular system to changes in gravity. NSBRI's neurovestibular adaptation

research program supports research aimed at developing scientifically-based

countermeasures against tile vestibular problems associated with space flight: space

motion sickness, disorientation, oculomotor deficits, posttqight postural instability and

gait ataxia. Problems typically arise first when astronauts transition from I-G to 0-G,

unfortunately at a time when their physical and cognitive performance is often critical for

mission success and safety. Postflight problems have generally been more severe after 3-

5 month Mir and ISS flights than on I-2 week Shuttle missions, showing that some

components of vestibular adaptation to 0-G take place over time scales of months, rather

than weeks. Looking beyond ISS to interplanetary exploration missions, operationally

significant vestibular problems are anticipated when astronauts make the transition from

0-G to partial G, or from 0-G to an artificial gravity environment.

During the 1980s and 90s, space neurovestibular research largely tk)cused on

understanding the effects of unweighting of the otoliths on the vestibulo-ocular reflex

(VOR), and predicting space sickness susceptibility. The NSBRI neurovestibular

adaptation research program has a broader scope. It is aimed at developing scientifically

based countermeasures against the vestibular problems of space flight, and addresses the

five major space neurovestibular risks identified in NASA's Critical Path roadmap.
These are:

1. Disorientation and reduced perlk)rmance on cognitive and physical tasks, including

vehicle egress, especially during/after g-level changes.

2. Impaired neuromuscular coordination strength upon return to positive G leading to

increased incidence of falls and injury during emergency egress and escape.

, hnpaired cognitive and/or physical pertk)rmance due to spatial disorientation, motion

sickness symptoms or treatments as a result of changes in g-level, or use of artificial

gravity.

4. Autonomic dysfunction which may be of vestibular origin.

5. Permanent impairment of orientation or balance function due to microgravity or
radiation.

The goals of the program are to develop countermeasures that ultimately will to allow

crewmembers to aw)id disorientation, meet the physical requirements of emergencies, treat

motion sickness without side effects and safely control vehicles and systems.



Eight interrelatedresearchareasdefinetile scopeof theprogram:

• Sensory-motoradaptation;
• Artificial gravity:
• Visual (multisensory)orientation,navigationandspatialmemory:
• Vestibular/Autonomic/Emeticphysiologyanddragcountermeasures:
• Postflightlocomotionandgazeassessment:
Neurovestibularrehabilitation:
Effectsof weightlessness,immobilization,stress,isolation,anddietonvestibular

function:and
Potentialmechanismsfor anddiagnosisof irreversibleneurovestibularchanges.

Thecurrentresearchportfolio of sevenprojectswasselectedin thespringof 2000basedon
independentscientificpeerreview. Threeof theprojectsarecompetitiverenewalsof
projectsinitiated in 1997.TheNSBRIneurovestibularadaptationresearchteamconsistsof
37 investigators associated with these seven projects. They come from 21 different

universities and research laboratories, including NASA's Johnson and Ames research

centers. Many have concurrent support from NIH, NSF, and tkmndations. Twelve

investigators have previously flown spaceflight experiments. They are an interdisciplinary

group of physiologists, physicians, psychologists, and engineers, with background in human

and animal sensory and motor neurology, physiology, psychology, navigation, vestibular

rehabilitation and technologies such as head and eye movement tracking, locomotion

measurement, and virtual reality.

The seven projects anti their principal investigators are:

1. Context-Specificity and Other Approaches to Neurovestibular Adaptation

Mark J. Shelhamer, Sc.D., Johns Hopkins University School of Medicine

2.

,

•

Neuro-Vestibular Aspects of Artificial Gravity Created by Short-Radius

Centrifugation. Laurence R. Young, Sc.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Modification of Eccentric Gaze-Holding

Millard F. Reschke, Ph.D, NASA Johnson Space Center

Visual Orientation and Spatial Memory: Mechanisms and Countermeasures

Charles M. Oman, Ph.D., Massachusetts Institute of Technology

5. Advanced Techniques to Assess anti Counter Gait Ataxia

Conrad Wall III, Ph.D., Massachusetts Eye and Ear Infirmary

6. Understanding Full-Body Gaze Control During Locomotion

Jacob J. Bloomberg, Ph.D, NASA Johnson Space Center

7. Pharmacological Countermeasures for Space Motion Sickness

John L. Dornhoffer, M.D. University of Arkansas Ik_r Medical Sciences

The first year of the current cycle has been a productive one. Highlights include:



Adaptationto weightlessness,artifical gravityor Marsgravity couldbeenchancedif
it is possibleto inducecontextspecificadaptationof sensory-motorresponses.Our
ContextSpecificAdaptationproiecthasshownthatcontextswitchingof sltccadic
eyemovmentsis moreeffectiveif thecontextincludesa motorcomponent- as
opposedto a purelysensoryone. Thissuggeststhatgravity sensingalonemaynot
bea sufficientlypowerful cuefor contextswitching.

Artificial gravity (AG) remainsapotentiallyimportantmulti-systemcountermeasure
for neuromuscular,bone, cltrdiovascular and neurovestibular dysfunction in 0-G,

However, head movements made in at rotating environment produce nauseogenic
vestibular Coriolis illusions and oculomotor reflexes. Limb movements are

disturbed by biomechanical Coriolis forces. Our artifical gravity project has found

encouraging evidence that adaptation to Coriolis head movements acquired at low

RPM generalizes to higher RPM stimuli. Subjects are able to rapidly adapt simple

arm movements to compensate lot disturbing Coriolis forces, regardless of the
rotation rate of the centrifu,,e

_, ,

Absent gravity, visual landmarks inside spacecraft frequently provide the only cues

to static orientation, and establish a "visual vertical". Our Visual Orientation prcziect

has shown that visual cues to the vertical can be so compelling, even in l-g, that

most gravitationally supine subjects viewing the interior of a furnished room tilted

90 degrees feel subjectively upright if the visual frame and polarity cues align with

their body axis. Motion about the gravitational axis potentiates the illusion. If they

are rolled about the gravitational axis, they feel tilted fi'om the vertical, but

underestimate the angle. The latter effect may be another manifestation of an

"idiotropic'" tendency to align the subjective vertical with the body axis, believed

responsible tot the well known Aubert illusion on Earth, and which causes visual

reorientation illusions (VRIs) in astronauts. Such experiments may prove useful in

understanding and predicting VRIs in astronauts

Returning astronauts have difficulty walking around corners and compensating for

gait disturbances. Our Gait Ataxia project has shown that compensatory eye, head

and body movements stabilize gaze during straight walking, while visual and

vestibular orienting mechanisms direct the eyes, head and body to tilts of the

resultant of gravitational and centripetal acceleration in space during turning. Our

Full Body Gaze Control pro,ject has further refined their method for measuring

dynamic visual acuity during treadmill walking. Both projects are collaborating on

the development of a portable device which moves the lk_ot laterally during the

support phase of walking which may prove useful for assessing locomotor deficits in
astronauts.

All seven projects are inter-institutional, and several of them involve inter-project

collaborations. Several team members are collaborating with JSC clinical colleagues to

develop a postflight neurological assessment battery. One of our associate team leads serves

on the JSC Critical Path Project Review Panel. We also coordinate our research with



severalneurovestibularrelatedprojectsunderwayonotherNSBR1researchteams.Several
of the investigatorsin theseparatelyadministeredextramuralNIH-N1DCD/NSBRI
VestibularResearchProgramarealsoactivelyparticipating.
Thecurrentprojectportfolio collectively addressesfourof thefive critical pathrisksand
five of theeight potentialresearchareas. Theremaininggapareaswhichwe hopeto be
ableto fill include:

• Vestibular/autonomic/emeticphysiology
• Postflightneurovestibularrehabilitation
,, Mechanismsof longtermspaceflighteffectsonotolith endorganfunctionandvestibular

reflexes.

Between1997and2000,theoriginal21 investigatorNeurovestibularResarchTeam
published14.journalarticles,3 reports,6 graduatetheses,23abstracts,with 15
manuscriptsacceptedor in review. Elevengraduatestudentsand 10postdoctoraltrainees
participated. Two studentsinternedat NASA JSC. Working with JSCcolleagues,we
preparedasummaryof Mir programneurovestibularepisodeswhich wasdistributedto
neurovestibularspecialists.The teamdevelopeda websiteto provideprojectscience
details,anddevelopedahigh schoolvestibularcase study in collaboration with the
NSBRI Education and Outreach Team. Lecture materials on vestibular function and

disorientation have also been prepared. The team is preparing a special issue of the

Journal of Vestibular Research, and is involved in planning the 6 _hSymposium on the

Role of the Vestibular Organs in Space Exploration in October, 2002.



II. Introduction

The NSBRI Neurovestibular Adaptation research progranl at developing scientifically

based countermeasures against the vestibular problems of space flight, and addresses five

major space neurovestibular risks which were identified in 1999 by the NASA Critical

Path roadmap project (ht_p://criticalpath.jsc.nasa. gov). In priority order, these are:

l° Disorientation and reduced performance on cognitive and physical tasks, including

vehicle egress, especially during/after g-level changes (associated with acute

spontaneous and head movement contingent vertigo, nystagmus, oscillopsia,

saccadic errors, reduced dynamic visual acuity)

. hnpaired neuromuscular coordination strength upon return to positive G leading to

increased incidence of falls and injury during emergency egress and escape (gait

ataxia, postural instability).

. hnpaired cognitive and/or physical performance due to spatial disorientation, motion

sickness symptoms or treatments (including short term memory loss, reaction time

changes, drowsiness, fatigue, torpor, irritability, ketosis) as a result of changes in g-

level, or use of artificial gravity•

4. Autonomic dysfunction (including cardiovascular, respiratory, gastrointestinal, sleep

and mood changes) which may be of vestibular origin.

. Permanent impairment of orientation or balance function due to microgravity or

radiation (causing chronic imbalance, gait ataxia, vertigo, eye movement disorders,

chronic vestibular insufficiency, poor dynamic visual acuity)

Eight interrelated research areas define the scope of the program:

Sensory-motor adaptation:

Artificial gravity:

Visual (multisensory) orientation, navigation and spatial memory:

Vestibular/Autonomic/Emetic physiology and drug countermeasures;

Postflight locomotion and gaze assessment:

Neurovestibular rehabilitation:

Effects of weightlessness, immobilization, stress, isolation, and diet on vestibular
function: and

• Potential mechanisms for and diagnosis of irreversible neurovestibular changes.



III. Research Program Structure and Design

Since NSBRI's fornlation in 1997, the neurovestibular research program has been led by Dr.

Charles Oman (MIT). Two associate team leaders were subsequently appointed: Drs.

Bernard Cohen (Mr. Sinai School of Medicine) and Conrad Wall (Harvard Medical

School/Mass Eye and Ear Infirmary). The NSBRI neurovestibular adaptation research team

currently consists of 42 investigators from 21 different universities and research

laboratories, including NASA's Johnson and Ames research centers. Many have concurrent

support from NIH, NSF, and foundations. Twelve investigators have previously flown

spaceflight experiments. The current research portfolio of seven projects was selected

based on a February, 2000 solicitation (NSBR! 00-01 ) and independent peer review. Six of

the seven are three year projects. Three of the projects (double boxes in the figure below)

were initiated in 1997, and competitively renewed in 2000.

I I I

ContextSpecific
Adaptation

PI: M Shelhamer JHU

i

NeurovestibularResearchTeam1
C M Oman{TeamLeader) I

CWall III (AssociateTeam Leader) I

B Cohen(AssociateTeam Leader) I

I

Sh° Ra iusII ccen'"cIAdificialGravity GazeHolding
PI: LR Young. MIT PI M F ReschkeJSC

VisualOrientalion
&SpalialMemory

PI CM Oman MIT

I

Gait
Ataxia

PI: C Wall. MEEI

I I

Control ICountermeasuresI
PIJJ Bloomlberg I PIJL Dornhofler I

The investigators, critical path risks, specific aims, and countermeasure types and

countermeasure readiness levels of the seven projects are:

1. Context-Specificity and Other Approaches to Neurovestibular Adaptation. PI: Mark J.

Shelhamer, Cols: Minor, Zee, Angelaki, Zhou, Wu. Institutions: Johns Hopkins U. School

of Medicine, Washington U., U. Mississippi Med Ctr. Critical Path Risks: 1

(Disorientation). Research areas: 1 (Adaptation) Countermeasure Types: assessment,

prediction, training. Readiness Level 2

Specific Aims:

• Is torsional eye position a context cue for saccade adaptation '?

• Does a rest interval between stimuli promote adaptive consolidation '_

• Can cyclovergence adaptation provide a countermeasure to ocular torsion changes in

parabolic flight '?

How do pursuit and LVOR deficits correlate in cerebellar lesioned monkeys ?

How do pursuit and LVOR adaptation transfer across frequencies in humans and

monkeys

Can LVOR adaptation be trained with pursuit stimuli, and how do cerebellar lesions

influence adaptation.

Does head tilt adaptation of saccades and VOR transfer to arm movements in monkeys '?

What is the best way to induce context specific LVOR adaptation in humans ')

Does the naso-occipial LVOR also show context specific adaptation '_



2. Neuro-Vestibular Aspects of Artificial Gravity Created by Shorl-Radius Centrilueation

Pl: Laurence R. Young. Cols: Hecht, Oman, Mast, DiZio, Lackner, Paloski, B. Cohen,
Dai, M. Cohen, Welch, Stone. Institutions: MIT, Brandeis, NASA-JSC, Mt. Sinai Hospital,

NASA-Ames. Critical Path Risks: 1. (Disorientation), 3 (hnpaired performance due to AG).

Research areas: 2 (Artificial G), 4 (Drug countermeasures). Countermeasure Types:

assessment, training, environmental manipulation, drugs. Readiness Level: 4

Specific Aims: Using short and medium radius centrifuges and rotating chairs, to

determine:

• How context cues influence VOR, perception and motion sickness adaptation.

• What is the role of sensory-motor (non-vestibular) adaptation to AG ?

• What types of sensory conflict drive adaptation ?

• What are the optimal duty cycles and inter-session intervals ?

• Does body orientation re gravity provide a context cue ?

• In what way does adaptation generalize to different rotating environments?

• How does intermittent training influence the accuracy of head movements ?

• How does promethazine affect adaptation and eye movements in humans and monkeys ?

3. Modification of Eccentric Gaze-Holding, PI: Millard F. Reschke Cols: Paloski,

Kornilova, Wood, Leigh

Institutions: NASA-JSC, IBMP/Moscow, BCM, University Hospitals of Cleveland

Critical Path Risk: I (Disorientation and motor pertk)rmance), 5 (Permanent effects).

Research areas: 1 (Sensory-motor adaptation), 8 ( Irreversible changes). Countermeasure

types: assessment, prediction, training. Countermeasure Readiness Level: 2

Specific Aims:

• Effect of tilt and proprioception on centripetal drift time constant

• How rebound nystagmus provides adaptive compensation.

• How centrifugation influences gaze holding.

• Why adaptation fails in cerebellar patients.

• Whether gaze-holding is impaired immediately following spaceflight,

4. Visual Orientation and Spatial Memory. PI: Charles M. Oman. Cols: Howard,

Shebilske, Taube, Hecht, Harris, Jenkin, Liu, Stuerzlinger. Institutions MIT, York

University, Dartmouth Medical School, Wright State University. Critical path risk: 1

(Disorientation). Research area: 3 (Orientation and Spatial Memory). Countermeasure

types: assessment, prediction, training, environmental manipulation.. Countermeasure
Readiness Level:5

Specific aims:

• Human visual orientation. Effects of visual frame, polarity, brightness, motion, and

gravireceptor cues on the subjective vertical, eye movements, and limb movements.

• Three dimensional spatial memory and spatial frameworks. Generic and environment

specific preflight and onboard virtual reality training methods, interior architectural

standards, and escape path countermeasure design and evaluation.



Neuralcoding of spatial orientation. How do visual, vestibular, gravireceplive,

proprioceptive, and motor pathways drive limbic head direction cells in the rat, as a
model for visual reorientation illusions in astronauts.

5. Advanced Techniques to Assess and Counter Gait Ataxia PI: Conrad Wall III, Co-

ls:Bloomberg, Oddson, Raphan, Solomon. Institutions: Mass Eye and Ear Infirmary,

NASA-JSC, Boston University, Mr. Sinai Hospital, U. Penn. Critical Path Risks: 2

(hnpaired neuromuscular coodination), 1 (Disorientation). Research area: 5 {locomotion

and gaze). Countermeasure types: assessment, prediction, training, prosthesis.
Countermeasure Readiness Level: 5

Specific Aims:

• Quantify body, head, & eye coordination during perturbed straight walking. And also:

• during straight and circular walking on a circular treadmill.

• while ascending/descending stairs.

• while wearing a tactile prosthetic counterlneasure.

• assess effect of dynamic balance exercises.

6. Understanding Full-Body Gaze Control During Locomotion

PI: Jacob J. Bloomberg, Jacob, Co-ls:H. Cohen. Institutions: NASA-JSC, Baylor College
of Medicine

Critical Path Risks: ! (Disorientation), 2 (Impaired neuromuscular coodination). Research

area: 5 (Locomotion). Countermeasure types: assessment, prediction, training.
Countermeasure Readiness Level: 5

Specific Aims: How are eye, head, trunk, and lower limb movements coordinated.

Specifically:

1) How is coordination changed tk)llowing adaptive inodification of VOR function'?

2) How do these multiple systems reorganize when available degrees of freedom are
restricted at the knee and neck'?

3) How does adaptive reorganization in locomotor function alter

shock-wave transmission to the head and dynamic visual acuity during walking'?

7. Pharmacological Countermeasures for Space Motion Sickness. PI: John L. Dornhoffer

Cols: Garcia-Rill, Paule, Van De Heyning. Institutions: U. Arkansas for Medical

Sciences, National Center for Toxicological Res., U. Hospital, Antwerp. Critical Path

Risks: 3. (Cognitive perlk)rmance). Research area: 4 (autonomic/drug) Countermeasure

types: assessment, prediction, pharmacological. Countermeasure Readiness Level: 5

Specific Aims: (2 year project)

• What are the effects of lorazepam, meclizine, promethazine, and scopolamine on

coriolis induced motion sickness symptoms '?

• How do these drugs affect reticular sensory gating (PS0 double click auditory evoked

potential), time perception, short term memory, and learning '?

Each of the seven projects involves collaborations between investigators at different

institutions. In addition, there are several significant inter-project collaborations and

coordinations. For example, Drs. Wall and Bloomberg are coordinating their locomotion

research, and developing a portable testing platform. Dr. Minor (Shelhamer project) is



assistingDr. Taubein developingananimalpreparation.Drs.Shelhamer,Solomon.and
B.Cohenandareworkingwith JSCclinical colleaguesondevelopmentof a postt]ighi
neurologicalassessmentbattery. Therearealsoseveralneurovestibular-relatedprojects
underwayonotherteams:Ray/Cardiovascular:Morin/Chronobiology;
Dinges/Psychosocial:Putcha/SmartMedicine.

Fiveof thesevenprojectscontinuedor began in October, 2000, and have prepared annual

progress reports which are available separately. Funding of Dr. Reschke and Dr.

Dornhoffer's projects was delayed for various administrative reasons. They will report on

their anniversary dates early in the coming year.

I V. Research Program A ccomplishments

Some highlights of our temn's current research, and their significance are presented in the

Executive Summary. More detailed summaries are available in the individual project

annual reports, available separately.

The NSBRI neurovestibular adaptation research program was reviewed in December,

2000 by Dr. Olsen's NASA site visit team. They judged it a well integrated program

with strong leadership and an internal review process, evidence of true collaborative
research, and clear added value to NASA.

Between 1997 and 2000, the initial 3 projects published 14 journal articles, 3 reports, 6

graduate theses, 23 abstracts, with 15 manuscripts accepted or in review. Eleven

graduate students and 10 postdoctoral trainees participated. Two students interned at

NASA JSC. Dr. Oman, Mr. J. Richards, Dr. J. Clark (JSC) and Dr. Marshburn (JSC &

Smart Med. Team) prepared a detailed retrospective summary of Mir neurovestibular

episodes, based on debriefing transcripts, which has been distributed to neurovestibular

specialists, along with video clips showing postflight ataxia after shuttle and long

durationflights. The team developed a web site to provide project science details

(mvl.mit.eduINeurovestibularIPagesl home.html), and worked with members of the

NSBRI Education and Outreach Team at Harvard Medical School to prepare a vestibular

case study for use in high schools ("Cecilia's Story",

www.nsbti.or,,z,/Education/Cccilia,pdf ). Team members haveprepared several lectures

on vestibular ft, nction on Earth and in weightlessness tk)r an MIT space biomedical

engineering course sponsored by NSBRI (\vww.nsbri.ore/Educalion/2001-

2()03/NewmanAl_stract.html). The team is also preparing a special issue of the Journal of
Vestibular Research in 2002.

We are also working with colleagues at NASA and in Portland to plans a 6 th Symposium

on the Role of the Vestibular Organs in Space Exploration. This symposium will be held

in Portland, Oct. 1-3, 2002, as a satellite to the concurrent Barany Society meeting in

Seattle, and continues the series initiated at Pensacola in the 1960s and 70s by Dr. A.

Graybiel with NASA sponsorship.



V. Future Program Directions

NSBRI research teams normally particpate in steps 2-5 of the countermeasures development

process. After the neurovestibular problems are initially discovered and clinically described

(step one), our NSBRI research team hypothesizes the physiological mechanisms and/or

cognitive processes responsible for neurovestibular risks: performs the neccessary

laboratory experiments to validate these hypothesis: lk_rmulates potential countermeasures,

and then does the ground and/or parabolic flight experiments to establish their efficacy.

Most research will be done in ground laboratories or in parabolic flight. We then work with

JSC to ewlluate whether the countermeasures are practical in an operational enviromnent,

sometimes via simulation, and an independent, non-advocate group reviews the case tk)r

using the countermeasure. The countermeasure is evaluated on the ground using surrogate

subjects, and then ultimately in flight.

The countermeasures development status and type is shown schematically in the figures on

the next page for the seven projects in the current portfolio. Filled arrows show the current

status of countermeasures development, and the open arrows show the steps required during

the 2002-2006 period to complete the preflight portion of the development process.
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Short Term Research Strategy

Realistically it is not likely that all of the ctlrrent cotmtermeasures development efforts will

be successful. Those projects which fail to generate countermeasures concepts (Step 3) will

be discontinued. When countermeasures concepts prove ineffective (Step 4), the thrust of

the project will be redirected. We expect that during the next five years, several candidate

countermeasures will enter steps 6 and 7 of the development process. Developing an

effective working relationship with our NASA scientific and clinical colleagues is a priority

tor our team during the next five years. Once countermeasure reliability is established

preflight assessment techniques (e.g. locomotion and dynamic acuity tests) is relatively

straightforward. Other types of countermeasures (e.g. environmental manipulations such as

artificial gravity) can ultimately only be validated via spacel]ight. Development of a flight



experiment takes several years, so initial planning of intlight neurovestibular

countermeasure validation experiments, and the specification of the required special

facilities needs to begin soon.

Artificial gravity (AG) remains a potentially important multi-system countermcasurc for

neuromuscular, bone, cardiovascular and ncurovestibular dysfunction in 0-G. Large radius

AG spacecraft systems are likely at least a decade away, but short radius (2-3 m) systems

could be developed now which fit inside Shuttle or an ISS module. As a neurovestibular

countermeasure, AG is a double-edged sword: it probably can be used to pre-adapt

crewmembers for return to Earth or to 3/8 (Martian) gravity, but if crewmembers move their

heads out of the plane of rotation, the resulting vestibular Coriolis stimulus potentially will

produce disorientation and motion sickness. Establishing the values of AG system radius

and RPM, and the duration/repetition rate of AG sessions which are effective for

neuromuscular, bone, cardiovascular and neurovestibular therapies should remain both an

Institute and Neurovestibular Team priority.

Another goal is If obtain support for at least one new research project initiative in each of

our three gap areas: The current project portfolio collectively addresses four of the five

critical path risks and five of the eight potential research areas. The significant gap areas
include:

• Vestibular/autonomic/emetic physiology

• Postflight neurovestibular rehabilitation

• Mechanisms of long term spaceflight effects on otolith end organ function and reflexes.

The vestibularlautonomic/emetic area is challenging because of its interdisciplinary aspects.

The vestibular system thought to play a role in cardiovascular, respiratory, and circadian

regulation, but relatively little is yet known about mechanism or functional significance.

The physiological basis of the sensory conflict theory and the linkage to emetic centers

remains unknown. Existing anti-motion sickness drugs have been empirically discovered.

The emetic research community is a small one, but a breakthrough in

vestibular/autonomic/emetic physiology could have important implications tk)r development

of targeted pharmacologic countemleasures. Recent research on vestibulo-autonomic

reflexes should remain a priority. NASA and NIH have not provided major funding for

vestibular-emetic research since the early eighties, prior to the development of modern

molecular neuroscience and functional imaging techniques. A coordinated NASA/NIH

research initiative in this basic research area could yield dramatically important results.

Given the almost universal human susceptibility to motion sickness, validated concepts for

targeted pharmacologic approaches to motion sickness would likely be of considerable

interest to our Industry Forum partners.

Neurovestibular rehabilitation is also a challenging area also because most of the clinical

techniques used today are empirical, guided by qualitative theories about the relative

advantages of adaptation vs. sensory substitution. Hypothesis-driven research techniques

and quantitative assessment techniques are only slowly entering the field. Astronauts differ

physiologically from vestibular patients in several important ways. There is no widely



acceptedI-G researchanalo,,elk)rthespaceenvironmentwhichcanbeusedfor
neurovestibularrehabilitationstudiesin amanneranalogousto thewaybedrestor leg
suspensionin neuromuscularrehabilitationstudies.Further,it is notclearfrom clinical
experiencehow to optimizethereadaptationandfunctionalrecoveryof returningflight
crews,or how neurovestibular,neuromuscular,bone, and cardiovascular rehabilitation

techniques may interact.

Although all of the neurovestibular effects of spacetlight encountered to date are apparently

reversible, it is now clear that in general the longer a person is in O-G, the longer lasting the

postflight aftereffects, and only a very few people (all of them cosmonauts) have

experienced weightlessness for more than six months. We cannot confidently predict the

potential long term effects of weightlessness (including systemic changes in body calcium

for example) on the vestibular end organs, on the otolith-ocular and otolith-spinal reflexes,

and know if they are reversible. We do not yet have it reliable, sensitive method for

assessing the function of the human otolith organs, analo,,z, ous to clinical audiometric testine

Long Term Research Strategy

If and when the current NASA ISS budget problems are resolved, access to space flight and

opportunities for sophisticated experimentation will eventually increase. Sevecal

neurovestibular countermeasures concepts will presumably have emerged from JSC

evaluation, and be ready for flight testing in astronauts. Also, there are a variety of basic

human and animal neurovestibular experiments (associated with the hypothesis testing

phase of countermeasures development levels 3) that will require access to ISS and Shuttle

crewmembers preflight, inflight and postlqight for large n longitudinal studies. Ground

facilities needed include a neurovestibular testing laboratory for pre and postllight

experiments, equipped with angular, linear, and artificial gravity stinmlus devices, 3D eye

movmement, whole body kinematic, otolith, posture and locomotion testing and immersive

VR display equipment. A need for an immersive VR orientation training facility (perhaps

an ad,iunct to the existing EVA training VR facility) is also forseen. Orbital research

facilities include a short or medium radius human centrifuge for both neurovestibular

adaptation research and countermeasure use. Also needed will be second generation eye,

head, and body movement research equipment with capabilities beyond those currently

aboard the ISS-Human Research Facility.



VI. Publications of the Neurovestibular Adaptation Team (1997-2001)

Journal Articles Published

I. Allison, R., Howard, I.P., and Zacher, J. (1999) The effect of field size, head

motion and rotational velocity on roll vection and illusory self-tilt in a tmnbling

room. Perception, 28,299-306.

2. Bassett. J., and Taube, J. (2001) Neural correlates for angular head velocity in

the rat dorsal tegmental nucleus. J. Neurosci. 21( 15):5740-5751.

3. Goldberg, J. (1999) Nonlinearity and adaptation in the head-neck system. Archives

ltaliennes tie Biolo,,ie_, , 137 (Suppl.):58-59.

4. Hirasaki, E., Moore, S.T., Raphan, T., Cohen, B. Effects of walking velocity on

vertical head and body movements during locomotion. Exp. Brain Res. 127:117-
130, 1999.

5. Howard, I.P. and Jenkin, H.L. and Hu, G. (2000) Visually induced reorientation

illusions as a function of age. Aviation, Space and Environmental Medicine,
71 (9), A87-A9 I.

6. Howard, I and Hu G. (2001) Visually induced reorientation illusions. Perception.

7. Hegemann, S, MJ Shelhamer, DS Zee (1999) Phase adaptation of the linear
vestibulo-ocular reflex. Ann N Y Acad Sci 871:414-6.

8. Hegemann, S., M Shelhamer, PD Kramer, DS Zee (2000) Adaptation of the Phase
of the Human Linear Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex (LVOR) and Effects on the

Oculomotor Neural Integrator. J Vestibular Res 10:239-247.

9. Hullar, TE, LB Minor (1999) High-frequency dynamics of regularly discharging

canal afferents provide a linear signal for angular vestibuloocular reflexes. J

Neurophysiol 82:20(-)0-2005.

10. Lasker, DM, DD Backous, A Lysakowski, GL Davis, LB Minor (1999)

Horizontal vestibuloocular reflex evoked by high-acceleration rotations in the

squirrel monkey. II. Responses after canal plugging. J Neurophysiol 82:1271-85.
I 1. Minor LB, Lasker DM, Backous DD, Hullar TE ([999) Horizontal

vestibuloocular reflex evoked by high-acceleration rotations in the squirrel

monkey. I. Normal responses. J Neurophysiol 82:1254-1270.

12. Moore S.T., Hirasaki E., Cohen B. and Raphan T. Effects of viewing distance on

the generation of vertical eye movements during locomotion. Exp. Brain Res.
129:347-361.

13. Shelhamer, M, DC Roberts, DS Zee (2000) Dynamics of the Human Linear

Vestibulo-ocular Reflex at Medium Frequency and Modification by Short-term
Training. J Vestibular Res 10:271-282.

14. Shelhamer M. (2001). Use of a Genetic Algorithm for the Analysis of Eye
Movements from the Linear Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex. Annals of Biotnedical

Engineering, 29:510-522.

15. Stackman RW, Tullman ML, Taube JS (2000) Maintenance of rat head direction

cell firing during locomotion in the vertical plane. Journal of Neurophysiology
83: 393-405.



16.Takagi,M, H Abe,S Hasegawa.T Usui,H Hasebe,A Miki. DSZee(2000)
Context-specificadaptationof pursuit initiation in humans.InvestOphthalVis Sci
41:3763-3769.

17.Walker,MF, DSZee(I 999)Directionalabnormalitiesof vestibularand
optokineticresponsesin cerebellardisease.AnnN Y AcadSci 871:205-220.

18.Young,LR (! 999)Artificial gravity considerationsfor a Marsexploration
mission.In: BJM Hess,B Cohen(eds.)Otolith Fum'tion in &_atial Orientation

aml Movement. New York: New York Acaderny of Sciences 871: 367-378.

19. Zhu, D., Moore, S.T., Raphan, T. Robust pupil center detection using a curvature

algorithm. Computer Methods and Programs in Biomedicine, 59 (3): 145-157, 1999.

Journal Articles Accepted

1. Dimitri PS, Wall C, Oas JG and Rauch SD. Application of multivariate statistics

to vestibular testing: discriminating between Meniere's disease and migraine

associated dizziness. J. Vestibular Research. In press

1. Hegemann, S. V Patel, M Shelhamer, PD Kramer, DS Zee (in press) Adaptation

of the phase of the human linear vestibulo-ocular reflex (LVOR) and effects on

the ocuk)motor neural integrator. J Vestibular Res.

2. Hirasaki, E., Moore, S.T., Raphan, T., Cohen, B. Head and body movements in

the yaw and roll planes during straight walking. Soc. Neuroscience, Nov. 2001.
3. McPartland, M.D., D. E. Krebs, C. Wall III. Quantifying Ataxia: Ideal Trajectory

Analysis, J Rehabil Res Develop, accepted for publication.

4. Moore, S.T., Hirasaki, E., Raphan, T., Cohen, B. The human vestibulo-ocular

reflex during linear locomotion. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., (In Press, 2001 ).

5. Raphan, T., hnai, T., Moore, S.T., Cohen, B. Vestibular compensation and

orientation during locomotion. Ann. N.Y. Acad. Sci., (In Press, 2001).

6. Takagi, H Abe, S Hasegawa, T Usui, H Hasebe, A Miki, DS Zee (in press)

Context-specific adaptation of pursuit initiation in humans. Invest Ophthal Vis

Sci.

7. Thurtell, M. J., Kunin, M., Raphan, T. Role of muscle pulleys in producing eye

position-dependence in the angular vestibulo-ocular reflex: A model based

approach, J. Neurophysiol. (In Press, 2000)
8. Wood S, Ramsdell C, Mullen T, Oman, C, Harm D, Paloski W. (2000) Transient

Cardio-Respiratory To Visually-Induced Virtual Tilts. Brain Res. Bulletin 53( 1)

- in press

9. Young, L.R., H Hecht, LE Lyne, KH Sienko, CC Cheung, J Kavelaars (2001)

Artificial gravity: head movements during short radius centrifugation. Acta

Astronautica (accepted)
10. Zee, DS., MF Walker, S Ramat (2001)The Cerebellar Contribution to Eye

Movements Based Upon Lesions: Binocular, Three-axis Control and the

Translational Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex. In: Neurobiology of Eye Movement: From

Molecules to Behavior. (in press).

11. Zhou W., P Weldon, B Tang, WM King (2001) Rapid Adaptation otTranslational

Vestibulo-Ocular Reflex: Independence of Retinal Slip.In: Neurobiology of Eye

Movement: From Molecules to Behavior. (in press).



12.Zhou,W.,P Weldon,B Tang,WM King (2001)RapidAdaptationof Translational
Vestibulo-OcularReflex:TimeCourseandConsolidation.In Neurobiologyof
EyeMovement:FromMoleculesto Behavior.(in press).

Journal Articles Submitted

1. Hecht, H. J Kavelaars, CC Cheung, LR Young (submitted to JVR) Orientation

illusions and heart-rate changes during short-radius centrifugation.

2. lmai, T. Moore, S. T., Raphan, T. Cohen, B. Interaction of the body, head and eyes

during walking and turning. Exp. Brain Res. (In Review, 2000)

3. Newman, D.J., R. Wu, D. Krebs, D.K. Jackson. Electromyographic analysis of

human false platform jumping. In revision, J. Appl. Physiol.

4. McPartland MD, Wall C, Oddsson LI, Krebs DE, Tucker CA. Recovery from

perturbations during paced walking. Submitted to Gait and Posture.
5. Groan C, Shebilske W, Richards J, Tubre T, Beall A, NatapoffA. (2001) Three

dimensional spatial memory and learning in real and virtual environments. J. Spatial

Cognition and Computation ( in revision)

6. Shelhamer M. (second revision) Use of a genetic algorithm for the analysis of eye
movements from the linear vestibulo-ocular reflex. Ann BME.

7. Young, L. R., Sienko, K. H., Lyric, L. E., Hecht, H., & Natapoff, A. (2001)

Adaptation of the vestibulo-ocular reflex, sub iective tilt, and motion sickness to head

movements during short-radius centrifugation. Submitted to Experimental Brain

Research.

Book Chapters, Reports and Proceedinqs

1. Groan, C. Human Visual Orientation. Chapter 5.2 in: Levels of Perception, LR

Harris and ML Jenkin, Eds. Elsevier (in press).

2. Moore, S.T., Hirasaki, E., lmai, T., Raphan, T., Cohen, B. Rotation axes during active

head and trunk rnovements. In: Duysens, J., Smits-Engelsman, B.C.M., Kingma, H.

(Eds), Control of Posture and Gait. Proc. of Symposium of the International Society

for Postural and Gait Research, ISPG 2001, pp. 211-214, 2001

3. Paloski, WH and Young LR (1999) Artificial gravity workshop: Proceedings and

recommendations NASA/NSBRI workshop proceedings.

4. Raphan, T., hnai, T., Moore, S.T., Cohen, B. Vestibular based compensatory and

orienting behavior during walking and turning. In: Duysens, J., Smits-Engelsman,

B.C.M., Kingma, H. (Eds), Control of Posture and Gait. Proc. of Symposium of the

International Society l:k_rPostural and Gait Research, 1SPG 2001, pp. 234-237.

5. Shebilske, W. L., Tubre, T., Willis, T., Hanson, A., Oman, C., and Richards, J.

(2000). Simulating Spatial Memory Challenges Confronting Astronauts. Proceedings

of the Annual Meeting of the Human Factors and Ergonomics Society, July 30, 2000

6. Shebilske, WL., Goettl, BP., & Garland, D. (in press). Situation Awareness,

Computer-Automation, and Training. In M. R. Endsley & D. Garland (eds.), Situation

awareness analysis measurement. Mahwah, N J: Lawrence Erlbaum.



Theses

I. C Cheung (2000) Regulator control of a short-arnl centrifuge and subjective

responses to head movements in the rotating environment. Masters thesis, Department

of Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

2. Hu, Gang (1999) PhD Thesis, Psychoh)gy Department, York University

3. K Sienko (2000) Artificial Gravity: Adaptation of the vcstibulo-ocular reflex to head

movements during short-radius ccntrifugation. Masters thesis, Department of

Aeronautics and Astronautics, Massachusetts Institute of Technology.

4. L Lyne (2000) Artificial gravity: Evaluation of adaptation to head movements during

short-radius centrifugation using subjective measures. Masters thesis, Department of
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5. Richards, JT (2000) Three dimensional spatial learning in a virtual space station
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2. Clendaniel, RA, MJ Shelhamer, T Roberts (1999) Context specific adaptation of saccade
gain. Soc Neurosci Abstr, 25:658.
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Visual Acuity test to sensorimotor change. Proc.Houston Society for Engineering in
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5. DM Lasker, LB Minor (1999) A model of the effects of labyrinthectomy on velocity
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6. DM Lasker, TE Hullar, LB Minor (1999) Linear and nonlinear pathways in the
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7. Hirasaki E., Moore S.T., Raphan T., Weinberg J. and Cohen B. (1998) Head

movements during circular locomotion in normal subjects. Proc. Soc. Neumsc.
(62.12) 24:153

Howard, I. and Hu, G. (1999) Visually induced disorientation. European Conference

on Visual Perception, Trieste, August 1999 (abstract)

Hu, G., Howard, I, and Palmisano, S, (1999) The role of intrinsic and extrinsic

polarity in generating reorientation illusions. Investigative Ophthahnology and Visual
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Ophthahnology, Fort Lauderdale, May 1999

10. Goldbcrg J. (1999) Head-neck system adaptation to increased inertia. Abstr of

Satellite Symposium of the 9th Annual Meeting of Society for the Neural Control of

Movement ("Vestibular Influences on Spatial Orientation").
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11.Imai T., HirasakiE.,CohenB. andRaphanT. (1998)Stabilizationof gazewhen
turningcornersduringovergroundwalking.Soc.Neurosc.(162.5)24:415

12.lmai, T., Moore,S.T.,Raphan,T., Cohen,B. Postureandgazeduringcircular
locomotionSoc.Neurosc.Abstr.(2000).

13.Jenkin,H. andHoward,I. (1999)Visually induceddisorientationasa functionof age.
InvestigativeOphthalmologyandVisual Science,1999,40,$801.Presentedatthe
Associationfor Researchin Vision andOphthalmology,Fort Lauderdale,May 1999

14.Jenkin,H.L.,Zacher.J.E.,andHoward I.P.Whichway is up?Theinfluenceof vision
antibodyrotationonself-orientation.InvestigativeOphthalmologyandVisual
Science,2000,41, $44.PresentedattheAssociationtk_rResearchin Vision and
Ophthalmology,Fort Lauderdale,May 2000.

15.Karmali,F. RA Clendaniel,M Shelhamer(2001)Context-SpecificAdaptationof
SaccadeGainDoesNotRequireOpposin,,._ GainChan,_es_,. in Orderto beEffective.
Societyfor NeuroscienceAbstracts#71.23.

16.McParthmdMD, D. E. Krebs,C. Wall IlI. (1999)QuantifyingInstability During
Steppingvia IdealTraiectoryAnalysis.AnnualFall meetingof theBiomedical
EngineeringSocietyandthe21stAnnual InternationalConferenceof theIEEE
Engineeringin MedicineantiBiologySocietyin Atlanta,Georgia,Oct 13-16
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18. Moore S.T., Hirasaki E., Cohen B. and Raphan T.(1998) Generation of vertical eye
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[9. Oman CM, Wall C iIl, and Shelhamer MJ (2000) Ncurovestibular Adaptation
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20. Oman, C, Howard, I, Shebilske, W., Taube, J, and Beall, A. (1999) Human Visual

Orientation In Unfamiliar Gravito-Inertial Environments. (Abstract) Proceedings of

the First Biennial Space Biomedical Investigators Workshop, January 11-13, 1999,

League City, Texas. USRA Technical Report

2 I. Oman, CM, Howard, IP, Shebilkske, WL, Taube JS. (2001 ) Visual Orientation In

Unfamiliar Gravito-lnertial Environments. (Lon,, Abstract) Proceedines of the First
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9th Annual Meeting of Society for the Neural Control of Movement ("Vestibular
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23. Taube JS, Stackman RW, Oman CM (1999) Rat head direction cell responses in 0-G.
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26.Wall C, OddssonL. Recoverytrajectories to perturbations during locomotion.

gioastronautics Investi,,ators" Workshop. Galveston, TX, Jan 17-9, 2001
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locomotion. The IVth International Symposium on the Head/Neck System, Japan

15. Young, L. R., & Hecht, H. (July 2000). Paving the way to Mars: Artificial gravity.

33rd Conference on Space Research (COSPAR), Warsaw, Poland, 16-23 July.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Optimal human performance during space exploration requires the maintenance of all

physiological systems such as cardiovascular capacity, bone mineral density, and skeletal muscle

function. Adequate nutrition and physical fitness affect all physiological functions and are

dependent in part on each other. The critical issues for nutrition are: (1) counteracting the

observed anorexia of space flight; (2) determining nutrient needs to meet modified requirements

due to space flight stressors including microgravity; and (3) developing new strategies including

use of functional foods, supplements, and timing of food intake relative to specific activities that

will optimize human performance. Equally important is remaining physically fit. Critical issues

for physical fitness include: (1) development of appropriate aerobic and resistive exercises

(mode, frequency, duration, intensity) and the appropriate balance for each to maintain aerobic

capacity and muscle performance (as measured by strength and endurance); (2) optimizing the

appropriate timing of exercise programs with respect to food intake and other activities (e.g.

extra vehicular activity; EVA); (3) development of the hardware to most efficiently implement
the exercise countermeasures.

Since physical activity will, in part, determine nutrient needs, and the optimization of nutrient

delivery will in part depend upon blood flow and muscle mass (which are affected by physical

activity) these two disciplines need to be considered together. Examples of relevant risks that
may be ameliorated by nutrition and physical activity interventions are:

o Reduced cardiovascular capacity

o Loss of bone mineral density
o Diminution of skeletal muscle function

o Depressed immune response

o Radiation enhanced development of cancer

n Decrease in cognitive function

o Alterations in sleep pattems

Psychosocial factors

The nutrition and physical fitness program is new, becoming operational in 2001. It presently

consists of three nutrition countermeasure projects (Lupton, Wolfe, and Tobin) and an "in flight"

physical fitness project (Schneider) which has recently been approved for feasibility studies.

Briefly, Nutritional Countermeasures to Radiation Exposure, JR Lupton, PI, Texas A&M
University, is testing the hypothesis that a specific diet intervention in rats should protect against

radiation-enhanced colon cancer by targeting DNA damaged cells for apoptotic removal. This

project also has a noninvasive component of monitoring changes in gene expression over time as

a result of radiation and carcinogen exposure. If validated in rats, the diets and techniques can be
modified for future studies in humans. Skeletal Muscle Response to Bed Rest and Cortisol

Induced Stress, RR Wolfe, PI, University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, will test an

amino acid supplement designed to ameliorate muscle wasting induced by stress-and-

microgravity-induced depression of protein synthesis in a bed rest study. Nutritional Modulation

of Pancreatic Endocrine Function in Microgravity, BW Tobin, PI, Mercer University School of
Medicine, will determine amino acid countermeasure effects on endocrine function of human

pancreatic islets of Langerhans with the goal to optimizing insulin synthesis and secretion under
microgravity conditions. Finally, Treadmill Exercise as a Countermeasure for Microgravity

Deconditioning, SM Schneider, PI, NASA, Johnson Space Center will evaluate the effectiveness

of two treadmill countermeasures to maintain aerobic capacity, leg strength, and prevent

increases in bone resorption and muscle atrophy.
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Thecurrentstrengthsof theresearchprogramcenteron its focusedeffort to amelioratethe
musclewastingandlossof strengthobservedin spaceflight. Thecornerstoneproject is the
Wolfe bedreststudyandthescienceof this studyhasbeenoptimizedfor maximaleffect. The
Tobinprojectaddressesmechanismsbywhich insulin secretionandmusclecell responseto
insulin maybecompromisedduringspaceflight. Oneof its interventionswill be thesame
aminoacidsupplementusedin theWolfebedreststudy.Additionally, this supplementwill also
beusedby themuscleteamin arat projectof KenBaldwin's. A numberof importantancillary
studiesarenow underwaythatwill usematerial(blood,musclebiopsies,urine, saliva)from the
Wolfe bedreststudy. For example,HelenLane,NASA JSC,is leadingtheNMR spectroscopy
projectfor determinationof oxidativecapacityof calfmusclebefore,during,andafterexercise.
ScottM. Smith,(Alsoa collaboratoron theTobinproject)hasa supplementalprojectto the
Wolfe projectwhich is designedto measuremarkersof boneandcalciummetabolismin thebed
restsubjects.RaymondP.Stowe,Universityof TexasMedicalBranchGalveston,TX is
addressingchangesin antiviral immunity duringbedrest.Thesemeasurementsarealsobeing
performedon the ShuttleandISScrewmembersthroughhisNASA grant.Theseinclude
measurementof viral loadin blood,urine,andsalivasamplesusingmolecularmethods.PeterN.
Uchakin,MercerUniversitySchoolof Medicine,Macon,Georgia(Alsoa leadinvestigatoron
theTobin project)is investigatingtheeffectof bedrestandcorticosteroidtreatmenton the
secretionof pro-andanti-inflammatorycytokines.Two otherimportantadditionsto thebedrest
studyarepending.

Futureplansfor theNutrition andPhysicalFitnessprogramareto continueto capitalizeon the
existingprojectsby maximizingtheir effectivenesswith ancillaryprojectsandaddingsynergy
projectswith otherteams. Sincethis iscurrentlyasmallprogramthereare,by definition, several
importantgaps.Themostnoticeableisan integratedprojectwith bothnutrition andphysical
fitnessasdualinterventions.Our toppriority is to haveaphysicalfitnessstudywhich
complementstheWolfe bedreststudy. Anothermajorareawhich needsto beaddressedis the
anorexiaof spaceflight. Weplanto activelysolicit astudyin this area.Finally, dataareneeded
on thetiming of food intakeandexercisewith respectto eachotherandwith theaccomplishment
of othertasks.This is alsoahigh priority for this team.

In summary,Nutrition andPhysicalFitnessis anew,currentlysmallprogramwhich is working
to fully integrateits existingprojects,expandby additionof smallprojectswhichcapitalizeon
theWolfe bedreststudy,andis poisedto solicit newproposalswhich will fully integrate
nutrition with physicalfitness. Optimaldietandphysicalactivityprotocolsfor spaceflight will
impacteveryaspectof astronauthealthandperformance.
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II. INTRODUCTION

Optimal human performance during space exploration requires the maintenance of all

physiological systems such as cardiovascular capacity, bone mineral density, and skeletal muscle

function. Adequate nutrition and physical fitness affect all physiological functions and are

dependent in part on each other. The critical issues for nutrition are: (1) counteracting the
observed anorexia of space flight; (2) determining nutrient needs to meet modified requirements

due to space flight stressors including microgravity; and (3) developing new strategies including
use of functional foods, supplements, and timing of food intake relative to specific activities that

will optimize human performance. Equally important is remaining physically fit. Critical issues

for physical fitness include: (1) development of appropriate aerobic and resistive exercises
(mode, frequency, duration, intensity) and the appropriate balance for each to maintain aerobic

capacity and muscle performance (as measured by strength and endurance); (2) optimizing the

appropriate timing of exercise programs with respect to food intake and other activities (e.g.

extra vehicular activity; EVA); (3) development of the hardware to most efficiently implement
the exercise countermeasures.

Since physical activity will, in part, determine nutrient needs, and the optimization of nutrient

delivery will in part depend upon blood flow and muscle mass (which are affected by physical

activity) these two disciplines need to be considered together. Examples of relevant risks that

may be ameliorated by nutrition and physical activity interventions are:

ta Reduced cardiovascular capacity

o Loss of bone mineral density
n Diminution of skeletal muscle function

n Depressed immune response

o Radiation enhanced development of cancer

ta Decrease in cognitive function

ta Alterations in sleep patterns

ta Psychosocial factors
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III. RESEARCH PROGRAM STRUCTURE & DESIGN

The nutrition and physical fitness program is new, and became operational in 2001. It presently

consists of three nutrition countermeasure projects (Lupton, Wolfe, and Tobin) and an "in flight"

physical fitness project (Schneider) which has not yet been funded. Figure 1 shows the critical

path problem that each project is designed to address (radiation effects; muscle wasting, and

muscle strength/aerobic capacity) and the countermeasure readiness level of each project. The

last name of the principal investigator is followed by the type of intervention (nutrition or
physical fitness).

Briefly, Nutritional Countermeasures to Radiation Exposure, JR Lupton, PI, Texas A&M

University, is testing the hypothesis that a specific diet intervention in rats should protect against

radiation-enhanced colon cancer by targeting DNA damaged cells for apoptotic removal. This

project also has a noninvasive component of monitoring changes in gene expression over time as

a result of radiation and carcinogen exposure using microarray technology combined with real

time PCR. If validated in rats, the diets and techniques can be modified for future studies in

humans. Skeletal Muscle Response to Bed Rest and Cortisol Induced Stress, R. R. Wolfe, PI,

University of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston, will test an amino acid supplement designed

to ameliorate muscle wasting induced by stress-and- microgravity-induced depression of protein

synthesis in a bed rest study. Nutritional Modulation of Pancreatic Endocrine Function in

Microgravity, B. W. Tobin, PI, Mercer University School of Medicine, will determine amino

acid countermeasure effects on endocrine function of human pancreatic islets of Langerhans with

the goal to optimizing insulin synthesis and secretion under microgravity conditions. Finally,

Treadmill Exercise as a Countermeasure for Microgravity Deconditioning, S. M. Schneider, PI,

NASA, Johnson Space Center will evaluate the effectiveness of two treadmill countermeasures

to maintain aerobic capacity, leg strength, prevent increases in bone resorption and muscle

atrophy markers.

Figure 1. Overview of the Nutrition and Physical Fitness Current Program
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Figure 2. Integration of three projects

Muscular inactivity U protein synthesise/Stress (mediated by moderate

(30% U > 3 mos in space) /hypercortisolemia) f_ protein breakdown

Loss of skeletal muscle mass _ _ muscle strength
(Compromises crew capabilities, e.g. extravehicular activities, emergency egress)

NutrittonalCountermeasures Physical Fitness Countermeasures

Wolfe and Tobin _. /Schneider

3/Shared protocols

Tobin myocytes + islets Wolfe shown previously, aerobic exercise
blood flow _aa uptake

Relationship to Muscle Group
• (Baldwin) Mechanisms of protein synthesis Initiation

and elongation factors

Three of the four projects (Wolfe, Tobin and Schneider) have been modified to use common
protocols where applicable. These common approaches are shown in Figure 2. As shown in

Figure 2, the combination of muscular inactivity and stress during space flight results in a loss of

skeletal muscle mass which leads to decreased muscle strength which may compromise crew

capabilities. The Wolfe bed rest study will test if an amino acid supplement can ameliorate these

negative effects by increasing protein synthesis. The Tobin project, which addresses both insulin

section and myocyte response in an in vitro model, will use the same amino acid supplement as
Wolfe in one of its test cases. Collaboration will be enhanced with the muscle group (led by Ken

Baldwin) due to a similar intervention in a rat study. Although not tested in the present studies,

Wolfe has shown previously that exercise, which enhances blood flow to muscle, will enhance
the uptake of amino acids in muscle. Thus the Schneider project (if eventually combined with a

nutrition intervention) should enhance the nutrition intervention.
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IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

During the past year excellent progress has been made on each of the 3 funded projects and also

on the unfunded "in flight" physical fitness project. Specifically:

Nutritional Countermeasures to Radiation Exposure, JR Lupton, PI, Texas A&M University.

Risks to personnel in space from naturally occurring radiations are one of the most serious

limitations to human space missions (BEIR V, 1990; BEIR VII, 1998; National Research

Council, Washington, DC) and thus considered to be a Tier 1 problem for NASA. One of the

most important adverse effects of radiation exposure is increased risk for cancer, and colon
cancer is the second leading cause of death from cancer in the US today, striking men and

women almost equally. Fortunately, of all the cancers, colon cancer has been shown to be the

most responsive to diet. Colon cells are arranged in patterns called crypts (Figure 3) in which

cells are born towards the bottom of the crypts and daughter cells may migrate up the side of the

crypt eventually being exfoliated into the fecal stream. However, radiation may induced

oxidative damage to DNA in these cells, whereas a chemical carcinogen may induce methylation

damage to DNA. Once damaged, DNA can be repaired by DNA repair enzymes, or the cell can

be removed by programmed cell death (apoptosis), if neither of these events occurs, the cell may

go on to become a cancer cell (Figure 4).

Figure 3. Diagram of two colon crypts Figure 4. Diet effects on the initiation of cancer
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Lupton et al. have shown that a combination of fish oil (high in n-3 fatty acids) and a

fermentable fiber (pectin) can upregulate apoptotic removal of DNA damaged cells. The

purpose of the NSBRI study is to determine if radiation exposure is promotive of chemically

induced colon cancer, thus the experimental design is as shown in Figure 4. The first experiment

was initiated in January 2001 in which rats were irradiated with 1 GY heavy iron at Brookhaven

National Laboratory and then injected with the colon specific carcinogen azoxymethane (AOM).

An equal number of rats were injected with AOM but not exposed to radiation. Results clearly

show that there is a promotive effect of the radiation with respect to colon cancer development.
Colon cancer proceeds in stages and an intermediate stage is aberrant crypt development. Figure

5 shows a segment of rat colon with several foci of aberrant crypts visible. Figure 6 shows one
of the results from this initial study in that the rats that were irradiated and injected with AOM
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had significantly greater numbers of aberrant crypts than did those that were injected with AOM

but not irradiated (P=0.0009). In addition, there were a greater number of aberrant crypts/focus

(considered more predictive of colon tumors) in the irradiated group compared to the non-

irradiated group (P=0.0084).

Figure 5. Aberrant crypts in rat colon. Figure 6. Aberrant crypts in irradiated vs
non-irradiated rats
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Currently mRNA from the same rats in this experiment is being subjected to both microarray and

real time PCR to determine which genes were up or down regulated by the radiation and

carcinogen treatments. Also, one half of the control rats for the large NSBRI supported study

(Figure 7 shows the overall experimental design) are currently in house, receiving experimental
diets.

Figure 7. Experimental Design for NSBRI
study

• 560 SpragueDawley rats, 2 x 2 x 2 factorial

design

- Corn oil, fish oil

- Pectin, cellulose

- +/- radiation ( I Gy heavy iron)

- All + AOM (Colon specific carcinogen)

• Specific Aims

- Effect on initiation, aberrant crypts, tumors

- mRNA from fecal material predicts the
outcomes

In February 2002, half of the rats that will receive radiation treatment will be irradiated at

Brookhaven National Laboratory. To summarize, this project is proceeding on schedule, and the

initial results confirm the hypothesis that radiation exposure on top of chemical exposure,

enhances colon tumor development.

Skeletal Muscle Response to Bed Rest and Cortisol Induced Stress, R. R. Wolfe, PI, University
of Texas Medical Branch at Galveston. Figure 8 shows the overall protocol for each subject in

the Wolfe bed rest study. The purpose of the study is to determine if an amino acid supplement
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can ameliorate the negative effects of bed rest (a proxy for microgravity) on muscle protein

synthesis. The composition of the amino acid supplement is shown in Figure 9.

Figure 8. Time Line for each subject in the

Wolfe bed rest study

Figure 9. Composition of the supplement
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This research project is proceeding ahead of schedule. To date, two subjects have completed the

study, two are currently enrolled and others are scheduled to begin in early 2002. The first

subject is shown below in Figure 10.

Figure 10. Subject in Wolfe bed rest study.
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Most importantly we have chosen the bed rest study as the cornerstone of our program, and as

such have requested and received funding for a number of important additional projects which

use samples from this study. The following are descriptions of "add ons" to the Wolfe bed rest

study.

1. Helen Lane, Ph.D.

NASA Johnson Space Center

Houston, TX

Title: Response of oxidative capacity in skeletal muscle to prolonged bed rest.

The NSBRI project evaluates a nutritional countermeasure, protein/amino acid supplementation,

on leg muscle performance after a month of bed rest. As part of this overall project, Dr. Helen

Lane is leading the NMR spectroscopy for determination of oxidative capacity of calf muscle

before, during, and after exercise. Phosphorus NMR spectroscopy is a technique to continuously

follow high energy metabolism in a localized tissue by determination, using P31, of levels of

inorganic phosphate, phosphocreatine, and ATP along with calculation of muscle pH. This

technique also allows for determination of creatine kinase reaction at rest and during exercise in

skeletal muscles. Creatine kinase catalyses the reversible transfer of high-energy phosphate

groups of phosphocreatine to and from adenosine diphosphate. Muscle countermeasures such as

training programs changed these parameters both in the level ofphosphocreatine as well as the

time to recovery ofphosphocreatine after fatiguing exercise. The plan is several fold: First, we

need to develop the hardware (exercise device, interface for quantification, and other analytical

efforts such as precision and reproducibility) and the software interface to determine the

oxidative capacity of calf muscle with phosphorus NMR spectroscopy. Next, we will examine

the difference in these parameters before and after 28d of bed rest with and without the

countermeasure. Our hypothesis is that in subjects without the countermeasure phosphocreatine

will be lower at rest and decrease more during exercise than those subjects with a

countermeasure. Furthermore, the regeneration ofphosphocreatine will be faster in those who
have the countermeasure. These measures will be correlated with muscle function (strength

measures) and single fiber analyses performed by Bob Fitts (as a separate add-on project). Thus,

we will not only determine the effect of bed rest on muscle oxidative capacity, but the relation of

oxidative capacity to muscle function. This project is being conducted at no additional cost to
NSBRI.

2. Scott M. Smith, Ph.D. (Also a collaborator on the Tobin project)
Research Nutritionist

NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX
Title: Markers of bone and calcium metabolism

Dr. Scott M. Smith's supplement to the Wolfe project is designed to measure markers of bone

and calcium metabolism in the bed rest subjects. These include serum osteocalcin and bone-

specific alkaline phosphatase, and urinary collagen crosslinks. Osteocalcin and Bone-Specific

Alkaline Phosphatase are both bone formation markers. The collagen crosslinks are bone

resorption markers, and represent a family of compounds which include n-telopeptide,

pyridinoline, and deoxypyridinoline, among others. Their analyses will tell us if the Wolfe

countermeasure, obviously aimed at muscle tissue, has any impact on the bone side of the

musculoskeletal system. At present Dr. Smith has approximately 1/3 of the samples, but is

awaiting analysis until after all samples are collected, to analyze these in one batch.
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3. Raymond P. Stowe

Assistant Professor (Research), Pathology

University of Texas Medical Branch

Galveston, TX

Title: Changes in antiviral immunity during bed rest

Dr. Raymond P. Stowe's project measures changes in antiviral immunity. These measurements

are also being performed on the Shuttle and ISS crewmembers through his NASA grant (Epstein-

Barr virus flight grant). These include measurement of viral load in blood, urine, and saliva

samples using molecular methods. In addition, he will measure virus-specific immunity by

measuring anti-viral antibody titers and antigen (virus)-specific T-cells to correlate with viral
load.

4. Brian W. Tobin, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Mercer University School of Medicine
Macon, GA

Title: Blood amino acid levels from Wolfe project for use in Tobin project

In order to test the same protocols in several model systems, the amino acid blood levels

produced by the Wolfe supplement have been quantitated and will be used as one of the

interventions in the Tobin protocol. This is at no added expense to NSBRI.

5. Peter N. Uchakin, Ph.D. (Also a lead investigator on the Tobin projecO
Lead Research Scientist

Division of Basic Medical Sciences

Mercer University School of Medicine

Macon, Georgia
Title: The effect of bed rest and corticosteroid treatment on the secretion of pro- and anti-

inflammatory cytokines

Dr. Peter N. Uchakin is investigating the effects of bed-rest and corticosteroid treatment on the

secretion of pro- and anti-inflammatory cytokines such as IL-1, IL-6 and IL-10. In addition, Dr.

Uchakin will assess immunocyte distribution in whole blood.

6. Robert Fitts, Ph.D. (Pending)

Marquette University
Milwaukee, WI

Title: Single muscle fiber function in response to bed rest and nutritional intervention.

Investigation of the contractile properties and force of single muscle fibers of the soleus

(predominantly Type 1) and vastus lateralis (predominantly mixed) in response to prolonged bed
rest with and without the nutritional intervention.

7. T.P. Stein, Ph.D. (Pending)

Professor of Surgery
UMDNJ-SOM

Stratford, NJ
Title: Markers of oxidative stress

Oxidative damage from free radicals to DNA and lipids has been implicated in the etiology of a

wide variety of chronic diseases and acute pathological states. Dr. Stein and his colleagues had

the opportunity to obtain data on the question of whether space flight has any effect on the
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oxidative status of astronauts. They measured the urinary excretion of 8-iso-PGF2a and 8-oxo-

7,8 dihydro-2 deoxyguanosine (8-OH dG) on 6 subjects (2 US astronauts and 4 Russian

cosmonauts) before, during and after long duration space flight on the Russian space station

MIR. The urinary excretion of the isoprostane 8-iso-PGF2a and 8-OH dG are markers for

oxidative damage to lipids and DNA respectively.

There was a trend towards an increase in 8-OH dG excretion in flight. Both 8-iso-PGF2a and 8-

OH dG excretion were double post flight indicating that oxidative stress was double. The

increase persisted for the two-week observation period. The level was akin to smoking a pack of

cigarettes a day. The increased oxidative stress damage post flight most likely reflects impaired

endogenous anti-oxidant defenses. (Subjects took vitamin capsules throughout the study period).

The down regulation of protein metabolism that occurred on MIR could cause some loss of

protein-based antioxidant systems. The likely causes of the compromised protein metabolism

are: (i) the combination of reductive remodeling in response to the loss of load and the chronic

under-nutrition that occurred on MIR and (ii) competition post flight for amino acids between

synthesis of defense related proteins and repleting muscle leading to sub-optimal availability of
host defense mechanisms.

The problem being addressed is how to study this problem on the ground. The need is for an

acceptable ground based model. At present there is no such model. The objectives of this

supplementary project are therefore to determine whether cortisol administration to bed rest
subjects reproduces the flight situation. Given a model, counter-measures can be explored. Thus

the hypothesis being tested is that bed rest plus cortisol reproduces the flight result. Dr. Stein will

use the urinary excretion of the isoprostane 8-iso-PGF2a and 8-oxo-7,8 dihydro-2

deoxyguanosine (8-OH dG) to assess oxidative damage to lipids and DNA respectively in the

urines from Dr. Wolfe's study.

In summary, the Wolfe/Ferrando bed rest study is proceeding ahead of schedule and all aspects

of the study are on target. Important, we have chosen this study as the cornerstone of our

program and have acquired additional funding for "add on projects" which will capitalize on this

well controlled study. We are very optimistic that definitive data will be obtained from this

study which can be used in the very near future to enhance long term travel in space. Examples
of answers that will be obtained are: whether or not an amino acid supplement ameliorates the

decline in protein synthesis seen in space; if supplements interfere with protein synthesis from
meals; ifcortisol infusion in addition to bed rest is a better model for what actually occurs in

space; if different muscle fiber types are equally affected by bed rest and cortisol; if this
nutritional intervention can affect bone loss and muscle strength, among many other questions.

Nutritional Modulation of Pancreatic Endocrine Function in Microgravity, B. W. Tobin, PI,

Mercer University School of Medicine, is determining amino acid countermeasure effects on

endocrine function of human pancreatic islets of Langerhans with the goal to optimizing insulin

synthesis and secretion under microgravity conditions. In addition, he has modified his protocol
to include addressing these effects on human myocytes isolated from the same cadavers as the

pancreatic islet cells. Figure 11 shows the model used by Tobin et al. Islets or myocytes are
cultured in "microgravity" or static plate controls. The HARV rotates at 10 RPM, and islets are

eliptical orbit-suspended in media. Measurements are made of medium glucose, lactate,
hormones and amino acids. Specific aims of this project are (1) to assess the effect of a

microgravity model system on basal amino acid requirements and endocrine secretory function

in human islets of Langerhands and (2) to determine human islet endocrine function while testing
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aminoacidcountermeasures.Resultsfrom thefirst setof studies illustrate (1) decreased glucose

utilization, (2) enhanced insulin secretion, (3) increased utilization of cysteine, and (4) increased

production of ornithine, presumably from arginine. Tobin is now beginning the initial testing of

countermeasures, to normalize the hormonal secretory profile. This will consist of two amino

acid mixtures: (1) the Wolfe mixture and (2) the Tobin formula which is higher in arginine and

cysteine as well as other amino acids utilized at high rates. His experimental design for the

studies is shown in Figure 12.

Figure 11. HARV Microgravity Model Figure 12. Tobin Experimental Design

In the eight months that Dr. Tobin has been funded, he has obtained an R15 grant from NIH

which allowed him to concentrate more on countermeasures with the NSBRI project. He has

published two abstracts and has been interviewed on international television on this NSBRI

project and on National Public Radio. He is actively collaborating with Wolfe/Ferrando and in

fact Peter Uchakin (an investigator on the Tobin project) is now working with Wolfe/Ferrando

on site (see the Wolfe/Ferrando summary above).

Treadmill Exercise as a Countermeasure for Microgravity Deconditioning, S. M. Schneider, PI,

NASA, Johnson Space Center. This "in flight" study has just been approved for a feasibility

phase. Dr. Schneider is an active member of the Nutrition, Physical Fitness and Rehabilitation

team and is instrumental in stressing the importance of the combination of physical fitness and
nutrition. Her project is very practical and focuses on the amount of time and repetition, etc. that

are required to maintain aerobic capacity and to aid in leg muscle strength, prevent increases in

bone resorption and ameliorate markers of muscle atrophy. Figure l3 shows the set up for the

treadmill. In collaboration with Dr. Peter Cavanagh, Penn State University, they have explored
harness issues and ground reaction forces in simulated treadmill locomotion at different

percentages of body weight. Through appropriate use of the harness, the exercise on the
treadmill should not only improve aerobic capacity but also help to maintain muscle strength

which is an overall goal of the Nutrition and Physical Fitness Program.
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Figure 13. Treadmill used on the International Space Station
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V. FUTURE PROGRAM DIRECTIONS

A. Five-year Research Strategy (2002 - 2006)

During this time period research will advance by four mechanisms:

(1) Completion of existing projects. The three existing nutrition intervention projects will be

completed during this time frame. Our anticipation is that we will have an amino acid

supplement ready for testing in space at the end of this time period. It will have been validated
in a bed rest study with and without an exercise protocol (See below under Addition of projects).

We will also have increased knowledge on the relative contribution of decreased insulin

secretion and decreased insulin sensitivity to problems of glucose utilization during space flight.
Our nutritional intervention to decrease radiation-enhanced colon cancer will have been

validated in rats and ready for testing in humans. If "in flight" projects do occur during this time

period, the Schneider protocol for treadmill exercise in space will have been validated.

(2) Enhancement of existing projects through "add ons" and new solicitations.

The existing projects will form a research core which will be supplemented by two processes

("add ons" and new solicitations). The plan is to "add on" small projects to two of the existing

three nutrition projects as follows:

• Lupton, nutritional countermeasures to radiation exposure.
Make tissue from radiation and carcinogen treated rats available to other researchers for

complementary studies. Such studies include but are not limited to: effect of the diets on brain;

pancreas to Tobin laboratory for analysis; supplemental project on immune response.
• Wolfe, amino acid supplement as a countermeasure to muscle wasting.

As noted above, we have already added on a number of important projects to this bed rest study.

Two additional projects are pending and our plan is to obtain the necessary funds to do this.

These two pending projects are measurements of muscle fiber composition (Robert Fitts) and the
studies of Peter Stein on oxidative damage. In addition to the "add ons" a new solicitation,

focused on exercise, with the same diet intervention as the Wolfe bed rest study is proposed.

The overall goal of the research is to provide a scientific basis for the design and implementation

of space based exercise countermeasures. Studies will be designed to determine the optimal as

well as minimal prescription for frequency, duration, and intensity of the exercise
countermeasure to obtain the most time efficient method to maintain muscle and cardiovascular

capacity.

(3) Addition of projects that are needed but not covered by existing grants.
Since the nutrition/physical fitness program is incomplete at this time, a workshop was held to

write RFPs to solicit proposals to fill important gaps in the research program. In addition to the

proposed exercise solicitation noted above, three other areas are considered high priority. They
include: (1) a research focus on the anorexia of space flight since despite adequate provision of

food and water, inadequate food intake is characteristic of human space flight. This reduction of

food intake translates into a significant energy deficit with loss of body mass and diminution of

physical fitness. Suboptimal intake of essential macro and micronutrients, and inadequate water
intake also occurs. (2) Alterations in nutrient partitioning and metabolism as a function of

microgravity and/or other space flight stressors and (3) Meal allocation: nibbling Vs meal eating,

supplements Vs whole meals, timing of nutrient intake. The timing and frequency of meals with

respect to activity, including sleep cycles and exercise and to the most effective utilization of

nutrients may be a key factor in maximizing astronaut health on long duration space flights.
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(2) Activation of synergy grants.

Although certain projects (as described above) have a primary focus on nutrition and/or physical

fitness, these two disciplines underlie overall health and should be a part of every NSBRI

program. To that end, we propose to actively solicit and participate in synergy grants that would

more fully integrate nutrition and physical fitness with other teams. Already, the muscle team is

interested in a collaboration using the same amino acid supplement in rats that we are using in

the human bed rest study and in the in vitro Tobin project. In addition, the integrative human

function team is planning a collaboration with Helen Lane who is conducting one of our "add

ons" to the bed rest study. Plans are to use data from this bed rest study in the modeling

conducted by the integrative human function team.

B. Five to ten year Research Strategy (2007-2011)

During this time period, the following strategies will be implemented:

(3) Full integration of nutrition and physical fitness.

During the first five years, emphasis will be on development of nutritional and physical fitness

countermeasures. However, as these programs develop, emphasis will expand to include an

integration of nutrition and physical fitness into each proposal, during years 5 to 10.

(4) Full integration of nutrition and physical fitness with the other programs.

We envision a nutrition/physical fitness "cleating house" for every program. In much the same

way that projects cannot be implemented without appropriate human or animal use protocols, we

will work towards a required section in each proposal in which the diet and physical activity of

animals/subjects must be defined. The absence of such protocols has seriously hampered the

interpretation of many bed rest and other human studies that otherwise are very carefully
controlled.

C. Countermeasure goals to be realized by year ten.
Given appropriate funding, the science exists to be able to solve certain of the important critical

issues facing long duration space flight. With adequate support it is realistic to expect the

following accomplishments within a 10-year time period:

(1) Optimal physical fitness protocols for space can be developed and tested. Within ten years,
capabilities exist to develop the appropriate equipment and protocols (duration, frequency,

intensity) of aerobic and resistive exercise to maximize aerobic capacity, muscle mass and

strength, and bone mass. Given appropriate financial support, these protocols can be tested in

flight during this time period.

(2) An appropriate intervention based on both nutritional and physical fitness criteria will be

available as a countermeasure to the documented decrease in protein synthesis, muscle mass, and

muscle strength. A diet and physical fitness intervention will be available to ameliorate

decreased protein synthesis and loss of muscle mass during space flight. This will have been

adequately tested in a bed rest study using both nutrition and physical fitness interventions, and
the mechanism behind this effect will be documented in cell culture and animal experiments.

(3) We can have a good understanding of the anorexia of space flight, and preliminary

development of countermeasures to combat it. A clear understanding as to whether or not there

is a space flight induced reason for the observed decrease in food intake independent of nausea,

workload, and psychosocial issues. If there is a physiological basis for this depression in food
intake, we should be at the stage to test countermeasures in human ground based studies.

(4) We will have a mechanistically based understanding of whether or not diet can ameliorate

radiation enhanced colon cancer. Definitive data in rats, and complementary data in humans,
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that aspecificdiet canreducetheinitiation of coloncancerenhancedby radiationwill be
obtained.Clearlyit is notpossibleto showadecreasein coloncancerin humansduringthis
timeperiodsincethis diseasetakesup to 40 yearsto develop.However,usingmicroarray
technologyfirst documentedin therat, andthen(years5 - 10)in thehuman,preliminary
recommendationswill beavailableto supportdiet interventionsin humans.
(5) Wewill havesufficientknowledgeof thetiming of food intake,exercise,andotheractivities
to makerecommendationsfor spaceflight.
(6) Theobservedinsulin resistanceandimpairmentof glucosemetabolismwill bemoreclearly
understoodandproposedcountermeasureswill beavailablefor testingin humanstudies.
(7) Thepotentialexistsfor aphaseshift in knowledgeon theeffectsof microgravityonnutrient
partitioning. Althoughnot guaranteed,wenowhavetheability to attractthetopnutritional
scientistsin theworld to addressbasicquestionsof howmicrogravityaffectscell-cell
communication,distributionof nutrientsamongtissues,signalingevents,etc. It is entirely
possiblethattheobservedalterationsin nutrientpartitioningaremicrogravityrelated. If so,this
would changethewaywe think aboutnutritional andphysicalfitnessinterventions.If proposals
in this areacanbesolicitedduring2001for activationin 2002thereis a high likelihood thatwe
will haveananswerwithin 10yearsasto howmicrogravityaffectsnutritional status.
Subsequentto thattimeonewouldbe in thepositionof suggestingappropriatecountermeasures.
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I. EXECUIVE SUMMARY

Research Problems

Radiation has been categorized in NASA's Strategic Plan as one of four major

hazards in space and, frequently the most serious of these four. The major problems are

the determination of the level of risk from radiations in space and the development of

tolerable but effective countermeasures for the major radiation-induced medical

problems, identified in NASA's Critical Path Roadmap to be radiation-induced cancer

and CNS damage. Our hypothesis is that the risks can be simulated and countermeasures

developed by appropriate ground-based in-vivo studies leading to in-flight verification.

It is also expected that, because of the complexity of the interactions resulting from the

space environment, non-cancerous heath effects may occur in organ systems other than

the CNS, especially in synergy with other risks such as reduced immune responses or
increased loss of bone mass..

The main goal of the NSBRI Radiation Program consists of 1) improving the predictions

of risks to human health from space radiations and 2) providing effective

countermeasures that will significantly reduce these risks. The major approaches being

undertaken fall into five categories:
1 Develop countermeasures for mitigating effects of radiation exposure.

2 Develop markers for determining risks and monitoring the efficacy of

countermeasures.

3 Determine carcinogenic and CNS effects for space radiation.

4 Determine acute and long-term pathological responses of rapidly renewing organ

systems at risk.

5 Characterize differences in cell and molecular mechanisms for pathological

effects for high- versus low-LET radiation in defined model systems.

Strengths and Key Findings

Our key findings during the last year include the first completed study of the life-time

risk of cancer in an animal model in almost a decade by Dr. John Dicello's group at Johns

Hopkins University School of Medicine. We have completed the first two experiments

out of a total of six that have been underway underway to measure the incidence of beast

cancer in Sprague-Dawley rats. Although these two experiments were originally

intended only as baseline studies to establish rough estimates of expected responses for

subsequent experiments, the experiments have gone very well and we expect significant

data when the analysis is completed.

Although the first experiments of irradiations followed by Tamoxifen as a

chemopreventive agent by Dr. David Huso's group at Johns Hopkins University have yet

to be completed, the data incidence as a function of time suggest strongly that realistic
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chemopreventivedrugscanreducetheincidenceof cancerevenfor heavily ionizing
particlessuchasiron ions.

Humanneuralprecursorcells (NT2),neurons(hNT) androdentglial progenitorcells
(CG4)wereexposedby Dr. MaceloVazquez'sgroupatBrookhavenNationalLaboratory
to acutedosesof 0.1,to 6 Gyof heavyions(Fe,C, Si andAr) andprotonirradiationand
measurementswereobtainedfor Apoptosisinduction,_cell toxicity, geneexpression.
Dosesaslow as0.1Gywereableto induceasignificantincreaseof cell damagein
comparisonto controls.Theseresultsfor geneexpressionappearto confirm thatp53
geneis involvedin thestresspathwayinducedby low- andhigh-LET radiation
exposures.

The first NSBRI studiesfor protonsandHZEs with the Lac-Z transgenicmousewere
intiatedduring thispastyear.Dr. Polly Chang's group at SRI studied the dose- and time-

dependent radiation-induced responses in lacZ transgenic mice after proton radiation.

She demonstrated that they can detect cytogenetic damage in circulating reticulocytes at

proton doses as low as 0.1 Gy and mutagenic effects in lacZ transgene at doses of 0.5 Gy
and above.

Dr. Ann Kennedy's group at the University of Pennsylvania is initiating cellular and in-

vivo studies of nontoxic dietary supplements as potential means of reducing the incidence

of cancers from radiation exposures in space.

Major Gaps

The major gaps in the present program include the lack of:

6 Animal studies of carcinogenesis in relevant tissues other than breast,

7 Interspecies comparisions,

8 Animal studies for protracted exposures,

9 In-vivo data for synergistic effects of mixed fields,

10 Experiments to study synergisms with other environmental factors such as

microgravity and bone loss,

11 More comprehensive analysis of human responses to low-dose, protracted

exposures,

12 Adequate methods for extrapolating animal data to humans.

13 Ground based clinical trials or in-flight verification.

Summary

In summary, the Radiation Team is on schedule in reference to NASA's Critical

Roadmap in terms of obtaining crucial data needed for evaluating risks from radiation,
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demonstrating a feasible countermeasure, and in temls of the schedule with which tile

data are being obtained.
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II. INTRODUCTION

Scientific Research Problems

The major problems to be addressed by this Radiation Program are the

understanding of radiation risks in space and the development of tolerable but effective

countermeasures for the major radiation-induced medical problems, identified to be

radiation-induced cancer and CNS damage. Our hypothesis is that the risks can be

simulated and countermeasures developed by appropriate ground-based in-vivo studies.

It is also possible that because of the complexity of the space environment unanticipated

non-cancerous effects may occur in organ systems other than the CNS, especially in

synergy with other risks such as reduced immune responses or increased loss of bone

mass..

The main goal of the NSBRI Radiation Program consists of 1) improving the

predictions of risks to human health from space radiations and 2) providing
effective countermeasures that will significantly reduce these risks.

Thus the major aims cover five categories:

occur in organ systems other than the CNS. Thus the major aims will cover five

categories:

1. Develop countermeasures for mitigating effects of radiation exposure.

2. Develop markers for determining risks and monitoring the

countermeasures.

efficacy of

3. Determine carcinogenic and CNS effects for space radiation.

4. Determine acute and long-term pathological responses of rapidly renewing organ

systems at risk.

5. Characterize differences in cell and molecular mechanisms for pathological effects

for high- versus low-LET radiation in defined model systems.

II HEALTH CONCERNS AND HAZARDS

The NASA Critical Path Roadmap lists Radiation as one of the four Severe Type I

Risks, the most critical type, along with bone loss (acceleration of age-related

osteoporosis), human behavior (poor psychosocial adaptation), and clinical

capability (trauma and acute medical problems). The radiation risk areas in terms

of long-term missions, both low-earth orbit or extraplanetary, and their relation to

the overall space program are shown in the following chart adapted from NASA's

Critical Path Roadmap:
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Initiating
Events

Radiation Effects Risk Area

Overardthlg Risk Risks/Outcomes
Concetat Factors

Col|$eqllellCes

The relevant risks and major critical issues according to the NASA Critical Path, in

order of priority, are:

Ris_.._kk

Carcinogenesis caused by radiation

Risk Type Risk Rank

I 1

Damage to central nervous system from

radiation exposure

Synergistic effects from exposure to

radiation, microgravity, and other

spacecraft environmental factors

II 2

II 3

• Early or acute effects from radiation II 4

exposure

• Radiation effects on fertility, sterility, III 5

and heredity
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The main goal of the NSBRI Radiation Program consists of 1) improving the

predictions of risks to human health from space radiations and 2) providing

effective countermeasures that will significantly reduce these risks.

MAJOR QUESTIONS TO BE ADDRESSED

In summary, the major questions remaining to be addressed include:

6. Animal studies of other relevant tissues

7. Interspecies comparisions

8. Animal studies for protracted exposures.

9. In-vivo data for synergistic effects of mixed fields

10. Synergism with other environmental factors such as microgravity and bone loss

11. More comprehensive analysis of human responses to low-dose, protracted exposures.

12. Improved methods for extrapolating animal data to humans too imprecise.

13. Clinical trials, ground-based then flight-based.

III. RESEARCH PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

III-1 Structure and Design of Radiation Research Program

Main Goal: The main goal of the NSBRI Radiation Program consists of 1)

improving the predictions of risks to human health from space radiations

and 2) providing effective countermeasures that will significantly reduce

these risks.

Overall Strategy: Apply research to risk analysis and assessment for countermeasure

development.

The National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) was formed to address the

medical risks to humans in space as well as the subsequent risk to mission success. One

of NASA's goals in supporting the institute is to understand the health effects and

performance consequences of space radiation to the astronauts and to mission goals. An

essential strategy of the NSBRI has been the Integrated Research Team concept to

maximized productivity and cost-efficiency with minimum redundancy to build and

balance integrated research programs. A main mission of the NSBRI has been to design

and validate countermeasures addressing the major hazards. At the end of the first three

years, the Radiation-Effects Team became one of the most productive, cohesive teams

focusing on the first four risk factors in NASA's Strategic Plan and one of the few to

have shown feasibility of a proposed countermeasure, namely the use of chemopreventive
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Radiation Effects Risk Area
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agents or dietary supplements to reduce the risk of cancer from low-dose exposes to high

atomic-number, energetic charged particles (HZEs) and protons.

RELEVANT RISKS AND CRITICAL ISSUES

The NASA Critical Path Roadmap lists Radiation as one of the four Severe Type I

Risks, the most critical type, along with bone loss (acceleration of age-related

osteoporosis), human behavior (poor psychosocial adaptation), and clinical

capability (trauma and acute medical problems). The radiation risk areas in terms

of long-term missions, both low-earth orbit or extraplanetary, and their relation to

the overall space program are shown in the following chart adapted from NASA's

Critical Path Roadmap:

The relevant risks and major critical issues according to the NASA Critical Path, in

order of priority, are:

Risk Risk Type Risk Rank

Carcinogenesis caused by radiation I 1
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• Damage to central ner_,'ous system from II 2
radiation exposure

• Synergistic effects from exposure to II 3

radiation, microgravity, and other

spacecraft environmental factors

• Early or acute effects from radiation II 4

exposure

• Radiation effects on fertility, sterility, III 5

and heredity

The major themes of this program are the understanding of risks and the

development of effective countermeasures for the radiation-induced biological effects

identified to be of major concern: radiation-induced cancer and CNS damage. It is also

possible that because of the complexity of the space environment unanticipated effects

may occur in organ systems other than the CNS. Thus the major aims will cover five

categories:

1.

2.

.

4.

1

.Develop countermeasures for mitigating effects of radiation exposure.

Develop markers for determining risks and monitoring the efficacy of
countermeasures.

Determine carcinogenic and CNS effects for space radiation.

Determine acute and long-term pathological responses of rapidly renewing organ

systems at risk.

Characterize differences in cell and molecular mechanisms for pathological

effects for high- versus low-LET radiation in defined model systems.

Remaining Issues:

6 Animal studies of carcinogenesis in relevant tissues other than breast,

7 Interspecies comparisions,

8 Animal studies for protracted exposures,

9 In-vivo data for synergistic effects of mixed fields,

10 Experiments to study synergisms with other environmental factors such as

microgravity and bone loss,

11 More comprehensive analysis of human responses to low-dose, protracted

exposures,

12 Adequate methods for extrapolating animal data to humans.

13 Ground based clinical trials or in-flight verification.
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III. OVERALL STRATEGY

This program'soverall strategyis modeledafter that proposed in the NASA report

on Modeling Human Risk (1997). The underlying philosophy of the approach is

that experimentally determined risks for carcinogenesis and CNS damage in

appropriate animal models with corresponding in-vitro measurements can be used

to validate theoretical relations between animal results and human response. These

theoretical relations, then, can be used to extrapolate known responses of humans to

acute exposures of low-LET radiations to expected responses to protracted

exposures to protons and HZE particles. When such relations have been

established, then this same process and these same animal and cell models can be

used to determine the potential of pharmaceutical agents, including both

chemopreventive drugs and dietary supplements, for reducing risks. This is

illustrated schematically in the following figure which is a revision of that proposed

in the NASA report on modeling human risk (1997).

Calculated Value

Human Cancer and

CNS damage by HZE

particles in space

Relationship

modeled by D?

I)-

I Relationshipmodeled by B?

Surrogate endpoint

biomarkers for cancer &

neurotoxicity induced by

HZE particles in

cultured human cells

Experimental Value

Nature and

relative sensitivity

to HZE particles

Experimental Value

Rodent cancer and CNS

damage by HZE

particles in laboratory

B
i Nature and relative

sensitivity to HZE

particles

Surrogate endpoint

biomarkers for cancer &

neurotoxicity induced by

HZE particles in cultured

cells

Experimental Value

Adapted from Modeling Human Risk: Cell & Molecular Biology in Context, 1997

dietary supplements. The mutation and cytogenetics research gives us cellular and chromosome endpoints

for cells irradiated in the animal or in-vitro. In all cases, theoretical models and analysis lead us to

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT (2001) PROGRAM
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ThepresentTeamorganization,asoutlinedin Fig. 1,evolvedfrom theoriginal missions
of theNSBRI, thePhase-IandPhase-IINSBRI applicationsto NASA, recommendations
in peerreviews,andadministrativedirectives.Theoverallphilosophyis that in-vivo st
IND

IVIDUAL PROJECTS AND COUNTERMEASURES

Presently, there are six principal projects. A brief description follows of each and the c udies provide

DESCRIPTION OF CURRENT (2001) PROGRAM

i,

Immunololp] ]
thman Stem (]ells

_r

]Tutrltlon

Countermeasures

Technology

Development [ Neutron

Spectrometer

Neavlr-Ion _Ltcrobeam

risks of cancer, CNS damage and other diseases and the Chemoprevention project

provides the data for risk reduction with pharmaceuticals and/or mechanistic methods for

extrapolation to risk assessments for humans for the scenarios in space.

ountermeasures being studied:

PROJECT I: In Vivo Studies of Mammary Carcinomas

John F. Dicello, PhD, Johns Hopkins University
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Critical Path Risk(s): Carcinogenesis caused by radiation (38:1,3,5,6,7,(8),910,11),
Countermeasure Readiness Level: 4

Specific Aim:

Determine risk of carcinogenesis in a relevant animal model and supply

exposed animals for chemopreventive studies.

Countermeasure: Chemoprevention of cancers by use of pharmaceuticals administered

after high-level exposure to radiations. Improved risk factors can be used to

optimize spacecraft design for optimal shielding

PROJECT II: Chemoprevention and Radiation-Induced Neoplasms

David L. Huso, DVM, PhD

Johns Hopkins University

Critical Path Risk(s): Carcinogenesis caused by radiation (38:1,3,5,6,7,(8),910,11 ),

Countermeasure Readiness Level: 5

Specific Aims: Studies of the pathology of cancer induced by HZE particles and

pharmaceutical intervention.

Countermeasure: Tamoxifen as a model for pharmaceutical intervention in the

promotion and progression stages of carcinogenesis to reduce risk after exposure

PROJECT III: Countermeasures for Space Radiation Biological Effects

Ann R. Kennedy, PhD

University of Pennsylvania

Critical Path Risk(s): Carcinogenesis caused by radiation (38:1,3,9,10), Early or acute

effects from radiation exposure (41:1,3,5,10,11)
Countermeasure Readiness Level: 4

Specific Aims:

(1)Determine the ability of various dietary supplements to reduce radiation induced
oxidative stress in cultured cells

(2)For the combinations of agents demonstrating efficacy as antioxidants in vitro,

determine the ability of these agents to decrease radiation induced oxidative stress

in Sprague-Dawley rats.

Countermeasure: Dietary supplements prior to and after exposure to radiation to reduce
cancer incidence.
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PROJECT IV: Risk Assessment and Chemoprevention of HZE Induced CNS

Damage

Marcelo E. Vazquez, PhD, MD

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Critical Path Risk(s): Damage to CNS system from radiation exposure (39:1,3,7,10,11),

Early or acute effects from radiation exposure (41:1, 3, 5, 10, 11)

Countermeasure Readiness Level: 3-4

Specific Aims:

(1) Examine cell death in cycling and non-cycling neural cells

(2) To characterize the putative cell signaling cascades induced by high-LET

radiation in the apoptotic pathways (ceramide- and p53-dependent).

Countermeasure: Modulate signaling pathways by pharmacological manipulation

(trophic factors, free-radical scavengers, p53 modulators)

PROJECT V: CNS Damage and Countermeasures (In Vivo Studies)

Marcelo E. Vazquez, PhD, MD

Brookhaven National Laboratory

Critical Path Risk(s): Damage to CNS system from radiation exposure (39:1,3,7,10,l 1),

Early or acute effects from radiation exposure (41:1,3,5,10,11)
Countermeasure Readiness Level: 3-4

Specific Aims:

(1) Characterize the behavioral, neurochemical and structural changes induced by heavy

ions and protons.

Countermeasure: To protect neural cell populations in vivo using pharmaceuticals such

neuroprotectants (gangliosides), antioxidants (melatonin) and signal pathways

modulators (p53 modulators)

PROJECT VI: Charged Particle Radiation-Induced Genetic Damage in Transgenic

Mice

Polly Yee Chang, PhD
SRI International

Critical Path Risk(s): Carcinogenesis caused by radiation, Damage to central nervous

system from radiation exposure, Early or acute effects from radiation exposure

(41:(3), 5, 10)
Countermeasure Readiness Level: 2

Specific Aims:
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1.Examine both the dose and temporal-dependence of particle radiation-induced

mutation in vivo using the LacZ transgenic mice model system. In

particular, acute and long-term tissue specific mutagenic responses of CNS

and rapidly renewing organ systems will be determined after exposure to

protons and HZE particles.

2.Examine the impact of genetic backgrounds, eg. p53 on radiation sensitivity

using the p53/lac Z double transgenics.

Potential Countermeasures:

Determine if known radioprotective pharmaceuticals (eg. tamoxifen, anti-oxidants) or

cytokines ( eg. interleukins) reduce tissue-specific mutation frequencies or genetic

damage in vivo. Such alterations in the genome may be precursors of cancer.

In terms of overall strategy, four projects are investigating carcinogenesis (3) and

CNS damage (1) in-vivo and three projects address corresponding cellular effects. In

addition to these six projects, we also have been collaborating with researchers in other

teams where team goals overlap.

Almost every review of the radiation problems in space during the last decade, including

the three previous references, has recommended animal studies to quantify the risks to

these types of radiation and to pursue likely countermeasures. Until this series of

experiments, however, there had been only one comprehensive animal study to

investigate the effects of ions of high atomic number and high energy, HZEs. That

experiment was conducted by Alpen et al. (1993) with the Berkeley Bevalac, which has

been out of commission for almost a decade. It has provided invaluable data on

carcinogenesis in the harderian gland of a mouse model as a function of linear energy

transfer (LET), and it has been a cornerstone for risk assessments in space during the last

decade. No comparable series of experiments until this present series had been

conducted to evaluate the use of drugs to reduce the risk of cancer from exposures.

As a result of the scientific reviews, workshops, and discussions with external advisors to

the NSBRI during the developmental period of the NSBRI, the Radiation Team focused

on the female Sprague-Dawley rat irradiated whole-body with HZEs, protons, or photons.

Initially, the biological endpoints included malignant and benign tumors at all sites and

and other diseases. The motives for this animal model were multiple and are presented in

detail in the Final Report for the Core Project. Perhaps most importantly, this model was

that recommended by the members of the External Advisory Council.

Animal experiments of this type were generally not done previously because of the

complicated logistics and the large expensive.. Only three facilities in the world, one at

Brookhaven National Laboratory in New York State, one in Germany, and one in Japan,

produced the necessary accelerator HZE beams. The costs for HZE beam time is

millions of dollars a year, far in excess of any funds available from the NSBRI, and only

about 150 hours a year are available for all space-biology irradiations in the U.S.A.

Finally, no one had ever carrying out experiments with energetic charged particles at

multiple facilities , including BNL for HZEs and Loma Linda University with its
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energeticproton synchrotron.. The logistics of transporting thousandsof animals
betweenmultiple facilities in isolatedenvironmentsandkeepingthemalive subsequently
for threeor moreyearswasatbestachallenge.To maximizethevalueof theresults,the
principal investigatorsoffered supportto colleaguesin other projects and teamsand
interestedinvestigatorsoutside of the NSBRI to maximize the production of useful
scientificdatawith the irradiatedanimalsandto providedifferent information,stressing
the importanceof datacorrelatedto the sameanimal speciesandto humansso thatthe
resultscouldbeappliedmostefficientlyto humansin thespaceenvironment.

SYNERGISMS AND IMPLICATIONS WITH REGARD TO

COUNTERMEASURES

The infrastructure for the NSBRI was designed with the research team as a

mission-oriented, focused group. Because of the limited amount and high cost of beam

time for radiobiological studies with HZE particles,.collaborating and sharing resources

have been essential to achieve the goals of Institute and the team. The immunology

studies of Dr. Daila Gridley with protons at LLUMC were funded directly from Dr.

Dicello's original Core Project. These studies let to preliminary data, a referreed

publication, and funded research on this topic in the Immunology Team (William

Shearer, PI). The work of Dr. Dicello in collaboration with Dr. Francis Cucinotta at the

NASA Johnson Space Center showed the importance of the neutron secondaries in space

leading to a funded project (Richard Maurer, PI) in the Technology Team. The NSBRI

Radiation Team (Drs. Dicello, Huso, Williams, and Sinden) developed the procedures

and methods for doing large animal experiments concurrently at BNL and LLUMC and

the importance of parallel cellular studies, fostering interest in the NSBRI at BNL and its

ultimate membership as a consortium member as well as funded research on damage to

the centeral nervous system (Marcelo Vazquez, PI). These same methods and procedures

as well as the preliminary results formed the basis of a successful application in the

Nutrition Team as well (Joanne Luxton). Dr. Dicello, Dr. Huso, and Dr. Jay Shapiro

(Team Lead for Bone Loss Team) have done preliminary studies because of the potential

synergisms between radiation and bone loss in a microgravity environment. The

preliminary results from the previous Core Project (John Dicello, PI) were the basis of a

successful proposal to NASA to support the dissertation research of a graduate student,

Dustin Simonson, in Dr. Dicello's laboratory. The previous Core Project supported

extensive theoretical studies (with Francis Cucinotta's group at JSC) to analyze the

experimental results, to evaluate the medical risks, and to optimize spacecraft designs

both for Low Earth Orbits and for interplanetary missions.

We continue to work with scientists outside of the NSBRI, such as Dr.

Christopher Lange at SUNY Downstate Medical Center, supporting his work to examine

the kinetics of double-strand breaks (DSB) using pulsed-field gel electrophoresis and

with Dr. Barry Rosenstein at Mt. Sinai Hospital in NYC to examine TP53 mutations.
research.
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IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

IV-1A. Dicello's Project: Determination of In-Vivo Carcinogenesis with Sprague-

Dawley Rats

During the last year, we completed the first two experiments out of a total of six to study

mammary carcinogenesis in the Sprague-Dawley rat. The remaining four experiments include the
animals for the Tamoxifen study by Dr. David Huso's group described below. This is the first

such experiment in almost a decade.
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Fig. 1. Fraction of mammary carcinomas observed bl each group at

514 days after irradiation.

Approximately three
thousand rats have been

irradiated with I-GeV

iron ions, 250-MeV

protons, and cesium-137
and cobalt-60 gamma

rays. Doses for the

protons and photons
typically ranged between

50 and 500 cGy, and the
doses for the iron beams

typically ranged between

5 and 50 cGy. Some

higher doses were used
in the beginning of the

experiments because the
Relative Biological

Effectiveness (RBEs) for

the protons and iron ions
had not been measured

previously, for in the case of the Tamoxifen studies were there is a reduction in the levels of tumor
induction with the administration of the drug. Details of the number of animals at each specified

dose are delineated in the final report for the Core Project.

Tumors have been observed

in primarily the breast and
pituitary, but also to a lesser

extent in the thyroid and
other sites. The Sprague-

Dawley rat has a high natural
incidence of mammary
fibroadenomas and

adenocarcinomas; however,
with the excision of

mammary tumors at a
relatively modest size, the

major cause of death for our
colonies is pituitary-related
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Fig. 2. Resected tumors observed as a function of radiation.



illnesses.

endpoint of interest, lead to
more reliable risk factors than

studies terminated early

because of mortality of _,
diseases. Although an

examination of pituitary

diseases was not a specific aim E

of this project originally, we =o
have been examining these "_

tissues and analyzing the o
results with non-NSBRI

14.

support, and these results will _6
be published when they are '-

jn
complete.

I/)

Figure IV-1 shows the excess
cumulative incidence of x°

histologically verified

mammary carcinomas as a
function of dose and radiation

type. Figure IV-2 shows the

The longevity associated with a healthy colony' and animals that do not die of the
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number of tumors observed as a function of particle type and dose. The number of tumors

generally increases with increasing dose of a radiation type. The small count of Iron-200cGy
tumors is a reflection of the reduced number of animals in that group. Slightly less than half of all

histopathologically classified mammary tumors are carcinomas. There does not appear to be a

strong trend in the carcinoma/fibroadenoma ratio with dose or radiation type. It should be noted
that each animal has 12 mammary glands, each of which can develop one or more tumors,

although recurrences of the same tumor were categorized as a single tumor. However, the same
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Fig. 4. Survival without a mammary carchioma as a filnction of time since

iron ion irradiation. Survival is calculated using non-parametric Kaplan-

Meier method of censor adjustment (E.I. Kaplan, J of the Amer. Stat.

Assoc. 53, 457-481). P values are relative to sham response.

number of tumors in

groups of the same
size, such as shams

and low dose groups,
does not mean the

same number of
animals with tumors.

The excess risk of a

first mammary
carcinoma as a
function of time is

shown in Fig. IV-3.

A statistical analysis

of proportions
indicates there is no
difference between

each individual sham

group; therefore, at

this point, they are
being pooled for

subsequent analyses.
The group of rats
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irradiatedwith Cesiumat BNL, thoseirradiatedwithCesiumat JHU,andthoseirradiatedwith
CobaltatLLUMCwerecomparedwithineachdoselevelandalsofoundto bestatisticallysimilar
andthereforepooledintosinglephotongroupsat eachdoseto increasestatisticalpower.
A pairedsamplet-testwasconductedand all curvesfor iron irradiationweresignificantly
differentfromtheshamsexceptfor iron-5cGy(p=0.54).Similaranalyseswereperformedonthe
protonandphotoncurveswithin eachradiationtype.It was foundthat all curvesdiffered
significantlyfromtheshamcurves,includingthecurvesfor the lowestdosesof protonsand
photons.Whencomparingtheprotoncurveversusthephotoncurveat thesamedose,it was
foundthatonlythehighestdoseof 500cGyresultedin statisticallysimilarcurves.Thismaybe
significantin thatit is frequentlyassumedin risk assessmentthat thecarcinogeniceffectsof
protonsandphotonsaresimilaratidenticaldoses.

To evaluatethe linearityof effectperunit dose,excessrisk of a first carcinomapercGywas
plottedfor eachdosegroupin Fig. IV-3. As the animalsage,the datafor first carcinomas
becomesdifficult to interpretbecauseof a low populationat risk sothosedataarenot being
presentedat thistime. As expected,theeffectperunit doseis greaterfor theiron ionsthanthe
protonsor photons.Thenotableexceptionis theiron-200cGygroupin whichtheexcessrisk is
diminished.Thiseffectis likely causedby thefactthat,at thishighdose,few animalsremain
withoutacarcinoma,sothepoolof susceptibleanimalsisdiminished.Again,becausewedidnot
knowresponses,wechosedosesthat wouldlikely bracketthe regionsof interest. Thetight
groupingof the5cGy,16cGyand50cGyirongroupsisoneindicationthatwearewithinthelinear
regionof theirondosescale,atleastupto 514dayspost-irradiation.At 514days,RBEsbetween
1and10appearconsistentwiththedata,dependinguponthetimeanddose-regionof interest.

In aneffortto correctouranalysesfor thenumberof animals at risk at any given time, a Kaplan-

Meier survival analysis was performed (Fig. IV-4). A Mantel-Haenszel log rank test of KM
survival estimators indicates no difference between shams and iron-5cGy (p--0.07). The lowest-

dose proton and photon groups are also not significantly different from the sham response. A
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Fig. 5. Relative Risk as a function of time since irradiatiom.

comparison between
proton and photon

groups at the same dose
level shows no

significant difference.

The relative

integral risk (RR) of a first
carcinoma (in reference to
the sham group) versus
time post-irradiation is
plotted in Fig. IV-5. The
relative risks integrated
with time demonstrate the
strong dose dependence of
time to first carcinoma.
The fact that the RR is

decreasing with time is an
indication that the sham

animals are developing
mammary carcinomas at a
greater relative rate that

the highest dose groups. The near linearity of the moderate and low dose groups through time may be
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interpreted as support that the relative rate of cancer development is similar to that in the sham group. Such

a study of the time-dependence of risk is not possible with most in-vivo animal studies as they typically

utilize prevalence at the end of study as the major endpoint.
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IV-2A.Huso Project: Chemoprevention of Radiation-Induced Neoplasms

Key findings:

Although our studies are not complete, preliminary trends in our tamoxifen studies have pointed to a proof

of principle for a strategy in which chemopreventive agents could play an important role in preventin_

breast cancer following exposure to radiation during space travel. Confirmation of these trends is still

pending the completion of these studies, but considerable progress has been made since Dr. Huso took over

as PI of the chemoprevention studies area.

Radiation Effects Study

A) Initial Radiation Effects Study

In order to address the specific aims of the proposal several cohorts of the female Sprague Dawley rat

mammary tumor model were irradiated at 60 days of age at Brookhaven National Laboratory (BNL) for

heavy ions and Loma Linda University (LLU) for protons. As controls, a portion of each cohort was

irradiated with photons at BNL, LLU, and JHU. A summary of the irradiated groups of animals is shown.

All groups are female Sprague Dawley rats exposed at 60 days of age.

IRON ION EXPOSURES (number of rats) PROTON EXPOSURES (number of rats)

200 cGy (18) 500 cGy (36)

50 cGy (63) 160 cGy(36)

16 cGy (71) 50 cGy (36)

5 cGy (70) Sham (36)

Sham (70)

PHOTON EXPOSURES (number of rats) total irradiated at JHU, LLU, BNL

500 cGy (78)

160cGy (72)

50 (72)

Sham (72)

This group consisted of 730 animals. In ongoing studies, mammary biopsies and necropsy tissues have

been collected and are being processed and analyzed. Mammary tumor biopsies are classified

histopathologically as carcinomas or benign adenomas. Correlations are made between histopathology and

radiation dose and quality.

B) Chemoprevention Study Controls

This group is of particular interest since they receive up to 25% dietary restriction to match their

weight gains to the corresponding tamoxifen treatment groups. Dietary caloric restriction has been shown

to significantly improve the longevity of rats. Therefore in this group a higher percentage of animals should

survive to old age and overall they likely will live longer.

Chemoprevention Controls for Radiation Effects Studies (no tamoxifen controls)

IRON ION EXPOSURES(number of rats)

160 cGy (20)

90 cGy (20)

50 cGy (30)

30 cGy (30)

PROTON EXPOSURES(number of rats)

900 cGy (24)

500 cGy (24)

300 cGy (24)

160 cGy (39)
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16cGy (50) 90cGy (57)
9cGy (20) 50cGy (53)
5cGy (50) Sham (34)
Sham (50)

PHOTONEXPOSURES(numberofrats)totalirradiatedatJHU,LLU,BNL
500cGy(50)
300cGy (50)

160cay (65)

90 cGy (60)

50 cGy (75)

30 cGy (30)

Sham (60)

The total number of rats that have been enrolled as irradiated chemoprevention controls (receive

no tamoxifen) is 915. Lifetime analysis of these will be extremely useful for determining the radiation

effects of protons and iron ions, especially at low dose exposures.

All of the above animals were irradiated according to similar protocols. For one cohort, the rats were

shipped to each site and rats were irradiated at all three sites (JHU, LLU, BNL) within a 10 day period.

Animals were shipped back to JHU following irradiation and animals have been weighed regularly and

subjected to 15-25 % dietary restriction to control the rate of weight gain. Additionally the rats are palpated

when weighed and mammary tumors detected are sized and recorded. Tumors that grow are removed

surgically as needed and all tumors are archived as frozen OCT blocks, formalin or methacam fixed

embedded tissues, or in RNA later for RNA preservation. Animals in good health are returned to the study

after surgery. Rats are sacrificed as necessary according to health problems, but otherwise are kept for

lifetime follow-up. Complete necropsies are performed and a histopathologic diagnosis is determined for

all tumors. Analysis of all potential radiation-induced lesions is underway.

Necropsy and Histopathology

Animals are identified by an ear-tag and by a subcutaneous transponder with a recorded,

embedded unalterable random number cross-referenced with an assigned number with relevance to the

animal's experimental group. All animals receive identification immediately following successful

irradiation. Complete necropsies and microscopic examination have been performed on all at the time of

death. At necropsy all organs and tissues have been examined for grossly visible lesions and examples of

particular lesions photographed. All mammary tissue was carefully removed with the skin, examined, and

then nodules removed for immediate analysis. The remaining mammary tissue was also preserved by

fixation. All transponder chips remain with the appropriate archived tissues. Complete histopathologic

examinations were performed on all mammary tumors. A database customized to our purposes is being

developed (underway) with consultation from an on site expert. Individual animal records and results are

accumulated in the database and easily retrieved for analysis of results. Our immediate goals are to fully

process all tissue samples and analyze the information we are collecting regarding mammary tumors in the

irradiated animals since that is the strength of the model system. We will also obtain information about

radiation effects that occur later in life following radiation exposure in other organ systems in additional

tissues we are archiving.

Chemoprevention studies

In 1998 the first large scale study demonstrating the effectiveness of tamoxifen chemoprevention

for the prevention of breast cancer in humans was reported for the general population. Breast cancer has

clear links to radiation exposure as the breast is one of the tissues most sensitive to the carcinogenic effects
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ofionizingradiation.Tamoxifenisnotanidealdnlg.Ithasbeenassociatedwithuterinecancerand
cataractsandwasrecentlylistedasacarcinogenitself.Yet,itsbenefitsapparentlyoutweighits
shortcomings.Tamoxifenistheprototypeofafamilyofestrogenreceptormodulatorsthatarethefocusof
intensedevelopmentalefforts.Thereforethechemopreventionstudiesexaminingtheeffectivenessof
tamoxifenasachemopreventativeforironionorproton-inducedmammarytumorsmayhavefarreaching
implicationsasacountermeasureforthespaceprogram,especiallyasnew,improvedestrogenreceptor
modulatorfamilymembersreachthemarket.Perhapsoneofthemostintriguingquestionsis,"Can
tamoxifenpreventironion-inducedorproton-inducedmamarytumorsthatmayappearmuchlaterinlife
afterradiationexposure?"

A)Tamoxifen Chemoprevention Study: Analysis of experimental animals receiving tamoxifen

chemoprevention following radiation exposure.

This group of rats receive continuous tamoxifen through an implanted slow-release pellet and they

do not receive dietary restriction. Tamoxifen causes varying degrees of decreased weight gains so our goal

in dietary restriction of controls is to match the tamoxifen-treated animals for rate of weight gain.

The following are the rats currently receiving conitnuous tamoxifen chemoprevention. Within each

radiation dosage group, animals were weight-matched as pairs, and then split and assigned as either control

or tamoxifen-treated animals.

IRON ION EXPOSURES (number of rats) PROTON EXPOSURES (number of rats)

160 cGy (20) 900 cGy (24)

90 cGy (20) 500 cGy (24)

50 cGy (30) 300 cGy (24)

30 cGy (30) 160 cGy (39)

16 cGy (50) 90 cGy (57)

9 cGy (20) 50 cGy (53)

5 cGy (50) Sham (39)

Sham (50)

PHOTON EXPOSURES (number of rats) total irradiated at JHU, LLU, BNL

500 cGy (50)

300 cGy (50)

160cGy (65)

90 cGy (60)

50 cGy (75)

30 cGy (30/)

Sham (60)

The total number of rats that have been enrolled as irradiated animals receiving tamoxifen

chemoprevention is approximately 915 also. This cohort is proving extremely valuable in determining the

effectiveness of tamoxifen administration as a chemopreventative against the most relevant mammary

tumors likely to be encountered following low-dose proton or iron ion exposure including those that occur

later in life. A single cohort of rats was divided and were shipped to each irradiation site directly from a

single supplier and rats were irradiated at all three sites (JHU, LLU, BNL) within a 10 day period. For all

the three different age cohorts, alls animals were shipped back to JHU following irradiation. One month

after radiation exposure, rats were given tamoxifen at 200 ug/day (previously shown effective in preventing

photon-induced mammary tumors) as a sustained release subcutaneous pellet. Unlike previous studies the

animals then were switched to 20 ug/day for lifetime maintenance chemoprevention using 180 day
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sustainedrelease,subcutaneouspellets.Theratshavebeenweighedandpalpatedregularlytodetect
mammarytumors.Tumorsthatgrowto a designated size were removed surgically and all tumors archived

as frozen OCT blocks, formalin or methacarn fixed embedded tissues, or in RNA later for RNA

preservation. Animals in good health were returned to the study after surgery. Rats are sacrificed as

necessary according to health problems, but otherwise are kept for lifetime follow-up. Complete necropsies

are performed and a histopathologic diagnosis is determined for all tumors. It is important to get a clear

idea of both the effects and effectiveness of long term tamoxifen administration. Tamoxifen resistant

tumors will be compared with tumors of similar histological type from control animals and in some cases

immunohistochemistry was used to assess estrogen receptor expression (see preliminary results).

Additionally, immunohistochemistry for vimentin and cytokeratin were used to characterize certain tumors

that were difficult to characterize by histological criteria alone. Although results are still not complete, one

of the important questions is whether or not tamoxifen's effectiveness against radiation-induced tumors

diminishes for tumors that appear later in life and how tamoxifen's effectiveness is influenced by the type

of radiation to which the animals were exposed. These are important questions with direct relevance to

reducing risks through countermeasures for the space program.

In summary

-Over 2500 total animals have been irradiated with protons, photons, or heavy ions relevant to space studies

at the three different locations described and animals shipped back to JHU for enrollment in the mammary

cancer chemoprevention studies. This large number increases the chances of finding significant, but subtle

effects of low dose radiation and chemoprevention effectiveness at low radiation doses

-Complete necropsies on irraditated rats have revealed a variety of mammary and nonmammary, radiation-

induced tumors that are currently being analyzed.

-Over 3000 total tumors have been surgically removed and are in the process of being analyzed of which

over 1500 are carcinomas

-All relevant tumors and tissues are being archived for our ongoing studies on the effects and

chemoprevention of heavy ion-induced and protoninduced cancer.

Hence the data is truly unique in that:

1) it is directly relevant to space travel (heavy ions and protons),

2)the number of animals that are being studied (750 enrolled in year one, 1200 enrolled in year

two, 600 enrolled in year 3) in order to more accurately examine effects of radiation at lower doses

3) the future plans to study multiple body systems (complete necropsies) for radiation effects from

sexual maturity through aged animals (lifetime study) and

4) for the plans to test the hypothesis that chemopreventatives can be effective in mitigating risks

associated with low dose radiation exposure for cancers that may occur later in life (effects oftamoxifen on

breast cancer)

These studies are labor intensive because of the regular palpation of animals required, survival

surgery procedures, complete necropsies and histopathology on all study animals, tissue preparation and

archiving, and plans for administering tamoxifen continuously for the life of the animals.
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Results-Radiation Effects

Histopathology

For our studies we have irradiated young virgin rats at approximately 2 months of age (sexual

maturity). The developing mammmary gland in young virgin rats is composed of an interconnecting system

of branching tubular structures lined by epithelium and ending as blind sacs terminally as structures called

terminal end buds (TEB). The TEB's asynchronously differentiate over time and their development is

sensitive to hormones of the female reproductive cycle. They progressively differentiate into alveolar buds

and alveolar lobules. In the mammary gland, the number of proliferating cells is greatest and the cell cycle

shortest in the least differentiated stnlcture, the TEB, while the alveolar buds have the fewest proliferating

cells and the longest cycle. It appears that the TEB plays an important role in giving rise to mammary

carcinomas while benign lesions such as adenomas, cysts, and fibroadenomas appear to arise from the more

differentiated alveolar buds.

Histologically the mammary gland consists of compound tubuloalveolar glands which form

irregular branching tubules with evaginations from their walls and from their blind ends. Secretory

portions of the gland are located at the terminal portion of the branches. This terminal secretory portion is

referred to as the ductule or alveolus. The ductules form a compact cluster around small intralobular ducts

and are collectively referred to as the lobule, the functional unit of the mammary gland. These intralobular

ducts join to form interlobular ducts which empty into the main lactiferous duct.

We have encountered non-neoplastic lesions in the mammary glands of the rats under study. These

must be distinguished from benign and malignant neoplasms. Lobular hyperplasia consists of enlarged

lobules of relatively normal appearing alveoli. The lack of a prominent collagenous stroma has been used in

our study to differentiate these lesions from the fibroadenoma, a common radiation-induced benign tumor

of the rat mammary gland. In atypical hyperplasia there is cellular atypia of the duct epithelium or alveoli

along with papillary infoldings, arches, solid nests or plaques extending inward from the duct wall.

Features of cellular atypia have included enlarged cells with vesicular or hyperchromatic nuclei. Cystic

changes within the mammary parenchyma have been the most common non-neoplastic change which we

have encountered. These thin-walled, epithelial-lined markedly dilated spaces often contain a granular,

eosinophilic, secreted material or cholestrol crystals. On palpation, these cysts have been up to several

millimeters in diameter and are soft and flucuent.

Fibroadenomas have been the most common benign neoplasm which we have encountered in the

rat mammary gland. They are composed of abundant connective tissue, often densely packed, along with

clusters of mammary epithelial cells. There has frequently been variation in the proportion of connective

tissue to epithelial cells encountered in the rat mammary tumors examined to date. This has varied not only

from tumor to tumor, but also on occasion within a single tumor. Fibroadenomas have had one of two

patterns. A lobular pattern separated by dense layers of mature collagenous connective tissue. The ductules

have been lined by a single layer of epithelium with small nuclei and a single nucleolus. A second pattern

in some of the fibroadenomas has consisted mainly of multiple concentric layers of densely packed

connective tissue with a small number of widely dispersed ductules with attenuated or atrophic epithelium.

On rare occasions we have had fibroadenomas which contained focal areas of atypia or even

adenocarcinomas. Depending on the degree of atypia and growth pattern, these have been classified as

carcinomas even though the majority of the tumor removed is a fibroadenoma.

Fibroadenomas have been a frequently encountered benign neoplasms in our irradiated animals.

These, like carcinomas, are radiation-induced tumors even though they remain benign in their behavior.

The benign fibroadenomas, however, continue to proliferate and grow and must be promptly surgically

removed in order to follow irraditated female Sprague-Dawley rats for lifespan. The number and size of

fibroadenomas, if not removed, eventually becomes a limiting factor for studies of aging, irradiated, female

Sprague-Dawley rats.
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Additionalbenignneoplasmswhichwehaveencountered are adenomas. Adenomas consisting

mainly of glandular epithelial-lined acini with little stroma and with a tubular, secretory, or papillary

pattern have also been removed surgically.

Radiation-Induced Breast Cancer

Mammary carcinomas (adenocarcinomas) are a radiation-induced mali_ant

tumor that arises with increasing frequency during aging in our irradiated female

Sprague-Dawley rats. These tumors have three main distinguishing features: 1) a loss of

the normal tubuloalveolar pattern of the mammary gland, 2) cellular features of

malignancy including cellular atypia, increased nuclear to cytoplasmic ratio, altered

chromatin content, prominent nucleoli, increased numbers of cells in mitoses and

abnormal mitotic figures, and cellular and nuclear pleomorphism. These tumors have

frequently been accompanied by a prominent inflammatory infiltrate in the stroma. This

usually has consisted of mainly mononuclear cells, but has also on occasion consisted

mainly ofeosinophils. In addition, a subset of these tumors are locally invasive through

the tumor capsule or into surrounding muscle. Additionally, distant metastasis to the lung

and other organs also occurs.

Radiation-induced adenocarcinomas have exhibited a broad range of patterns. The most common

pattens have included:

1) _ pattern consisting of multiple branching papillae covered by one or more layers of cuboidal to

columnar epithelial cells orented perpendicular to the fibrovascular core.

2) Tubular pattern characterized by closely packed tubular structures which vary from round to elongated.

The tubules have been lined by one or more layers of epithelial cells with the tubular lumina being small

and empty.

3) Cribiform pattern has a sieve-like appearance in which sheets of epithelial cells have numerous

secondary lumina or small round spaces filled with proteinaceous secretion.

4) Comedo pattern which is characterized by distended ductules filled with sheets of neoplastic epithelial

cells and a central cavity filled with necrotic cells, cellular debris, and sometimes calcifying concretions.

5) Solid pattern is characterized by sheets of malignant cells that don't form well-defined acinar structures.

In older rats that have received irradiation, adenocarcinomas also arise within benign

fibroadenomas. This is a rare occurrence in spontaneous mammary tumors, but appears to occur more

frequently in the irrradiated animals. The tumors have mainly a papillary growth pattern of transformed

epithelial cells.

Examples of the histopathology of many of these and additional tumor patterns of interest are

included in the appendix.

Results-Chemoprevention

Pilot Tamoxifen Study

Dramatic recent research findings have focused new attention on a class of compounds known as

selective estrogen receptor modulators. These agents behave as estrogens in some tissues, but block its

action in other tissues. The prototype compound of this class, tamoxifen, has been shown in a large study,

reported a little over two years ago, to prevent breast cancer in women who are at high risk for developing

the disease. Prior to this no drug had ever been shown clearly to prevent the development of primary breast

tumors. A related compound, raloxifene, used for osteoporosis treatment may also protect against breast

cancer in a similar way. This is not only relevent to individuals with an increased risk of breast cancer due

to increased radiation exposure during space travel, but it also is of importance to the general public. One

of eight women will develop breast cancer during their life time. The breast is one of the most radiation-
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sensitiveorgansinthebodyforthecarcinogeniceffectsofradiation.Radiationexposureisaknownrisk
factorforthedevelopmentofbreastcancer.

A pilottamoxifenstudyforthepreventionofradiation-inducedmammarycarcinomaswas
initiatedusingalimitednumberofanimals(12)andphotonirradiation.Thiswasseenasanimportantstep
totakeinpreparationforlargescaletamoxifenchemopreventionstudies.Ourpilotstudyresultssupported
useof tamoxifenasachemopreventativethatcouldmitigatetheincreasedriskofradiation-inducedbreast
cancerthatcouldoccurduetoincreasedexposuretoradiationinspace.

Largescale Tamoxifen studies:

As described previously large scale studies of the effectiveness of tamoxifen against mammary

neoplasms induced by photons, protons, and iron ions are underway. The findings of the effectiveness of

tamoxifen in chemoprevention of radiation-induced mammary cancer has been demonstrated also in

preliminary results from large scale tamoxifen studies that are underway using the Sprague Dawley rat
model. The data is summarized below.

Dietary Restriction:

Recently it was shown that decreased weight gains that occur due to tamoxifen administration can

have a significant impact on the rate of mammary tumorigenesis beyond the direct effects of tamoxifen. For

this reason we placed all control animals on dietary restriction to match the average weight gains seen in

the tamoxifen treated animals. The results of weight analysis is seen in a figure in the appendix.

Photon Irradiation

Continuous tamoxifen administration following photon irradiation was remarkably effective in

preventing mammary carcinomas in this cohort. Without tamoxifen administration there was a dose-

response effect beginning to emerge where the carcinoma incidence correlated with the dose of photon

irradiation to which the animals were exposed. These results are in the appendix.

Iron Irradiation

Continuous tamoxifen administration during the first year following heavy ion (iron ion)

irradiation was very effective in preventing early carcinomas that arise during this period. A dose-response

effect is emerging for irradiation dosage when correlated with the incidence of mammary carcinomas. The

figure for these results is shown in the appendix.

Proton Irradiation

Interestingly, while tamoxifen was mostly effective in preventing proton-induced mammary

carcinomas, tamoxifen was completely ineffective in preventing carcinomas induced in one of the high

dose groups. It will be of interest to continue to follow these preliminary results over time to see if this

trend continues. The reason for these findings are not clear at this point, since tamoxifen appears to be

effective in reducing the incidence of early mammary carcinomas induced by low doses of proton

irradiation.
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A summary of tile data for each dosage group follows:
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Survival
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Survival
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IV-3A. Chang's Project: Charged Particle Radiation-Induced Genetic Damage in

Transgenic Mice

Four distinct populations of circulating erythrocytes are examined using flow cytometry:

immature polychromatic erythrocytes (RETs), micronucleated RETs (MN-RET), mature

normachromatic erythrocytes (NCE) and micronucleated NCEs (MN-NCE). Our results

(Figure 1) show that the frequency of MN-RET varies as a function of time post

irradiation, with a dose-dependent peak induction of up to 6-fold above control levels at

48 hrs after proton exposure. Linear increase in % MN-RETs from low doses of 0.1 Gy,

reaching a plateau level at 1 - 2 Gy protons, followed by a decrease at higher (4 Gy)

doses of protons. The number of circulating RET rebound at 1 week post irradiation for

low doses, but remain depressed in animals exposed to high doses (4 Gy) protons,

suggesting systemic toxicity. The level of MN-RET also returned to control levels within

1 week after low doses of protons. We have previously measured the kinetics of removal

of MN-RET from circulating RET after a 1 Gy dose of 1 GeV iron particles. The kinetics

of removal of MN-RET from circulating reticulocytes after an equi-dose of proton or iron

particles exposure appears to be similar. We have, therefore, demonstrated that low

doses of protons are effective in inducing elevated levels of MN-RETs in peripheral

blood of mice, in an early time course after radiation. However, although the aberrant

RETs are eliminated from the peripheral circulating erythrocyte populations within 1-

week post-proton exposure, long-term persistent consequences of radiation exposure in
tissues are not addressed in these studies.
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Figure 1: Dose-dependentincrease in the level of circulating micronucleated
reticulocytesin mice at 24-hrs,48-hrs,72 hrsand 7-dayspostproton irradiation. Error
barsdenoteanimalto animalvariationwithin thesamedosegroup.

In additionto the peripheralbloodcompartment,we measured%MN-RET in thebone
marrow compartmentas at 8 and 16 weeksafter 4 Gy proton exposure. Our results
suggestthat the level of %MN-RET in bone marrow parallels those observedin the
peripheralbloodat 8 and16weeksfor this dose.

Lymphocytesfrom peripheralblood and bone marrow were harvestedat 1, 8 and 16
weeksafter proton exposure,culturedandthe determinationof chromosomeaberrations
in thesesamplesusingbothconventionalGiemsastainingandFISH arein progress.

Weexamineprotonradiation-inducedtargettransgenemutationincidencesin thespleen
of lacZ animals. A minimum of 300,000 transformants was counted for each tissue

sample and frequencies were calculated from the number of mutant per 105

transformants. We observed small increases in lacZ MF in the spleen at 1 week after

radiation. The proton radiation induced MF was more significant at 8 weeks after

radiation (Figure 2). Statistical analysis of the lacZ MF using the Cochran-Armitage

analysis method for mutation analysis showed that proton-induced MF was significantly

higher than the spontaneous lacZ MF for 2 and 4 Gys of protons at 1-weeks after an acute

exposure. At 8 weeks after proton exposure, radiation-induced MFs were significantly

above spontaneous MF for all doses _>0.5 Gy protons. It appears that the induced MF

peaked at about 1 Gy protons. We hypothesize that at higher doses, some heavily

damaged cells were eliminated in the highly proliferative spleen tissue resulting in a
lower induced MF.
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Figure 2: Mutation Frequency (MF) of lacZ transgene as a function of proton dose. Data

from 4 - 6 animals were used in each dose point and standard errors are shown for each

dose-time point.
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IV-4A. Vazquez's Project: Risk Assessment and Chemoprevention of HZE Induced CNS Damage
In summary, during this award period, we studied the dose- and time-dependent radiation-induced

responses in lacZ transgenic mice after proton radiation. We demonstrated that we can detect cytogenetic
damage in circulating reticulocytes at proton doses as low as 0. I Gy and mutagenic effects in lacZ

transgene at doses of 0.5 Gy and above.

WHAT HAS BEEN DONE? During BNL-7 we were able to expose NT-2 cells (human neural

precursor cells) to graded doses of iron ions (I GeV) in consecutive runs. Samples were exposed

to 0, 0.05, 0.1, 0.25, 0.5, 0.75, 1 and 2 Gy at room temperature. Samples were processed at TO,

T8, T12, T24, T48, and T72 hrs post-irradiation for the following endpoints:

1. Apoptosis induction: cells were processed for FACS analysis (detection of ANNEXIN V) and

Laser Scanning Cytometry (LSC) to detect residual DNA damage (Apodirect) and cell cycle

analysis.

2. Cell ToxiciW: cell damage was measured by fluorescent microscopy (Live/Dead Kit),

conventional microscopy (ratio of attached/floating cells) and colorimetric methods (XTT).

3. Gene expression: western blot analysis of p53 expression

RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

2001 High-LET radiation experimental runs:

• January: Brookhaven National Laboratory, AGS: Fe ions (6 hrs of beam time)

• February: National Institute of Radiological Sciences, HIMAC, Chiba Japan, C, and Si ions (4 hrs of

beam time).

• June: Loma Linda Medical Center, CA: protons (8 hrs of beam time)

• July: National Institute of Radiological Sciences, HIMAC, Chiba Japan: Si, Ar and Fe ions (8 hrs of

beam time)

Human neural precursor cells (NT2), neurons (hNT) and rodent glial progenitor cells

(CG4) were exposed to acute doses of 0.1, to 6 Gy of heavy ions (Fe, C, Si and Ar) and

proton irradiation and the following endpoints were measured:

1. Apoptosis induction: cells were processed for FACS analysis (detection of ANNEXIN V) and

Laser Scanning Cytometry (LSC) to detect residual DNA damage (Apodirect) and cell cycle

analysis.
2. Cell Toxicity: cell damage was measured by fluorescent microscopy (Live/Dead Kit),

conventional microscopy (ratio of attached/floating cells) and colorimetric methods (XTT).

3. Gene expression: western blot analysis of p53 expression

RESULTS:

Apoptosis Induction: We measured the induction of apoptosis by flow cytometry using a
FACSCalibur to detect the expression of Annexin V, as an early marker in the apoptotic pathway,

in NT-2 cells. The ApoAlert Annexin V assay is based on the observation that soon after

initiating apoptosis, most cell types translocate phosphatidylserine (PS) from the inner face of the

plasma membrane to the cell surface. Once on the cell surface, PS can be easily detected by

staining with a FITC conjugate of annexin V, a protein that has a strong natural affinity for PS.

Externalization of PS occurs earlier than the nuclear changes associated with apoptosis, so the

ApoAlert Assay detects apoptotic cells significantly earlier than do DNA-based assays. Data

gathered during BNL-7 indicate a strong dose- and time-dependent induction of apoptosis in NT-

2 cells with the peak of apoptosis appearing at 72 hours post-irradiation (Figure 1). It was
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determined that Fe ion exposure were more effective to induce apoptosis (Annexin V expression)
in comparison to protons and gamma rays, suggesting an high RBE values for apoptosis in

exposed NT2 cells at 72 hr post-irradiation. Samples processed for LSC were shipped to Loma

Linda for DNA damage and cell cycle analysis. Unfortunately, the quality of the samples was not
sufficient to obtain reliable data. We expect to repeat this set of samples during BNL-8.

Cell Toxicity: Cell damage at different time points after exposure to charge particle radiation
was determined by using the Live/Dead Viability/Cytotoxicity Kit on attached cells from 4 well

plates. The LIVE/DEAD Kit provides a two-color fluorescence-based cell viability assay that

allows the simultaneous determination of live and dead cells. The cell-permeant esterase substrate

calcein AM is non-fluorescent until converted by enzymatic activity to highly fluorescent calcein,
which is retained within live cells and imparts an intense green fluorescence. Ethidium

homodimer-1 undergoes a fluorescence enhancement upon binding nucleic acids, producing a

bright red fluorescence. This dye is excluded from cells that have intact plasma membranes but is
readily able to enter dead cells. Thus, live cells fluoresce green, while dead cells fluoresce red.

Results obtained from BNL-7 indicated a dose- and time dependent increase of cell damage

(Figure 2). Doses as low as 0.1 Gy were able to induce a significant increase of cell damage in

comparison to controls. Colorimetric (XTT) assays and the evaluation of the number of attached
and floating cells confirmed this trend.

Gene Expression: Conventional western blot techniques were employed to monitor p53 and

WAF-p21 gene expression. A subset of NT2 cell samples were lysed at different time points for

the determination of p53 and WAFp21 expression using monoclonal antibodies against human
p53 and p21. In BNL-7 we observed that p53 is over-expressed as a function of dose of particle

exposure and time post-exposure. Doses as low as 0.25 Gy were able to up-regulate p53 and as

early as 24 hours post-exposure. Doses of 0.75 Gy were able to up-regulate p53 as early as 12

hours post-exposure (Figure 3). Similar results were obtained when NT-2 cells were exposed to
gamma or proton exposures, although higher doses were required to obtain similar degree of

expression. These results appear to confirm that p53 gene is involved in the stress pathway
induced by low- and high-LET radiation exposures. Up to this point we were not able to confirm

changes in the expression of WAFp21 after radiation exposure in NT2 cells.

2. WHAT ARE YOU GOING TO DO?

For the upcoming run, we plan to expose NT2, hNT, CG4 cell lines and oligodendrocytes to low fluences
of 1 GeV/n iron and silicon ions. We plan to organize our experiments in two runs of 7 hr for Fe ions and
3 hr for Si ions each (total beam time: 10 hr). During the first run we will expose NT2, hNT, CG4 cells and
oligodendrocytes cultured in slide chambers, slide flasks and 96 well plates. For the second run, we plan
to expose NT-2 and hNT cells to low fluences of Si ions (1 GeV/n). Cells will be exposed at 70% of
confluence to doses of iron ions representing averaged fluences of 0, 0.5, l, 2, 4 and 8 particles per cell.
Samples will be harvested or processed for cell viability (XTT), and using fluorescent probes (Live and
Dead assay). DNA damage-apoptosis will be monitored by conventional fluorescent microscopy (hoescht
33258) detection, APO-DIRECT and annexin V assays using FACS or laser scanning cytometer (LSC).
Images from cultures will be acquired periodically to measure neurite outgrowth using ImageTools
software for image analysis. For p53/WAFp21 gene expression studies, samples will be processed for
western blot and RT-PCR. Conventional immunofluorescence microscopy will be employed for
phenotypic cell characterization.

For a detailed description of the experimental design and beam time requirements, please review Apendix I
(POWERPO1NT PRESENTATION FILE)
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IV-5A. Kennedy Project: Countermeasures for Space Radiation Biological
Effects

This grant was funded as of 10/01/01; thus, the experiments described for this project have only recently

begun (this portion of the report is being written on November 16, 2001). A discussion of research

findings is not appropriate at this time. Previous relevant research was discussed in the proposal, and

animal protocols have been submitted and approved at both the University of Pennsylvania and the

Brookhaven National Laboratory. A proposal for beam time at the Brookhaven AGS facility for the next

run was submitted and approved as well, so we are preparing for that run. The next BNL run was

originally scheduled for this February, 2002 but has been postponed.
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V. FUTURE DIRECTIONS

The major themes of this program are the understanding of risks and the

development of effective countermeasures for the radiation-induced biological effects

identified to be of major concern: radiation-induced cancer and CNS damage. It is also

possible that because of the complexity of the space environment unanticipated effects

may occur in organ systems other than the CNS. Thus the major aims will cover five

categories:

14. Develop countermeasures for mitigating effects of radiation exposure.

15. Develop markers for determining risks and monitoring the efficacy of
countermeasures.

16. Determine carcinogenic and CNS effects for space radiation.

17. Determine acute and long-term pathological responses of rapidly renewing organ

systems at risk.

18. Characterize differences in cell and molecular mechanisms for pathological effects

for high- versus low-LET radiation in defined model systems.

Major issues remaining to be addressed include:

19. Animal studies of other relevant tissues

20. Interspecies comparisions

21. Animal studies for protracted exposures.

22. In-vivo data for synergistic effects of mixed fields

23. Synergism with other environmental factors such as microgravity and bone loss

24. More comprehensive analysis of human responses to low-dose, protracted exposures.

25. Improved methods for extrapolating animal data to humans too imprecise.

26. Clinical trials, ground-based then flight-based.

The infrastructure for the NSBRI was designed with the research team as a mission-

oriented, focused group. Because of the limited amount and high cost of beam time for

radiobiological studies with HZE particles,.collaborating and sharing resources have been

essential to achieve the goals of Institute and the team. The original programmatic,

focused research approach oftheNSBRI is ideally suited to achieving the specified goals

of NASA for Radiation as exemplified by the success of the Team during the first three-

year cycle. The dependency of radiation research upon two large accelerator facilities

that only are available a couple of weeks per year and the large costs of assembling and

executing critical experiments, necessitate close collaborations and sharing of resources.

Our previous studies highlight the strengths of supporting investigators with a
combination of expertise working toward a focused objective. Radiation-induced cancer

and chemoprevention studies in animal models are complex and requires a variety of

expertise in order to carry out meaningful experiments successfully. Providing support
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for interactionbetweenteammembersenabledDr. Dicello andDr. Husoto workclosely
togethertowardacommongoalalongwith expertsatBrookhavenNationalLaboratories
andLomaLindaUniversityandotherresearchers.This typeof interactionisdifficult
unlessamechanismis availableto supportinteractiveprojectstudiesasNSBRIhasbeen
doing.

Our studiesalsopointto theneedto supportmorethan3 yearscientificprojects
for thesetypesof animalstudies.With animalmodelstudies,themajor interestin the
long-termeffectsof radiationduringaging-oftena longtime afterradiationexposure.
NSBRI to datehasdoneanexcellentjob in continuingto supportsuchlongtermstudies.
However,thereis concernthatimportantscientificquestionswill beoverlookedif such
goalsdon't fit well into a3 year,smallgrantformat.In addition,multipleannual
evaluationsalwayscarrywith themadegreeof uncertaintyandinstability,especiallyfor
trainedpersonnelwhorepresentamajorinvestmenton thepartof seniorfaculty.
Availability of longer-termsupportwouldprovidestability for crucial supportpersonnel
which in turnwouldbenefittheNSBRIprogram.

Organizationalchartsshowingthemajorresearchsub-projectsweproposedfor future
studiesfollow:

V-1 FIVE-YEAR (2001-2006) RESEARCH STRATEGY FOR THE

RADIATION-EFFECTS TEAM

1. Identify Risks Accurately

• Carcinogenesis

200212003[200412005

• CNS Effects

• Immunological problems

2. Test countermeasures

3. New Team Members

4. Establish an Education and Outreach

Program

5. Ground Research

• AGS, HIMAC, Loma Linda

• BAF Utilization

V-2

I I

2006

i I

I

FIVE-TO-TEN-YEAR (2007-2011) RESEARCH STRATEGY

2007 2008 2009 2010 2011

1. Validation of ground based risk prediction in

space by ISS utilization

• Carcinogenesis
• CNS Effects

• Immunological problems

• Others
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2. Test countermeasures in space (ISS)

3. New Team Members

4. Test Interactions between radiation and

microgravity.

5. Recommendations for risk management and
effective radiation countermeasures
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SMART MEDICAL SYSTEMS TEAM

Team Leader:

Associate Team Leader:

Jeffrey P. Sutton, M.D., Ph.D.

Neural Systems Group, Massachusetts General Hospital
Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology

Building 149, 9 thFloor, 13 th Street, Charlestown, MA 02129
Tel: 617-726-4350 Fax: 617-726-4078

sutton@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu

Lawrence A. Crum, Ph.D.

Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington
1013 NE 40 th Street, Seattle, Washington 98105-6698

Tel: 206-685-8622 Fax: 206-543-6785

lac@apl.washington.edu

Team Projects and Principal Investigators

Guided High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) from Mission-Critical Care
PI: Lawrence A. Crum, Ph.D.

Applied Physics Laboratory, University of Washington
1013 NE 40 th Street, Seattle, Washington 98105-6698

Tel: 206-685-8622 Fax' 206-543-6785

lac@apl.washington.edu

Vascular Genomics in Gravitational Transitions

PI: Peter F. Davies, Ph.D.

University o f Pennsylvania, 1010 Vagelos Research Laboratory
3340 Smith Walk, Philadelphia, PA 19104-6383

Tel: 215-573-6813 Fax: 215-573-6815

pfd@pobox.upenn.edu

Smart Medical System for Detection of Microorganisms

PI: Mark S. Klempner, M.D.

Department of Medicine, Boston University School of Medicine

715 Albany Street, Boston, MA 02118
Tel: 617-638-7654 Fax: 617-638-7513

klempner@bu.edu



Microcapsule Gel Formulation of Promethazine Hydrochloride for Intranasai
Administration

PI: Lakshmi Putcha, Ph.D.

NASA Johnson Space Center, Mail Code SD3

2101 NASA Road One, Houston, TX 77058
Tel: 281-483-7760 Fax: 281-244-5734

lputcha@ems.j so.nasa, go v

Noninvasive Measurement of Blood and Tissue Chemistry
PI: Babs R. Soller, Ph.D.

Department of Surgery, University of Massachusetts Medical School

55 Lake Avenue North, Worcester, MA 01655
Tel: 508-856-5904 Fax: 508-856-7520

babs.soller@umassmed.edu

Near Infrared Brain Imaging for Space Medicine
PI: Jeffrey P. Sutton, M.D., Ph.D.

Neural Systems Group, Massachusetts General Hospital

Harvard-MIT Division of Health Sciences and Technology
Building 149, 9th Floor, 13 thStreet, Charlestown, MA 02129
Tel: 617-726-4350 Fax: 617-726-4078

sutton@nmr.mgh.harvard.edu

Diagnostic Three Dimensional Ultrasonography: Development of Novel Compression,

Segmentation and Registration Techniques for Manned Space Flight Applications
PI: James D. Thomas, M.D.

Section of Cardiovascular Imaging, Department of Cardiology, Desk F-15
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, 9500 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44195
Tel: 216-445-6312 Fax: 216-445-7306

thomasj@ccf.org

Echocardiographic Assessment of Cardiovascular Adaptation and Countermeasures in
Microgravity
PI: James D. Thomas, M.D.

Section of Cardiovascular Imaging, Department of Cardiology, Desk F- 15

The Cleveland Clinic Foundation, 9500 Euclid Avenue, Cleveland, Ohio 44195
Tel: 216-445-6312 Fax: 216-445-7306

thomasj@ccf.org

Jeffrey P. Sutton, M.D., Ph.D.
October, 2001
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The Smart Medical Systems Team (SMST) is one of four new teams of the NSBRI. At the

present time, there are eight projects headed by seven principal investigators. Five projects (led

by Drs. Crum, Davies, Klempner, Soller and Sutton) address research and development of novel

biometric sensors that are lightweight, portable, low power, non-invasive and unobtrusive. These

projects have applications for physiological and medical monitoring of astronauts, as well as for

the assessment of countermeasures (CMs) that potentially diminish the deleterious effects of long

duration space travel. One project (led by Dr. Putcha) develops a novel pharmacological drug

delivery system for near term countermeasure administration, while another project (led by Dr.

Crum) develops a revolutionary new form of non-invasive surgery. A NASA echocardiographic

resource project (led by Dr. Thomas) is supported by the SMST, and is jointly supervised with
the Cardiovascular Alterations Team. Three projects (led by Drs. Klempner, Sutton and Thomas)

develop "smart" algorithms for minimal user evaluation and interpretation of real time

physiological and medical data. All of the projects fit within the strategic plan of the SMST for

NSBRI CM development (sections IIIC and IIID). Although the team is newly formed, there are

already plans in place for specific flight tests of some technologies, and for applying research
discoveries to enhance medical care on earth.

Research on the SMST aligns itself most closely, albeit not exclusively, with the clinical

capabilities category of the Critical Path Roadmap (CPR; http://criticalpath.jsc.nasa.gov). NASA

has identified six of the projects (headed by Drs. Crum, Klempner, Soller, Sutton and Thomas

(x2)) as relating to Trauma and Acute Medical Problems (risk #43), which is only one of four

Type I, or highest level, risk factors for long duration space missions. In the development of

CMs to diminish risk #43, and other significant biomedical risks, the SMST has laid out a

strategic plan for an advanced, integrated and autonomous system for astronaut health
assessment, maintenance and medical care. This plan has initiated, and continues to foster,

collaboration with NASA flight surgeons and other medical operations personnel and biomedical

researchers affiliated with the NSBRI, Johnson Space Center (JSC), Ames Research Center

(ARC), the Jet Propulsion Laboratory (JPL) and NASA Headquarters,. The focus of the plan has
been at intermediate Countermeasure Readiness Levels (CRLs = 2 to 7), and linkages to NASA

programs in medical systems at lower and higher CRLs. Each project within the SMST has been
mapped onto the strategic plan to identify strengths and weaknesses of individual projects and
the team as a whole.

Within the first year of the SMST, significant advances have been made to coordinate research

projects and efforts to provide added value. New intra-team (e.g., Drs. Davies and Thomas) and

inter-team (e.g., Drs. Soller and Cabrera (Integrated Human Function Team)) NSBRI
collaborations have formed. New collaborations between the SMST and JSC flight surgeons

(e.g., Drs. Sutton and Marshburn (JSC)) and researchers (e.g., Drs. Klempner and Pierson (JSC))

have developed. A new biotechnology company, SRU BioSystems, has become involved with

the SMST through Dr. Klempner's project. The range in start dates for the projects is October 1,

2000 through September 1, 2001. During this period, the integration of projects and the team's

approach to CM development has been refined, culminating in the preparation of a team wide
scientific demonstration for the NSBRI External Advisory Council (EAC) meeting scheduled for

October 2001.



Amongthekey findingsanddiscoveriesduring thefirst yearof theSMST'sexistenceare:

Thedevelopmentby Dr. Sollerandcolleaguesto accuratelyandnon-invasivelymeasure
musclepH and oxygenationusing multi-spectralnear infrared (NIR) light in normal
subjectsand in critically ill surgical patients. This technology has applications for
assessingandmodifying individual exerciseprotocolsasa CM. Moreover,thecapacityto
distinguishmicrovasculardifferenceswithin andbetweensubjectsleadsto the potential
earth based spin-off to assessmicrovascularstatus in patient populations,such as
diabetics.

The derivation by Dr. Soller and colleaguesof a mathematicalalgorithm to remove
spectralvariability dueto humanskincolor variations.Thishasrelevanceto NASA since
national and international spacemissions involve astronautcrews of various ethnic
backgrounds.

The observationsby investigatorson Dr. Sutton's project of an excellent correlation
between diffuse optical tomography (DOT), using NIR spectroscopy(NIRS), and
functionalmagneticresonanceimaging (fMRI) to non-invasively assesshumanbrain
activity in subjectsperformingsimplemotor tasks.DOT sensorvalidation is importantif
the technologyis to be usedas an objectivemeansof assessingbrain function under
various cognitive loads and sleepalterations,with the aim of adjustingperformance
expectationsasaviableCM.

The successfuluseby Dr. Suttonandcolleaguesof anatomicaland functionalMRI data
as a constrainton the calculationof deoxyhemoglobinand oxyhemoglobinchangesin
brain tissue. This finding speaksto the issue of individualized, digitized human,
anatomicalbrainmodelsuponwhich time-derivativefunctionaldatais co-registeredand
overlaidfor automatedinterpretationin realtime.

The determinationby Dr. Suttonandcolleaguesof learningcurvesduringoff-line testing
of SpaceDOCK,a visuomotortask developedfor the optical / MRI environment. The

task emulates a space relevant task for performance assessment using behavioral and

brain imaging methods.

The ability of Dr. Klempner, his co-investigator Dr. Cunningham, and colleagues to

fabricate 2D optical gratings (d_0.6mm) embossed into plastic for a novel colorimetric

resonant reflectance biosensor, with high (e.g., 10 nm protein thickness) resolution

detection capabilities. This revolutionary technology has CM applications relevant to not
only Dr. Klempner's space biology project, but also to earth based toxic screening,

pharmacology and several recent Department of Defense (DoD) initiatives.

The successful acquisition and compression by Dr. Thomas and colleagues of ultrasound

images from astronauts aboard the International Space Station (ISS), with the finding that

good accuracy is maintained even at compression ratios > 100:1.

In addition to findings stemming from individual projects on the SMST, effective synergisms

have been established within and between the SMST, the Technology Development Team and
the Integrated Human Function Team, as well as the specific system teams within the NSBRI. It

is clear that there is a need to enhance the system or platform component of the SMST in order



for theteamto achieveits goals,aswell asto interactbetterwith theotherNSBRI teams,and
otherprogramswithin NASA (e.g.,the BiosensorGroupat ARC). To this end,gapshavebeen
identified, especiallywith respectto the "smart" and "systems" componentsof the SMST.
Specificneedsinclude(a) supplementalresearchin decisionsupportsystemsfor monitoringand
(b) decisionsupportsystemsandknowledgebasesfor diagnosisandtreatment.Researchgapsin
thetreatment,or effector,modalitieshavealsobeencharacterized,andaredeemednecessaryin
order to solidify, and eventuallymovebeyond,proof-of-principledemonstrationsto the actual
constructionandimplementationof asmartmedicalsystem.

Theimplicationsof earlydevelopmentswithin theSMSTsuggestthat:

Smartmedicalsystems,ascharacterizedin the contextof the NSBRI SMST, represent
potentiallyrevolutionaryadvancesin healthmonitoringandcarefor humansin spaceand
on earth.A plan hasbeendevelopedto convert this generalstatementto deliverables
within five to tenyears,but componentsof thesystemwill be readywithin thenext three
to five years(e.g.,Dr. Soller's NIRS sensorandanalyzerfor tissuepH assessmentand
modificationof exerciseprotocolsto assessmuscleperformanceandlossin space).

Someof the technologies(e.g., in projects led by Drs. Putcha,Soller and Sutton)are
relatively far alongto beconsideredfor flight testingin thenearfutureto determinereal
time physiologicalchangesand CM efficacy in remote,spacerelevant,environments
(e.g.,KC135)

Some technologies have immediate applications to earth based care, and these
applicationsare being explored(e.g., Drs. Klempner and Cunningham- colorimetric
sensor for rapid detection of biological agentsand organismsrelevant to infectious
diseasemonitoringin highrisk environmentssuchasintensivecareunits,or in thesetting
of biological or chemicalterrorism; Dr. Soller - non-invasiveassessmentof diabetic
microvasculature,andmultiple bloodandtissuecomponents;Dr. Suttonandcolleagues-
non-invasive,portablemeansof functionalbrain monitoring for cognitiveneuroscience
anddisease,suchasstrokeprogression)

TheSMST is workingasateam,wherethe addedvalueof projectsis apparent(a) in the
synergyamongtechnologiesand (b) in the establishmentof a platform uponwhich the
verticaldevelopmentsof eachprojectcanbe integratedintoaworking system.



II. INTRODUCTION

A. Team Objectives

The SMST aims to take a leadership role in the research and development of an advanced,

integrated and autonomous system for astronaut health assessment, maintenance and medical

care. This includes the delivery and evaluation of medical interventions and other CMs that

reduce the deleterious effects of space travel and enhance the overall well being of astronauts. In

achieving this goal, it is anticipated that there will be significant impact and applications for
earth-based health and medical care.

B. Health Concerns and Hazards

Health problems associated with space travel may be related to the effects of microgravity,

radiation and other risks to the body that are particular to space flight, but they may also be

independent of these effects. Medical problems may arise in association with a given

demographic population or as a result of a toxic environmental exposure. Moreover, complex

interactions may result in alterations and disorders presenting and/or responding differently in a

microgravity environment relative to earth. The unique medical circumstances, requirements and

limited health care resources in space pose challenges and opportunities for new strategies of

physiological monitoring, medical diagnosis and treatment.

In-flight medical events are not uncommon. On STS-1 through STS-89, 98% of crew members

reported medical events, excluding space motion sickness (R. Williams, NASA HQ, personal

communication). In total, 1867 separate events were logged (1613 men, 254 women), with 141

(7.6%) being due to injury. It is estimated that the risk on the ISS of a significant event,

equivalent to one requiring an emergency room visit or hospitalization, is between 1-3 events per

annum, l The risks increase for long duration space flight and for older crew members. In the

Russian space program, two evacuations have been precipitated by medical conditions; in both

cases, the entire crews returned.

Given the importance of maintaining crew health, and since medical events can seriously impact
astronauts and missions, the CPR ranks Trauma and Acute Medical Problems (risk #43) as one

of the four Type I (most severe) risks. Toxic Exposure (risk #44), and Altered

Pharmacodynamics and Adverse Drug Reactions (risk #45), are Type II risks. Illness and

Ambulatory Health Problems (risk #46), Decompression Sickness Complicated by Microgravity

(risk #47), and Post-landing Rehabilitation (risk #48) are Type III risks. A NASA mapping of the

SMST projects onto the CPR risks is shown in table 1.

Assuming a crew of seven rather than the current number of three astronauts when the ISS is not docked to the
Shuttle.



PI Task

Crum, Guided High Intensity
_.A. Focused Ultrasound

(HIFU) from Mission-
Critical Care

_avies, Vascular Genomics in
=.F. Gravitational Transitions

!Klempner, Smart Medical System
IM.S. ForDetection of

Microorganisms

Soller, Noninvasive
B.R. Measurement of Blood

and Tissue Chemistry

Sutton, ;Near Infrared Brain
J.P. ilmaging for Space

Medicine

Thomas, iDiagnostic Three
J.D. IDimensional

!Ultrasonography:
iDevelopment of Novel

iCompression,
!Segmentation and
iRegistration Techniques
for Manned Space
=light Applications

Thomas, Echocardiographic
J.D. Assessment of

Cardiovascular
Adaptation and
Countermeasures in

Microcjravity

NSBRI
CPR Risk Risks CQs

Funding Area Program (No.) No.
Area

267,315 Clinical Smart 43 11.02
Capabilities Medical 11.04

Systems 11.08
11.10

336,587 Clinical Smart 14, 48, 3.05
Capabilities, Medical 49 11.36
Cardiovascular Systems 11.37
Alterations 11.38

tl.39
11.39
12.01

362,064 Clinical Smart 43, 46 11.10
Capabilities, Medical 51, 52, 11.29
Environmental Systems 22, 26 11.30
Health, 4.15
Immunology 7.13

251,840 Clinical Smart
Capabilities, Medical
Environmental Systems
Health, Bone
Loss,
Cardiovascular
t_lterations

43, 44, 11.02
46, 47, 11.12
48, 50, 11.08
13, 10 11.13

11.22
11.29
11.33
11.38
4.16
3.04
2.14

I
396,000 Clinical Smart 18, 43, I 11.02

3apabilities Medical 46 11.10
Systems 11.30

314,498 IClinical Smart 43, 46 11.22
iCapabilities Medical 11.26

Systems 11.30
11.36

85,502 Clinical Smart 43, 46, 11.03
Capabilities Medical 3 11.08

Systems 11.24

CRL CRL Task

Current; Completion

4

CPR

Congruenc_
Score

5 7

4 6

4 7

4 7

4 7

4 7

4 7

* Putcha, Not mapped in NASA
L. info forwarded to SMST

leader

Table 1. NSBRI SMST 2000 - CPR Mapping



C. Topics to Address

The SMST recognizes that to achieve its objectives (section IIA), it must (a) utilize a team

approach within the context of the NSBRI CM driven mission, (b) coordinate and collaborate

with other NASA efforts in space and critical care medicine, (c) emphasize research that leads to

testing and monitoring of physiological functions and CM effectiveness in healthy astronauts

(i.e., link the SMST to other NSBRI teams and promote CM research with broad utilization), as

opposed to emphasizing trauma and acute problems only, and (d) "think outside the box" with

respect to current approaches to medical care, given that resources are limited, there may be no

M.D. in flight and communications to earth are limited and delayed.

The NSBRI assigned the SMST a mandate to develop innovative, possibly revolutionary,

techniques for medical monitoring, diagnosis and treatment. To achieve these goals, several
infrastructural needs have been identified. These include:

• New types ofbiometric sensors
• Novel medical and surgical techniques

• Robotic medical assistance systems

• Advanced drug synthesis and delivery systems

• Smart algorithms for medical data systems

• Automated decision support for training and care

• Systems engineered platforms for sensor, algorithm and effector integration

Additionally, it has been necessary to develop a strategic plan to link projects together, and this
is described section IIIC.



III. RESEARCH PROGRAM STRUCTURE & DESIGN

A. Project Executive Summaries

Research project summaries for the SMST are accessible electronically at

www.nsbri.org/research/med_sys-proj.html. The team consists of eight multi-disciplinary

projects (3 animal, 1 human + animal, 2 human + computation, 1 pathogen, 1 resource) that

integrate engineering, computation and biomedicine with innovation in technology and medical

care. The project summaries, along with PI, updated co-PI and start date information are listed

below, in alphabetical order of the PI. The CRLs of each project, along with the projected

advance in CRLs over the three year span of each project is shown in Table 1.2

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

Lawrence Crum, Ph.D.

University of Washington

Carter, S.J. U Washington

Bailey, M.R. U Washington

Kaczkowski, P. U Washington

Vaezy, S. U Washington

Guided High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU)
for Mission-Critical Care

$267,315 (FY 2001)

April 1, 2001

Project Executive Summary

One of the most exciting new frontiers for the Manned Space Program is a long-term flight,

perhaps to Mars. For such a mission, all efforts must be made to ensure that mission-critical

failures do not occur. One of the most difficult medical conditions to treat, especially when

operating facilities are not available, is that of blunt abdominal trauma. Indeed, it is known from
studies of combat casualty care that exsanguination (uncontrolled bleeding) is the principal cause

of battlefield mortality, and for those combatants who do not receive immediate hospital care, the

mortality rate has not significantly improved since the civil war. Although a variety of drugs are

becoming available that are intended to stop internal bleeding, they have not yet met with

acceptable success. To treat a number of mission-critical medical conditions that might arise

during long term space flight, we envision a lightweight, portable, smart medical device that can

adequately control internal bleeding, as well as address a number of other medical conditions

that require surgery. This device will use diagnostic ultrasound for guidance and High Intensity

Focused Ultrasound (HIFU) for therapy. Specifically, we proposed to build an image-guided

transcutaneous device for acoustic hemostasis and bloodless surgery. Because the scope of this

NASA program is limited, we do not propose to deliver the flight-ready device at the conclusion

of this proposed study; rather, we propose to develop an integrated ultrasound guidance and

therapy engineering prototype that will be tested on large animals. Under DoD support, we are

currently developing a similar instrument for use in the forward echelons of the battlefield and

our experience in this area can be directly applied to the goals and objectives of this effort.

2 The Klempner and Putcha projects are conditionally funded for one year only.



PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

Peter Davies, Ph.D.

University of Pennsylvania
Stoeckert, C. U Penn
Vascular Genomics in Gravitational Transitions

$336,587 (FY 2001)

September 1, 2001

Project Executive Summary

Orthostatic intolerance, an undesirable consequence of cardiovascular-adaptations to

microgravity, frequently occurs upon the return of astronauts from prolonged space flight and

requires medical management. During prolonged missions to other planets, countermeasures
must be developed to prevent incapacity upon entry into remote gravity environments such as the

NASA exploratory missions to Mars (approx. 3-G atmospheric entry, 0.3-G at the surface). The

cardiovascular system is able to adapt to altered mechanical conditions, including gravitational

changes. Reorganization of blood vessel structure and function during prolonged microgravity

results in attainment of a new equilibrium state, the abrupt disturbance of which (upon re-entry)

predisposes the system to orthostatic intolerance. Vascular adaptation is largely orchestrated

through gene transcription. This ground-based project will address at the level of gene

expression the structural and regulatory changes in vascular tissues associated with (i) exposure

to simulated microgravity, (ii) return to normal posture, and (iii) prolonged exposure to

hypergravity, and its acute reversal. Hypergravity experiments will be performed at the

NASA/Ames animal centrifuge facility. We propose that the underlying mechanisms of adaptive

tolerance/intolerance to gravitational shifts be studied at a fundamental but comprehensive level

in blood vessels by following changes in thousands of genes in small amounts of tissue and in
small numbers of vascular cells obtained from gravitationally-relevant locations in a mouse

model. Linear amplification of very small amounts of vascular RNA for analysis on microarrays

enables "spatio-temporal transcription profiling" of the vasculature. Changes in regions of the

vascular tree known to be (a) of particular relevance to human orthostatic intolerance, and (b) of

critical importance in normal blood vessel regulation, will be investigated. In addition to the use

of available commercial mouse genomic arrays, customized cardiovascular microarrays and

mouse-specific array building will be performed. Gene expression arrays will be constructed
from clones representing both genes of known cardiovascular importance and genes of vascular

cell "transcriptomes" empirically derived from subtracted, normalized libraries. In addition to

regional vascular tissues, small groups of cells will be harvested from the vasculature by laser

capture microscopy or mechanical microdissection, and RNA will be amplified. Hybridized

arrays will be subjected to rigorous and sophisticated bioinformatics analysis and the output will

be archived as raw images and as curated and annotated data. These will be made available to

the space research community to provide well-defined site-specific vascular phenotypes

responsive to gravitational change. The use of a murine model will later facilitate follow-up

flight studies.



PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

Mark S. Klempner, M.D.

Boston University Medical Center

Cunningham, B. SRU BioSystems

Smart Medical System for Detection of Microorganisms

$362,064 (FY 2001)
June 1, 2001

Project Executive Summary

The goal of this program is to develop a revolutionary, non-culture based microbial detection,

identification and quantification system that can be used as part of a Smart Medical System for

exploratory space travel. Rapid detection and identification of microorganisms are critical to

many military and civilian applications ranging from food and water safety monitoring,

biological warfare agent detection and to diagnostic microbiology of human and other biological
specimens. For long-term exploratory space travel there will be a critical need for a smart

medical system to monitor the air and water supply for microbial contaminants, as well as an

intermittent need for assessment of biological specimens from symptomatic astronauts.

Current microbial identification systems are based on the gold standard of in vitro culture or

DNA/RNA fingerprinting. Both require considerable sample manipulation, delay in readout, are
semiquantitative and subject to interfering substances and contamination, and require additional

processing to resolve complex mixtures of microorganisms. This proposal involves the

development of a novel smart medical system to detect and identify bacteria through the use of

microsensors and includes three steps: 1) Development of "fingerprinting" phage display

libraries which can detect, identify, quantify and discriminate bacterial species in environmental

and biological specimens; 2) Application of phage displayed peptides and antibody fragments in

a microarray to the surface of a microsensor to demonstrate the microarray microbial fingerprint

response to selected bacterial species using optical readout and electronic MEMS resonator

arrays and to characterize the sensitivity and specificity for detecting and discriminating between

bacterial species using surface "fingerprints;" and 3) Development of algorithms from the

microarray response for the real time identification and discrimination of bacterial species.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

Lakshmi Putcha, Ph.D.

NASA-Johnson Space Center

Microcapsule Gel Formulation of Promethazine

Hydrochioride for Intranasal Administration

$163,740 (FY 2001)

August 1, 2001

Project Executive Summary

A continuing challenge for space medical operations at NASA is the management of pathology

associated with neurovestibular adaptation during space flight. A primary manifestation of this

problem, particularly in the first few flight days of shuttle missions, is space motion sickness

(SMS). The current treatment of choice for symptoms associated with SMS is promethazine

(PMZ). Although oral tablets and rectal suppositories have been used during space flights, the

intramuscular route appears to be most effective. On the other hand, intramuscular



administrationof drugs is an invasive procedureand PMZ causesirritation at the site of
injection. A keyresearchtopic in theSmartMedicalSystemsareaof theNSBRI 99-02research
announcementis developmentof novel therapeuticrnodalitiesfor remotesitemedicaloperations
suchas spacemissions. In responseto this initiative, the goal of the proposedresearchis to
developan intranasaldosageformulationof PMZ that will provide crewmemberswith a non-
invasivemeansof self-administeringSMSmedications.Accordingly, the following threeaims
will beaddressed:1) Developa microencapsulated,pH-balancedgel dosageformulationanda
combinationform with a corticosteroidfor intranasaladministrationof PMZ; 2) Establishthe
releasekineticsandshelf life of theoptimizeddosageforms;and3) Assessbioavailability,nasal
mucosalirritability andtoxicity of theselecteddosageformsin rats.

Theproposedformulationdevelopmentwill focuson tailoring thereleasecharacteristicsof the
dosageform to optimizetherapeuticindex andminimize irritability at thesiteof administration.
Once the optimal dosage form has been identified based on releasekinetics and stability
characteristics,bioavailability, nasal irritability and toxicity after single and multiple dose
administrationwill beassessedin ananimalmodel. Developmentof an intranasaldrug delivery
systemfor motion sicknesstreatmentwill benefitpharmacotherapeuticsin spaceaswell ason
Earth.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

Babs R. Soller, Ph.D.

University of Massachusetts Medical School

Heard, S. U Mass

Puyana, J. U Pittsburgh
Noninvasive Measurement of Blood and Tissue

Chemistry

$251,840 (FY 2001)

March 1, 2001

Project Executive Summary

Medical monitoring and diagnosis of acute and chronic conditions during long-duration space

flight is critical to the success of these missions and must be able to be carried out by personnel

with limited medical training and equipment. The most successful technologies will be those

that allow noninvasive measurement of multiple parameters that can be combined for algorithm-

driven decision making. Near infrared spectroscopy (NIR) has been successfully used to

noninvasively assess blood and tissue for the measurement of oxygenation, pH, glucose and

hematocrit and the diagnosis of cancer because NIR light can penetrate through skin and bones.

Currently, this technology is limited in its ability to accurately measure these parameters for

people with dark skin color and significant fat content. The hypothesis of this proposal is that

NIR, in combination with unique statistical methods, can be used to noninvasively measure

blood and tissue chemistry for any human subject. This project will develop new statistical

methods which will enhance the processing of NIR spectral data so that medical parameters can

be accurately measured on all humans, irrespective of skin color and gender. This new approach
will be demonstrated by developing techniques to noninvasively measure blood hematocrit and

muscle pH and oxygenation on human surgical and ICU patients. These parameters are

important in diagnosing and treating hypoxia and trauma that may arise from exposure to

radiation, toxic chemicals and blunt or sharp injury. They may also be useful in evaluating

10



exerciseasa countermeasurefor extendedweightlessness.The measuredpatientdatawill then
be used to develop algorithms to diagnoseshock and hypovolemiaand guide resuscitative
therapies. Finally, optical specificationswill be developedto build a miniaturizedsystemto
collect NIR data. This systemwill serveas a platform for NIR measurementof multiple
parametersand the developmentof computerizedalgorithms to assist in the diagnosisand
treatmentof severalmedicalconditions. The specific systemdemonstratedin this proposalis
intendedto evolve into a medicalmonitoring systemfor useduring extendedspaceflight, but
will alsofind immediateapplicationin terrestrialhospitals,emergencyvehiclesandemergency
rooms.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

Jeffrey Sutton, M.D. Ph.D.
Harvard - Massachusetts General Hospital

Boas, D. Harvard

Koroshetz, W. Harvard

Rosen, B. Harvard

Strangman, G. Harvard

Near Infrared Brain Imaging for Space Medicine

$396,000 (FY 2001)

October 1, 2000

Project Executive Summary

This application is to the Smart Medical Systems team of the National Space Biomedical

Research Institute (NSBRI). NASA's cross-risk prioritization for long duration space missions

identifies four medical problems at the highest level, including (1) human performance failure

because of poor psychosocial adaptation and (2) trauma and acute surgical problems. The brain

is the organ central to human performance and psychosocial adaptation, and alterations in the

nervous system, including those induced by trauma, can have deleterious effects to a space

mission. Almost no countermeasures exist to address the possible biological and environmental

impediments affecting the brain on long term human space flight. The development and

implementation of a non-invasive, low power, portable, functional imaging technology for
monitoring brain activity in microgravity is therefore an important advance for astronaut care.

An instrument of this type could be used for ongoing monitoring, early identification of

alterations, diagnosis, procedures and evaluation of countermeasures. When coupled to models

of individual astronauts and a smart informatics system, it could assess brain function, and aid in

countermeasure readiness, with unprecedented sophistication and autonomy.

In this proposal, the investigators plan to utilize the resources of the Massachusetts General

Hospital (MGH) to engineer and apply a new non-invasive, portable imaging device capable of

performing diffuse optical tomography (DOT) for space medicine. The technology performs

spectroscopy with near infrared light to monitor oxyhemoglobin and deoxyhemoglobin

concentrations in the brain, and is easily adapted for use in microgravity. The research builds on

collaborative work among the project's investigators, and allows for validation of the instrument

using other technologies, namely functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) and optical
coherence tomography (OCT). Specifically, DOT will be validated by imaging healthy subjects

using the simultaneous, and non-interacting, methods of DOT and fMRI. Subjects will perform

motor tasks of varying complexity under normal and sleep deprived conditions to assess cortical

function during simulated flight tasks. DOT will also, along with OCT, be used to assess

1t



patientswith alteredintracranialpressure(ICP). Changesin ICPareassociatedwith fluid shifts,
headacheand performancefailure, andthey areamenableto countermeasures.All functional
imaging data will be used to help refine a systemfor automatedassessment,warning, and
countermeasureevaluation. It is anticipatedthatthetechnologiesdevelopedin thisproposalwill
havedirect,applicationsfor healthcareonEarth.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

James Thomas, M.D.
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Greenberg, N. Cleveland Clinic

Hale, J. Cleveland Clinic

Shakar, R. Cleveland Clinic

Shiota, T. Cleveland Clinic

Diagnostic Three Dimensional Ultrasonography:

Development of Novel Compression, Segmentation and

Registration Techniques for Manned Space Flight

Applications
$314,498 (FY 2001)

July 1, 2001

Project Executive Summary

The NSBRI has identified that the efficient and automated delivery of health care in space is a

key research arena for the future. Specifically, they propose to develop a "Smart Medical

System" that will be able to monitor crew health, identify deviations from ground-based norms,

and allow timely intervention by crew members who may have only a moderate amount of

training in medicine. For the last three years, the principal investigator and colleagues have
worked closely with NASA scientists, flight surgeons, and engineers to optimize research and

diagnostic ultrasound aboard the International Space Station (ISS) and thus are well positioned to

develop the necessary tools and techniques to integrate ultrasound into the Smart Medical

System. A principal limitation of ultrasound technology is its extreme dependence on the

expertise of both the acquiring examiner and the interpreting physician. This is particularly true
of two-dimension ultrasound, where the examiner is required to obtain precisely oriented

anatomical sections of the organ of interest.

Three-dimensional ultrasound has the advantage of acquiring a large anatomic volume from a

single ultrasonic window, and thus may be less dependent upon the expertise of the examiner.

Furthermore, this large volume may contain sufficient anatomic landmarks to allow

unambiguous registration with previously obtained three-dimension data from either ultrasound

or other modalities such as magnetic resonance imaging (MRI) or computed tomography (CT).
One could thus envision a system by which whole organs or even the entire body would be

imaged in three-dimensions prior to launch; data which could be used to compare with

subsequently obtained three-dimensional data sets using in-flight ultrasonography. The overall

purpose of this grant is therefore to perform ground-based research, development, and validation

aimed at optimizing diagnostic ultrasound in manned space flight, with the following general

hypothesis:

Unifying hypothesis: Serial three-dimensional ultrasound examinations will enhance diagnostic

capabilities in manned space flight.
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Thetechnicalaspectsof this programwill bepursuedwith thefollowing specificaims:
1. Optimize theacquisitionmethodsfor three-dimensionalsonography,utilizing reconstruction

andreal-timetechniques.
2. Develop techniquesfor registeringanatomicalimages from two- and three-dimensional

ultrasound with those obtained from prior ultrasoundexamination and from magnetic
resonanceandcomputedtomographicimaging,considered"gold standards"for non-invasive
anatomicalimaging.

3. Developtools for abstracting,in anautomatedfashion,anatomicalchangesfrom serialthree-
dimensionandtwo-dimensionultrasoundstudies.

4. Developalgorithmsfor the optimalcompressionof three-dimensionalultrasoundimagesand
refinecurrenttwo-dimensionalcompressionalgorithms.

5. Assessthe ability of novice examinersto obtain three-dimensionalsonographicdatasets
following minimal training.

Theseobjectiveswill be pursuedusing data from a variety of in vitro, animal and clinical

models. In particular, we will take advantage of a well-established collaboration with the
National Institutes of Health, which permits highly sophisticated chronic animal models to be

examined with a minimum of additional resources. Although the tools developed here should be

applicable to any organ of the body, we will focus our efforts on the kidneys and the heart.

At the conclusion of this project, we anticipate delivering to the NSBRI and its Smart Medical

System a set of algorithms and software for the non-rigid morphological registration and

comparison of serial two- and three-dimensional ultrasound data sets and validated algorithms

for optimal compression of four-dimensional ultrasound data. In addition to these technical

deliverables, our validation work on nephrolithiasis will provide important diagnostic clues for

assessing this condition in manned space flight. Similarly, the work on cardiac mass regression

following unloading will be invaluable to the NASA research and medical operations community

in assessing the impact of long-term space flight on cardiac atrophy and utility of prophylactic
countermeasures.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

CO-INVESTIGATORS:

PROJECT TITLE:

FUNDING:

START DATE:

James Thomas, M.D.
The Cleveland Clinic Foundation

Garcia, M. Cleveland Clinic

Greenberg, N. Cleveland Clinic

Echocardiographic Assessment of Cardiovascular

Adaptation and Countermeasures in Microgravity
$85,502 (FY 2001)

July 1, 2001

Project Executive Summary _

The cardiovascular system undergoes significant changes in microgravity, including an early

cephalad shift of lower extremity blood volume, loss of plasma volume over 24 to 48 hours, and

long-term reduction in ventricular chamber volume and mass. In the weightless environment,

these alterations generally are well tolerated, but upon return to Earth, astronauts often suffer

3 Only key issue (specific aim) 5 regarding the establishment of an echocardiographic core facility is funded, with
joint supervision from the NSBRI Cardiovascular Alterations Team.
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from seriousorthostaticintoleranceand reducedexercisecapacity,changesthat may limit the
long-termpresenceof man in space. It is essentialthat the mechanismsfor thesealterationsbe
understoodso that reliable countermeasurescan be testedand implemented. Hypovolemia,
cardiacatrophy,and autonomicdysfunctionhave eachbeenhypothesizedto contributeto this
post-flight debility, but their relativeimportanceis unclear. Furthermore,it is unknownwhether
actualabnormalitiesin the myocardiumitself developwith long-termspaceflight. Therefore,
reliable portablenoninvasivemethodswill be neededin order to detect and quantify these
changes.

Alone among such imaging modalities of radiography,magnetic resonanceimaging and
computerized tomography, echocardiographyhas the unique ability to characterize
cardiovascularanatomyandphysiology in ground-basedmodels,pre-and post-flight, andmost
importantly during flight. Indeed,the ScienceWorking Group (SWG) for the International
SpaceStation(ISS) HumanResearchFacility (HRF) hasrecognizedthe primacyof ultrasound
for medical diagnosisand physiology research,with plans to launch a specially modified
commercialultrasoundinstrumentto theISS in 2001. Echocardiographyis similarly beingused
before and after shuttle flights and in a variety of bed-reststudiessponsoredby NSBRI and
NASA. Unfortunately, while ultrasoundhas the potential for high spatial and temporal
resolutionimagingof the heart,in thepastit hasbeenseverelylimited by operatorinexperience
and inconsistencyin its subjectiveinterpretation.Neededarenew methodologiesfor assessing
the load-independentfunction of the heart and consistent,objective quantificationof a wide
rangeof NASA echo studies,whetherobtainedon the ground, in flight or in experimental
models. We proposeto provide sucha facility while validating novel methodsfor the load
independentassessmentof myocardialfunction. Our centralhypothesisis that:

Microgravity affectscardiovascularfunctionnot only throughchangesin chambervolumeand
massbut alsothroughchangesin myocardialproperties.

A definitive testof this hypothesisis at least severalyearsawaywhen dedicatedlife science
missionsarepossibleaboardthe ISS. However,within the scopeof this grant, we propose
several specific aims that will be critical to the ultimate comprehensivestudy of the
cardiovascularsystemin space. Key issues: 1) Assessmentof the effect of chronic volume
unloadingin ventricularmyocardialpropertiesusing a sophisticatedchronicbovine model of
ventricular unloadinginducedthroughthe useof a left ventricularassistdevice(LVAD); 2)
Validation of non-invasive Doppler echocardiographicindices for the assessmentof left
ventricular contractility and relaxation including color M-mode Doppler derived diastolic
intraventricularpressuregradients(IVPG) and tissueDoppler derivedmyocardialsystolic and
diastolic strain rates(e's, e'd); 3) Validation of Doppler derived exercisecardiac output and
contractilereserveand their potential utility for the early detectionof myocardialdysfunction
during prolonged space flight. Additional deliverablesto NSBRI: 4) Developmentand
distributionof stand-alonesoftwareandalgorithmsfor implementingthequantitativeanalysisof
Dopplerechocardiographicdata,asdescribedabove,sotheymaybe appliedto ultrasounddata
obtainedfrom remotesources;5) Establishmentof an EchocardiographicCore Facility to the
NASA researchand clinical community, capableof applying standardand novel analysis
techniquesin a rigorousfashionto echocardiographicdataobtainedfrom selectedground-based
experimental models, pre- and post-flight examinations, and eventually from in-flight
acquisitions.
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If successfullyimplemented,these aims will allow the cardiovascular sequellae of space flight to

be studied much more rigorously, while providing consistent, objective echocardiographic

interpretation to the entire NASA community.

B. Program Structure and Interactions

As stated in section IIA, the SMST objectives are broad and ambitious. However, the research

program needs to be focused in order to ensure clear scientific progress towards CM

development. To this end, specific synergistic relationships either exist or are being developed
among team projects, as well as between SMST projects and other NSBRI and NASA projects.

These relationships are summarized in fig. 1.

Technologv G Tech Dev G httegratedHuman Function

Rehab I Renal II]_ I' I

[] NSBRI X-te,'un [] NASA [] NSBRI X-team + NASA

Figure 1. SMST project interactions showing relationships within and between NSBRI teams

In fig. 1, each of the eight SMST projects is represented along the middle row. The projects are

coded to depict (a) NSBRI cross-team interactions (Soller with Cabrera (Integrated Human

Function Team)), (b) NASA interactions (Davies with Luzod (ARC); Putcha (JSC); Sutton with

Marshburn (JSC)), (c) NSBRI cross-team and NASA interactions (Klempner with Fox

(Immunology, Infection and Hematology Team) and Pierson (./SC); Thomas with Cohen

(Cardiovascular Alterations Team) and JSC)), and (d) none of the above (although Crum has

strong ties to DoD medical technology programs).
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The bidirectional arrows in fig. 1 represent relationships (a) among projects within the SMST

and (b) between SMST projects and the other NSBRI teams. These relationships are broken

down into two main categories: Technology; and Physiological Systems and Effects. Across the

top row, interactions between SMST projects and the Technology Development and Integrated
Human Function Teams are shown. These interactions correspond roughly to experimentation

(Technology Development Team) and theoretical or modeling (Integrated Human Function
Team) interactions. Arrows pointing to particular boxes from SMST projects to boxes in the

upper row show how SMST projects contribute to NSBRI developments in specific domains on
other teams. For example, the Klempner, Soller and Sutton projects all develop novel

spectrographic devices that complement one or more projects being developed in the Technology

Development Team (specifically, projects headed by Potember and by Maurer).

Arrows that originate from boxes in the upper row of fig. 1 and project to SMST projects

represent links among projects within the SMST. The relationships are incomplete and are

evolving, sometimes with added benefit to the overall NSBRI scientific program. For example,
ultrasound technologies link projects by Crum and Thomas, although Thomas' projects do not

develop hardware. The functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) aspects of Sutton's

project adds to the (non-functional) MRI developments in the Technology Development Team;
hence the half shaded box in fig. 1. The chemical engineering and functional genomic and

proteomic approaches on the SMST complement other core technology developments within the

NSBRI program.

Bidirectional arrows between the boxes representing the SMST projects and the system teams

along the bottom row of fig. 1 work similarly to those just described. There is synergy with every

system team, especially the Cardiovascular Alterations Team. There is also an emerging

emphasis on brain and neurobehavioral alterations within the SMST (Sutton project). At present,

there is no synergy with the Radiation Effects Team, although there is scientific overlap with that

team.

C. Program Strategy

While the previous section outlines the relationships among projects, it does not describe the

design of the SMST to address research problems and develop countermeasures. To understand

how team R&D might lead to deliverables for eventual implementation for flight, a strategic plan

is required. To achieve this goal, a high level description of the system for health and medical

monitoring, as well as interventions, that are currently in place was constructed. This schematic

is shown in fig. 2. In this system, the astronaut and environment are handled in similar ways,

since space medicine is effectively a branch of aerospace or environmental medicine. Sensors
monitor the environment and astronaut, and after calibration, signal conditioning and processing,

data are either stored and/or relayed to earth. Ground based personnel oversee, in coordination

with the astronaut, flight surgeon and possibly the PI if appropriate, any treatment or
countermeasure that is administered. There is limited autonomy and ability to assess

deconditioning effects in space. Countermeasure modification and medical care delivery is

severely limited.
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Figure 2. Current environment and physiological monitoring and medical system design

In collaboration with NSBRI, NASA JSC, ARC, JPL and other personnel, a strategic plan for the

SMST was developed during the winter and spring months of 2001. It is outlined in fig. 3. The

objectives were to develop a schematic that (a) characterized a "smart medical system", (b)

linked NSBRI SMST research and countermeasure development to basic research, industry,

space hardware and medical operations, (c) provided a format to map current projects within the

SMST onto a system prototype, both at the component level and at the level of the system itself,

and (d) allowed for the identification of gaps in the SMST program.

Prototypical Smart Medical System

Figure 3. Prototypical smart medical system
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In fig. 3, information from the environment and astronauts is sensed by a suite of small,

lightweight, low power, portable, non-invasive, unobtrusive, intelligent sensors with pattern
recognition capabilities. These sensors feed automatically analyzed, rather than raw, data into

decision making algorithms, that also have cognitive input from the astronauts themselves. There

is a model of the system, which is where the Integrated Human Function Team collaborations fit

in the scheme. The model not only (a) assesses input from multiple sources, but it (b) pre-plans

notification for onboard alarms and information transfer to the ground, (c) looks at contingencies

and outcomes for effectors and treatments prior to the administration of CMs, (d) assesses the

effectiveness of treatments and CMs, (e) monitors consequences of actions and CMs, and (f)

interfaces with models for pattern recognition and analog hardware learning. Since feedback

loops exist which are independent of external and M.D. control, the system is, in principle,
autonomous. Moreover, the design is achievable, to varying degrees, and proposes a

revolutionary new health care system for space, which is central to the initial research charge

assigned to the SMST.

While there are other features of the system described in fig. 3, the main points in summary are:

• Enhanced small sensor platforms with pattern recognition and wireless capabilities

• Adaptable system of systems for sensor integration
• Algorithms and models for human assisted monitoring, CM assessment and decision

making
• Common platforms for sensing and CM delivery

D. Countermeasure Development

To see that the program strategy of the SMST is aligned with the mission of the NSBRI, each

project in section IIIA, along with its relationships to other projects (section IIIB), was mapped

onto the strategic plan set forth in section IIIC. The CM development plan for the SMST was

then identified. It includes several types of measures, as outlined below. The time line for

deliverables in the CRL 2-7 range was submitted to NSBRI management as part of the formal

team strategic plan of August 2001. The time line is also summarized as part of Table 1 (Putcha

project estimated to have a near term pharmacological deliverable, with a start CRL = 4 and a

completion CRL=7).

Specific countermeasure developments include:

1. Exercise
Soller: non-invasive tissue and blood chemistry measures

monitoring and assessment of exercise effectiveness

applicable across ethnic races

for physiological

2. Pharmacology
Putcha: novel drug delivery system, with first application to intranasal

promethazine HC1 to reduce space motion sickness

3. Training
Thomas: ultrasound resource to train naive users in medical image acquisition, with

multi-systems applications (e.g., cardiovascular, bone, renal)
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4. Performance Adjustments
Sutton: non-invasive assessment of brain function under cognitive load and sleep

disturbance to adjust performance expectations

5. Environmental Manipulation

Klempner: real-time assessment of distributed microbial environment for early

detection and manipulation of significant alterations

sensors applicable for a broad range of environmental monitoring and

manipulation

6. Surgery
Cram" non-invasive use of ultrasound for diagnosis and treatment of injury

7. Gene Therapy
Davies: functional genomic and proteomic approaches to address vascular changes

in microgravity

8. Adjunctive Developments to Other CMs

Klempner, Soller, Sutton, Thomas:

suite of passive continuous physiological monitors and algorithms to

identify the need for, and efficacy of, specific CMs, including those
related to medical care

IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

A. Accomplishments

As described in the previous section, one accomplishment of the first year of the SMST was to

develop a strategic plan and coordinated research team that (a) successfully interfaces with other

programs within the NSBRI and NASA medical operations, and (b) has high potential impact for

NASA through CM development to reduce the risks associated with long duration space travel.

While the start dates for projects range from October 1 2000 to September 1 2001 (see section

IIIA), effective synergies have been formed and progress has been made on each of the projects.

There was recruitment of intra-team resources, such as expertise on bioinformatics (Davies

project), biosensors (Klempner project) and model systems of systems (Sutton project). There

was a PI meeting in April 2001, regular telecons, multiple site visits among investigators, and

education and evaluation of previous and current medical CMs. The team strategy was expanded

from its initial focus on medical care to research on physiological monitoring, algorithms and

CM effectors and assessment. The main findings and accomplishments during the past year for

each project are summarized herein, with the understanding that a number of the projects are in

the very earliest stages of commencement.
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

PROJECT TITLE:
Lawrence Crum, Ph.D.

Guided High Intensity Focused Ultrasound (HIFU)
for Mission-Critical Care

In vitro testing of HIFU transducers was performed for calibration in degassed water. A series of

tests was undertaken to assess small pits in lesions to indicate cavitations activity. The acoustic

pressure threshold for lesion production, the time required for lesion visualization and the size of

the lesions were examined with a First Generation system, hz vivo testing using transcutaneous

B-mode and Doppler capabilities to target, visualize and induce homeostasis using HIFU was

commenced on two swine with IRB approval. Preliminary results were presented at several talks,

including the Massachusetts General Hospital and in China, where over 10,000 advanced-stage

cancer patients have been treated with HIFU.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Peter Davies, Ph.D.PROJECT TITLE: Vascular Genomics in Gravitational Transitions

This project has just started, with the plan to begin tilt experiments at U Penn before December

2001, and to begin profiling heart tissue from SMST PI Dr. Thomas as soon as Dr. Thomas can

obtain it from his cardiac overload model. Dr. Davies was appointed to a NIH Delegation to

Moscow in September 2001 as part of the 2001 Cardiovascular and Pulmonary Cooperation,

with expertise in Biomechanics and Intracellular Signaling in the Cardiovascular System. Dr.

Davies also became the PI on a new NIH Bioengineering Partnership grant entitled "Cell and

Molecular Studies in Cardiovascular Engineering", awarded in September 2001, for $6.7 M over
five years.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Mark S. Klempner, M.D. IPROJECT TITLE: Smart Medical System for Detection of Microorganisms

Dr. Klempner moved from New England Medical Center to Boston University Medical Center,

where he was appointed Assistant Provost for Research at BU Medical Center. His NSBRI

project is now at BU Medical Center and he is collaborating with Dr. Cunningham (see below)

and Dr. Pierson from JSC. The latter investigator is responsible for allowing Dr. Klempner to

obtain and grow fungal and bacterial species, which were isolated from environmental sites

aboard Mir. Dr. Klempner's team has:

Successfully identified, isolated and amplified peptide ligands from phage display

libraries that "fingerprint" Aspergillus and Penicillium fungi which were isolated from

and problematic aboard Mir

• Successfully used these phage displayed ligands to capture and distinguish Aspergillus

from Penicillium in a microtiter plate format

Successfully shown that the label free biosensor used in his project (see below) can, in

real time, detect molecular interactions as small as a shift of 1 angstrom of surface

thickness. This should have versatile applicability to become a useful biosensor for
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microbial detectionand other molecularinteractionsof interest.The investigatorsare
movingto marrythebiologicalreagentswith variousbiosensors.

To this end,Dr. Cunningham,who waspreviouslyatDraperLaboratorieswherehewasworking
on the developmentof a MEMS _tCANARY biosensor,is now at a start-up biotechnology
companycalledSRUBioSystems.Dr. Cunninghamandcolleagueshavebeenableto fabricate
2D optical gratings (d_)0.6mm)embossedinto plastic for a novel colorimetric resonant
reflectancebiosensor,with high (e.g., 10nm protein thickness)resolutiondetectioncapabilities
(fig. 4). This revolutionarytechnologyhas spaceCM applicationsrelevant to not only Dr.
Klempner's project, but also to earth based toxic screening,pharmacologyand several
Departmentof Defense(DoD) initiatives.

Dr. Cunninghampresentedhis findings at the Society for BiomolecularScreeningMeeting,
September10-13 2001, in a presentationentitled "A Label-FreeHigh ThroughputOptical
Techniquefor DetectingBiomolecularInteractions".He andhis colleagueshavealsosubmitted
a paper to Biosensors and Bioelectronics to describe their small molecule detection work.

Recently, SRU Biosystems was awarded venture capital support from AGTC Funds.

SRU Technology Platform

Colorimetric Resonant Reflectance Biosensor

_ 2D optical

grating

Etched into glass slide

Embossed into plastic

____i Ill _ Resonantly reflects 1 color"_''_[_l_$_ll mLlre'_e"$_@_Jl_JI

-- _"-'--07-

F1 Detection _O0:'_

_1 Molecular binding causes t] o, "_

color shift _ o_.

rl Detected by fiber probe o_ ._
Ol-

i::} Direct assay - no label u _!

r-] Reaction kinetics monitoring 779 _8o 781 18_ , . 7_
_vellnoth (rim)

Figure 4. SRU colorimetric resonant reflectance biosensor for phage and other environmental monitoring
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PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

PROJECT TITLE:
Lakshmi Putcha, Ph.D.

Microcapsule Gel Formulation of Promethazine

Hydrochloride for lntranasal Administration

Dr. Putcha has been collaborating with Dr. Vasishtha from Southwestern Research Institute on

R&D of a new microencapsulation process. They have refined their evaluation criteria of gel

formulated microcapsules to include measures of non-invasive controlled delivery and space

hardiness. The approach is promising for promethazine HC1 in offering an alternative route of

administration and minimization of CNS side effects. Dr. Putcha received a R01 NIH grant

entitled "Bioavailability and Pharmacodynamics of Promethazine in Human Subjects", to

commence in December 2001, for $650 K over three years.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

PROJECT TITLE:
Babs R. Soller, Ph.D.
Noninvasive Measurement of Blood and Tissue

Chemistry

There are several new findings and discoveries on this project which include:

The ability to noninvasively measure muscle pH and muscle oxygenation in normal and

cardiac surgical patients. This measurement is sensitive enough to distinguish

microvascular differences between normal and diabetic patients. It is also sensitive

enough to measure perfusion difference which result in small change changes in systemic

blood pressure.
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Tissue temp 33.1 +_.0.5 31.5 __0.5 34.2 + 0.6 34.5 _+0.5

NIR muscle pH 7.39 __0.02 7.32 _+0.02* 7.25 _+0.02"* 7.24 + 0.02**
Mean + SEM, * p < 0.05, ** p< 0.001 compared to baseline

Figure 5. NIR-measured muscle pH is sensitive to changes in tissue perfusion resulting from small changes in blood

pressure and metabolic demand during CPB. There is excellent correlation between the invasive and non-invasive

measurements.
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The successful derivation of a vector that spectroscopically describes skin color and

ethnic background. The investigators have also developed a methodology for using this

vector to remove spectral variability due to human skin color variations. They are

currently testing the ability of this technique to improve the accuracy of noninvasive
hematocrit measurements.

Dr. Soller has established a collaboration with Dr. Cabrera on the NSBRI Integrated Human

Function Team. Dr. Puyana, a project co-investigator, has relocated to U Pittsburgh Medical

Center and is still involved on the project. A proposal, entitled "Tissue Blood Flow Monitor for
Shock and Resuscitation" has been submitted jointly with Thermal Technologies Inc. to the NSF.

Dr. Soller has ongoing negotiations with three potential licensees for her hematocrit patent

related to this project.

NSBRI sponsored abstracts include:

Noninvasive Assessment of Peripheral Perfusion Using NIR Spectroscopy (Early Results)

Diabetes Technology Meeting November 2001

Noninvasively Measured Muscle pH Indicates Tissue Perfusion for Cardiac Surgical Patients

Society of Critical Care Medicine Meeting January 2002
• 0 _, .q7

Assessing the Microcirculation by Near Infrared Spectroscopy

Cardiovascular Monitoring, Society of Critical Care Medicine Meeting January 2002

IPROJECT TITLE:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR: Jeffrey Sutton, M.D. Ph.D.

Near Infrared Brain Imaging for Space Medicine

The major accomplishments of this project are:

Observations of an excellent correlation between diffuse optical tomography (DOT),

using NIR spectroscopy (NIRS), and functional magnetic resonance imaging (fMRI) to

non-invasively assess human brain activity in subjects performing simple motor tasks

(fig. 6). DOT sensor validation is important if the technology is to be used as an objective
means of assessing brain function under various cognitive loads and sleep alterations,

with the aim of adjusting performance expectations as a viable CM.

The successful use of anatomical and functional MRI data as a constraint on the

calculation of deoxyhemoglobin and oxyhemoglobin changes in brain tissue. This finding

speaks to the issue of individualized, digitized human, anatomical brain models upon
which time-derivative functional data is co-registered and overlaid for automated

interpretation in real time.

The determination of learning curves during off-line testing of SpaceDOCK, a

visuomotor task specifically developed as part of this project for use in the optical / MRI
environment. The task emulates a space relevant task for performance assessment using

behavioral and brain imaging methods. The task was developed in collaboration with Dr.

Marshburn, a pilot and JSC flight surgeon.
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Figure 6. Simultaneous DOT and tMRI recordings

In addition to JSC flight surgeon collaborations, this project supervised a NSBRI sponsored

summer intern during June - September 2001. A grant proposal, entitled "Reconfigurable

Networking for Autonomous Operations" has been submitted to the Office of Naval Research.

Copyright has been applied for on the SpaceDOCK task.

NSBRI sponsored publications:

D.A. Boas, M.A. Franceschini, A.K. Dunn, G. Strangman. Non-invasive imaging of cerebral

activation with diffuse optical tomography. [Book chapter for CRC press - title TBD, Ed. R.D.

Frostig]. In press.

D. Sha, D. Kennedy, J. Sutton. Neurocomputing for automated analysis of digital brain images.

Artificial Intelligence in Medicine. In press.

G. Strangman, F. Halbritter, P. Groblewski, W.C. West, T. Gaudette, D.A. Boas. A high-

speed, continuous-wave near-infrared spectroscopy (NIRS) system for non-invasive recording of

brain activity. Submitted to J. Biomedical Optics.

G. Strangman, D.A. Boas, J.P. Sutton• Non-invasive neuroimaging with near-infrared light.

Invited paper for Biological Psychiatry. In preparation.

G. Strangman, M.A. Franceschini, D.A. Boas. Factors affecting the accuracy of near-infrared

spectroscopy (NIRS) data analysis for focal changes in cerebral hemodynamics. In preparation.

G. Strangman, J.P. Culver, J.H. Thompson, D.A. Boas, Temporal comparison of simultaneous

BOLD fMRI and NIRS recordings during functional brain activation. In preparation•
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NSBRI sponsored published abstracts with presentations:

J. Sutton. Micro / Nano Technologies and the Future of Medicine. Proceedings of NanoSpace

2001. In press.

J. Sutton, I. Jamieson. Reconfigurable Network of Neural Networks for Autonomous Sensing

and Analysis. Proceedings of the Fifth International Conference on Cognitive and Neural

Systems. 2001:64.

J. Sutton. Near infrared brain imaging for space medicine. NASA Bioastronautics Investigators'

Workshop. 2001:433.

G. Strangman, T. Gaudette, D.A. Boas. Synergy from simultaneously acquired fMRI and near-

infrared optical spectroscopy data. Proc. Intl. Soc. Mag. Reson. Med 9. 2001.

NSBRI sponsored presentations (without abstracts):

MITAC Workshop on Ultrasound
Non-invasive Functional Brain Monitoring, NIMH

Frontiers in Space Medicine, MGH Center for Innovative Minimally Invasive Therapies

National Biocomputation Center, Stanford University
NASA Ames Research Center

Jet Propulsion Laboratory

NanoSpace 2001
Neuroscience MGH

Draper Laboratories

MITAC Workshop on Wireless Communications

Human Brain Mapping

Selected Media Coverage

2000 Oct

2001 Jan

Mars: An Adventurer's Guide. National Geographic Adventure Magazine

The Body in Space (cover story). National Geographic

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

PROJECT TITLE:

James Thomas, M.D.

Diagnostic Three Dimensional Ultrasonography:

Development of Novel Compression, Segmentation and

Registration Techniques for Manned Space Flight

Applications

Progress on this SMST project includes:

• Initial images from ISS HRF ultrasound unit acquired on June 12, 2001

• Novice sonographer training and initial testing completed
• 3D ultrasound visualization program completed

• 3D packet wavelet transform applied to real-time 3D ultrasound images
• 100:1 compression validated with real-time 3D ultrasound images
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• Successfuldevelopmentof registrationcodewith applicationto ultrasoundandnuclear
images

• Acquisitionof hardwareto perform3Dreconstructedwith ISSultrasoundequipment

Dr. Thomasis the SMSTrepresentativefor the NASA - NSBRI usersworking groupfor flight
experiments.This projectplansto expandits artificial intelligencecomponentand preliminary
links havebeenmadeto theMIT AI Laboratory.

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

PROJECT TITLE:
James Thomas, M.D.

Echocardiographic Assessment of Cardiovascular

Adaptation and Countermeasures in Microgravity

The status and accomplishments of this project, which is jointly supervised by the

Cardiovascular Alterations Team, are:

• Digital Echocardiographic Storage/Analysis/Database/Capability Complete

• Bed Rest Data Analysis- Boston NSBRI Experience

• Novice Echocardiographic Training Evaluation

• Cardiovascular Functional Assessment with Color Doppler M-mode and Strain Imaging

B. Implications

The implications of early developments within the SMST are that:

Smart medical systems, as characterized in the context of the NSBRI SMST, represent

potentially revolutionary advances in health monitoring and care for humans in space and

on earth. A plan has been developed to convert this general statement to deliverables

within five to ten years, although components of the system will be ready within the next

three to five years (e.g., Dr. Soller's NIRS sensor and analyzer for tissue pH assessment

and modification of exercise protocols to assess muscle performance and loss in space).

The SMST is working as a team, where the added value of projects is apparent in the
synergy among technologies and the establishment of a platform upon which the vertical

developments of each project can be integrated into a working system.

Some of the technologies (e.g., in projects led by Drs. Putcha, Soller and Sutton) are

relatively far along to be considered for flight testing in the near future to determine real

time physiological changes and CM efficacy in remote, space relevant, environments

(e.g., KC135)

Some technologies have immediate applications to earth based care, and these

applications are being explored (e.g., Drs. Klempner and Cunningham - colorimetric

sensor for rapid detection of biological agents and organisms relevant to infectious

disease monitoring in high risk environments such as intensive care units, and in the

setting of biological or chemical terrorism; Dr. Soller - non-invasive assessment of
diabetic microvasculature, and multiple blood and tissue components; Dr. Sutton and
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colleagues- non-invasive,portablemeansof functionalbrain monitoring for cognitive
neuroscienceanddisease,suchasstrokeprogression)

V. FUTURE PROGRAM DIRECTIONS

A. Five-year Research Strategy (2002-2006)

The following research efforts are proposed for the SMST, given the needs of the CPR and

missing or limited efforts in the prototype illustrated in fig. 3:

• Full three year support for the Klempner and Putcha projects

• Synergy support to fully integrate the SMST, and its "smart" devices, with other NSBRI

efforts aimed at (a) assessing the physical and physiological deconditioning processes

associated with space travel, and (b) determining whether applied CMs are effective or

may require modification(s)

• Support for new projects focused on human/machine identification/classification,

decision-making and informatics

• Collaborative support with the Integrated Human Function Team concerning the Digital

Human Project, Distributed Networks of Networks, and decision support modeling and

learning

• Enhanced program in pharmacology, especially with respect to chemical engineering for

space-hard drug delivery and assessment of pharmacological agents subjected to the

space environment

• Further support of non-invasive sensor/effector systems for physiological assessment and
medical CMs

• Implementation of wireless communication as a component of sensor development

• Encouragement of more industry participation in the SMST, especially among

biotechnology and device companies

• Support for reviewing and coordinating efforts within NASA and beyond for a national

program in Smart Medical Systems

B. Five-to-Ten-year Research Strategy (2007-2011)

As the research trajector3; transitions to space flight opportunities, it becomes important that the

non-invasive, lightweight, portable, non-intrusive, low power sensors that comprise the front end

of the SMST technology development pipeline are tested in flight as soon as possible (e.g.,

sooner than five years hence if possible - see section IVB). This is a top priority for proof--of-
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principle demonstrationsthat physiological monitoring, even with low level automated
interpretation,canbe accomplishedonboard,in real time andwith minimal skill and resources
requiredby theastronauts.Specificcomponentsof theresearchstrategyare:

• Enhanced support for ground based development and flight testing ofnon-invasive sensor

suite, coordinated with NASA JSC for high priority CPR and medical operations needs

Development and flight testing of a complete smart system, including automated sensing,

decision support, pharmacological intervention and evaluation of CM effectiveness, with

further recommendations and passive monitoring by ground crew

Continued support for novel, minimally or non-invasive, image guided surgery

technologies for use in common, low risk medical events, as well as uncommon, high risk
events

• Increased transition of functional genomic and proteomic knowledge to smart medical

suite of reconfigurable effectors and CMs

Testing of functional imaging capabilities, including data acquisition and onboard

analysis, for physiological monitoring, including measurements during gravitational and
pressure changes
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PROGRAMEXECUTIVE SUMMARY

The objective of the Technology Deveh_pmentProgramof the National SpaceBiomedical
ResearchInstitute is to developdevices,instrumentsystems,and associatedalgorithmsand
softwarethat leadto a betterunderstandingof thebarriersto long-durationspaceexplorationand
assistin thedevelopmentof countcrmeasuresto assuresafe and productive space missions. The

primary focus of the Technology Development Program is directed towards those technologies

tha_ support the ground-based and space-based activities of the other NSBRI Research Teams.

The unique feature of this program is the opportunity to bring an integrated system engineering

perspective to bear on the technological developments necessary to support basic research.

Multidisciplinary development teams have been established to work on strategically focused

projects that integrate individuals and institutions with vastly different capabilities into a
cohesive team.

Eight development projects were selected, by independent review, for pursuit under the

Technology Development Program. Three of the proiects were continuing from the previous

proposal cycle and these projects demonstrated excellent progress in achieving their individual

goals and objectives. Five of the projects were new starts, some with staggered beginning dates,

and all have made substantial progress consistent with their start dates and their stated objectives

and goals. To preclude unexpected technology issucs and assure that the projects address needs

established by the other Research Teams, rigorous reviews of both the continuing and new

projects were conducted during the year. Each project team was encouraged to work closely

with one or more of the other Research Teams that would benefit from their project's

development. In the continuing projects, prototype instruments and systems are already

operating and have moved along the path to the establishment of definitive scientific results. For

the new starts, the designs, tbr the most part, have been completed and some prototype

development has begun, which, when complete, will have sufficient application to real problems

to effectively demonstrate their utility.

The Advanced, Multiple Projection, Dual-Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (AMPDXA) Scanner
System project has developed a concept for a low mass, compact, low power, highly accurate

dual-energy x-ray absorptiometer that will afford NASA astronauts the ability to measure bone
mineral density (BMD) and geometry of the whole human body in space. This AMPDXA

supports the explicit needs of the Bone Demineralization/Calcium Metabolism Team (Bone

Team). Acceleration of age-related osteoporosis is rated as Risk Rank I of Risk Type 1 antt the

loss of skeletal muscle ix rated at Risk Rank 1 of Risk Type I1 in NASA's Critical Path

Roadmap. The AMPDXA development ix being carried out in three stages: (1) a Laboratory

Test Bed used for instrument development and initial AMPDXA performance demonstration, (2)

a Clinical Test System /or ground-based human testing and the development of operation and

testing protocols, and (3) a protoflight design for space applications that has minimum volume

anti mass (46 kg). Both the Test Bed and the Clinical Test System have been used to collect

three-dimensional images of bones. These devices have greater precision and higher resolution

than the latest commercial instruments by a least a factor of three. The AMPDXA is designed to

measure BMD, decompose soft tissue into fat and muscle, and derive structural properties (cross

sections, moments of inertia, etc.) over the entire body, but especially in the spine, pelvis, and

upper legs. Such data permits assessment of microgravity effects on bone and muscle and the

associated fiacmre risk upon returning to planetary gravity levels. As mentioned above, the

AMPDXA has the ability to determine body composition of soft tissues important for the

research of the Muscle Alteration and Atrophy Team (Muscle Team). The Clinical Test System
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is operationaland initial humantestingtrials areaboutto begin. Initial resultsof the Clinical
Test System(using phantomsand cadaverparts)have showneven grcaterprecision than the

highly accurate Laboratory Test Bed results. With the AMPDXA, the loss of BMD, changes in

geometry, and changes in body composition can be obtained throughout the whole body as a

function of time during spaceflight. Whole body measurements are important because of the

relatively poor correlation obtained between sites for age-related osteoporosis and that the bone

loss in space may have even different correlations. Such measurements will provide a better
understanding of the basic loss mechanisms at work, help assess the efficacy of different

countermeasures, and provide a method to control the application of the selected

countermeasures. The AMPDXA can also be used to provide digital radiography. The

AMPDXA design can be adapted lot use in bed rest studies, the Space Station, and potential

planetary missions. There hits been extensive col[aboration with the Bone
Demineralization/Calcium Metabolism Team anti one of the co-investigators of this prqect is an

investigator on that team.

The Neutron Energy Spectrometer (NES) project is developing a portable, real-tilne neutron

spectrometer to measure the neutron energy spectrum from 20 keV to 500 MeV with a goal of

10% energy resolution and the ability to count neutrons whose energies are less than 20 keV.

The NES is in direct support of the Radiation Effects/DNA Damage and Repair Research Team
(Radiation Team). Carcinogenesis caused by radiation is rated as Risk Rank ! of Risk Type I in

NASA's Critical Path Roadmap. The ultimate real-time neutron spectrometer flight instrument

will be the size of a briefcase with a mass of less than 10 kg. An alarm will be included to warn

astronauts when preset thresholds are exceeded. The NES project is in the last stages of

developing an engineering prototype that will be directly adaptable to the radiation monitoring
needs of the International Space Station (TSS) and the Shuttle, and could be used on future

planetary missions. To cover the required neutron energy range (20 keV to 500 MeV), the

neutron ener%; spectrometer uses two detectors: (I) a "Helium eas tube lk)r the low-enerey
neutrons, and (2) a 5 mm thick, lithium-drifted silicon detector for high-energy.

The current engineering prototype weights 27 kg. This NES prototype has llown on several F-15

aircraft flights to an altitude of 40,000 feet. Data has been obtained at or near the corona region

(pressure less than 1 psi) that exists not only in the unpressurized pod of the F-15, but also will
exist on the surface of Mars. In addition to the aircraft flights and a projected balloon flight to

90,000 feet, other work involves modeling and analysis of high-energy neutron experiments (50-
700 MeV) conducted at the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center to verify the performance of the

high-energy detector. There hits been close collaboration with the Radiation/DNA Damage and

Repair Research Team since an NES co-investigator is a principal investigator on the Radiation
Team.

The long-term objective of the Miniature Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer (TOFMS) proiect is

to design, build, and launch a flight-qualified TOFMS for use on space platforms such as the
Shuttle, ISS, and a mission to Mars. The TOFMS can identify and quantitatively measure

critical biomarkers associated with the deleterious effects of microgravity and long-duration

spaceflight. The biomarkers can be determined from the analysis of breath, body fluids, products
of infection, and, perhaps, DNA repair products and DNA mutations. As currently configured,

the system appears to be of particular wtlue to both the Bone and Muscle Teams, but biomarkers

important to several other Research Teams can also be obtained.



Many of the biomarker identificationproceduresarecomplex,requiring special protocolsand
associatedlaboratoryequipment.To carry the equipmentand chcmical suppliesrequired to
monitorthehealthof anastronautwouldbeweightprohibitiveandwouldnecessitatespecialized
training, and a significant fraction of the astronaut'stime. The TOFMS provides it small,
efficient, broadbanddiagnosticinstrumentthat can rapidly identify biomarkersimportant for
successfulhumanspaceexploration.

TheTOFMS systembeingdevelopedis small (lessthan 1 cubic Ik_ot), lightweight (less than 5

kg), low power (less than _ W), and rugged. An early prototype of the system is shown in

Figure 6. This NSBRI-sponsored TOFMS is building upon technology developed for DARPA to

analyze chemical and biological weapons, while being optimized lk_r astronaut use and the

identification and quantification of biomarkers. To date. the TOFMS has shown spectra of

compounds ranging from under 100 to beyond 10,000 atomic mass units (ainu).

The Improved Bubble Detection for Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) project goal is to improve

current bubble detection methods. The assembly of the International Space Station requires

extensive and unprecedented extra-vehicular activity. Because spacesuits operate at low internal

pressures, the astronauts are highly susceptible to decompression sickness {DCS) (gas bubbles in
the blood). A range of pre-breathe strategies, as well as suit gas mixtures and pressures, are

employed to miti,,ate_ the risk. During ISS construction, in-suit Doppler bubble monitorin_ will

be provided to detect conditions that increase DCS risk. Doppler bubble detection, while

effective, has three primary limitations: 1) it is motion sensitive: 2) it detects only moving
bubbles: and 3) it does not detect bubbles with diameters less than 80/_tin.

The hnproved Bubble Detection for EVA pro.ject will exploit two transcutaneous ultrasonic
bubble detection and sizing instruments tinder development by NASA. These instruments utilize

bubble resonance (not Doppler) techniques, thus allowing the instruments to measure stationary

bubbles as well as bubbles of smaller size. One instrument is optimized for intravascular bubble

detection in the size range of 30 to 200/am. The other monitors extravascular bubbles in the I to

10/am size range. Both instruments in i_H'itro trials have demonstrated bubble detection at their
lower range limits. The hnproved Bubble Detection proiect will combine these instrument

development teams with hypo- and hyperbaric research facilities to validate the application of
these instruments for iH-_,i_'o, transcutaneous bubble detection, hnproved Bubble Detection

project results will lead to: ( 1 ) it better understanding of DCS, and (2) improved DCS monitoring

and prevention techniques. The hnproved Bubble Detection project has had direct interactions

with both the Human Performance and Smart Medical Systems Team.

The Scanning Contk_cal Acoustic Diagnostic (SCAD) System project is focused at the

measurement of bone loss is space. On Earth, early diagnosis and proper treatment of

progressive bone loss (and/or poor bone quality) can dramatically reduce the risk of bone

fracture. The principal diagnostic method for osteoporosis and microgravity-induced osteopenia

is dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (DXA). Conventional DXA's provide only an index of

bone mineral density, and not the bone's physical properties (the AMPDXA project described

above will provide significant structural information as well). While ultrasound systems have

the potential lk_r determining the material properties of bone in a safe, repeatable and highly

accurate manner, limitations in the performance of current ultrasound systems restrict their

application to first-order screening, rather than the clinical standard upon which osteoporotic

diagnosis and treatment regimens are based.
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The researchgoal of the SCAD project is to continue the developmentand evaluationof a
scanningconfocal acousticdiagnosticsystemcapablefor the non-invasivegeneratingof high-
resolutionultrasonicattenuationandvelocity mapsof trabecularandcortical bones. The SCAD
is usablenot only for ground-baseddeterminationof bone's physical properties, but, because of

its low weight and size, is also suitable lk)r monitorine_ subtle chan,,es=. in bone density and

strength during extended space flights. The SCAD project is divided into four basic parts: (I)

development of the SCAD system hardware, (2) correlation of SCAD-determined sound velocity
and attenuation measurement with inicro-CT bone BMD and structure, (3t prediction of the risk

of trabecular bone failure associated with osteoporosis in the anilnal model, and (4) correlation
of SCAD-derived BMD and structural modules with DXA measurements.

The Dynamic Exercise Cotmtermeasures Device (DECD) is aimed at developing a

countermeasure to bone and muscle loss in space. Bone demineralization (bone mass loss) is a

well-documented physiologic effect of long duration space flight and microgravity. Animal

experiments on Earth have clearly indicated that: (1) certain bone strains and strain rates

stimulate bone deposition, and (2) repetitive loading of the lower extremity can increase osteonal

bone tk-_rmation even as proximally as the vertebral column. Such studies have also indicated

that a relatively small number of appropriate weight-loading cycles may be sufficient to

stimulate bone deposition. Based on prior research with weight-loading experiments upon the

foot, a dynamic exercise countermeasure device that utilizes jumping as the mode of exercise for

the astronauts is under development. The DECD proiect is divided into three phases: ( 1) develop

a lightweight, vibration-isolated exercise device, suitable for use on the ISS, that will permit

dynamic jumping exercise within microgravity: (2) perform system testing using zero-gravity

simulation: and (3) verify DECD efficacy in true microgravity through KC-135 experiments.

Currently, a prototype device is in operation. The DECD project has had direct interactions with
the Bone, Muscle, and Rehabilitation Teams.

The Heavy Ion Microbealru'Detector System is aimed at studying radiation effects at the cellular

level. Using microbeam irradiation facilities, it is now possible to place discrete numbers of

particles in defined cellular and extracellular locations. Such facilities permit heavy-ion
radiobiologists to explore the impact of signal transduction between cellular compartments as

well as issues related to intercellular communication at low limiting fluences where not all cells

in a population have been traversed. A high-energy, heavy-ion microbealn will allow an

important unanswered question to be addressed, i.e. whether neurons that survive transversal by

high-energy heavy ion (HZE) particles develop changes as a late consequence of the damage

they incurred. These low-fluence studies will increase the understanding of the consequences of

exposure to high, linear energy transfer (LET) radiation, such as encountered in the space

radiation environment. (See the NES project above.) Currently, the microbeam detector has

been designed and simulated.

The purpose of the Heavy Ion Microbeam and Micron Resolution Detector Project is to allow
such radiation studies as described above to take place by developing the lk)llowing tools: (1) a

microbeam (diameter 10 pln) of heavy ions (e.g., iron) at energies higher than existing ion

microprobes (3 GeV/nucleon), and (2) an electronic position-sensitive detector for heavy ions

with a position resolution better than I /am. Interactions between the Heavy Ion

Microbeam/Detector project and the Radiation Team have taken place.

The goal of the Space Quantifiable Magnetic Resonance hnaging (MRI) System, or Space MRI,

is to develop a proof-of-concept engineering model of a space qualified MRI system lk_r small



animalsand astronautlimbs with a massof lessthan 130kg and low averagepower (<1 kW
quiescentand<1.2 kW when scanning). An on-boardproccssoror personalcompulercanbe
adaptedto display the collected information. MRI's provide high-resolution,high-quality
anatomicalinformationwithout ionizing radiation,so theycanbe safelyandrepeatablyusedto
trackchangeswithoutdeleteriouseffects.

As a result,thestudyof physiologicalalterationsin spaceandthedevelopment,verification,and
maintenanceof countermeasureswill besignificantlyenhanced.Mice andsmall ritt modelsare
useful surrogatesto carry out in-orbit physiologicalstudies. In-flight MR imaging of these
animalswill be of particularbenefit to countermeasuredevelopmentby severalof the NSBRI
ResearchTeams. Measurementof alterationsin the limbsof theastronauts,especiallythe lower
limbs, will providepartial confirmationof countermeasu|eeffectivenessand of the utility of
Earth-basedanimalmodels. The MRI systemis particularlyamenableto thestudyof soft tissue
andbone. To date,magnettrade-offstudiesandinitial systemdesignshavetakenplace.

TheTechnologyDevelopmentTeamembodiesasenseof cooperationandsynergythatis unique
to the Institute. There is a cohesivenessthat existsbetweenthe individual project teamsand
researcherswithin theotherNSBRIResearchTeams. Therc is a strongintra-teamcoalition that
enablesfreeandopentechnologyinterchange.All of theseattributesprovideastrongbasisfor
contribution to and supportof the lnstitute's mission. To assuresynergy,therewere a dozen
conferencecalls, meetingswith the other ResearchTeams,a TechnologyTeam retreat,and,
during the academic year, monthly lunches for the Baltimore/Washingtoninvestigators
(representingseveralof theNSBRIResearchTeams).
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II. INTRODUCTION

TheTechnologyDevelopmentProgramof tile NationalSpaceBiomedicalResearchInstitutewas
establishedto developdevices,instrumentssystems,andassociatedalgorithmsandsoftwarethat
areimportantto thework of theotherResearchTeamsin the Institutelind theat-largespacelife
scienceresearchcommunity. Theactivitiesalsoassistthetransitionof therespectivetechnology
to the civilian community to benefit society. The program's objectivesareachievedthrough
strong collaboration between the basic and applied researchers addressing the complex

adaptation of humans to spaceflight and engineers, computer scientists, and physicists

knowledgeable of state-of the art technologies. Multi-disciplinary teams have been established

to work together on strategically focused projects that integrate individuals with vastly different
capabilities into a cohesive team.

The prograln strategy of the Technology Development Team is to develop important systems and

technologies to support the NASA Space LiIE Science Program with particular ernphasis on
working with lind satisfying the needs of the other Research Teams in the Institute. It is also

important that the existing technologies and capabilities of the entire research and industrial
cornnmnities be thlly exploited. The Technology Development Program has established and

lostered cross-disciplinary, multi-institutional, inulti-talented, strategically tk)cused, and goal

oriented project teams to advance technology developments to address the complex adaptation of

humans to spaceflight. The specific objective of the Technology Developrnent Program is to

support the Institute Research Teams by developing systems, devices, instrumentation,

algorithms, etc., necessary to:

( I ) increase understanding of physiological and psychological responses to the space
environment,

(2) develop countermeasures,

(3) support remote health maintenance and medical care,

(4) exploit the advances made to improve the quality of life on earth,

(5) support space life sciences educational and training programs, and

(6) promote technology transfer by collaborating with industry early in the development

process.

An important NASA objective is that the Institute promotes the transfer of its technology to

civilian applications. By agreement, title to the technology resides with the institution in which

the technology was developed. Consequently, the Principal Investigator has been encouraged to

consider establishing partnerships with industry early in the development process so the licensing

institution will have a potentially ready-made commercial partner. This would reduce the time

requited to bring products to market and help ensure their availability to the broad research and
civilian communities.



III. RESEARCHPROGRAMSTRUCTURE& DESIGN

The risksassociatedwith Iong-tel-mexposureto microgravityand a high radiationenvironment
arenunmrous:theyrepresentthebasisfor the researchprogrampursuedby the NationalSpace

BiomedicaJ Research Institute. Most of the ongoing NSBRI research is vertically integrated

within a specific thrust area. For instance, the Research Teams typically have a core research

topic that is combined with several special topic areas to form a disciplined approach to

addressing a number of related issues,

The Technology Development thrust area is implemented in a different manner. The funded

projects are selected, among other reasons, for their ability to provide necessary and enabling
technologies for the basic research areas. Thus, the thrust area is laterally integrated with the

other research areas. Figure 1 is a diagram showing the interaction between eight current

Technology Development Team projects and the other eleven NSBRI Research Teams. As can

be seen in Figure 1, the current Technology Development Team projects support nine of these
remaining eleven research areas.

Technology Development Team Projects

Exercise']( Bone '"_[ AMPDXA "_( Mass 1 uetecl,onBUbble
# h

MRI I / .... !1 Neutron | I Ion la Beam II _ / t _. l Charles ||S , I lBottomley |("Device Ultrasound Speclrometer | . -... ]/Spectromeler|l Detector |

t ..°rtvA [', Maurer _I aadeka |
uavis / um _ Potemuer ! tmcKey _ -__ j

[ Pedorm- i Medical Fladialion[i Human [

l ] I _l L_ _J I I _ I ._

NSBRI Research Areas

Figure 1. Mapping of current NSBRI Technology Development Team projects into the

remaining eleven NSBRI Research Areas (shaded boxes indicate new projects or research areas).

Section IV below provides a detailed account of the Technology Development Team projects,

including the accomplishments and the focus of their eflbrts to the supported basic research

areas. The balance of this section describes the potential risk reduction that will be achieved by

the Technology Development Team projects in terms of the supported basic research areas.

Bone Demineralization Research Risk Reduction

Two challenges associated with the development of countermeasures tk)r bone demineralization

include the understanding of the mineral loss process and being able to monitor the instantaneous
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condition of tile subject'sbones. TechnologyDevelopmentProject3 specifically addressesthe
processissue,while Projects1 (AMPDXA}, 5 (SCAD), and 8 (MRI) specifically addressthe
monitor issue.Both Projects1and5 havecompletedengineeringmodeldevelopmentsthat have
demonstratedthe ability to provide quantitativeinformation that is critical to the current and
future research of the Bone Team.

The devices have been designed to be directly adaptable for in-space use. Size, weight, and

power are currently, or will soon be, appropriate for routine launch and regular use on-orbit or in

missions beyond Earth. The devices and their associated methods are highly automated and can

be operated by individuals with very little training. Thus, the devices have broad utility in both

space and Earth-based applications.

Historical space-based monitoring techniques have typically relied on a method of specimen

sample-and-storage. Specimen analysis may, under good conditions, be completed many tnonths

alter completion of the mission. This retrospective assessment may provide a limited capability

to understand processes, but it certainly does not afford the ability to provide closed-loop

monitoring and control of countermeasures. Proiects I, 3 (TOFMS), 5, and 8 generate data that

are available in (near) real-time, thereby providing a means to achieve the closed-loop. A

secondary benefit accrues by virtue of not requiring the volume and support requirements

associated with specimen storage facilities.

The bone demmeralization conditions that astronauts experience are similar to those that exist in
clinical populations (e.g., adwmced age, quadriplegia) on Earth. Thus, the research that will be

supported by Proiects 1, 3, 5, and 8 is expected to have a direct positive influence on a much

broader population than just the astronaut comlnunity. As well, the technology itself has

demonstrated better performance than commercially available devices: therefore, clinical

versions of the technology will prove useful in the general clinical environment. Project 7
(DECD) is focused on a direct countermeasure for both bone and muscle loss - exercise.

Muscle Alteration Research Risk Reduction

Muscle alteration research faces the same challenges noted, above, for bone demineralization.

Technology Development Pro+iects 1.3, and 8 provide the same armament of tools in support risk

reduction for muscle as they do Ior bone. At this point in tirne though, Project l's perlormance

is less well developed for muscle than it is {kn bone, while the MR/ in Project 8 will be more
optimum in this regard: however, instrument development has ,iust begun. Project 7 will directly

countermeasure n-mscle loss in space.

Radiation Effect Research Risk Reduction

Exposure to radiation in space is a threat that can lead to an increased risk of cancer and DNA
damage. A significant portion of the exposure, between 30-60%, results from neutron sources

which are extremely difficult to monitor, let alone characterize, in real-time. Absence of a

portable, quantitative, real-time neutron spectrometer results in an exposure safety risk tk)r

astronauts. Project 2 (NES) was proposed to develop such a neutron spectrometer and supply
information on the neutron environment to the Radiation Effects Team in support of assessing

radiation damage and cancer risk. The prototype of this unit is operational and has just
completed several flight tests in FI5 aircraft. Project 6 (Ion Microbeam) will address radiation

damage at the cellular level.
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Cardiovascular Alterations Research Risk Reduction

Orthostatic intolerance can result in syncope when an individual is subjected to gravitational

influence after exposure to microgravity. This situation can pose severe risks to astronauts who

have to execute unassisted emergency procedures o1 extraterrestrial landings. The ability to

predict, prevent, or control orthostatic intolerance and its effects is significant to the space

program. The completed cardiowtscular system identification was a self-contained, atttomated

device for measuring and characterizing alterations in cardiovascular regulation. Both Proiects 3

and 8 also have the ability to provide near real-time monitoring. The TOFMS can detect various

heart-related biomarkers and the MR1 has potential to look at soft tissue, including vein and

artery blood volumes and fluid shifts.

Human Performance Risk Reduction

While not originally a locus of the Miniature Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer project (Project

3), the TOFMS is capable of supporting the research of the Human Performance Factors, Sleep

and Chronobiology Team by measuring melatonin in saliva as opposed to the invasive

techniques now used. Similarly, Project 4 (Improved Bubble Detection) has the potential to

provide real-time feedback on bubble formation in the blood and allow astronauts to avoid or
modify decompression sickness.

Hemetology Risk Reduction

Project 3 can sample enzymes and other biomarkers of interest directly from blood in near real-

time manner. The TOFMS can work with a small quantity of blood (finger prick) rather than the

needles or catheters of normal blood sampling techniques.

Rehabilitation Risk Reduction

Project 7 is directed toward dynamic exercise and thus can play a major role in rehabilitation

along with a countermeasure in bone and muscle loss.

Neurovestibular Risk Reduction

Project 8 has direct measurement capability fi)r various neurovestibular functions on animals in

space, such as the oscillatory flow in the cochlea of mice.

Smart Medical Systems

Projects 1, 3, 4, 5, and 8 are all examples of smart medical systems that will provide near real-

time feedback to the astronauts. These systems will provide information in a form that can be

readily assimilated and used by the astronauts. These instruments can also be used to monitor

the countermeasures applied by the astronauts. While not closed loop, many of these instruments

could contain decision aids to help in the countermeasure selection.
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Other Research Areas

In the first four years of funded activity, the Technology Development Team did not have any

directly funded projects that specifically addressed risk reduction in the Integrated Human
Function and the Nemobehavioral and Psychosocial Factors Teams.
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IV. RESEARCHPROGAMACCOMPLISHMENTS

Tile TechnologyDevelopmentTeamsupportsthe needsof the other NSBRI tearns and NASA.

Through close comnmnications with these groups, this team develops devices, instruments, and

systems to improve research techniques and medical care on the ground and in space. Projects of

the Technology Development Team lk-_cus on designing lightweight, compact research tools and

on developing simple, minimally invasive and non-invasive sampling and measurement methods.

Currently, there are eight active projects being pursued by the NSBRI Technology Development

Team: three prqects continuing flom the first research cycle (1998-2000) and five new projects

that were nominally started in February 2001. Some projects had slightly later starts due to

funding transfer issues. One Technology Development Team project on Cardiovascular

Assessment from the first cycle was completed during that period and will only be mentioned

briefly in the remainder of the report. Research program accomplishments for the eight active

projects are reported below.

Project 1: Advanced, Multiple Projection, Dual Energy X-ray Absorptiometry (AMPDX)

Scanner System
PI: H. K. Charles, Jr.

This project used advanced sensor and detector design and fabrication techniques to develop a

compact, storable, low mass, and low powered dual energy X-ray absorptiometry (AMPDXA)

Scanning System that is capable of determining bone mineral density', bone cross sectional area,
and bone moments of inertia at any body site. The AMPDXA has a design accuracy of one

percent and has the capability to measure regional COlnposition of muscle and fat to about five
percent. The effect of a inicrogravity environment on bone and muscle varies from one body site

to another, so the ability to measure at all body sites was critical lk)r success. This was especially

so because thc correlation between sites in age-related osteoporosis is not especially high and the

correlation of bone loss between sites in space may not be the same. The mass requirement for

the system was less than 100 kg but the researchers had also set a non-commitment goal to

reduce the mass to <60 kg. Through their research, a design with a mass of about 46 kg has been

conceived. This instrument provides bone density and the structural properties of bones that are

critical for understanding bone remodeling on the ground and in space. It also has the capability

to measure the change in muscle mass necessary for understanding the process of muscle

atrophy, but this was not part of the original proposal. This instrument can be used to investigate

countermeasures for bone loss and muscle atrophy in space and then can be used to moderate the

proposed countermeasure. System requirements for high spatial resolution and rotational scan
geometry will permit the system to be extended to provide the additional capability of digital

radiography and possibly computer tomography. The design is suitable for use in bed rest

studies, the Space Station, and potential phmetary missions.

This project supports the explicit needs of both the Bone Demineralization/Calcium Metabolism
Research Team and the Muscle Alterations and Atrophy Team. The prototype system is capable

of real-time monitoring of bone and potentially muscle loss at extremely high precision. Since

the resultant measurements are patient specific, the system is useful for monitoring the

effectiveness of countermeasures as well as determining the risk of fracture of individual

astronauts under deployment scenarios. On Earth. the system is a natural adjunct to research on

the effects of a,,im,__ and disuse on bone integrity along_ with routine screenin_ for osteoporosis
and monitoring for efficacy of osteoporosis therapy.
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The AMPDXA developmentis beingcarriedout on threestages: (1) LaboratoryTest Bed,(2)
Clinical Test Systemfor ground-basedhumantesting, and (3) a prototype design for space
applications.

Accomplishments:

• Laboratory Test Bed

The Laboratory Test Bed has been fully operational lk)r the last three years. It has allowed the

AMPDXA project to develop sources, detectors, and software algorithms necessary fin the high-

precision detection of BMD and bone structure. In this current period, the Laboratory Test Bed
has allowed the refinement of our BMD and structure extraction algorithms as well as making

continued progress on the high-resolution separation of soft tissue from bone. Multiple-

projection analysis enables the user to evaluate bone structural properties (e.g., bending strength)

independent of subject position and orientation. Empirical evaluations to date have

demonstrated an average coefficient of variation in the maximum and minimum moment of

inertia (1.,_:,_and Imi,,) of less than 3%. It is projected that further processing refinement will

reduce the error in a three-projection estimate to <1%: adding more projections will also reduce
the error.

Multiple-projection imaging has led to the ability to generate three-dimensional reconstructions

of the imaged bones. Future adaptation will permit full modeling with mechanical properties

integrated with the shapes. Thus, this will allow risk assessment of astronauts to be done on an

individual basis rather than on population means as is now done with conventional DXA
measurements, which can sometimes be misleading. In addition to these software and analysis

improvements, the Laboratory Test Bed has allowed the development of three new antiscatter

grid structures and a new, high-energy x-ray source.

• Clinical Test Unit

The clinical test unit is capable of translation and rotation of the image plane, unlike commercial

DXA systems. The objective of this system, built on the chassis of a used CT scanner to save
time and cost, is to provide three-dimensional bone structural information as well as directly

determine magnification. In this current period, the Clinical Test Unit has become operational

with a full battery of control and analysis software suitable for human testing. To facilitate

human testing, a patient testing room has been refurbished and the Clinical Test Unit has been
installed.

In collaboration with the bone demineralization team, a human study has been proposed in which

the clinical engineering model will be used to monitor changes in bone characteristics in

mobility-limited subjects. Institutional Review Board (IRB) approval has been granted for the

use of the system without any conditions imposed. The FDA has granted an Investigational

Device Exception for use of the Clinical Test Unit for human studies.

Due to issues associated with medical research protocols at Johns Hopkins Medical Institutions,

all IRB approvals were suspended for a period of several months. Thus, previously approved

IRB's had to be reapproved and no patients could be enrolled in studies until reapproval was

granted. The AMPDXA IRB was just reapproved in early November and initial human test

results are expected by the first of the year.
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• Space Protoflioht_ Unit/Commercializati(m

Launch weight and spacecraft payload size limitations are serious factors associated with the

viability of a piece of flight hardware. Without these constraints, commercial DXA systems are

primarily designed for subject comfort and convenience. The project team has pressed hard to

achieve exceptional system performance while also accomnlodating ease of use, minimum size,

and a significant reduction in weight. The clinical engineering model was fabricated with

existing components to meet the budgetary constraints, but a design exists of a system with a

mass estimate of 86 kg, which is notably lower than the originally pr_zjected weight of 100 kg. In

the 1-3 year tinmframe, it is expected that advancements in x-ray tube technology will further

reduce the weight to approximately 60 kg. In about 3-5 years, all of the component technologies

(i.e., x-ray tube, detector, power supply, electronics) will have matured to the point where a

target weight of approximately 46 kg will be achievable.

An additional configuration fl)r the AMPDXA has been conceived that promises to offer design

simplicity and lower development and manufacturing costs. This unit is being considered for

commercialization (spin-off company) and its ultimate implementation may lead to

improvements in the current flight design concept.

Project 2: Portable Neutron Ener*,y Spectrometer¢,,

PI: R. H. Maurer, Ph.D.

Galactic and solar cosmic rays are inordinately effective at producing secondary neutrons when

they encounter spacecraft or habitat material. These neutrons can cause cellular and DNA

damage to those exposed. The neutron component of radiation in a space structure is estimated
to be between 30 to 60 percent of the total radiation environment when outside the Earth's

magnetic field. To be able to measure the neutron spectrum, a portable brief case size, real-time
neutron spectrometer prototype with a mass of less than 10 kg has been developed to support the
research of the Radiation/DNA Effects Research Team. It can be used to characterize the

environment lk-_r the development of a countermeasure and also can be used as a real-time

monitor to control the application of countermeasures. The instrument will measure neutrons in

the range from 10 KeV to 500MeV with at least 10 percent energy resolution and count the
number of neutrons below 10 KeV. This portable instrument will incorporate the latest advances

in energetic particle detection technology, including energy loss and total energy measurement,

while building on the successful charged particle instruments built by JHU/APL lk)r
NASA/GSFC and NASA/JPL for many previous near-Earth and planetary missions. The

neutron energy spectrum will be measured and an alarm will be incorporated to warn the
astronaut when a sate threshold is exceeded. The devices can be ported within a space vehicle to

map the local neutron environment and used in a similar manner on planetary excursions. This

project is in support of an explicit need of the Radiation Effects/DNA Damage and Repair Team.

Accomplishments:

• Development of a hardware prototype device has been successfully completed.

The neutron spectrum of interest spans several orders of magnitude from the thermal (keY) to the

highly energetic (MeV). There does not exist a single detector technology that will provide

adequate sensitivity over this large range. The proiect team examined a number of detector
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schemesthat might bc combinedto provide adequatespectrmnspan with sufficient overlap.
Initially, it was thought that three detectors would be required. However, as a result of

controlled evaluation and carefffl design, it was possible to provide the required system

performance with two detectors. The project team was successful in developing a hardware
prototype device that makes use of a He tube, a thick, solid-state lithium drifted silicon detector,
and associated electronics. The use of two detectors, vicc three, reduces the size, weight, and

complexity of the resultant device.

• Modeling of high-energy response has been successful.

Modeling of the response of the high-energy channel from detailed cross-sections of the basic
neutron-silicon interactions was undertaken using state-of-the-art computer codes. The purposes

for developing the models were: to assess the accuracy of these codes for neutron-silicon
interactions: to use these codes to understand the results of the energy deposition measurernents:

to determine whether these codes can be used to calculate the effects of packaging and

instrument surroundings on the incident neutron spectrum: and, to assess the ability of the codes

to supplement the experimental determination of the instrument response function. A model of

the high energy channel was first developed in MCNPX code, a combination of MCNP which is

widely used in nuclear engineering and LAHET which is often used in accelerator design and
other high energy physics calculations. The model did not reproduce the energy deposition

spectra measured at the Cohunbia University Radiological Research Accelerator Facility

(RARAF). Investigations showed that neutron calculations in MCNPX are performed in such a

way as to preclude use of this code for energy deposition calculations without a major

restructuring of the code. During this process, GEANT4, a code library widely used in high-

energy detector desi,,n._, and simulation produced at CERN, was released. The project team's first

model using GEANT4 uncovered several problems with the library, which were quickly

addressed by the developers. The current model using GEANT4 reproduces the energy

deposition spectra measured at RARAF reasonably well, although discrepancies for the highest

energy depositions remain to be resolved. One interesting result of this model is a discrepancy at

low energies indicating that gamma production during exposure may not have adequately been

accounted for by measuring the background spectrum when the beam is off.

• Demonstration and calibration trials have been conducted at various beam sources.

Device performance has been evaluated and demonstrated at a number of neutron energy levels.

The project team conducted experiments at a variety of beam sources and compared the

developmental system against qualified reference standards. Beams that were used included the

-'5-'Cf and americium-beryllium sources at the National Institute for Standards and Technology

(NIST), the plutonium-beryllium source at Clemson University, the Radiological Research

Accelerator Facility at Columbia University, and the Los Alamos Neutron Science Center.

A response function for the silicon detector was developed for neutrons between 20 and 60 MeV.

The detector has also been shown to handle flux rates up to I0,000 per second using a cesium

iodide scintillator as a charged particle veto. Current work will extend the silicon detector's

response function below 20 MeV.
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• High-altitudeaircraft testin,,,_,hasbeenconducted.

A large part of the GFY 00 effort was directed at the assembly of the integrated hardware

prototype system. Before that time, the proiect developed and evaluated separate low energy and

high-energy detectors interfaced to laboratory grade support components (i.e., power supplies,

amplifiers, processors). Motivation for the development of the integrated system was the

opportunity to conduct high altitude aircraft flight tests to acquire perlk_rmance data in a
environment that is richer in neutrons. The integrated hardware prototype included the two

system detectors, support electronics, mechanical fixturing, power supplies, and data recording.

During the current period, several aircraft flights of the engineering prototype were made aboard

an F15 aircraft. The prototype functioned properly, even at altitudes up to 40.000 feet. The NES

project team is currently plamling a balloon flight that will spend 20 hours at an altitude of
90,000 feet. At 90,000 feet, the remaining atmosphere of 20-40 g/cm 2 will create a high-energy

neutron environment similar to that on the surface of Mars (the target Earth nuclei are nitrogen

and oxygen, instead of the carbon and oxygen nuclei on Mars).

• Additional NASA funding was awarded lk-_rmaterials characterization.

The proposed research, "Development of a Neutron Spectrometer to Assess Biological Radiation

Damage Behind Spacecraft Materials," was selected for funding for the period May 2000

through November 2003. The primary responsibility under this grant is to support the Lawrence

Berkeley Laboratory (LBL) personnel in the evaluation of spacecraft structural and shielding

materials by supplying a version of the neutron spectrometer suitable for accelerator tests. The

first experiments were conducted in the first quarter of 2001 at Brookhaven National Laboratory

(BNL). These experiments will collide high-energy heavy ion beams with standard and novel

spacecraft materials and the spectrometer will measure the neutron energy spectrum produced as
a result of these collisions. A secondary responsibility for this grant is to continue development

of the modeling eftk_rt in a manner that is useful for materials science experiments as well its tk_r
assessment of astronaut biolo_,ical radiation risk. Success usin,o the GEANT4 Monte Carlo code

in modeling the neutron silicon interactions will supplement the current NASA modeling eflk)rts.

which employ deterministic Boltzmann transport and FLU KA Monte Carlo approaches.

The NES project team's preliminary work on shielding materials shows that polyethylene is an
effective neutron shield, but thal 10 cm thicknesses or more may be necessary to significantly

reduce the high-energy neutron flux. Shield designs incorporating layers or mixtures of

appropriate materials may be more efficient.

Project 3: Miniature Time-of-Flight Mass Spectrometer
PI: R. S. Potember, Ph.D.

A high-resolution miniature time-of-flight mass spectrometer, already under development for

other purposes, has been adapted for space flight. This instrument has the potential to identify

and quantify a wide variety of biomarkers to support biomedical research and medical care. It is

a rugged device that will unambiguously identify samples containing many compounds and be
less than one cubic lk)ot in size, weigh less that 5 kg, and require less than 50 W of power. Its

applications include: analysis of breath, body fluids, products of infection, and perhaps DNA

repair products and DNA mutations. Identification of compounds with mass ranges from under
100 to more than 10,000 ainu has been demonstrated. While the instrument has a wide range of
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usage,the fundsavailablelimited theinitial useto analysisof a varietyof compoundsin fluids
although the instrument will be expandablefor tile other identified uses. As currently
configured,this instrumentisof specialvalueto theBoneDemineralization/CalciumMetabolism
Team and the Muscle Alterations and Atrophy ResearchTeam as well as being useful for
gatheringdataon avarietyof otherexperimentsfor theotherResearchTeams.

Accomplishments:

• Engineering model hardware has been successfully implemented.

A major objective of this project was the design and development of a mass spectrometer system
architecture that can be utilized lk_r diagnostics based on complex, non-volatile biomarkers

species. An orthogonal extraction time-of-flight mass spectrometer (TOFMS) analyzer,
incorporating a dual matrix-assisted laser desorption/ionization (MALDI) and electron ionization

(El) source, was successfully completed and demonstrated. This novel instrument greatly

expands the spectrum of biomarkers that can be measured by incorporating the capability of

electron impact ionization with the previously demonstrated MALDI measurements.

• Techniques for detection and analysis of urine biomarkers have been successfully developed.

Sampling from urine has been chosen as a high priority for this project. Using the TOFMS, the

project team has successfully recorded full spectrum mass spectral signatures of key target

biomarker analytes using the MALDI technique at physiological concentrations found in urine.

Compounds investigated included: insulin-like growth factors (IGF-I), Urinary 3-

methylhistidine, and estradiol. IGF-I is a potent anabolic factor that mimics most of the growth

promoting actions of growth hormone (GH) in viro. IGF-I has also been identified by the Bone
Demineralization/Calcium Metabolism Team as an important biomarker. Initial laboratory

studies with other bone biomarkers, trivalent hydroxypyridinium crosslinks and creatinine, were

completed.

Another biomarker identified to bc important to the Muscle Alterations and Atrophy Team is

urinary 3-methylhistidine (3-MH). MALDI techniques were applied to qmmtitatively measure 3-
MH in biological fluids. Various concentrations of 3-methylhistidine in water and in urine were

analyzed to determine the relationship between analyte concentration and analyte molecular ion

intensity. The concentrations used in this study were based on 3-methylhistidine (3-MH)

concentration typically found in urine, i.e., 20pmole - 3.5nlnole. The utility of two types of
internal standards, histidine, a structural analogue, and d)-3-methylhistidine, a stable-isotope

labeled analogue were examined. 3-MH samples in water and urine were prepared ranging from

5uM - IOmM, keeping the (3MH)/(histidine) ratio constant at 1: 10. Protonated molecular ions
for 3MH and histidine could be identified in the corresponding MALDI spectra. The ratio of

relative peak intensities of (3MH)/(&-3-MH) verses 3-MH concentration gave a linear response
with a correlation coefficient, R 2 = 0.9799 and a relative standard deviation of the slope of

4.00%.

• Techniques lbr detection and analysis of blood biomarkers have been baselined.

Whole blood is the biological fluid of choice Ik)r therapeutic drug monitoring and for performing

pharmacokinetic studies. Spectra for whole blood were recorded in DHB matrix and in cyano-4-
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hydroxycinnamicacid matrix. Thesespectraexhibited well-definedpeaksbetween100to 400
massunits.

• Biomarkers in breath and saliva have been successfully analyzed.

A breath monitoring system was used to examine human subjects in order to select molecules

that nmy serve as biomarkers of normal and abnormal physiology. These molecules will be used
to direct the selection of molecules to be monitored with the time of flight miniature mass

spectrometer.

The NSBRI Human Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology Team has identified that

there is a critical need for in-flight assessment of melatonin levels to develop strategies to

monitor the circadian physiology of astronauts during long-duration space missions. Because the

sarnpling of plasma melatonin is an invasive procedure, it would be desirable to have a means of

measuring salivary melatonin in subjects on long-duration space rnissions. A preliminary

analysis method of measuring salivary melatonin, using MALDI TOFMS has been developed to

provide a reliable, convenient, and economical way to track melatonin durin,,_, space missions.

Project 4: hnproved Bubble Detection for EVA

PI: J. C. Buckey, Jr.. M.D.

The objective of the hnproved Bubble Detection tk)r Extra-Vehicular Activity (EVA) project is

to improve EVA efficiency and safety through the in-vivo validation of two unique ultrasonic

bubble-sizing and detection instruments that exploit bubble resonance (not Doppler) to

transcutaneously detect and size intravascular and extravascular bubbles (stationary or moving)
in vivo.

NASA presently utilizes in-suit intravascular bubble detection based on Doppler ultrasound as an

early warning for the development of decompression sickness (DCS). Doppler-based systems,
however, can only detect moving, relatively large bubbles and provide little inlk)rmation about

bubble size. The ability to size bubbles, detect stationary bubbles, and detect bubbles smaller

than conventional Doppler-based systems may provide important information lk3r early DSC

detection and prevention. Cream Incorporated, under two large proiects for NASA, has

developed two ultrasonic bubble sizing and detection instruments intended for transcutaneous

detection and sizing of: (1) intravascular bubbles in the size range of 30-200 btm, and (2)
extravascular bubble detection and sizing in the size range of 1 to 10 btm. The intravascular

bubble-sizing instrument has been validated extensively in vitro using tissue phantoms that

accurately mimic transcutaneous operation, and it has been successfully applied in a preliminary
in-vivo trial. The extravascular bubble-sizing instrument is currently under development and has

already demonstrated an ability to detect bubbles down to 1 _m in size in vitro. The instrument

is presently being tested and optimized in vitro using a tissue phantom to simulate transcutaneous

tissue bubble detection. Although these instruments have both been tested extensively in vitro

and some preliminary but encouraging in-vivo work has been conducted with the intravascular

bubble detection device, the potential for in-vivo applications of these instruments has not been

Atlly explored nor have they been fully validated in vivo. The goal of the current project is to
utilize these instruments to validate and optimize their performance in vivo and to begin to

address several important long-posed DCS research questions. The hnprove Bubble Detection

project has combined the hyper- and hypo-baric facilities of Dartmouth-Hitchcock with the

engineering capabilities of Creare Incorporated and the operational experience of key NASA
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personnelto providea uniqueenvironmentlk)r researchwork on improving bubble detection

techniques and DCS research. Tile successful completion of the project could lead to improved

bubble detection, an improved understanding of bubble growth, and safer more efficient pre-

breathe strategies.

The 30-200 p,m device has been shown both ilt l'itro and in _'i_'o to detect and size bubbles in the

stated size range. These were laboratory evaluations under optimal but realistic conditions.

Transcutaneous operation wits demonstrated in _'itro using anatomically and acoustically

accurate tissue phantom of a human thigh. Transcutaneous operation was demonstrated in _,i_'o

with injected bubbles. However, because of the limited scope of the preliminary in-_'i_'o trials,

and for the convenience of alignment on the target tissue vessel (the vena cava), the preliminary
iH-_'i_'o studies with DSC bubbles were not performed transcutaneously. There are no

fundamental reasons the instrument could not have been used transcutaneously to target the vena

cava for the DSC bubble study other than the alignment issue. In the current study, a

straightforward modification to the instrument will be implemented to incorporate a Doppler

option to aid in alignment on the target vessel. Transducer positioning, alignment, and focusing

will be essential for operational use, and these must be established through ground studies. A

key parameter to be established in this effort will be the minimum-transducer input-power

settings that provide adequate signal-to-noise ratio. The objective is to use transducer power
settings consistent with diagnostic ultrasound levels so that the instrument can be used on
humans with no concern of tissue damage. Similar operational in-_'i_'o experience will be

required with the extravascular bubble sizing instrument, and this work is being conducted under

currently funded work for NASA.

Current Doppler systems are motion sensitive, only detect bubbles greater than approximately 80

btm in size, and can only detect moving bubbles. It is not known if the Creare instrument can:
(1) detect intrawlscular bubbles earlier than Doppler monitoring (i.e., will the ability to detect

smaller bubbles improve sensitivity'?), (2) be less motion sensitive than Doppler monitoring, (3)

provide histogram of bubble size distribution over time as DSC develops, and (4) detect

moderately large stationary extravascular bubbles (e.g., in .ioints). Furthermore, it remains to be
shown how this enhanced monitoring capability might be used to improve astronaut safety and

improve out fundamental understanding of DCS.

One longstanding DSC concept is that gas phase nuclei exist normally in tissues before and after

decompression. However, cunent Doppler-based monitoring techniques only allow for
intravascular detection of relatively large bubbles, and as a result, little is known about the

fundamental development of these bubbles. If, in fact, nitrogen bubbles normally exist in tissue
and could be detected there, this instrument offers the potential to monitor DCS in a novel way,

anti potentially monitor the growth of disappearance of bubbles during decompression,

recompression, or during oxygen pre-breathe. Such a capability could greatly enhance our

ability to: (1) understand DCS, (2) detect the earliest stages of DCS, and (3) improve the

efficacy and efficiency of strategies lk_r mitigating the risk of DSC such as oxygen pre-breathing.

Accomplishments:

The Bubble Detection Project has only been underway i\_r a few months, but has already made

some definite progress. Both bubble detectors have been shown to reliably detect bubbles

in vitro. In t'it'o signals consistent with bubbles have been identified. Such signals are site-

specific, such as the hip. Studies on individuals with adynamic and decompression sickness have
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been inconchlsiveto date, but point tip the need l_)i improved signal processing,which is
currentlyunderdevelopment.

Project 5: Scanning Conlk_cal Acoustic Diagnostic (SCAD) System for Bone Quality
Assessment

PI: Y-X. Qin. Ph.D.

The goal of this pr_!iect is to develop a new technology Ik)r monitoring bone quality of humans

on Earth and during long-term space missions. This will lead to a better understanding of the

progressive adaptation of bone loss in both aging populations and astronauts subject to

microgravity. Results of the joint Russian/US studies of the effect of microgravity on bone

tissue demonstrated that bone loss proceeds at an average rate of 2% per month, ranging from no

loss in the area of tipper skeleton to as much as 14-20% loss in the skeleton of the lower body

following a 14.5-month long mission. While these results are detected only when astronauts

returned to Earth, the rate of bone loss during space mission is still unclear. The principal

objective of this proposal is to develop a portable scanning confocal acoustic diagnostic (SCAD)

system capable of generating non-invasive, high-resohition ultrasound (US) attenuation and

velocity maps of bone, and thus determining the relationship belween ultrasound parameters and

bone mineral density (BMD), bone quality, and other bone physical properties (i.e., stiffness lind

modulus). This system is relevant not only for ground-based determination of bone's physical

properties, but can effectively be used in the space enviromnent to determine subtle changes in

density and strength during extended flights. In the proposed work. we will validate the structure

and density inlk_rmation detected by SCAD using !uCT and mechanical testing methods in ex vi_'o
animal models. Correlations to in i,il,o DEXA data derived from humans will also be made. The

system can monitor the degree and risk of bone loss in space and on Earth, and serve as a mltior

step towards clinic usage as an early diagnostic tool lk)r osteoporosis. The SCAD project has a

three-phase approach.

Phase 1. SCAD Instrument Development. The BMD and structural moduhis of e.v _,i_'o bone

specimens will be determined using confocal ultrasound and a three-dimensional scannin,,

system. A series of specially designed transducers will operate in a transmitting rnode at

characteristic frequencies of 0.5, I, 1.5, 5. 7.5. 10, and 15 MHz. The ultrasound beam will be
focused to approximately 0.5 mm (or less) in a diameter at the focal point. We will determine

the most appropriate characteristic frequency to reflect the microstructure of trabecular bone

from velocity and attenuation measurements. The microstructure of bone in the central plane of

interest will be identified by a digital controlled mapping system, which includes 3-D micro-

movement of the sensors and 3-D movement of the specimen. The bone specimen will be

scanned in increments as fine as 0.05 mm per step in each direction. We will also detelTnine the

incremental thresholds for reconstructing the velocity and attenuation maps with a certain

resohltion. An ima,,e_ array of attenuation lind velocity representin,,e the quality of bone will be

obtained through the scanning.

Since the scanning confocal ultrasound concept has been demonstrated successfully, a major step

towards an in i,il'o application of this technology is to build the SCAD system that can scan

whole bone samples at a faster rate and demonstrate the modality suitable lk)r use in space. The

ultrasound beam will be focused to approximately 0.3 mm (or less) in diameter at the conlk_cal

point. A new broadband transmitter will be used, which will test frequency-shifting response for

the bone samples. The microstructure of bone in the central plane of interested area will be

identified through digital controlled mapping system, including 3-D fast micro-moving stage
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(<0.1 mm stepresolution)and LabView controlled steppingand recording software. Whole
bone samplesincluding cortical andtrabecularcomponents(N=32) with distinct porosity, i.e..
109_-.,20%, and 30% deductionsusing the erosionmethodwill be testedusing the modified
SCAD.

Phase 2. Ultrasound Parameters versus Bone Properties. In addition to the previously tested

trabecular bone specimen of lxlxl cm cubes (N=17) with an experimental SCAD system, a

larger number of bone samples will be utilized in the proiect. Total of 78 additional trabecular
samples will be prepared as I xlxl cm cubes, which are harvested flom sheep femoral distal

condyle. These sheep were under a mechanical stimuli protocol and their BMD was measured

using dual-energy x-ray absorptiometry (DEXA). The central plane of samples will be scanned
for ultrasonic attenuation and velocity using SCAD system in three orthogonal directions.

Three-dimensional bone microstructure, BMD, BMC, porosity, trabecular, trabecular space, and

widths will be determined via gCT at a resolution of approximately 40 microns. All bone
samples will be mechanically tested by direct force-deformation in longitudinal, medial-lateral,

and anterial-posterial directions. Both ultrasonic and/aCT data/images will be processed using

custom software (PV-WAVE). The ultrasonic attenuation and velocity will be correlated with

!uCT measurements and mechanical moduli of the sample. The BMD index will be calculated
through fractal analysis. The interrelationship between bone quality and SCAD determined

ultrasonic parameters will be analyzed in this large-scale database, and indexes will be proposed
to evaluate osteoporosis.

Phase 3. Human Testing. As a step towards potential countermeasures lk)r bone loss in

)¢_ "' V" _ "astronauts and considerin,, the potential similarity of micrc e_a _tv-mduced osteopenia and aee-

related osteoporosis, human subjects will be measured using SCAD system in normal and

osteoporotic groups. The protocol will focus on: (1) multiple sites of bone quality and property

measurement to evaluate site-specific bone quality: (2) anisotropy characteristics of bone quality

and properties, especially including measurements in the weight bearing direction: and (3)

correlations between non-invasive ultrasonic parameters and DEXA-determined BMD and

BMC. Four groups of human subjects associated with age and degrce of osteopenia will be

tested in the proicct, including control, minor, medium, and high osteoporotic conditions.

Accomplishments:

The SCAD project has been underway for only a few months, but significant progress, building

on past accomplishments, has been made. The SCAD instrument has been refined and a new

parameter which combines attenuation and sound velocity in such a manner as to allow

correlation with animal luCT measurements. Initial cadaver test results have produced a

correlation between age-related bone loss and ultrasound prediction.

Project 6: Heavy Ion Microbeam and Micron Resolution Detector
PI: V. Radeka

The use of high-energy microbeam provides a unique way to control the number of particles

traversing individual cells and localizing the dose within the cell. High-energy heavy charged

particles transfer their energy to biological organisms through high-density ionization and

excitation along the particle track even with uniform irradiation. This characteristic of

microscopically non-uniform dose delivery is expected to induce complex DNA damage and

mutagenesis. This is contrasted to the relatively unilk)rm dose delivery produced by gamma rays
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or electron beam irradiation. To investigate the distinct biological effects of heavy ions.
especially to determinethe effects of occupationaland cnvironnlentalexposureof very low
closesof heavychargedparticles(e._..,,since virtually no cells receivemore thanone traversal
cosmic ray HZE particle in its lifetime in a spaceflightenvironment),oneapproachis to select
cellswith thedesiredexposuresfrom arandomlyirradiatedpoptdation.

Using conventionaltrack segmentirradiation methodsand sophisticatedion track detecting
techniques,the position of the target cells and the ion tracks can be measuredtogether.
However,thisconventionalapproachis not practicalbecauseall theresponsesof manycellsthat
donotcontributeto theaimof the irradiationexperimentmustbemeasured.The alternativeis to
controleachion hit sothatirradiationexperimentis not a randomPoissonprocess.A heavyion
microbeamcanbeusedto selectivelyirradiateindividualcells thatcanbe analyzedafterwardto
determinewhatchangeshaveoccurredto thatcell andto its un-irradiatedneighboringcells.

Although the characteristicbiological effectsof heavy ions aresupposedto be linked to the
induction of high-LET-specific DNA lesions, other pathways of radiation effects are still

interesting to consider, and there have been several reports that radiation effects of heavy ictus

may be transmitted from irradiated cells to neighboring un-irradiated cells. A heavy ion
microbeam can be used to look for pathways other than DNA damage, e.r., damage to the cell

membrane or cytoplasm.

The localized dose delivery of a heavy ion microbeam can be applied to the inactivation of a

microscopic region of the target organisms (called the cell surgery technique). Heavy ion beams

have been applied to radiation therapy development and radiation biology. For evaluation of

radiation risk on mammalian cells, proton and helium ions with energy of a few and several MeV
flom Van de Graft accelerators are mostly used. However, heavy ion beams from those

accelerators cannot be applied to this study because of their poor penetration.

Therelbre, the goal of the Heavy Ion Microbeam/Detector prtziect is to design and test a high-

energy microbeam apparatus and a micro-resolution solid-state detector lk_r space radiobiology
studies. Such a lhcility permits heavy-ion radiobiology to address specifically the impact of

signal transduction between cellular compartments as well as issues related to intercellular
communication at limiting low fluences where not all the cells in a population have been

traversed by even a single particle. Moreover, a high-energy ion microbeam will perrnit

researchers to address an important unarlswered question: whether neurons that survive traversal

by HZE particles develop changes as a late consequence of the damage they incurred. Therefore,

these low-fluence studies promise to aid in our understanding of the consequences of exposure to

high-LET radiation such as encountered in the space radiation environment. The project

involves the developrnent of two major tools:

lo

.

A microbeam of heavy ions (e.g., iron) at energies higher than at existing microbeam

facilities (up to 3 GeV/nucleon). The microbeam would have a sufficiently small

diameter (about l0 micrometers) to localize the ions to a single cell.

An electronic position sensitive detector li)r heavy ions with a position resolution better

than 1 micrometer, to localize the position of ion impact within a particular region of the
cell.
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Thesedevelopmentswill advancesignificantly the state-of-the-artof high-energyheavy ion
microbeamsand of high-resolutionheavy ion detectors. For the cell studiesemployingthese
tools, the necessaryinfrastructurewill includea micropositioningstagewith a microscopeand
auxiliarydetectors.

Accomplishments:

Although the Heavy Ion Microbeam/Delcctor project has been underway lor just a few months,

good progress has been made. The detector simulation has been pert\}rmed and an optinmm set
of detector parameters has been determined. Currently, the proiect team is working on finishing

the detector's mask set design and beginning an effort on the design of the read-out electronics.

Project 7: Design of a Dynamic Exercise Countermeasures Device
PI: B. L. Davis, Ph.D.

The objective of this study is to design and develop an exercise device that prirnarily counteracts

microgravity-induced bone loss and muscle atrophy. Secondary benefits will include alleviating
some of the problems associated with vestibular and cardiovascular Maptations to microgravity.

This dynamic exercise device is based on data previously collected under NASA grant NAGW-
50O6.

The dynamic exercise countermeasure device (DECD) pr{_iect has three distinct phases:

Phase I. Desien and Construct DECD. The DECD will be designed and constructed by Foster-

Miller Incorporated. The assembly is designed as an exercise machine that allows the subject to

simulate jumping in a microgravity enviromnent without subjecting the surrounding vehicle

structure to any significant impact loads. The assembly configuration is based on the

conservation of the momentum principle whereby the subject "jumps" on a platform with mass

similar to that of the subject. Both the subject and the platlk)rm are mounted on two coaxial

support rails. They are both free to move relative to each other ahmg these rails. The subject

and the platform are connected by a pair of sleeved adjustable tk)rce springs. These springs are

tensioned to produce a force that approximates the subject's body weight in a gravity

environment. The subject is restrained on a torso support carriage. He places his feet on the

push-off plate and pushes the counterbalance assembly away by straightening his legs. This
stretches the force springs and simulates standing in a gravity environment. The subject then

bends his knees and "jumps" off the platform. This jumping force causes the guided subject and

the guided counterbalance assembly to separate.

The two masses, traveling in opposite directions, will be decelerated by the Ik)rce applied by the

interconnecting adjustable force springs. The deceleration rates will be proportional to the

masses. When motion has stopped, the two masses will accelerate towards each other. The

subject will "land" on the platlk)rm and soften the landing force by bending his knees. Both

moving masses will decelerate to zero. This is equivalent to jumping in a gravity environment.

This jumping cycle and the primary lk)rces generated and reacted within the exercise machine
assembly are balanced and isolated frorn the exterior environment. This arrangement will not be
sensitive to mass differences between the loaded carriages. When subjected to the same force,

both will have the same momentum with compensating differences in accelerations and

velocities.
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Theprimary strengthof our projectis thatwearetargetingmultiplesystemsof tile body thatare
adverselyaffectedby prolongedmicrogravity. Theexercisecountermeasuredevicethat we are
developingwill providephysicalstimuli to bones,muscles,thecardiovascularsystemand.most
likely, the vestibularsystem. Anotherstrengthof the project lies in its simplicity. Astronauts

will perform jumping exercises while they are tethered to a support platlk)rm. The principle of
conservation of momentum dictates that when an astronaut pushes off the platform, he/she will

experience a "flight" phase followed by, an impact phase when "landing" occurs and there is

contact with the support platform. The device is being designed with key considerations for ( 1)
mass, and for this reason the support platform will consist of a empty chamber that will be filled

once the spacecraft has reached its orbit, and (22) minimizing unbalanced forces and vibrations

that are transmitted to the spacecraft.

Using the DECD: (1) astronauts will be able to exercise without the need tk+r uncomfortable

harnesses (since we generate the same forces undcr the feet with tether forces of 50c_

bodyweight as we do with 100% bodyweight tensions), (2) the hardware will be considerably

lighter than the treadmill flown on previous missions (60 kg compared with 320 kg), and (3)
future research will need to focus on the in-flight benefits of jumping exercises versus high

frequency vibrations that are applied through the undersurface of the feet.

Phase 2. Verify DECD Performance on the Ground. In order to determine the efficacy of the

DECD prior to using it on the KC-135 airplane, testing will be performed in the Biomechanics

Laboratory at the Cleveland Clinic Foundation. Testing will be carried out while the DECD is

suspended in the ZGS so that the efficacy of using the device in a microgravity environment can
be examined. Two conditions will be examined: one in which the DECD is freely suspended

and one in which it is tethered via load cells in the x, y, and z directions. In the first condition,
we will ascertain how much movement would occur if the DECD was Dee floating. In the

second conditions, we will measure the (unbalanced) forces that would be transmitted to the

Shuttle if the DEDC were bolted to the structure. Under each condition, the following data wall

be recorded: (1) electromyographic (EMG) recordings from lower extremity muscles, (2)

kinematic data from the lower limbs, and (3) ground reactions forces under the subject's feet

during the exercise protocol.

Twelve subjects will participate in the study. Subjects will be selected based on the age, height,

and weight requirements of a NASA astronaut. Six men and six women will be tested. The

rationale for selecting 12 subjects is based on the data shown in Figure 6a. A power analysis

with a one-way ANOVA model and three levels indicated that the differences in the means could

be detected at the alpha = 0.05 level and with power exceeding 80% with this number of

subjects. In anticipation of a 20% dropout rate in the KC- 135 due to motion sickness, w'e have

planned to fly five subjects on each of three flights. In each of the jumping tasks, subjects will
be instructed to land using three difference strategies: (1) two feet, toe-heel; (2) two feed, flat-

footed: and (3) one loot, toe-heel. Subjects will perform three trials of each landing position.

Phase 3. Verify DECD Performance in Microgravity (KC-135). The experimental protocol of

Phase 2 will be repeated in the KC-135 aircraft. Three flights will be per_k_rmed on consecutive

days in the first half of the Year 3 project. On each day, flmr subjects will be tested. We are

planning to fly five personnel each day, such that there is a hack-up subject available during the

flight, and to have one subject (i.e., the Principal Investigator) overlap each day to ensure

continuity of data collection and experimental procedures.
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Accomplisl3ments:

Since the DECD project has been officially underway for about six months, significant progress

has been made. The preliminary design of the research tool is nearly complete. The selected

dynamic exercise countermeasure device (DECD) configuration has been sized for a user

population with body weights between 54 and 89 kg and standing heights between 162 and 175
cm. The device measures 305 cm in length, 89 cm wide, and 47 cm tall. Estimated empty

weight is 60 kg. The general arrangement includes a pair of side rails positioned to be coplanar
with the combined user/carriage center of gravity and the loaded platform center of gravity. The

platform tank is being sized to achieve a platform-loaded mass of 82 kg. The DECD includes a

load adjustment feature in the form of a hand crank and indicator which will allow the user to pre

adjust the standing load force experienced between user and platform between 40% and 60% of

the user body weight. A total of four shock cords each with a free length of approximately 460

cm long are being used to develop the standing force. Shock testing is currently underway to

select the optimum length of shock cord required to satisfy the specified load range.

Project 8: Space Qualifiable MRI System

Pl: P. A. Bottomley, Ph.D.

The objective of the Space Qualifiable MRI System project is to develop a proof-of-concept

engineering model of a Magnetic Resonance hnaging (MR1) system for small animal models and
astronaut limbs that can be space qualified. Small animal MRI systems, although commercially

available, are too massive to be considered for spaceflight, with masses >1000 kg and power

requirements of >5 kW. Availability of a flight qualified MRI could especially benefit the study
of physiological alterations in the space environment and the development, verification, and
maintenance of countermeasures. The countermeasure development efforts of the following

NSBRI teams would be significantly enhanced: Bone Loss, Cardiovascular Alterations: Muscle

Alterations and atrophy: Neurovestibular Adaptation: Nutrition, Physical Fitness and
Rehabilitation: Radiation Effects: DNA Damage and Repair, and Smart Medical Systems. This

will establish a new era in space physiology research complementing and evaluating the

effectiveness of the hind limb suspended mouse and rat models and human bed rest studies that

are routinely carried out on Earth. Frequent MRI scanning of mice and rats in space is especially

i|nportant to many of the research teams for understanding the basic processes at work. hnaging
of astronaut limbs, both lower and upper arms and legs, would also contribute significantly to the
verification and assessment of countermeasures. It is intended that this proiect will pioneer the

development of a larger MRI system that could be used for full-body imaging of humans for

medical care during space exploration. A compromise in the system characteristics was made to

develop a system that is consistent with Space Station resources and best meets the needs of the
NSBRI Research Teams.

The major goal of this project is to develop an engineering model of an MRI system for human

limbs and small animals, specifically mice and rats, to demonstrate that a flight qualified system

can be fabricated with the following characteristics:

• Field strength >1 Tesla and perhaps as high as 1.5 Tesla.

• Field inhomogeneity <8 ppm over spherical imaging volume of l0 cm diameter and

<10 ppm out to 15 cm.
• Imaging of small animals (mice and rats) and human limbs (arm, calf, and knee).
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• Standardresolutionmodegiving aresolutionof 234micronsovera sphericalimaging
diameterof 6 cm for mice and ratesand 703 microns over a sphericalimaging
diameteroi"18cm for hunlanlimbs.

• Hi_oher_resolutionmode_l,,vm_,a resolutionof 117micronsover a sphericalimaeine_
diameterof 6 cm for mice anti rats and 352 microns over a sphericalimaging
diameterof 18cm for humanlimbs.

• Mass<130kg.
• Averagepowerin standbymode<l kW andduringnormaluse<1.2kW.

The proposeddesignis a compromisebetweenfield strength, imaging volume, system mass,

system average power, and the ability to image human limbs and small animals with sufficient
resolution.

The engineering model will be a fully functioning MRI system to evaluate the design and

performance and to provide confidence in the characteristics of a realistic flight qualified system.

The system will consist of redesigned, low mass, and low power subsystems consisting of: (1) a

magnet cryocooler subsystem, (2) gradient coils, (3) one gradient amplifier, and (4) a radio

frequency coil. The remaining electronics consisting of: (1) additional two gradient amplifiers,

(2) waveform generator, (31 radio frequency power amplifier, (4) transmitter/receiver electronics

and analog-to-digital converter, anti (51 processor/controller subsystem will be of conventional

design. The newly developed subsystems will help confirm the mass and power estimates for the

flight unit. Performance of the system will be demonstrated by: (1) imaging phantoms and

animal parts and comparing to physical measurements, and (2/imaging live mice and comparing

to conventional MRI systems.

Accomplishments:

The MRI Project has had a delayed start and a PI change, but progress continues to be made,

including magnet selection and the identification of commercial control and analysis software.

General Team Accomplishments:

The NSBRI Technology Development Team is characterized as an integrated, multidisciplinary

group chartered to develop systems, instrumentation, devices, and algorithms. The

accomplishments noted above provide a clear demonstration that this objective has been
achieved. In addition to this, the proiect teams have demonstrated unique capabilities of being

able to structure and accomplish complex applied research and development. Some of the

characteristics that cross proiect boundaries are:

• The capability to successfully conduct rapid system prototyping.

All of the Technology Development Team projects were successful in accomplishing the goal of

developing and demonstrating prototype system implementations. A number of patent
disclosures and/or applications have resulted from the developments. The ability to support the

development of practical and useful tools in support of basic research requirements is a necessary

element of a successful undertaking such as the NSBRI.
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• The capability to transition deveh)pments to practical cmbodinlcnts.

As an extension of the prior item, it is not sufficient to develop unique, one-of-a-kind prototypes.

The developments must have practical means of supporting the basic research effl)rts by

providing reliable and robust tools. The Technology Development Team projects have

successfully demonstrated the ability to transition their developments to the real-world

enviromnent. For example, the AMPDXA scanner is ready to support human testing and

consideration for a commercial spin-off are underway. The SCAD system is ready for human

testing and a prototype dynamic exercise device has been built.

• The capability to network and collaborate with NASA, the medical community, etc.

All of the Technology Development Team projects have established close and on-going
interactions with NASA and the medical community. The interactions were initiated during the

project proposal phase to assure that the intended development addressed a current space issue

and was founded in a practical medical basis. The interactions have experienced positive growth

and expansion throughout the research and development cycle. The result of the networking is

that the resultant development products have validated utility to the space and inedical
communities. And, the networking within the communities has provided very good exposure

and visibility for other applications and opportunities.

• The capability to produce quantifiable results to support countermeasures research.

The basic research programs of the NSBRI are charged with developing and evaluating

countermeasures to the effects of long endurance exposure to microgravity. This eltk)rt requires

that cause and effect relationships bc identified and characterized. Proper characterization

mandates that empirical data be referenced to a standard and be quantitative in nature. All of the

Technology Development Team projects have achieved a level of standardization and

quantitation that is necessary to support the basic research iriitiatives. In fact, some of the

engineering models that have resulted from the team's activities exceed the accuracy and

precision found in existing clinical and commercial systems.
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V. FUTUREPROGRAM DIRECTIONS

Thesuccessof theTechnologyDevelopnlentResearchTeam,in workingcloselywith the other

Research Teams and in developing important systems that meet their needs, validates the utility

of this program to the NSBR/. Because of its nature of development as opposed to research and

the unique inter-team interests, the Technology Development Research program should be

evaluated with different criteria. For example, the inter-team interactions are as significant, if

not more, than the intra-team interactions. Development of instrumentation systems is not

inexpensive and each of the developers was faced with severe financial constraints that limited

their accomplishments. Except in software intensive projects, component costs generally

consume a significant an'lot|hi of the available funding leaving less than desired for labor. In

many cases, the research utility of the systems will be fully demonstrated by follow-on activities

not covered in this development phase, which is decidedly different from the research carried out

by the more traditional Research Teams.

To help foster the creation of tools and interactions necessary for success, the NSBRI's

Technology Development Team has established the following long-term goals:

, To be a leader in developing new medical instruments and devices for both

ground- and space-based research in support of human and animal studies aimed
at solving the hl,lnlan health issues associated with long duration space l]ight;

.-) To be a leader in identifying new technological advances with appropriate

development can have a major impact on space biomedical research and astronaut
health:

, To be iecognized as an important service arm to the remaining eleven NSBRI
research teams:

, To be a help agent in the transfer of NSBRl-developed technological advances to
industry for the benefit of earth-based medical care.

To implement the above goals over the next few years, expansion and strengthening of

the NSBRI Technology Development Program must be undertaken. Aspecls of this expansion

and strengthening include:

l, Increasing team's interdisciplinary membership--both in the skilled base of

principal investigators and the number and diversity of participating institutions.

Currently, Technology Development Team research projects apply to nine of the

remaining eleven NSBRI research areas. Our goal is to have projects in all eleven

are;.ts ;.is well as to have a more balanced program between areas. Today our

projects are heavily concentrated in a few areas.

. Fostering greater interactions with the other NSBRI research teams--through (1)

more frequent Technology Working Group (TWG) meetings with expanded
participation from academia, industry, and government: (2) technology team

participation in the annual retreats of the other research teams: (3) development of
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presentations and literature, which not only touts the progress on existing pro lects
but also makes the entire NSBR1 team aware of technological resources available

at participating institutions.

Expanding interactions with non-NSBRI institutions that have technolo,,ice ideas

and resources necessary for solving the issues that surround human space flight.

Ultimately, these institutions and technology leaders should become part of the
NSBRI team.

Establishing closer ties with the NSBRI's Industrial Forum--provide Forutn

members with greater insight into specific technological developments from

Team Projects as well as be a conduit for conveying the assessed technological

development needs to the Forum. Greater ties should also be established with the

technology transfer offices of the participating institutions.

Structuring the NSBRI Technology Development call for proposals in such a
manner as to address current critical technological research and development

needs while fostering diversity among the project focus areas.
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WORKSHOP ON

ISSUES RELATED TO THE INTE(;RATED HUMAN FUNCTION TEAIVl

May 2, 2001

REPORT

I. Introduction

Taking note of the unfilvorable l"emarks of the Site Visitors in their report of December I, 2000

with respect to the Integrated Human Function (IHF) research area and the subsequent concerns

expressed by the External Advisory Council (EAC) in its report to the Board of Directors on
March 22, 2001, NSBRI management established a panel of seven experts to examine the present

activities and recommend steps to strengthen the IHF Team. The list of members of the

workshop panel and its agenda are attached (Attachments 1 and 2, respectively).

II. Background

Panel members were provided with copies of the Attachments 3-9, and these served as the

foundation for the subsequent discussions. We found these documents to be effective and still

timely accounts of the mission of, and the issues to be addressed by, the IHF Team. We urge

that they be maintained as working documents, and as the IHF Team's charter.

We strongly stq_port the view that integratiml ¢_/./imctions is a, essential attribute o/health, am/

that it requires attention it_ its own right. Umlerstamlil_g o.f integration will not emerge

spontaneott,sly./)om even a large set of sl_ecialized stttdies of ldtysiological subsystems.

III. Current Projects of IHF Team

Streneths

The Panel examined the full proposals of the six funded, ongoing projects within the IHF Team

(investigator's abstracts included as Attachment 8). We agreed that these were all meritorious

and appropriate studies, and that they were aimed at producing models that, at least in principle,
could contribute components to the comprehensive Digital Human model.

Shortcomings and Remedies

I. So far there is rather little evidence of synergies among the projects within the IHF Team, or
between IHF and other NSBRI research teams. However, some synergistic collaborations are

forming and we encourage that trend. Specifically, as examples, we note opportunities tk)r

synergism between:
,,,- Cabrera's project (1HF) and Soller's project (Smart Medical Systems), whose synergy,

in turn, could support rehabilitation:

),- The three projects by Bers, McCulloch, and Coolahan (Winslow) (IHF) and the

project by Mark and Cohen (Cardiovascular Alterations). They should and can

produce a common model of the heart as a test case for merging and managing
various related models, using the HLA methods of Coolahan:



,-- Potentialsynergisticcontributionsof the projectsin tile Nutrition and Bone Loss
researchareasto modelingimportantbut missing integratedImmanfunction effects
(e.g.,metabolicacidosisdissolvesbone):and

,- Synergism between the proiects in thc Nutrition and Cardiovascular Alterations teams

e ,:, lipids in the diet can affect the compliance of laroe vessels, with functional

consequences).

Given these (and other) opportunities lk,r synergisms within the NSBRI, the following questions
arise:

,,- Should it be a charge to the IHF team to facilitate these synergisms and, if so, how? or

,-- Should the responsibility for synergisms be left to the Team leaders and, if so, how

are they to be motivated to act'?

2. It is the opinion of this Panel that the lk_cus of the current IHF projects is too narrow. The

existing six projects within 1HF are all aimed at studies of cardiac and skeletal muscle. This

concentration, though appropriate for the startup, forms too slender a physiological base for

creation of a Digital Human model in the spirit of the mission of the IHF research area. We

note, for example, the lack of explicit treatment of neuroendocrine systems. Therefore, we

recommend the expansion of the IHF research program as described below in Section VI.

IV. Competition

We note the grand aims of the Virtual Human proiect based in Oak Ridge National Laboratory,

and advise NSBRI to renew contact with Clay Easterly at ORNL to find out to what extent our

efforts may overlap or complement each other.

V. Some Questions

The Panel discussed the following questions (among other topics) in arriving at its recommenda-
tions:

1. Should the focus of the IHF group be primarily medical, aimed at identifying potential

failure modes and specifying countermeasures with respect to the health of astronauts

during extended space flight? OR

2. Should the focus be on the development of a new Program Manager algorithm to manage

multiple subsystem models so as to extract integrated results from the set'?

3. What are the general concepts for modeling complex systems?

4. Is there an associated optimal, goal-directed strategy for such an enterprise that will lead to

an effective global model?

5. What are reasonable expectations for the perlk)rmance of such an effective global model?

6. How are large-scale models to be validated?
7. How do we decide what's in and what's out, to avoid overmodeling'? What is a "sufficing"

model and how would we recognize it'?

8. Is the approach to be bottom-up or top-down?

9. Is there a preferred form for a global model of a complex, adaptive system (e.g.,

deterministic-mechanistic, stochastic, optimal control, adaptive .... )?
10. Above all - can we assure that we are adequately informed about trends in the health of

individual astronauts by using a computationally efficient model that. though global in

reach, does not actually require computing every detail of every subsystem all of the time'?



if so, how is suchan efficient model designed?(SeeSpecialCommentson the Digital
Humanat theendof thisreport.)

As a starting point to answer t/tese questions, the Panel notes with entttusiasnt the report and

presentation By Joel Leomtrd entitled "Whole-Body AIq, orilhm - Earh' Attenq_t.v aml Lesson,_
LeatJted" (Attachment 9).

VI.

.

.

Recommendations

Immediate Archival Tasks (via contracts or other means, using data archive

infrastructure)

A. As an immediate task, we advise NSBRI to arrange to catalog the existing medical

and research records pertaining to the health and condition of astronauts, lk_r all of

the space flights for which data were obtained during the past nearly 40 years.

Later, this catalog would serve to guide the fl)rmatting of the records to make
them suitable for professional "data mining."

B. Similarly, we advise that NSBRI undertake translation of leading physiological

models used in the past to simulate space flight or currently under development

(e.g., those of Guyton, Mark. Grodins, Stolwijk - in their most usable version)

flom FORTRAN (or whatever their original programming language) into some

higher level domain specific language for physiological modeling. This transla-

tion will allow the models to be independent of any programming language and

permit easier distribution to the community of NSBRI scientists who are doing

modelim,_ related to the Di,,z,ital_ Human. These models should be in operational

form, with documentation, so that they can be easily implemented on various
cornputers and in various laboratories.

C, We recommend that NSBRI assign an appropriate person to contact each Team

Leader and set up a modus operandi for achieving and facilitating the nascent

integrations specified in Section III (Shortcomings), above, and others they may

recognize. It may require a budgetary line item to expedite this recommendation-

a "synergy gnmt.'"

D. A WEB-site for the IHF working scientists and others engaged in the initiative

based on interest and expertise should be established. This site would be a

conduit for old programs which are being translated as well as a site for scientists

to communicate. The WEB master office should be supervised by a senior

scientist with established experience in physiological systems modeling.

New Projects to be Added to the IHF Research Program

a. We recommend that a new project be solicited that provides, and demonstrates the

capabilities of (using relevant models and materials), an automated or semi-auto-

mated approach to the simultaneous management and operation of multiple

subsystern models in different locations.
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B. We recomnlend that a hey`, modeling project be solicited that deals with an

important research area that is currently missing in the NSBRI (e.g.. the

neuroendocrine system). The new prc1iect should involve a I\llly integraied,

hierarchical approach to neuroendocrine function in the human.

Long-Term Planning and the IHF Activity

a. We recommend that. as NSBRI develops its long-term strategic plan and the

corresponding research program that implements that plan, the NSBRI should

restructure itself so that the production of the Digital Human becomes its central

(core) activity+ and the rest of the research program be seen as critical and

essential supporting activities.

B. We recommend creation of an Oversight Task Force within the 1HF Team that

will produce critical top level documents such as concept of operations and

strategic plans.

VII. Commentary

Strengthening the activities of IHF can be accomplished three ways:

. By adding specific discipline/specialty studies to increase the range of the content and

scope ol' the IHF proiects (e.g., adding a project in endocrinology).

. By advancing methods and techniques for managing simultaneously, lnultiple models
written in different formats, with different dynamics and a wide range of time constants,

when the models reside in lnultiple locations/machines. This advanced program manager
should "know" flom "context" which subsystem models are relevant at a particular time (or

state) to a chosen problem at hand. This advanced Program Manager must allow also

continual development of individual models and addition of relevant analyses and pro-

grains. By using context as an operator, this program manager should be more powerful in
this regard than is the "federated" approach of the High Level Architecture (HLA) utilized

in the Coolahan project. However, this new approach should leverage off and be compati-
ble with HLA, CORBA, etc. The value in expanding the modeling capability in the above

fashion will be found in better addressing the issues inherent in the Critical Path that keeps

the fl_cus on the health of the astronauts.

. By beginning development nov,' of the Digital Human. Each Team Leader should be

required to explain the approach his team will use fin its contribution.

It will always be "too soon" to create the perfect model, and perfectionism leads to paralysis. The

Digital Human will always be a work in pro,ie, s, and the better lk)r that. The development of the

Digital Human shoukt be connected to all of the research teams and it will be necessary to assign

some investigators from nearly every team certain responsibilities related to the Digital Human.

These investigators should draw upon the subsystem models being developed in the many

projects funded by NSBRI, but more than that, they must discover the practical constraints by
associations with flight sureeons,_ hardware en_lneers,_,- and others within NASA who will have

technical responsibilities for extended, manned space flights, Above all, they must facilitate a

steady flow of data from all of the NSBRI research projects, and from astronauts betk)re, during



andafter all flights hencelknth.To facilitatethis activity. NSBRI shouldestablishand maintain
dataandmodelingarchivesthatarcregularlyupdatedandmadeavailableto all interestedparties.

Special comment regarding the Digital Human

It would be absurd to suppose that the Digital Human model will continuously operate subsystem

models with all the detail that can possibly be included at each hierarchical level, and hetelarchi-

cally as components of the same level. The reductio ad absurdum of modeling is to suppose

that everything is equally important, and therefore the only satisfactory model of a real

system is the thing itself! The whole point of modeling is to include .just what is relevant to the

question being asked. The parts and processes of the real system that are relevant will vary,

depending on the context and the question addressed.

The nonlinear dynamics of complex hierarchical systems typically exhibit behaviors whose

equations of change in differential equation models require inexact differentials, and in both

differential and difference equation forms require nonholonomic constraints and a wide range of
time dolnains. Furthermore, the levels in the hierarchy may sometimes overlap. A human liver

with its portal triad functional unit can be treated as a lumped organ, or as N functional units. A

kidney with its nephrons as (not actually identical) functional units can also be lumped, or treated

(roughly) as N nephrons.

Considering all these non-idealities of human structure and function (from a mathematical

perspective), it will not be practical to COlnpute an astronaut from his or her gcnome! Neverthe-

less, it is not only rational, but essential, if we are to comprehend "health" (which is dynamic

stability), to do so through a robust and adaptable dynamic model that can operate in the face of

the technical difficulties mentioned above (and others). The model, given a particular situation

as context, must assess health, note changing risks, sound alarms, and recommend, or even

institute, countermeasures. It is a research project to find the form such a model requires. (There

are hints that can be fotmd in the physics of complex systems that can serve as a starting point.)

The model must escape the "curse of high dimensionality" which leads to information overload

and the loss of effective signaling. The Digital Human should be the core research eflk)rt of
NSBRI, both because of its value to the Mission of the NSBRI, related as it is to extended human

space flight, and its support of other teams (particularly the Smart Medical Systems Team), but
also because of the potential it has to improve medical care here on Earth!

Creation of the Digital Humarl will certainly expose many familiar anti some unexpected

attributes of human health, in running the model under various perturbations of internal and

external environments, we will explore sensitivities and adaptive capacities in a quantitative

manner, and so discover vulnerabilities. New insights into diagnosis and therapy will surely

result, as well as a better understanding of senescence and mortality.

NSBRI has its best chance for distinction through this effort. NSF, N1H, specialty Foundations,

etc., with resources greater than those of NSBRI, all attend to particular diseases or subsystems.

Medical practice itself has taken that specialized form, and lost the sense of integration that

constitutes health. We therefore emphasize the importance to NSBRI of keeping the Digital
Human as its core focus. It is the essence of the uniqueness of NSBRI.
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Participants in the Workshop on Issues Related to the Integrated Human Function Team.

Agenda - Workshop on Issues Related to the Integrated Human Function Team.

Press Release (February 20, 2001) - Space research institute increases scope.
Section of NSBRi Research Announcement concerning Integrated Human Function.

NSBRI "Vision Statement" Developed in 1998 and Provided to Mr. Goldin.
COSPAR Article FO. 1 - 0002 (2000): R. J. White, J. B. Bassingthwaighte, J. B. Charles,

M. J. Kushmerick, and D. J. Newman, Issues of Exploration: Human Health and Well-

being During a Mission to Mars.
R. Srini Srinivasan, J. I. Leonard and R. J. White. Mathematical Modeling of

Physiological States, Chapter 26 in Vol. I11, Book 2 (Humans in Spaceflight) of Space

Biology and Medicilw (ed. By A. E. Nicogossian, S. R. Mohler, O. G. Gazenko and A. I.

Grigoriev), AIAA, Reston, VA, 1996.

Investigator's Abstracts for currently funded Integrated Human Function Team.

Presentation by J. I. Leonard "Whole-Body Algorithm: Early Attempts and Lessons
Learned."
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Workshop on Issues Related to the Nutrition, l'hysical Fitness and Rehabilitation Team

National Space Biomedical Research Institute

Del Lago Conference Center

Conroe, Texas

June 21-22, 2001

Members of the Nutrition, Physical Fitness

Team

Jeanne R. Lupton, Ph.D.. Texas A&M

University, Team Leader

Workshop Participants

Robert Flits, Ph.l)., Marquette University

Amy Ferrando, Ph.D., University of Texas
At Galveston Medical Branch and Shriners

Hospital for Children, Co-Investigator

Helen Lane, Ph.D., NASA (.ISCt,

Co-Investigator

Michele Perchonok, Ph.D., Baylor College
Of Medicine and NSBRI, Affiliate Team

Member

Sandra Leeper-Woodford, Ph.I)., Mercer

University School of Medicine

Co-lnvestigator

Suzanne Schneider, Ph.D., NASA (JSC)

Principal Investigator

Scott Smith, Ph.D., NASA (JSC)

Co-Investigator

Brian Tobin, Ph.D., Mercer University

School of Medicine, Principal Investigator

Nancy Turner, Ph.D., Texas A&M

University, Co-Principal Investigator

Peter Uchakin, Ph.D., Mercer University

School of Medicine, Co-Investigator

Robert Wolfe, Ph.D., University of Texas

Medical Branch, Principal Investigator

Carl Keen, Ph.D., University of California. l)avis

Michael Meguid, M.I)., Ph.D.,

State University of New York, Upstate

Medical University

Peter Reeds, Ph.D., University of lllinois-Urbana

Peter Stein, Ph.l)., UMDNJ - New Jersey

School of Osteopathic Medicine

Jack Wilmore, Ph.D., Texas A&M University

Ronald White, Ph.D., NSBRI
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Synopsis of the meeting

The meeting was held for one and one half days, and chaired by Joanne Lupton. Immediately preceding

the workshop, the Nutrition, Physical F'itness and Rehab group had met for one day as a team to pursue
areas for collaboration within the team and to discuss what the team saw as deficiencies in the overall

program. All members of the team stayed on for the workshop and were active participants in the

workshop.

The purpose of the workshop was to write 1-4 requests for proposals to strengthen the existing team

and/or to cover new areas not already covered by the existing team. The first morning was spent hearing

brief presentations from team members on their research projects, and presentations from Scott Smith and

Helen Lane on existing and previous NASA sponsored nutrition projects, and from Suzanne Schneider on

NASA sponsored exercise projects. The remainder of the meeting was devoted to writing four RFPs.

There was extensive follow up during the week after the meeting by, Email and phone to rewrite and edit

the RFPs so that most points were agreed to by all participants. Each of the four RFPs is attached to this

document.

In addition to writing the RFPs two other important issues were discussed:

Whether or not mttrition and physical fitness should remain together or be separated

The general consensus was that the two areas should be integrated as they each have a major impact on

the other. Ideally this would be one large group with a larger number of projects than a single-focus team.

Alternatively it could be two teams, with overlapping projects, whose members would meet at the same

time to encourage collaboration. However, given the current economic climate it seems unlikely that
either of these alternatives would come to fruition in the near future. There was concern that if the

existing team were to become nutrition only, that physical fitness would not receive the funding and

attention that was necessary. For all of these reasons the overall opinion of the group was to keep

physical fitness with nutrition for now, and to target an RFP towards an integration of physical fitness

with nutrition. Thus RFP#1 is the first priority of this group.

Capitalizing on existing projects by sharing tissues

A second real concern of the workshop participants was tissue sharing across protects. In particular they

cited expensive, long term projects which would be very difficult to replicate, i.e. bed rest studies, and

radiation/tumor studies. Funds should be put aside for other investigators to be able to capitalize on such

studies and these resources should be widely publicized.
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Request for Proposals

September I, 2001
NSBRI

Nutrition, Physical Fitness and Rehabilitation

RFP#1 Exercise Countermeasures

Optimal human performance during space exploration requires the maintenance of cardiovascular

capacity, bone mineral density, and skeletal muscle function. All of these depend on maintaining adequate

nutritional status. Without routine aerobic exercise during hmg duration space missions, there is a

decrease in intensity and endurance of aerobic capability as measured by oxygen consumption (VO2 max)

and heart rate per energy exerted (watts). Resistive exercise is required for maintenance of muscle

performance as measured by strength and endurance. Muscle atrophy and loss of force and power has

been documented through muscle biopsies. It is proposed that resistive exercise and heal striking during

aerobic exercise will promote maintenance of bone mineral density. The primary goal of this project is to

study the effectiveness of exercise countermeasures to ameliorate these deleterious effects. End points

should include parameters quantifying the cardiovascular response, bone metabolism, body composition.
and skeletal muscle metabolism and function. The time course of selected end points is considered

important. The exercise countermeasures must utilize approaches applicable or relevant to space flight

(see appendix A). The study design must include strict dietary control, contain measures of energy

balance, and ideally be coordinated with a currently funded bed rest and nutritional study (see appendix

B). Once selected, protocols will need to be integrated along with existing protocols to maximize cross-

study interpretation. The overall goal of the research is to provide a scientific basis for the design and

implementation of space based exercise countermeasures. To the extent feasible, the studies should be

designed to determine the optimal as well as minimal prescription for frequency, duration, and intensity
of the exercise countermeasure to obtain the most time efficient method to maintain muscle and

cardiovascular capacity. The proiect design must address one or more of the follovdng experimental

paradigms:

Aerobic Exercise Countermeasure (For Example Supine Treadmill Running) with Bed Rest,
Resistance Exercise Countermeasure with bed rest (isometric, concentric, eccentric exercise), or

(preferentially) both aerobic and resistance exercise.

• Cardiovascular Function

• Structure-functional Relationships of Skeletal Muscle

• Muscle metabolism: muscle protein synthesis, insulin action, fatty acid oxidative capacity

• Markers of Bone Metabolism

• Body Composition

• Interaction with Nutrition

It is anticipated that one project will be funded in this area with a maximum dollar amount (including

direct and indirect costs of $400,000 per year for 3 years). A 2 page preproposal containing the items

listed below must be submitted by (date) to {name and address). The preproposal will be evaluated within

a 2 week time period and the investigator contacted with respect to its outcome. For those proposals

passing the initial preproposal stage, the Principal Investigator will be informed of the number of full

proposals likely to be submitted for this award. The deadline for the submission of the full proposal will
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be (give date). The full proposal will be peer reviewed by (give information). The successful project

director will be notified by (give date) with anticipatcd funding beginning January I, 2002.

Format for the preproposal:

The 2 page preproposal should consist of a description of the purpose, hypothesis, model proposed to be

used, how the goals will be met (together with a time line) and which end points will be measured

together with a description of how this will be accomplished. In addition, the principal investigator needs
to mention what variables will be controlled: e.g. diet, body weight, etc. and the applicability for

spaceflight. Outline form with appropriate citations is acceptable. Attached to the preproposal should be:

c,..I A description of the bed rest facility where the research will be conducted

A three page curriculum vitae for each investigator in NIH format, listing current funding

:3 Total dollar amount being requested (this includes direct and redirect costs). The budget does not

need to be justified at the preproposal stage.

For further information contact:

Dr. Joanne R. Lupton, Program Leader, Nutrition and Physical Fitness

Texas A&M University

218 Kleberg Building

College Station, TX 77843-247 I

(979-845-4430, phone: 979-862-2378, fax; ,.[!Upt_!!?(q'tamu,c+d_:!, Email).
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RFP ! - Exercise Countermeasures -

Marcas M. Brahman, Phi)

Assistanl Professor

Dept. of Physiology and Biophysics

Univ. of Alabama at Birminghanl

Director. GRECC Muscle Research Laboratory
GRECC/1 IG

VA Medical Center

700 South 19 th Street

Birmingham. Alabama 35233
Tel. 205-933-8101 ext 6364

Fax 205-975-8040

NI banml.,m (o"u al_.cd u

Claude Bouchard, PhD

Executive Director

Pennington Biomed Res. Center

6400 Perkins Road

Baton Rouge, LA 70808-4124
Tel. 225-763-2513

Fax 225-763-0935

Bo1:!c i/:!_' (,(lp bjlc :e_[U

Peter Cavanaugh, Ph.D.

Celos Penn. State University

29 Recreation Building

University Park, PA 16802-5702
Tel - 814-865-1972

Fax - 814-863-4755

Pro {_,p s.u,cd u

Victor A. Convcrtino, Ph D

Resident Physiologist

US Army Inst. Surg Res.

3400 Rawley E Chambers Ave. Bldg 361 I

Fort Sam Houston, Texas 78234-6315

Tel. 210-9 [6-5633

Fax 210-227-8502

William J. Evans, Ph.D.

Director, Depl. Geriatrics, Nulrition, Melabolisnl and Exercise Lab

University of Arkansas Medical

VA Medical Center, NMEK/NLR

2200 Fort Roots Dr.

North Little Rock, AR 72114

Eykt!/s_kj,Jli _l!i_j(<_..cx_'c[!;4ngc. tra n)=_,u"_.J_tj
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John E. Oreenleaf. Ph.D.

Res. Physiologist

Life Science Division Lab Human Environment Physiol.

NASA Ames Research Center. Bldg. 221A

Moffett Field, CA 94035-1000

Tel. 650-604-6604

Fax 650-604-4585

Jg r cc n Ic i!Iier!in_!i!: a !;c:n _!s !t,g_ )x
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Alan R. Hargens, Ph.D.,Professor

Dept. Orthopedics, Univ. of California-San l)iego

350 Dickinson St.,

San I)ie,,o CA 92103-8894

Tel. 619-543-6805

Fax 619-543-2540

Lih;_trt_ell_ (0 ucsd.edu

Benjan3ine I). Levine, MD, Director
Inst. Exercise and Envrn.

Med Presbyterian Hospital Dallas
UT Southwestern Med Center

7232 Greenville Avenue, Suite 435

Dallas, TX 7523 l-

Tel. 214-345-4620

Fax 214-345-4618

L<o!in eb (<''.vp mai !:Ph _c_!re:ol'g

Irwin H. Rosenber<, MD. Director

USDA Huinan Nutrition Research Center On Aging

Tufts University

711 Washinglon SI.

Bostoll, MA 021 I I - 1525

Tel. 617-556-3330

Fax 617-556-3295

!__.?._g!}bfq!;g(f,2H_N RC.Tu l'l s .edn

StlZalllle M. Schneider, Ph.D.

Res. Physiologist, NASA

Johnson Space Center
MC SD 3,

Houston, Texas 77058-

Tel. 281-483-7213

Fax 281-483-4181

S _.ql neid ¢.ae ins.jsc:nasa_,gow

Linda C. Shackelford, M.D.

Medical Sciences Division

Mail Code SD

NASA Johnson Space Center
Houston, TX 77058
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(281) 483-7100

Linda.C.Shackelford I @jsc.nasa.gov
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Jack H. Wilmorc, Ph.D.

Distinguished Professor

Dept. Health and Kinesiology

Texas A&M University

158 Read Bldg.

College Station, TX 77843-4243
Tel.979-458-0098

J wilmor'c (¢:lmnu.cdu

Kevin E. Yarasheski, Ph.D.

Associate Professor

Div. Metab Washington U. School of Medicine
660- S. Euclid Ave., Box 8127

St. Louis, MO 63110

Tel. 314-362-8173

Fax 314-362-8188

Kg} (a:.JIllgale:'_YUslI.cdtl
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Draft of Request for Proposals

September I, 2001
NSBRI

Nutrition. Physical Fitness and Rehabilitation

RFP#2 Appetite and Thirst Controls

In spite of adequate provision of food and water, inadequate food intake is characteristic of human space

flight. This reduction of food intake translates into a significant energy deficit with loss of body, mass and

diminution of physical fitness. Suboptimal intake of essential macro and micronutrients, and inadequate

water intake also occurs. It is thought that alterations of central and peripheral appetite and thirst

homeostasis underlie these perturbations.

This RFP seeks proposals aimed at understanding underlying rnechanisms and designing effective

nutritional countermeasures to these deficiencies in nutrient intake. Applications focusing on

neuroendocrine, paracrine or redox mechanisms that may be altered by microgravity environments are

encouraged, as related to changes in the regulation of appetite and thirst. Similarly, proposals addressing

microgravity-mduced changes in upper gastrointestinal bio-mechanical flmction and in the physical-

chemical properties of food digestion are of interest. An additional area of interest is the influence of

microgravity-induced changes on the flux of nutrients into the blood that may result in changes in central

and peripheral appetite regulators. However the RFP is not limited to these approaches, other meritorious

proposals are welcome.

Potential countermeasures may include but are not limited to:

7..I identification of appropriate patterns of meal allocation (ie. nibbling vs meal eating)

optimal timing of nutrient intake to maximize endocrine/nutrient interaction

identification of foods, which in the appropriate combinations, can maximize nutrient

absorption and metabolism.

It is anticipated that one project will be ftmded in this area with a maximum dollar amount (including

direct and indirect costs of $300,000 per year for 3 years). A 2 page preproposal containing the items

listed below must be submitted by, (date) to (name and address). The preproposal will be evaluated within

a 2 wcck time period and the investigator contacted with respect to its outcome. For those proposals

passing the initial preproposal stage, the Principal Investigator will be informed of the number of full

proposals likely to be submitted for this award competition. The deadline for the submission of the full

proposal will be {give date). The full proposal will be peer reviewed by (give information). The

successful project director will be notified by (give date) with anticipated funding beginning ,lanuary I,
2002.

Format for the preproposal:

The 2 page preproposal should consist of a description of the purpose, hypothesis, model proposed to be

used, how the goals will be met (together with a time line) and which end points will be measured

together with a description of how this will be accomplished. In addition, the principal investigator needs

to address the applicability for spaceflight. Outline R)rm with appropriate citations is acceptable.

Attached to the preproposal should be:

[] A three page curriculum vitae for each investigator in NIH format, listing current funding

[] Total dollar amount being requested (this includes direct and indirect costs). The budget does not

need to be justified at the preproposal stage.
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For further information contact:

I)r. Joanne R. Luplon, Progrmn Leader, Nutrition and Physical Fitness

Texas A&M University

218 Kleherg Building

College Station, TX 77843-2471

(979-845-4430, phone: 979-862-2378, fax: .]luplon(c_!!_amt!.cdl!, Email).
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RFP#2 Potential Investigalors

Tak Yee Aw, Ph.D.

Professor, Dept. Molec. and Cell Phys.
LSU Medical Center

1501 Kings Highway

Shreveport, LA 71130-3932
Tel 318-675-6032

Fax 318-675-4217

T;.t w (alsu mc.cdu

John L. Beard, Ph.D.

Professor, Dept. of Nutrition

Penn. State University

125 S. Henderson Bldg.

Utliversity Park, PA 16802-(R)01
Tel. 814-863-2917

Fax 814-863-6103

ib(q psu:cdt!

Joseph Lee Beverly, III, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Dept. of Animal Science

University of Illinois

1207 West Gregory
Urbana, IL 61801

Tel. 217-244-4516

Fax 217-333-7088

t_g.} t2]13 !(0: u iuc :ed!.!

John M deCastro Phi)

Dept Psychology

Neuropsychology and Behavioral Neuroscience Program
200A, Kell Hall

Georgia State University,

University Plaza

Atlanta, Georgia 30303-3083
Tel:404 651 1623

Fax:404 651 1391

E mai I:jd._'ca_!!;(o"g>u:_t_!U

Peter A. Farrell, Ph.D.

Professor Physiol

Noll Physiol Research Center

Penn State University
119 Noll Lab

University Park, PA 16802-6900
Tel. 814-863-0057

Fax. 814-865-4602

Pal4 (a pstl:Cdtl
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Dorothy Gietzen, Ph.l).

Department of Veterinary Medicine

University of California-Davis
Davis, CA 95616-8732

Tel. 530-752-9211

Fax 530-752-7690

l)x_gict×c!! ("'l-icd;!'_is:cc]t!

Alan R. Hargens, Ph.D.
Professor

Dept. Orthopaed

University of CaliR_rnia - Sail Diego
350 I)ickinson Street

Sail Diego, CA 92103-8894

Tel. 619-626-0516

Fax 612-626-754 I

A h',lr,,cns (a uc',d.cdu

Farook J ahoor, Ph. D.

Professor, Pediatrics Nutrition

Childrens Nutrition Research Center

Baylor College of Medicine

One Baylor Plaza

Houston, TX 77030

Tel. 713-798-7084

Fax. 713-798-7119

Fjilho_ t7(_ bc nl :tme: cd u

Carl Keen+ Ph.D.

Professor and Chair

Department of Nutrition, UC Davis

3135B Meyer Hall
Davis, CA 95616

Tel. 530-752-633 I

Fax 530-752-8966

C] keen @ ucda'_is.c(ht

Sandra K. Leeper-WoodR_rd, Ph.D.

Associate ProfEssor, Dept. of Physiol.

Mercer University School of Medicine

1550 College St.
Macon, GA 31207

Tel. 912-752-2555

Fax 912-752-5489

!ee pc !_', I<(_.!jlc tv __'r. c cIt!

Jennifer Lovejoy, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Pennington Bio Med Research Center
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6400 Perkins Road

Baton Rouge, LA 70808-4124
Tel. 504-763-2666

Fax. 504-763-3045

l:,_pxcjoj (o"pb Iic:cd U
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Roy' J. Martin, PhD.

Professor, Dept. of Food and Nutrition

University of Georgia

Athens, GA 30602

Tel. 706-542-468 I

Fax 706-542-5059

D,jn m !till (a: he _t ia. !'c __#_1 .cdu

Michael M. Meguid, M.I)., Ph.D.

Professor, General & Oncologic Surgery

Depamnent of Surgery & Neuroscience Prog,'am

SUNY Health Science Center at Syracuse

750 E. Adams St.

Syracuse, NY 13210
Tel 315-464-6277

Fax 315-464-6237

N,'legtlidm(o np',la!e_edu

Neal Pcllis, Ph.D.

l)ireclor of JSC biotcchnology program

JSC, NASA

.S 1-4S.,-_,,:' 7t-[OtlMon, "['X 77058, "_ ' _ ""
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Carlos Plata-Salaman M l) Dsc

Central Nervous System Research Institute
Welch and McKean Roads

Spring House
PA 19477-0776

Tel:215 628 5849

Fax:215 628 3297

E mail: _:'p!:!m_,a(_!p!.mS:j!lj:c_?r!_

Peter J. Reeds, Ph.D. (w'ould work with Daniel G. Tome, Ph.D)

Pro lessor

University of Illinois, Urbana-Champaign

1207 West Gregory' Drive
432 ASL Mail Code 630

Urbana, IL 61801

Tel. 217-244-2870

Fax 217-333-8804
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ProfessorNutritionandBiobeh.
Penn.StateUniversity
0226HendersonBldg.
UniversityPark.PA 16802
Tel.814-863-8572
Fax814-863-8574
BjI4qf_pet! :cult!
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Michael W. Schwartz, MD

Associate Professor of Medicine

Division of Endocrinology

Harborview Medical Center

Division of Metabolism, Endocrinology and Nutrition

University of Washington

Seattle, WA 98105

!]]sch_ at.! (qu._ nshington,edtt

Scott M. Smith, Ph.D.

Res. Nutritionist

Nutr. Biochen Lab

NASA Johnson Space Center
Life Science Research Labs

Mail Code SI)3

Houston. TX 77058

Tel. 281-483-7204

Fax 281-483-2888

Scott.m+_,It!ith I (%j_,'4.nas a .g.<2.y_

Steven R. Smith, Ph.D.

Associate Professor

Pennington Bio Med Research Center
6400 Perkins Road

Baton Rou,,e LA 70808-4124

Tel. 504-763-3028

Fax 504-763-3022

Smit!_sf0 pb!ic,cdU

Peter Stein, Ph.l).

UM DNJ-SOM

Science Center

2 Mcdical Center Drive

Stratford, NJ 08084

Tel. 856-566-6036

Fax 856-566-6040

Tp _te in (c+iUt'n5! !'lj :_U+!U

Brian Tobin, Ph.D.

Associate Professor of Nutrition and Biochemistry

Mercer University School of Medicine
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Tel. (478) 301-4026

Fax. (478) 461-3142
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Robert Wolfe, Ph.D.

Shriners Burn Hospital

815 Market Street

Galveston, Texas 77550

Tel. (409) 770-6605

i_vol lc (ci,utnlh.cd u

David York, Ph.D.

Pennmgton Biomed Research Center
6400 Perkins Road

Baton Rouge, LA 70808-4124
Tel. 225-763-2548

Fax 225-763-3030
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Draft of Request for Proposals

September 1. 2001
NSBRI

Nutrition. Physical Fimess and Rehabilitation

RFP#3 Alterations in nutrient partitioning and metabolism as a function of microgravity and/or

other space flight stressors

For crew members, space flight appears to increase resting metabolic rate in the presence of chronic stress

and increased protein turnover. Limited data suggest insulin insensitivity and increased fat oxidation

occur (2.5,6). Similar changes have been found whh some ground based models (4). Examples of other

changes occur with iron and calcium. With iron. red cell mass is decreased by 10-15_7c during space flight

resulting m the release of additional iron, a strong pro-oxidant suggesting that it might be prudent to

reduce dielary, iron intake { I ). Animal studies suggest that manipulation of the diet might be able to

lessen the adverse effects of space flight on bone calcium loss and either separately or as an adjuvant to

other countermeasures (3). These changes raise important questions in humans regarding the

identification of nutritional countermeasures to combat the detrimental alterations in body' composition

and nutrient partithming (e.g. bone, muscle+ adipose tissue) as well its associated organ systems, e ,,

cardiovascular. It is likely, that these effects reflect alterations in systems coordination as well as

individual cell function. These manifestations may relate to direct influences of microgravity or other its

yet undefined space flight stressors.

This RFP solicits investigations aimed at the development of countermeasures to ameliorate detrimental

alterations it] nutritional physiology and biochemistry. Potential areas of investigation might include the

characterization of the effects of microgravity and other space flight slressors on:

• Transport of nutrients across cell membranes.

• Oxidative stress and redox balance

• Fuel transport and metabolism, particularly potential changes in the relative importance of lht and

carbohydrate substrates and the role of insulin and its counter regulatory hormones.

• Membrane chemical and structural characteristics, for example membrane fluidity,, fatty acid

composition, receptor expression and neural and hormonal sensitivity.

Proposals should indicate how the outcome of the work will result in the development of practically

feasible countermeasures thai will have a beneficial impact on recognized health problems associated

with space lli,,ht

I. Alfrey, C. P., L. Rice, M. M. Udden, and T. B. Driscoll. Neocytolysis: physiological down-regulator

of red-cell mass. Lom'et 349: 1389-90, 1997.

2. Baktwin, K. M., R. E. Herrick, and S. A. McCue. Substratc oxidation capacity in rodent skeletal

muscle: effects of exposure to zero gravity. J AppI Phvsiol 75: 2466-70, 1993.

3. Fettman, M. J. Dietary instead of pharmacological management to counter the adverse effects of

physiological adaptations to space flight. PJht_ers" Arch 441: R15-20., 2000.

4. Fitts, R. H., D. R. Riley', and J. J. Widrick. Physiology of a microgravity environment invited review:

microgravity and skeletal muscle. J App[ Phvsio[ 89: 823-39., 2000.

5. Lane, H. W., S. M. Smith, B. L. Rice, and C. T. Bourland. Nutrition in space: lessons from the past

applied to the future. American Journal q¢"Clinical Nutrition 60:801 S-805S, 1994.
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6. Stein, T. P. Nutrition and muscle loss h; htmmns during, Sl_a_'e./li_ht. Advances in Space Biology

& Medicine 7: 49-98. 1999.

It is anticipated that one project will be funded in this area with a maximum dollar amount (inch,ding

direct and indirect costs of $300.000 per year for 3 years). A 2 page preproposal containing the items

listed below must be submitted by (date) to (name and address). The preproposal will be evaluated within

a 2 week time period and the investigator contacted with respect to its outcome. For those proposals

passing the initial preproposal stage, the Principal Investigator will be informed of the number of full

proposals likely to be submitted for this award competition. The deadline for the submission of the full

proposal ',,,'ill he (give date). The full proposal will be peer reviewed by (give information). The

successful project director will be notified by (give date) with anticipated funding beginning January 1,
2002.

Format for the preproposal:

The 2 page preproposal should consist of a description of the purpose, hypothesis, model proposed to be

used, how the goals will be met (together with a time line) and which end points will be measured

together with a description of how this ``viii bc accomplished. In addition, the principal investigator needs

to address the applicability for spaceflight. ()utline form with appropriate citations is acceptable.

Attached to the preproposal should be:

A three page curriculum vitae for each investigator in NIH format, listing current funding

o Total dollar anlount being requested (this includes direct and indirect costs). The budget does not

need to be justified at the preproposal stage.

For further information contact:

Dr. Joanne R. Lupton, Program Leader. Nutrition and Physical Fitness

Texas A&M University

218 Kleberg Building

College Station, TX 77843-247 I

{979-845-4430, phone; 979-862-2378, fax; ,!lt!p.!_,_!!{ri:tmlLu:c_[l_!,Email ).
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Potential Investigators

RFP #3 Microgravity effect on nutrient metabolism and partitioning
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Marilyn Ader, Ph.D.

Associate Professor

Dept. Physiology and Biophys
USC School of Medicine

Tel.323-442-1921

Fax. 323-442-1918

Ade r (a h_c. u',c .cd u

Clarence P. Alfley, Ph.D.

Baylor College of Medicine

Medicine Hematology and Ontology

Methodist Hospital Room 930

(Ta! fFc_ ((z'bc m tmc,cdt!

Tak Yee Aw, Ph.D.

Professor Dept. Molec and Cell Phys
LSU Medical Center

1501 Kim,s_,. Highway
P. O. Box 33932

Shreveport, LA 71130
Tel. 318-675-6032

Fax 318-675-4217

Taw (v',lsumc.cdu

Daniel L. Feeback, Ph.l).

Director, Clinical Labs and Head

Muscle Research Laboratory
Medical Science Division

NASA Johnson Space Center

SD3, 2101 NASA Road 1

Houston, TX 77058

281-483-7189FAX: 281-483-2888

d lcc back (__'c !]]>:j >,_7-11a s!l_go ,,

Martin J. Fettman. D.V.M., Ph.D.

Associate Dean for the Professional Vet. Medical Program

Mark L. Morris Professor of Clinical Nutrition

Office of the Dean

College of Vmerinary Medicine and Biomedical Sciences

Colorado State University

Fort Collins, CO 80523-16OI

970-491-7592

IXlartin.Fctt]nan (a=C{}h}SI ale. [:']) [ !

H. R. Gaskins, Ph.D. Assoc. Prof.

Dept. Animal Science

University of Illinois - Urbana
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1207 West Gregory Drive
Urbana IL 61801

Tel. 2 ] 7-244-3165

Fax 217-333-8804
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l>agcI

Steven E. Kahn, MB

Associate Professor of Medicine

Division or Metabolism, Endocrinology and Nutrition

Seattle VA Puget Sound Health Care System (151)

1660 South Cohunbian Way
UW Mailbox 358280

Seattle, WA 98108

Carl L. Keen, Ph.D. Professor and Chair

Department of Nutrition

University of California - l)avis

1 Shields Avenue, Meyer Hall

Davis, CA 95616

Tel. 530-752-633 I

Fax. 530-752-8966

Nutrition

Samuel Klein, Ph.D.

Director Dept. Internal Medicine
Center for Human Nutrition

Washington University School of Medicine
660 S. Euclid Ave., Box 8127

St. Louis, MO 63110

Tel. 314-362-8190

Fax 314-402-2085

S k Ic ill !q i!OgAItc._ ttO.i!.:.cl!u

Alfred H. Merrill, Jr., Ph.D.

Professor

Emory University
Rollins Research Center

1510 Clifton Road

Atlanta, GA 30322

Tel. 404-727-5978

Fax.404-727-3954

AnlcrriI (9"crnorv.edu

Neal Pellis, Manager

Cellular Biotechnology Program

Johllson Splice Center Tel
Tel (281) 483-235 I

Fax: (281) 483-0402

nix:"!.!j_:..!!!Pm s dsc_ _!_i!.:gt?_,'•
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Daniel K. Podolsky, MD.,

Chief GI Unit

Massachusetts General Hospital

32 Fruit St., GRJ 719

Boston, MA 02114

Tel. 617-726-7411

Fax - 617-724-2136
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Scott M. Smith, Ph.D.

Res. Nutritionist

Nutrition Biochenl Lab

NASA Johnson Space Center
Life Science Research Labs

Mail Code SI)3

Houston, Texas 77058

Tel 281-483-7204

Fax 281-483-2888

s_Cott .in+.>!Hith ! (5+;j>gi.:nas:+t.2_Tg._2.3£

Guoyao Wu, Ph.D., Professor

Texas A&M University

Faculty of Nutrition

Kleberg Building MS 247 I

College Station, Tx77843-247 I
Tel. 979-845-2714

gcv_iu O+_t+_mu .cdu
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RequestforProposals
September1,2001
NSBR!

Nutrition, Physical Fitness and Rehabilitation

RFP#4 Meal allocation: nibbling Vs meal eating, supplements Vs _'hole meals, timing of nutrient
intake

The timing and frequency of meals with respect to activity, includm<g sleep cycles and exercise

and to the most effective utilization of nutrients may be a key factor in maximizing astronaut health on

long duration space flights. For example, aerobic exercise has been shown to increase blood flow, which

conld benefit the uptake of amino acids into muscle if the amino acids ````'ere provided at the time of

maximal blood flow. Similarly, cifter a substantial meal, there is a depression in protein synthesis. Since

total body protein synthesis decreases in splice flight, perhaps supplements between meals of amino acids

in addition to the protein in three meals may be the most effective food pattern to enhance muscle protein

synthesis and consequently maintain muscle function. For another example, extra vehicular activity

(EVA) often requires 7-9 h periods of very fl_cused activity with nothing but water. Determination of

specific nutrients (both type Lind amount) and tin'ring of ingestion to maximize mental Lind physical

performance for these tasks would enhance crew safety and performance. This RFP solicits proposals on

meal patterns, distribution of nutrients, and the timing of meals or supplements in relationship to

maximum utilization of nt, trients, physical activity and assigned tasks. Models could include divers

during netttral buoyancy, those living in submergibles, some military operations, and in those working in

the Antarctic. The effects of changes in sleep cycles may be included. Types of proposals considered
under this RFP include, but arc not limited to:

Endocrine/nutrient interactions

Optimal liming of nntrient intake with respecl Io
Exercise

Protein and other nutrient requirements

Activities requiring optimum cognitive function (e.g., EVA)

It is anticipated that one project ``viii be flmded in this area with a maximum dollar amount (inchiding

direct and indirect costs of $300,000 per year for 3 years). A 2 page preproposal containing the items

listed below rnust be submitted by (date) to (name and address). The preproposal will be evahlated within

a 2 week time period and the investigator contacted with respect to its outcome. For those proposals

passing the initial preproposal stage, the Principal Investigator will be informed of the number of full

proposals likely to be submitted for this award competition. The deadline for the submission of the full

proposal ``,,'ill be (give date). The full proposal ,,,,'ill be peer reviewed by (give infomlationt. The

successful project director will be notified by (give date) with anticipated funding beginning January 1,
2002.

Format for the preproposah

The 2 page preproposal should consist of a description of the purpose, hypothesis, model proposed to be

used, how the goals will be met (together with a time line) and which end points will be measured

together with a description of how this will be accomplished. In addition, the principal investigator needs

to address the applicability for spaceflight. Outline form with appropriate citations is acceptable.

Attached to the preproposal should be:

A three page curriculun_ vitae for each investigator in NIH format, listing current funding

_1 Total dollar amount being requested (this includes direct and indirect costs). The budget does not

need to be justified al the preproposal stage.
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For ['urther information cont_tct:

Dr. Joanne R. Lupton, Progtam Leader, Nutrition and Physical Fitness

Texas A&M University

218 Kleherg Building

College Station. TX 77843-2471

(979-845-4430, phone; 979-862-2378, fax: .llupton (_,tamu,cdu, Email).
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Peter A. Farrell, Ph.I).

Professor Physiol

Noll Physiol Research Center

Penn State University

119 Noll Lab

University Park, PA 16802-6900
Tel. 814-863-0057

Fax. 814-865-4602

]_af4 (a p,_tl .Cdtl

Alan R. Hargens, Ph.l).
Professor

Dept. Orthopaed

University of California - San Diego

350 Dickinson Street

San Diego, CA 92103-8894

Tel. 619-626-0516

Fax 612-626-7541

A har',gCn', !-,"u_ ,,tl .cdu

Jennifer Love joy, Ph.D.
Associate Professor

Pennington Bio Med Research Center
6400 Perkins Road

Baton Rouge, LA 70808-4124
Tel. 504-763-2666

Fax. 504-763-3045
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Scott M. Smith, Ph.D.

Res. Nutritionist

Nutr. Biochen Lab

NASA Johnson Space Center
Life Science Research Labs

Mail Code SI)3

Houston, TX 77058

Tel. 281-483-7204

Fax 281-483-2888

Steven R. Smith, Ph.I).

Associate Professor

Pennington Bio Med Research Center
6400 Perkins Road

Baton Rouge, LA 70808-4124
Tel. 504-763-3028
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Peter Stein, Ph.l).

UMDNJ-SOM

Science Center

2 Medical Center Drive

Stratford. NJ 08084

Tel. 856-566-6036

Fax 856-566-6040
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Brian Tobm. Ph.D.

Associate Professor of Nutrition and Biochemistry

Mercer University School of Medicine
Division of Basic Medical Sciences

1550 College Street

Macon. GA 31207

Tel. (478) 301-4026

Fax. (478) 461-3142
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Robert Wolfe. Ph.D.

Shriners Burn Hospital

815 Market Street

Galveston, Texas 77550

Tel. (409) 770-6605
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National Space Biomedical Research Institute Publications

Articles

Armoundas, A. A., N. Toshihiko, and R. J. Cohen. T wave alternans preceding torsade de

pointes ventricular tachycardia. Circulation 101:2550, 2000.

Bassett, J. P. and J. S. Taube. Neural correlates for angular head velocity in the rat dorsal

tegmental nucleus. J Neurosci 21 : 5740-5751,2001.

Berkowitz, D., L. Marucci, B. Winters, E. Asplund, D. Nyhan, and A. Shoukas. Impaired

vascular reactivity in a rat model of micro-gravity. JAppl Physiol, in review.

Bloomfield, S. A., H. A. Hogan, and M. D. Delp. Decreases in bone blood flow and bone

material properties in aging Fischer-344 rats. Clin Orthop, in press.

Bloomfield, S. A., M. R. Allen, H. A. Hogan, and M. D. Delp. Site- and compartment-specific

changes in bone with hindlimb unloading in mature adult rats. Bone, in review.

Brooks-Asplund, E. and A. Shoukas. Baroreceptor contribution to the cardiovascular reflex

responses of phenylephrine and sodium nitroprusside in the conscious rat. Am J Physiol, in
review.

Brooks-Asplund, E. M., D. E. Berkowitz, S. L. Dunbar, and A. A. Shoukas. Hindlimb

unweighting attenuates cardiac output and stroke volume responses to upright tilt in male

rodents. Am JPhysiol, in review.

Brooks-Asplund, E. M., D. E. Berkowitz, S. Y. Kim, and A. A. Shoukas. Estrogen has opposing

effects on vascular reactivity in obese, insulin-resistant male zucker rats. Submitted.

Brooks-Asplund, E., D. E. Berkowitz, S. Dunbar, and A. Shoukas. Hindlimb unweighting

attenuates cardiac output and stroke volume responses to upright tilt in male rodents. Submitted

to Am J Physiol.

Colleran, P. N., M. K. Wilkerson, S. A. Bloomfield, L. J. Suva, R. T. Turner, and M. D. Delp.

Alterations in skeletal perfusion with simulated microgravity: A possible mechanism for bone

remodeling. JAppl Physiol, 89:1046-1054, 2000.

Dai, M., T. Raphan, and B. Cohen. Adaptation to roll-tilts during constant rotation. Manuscript

in preparation, 2001.

Dijk, D. J., D. F. Neff, J. K. Wyatt, J. M. Ronda, E. Riel, A. Ritz-De Cecco, R. J. Hughes, A. R.

Elliott, G. K. Prisk, J. B. West, and C. A. Czeisler. Sleep, performance, circadian rhythms, and

light-dark cycles during two space shuttle flights. Am J Physiol 281 :R 1647-1664, 2001.



Dinges, D. F., H. P. A. Van Dongen, et al. Cumulative sleep loss in space flight:

neurobehavioral consequences and countermeasures. Submitted to Acta Astronaut.

Doran, S. M., H. P. A. Van Dongen, and D. F. Dinges. Sustained attention performance during

sleep deprivation: Evidence of state instability. Archives of Italian Biology: A Journal of

Neuroscienee 139: 253-267, 2001.

Dunbar, S. L., D. E. Berkowitz, E. M. Brooks-Asplund, and A. A. Shoukas. The effects of HLU

on the pressure-diameter relationship of rat small mesenteric veins. J Appl Physiol 89:2073-

2077, 2000.

Dunbar, S. L., L. Tamhidi, D. E. Berkowitz, and A. A. Shoukas. Hindlimb unweighting affects

rat vascular capacitance function. Am JPhysiol 281 :H1170-H1177, 2001.

Hatakana, T., K. P. McKeown, and A. A. Shoukas. Effects of pulsatile flow on extravascular

fluid uptake during cardiopulmonary bypass. J Thorac Cardiovase Surg, in review.

Hecht, H., J. Kavelaars, C. C. Cheung, and L. R. Young. Orientation illusions and heart-rate

changes during short-radius centrifugation. J Vestib Res, in press.

Hegemann, S., M. Shelhamer, P. D. Kramer, and D. S. Zee. Adaptation of the phase of the

human linear vestibulo-ocular reflex (LVOR) and effects on the oculomotor neural integrator. J

Vestib Res, 10:239-247, 2000.

Hegemann, S., V. Patel, M. Shelhamer, P. D. Kramer, and D. S. Zee. Adaptation of the phase of

the human linear vestibulo-ocular reflex (LVOR) and effects on the oculomotor neural

integrator. J Vestib Res, in press.

Heldt, T., E. B. Shim, R. D. Kamm, and R. G. Mark. Computational modeling of cardiovascular

response to orthostatic stress. Accepted in JAppl Physiol.

Hirasaki, E., S. T. Moore, T. Raphan, and B. Cohen, B. Head and body movements in the yaw

and roll planes during straight walking. Soc Neuroscience, November 2001.

Howard, I. and G. Hu. Visually induced reorientation illusions. Perception, 2001.

Imai, T., S. T. Moore, T. Raphan, and B. Cohen.

walking and turning. Submitted to Exp Brain Res.

Judex, S., L. R. Donahue, and C. T. Rubin.

Interaction of the body, head and eyes during

Genotypic predisposition to osteoporosis is

paralleled by an enhanced sensitivity to signals anabolic to the skeleton. Submitted to PNAS.

Jung, A. S., D. E. Berkowitz, E. M. Brooks-Asplund, and A. A. Shoukas. Attenuated baroreflex

responses in a mouse model ofmicrogravity. Am J Physiol, in final review.



Khalsa,S.B., M. E. Jewett,J. F. Duffy, andC. A. Czeisler. Thetiming of thehumancircadian
clock is accuratelyrepresentedby thecorebody temperaturerhythmfollowing phaseshi_s to a
three-cyclelight stimulusnearthecritical zone. J Biol Rhythms 15:524-530, 2000.

Kim, S. Y., D. E. Berkowitz, R. Jhaveri, A. Shoukas, and D. Nyhan. Differential influence of

pulmonary vasoconstrictors on milrinone induced vasorelaxation. In preparation.

Klingenheben, T., M. Zabel, R. B. D'Agostino, R. J. Cohen, and S. H. Hohnloser. Predictive

value of T wave alternans for arrhythmic events in patients with congestive heart failure. Lancet

356:651-652, 2000.

Kourentzi, K. D., G. E. Fox, and R. C. Willson. Microbial identification by

immunohybridization assay of artificial RNA labels. Submitted to J Microbiol Methods.

Kourentzi, K. D., G. E. Fox, and R. C. Willson. Rapid identification of microorganisms using 5S

rRNA specific molecular beacons. Curr Microbiol, 2001, in press.

Lednicky, J. A., S. J. Halvorson, and J. S. Butel. PCR detection and DNA sequence analysis of

the regulatory region of lymphotropic papovavirus in peripheral blood mononuclear cells of an

immunocompromised rhesus macaque. J Clin Microbiol, in press.

McKeown, K. and A. Shoukas. Chronic isolation of the carotid sinus baroreceptor region in

conscious normotensive and hypertensive rats. Am J Physiol 275(Heart and Circ Physiol

44):H322-H329, 1998.

McPartland, M. D., C. Wall, L. I. Oddsson, D. E. Krebs, and C. A. Tucker. Recovery from

perturbations during paced walking. Submitted to Gait Posture.

McPartland, M. D., D. E. Krebs, and C. Wall III. Quantifying Ataxia: Ideal Trajectory Analysis.

Accepted in J Rehabil Res Dev.

Meier-Ewert, H. K., P. M. Ridker, N. Rifai, N. Price, D. F. Dinges, and J. M. Mullington.

Absence of diurnal variation of c-reactive protein concentrations in healthy human subjects. Clin

Chem 47(3) 426-430, 2001.

Moore, S. T., E. Hirasaki, T. Raphan, and B. Cohen. The human vestibulo-ocular reflex during

linear locomotion. Ann NYAcad Sci, 2001, in press.

Mukkamala, R. and R. J. Cohen. A forward model-based validation of cardiovascular system

identification. Accepted in Am J Physiol.

Mukkamala, R., D. A. Sherman, R. J. Cohen, and R. G. Mark. A nonlinear, computational

model of the pulsatile heart and circulation. Submitted for publication.

Mukkamala, R., K. Toska, and R. J. Cohen. Noninvasive identification of the total peripheral

resistance baroreflex. Submitted for publication.



Murphy, J. C., G. E. Fox, and R. C. Willson. Compactionagentsenhanceanion-exchange
adsorptionof nucleicacids. J Chromatogr A, accepted pending minor revisions.

Murphy, J. C., G. E. Fox, and R. C. Willson. RNA isolation and fractionation with compaction

agent. Anal Biochem 295: 143-148, 2001.

Newman, D. J., R. Wu, D. Krebs, and D. K. Jackson. Electromyographic analysis of human

false platform jumping. JAppl Physiol, in revision.

Nyhan, D., J. Hare, and D. Berkowtiz. Modulating effects of L-arginine and age related vascular

dysfunction. In preparation.

Nyhan, D., S. Kim, S. Dunbar, D. Li, A. Shoukas, and D. Berkowitz. Impaired pulmonary artery

contractile responses in a rat model ofmicrogravity: role of nitric oxide. Am J Physiol, in press.

O'Sullivan, C., R. S. Peng, H. Jenson, and P. D. Ling. Epstein-Barr virus genome loads in the

peripheral blood and antibody titers to EBV antigens in AIDS patients before and after HAART

therapy. Submitted for publication.

Oman C., W. Shebilske, J. Richards, T. Tubre, A. Beall, and A. Natapoff. Three dimensional

spatial memory and learning in real and virtual environments. J Spatial Cognition and

Computation, 2001, in revision.
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NIDCD-NSBRI JOINT PROGRAM FOR THE SUPPORT OF

VESTIBULAR RESEARCH

Proposals Received: October 1998

Proposals Selected: September 1999

Year 1 Funding: $1,413 K

(NIH - $1,168 K; NSBRI - $245 K)

Year 2 Funding: $1,342 K

(NIH - $1,132 K; NSBRI - $210 K)

Year 3 Funding: $1,367 K

(NIH - $1,149 K; NSBRI - $218 K)

Total Funding: $4,122 K

(NIH - $3,449 K; NSBRI private - $673 K)

1. Baylor College of Medicine: Helen COHEN, Ed.D. Funding:

MANAGEMENT OF ADAPTATION TO ALTERED SENSORIMOTOR STATES

Co-I: Jacob Bloomberg, Ph.D. (NASA JSC)

Yr. 1:$112 K

Yr. 2:$118 K

Yr. 3: $88K

Total: $318 K

2. Harvard University: Daniel MERFELD, Ph.D. Funding:

DECODING OF GRA VICEPTOR CUES, INCLUDING ADAPTIVE CHANGES

Co-Is: Conrad Wall, Ph.D.

Lionel Zupan, Ph.D.

Robert Peterka, Ph.D. (Oregon Health Sciences U.)

Mark Shelhamer, D.Sc. (Johns Hopkins Univ.)

Yr. 1:$299 K

Yr. 2:$260 K

Yr. 3:$280 K

Total: $839 K

3. Stanford University: Jennifer RAYMOND, Ph.D.

VESTIBULAR AND VISUAL CONTROL OF EYE MOVEMENT

Funding: Yr. 1:$287 K

Yr. 2:$294 K

Yr. 3:$319 K

Total: $900 K

4. *Univ. of Mississippi Medical Ctr: W. Michael KING, Ph.D. Funding: Yr. 1:$245 K
Yr. 2:$210 K

Yr. 3:$218 K

Total: $673 K

SIGNAL PROCESSING AND ADAPTATION IN CENTRAL OTOLITH PA THWA YS

Co-I: Wu Zhou, Ph.D.



5. University of Rochester: Scott SEIDMAN, Ph.D. Funding:

PLASTICITY IN THE VESTIBULOOCULAR REFLEXES AND PERCEPTION

Co-I: Gary Paige, M.D., Ph.D.

6. Wash. Univ. School of Medicine: Dora ANGELAKI, Ph.D. Funding:

NEURAL MECHANISMS OF VESTIBULAR ADAPTATION

Co-I: J. David Dickman, Ph.D.

*NSBRI supported from private funding sources.

Yr. 1:$241 K

Yr. 2:$240 K

Yr. 3:$247 K

Total: $728 K

Yr. 1:$229 K

Yr. 2:$220 K

Yr. 3:$215 K

Total: $664 K
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Resuscitation, Stabilization and Critical Care

A Space Medicine Workshop

At the outset of this project the committce was charged with developing an evidence based

practice of space medicine and to take the current information and develop an educational

program tk-_rspace medical officers.

It quickly became apparent during that the current medical care provided was based on terrestrial

developed techniques and science. It also became apparent that the partial and incomplete

modifications that had occurred had occurred based on experiences in micro gravity, but that this

was not consistent throughout the training program. As an example, a major component is the

Advanced Cardiac Life developed by the American Heart Association as the state of the art for

cardiac care and the Advanced Trauma Life Support program as the state of the art in trauma

care developed by the American College of Surgeons/Committee on Trauma. Although the some

of the science is applicable in rnicrogravity, none of the procedures will work in that

environment. Changes have been made based on trial and error. To continue in the pathway of

part micro gravity and part 1 G would produce inconsistences that would be confusing and

would also not provide the best care that is available. Therefore, the committee changed

directions and elected first to rewrite the protocols for care and space based on space needs and

space physiology, and then to write a training program based on this knowledge.

To achieve this process a list of all potential problems that would occur in space was developed

by 3 separate committees address: 1) Neuro-psychological problems. 2) general medical,

cardiac and respiratory problems and 3) trauma problems.

In breakout groups these lists were made and modified lk)r the first meeting. In time tk_r the

second meeting, and during the second meeting, protocols were developed to address each of

these medical problems. The protocols were standard medical algorithms. After these were

developed and agreed upon they will then be converted into the "real'" format so that this

information will be presented to the space medical officers in the same way as their other

troubleshooting protocols. Once the entire committee has agreed upon the details of each of the

individual protocols then educational objectives, teaching format, and text material will be

developed in time to be presented to the next astronaut class beginning in the Summer of 2002.

The attachments demonstrate the wide the varied background of the participants so that the

protocols will be as complete as possible.



Space Medicine Workshop

Cardiorespiratory (;roup

Committee Recommendations

as of 8-31-01

The Cardiorespiratory Committee recommends:

I. That all groups use "General Guiding Principles in Creating and Modifying Protocols for

Space Medicine" in their work for the Space Medicine Workshop.

2. That the enclosed protocols be ,eviewed. placed in "NASA format" and presented for full

group discussion in November.

3. That in concert with adopting the Ethics protocol, that there be convened a group charged

with reviewing both the Ethics protocol and the laws relevant to end - of- life issues in

space. In particular, the International Partners should be polled as to their cultural and

ethical input. Recommendations need to be made on policies and procedures for addressing

ethical dilemmas especially in the multicultural, international environment of space

medicine.

4. That the enclosed list of recommended modifications of the equipment and pharmaceuticals

be reviewed and adopted as deemed appropriate.

5. That the enclosed recommendations lot literature searches be implemented.

6. That NASA determine whether rnembers of the Space Medicine Workshop are deemed to

have a conflict of interest in carrying out research a member has proposed but funded by
NASA.

7. That NASA consider implementing the research proposals enclosed.

Thank you.



Space Medicine Workshop

Cardiorespiratory Group

General Guiding Principles in Creating and Modi_'ing Protocols fi)r Space Medicine
as of 8-31-01

Strategy of the Protocols.

The M

A.

B.

C.

D.

E.

F.

lowing priorities govern medical care in space:
Survival of the crewmenlber

Return to ftmction of the crcwmember to permit mission continuation

Minimize impact of the medical event on the effectiveness of other crewmembers

to complete the mission
When the crewmember cannot return to adequate function, safely evacuate the

crewmember(s).

Pain / symptom control.

Making an accurate diagnosis.

Note that making a diagnosis is not essential to meeting the priorities in many clinical states. On

Earth, it is often true that making a final diagnosis takes days to years, and involves the input of

many physicians, results of many types of laboratory tests not available in space, and the very

important diagnostic tools of watching the course of the illness and its response to treatment over

time. Since the CMO may not have the luxuries of time, laboratory, or consultants, the CMO

must re - prioritize medical interventions to that which can be reasonably achieved with limited

resources in the enviromnent of space.

Observation - based Protocols

The fundamental idea use to construct the protocols is that the CMO can make

observations even if the CMO cannot make diagnoses, so the decision - making is based on what

the CMO observes, not primarily upon making a diagnosis.

The clinical implication of any observation depends on several factors, such as timing,

factors exacerbating or mitigating the observation, and whether an obvious explanation exits. For

example, arm pain that has its onset immediately following a hand - crushing incident from
occulrlngmoving a heavy object creates a scenario readily distinguished from left arm pain only " " '

while running on a treadmill. Thus the protocol seeks to explore an observation enough to

distinguish clinical scenarios into major and nlinor, emergent and less urgent.



GeneralPrinciplesof ObservationandClinical Interventions
A. What you are detern3iningis what needsto be done+not primarily what is the

diagnosis
B. Observationis thc foundationof care

1. Can'ttreator reportanythingthatisn'tobserved
2. Mustobserve,think, reevaluate,communicate
3. Makethebestdecisionsunderthecircumstances
4. Takeappropriateaction,thenmonitorresponses

C. Accurateinformationis critical to decisionmakin,,
1. Thehistory

a. Whathappened?
b. The history is the key assessmentelement,often more important

thanphysicalexamination
c. Knowledgeof diseaseandsuspicionaffectqualityof observations
d. Startwith determiningwhathappened,thenfollow eachsymptom

complexsequentially.
2. Thephysicalexamination

a. Speedshouldnotcompromiseadequacy
b. Effectivenessmaybecompromisedby scenario
c. Focused toward systems producing symptoms

3. Pattern recognition

a. Compare observations with knowledge base

b. Pattern is either recognized or identified as unrecognized
4. Assimilation

a. Observations that match recognized patterns

('1) A provisional plan of action can be drawn from protocols

(2) Adapt protocol to local conditions

(3) A provisional diagnostic impression nmy be achieved

(4) Be skeptical that you have the correct diagnostic

impression, and thus monitor response to treatment.

b. Obserwttions that do not match recognized patterns

( 1) Be skeptical. Seek additional intkmnation

(2) If additional information does not result in recognizable

pattern, choose closest protocol

(3) Adapt protocol to local conditions

(4) Avoid assigning a diagnosis when pattern is unrecognized

(5) Monitor response to treatment.

Factors affecting quality of observations and decision making

1. Rush to judgment / tunnel vision / labelling

a. May 'short circuit" observations

b. May cause pattern misrecognition
c. GIGO = o:q'baoo in - earba_e out

d. Interpersonal relationships may impair thinking

9. Uncooperative patients

a. Distinguish willful non - cooperation from inability to cooperate

D.



.

4.

.

b. Inability to cooperate means

toxicily

Obvious ii!juries may distract both

significant injuries
The environment

a. Scene chaos

b. Violent/dangerous situations
c. Contact / Non - contact with Earth

d. Illness in CMO or olher crew

Manpower considerations

a. Single responder

( 1) Sequential information gathering

(2) Sequential treatment

b. Multiple responders

(1) History by "committee" may

(2)

(3)

risk of significant CNS injury or

the patient and CMO from more

result in disorganized

observations and intervention planning

Worse of peers comprise the committee

Pre - planning reduces error and optimizes participation of
others

II. Organizing Actions

A. Calm orde,ly demeanor is essential

g.

C°

D.

g.

1. Look the part

2. Act the part

3. "Bedside" manner is important

4. Patients may nut be able to rate medical performance but they can rate

people skills and service

Have a "prephm" to prevent confusion and improve accuracy of the assessment

I. While talking to the patient

b. Active concerned dialogue
c. Listen

2. Take notes when acquiring the history if possible

a. Helps prevent asking the same question repeatedly

Locale the essential equipment

I. Ready to provide resuscitative care

2. Minimizes pandemonium

Use the initial scene size-up to gather clues and help formulate an impression

1. Especially useful in trauma situations
a. Hazards

b. Movement of the injured person

c. Number of patients
2 Avoid tunnel vision

The initial observations set the tone for the patient encounter

3 Resuscitative approach

4 Contemplative approach

a. hnmediate intervention nut necessary



F.

G,

H.

J.

b. Generally history and physical, then interventions if required

hnmediate evacuation may be required if

a. Assistance is needed to provide lifesaving interventions
b. Scene is too unstable/or unsafe

c. Scene is too chaotic to allow for rational assessment

To fred something, one must suspect it

6 During initial assessment one must actively look for life threatening

problems

7 Must be systematic

8 Rapidly determine the chief complaint

9 Assess the degree of distress

10 Obtain baseline vital signs early

11 Focused on the relevant history and physical findings

The greater the knowledge about what is being looked for the more productive the

line of questioning will be

Experience assists in developing the ability of "multi-tasking" or being able to ask

questions and do something while listening to the answcr

1 Until experienced, ask questions and just listen

2 Have partner perform necessary tasks

3 hnportant clues are lost by not listening

The patient's ability to describe symptoms and CMO's ability to listen has a great
effect on the assessment

12 Pain severity does not correlate well with life-threat potential

2 Location of pain and its source also do not always correlate well:

especially if it is visceral

Bear in mind worst case scenario but don't be overly influenced by it.

III Presenting the patient

A. Effective communication of patient information is vital

13. Patient presentation is often a weak link in care

2. Practice makes perfect.

3. Three sentence summary

B. Effective presentations
14

15

3

4

Are very concise, usually lasting less than one minute

Are usually free of extensive jargon

Follow the same basic information pattern, generally the SOAP tk_rmat or

some close variation of it

Includes pertinent positive observations and pertinent negatives

6



Space Medicine Workshop

Cardiorespiratory Group

Research Recommendations

as of 8-31-01

The Cardiorespiratory Committee recommends the following research:

8. .Studies of imermediary metabolism, hyperglycemia, hypoglycemia in space - adapted

animals, then man.

9. Studies of reconstitution methodologies lk}r delivering large volumes of crystalloid to

patients in space.

10. hnproved suction devices or strategies for application in space, including foot - powered

devices.

1 !. Evah, ation of LMA, Intubating LMA, Double Lumen LMA, and ETT intubation, including

evaluating decay of skills over months after training in astronauts startled by a surprise drill

- simulating what it would be like for an astronaut to be using airway skills in space months

after being checked out on them.
12. Parallel (to # 4) evaluation of the Cook percutaneous tracheostomy device.

13. Pharmacokinetic and pharmacodynamic studies of drug delivery through LMA, ETT, mask

during assisted ventilation in space. Most parenteral drugs in the Shuttle and ISS formularies

should be studied.

14. Studies of chest tube placement anti efficacy in space environment.
15. Studies of attitudes of astronauts / cosmonauts froln all International Partners as to end of

life issues.

16. Drug delivery studies for drips, like pressors, antihypertensives, insulin, glucose, volume

replacement in space environment.
17. RFA for new intubation / airway management / non invasive mechanical ventilation

technologies.



Space Medicine Workshop

Cardiorespiratory Group

Pending Assignments for the Group
as of 8-31-01

1. Review the updated protocols, inserting any details you believe should be there. It is

particularly important to be sure that we consider at each juncture that the patient may be

improving or worsening at each juncture, anti we need to ,,z,ive the astronauts proper

direction what to do with both improvement and decline. Note that at this stage we are

trying to be sure the content is _ooa. _, not that the format is NASA - style. However,

remember that the organizational format is unitasking not multitasking. Where appropriate,

insert notes or advice to the astronauts as to whether the task at hand should be performed

with one or two rescuers.

_._ Review the enclosed list of recommended equipment and pharmaceutical chanees,, ,.

Recommend additions or deletions to the list. If you recommend an exchange of one drug

for another, please either provide the literature or list the entry in the list of literature

searches to be performed (#3)

3. List any literature searches you feel should be performed by NASA personnel, or provide

literature that you have identified.

4. Review the Clinical DataBase to make any additions or cteletions appropriate to the clinical

database an astronaut should be taught in order to make the observations necessary to

determine which protocol to enter.

5. Re - review the protocols to be sure they are compatible with each other.

6. Review the proposals list to determine whether you support these proposals, and whether

you have any to add.

7. Propose any research you think may be necessary or helpful to optimize health care for the

astronauts relevant to the protocols we are proposin,,

8. Review the "General Guiding Principles in Creating and Modifying Protocols for Space

Medicine" for changes you feel appropriate.

9. Send all of your chan,,es_ , and comments to me ASAP, or sooner. We need to have our

committee's work done by mid-September. Once I have your feedback, 1 will compatibilize

your comments, and produce a composite proposal to send to Norm, Sam and David. On

Sept 15.
Cr10. It has been an honor to work with you _uys.
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REPORT OF THE FIRST MEETING OF THE CREW STATUS

EVALUATION WORKING GROUP

Purpose

The CSE (clinical status evaluation) working group met for the first time from

July 31 to August 2, 2001 at the Del Lago Conference Center in Conroe, Texas.

A list of the attendees, representing NASA and the NSBRI is attached (appendix

1). The motivation driving the formation of this group stemmed from a concept

that there should exist "...a standardized, integrated physiological/medical data

set on all persons who fly in space as part of the U.S. space program." It was

emphasized that the CSE should be cost-effective ("a minimal data set"),

consistent with evolving medical requirements for space flight, evidence-based,

and initially directed toward the landing, entry, and postflight period. Three

specific tasks were promulgated in the charge to the working group:

1. Develop recommended CSE components for entry, landing, and the

immediate postflight period.

2. Define those research tasks required to develop an evidence base for CSE

components.

3. Identify the specific knowledge, skills, and judgment required of physicians,

crewmembers, or other health providers to enable them to utilize the CSE.

Methodology

Most of the first day was spent in a review of historical data, current

shuttle/station medical capabilities, evidence-based medicine methodology, and

critical path analysis. During these presentations the Integrated Testing Regimen

(ITR) was discussed. It was noted that the ITR bears some similarities to the

proposed CSE; however, it is designed to evaluate countermeasures rather than to

provide a biomedical knowledge base characterizing individual crewmembers.

As such, the two programs are seen as complementary, rather than redundant. It

was recognized that there will be many areas in which the data gathered by the

ITR can be shared by the CSE, but the focus of the latter will stress clinical rather

than research issues and, in general, will be broader in scope than the former. At

the end of these introductory sessions the group met to develop a process through

which the requirements of the CSE could be met. It was noted that the following

categories of problems exist about which a knowledge base must be developed:

. Problems not unique to spaceflight which have an equal likelihood of

occurrence whether in space or on earth. Examples include routine viral and

bacterial infections. For these types of problems, there is a great deal of

evidence in well-established and general biomedical data bases such as Pub

Med, the Cochrane Collaboration, and standard reference books. These

sources should be adequate to provide appropriate recommendations.



2. Problemsnot unique to spaceflightbut exacerbatedby the environment.
Conditionssuchascancer,nephrolithiasis,and anemiafit into this category.
For thesetypesof problems,onemay utilize the generalbody of biomedical
knowledge,but it must beaugmentedby researchandexperiencereportedin
thespacemedicineliterature.

3. Problemsuniqueto spaceflightsuchasSpaceAdaptationSyndrome. In this
groupof problemstheevidencebasemust rely on the limited dataavailable
from mannedmissions.

Thefollowing approachevolvedfrom theabovediscussionto achievethegoalof
buildinganappropriateknowledgebase:

1. Using theresultsof the critical path analysis,addresseachof the 55
identified risks. It is recognizedthat some of these will not be
clinically relevant,so it will be necessaryto establisha subsetof the
risksthatwill beaddressedin theCSE.

2. For eachclinically relevantrisk utilize the format of the evidence-
basedUS PreventiveServicesTaskForce(USPSTF):

a)

b)

c)

Provide a short statement of the frequency and impact of

occurrence of the risk.

Ensure that a viable intervention exists or can be developed to

make testing useful. If no intervention exists, knowledge of a

condition becomes a research task, not a clinical one.

List currently available or evolving tests or evaluations that could

prove useful in ameliorating the risk. As a start, the current ITR

components assigned to the risk and the Medical Requirements

Categorization document are to be examined; however, the current
biomedical literature should be scrutinized to construct a more

exhaustive list of possible testing. Evaluate the proposed test in
terms of:

1)

2)

Is the test valid, reliable, and does it possess a good

positive predictive value?

What is the quality of the evidence supporting the test?

The following USPSTF scale can be used:
a. Level I: Evidence obtained from at least one

properly randomized controlled trial.

b. Level II-l: Evidence obtained from well-designed

controlled trials without randomization.

c. Level II-2: Evidence obtained from well-designed

cohort or case-control analytic studies, preferably

from more than one center or research group.

d. Level II-3: Evidence obtained from multiple times

series with or without the intervention.



e. Level III: Opinionsof respectedauthorities,based
on clinical experience;descriptivestudiesand case
reports;or reportsof expertcommittees.

f. In additionto this traditionalsystem,a designatorof
S (space-based)and/or G (ground-based)may be
used describethe source of the evidence. This
recognizestheenvironmentof spaceasuniqueand
should attach additional significanceto evidence
obtainedfrom spaceresearch. For example,III-S
could characterizea case report basedon flight
experience.

3) Make a summaryof the body of accumulatedevidence.
This documentshouldinclude citationsfrom the related
biomedicalliteraturefollowing a critical evaluationof the
availableknowledgebase.

4) Basedon the evidenceconsidered,provide a succinct
summaryalong with a strengthof recommendationfor
the proposed testing and its scheduling (e.g., on a
periodicor asrequiredbasis):

a. There is good evidence to support the
recommendationthattheevaluationbeincluded.

b. There is fair evidence to support the
recommendationthattheevaluationbeincluded.

c. Thereis insufficient evidenceto recommendfor
oragainstthe inclusionof theevaluation.

d. There is fair evidence to support the
recommendationthat the evaluationbe excluded
from consideration.

e. There is good evidence to support the
recommendationthat the evaluationbe excluded
from consideration.

5) Determinewhen the evaluationcould be accomplished;
i.e., preselection,preflight, pre-entry, during entry or
postflight.

6) Determineif the identified testrequiresnew capabilities,
resources,or research.

7) Determineif the evaluationrequiresnew crew or health
careproviderskills.

With theaboveformatin mind, thegroupwasdividedinto threesmallerteamsto
examinethreecritical risks. Theriskschosenfor initial scrutinywerebasedupon
their high level of impact to thecrew andalsoupontheir naturalhistory. Thus,
one long-termpostflight problemwaschosen(carcinogenesis),an intermediate-
term risk (osteoporosis),and an immediatepostflight risk (orthostasis). The
teamsweredivided so that individuals with expertisein the relatedfields were



included,aswell asa NASA flight surgeon,a currentor former astronaut,anda
memberof NASA management.Thelist of teamsis delineatedin Appendix2.

The resultsof the small groupswerepresentedin summaryduringa subsequent
plenarysession.Although theapproachesof thegroupsweresomewhatdifferent,
the samegeneral format was followed by each. One group (osteoporosis)
proposedusinga scaleto graderisk; anotherteam(orthostasis)developeda setof
decision rules to use and presentedits findings in outline form; the third
(carcinogenesis)produced a more formal statementbased on the USPSTF
template. It may well be that eachidentified risk requiresa slightly different
thoughtprocessalthoughit is felt that the generalmethodologywill remainthe
same. The goal will be to producea rational, cost-effective,thorough,and
evidence-basedapproachto building the knowledgebase. The productsof the
groupsareattachedasAppendices(3 to 5). In theshortperiodof timeavailableto
thesegroups,it wasnot possibleto constructa polisheddocument,explorethe
literature,or makea comprehensivelist of possibleevaluations. However,the
processby whichthis canbeaccomplishedhashopefullybeenestablished.

Recommendations

In order to systematically generate the required knowledge base that will serve as

the foundation for the selection of CSE components and the ultimate definition of

a standardized, integrated, clinical data set for all U.S. crewmembers, the

following long-term plan is recommended for implementation:

l° NASA management, in conjunction with the technical management of the

NSBRI, will review, modify as needed, and approve the general approach and

format as outlined above. Once approved, NASA will assign the discipline-

specific Integrated Product Teams 0PT's) to address each of the clinically

relevant risks within their respective discipline areas using the described

evidence-based approach. This will involve a comprehensive literature review

and systematic assessment of available evidence surrounding each risk with its

attendant clinical correlates. For each of the risks, the individual IPT's will

include, in addition to their overall review and knowledge synthesis, their

recommendations for candidate CSE components.

. In order to insure a balanced evaluation of the risks and issues addressed, the

IPT membership will include a NASA flight surgeon(s), NASA discipline

expert(s), NSBRI clinical expert(s), NSBRI discipline expert(s), and at least

one biostatistician and/or expert in evidence-based medicine practices. The

IPT membership will number anywhere from 8 to 12 members and will be

guided by the general principles described above. It is anticipated that each

IPT will develop its own format appropriate to the individual subject matter

but will maintain the prescribed common framework.



. The IPT's will meet on a periodic basis with the CSE Working Group and

present the results of their evidence-based assessments for the critical risks in

their particular discipline. They will also submit recommendations for

inclusion of CSE components to the Working Group. It is anticipated that a

subset of the IPT's will present to the Working Group at any given meeting,

rotating the multi-disciplinary IPT's throughout the course of this entire

activity until all critical risks are evaluated. The CSE Working Group plenary

meetings will be one day in length consisting of focused reviews and

discussions and will meet approximately 3 to 4 times in the coming year. The

first follow-up Working Group meeting is tentatively scheduled for January,

2002.

. Once all critical risks have been reviewed and presented to the CSE Working

Group, the final meeting will focus on collating all the CSE component

candidates recommended by the IPT's and by the Working Group throughout
the course of the reviews. The recommendations will be scrutinized by the

collective group to establish a minimal, integrated, clinical data set. This

knowledge base will provide a health status assessment on crewmembers

during all phases of space flight missions. A comprehensive list of

biomedical research questions that are required to enhance the CSE evolution

and broaden the evidence supporting its composition will also be generated by

the Working Group. All reviews, evidence, and supporting discussions will

be documented and organized into a final, comprehensive report with relevant

appendices on each critical risk as provided by the IPT's. This CSE document
will be submitted to NASA and the NSBRI for review and approval.

. Finally, many of the committee members voiced strong recommendations to

improve communication between the operational and research communities

and to provide greater access to biomedical data. While these concerns were

not directly related to the task assigned to the committee, it is felt that the

ultimate success of our efforts can only be enhanced by greater cooperation

between the two groups. Appendix 6 calls attention to some of the concerns

expressed during the meeting.
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David Hilmers, M.D. (NSBRI Co-Chair)

Baylor College of Medicine
6621 Fannin, TCH MC 1-4000

Houston, TX 77030-2303
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832-825-1281 FAX
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Nitza Cintron, M.D., Ph.D. (NASA Co-Chair)

NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, SD6, Bldg. 37, Rm. 114A

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-483-6291

281-483-2224 FAX

ncintron@ems.jsc.nasa.gov

nitza.m.cintron 1@,jsc. nasa.gov

Ellen S. Baker, M.D., M.P.H. (NSBRI)

NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, CB
Houston, TX 77058-3607
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281-244-8873 FAX

ellen.s.baker I (_bjsc.nasa.gov

Kenneth M. Baldwin, Ph.D. (NSBRI)

(Michael Reid, Ph.D. Attending)
Professor

Department of Physiology and Biophysics
University of California, Irvine
Medical Sciences I, Rm. D340

Irvine, CA 92697-4560
949-824-7192

949-824-8540 FAX

kmbaldwi@uci.edu

Daniel Bloomfield, M.D. (NSBRI)
Assistant Professor

Department of Medicine, Division of
Cardiology

Columbia University
180 Fort Washington Avenue, 3rd FI., Rm.
308

New York, NY 10032-3710
212-305-9466
212-305-3137 FAX

dmb9@columbia.edu

Marco E. Cabrera, Ph.D. (NSBRI)
Assistant Professor

Pediatric Cardiology, RBC-380N
Case Western Reserve University
11100 Euclid Avenue

Cleveland, OH 44106-6011
216-844-5085

216-844-5478 FAX

mec6@po.cwru.edu

Jonathan B. Clark, M.D. (NASA)
Flight Surgeon/Neurologist

Flight Medicine Clinic

NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, SD26

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-483-7120
281-244-7947 FAX

Jonathan.b.clark 1@j sc.nasa.gov

Bernard Cohen, M.D. (NSBRI)
Morris Bender Professor of Neurology

Department of Neurology
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

One Gustave L. Levy Place, Box 1135
New York, NY 10029-6500
212-241-7068

212-831-1610 FAX

bemard.cohen@mssm.edu
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ChristopherF.Flynn,M.D.(NASA)
OperationalPsychiatryLeadFlightSurgeon
NASAJohnsonSpaceCenter
2101NASARoad1,SD2,Bldg.8,Rm.
244A
Houston,TX 77058-3607
281-483-7146
281-244-7947FAX
christopher.f.flvnnl (Lbjsc.nasa.gov

cflynn@ems.j sc.nasa, gov

Jeffrey A. Jones, M.D. (NASA)

ISS Lead Flight Surgeon
NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA 1, SD2, Bldg. 8, Rm. 250C

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-483-4418
281-244-7947 FAX

jajones@ems.j sc.nasa.gov

jeffrey.a.j ones 1(a)jsc.nasa.gov

James P. Locke, M.D. (NASA)

Flight Surgeon
NASA Johnson Space Center

2101 NASA Road 1, SD2, Bldg. 37, Rm.
130

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-483-6923
281-244-7947 FAX

james.p.locke 1Qa)jsc.nasa.gov

jlocke@ems.jsc.nasa.gov

Kathleen A. McMonigal, M.D. (NASA)

Diagnostic Service Lead
NASA Johnson Space Center

2101 NASA Road 1, SD4, Bldg. 37, Rm.
110

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-244-5004

281-483-2224 FAX

kmcmonig@ems.j sc.nasa.gov
kathleen.a.mcmonigall @j sc.nasa.gov

Donald Hagan, Ph.D. (NASA)
Exercise Lead
Human Countermeasures Office

NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, SD3

Houston, TX 77058-3696
281-244-1122

281-483-2888 FAX

dhagan(L_ems, j sc.nasa.gov

Ann R. Kennedy, Ph.D. (NSBRI)
Professor

Department of Radiation Oncology
Oncology Research Division

University of Pennsylvania
3620 Hamilton Walk, Ste. 195

Philadelphia, PA 19104-6072
215-898-0079

215-898-0090 FAX

akennedy(Lbmail.med.upenn.edu

Thomas H. Marshburn, M.D. (NASA)

Flight Surgeon
NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, SD2, Bldg. 37, Rm.
130

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-483-1313

281-244-7947 FAX

thomas.h, marshburn 1(£bjsc. nasa. gov

tmarshbu(£b, ems.j sc.nasa.gov

Janice M. Meck, Ph.D. (NASA)

Head of Cardiovascular Laboratory
Life Sciences Research Laboratories

NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, SD361

Houston, TX 77058-3607

jmeek(q!ems.j sc.nasa.gov
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Lakshmi Putcha, Ph.D. (NASA)

Manager for Pharmacology Laboratory
Life Sciences Research Laboratories

NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, SK3

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-483-7760
281-244-5734 FAX

lputcha((v, ems.jsc.nasa.gov

M. Rhea Seddon, M.D. (NSBRI)
Assistant Chief Medical Officer

Vanderbilt University Medical Center, Ste.
3601
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Nashville, TN 37232-5100
615-343 -0302

615-343-9967 FAX

rhea.seddon@mcmail.vanderbilt.edu

Todd T. Schlegel, M.D. (NASA)

Manager, Test Subject Facility/KC-135
Coordinator

NASA Johnson Space Center

2101 NASA Road 1, SK3, Bldg. 37, Rm.
1060

Houston, TX 77058-3607
281-483-9643

281-483-2888 FAX

tschlege@ems.jsc.nasa.gov

Jay R. Shapiro, M.D. (NSBRI)
Professor

Department of Medicine

Uniformed Services University
of the Health Sciences

4301 Jones Bridge Road, Rm. A3068
Bethesda, MD 20814-4799
301-295-3600
301-295-3557 FAX

jshapiro(£_usuhs.mil

Artin A. Shoukas, Ph.D. (NSBRI)
Professor

Department of Biomedical Engineering

and Physiology
Johns Hopkins University School of
Medicine
720 Rutland Avenue

Traylor Research Bldg., Rm. 621
Baltimore, MD 21205-2109
410-955-2871

410-614-0019 FAX

ashoukas@brne.jhu.edu

Gerald Sonnenfeld, Ph.D. (NSBRI)
Professor, Chair and Associate Dean

Department of Microbiology, Biochemistry

and Immunology
Morehouse School of Medicine

720 Westview Drive, SW

Atlanta, GA 30310-1495
404-752-1586

404-752-1179 FAX

sonneng@msm.edu

Scott M. Smith, Ph.D. (NASA)

Manager, Nutritional Biochemistry
Life Science Research Laboratories

NASA Johnson Space Center
2101 NASA Road 1, SK3
Houston, TX 77058-2769
281-483-7204
281-483-2888 FAX

scott.re.smith 1(_i sc.nasa, gov

James D. Thomas, M.D. (NSBRI)

(Neil Greenberg, Ph.D. Attending)
Director of Cardiovascular Imaging
Cleveland Clinic Foundation

9500 Euclid Avenue

Cleveland, OH 44195-0002
216-445-6312
216-445-7306 FAX

thomasj(_ccf.org
jdt1955@aol.com
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Frank W. Turek, Ph.D. (NSBRI)

(Vincent Cassone, Ph.D. Attending)
Professor

Department of Neurobiology and Physiology
Northwestern University

2153 N. Campus Drive
Evanston, IL 60208-3520
847-491-2865
847-467-4065 FAX

fturek@nwu.edu

JoAnna Wood, Ph.D. (NSBRI)
Assistant Professor

Baylor College of Medicine

NASA Johnson Space Center
Neurosciences Laboratory

2101 NASA Road 1, SD3, Bldg. 37
Houston, TX 77058-3696
281-244-5524
281-244-5734 FAX

jwood@ems.jsc.nasa.gov

Robert R. Wolfe, M.D. (NSBRI)

(Amy Ferrando, Ph.D. Attending)
Professor

Department of Surgery
University of Texas Medical Branch

Shriners Hospital for Children
815 Market Street

Galveston, TX 77550-2725
409-770-6605
409-770-6825 FAX
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Additional Members:

Jancy McPhee, Ph.D. (Observer, NSBRI)

jmcphee@bcm.tmc.edu

Jeff Davis, M.D. (Observer, NASA)

(281 ) 244-6494

jdavis@utmb.edu

jrdavis@ems.j sc.nasa.gov

John Evanoff, Ph.D. (Observer, NSBRI)

jevanoff@ghg.net

W. Scott Richardson, M.D. (Observer, NASA)
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Charles Evans, M.D., Ph.D. (Observer, NASA)

chevans@nas.edu

Michael Reid, Ph.D. (Substitute for Kenneth Baldwin, Ph.D., Muscle Team, NSBRI)

reid@bcm.tmc.edu

Vincent Cassone, Ph.D. (Substitute for Frank Turek, Ph.D., Performance Team, NSBRI)

vmc@mail.bio.tamu.edu

Neil Greenberg, Ph.D. (Substitute for James Thomas, M.D., Smart Medical Team, NSBRI)

greenbn@ccf.org

Amy Ferrando, Ph.D. (Substitute for Robert Wolfe, M.D., Nutrition Team, NSBRI)

aferrand@utmb.edu

Frank Carpenter, M.D. (NASA)

frank.e.carpenteri @jsc.nasa.gov John Charles, Ph.D. (NASA)
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William Paloski, Ph.D. (NASA)

william.h.paloski 1@j sc.nasa.gov

Sam Pool, M.D. (NASA)

sam.l.pool I @j sc.nasa.gov

Charles Sawin, Ph.D. (NASA)

charles, f.sawin 1@j sc.nasa.gov

Peter Ahlf, PhD (NASA)

pahlf@mail.hq.nasa.gov
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Orthostasis Working Group Report

Risk: Postflight Orthostatic Intolerance

Recommendation

Postflight orthostatic intolerance should be monitored in crewmembers returning from long-

duration space flight until such time as they are able to return to general activities of daily living.

Burden of Suffering (Statement of Impact of Risk)

Frequency and Impact of Occurrence

Orthostatic intolerance (OI) is a clinically relevant consequence of space flight, which, in some

crewmembers, may interfere with rapid egress from the vehicle should an emergency occur at or

after landing. OI may also delay return to general activities of daily living (ADL) in affected
crewmembers.

Clinically significant OI (inability to complete a 10 minute stand test I-2 hours after landing)

occurs in about 20% of crewmembers returning from short-duration (4-10 day) missions (n =

200; refs #n-m; Quality of Evidence -- II-2). It also occurs in about 83% (6/7 crewmembers

tested) returning from long-duration (4-6 month) missions (n = 7; refs #p-q; Quality of Evidence

= II-2).

Detectable changes in OI persist for 3-10 days after landing in short-duration crewmembers (n =

200; refs #p-q; Quality of Evidence -- II-2); however, functionally relevant changes limiting

return to ADL persist only for hours to days (unpublished clinical assessment data from J. Clark;

Quality of Evidence = II-2). Detectable changes in OI persist for an unknown period after

landing in long-duration crewmembers; however, functionally relevant changes limiting return to

ADL persist for days to weeks (Quality of Evidence = III).

Postflight OI may result from multiple etiologies. Primary among these are cardiovascular

system deconditioning and neurological adaptation that occur during space flight and resolve

gradually without intervention after return to Earth.

Efficacy of Possible Interventions

1) Fluid Loading (pre-entry):

a) n = 34; refBungo

b) Quality of Evidence = II-3

c) Strength of Recommendation -- B

2) Liquid Cooling Garment (entry/immediate post-landing):

a) n = ?; ARC

b) Quality of Evidence = III
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3)

4)

5)

6)

7)

c) Strength of Recommendation = '_

G-Suit (entry/landing/egress/postflight):

a) n = ?; refs large literature indirect relevance

b) Quality of Evidence = '_

c) Strength of Recommendation = '_

Kentavr Suit (entrUlanding/egress/postflight):

a) n = ?; refs large literature indirect relevance

b) Quality of Evidence = '_

c) Strength of Recommendation = '_

Intravenous Fluid Loading (postflight):

a) n = ?; refs #?

b) Quality of Evidence -- '_

c) Strength of Recommendation = '_

Midodrine (postflight): flight validation trials in progress

a) n = ?; refs bedrest study

b) Quality of Evidence = ?

c) Strength of Recommendation =

Promethazine, Meclazine, other anti-emetics w/wo amphetamines (pre-entry, postflight):

a) n=?;refs?

b) Quality of Evidence = ?

c) Strength of Recommendation = '_

Accuracy of Screening Tests

Extant Medical Requirements

1) Operational Tilt Test: quantifies the HR and BP responses 5 minutes before and 10 minutes

after a rapid, whole body, upright tilt from a supine resting condition

a) Test timing: L- 10, R+0, R+3

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test: normative populations: ?, clinical populations: ?,

space flight populations: II-2

Computerized Dynamic Posturography (Functional Neurological Assessment): quantifies the

contributions of vestibular, visual, and proprioceptive sensory cues to upright balance control

(equilibrium).

2)
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a)

b)

c)

Test timing: L-60, R+3, R+8 .... as req'd clinically

Validity/Reliability/PPV of test: MR performs only SOT trials. MCT trials and or

voluntary head movements may be required to accurately assess vestibulo-spinal

dysfunction. To be effective in early postflight screening, an R+0 test session should be
added.

Quality of Evidence supporting test: normative populations: ?, clinical populations: ?,

space flight populations: II-2

Other Useful Tests to be Considered (TBD)

1) Enhanced Tilt Test:

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

2) Early Tilt Test:

a) Test timing: preflight, ctv

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

3) Plasma Volume Measurement:

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

4) Entry Monitoring ofBP/ECG (SMO):

a) Test timing: preflight, entry

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

5) LBNP Stress Test:

a) Test timing: preflight, pre-entry

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:
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6)

a)

• b)

c)

EEG Monitoring:

Test timing: prefight, postflight

Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

7) Trans-Cranial Doppler Monitoring:

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

8) Vestibular Evoked Myogenic Potential (VEMP) Test of Vestibulo-Spinal Function:

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

9) Oculo-Motor Control Testing:

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

10) Dynamic Visual Acuity (DVA) and/or Locomotor Coordination Test:

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

11) Echo-Cardiographic Assessment of Cardiac Muscle Atrophy:

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

12) Pulmonary_ Function (RR/End-Tidal CO_z):

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight
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b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:

13) Fatigue Monitoring (SCAT?):

a) Test timing: preflight, postflight

b) Validity/Reliability/PPV of test:

c) Quality of Evidence supporting test:

d) New capabilities required:
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Carcinogenesis Working Group Report

Statement of Risk

Because of the unique environment of space, including factors such as the high

levels of natural radiation, exposure to potentially toxic materials, and potential

compromise of immune defenses, the risk of development of neoplastic disease is
increased over the lifetime of individual astronauts. Because there is much to be

understood about the complex mechanisms involved in carcinogenesis, it is

probable that there will be many new discoveries linking the space environment to

malignancies. Limited data exists to define these risks in the context of long-

duration space flight. As a result, increased surveillance of astronauts for the

development of cancer is appropriate.

Frequency and Impact of Occurrence

At least five deaths from neoplastic disease have occurred in the astronaut

population, including one while on active duty with NASA. In addition,

approximately 10 other cases of cancers have been diagnosed although death has

not resulted from the condition. These cases have included blood dyscrasias

(lymphoma and leukemia), solid organ tumors (gall bladder, brain, thyroid, renal,

prostate, etc) and skin cancers. The impact ranges from relatively benign

conditions to death. While it is most likely that this disease will be manifested

later in life, it is probable that some cases will occur while an astronaut is in an

active status, perhaps even while in flight. The likelihood of the latter possibility

is increased by greater levels of exposure through multiple long-term spaceflights.

This may be especially true of rapidly-growing neoplasms such as leukemias,

which can occur within two years of radiation exposure.

Potential Interventions

If clinical testing is utilized to detect an increased risk for cancer, possible
interventions do exist which include:

1. Chemoprevention. These might include vitamin, mineral, trace element, and

antioxidant therapy for prevention of disease. Another example could be the use

of agents such as tamoxifen to lessen the risk for development of breast cancer.

2. Increased surveillance. If a crewmember had been exposed to a condition

predisposing him/her to a neoplastic condition, additional testing such as

following tumor markers or regular diagnostic imaging might improve the

probability of early detection of the disease.

3. Operational maneuvers. In-flight monitoring of radiation levels may lead to a

real-time decision to relocate the crew to an area inside the spacecrat_ that has a

higher level of shielding. The detection of a toxic hazard could lead to a purging

of the cabin, decontamination, donning of protective gear, or a return to earth.
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Evaluation

1. Chromosomal aberrations. Chromosomal aberrations in lymphocytes are

already measured as a biodosimeter and as a general indicator for the amount of

radiation-induced DNA damage. As this is a correlation between the amount of

DNA damage produced by radiation and the risk of cancer development, the level

of chromosomal aberrations is considered to be a surrogate endpoint biomarker of

carcinogenesis.
Level of evidence: TBD

Strength of recommendation: TBD

New capability required: None. Already being performed.

New skills required: None.

2. Genetic analysis. This is a highly controversial area of testing that is currently

in its infancy. Certain genetic mutations exist which are thought to predispose

individuals to the development of cancer later in life. Examples include

mutations in the p53 gene, the BRCA 1 and 2 genes, the retinoblastoma gene and

the ataxia-telangiectasia gene. The presence of such genetic abnormalities could

put a crewmember at high risk when placed in the environment of space and may

be a possible factor for consideration in the selection process as an astronaut, in

assignment of long-duration crewmembers, or in retention as an astronaut. Early

detection, while fraught with ethical and legal difficulties, could have a significant

impact on longevity, whether the individual flew in space or not.
Level of evidence: II-2G

Strength of recommendation: C

New capabilities required: Testing facilities and partnering with academic

institutions doing active research in this field.

New skills required: None

3. Immunologic testing. Evidence exists that establishes the loss of immune

function (anergy) as a marker that indicates an increased risk for the presence of

neoplasm. A simple skin test such as a panel of routine delayed hypersensitivity

reaction agents could provide an inexpensive, early clue to the development of

anergy. It is envisioned that this test could be performed upon selection and

yearly after flight. A change in the test results would lead to a more extensive
evaluation.

Level of evidence: II-3S/G

Strength of recommendation: A

New capabilities required: Annual testing of flown astronauts.

New skills required: None

4. Antioxidant/Vitamin Status. There is a body of literature that supports the

hypothesis that deficiencies in certain antioxidants and vitamins (selenium,

vitamin A, and glutathione, etc.) may lead to the development of neoplastic

disease. It is also thought that exposure to radiation can further deplete the levels

of those substances. A deficient state can lead to a decrement in the body's ability
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to scavenge free-radicals and to repair damage to DNA caused by radiation. A

known deficiency preflight would dictate supplementation, and the development

of low levels in-flight might precipitate the use of therapeutic doses. Testing

would consist of periodic serum level evaluation.
Level of evidence: II- 1G

Strength of recommendation: A

New capability required: Development of standards.

New skills required: None

5. Tumor markers. Numerous associations have been made between levels of

certain antigens (PSA, CA-125, CEA, AFP, CA 19-9) and various tumors

(prostate, ovarian, colon, liver and testicular, and pancreatic). With certain

exceptions, there has been no evidence that use of these tests leads to a lowering

of mortality from these diseases in the general population. However, the use of

these tests in high-risk populations in which an increased prevalence of the

disease exists has become common in clinical practice. An example is the annual

evaluation of alpha fetoprotein levels in patients with hepatitis B and C, given

their greatly increased risk for the development of hepatocellular carcinoma.

Given the unknown risks associated with long-duration spaceflight, the use of

these tests at baseline and periodically postflight may be reasonably considered.

Level of evidence: II-CG

Strength of recommendation: D

New capability required: None

New skills required: None

6. H. pylori testing. There is a strong association established between the

presence of H. pylori and the development of several types of stomach cancers

including MALTOMAs and gastric cancer. Additionally, this organism

predisposes individuals to duodenal ulcers and, to a lesser degree, to gastric

ulcers. Relatively inexpensive and non-invasive means for detection exist, such

as serologic evaluation and urease breath tests. A highly effective means of

eradication of the organism is well-known and affordable. In addition to the

prevention of cancer, treatment would prevent the spread of the organism to
fellow crewmembers and would eliminate the development of H. pylori-

associated ulcers, which could manifest first while in flight. Evaluation for the

presence of H. pylori infection meets most of the criteria for an effective

screening test.
Level of evidence: II-2G

Strength of recommendation: A

New capability required: None

New skills required: None

7. Diagnostic Imaging. There are many new imaging modalities being developed

of malignancies. These include CT, MRI, PET, and SPECT. While costly, these

could provide fairly sensitive baseline and longitudinal data for the development
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of neoplastic disease. Testing could have the additional benefit of detection of a

wide range of benign conditions such as coronary artery disease, biliary and

urinary tract calculi, polyps, soft tissue adenomas, among many others. Coupled

with on-orbit ultrasound capability, the existence of baseline scans would provide

real-time analysis of newly discovered masses whether benign or malignant. The

training associated with the task of ultrasonography could be minimized through

the development of procedures akin to other tracking skills such as manipulation

of the RMS.

Level of evidence: III G

Strength of recommendation: C

New capability required: Development of a 3-dimensional body coordinate

system.
New skills required: Ultrasonography crew training and flight surgeon

interpretative skills.

Note: There are many other potential surveillance and screening tests that should

be considered. Time did not allow the group to discuss additional possibilities.

The "strength of recommendation" and "level of evidence" listed in each category

were based on the opinions of the group and not upon an investigation of the

extant literature. Included below is one example of how the literature might be

applied in this area of risk. The abstract cited describes a prospective cohort

study (level of evidence II-2G) that evaluated the efficacy of an expanded

surveillance program of a group (oil refinery workers) at potentially high risk for

the development of hematologic malignancy. The authors conclude that a

program such as this has "limited utility," even in this high-risk group

(Recommendation: D). Other studies evaluating similar programs in other high-

risk populations may reach a different conclusion. The task of a group using this

evidence-based approach will to scrutinize the available literature, and based on

the findings, to make appropriate recommendations for inclusion of the test as

part of the test suite.

Medical surveillance for hematological disorders among active and retired

oil refinery workers.

Tsai SP - J Occup Environ Med - 1998 May; 40(5): 475-80 From NIH/NLM

MEDLINE, HealthSTAR

NLM Citation ID: 98267544

Full Source Title: Journal of Occupational and Environmental Medicine

Publication

Type: Journal Article

Language: English
Author

Affiliation: Shell Oil Company, Shell Medical Department, Houston, TX 77252-

2463, USA.
Authors: Tsai SP; Bennett JM; Salesman CN; Ryan TE; Gilstrap EL, Ross CE

Abstract:

Ten-year (1985-1995) results of an expanded medical surveillance program of

2475 active employees and retirees of an oil refinery and petrochemical complex
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in Illinois are presented. At the end of the program, 116 participants with

persistent abnormalities of complete blood cell count had been referred for

hematologic evaluation, and most were found to have benign conditions. Fifteen

of the 116 were referred for bone marrow and cytogenetic studies. All of the

referred active employees (seven) were found to have completely normal bone

marrows with no evidence of any myelopathic process. Among the eight retirees,

two had normal bone marrows, one was diagnosed with Philadelphia

chromosome-positive chronic myelogenous leukemia, one declined to participate,

and four were diagnosed to have myelodysplastic syndrome (MDS) of various

subtypes. A total of eight cases of MDS were identified, including six cases

among program participants and two cases among nonparticipants. The MDS

standardized incidence ratio of 1.26 (95% confidence interval = 0.54-2.47) was

not statistically significant, and there was virtually no increase of MDS in persons

less than 80 years of age (4 observed and 3.8 expected). This MDS increase was

entirely from program participants, probably because of intensive follow-up and

diagnostic screening. Routine surveillance of complete blood cell count

information did not identify any new cases of leukemia or MDS in active

employees. These findings suggest that the utility of expanded medical

surveillance program in this population is very limited.
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Risk: Osteoporosis

Recommendation

Overall clinical assessment of bone and associated mineral and metabolic status should be

monitored in all crewmembers of long-duration space flight missions throughout all phases of a

mission, throughout the entire course of their active astronaut career, and beyond retirement.

Statement of Risk

Microgravity-induced bone loss is believed to be primarily a result of skeletal unloading in
which bone strains remain below a defined modeling threshold resulting in cessation of normal

modeling. The complex interplay among biomechanical factors, hormonal and metabolic

balances, and dietary status results in a sustained condition in which bone formation is either

unchanged or decreased and bone resorption is increased. This accelerated bone loss and the

consequent potential of osteoporosis (critical. path risk #9) poses to crewmembers the increased

clinical risk of stress/traumatic fractures and impaired fracture healing (risk #10), soft tissue

injury (risk # II), and renal stone formation (risk #12) during and most particularly on return to

Earth and throughout their remaining lifespan. The current evidence-based evaluation addresses

critical path risks #9 and # 10 and their attendant clinical consequences of functional impairment

due to pain, decrease mobility and the secondary complications of fracture or immobilization.

Frequency and Impact of Occurrence

Loss of bone during exposure to microgravity, as measured by alterations in bone mineral

density (BMD), occurs in 100% of astronauts at a rate of 0.4 to 1% a month depending on the

skeletal site measured and varying with the characteristics of an individual (e.g. gender, race,

genetic background, age, body weight, smoking history); (Quality of evidence = 11-2 ). This

bone loss appears to be related to length of space flight. Accumulating follow-up data from

long-duration crewmembers suggest that over a period of 2 to 3 years postflight bone recovery
occurs in most but not all individuals (Quality of evidence = 11-2).

Bone loss increases risk of significant osteoporosis and fractures. From extensive ground-based
studies it has been shown that decreases of one standard deviation in femoral neck BMD and

lumbar spine BMD are associated with a 2.5 -fold increase in hip fracture risk and a 2 -fold

increase in vertebral fracture risk (Quality of evidence = 11-1/ 11-2 ?). However among

individuals, like bone loss itself, the risk of fractures is highly variable. This most likely reflects

the influence on fracture risk of other factors other than bone mass such as characteristics of the

individual and bone geometry/quality. The impact of the increased risk therefore can range from

minimal with mild acceleration of aymptomatic, age-related osteoporosis to severe with

premature stress and/or traumatic fractures causing functional impairment and increased

morbidity. For missions of six month durations, this impact is anticipated to occur at an

intermediate time (> 10 y) after a mission. For missions beyond one year duration, although

unknown, the impact is anticipated to occur prematurely during the immediate postflight period

or shortly thereaiter (2-5 y) a mission.
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Potential Interventions

Potential mitigation strategies to eliminate or reduce the increased risk of significant osteoporosis

and fractures in long-duration crewmembers focus on maintaining skeletal loading, preserving

muscle mass and strength, increasing bone formation, and decreasing bone resorption. They
include:

1) Resistive Exercise. Hypothesized to prevent the decreased strain which results from disuse

and to provide mitigation to regional bone losses.

a) References: bedrest, space flight

b) Quality of evidence: 11-3 (?)

c) Strength of recommendation: B

2) Biphosphonates. Shown to decrease bone resorption in ground-based clinical trials in post-

menopausal women and increase bone mass. In bedrest trials simulating microgravity.

a) References: large literature on post-menopausal women; limited in bedrest in
men/women

b) Quality of evidence: I1-1 (clinical trials); 11-2 (bedrest)?

c) Strength of recommendation: C (?)

3) PTH and other investigational agents. Shown in ground-based studies with diseased

subjects (hypoparathyroidism) to increase bone remodeling.

a) References : limited, none in microgravity simulations

b) Quality of evidence: ?

c) Strength of recommendation: ?

Adequate nutrition/diet. Diet in it of itself will not provide effective countermeasures for

bone loss, however, an adequate intake of calcium, vitamin D, magnesium, and phosphorus

will be essential in combination with other countermeasures to preserve bone mass and
architecture.

a) References: extensive in ground-based clinical trials on Earth; limited in space (Scott et

al.)

b) Quality of evidence: 11-2 (?) on ground; III (?) in space

c) Strength of recommendation: B (?)

5) Artificial Gravity. If other interventions prove minimally successful in preventing bone loss,

a centripetal- induced artificial gravity concept may require development for exploration
class missions such as those to Mars.

a) References: limited (?)

b) Quality of evidence: ?

c) Strength of recommendation: ?

4)

Evaluation

The utility of clinical testing lies in the ability of individual or collective sets of

parameters/measurements to assist in the establishment of a diagnosis, prognosis, or likelihood of

response to treatment in an individual. In the case of space flight -induced osteoporosis, the

diagnosis is based on the already established guidelines and criteria set forth for ground-based
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clinical scenarios here on Earth. The critical questions in this intermediate term risk focuses

principally on the clinical testing that provides predictive power towards establishing the

level of risk for fracture. A useful tool in this regard is the development of clinical decision

rules (CDRs) and is a potential approach for critical risks where multiple clinical components

of the history, physical exam, and clinical testing collectively contribute towards increased

accuracy of a diagnostic and/or prognostic assessment (JAMA. 2000; 284:79-84).

Specifically for bone loss and the increased risk of fractures, there are a number of

tests/parameters with potential predictive power of the outcome of interest (fractures) that

could be used for development, validation, and impact analysis of a CDR (Appendix A).

Whether through the development of such a clinical tool or as individual components of the

CSE, the available or evolving clinical tests of relevance to osteoporosis and fracture risk are

delineated below. These include, in addition to tests useful for prediction of fracture risk,
clinical tests that also address assessment of the effectiveness of countermeasures and

response to interventions.

1) DEXA Bone Scan. Measures bone mineral content and bone mineral density with sufficient

precision and accuracy to measure longitudinal changes of the magnitude of approximately

1% to 2%. Currently is the gold standard as surrogate marker for bone breaking strength and

is used to predict risk of fracture in the general population. Testing should be pre and

postflight in intermediate length missions (< 1 y) with long term follow-up measurements

throughout crewmembers' career. In extended missions exceeding a year, the potential for

inflight measurements should be considered for monitoring the rate and extent of bone loss

and for implementing interventions if required.

Quality of evidence: normative populations: I1-1(7); clinical populations: I1-1(?); space flight:
11-2

Strength of recommendation: A

New capability required: only for inflight DEXA monitoring if available

New skills required: DEXA training for inflight use

2) Physical Fitness Evaluation. A series of functional fitness tests preformed pre- and

postflight to assess skeletal muscle strength and endurance.

Quality of evidence: ?

Strength of recommendation: C

New capability required: none

New skills required: none

3) Metabolic and Hormonal Markers. Subset of parameters that refect bone and calcium

status and may provide clinical indicators of bone formation, bone resorption, nutritional

status, and fracture propensity. Importantly, they may contribute significantly to monitoring

of the effectiveness and adequacy of response to specific countermeasures. Measurements

conducted principally pre- and postflight with possible inflight analysis on missions of longer

than 1 year.
In blood:

a) Vitamin D metabolites : 25-OH D Vitamin, 1,25-OH D

b) PTH
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c) Osteocalcin. Index of bone formation and turnover.

d) Calcium ( Total and Ionized )

e) Alkaline phosphatase ( Total and Bone-specific). Bone formation marker.

f) Thyroid hormone
In urine:

a) Collagen crosslinks. N-telopeptide, pyridinoline, deoxypyridinoline.

b) Calcium

Quality of evidence: ?

Strength of recommendation: ?

New capability required: None for pre/postflight evaluation; on-board analysis capability for

select parameters

New skills required: inflight sample collection, processing and analysis

4) Measures of Bone Quality. Bone geometry in addition to bone mass is related to bone

strength and therefore, a relevant parameter contributing to fracture risk. The cross-sectional

moment of inertia, determined from a cross section of the femoral neck using DEXA scans,

may be useful in assessing bone architecture.

Quality of evidence: ?

Strength of recommendation: ?

New capability required : None

New skills required: None

Clinical Research Directions

Areas of clinical research identified as needed to enhance the CSE evolution and broaden the

evidence supporting its composition in the risk area of osteoporosis and fracture risk are:

1) Re-define fracture risk estimates vs. DEXA (e.g. current estimate is that fracture risk
increases 2.5 fold for each decrease in standard deviation. How does this apply to persons in

an extended weightless setting ?)

2) Determine fracture incidence in Astronauts/Cosmonauts : this data is available.

Data is required about:

a) Fractures which have occurred during fight

b) Fracture incidence postflight : duration of follow up, method of follow up.

3) Define markers of bone quality vs. data available on bone quantity.

a) Correlate bone biomarkers used inflight to bone quantity and quality

b) Assess data existing (archival) data on bone loss by cosmonauts at_er multiple long-

duration flights

4) Assess longitudinal data on bone changes during Astronaut Conditioning Program (pre-

/postflight)

a) Evaluate the adequacy of the current BMD/biomarkers database

b) Does the magnitude of bone loss or change in biomarkers during flight predict the rate of

return? Implications for conditioning program.
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Additional Recommendations

Any minimal dataset collected as part of the standardized flight data collection will need to

include data that is collected immediately after touchdown and egress from the Shuttle or Soyuz

after long-duration space flight. This will be necessary because some of the most common

medical problems experienced by astronauts after space flight present acutely after landing,

especially cardiovascular deconditioning and neurovestibular dysfunction. Extremely important

data is being collected by the flight surgeons during this critical period as is necessary to make

clinical decisions as part of their care of the astronauts. It is not clear if the data is being or can

be collected in a way that optimizes the quality of the clinical evidence for subsequent analysis.

The methods of collection of data in this acute period may be best determined by collaboration

between the clinical investigators of NSBRI and the flight surgeons.

This collaboration would include general discussions of the state of the astronauts as they first

leave the shuttle upon return to Earth, the clinical decisions facing flight surgeons at that point,

and the current approach to treating these problems. This type of collaboration may result in a

refinement of the data being collected by the flight surgeons in so far as it helps them make

clinical decisions. A more formal collaboration may help preserve this data in a manner that is

suitable for generating observational, epidemiological, and empirical evidence that would be

useful in the future. Finally, this type of collaboration may refine issues that require further

research.

This collaboration should not result in the violation of privacy or confidentiality, or discussion or

circulation of attributable data. If access to specific medical records is desired, it must be done

with the informed consent of the astronaut. A more formal collaboration between the flight

surgeons and the clinical investigators from NSBRI may be highly beneficial. It is recommended
that NASA and NSBRI set up a mechanism by which coordination between the NSBRI clinical

investigators and the flight surgeons can take place on a regular basis.
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I. EXECUTIVE SUMMARY

Mission. The mission of the Education and Public Outreach Team is to communicate the

significance and excitement of space life sciences to local, national and international audiences,

while transferring and disseminating knowledge gained by the biomedical advances achieved by

other NSBRI Research Teams. This mission currently is being accomplished through an

integrated array of programs that focus on students and educators at all grade levels, as well as

the general public.

Basic Approach. The NSBRI Education and Public Outreach Team is comprised of seven

primary partners: Baylor College of Medicine (BCM) in Houston, Texas; Mount Sinai School of

Medicine (MSSM) in New York, New York; Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in

Cambridge, Massachusetts; Morehouse School of Medicine (MSM) in Atlanta, Georgia; Rice

University and The University of Texas Medical Branch (RU/UTMB) in Houston and Galveston,

Texas; Texas A&M University (TAMU) in College Station, Texas; and the University of

Washington (UW) in Seattle, Washington. Additionally, 26 other organizations and institutions

are working with NSBRI's Education and Public Outreach Team to enhance its mission and to

ensure the widest possible dissemination of its products and programs. These collaborations

include state public school systems, public television and radio stations, state space grant

programs and museums.

The Education and Public Outreach Team develops and implements activities that address four

major programmatic themes. These are: Teacher Professional Development, Curriculum

Development, Science Literacy and Public Awareness, and Career Awareness and Access.

• Teacher Professional Development. Teachers are the critical link between curricula, students

and their parents. NSBRI teacher professional development activities are designed to help

teachers understand space life sciences and change their practices and behaviors to improve

the learning experiences they provide students. Teacher Professional Development activities

include workshops, summer institutes and research experiences.

• Curriculum Development. NSBRI curriculum development activities are occurring across the

educational continuum from primary grades through graduate preparation. At the K-12

levels, materials are being developed that are aligned to the national science standards.

These materials are addressing the need for accurate, balanced, effective and inquiry-based

materials for the nation's classrooms. At the undergraduate and graduate levels, courses are

being developed to expand students' understanding of on-going NSBRI research.

• Science Literacy and Public Awareness. Promoting greater understanding and awareness of

NSBRI space life sciences research is essential for public support. Numerous activities are

underway. They include television and radio news programs, informal science activities at

museums, direct mailings of informational posters to schools and magazine stories designed

to expand public understanding of how NSBRI research will impact long-term space

exploration and the everyday world.
• Access and Career Awareness. There are many barriers to promoting diversity and access to

careers in the space life sciences. Activities within this theme include research experiences

for high school and undergraduate students as well as high school teachers in NSBRI
laboratories. Courses focusing on NSBRI research areas will assist in promoting

undergraduate and graduate students' interest in spaces life sciences research careers.
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Strengths and Major Accomplishments. The Educational and Public Outreach Team is

comprised of experienced educators and scientists from some of the most noted research

institutions in the nation. Baylor College of Medicine, recognized for its research in biomedical

sciences, also is one of the nation's leaders in K-8 curriculum development. It also has a 30-year

history of developing programs to promote access to careers in medicine and science, especially

for underrepresented populations. Morehouse School of Medicine has an established track record

in developing innovative, problem-based curriculum materials for secondary and undergraduate

students, and is a national leader in creating pathways for underrepresented students to access

life science research careers. Massachusetts Institute of Technology is one of the nation's

premier institutions of higher education that is now marshalling its talented faculty in the

development of undergraduate and graduate courses focusing on NSBRI research areas. Mount

Sinai School of Medicine is at the forefront in biomedical science research and is translating
NSBRI research into meaningful curriculum materials for 9 th grade classrooms. Two institutions

of academic excellence, Rice University and The University of Texas Medical Branch in

Galveston have developed a yearlong program for high school teachers to develop curriculum

materials for high school students and a 10-week research program for high school students in

NSBRI sponsored laboratories. Texas A&M University has one of most recognized colleges of

education in the country. It has established the NSBRI Teacher Academy Program that brings

together master science teachers from across the country to learn about NSBRI research and

subsequently transfer that knowledge to teachers and students in their home states. The

University of Washington, known for world-class technology and research, brings an established

publishing program to NSBRI, including the Northwest Science & Technology magazine, with a

subscription of close to 28,000 readers, to produce NSBRI stories.

Collectively, the Education and Public Outreach Team has begun to establish NSBRI as a

leading resource in the preparation of teachers and the development of quality materials bring the

excitement and importance of NSBRI space life science research into the nation's classrooms

and homes. Since January 2001, hundreds of teachers and thousands of students have benefited

from NSBRI sponsored programs. The public has been reached through television and radio

news programs and national magazine articles.

Gaps. The NSBRI External Advisory Council and the 2000 Site-Visit Team made five

recommendations for improvement. These recommendations were: (1) improve dissemination,

feedback and assessment methodologies; (2) establish a coordinated development plan; (3)

establish university level education programs; (4) articulate team's unique abilities to contribute

to national education; (5) promote diversity. The addition of MIT to the Education and Outreach

Team will help to address the recommendation of establishing university level education. MIT

will develop and test two graduate level courses, one of which will be offered to undergraduate

students. The remaining recommendations are being addressed in the strategic objectives

outlined in the Education and Public Outreach Team Five- to Ten-Year Strategic Plan.

Implications for Future Direction. The following objectives will guide the development of the

Education and Public Outreach Team over the next ten years:

Five-Year Strategic Objectives

• Establish a strong publication record with respect to space research curricular supplements

and programs.

• Increase scientific literacy by involving scientists in community education and bringing

NSBRI and space-based science into classrooms and homes.
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• Attract more young students (especially those from underrepresented groups) to careers in

space life sciences, engineering and technology-based fields.

• Promote excellence, achievement and systemic change in education through the development

and implementation of high-quality space-based science, mathematics, reading/language arts

instructional materials designed to facilitate measurable success for all students, apply best

understandings of how students learn, and incorporate assessment as an integral component.

• Enhance the space-based science and technological readiness, skill and teaching impact of

educators by providing professional development focusing on partnerships with scientists and

pedagogical strategies utilizing NSBRI-generated resources that empower educators to (1)

teach all students more effectively, and (2) communicate these new instructional resources to

peers in education.

• Create and support stimulating, informal space life sciences education programs outside of

school to develop and maintain public interest in, and awareness of, NSBRI scientific and

technological developments.

• Establish partnerships with external groups that bring additional funding support to NSBRI

activities and assist the Education and Public Outreach Team to disseminate and promote

space-life science education programs.

• Develop and implement a media plan to include, but not be limited to: public affairs

announcements and programs for radio and television, brochures, posters, video-documents

and Web sites, and a national writer-in-residence program.

• Work with state educational agencies to integrate NSBRI space life sciences content into

required curricula.

Ten-Year Strategic Objectives

• Establish NSBRI as a national leader in the development and deployment of K-16 Internet-
based distance education.

• Design and implement research studies that examine the effectiveness of NSBRI-sponsored

Interact-based curriculum materials, as compared to traditionally formatted materials.

• Offer online graduate programs in space life science education for elementary, middle and

secondary school science, mathematics, physical education and language arts teachers.

• Promote NSBRI research through educational demonstrations conducted on the International

Space Station and broadcast worldwide.

• Establish an International Society of Space Life Sciences Educators, including a fellowship

program for its members.

• Create a Center for Research in Space Life Science Education in Houston to infuse NSBRI

research into educational practice in schools and study ways to increase student motivation in

science education and career pursuits.

• Enter into commercial partnerships with publishers, software manufacturers and broadcast
media corporations to disseminate information and materials nationally that describe and

promote application of NSBRI educational activities.

• Work with state educational agencies to integrate NSBRI space life sciences content into

required curricula.
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II. INTRODUCTION

The mission of the Education and Public Outreach Team is to communicate the significance and

excitement of space life sciences to local, national and international audiences, while transferring

and disseminating knowledge gained by the biomedical advances achieved by other NSBRI
Research Teams. This mission currently is being accomplished through an integrated array of

programs that focus on students and educators at all grade levels, as well as the general public.

The major program themes are explained below.

• Teacher Professional Development. Teachers are the critical link between curricula, students

and their parents. NSBRI teacher professional development activities are designed to help

teachers understand space life sciences and change their practices and behaviors to improve

the learning experiences they provide students. Teacher Professional Development activities

include workshops, summer institutes and research experiences.

• Curriculum Development. NSBRI curriculum development activities are occurring across the

educational continuum from primary grades through graduate preparation. At the K-12

levels, materials are being developed that are aligned to the national science standards.

These materials are addressing the need for accurate, balanced, effective and inquiry-based

materials for the nation's classrooms. At the undergraduate and graduate levels, courses are

being developed to expand students' understanding of on-going NSBRI research.

• Science Literacy and Public Awareness. Promoting greater understanding and awareness of

NSBRI space life sciences research is essential for public support. Numerous activities are

underway. They include television and radio news programs, informal science activities at

museums, direct mailings of informational posters to schools and magazine stories designed

to expand public understanding of how NSBRI research will impact long-term space

exploration and the everyday world.
• Access and Career Awareness. There are many barriers to promoting diversity and access to

careers in the space life sciences. Activities within this theme include research experiences

for high school and undergraduate students as well as high school teachers in NSBRI
laboratories. Courses focusing on NSBRI research areas will assist in promoting

undergraduate and graduate students' interest in spaces life sciences research careers.

III. PROGRAM STRUCTURE AND DESIGN

Program Structure. The Education and Public Outreach Team's mission is being accomplished

through an integrated array of programs administered by eight partner institutions: Baylor

College of Medicine (BCM), Houston, Texas; Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT) in

Cambridge, Massachusetts; Morehouse School of Medicine (MSM), Atlanta, Georgia; Mount
Sinai School of Medicine (MSSM), New York, New York; Rice University/The University of

Texas Medical Branch (RU/UTMB), Houston and Galveston, Texas; Texas A&M University

(TAMU), College Station, Texas; and the University of Washington (UW), Seattle, Washington.

NSBRI Education and Public Outreach - Program Structure

I I I I b I
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Many organizations and institutions are working with NSBRI's Education and Public Outreach
Team. Partners include Atlanta Public Schools, Atlanta Public Television and Radio, DeKalb

Public Schools, Emory University, Fernbank Science Center Museum, nine Galveston County

school districts, Georgia Institute of Technology-SECME Program, Georgia State Partnership for

Excellence in Education, Harvard Medical School, Houston Independent School District,

Houston Public Television, Johnson Space Center, New York Public Schools, New York Hall of

Science, North Forest (Houston, Texas) Independent School District, Space Center Houston,

Spelman College, Texas Alliance for Science, Mathematics and Technology, Texas Rural

Systemic Initiative, the Texas Statewide Systemic Initiative, and the Washington Space Grant.

Synergy among individual Education and Public Outreach institutions and goals is achieved

through the following four themes: teacher professional development; curriculum development;

science literacy and public awareness; and career awareness and access. Specific foci and

activities of NSBRI's Education and Public Outreach partner institutions are described in the

graphic and narrative below.

NSBRI Education and Public Outreach - Current Programs

Public

Graduate

Undergrad
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Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Morehouse School of Medicine

Mount Sinai School of Medicine

......... Rice University/The University of Texas Medical Branch

Texas A&M University

University of Washington
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Baylor College of Medicine (BCM)---From Outer Space to Inner Space: Sharing NSBRI

Progress with the Community. BCM, Space Center Houston, Houston Public Television and the

Houston Independent School District are collaborating to convey the excitement and promise of

NSBRI space life sciences research to students, teachers and the general public through

coordinated formal and informal educational opportunities that will be embedded within local

and state science education reform programs.

This partnership engages scientists and educators in the production, evaluation and dissemination

of a planned series of elementary and middle school curriculum materials based on NSBRI

research themes. It also produces bimonthly, nationally distributed radio stories on NSBRI

research areas. The partnership reaches thousands of students, teachers and members of the

general public each year. It also generates public awareness and appreciation of the benefits of
NSBRI research. Project activities are aimed at middle school (grades 5-8), which has been

identified as a particularly weak link in the K-12 science/mathematics education continuum.

Measurable project objectives are: (1) collaboratively create, evaluate and disseminate three

interdisciplinary teaching units (one per year) on NSBRI research themes for middle school

students; (2) improve teacher practice and content knowledge through multiple professional

development opportunities conducted in formal and informal educational settings; (3) develop an

online workshop resource for NSBRI scientists to use for outreach to teachers, students and the

community-at-large; and (4) create and implement cost-effective models for communicating

NSBRI research to local and national populations through television and radio short-format news

and newsmagazine stories.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology (MIT)--Space Biomedical Sciences and Engineering

Curriculum and Outreach Pro/ect. MIT will develop curricular materials to educate a generation

of scholars in space life sciences by transferring NSBRI space life sciences research into

undergraduate courses and to younger students and the public. Two graduate courses will be

developed: Space Biomedical Engineering and Life Support and Sensori-Neural Systems: From

the Vestibular Periphery to Motor Responses, Perception and Adaptation. The modular materials

will cover eight of twelve NSBRI research areas and will be designed for adoption among
NSBRI consortium institutions.

The MIT team includes academia and two small businesses in partnership with the national non-

profit organization, "For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology." MIT will

design a knowledge station that allows learners to interact with curricular materials via state-of-

the-art information technology and a physical platform designed specifically to facilitate human

interaction and learning.

Intended outcomes are to: (1) provide multi-level space life sciences curriculum; (2) excite and

educate the public about the wonders of science, engineering and medicine by disseminating

knowledge gained through NSBRI research; and (3) develop a set of innovative pedagogical
strategies that represent the application of tested learning principles as a basis for comprehensive

educational evaluation tools. In addition, the project will develop multimedia tools that are

particularly suited to active learning accessible through the Internet. The evaluation plan will

assess learning and knowledge transfer of curriculum that makes use of these technological
advances as well as assessment of the new student (or 'learner') population.
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Morehouse School of Medicine (MSM)--Seconda_ and College Education for the Next

Generation of Space L!fe Scientists. The MSM program is multi-faceted. The MSM-Fernbank

Museum Space Station Teacher Institute admits two science teachers into a yearlong residency at

MSM to develop, test and disseminate secondary problem-based curriculum supplements.

Teachers work with scientists and physicians to write a cardiovascular case, Bobby's Beat. They

attend the Texas A&M Teacher Academy to learn this method and develop leadership skills.

The MSM-Georgia Institute of Technology SECME Program will deliver a teacher professional

development module on the Human Body in Space at the annual SECME national meeting, and

also sponsor a noted space scientist lecture to address the estimated one thousand attendees. The

Summer Research Program enrolls four undergraduate students, selected from a national

applicant pool, to engage in a research-intensive internship at MSM. One MSM medical student

is sponsored to undertake clinical research in the Harvard Medical School Sleep and Circadian

laboratory headed by an NSBRI scientist. A longitudinal database is maintained to measure the

outcome of the program.

The NSBRI Film Archive contains more than 150 hours of video relating to NASA's Neurolab

mission, NSBRI team science, and the Human Body in Space course. This one-of-a-kind

repository will be used to develop interactive Internet accompaniments to the proposed textbook

and the problem-based cases written by the teacher fellows. It also will support the outreach and

pubic affairs of the entire NSBRI enterprise. An electronic, undergraduate curriculum on the

human body and weightlessness will use a multidisciplinary perspective to support national

undergraduate, science education standards and space life sciences at the college level.

Mount Sinai School of Medicine (MSSM)---De_ing Grayly: Enduring L!fe in Space. MSSM is

developing a 9th grade, space-based science and mathematics curriculum that links human health

in Earth's gravity and in space's microgravity. It explores scientific knowledge essential to

formulate countermeasures; provides working models of scientific and mathematical principles;

and includes hands-on laboratory sessions, with group discussion to demonstrate current

paradigms and unifying principles that relate research to space biomedicine and hypothesis

testing. The curriculum integrates mathematical principles to concepts in the biological and

physical sciences and technology, and to data collection, organization, analysis and graph design.

Defying Gravity is being developed by educators from MSSM Teacher's Summer Institute 2001:

A Space Research Odyssey. It will be field tested at the New York City Life Sciences Secondary

School, among an underrepresented and academically challenged student population. Products

derived will include: a hard copy of the curriculum; an interactive Interact version of the stand-

alone curriculum with downloadable text, images and digital video/audio sessions; a live

scientist discussion room; teacher's lounge email FAQ and questions; interactive CD ROMs of

selected curricular components; a High School Teaching for Biomedical Scientists handbook; a
hands-on exhibit at the New York Hall of Science; and National multi-media outreach and

dissemination via MSSM and NSBRI/Public Broadcasting Services (PBS) television channels.

Rice University/University of Texas Medical Branch (RU/UTMB)--Outreach Program for the

Professional Development of Students and Teachers on Studies Related to Biomedicine in Outer

Space. This collaboration attracts young people to space-related enrichment programs, promotes

excellence and innovation in America's science education system, and enhances the scientific

background of teachers, students, their families and the community as a whole. It consists of the
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Academic Development of High School Students (Student Research) and the Teacher Institute

for the Advancement of Space Science Education (Teacher Institute).

Students and teachers are partnered with ongoing space biomedicine research projects conducted
at Rice and UTMB. The Teacher Institute selects 20 secondary school teachers in a yearlong

program to enhance their knowledge of space biomedicine through interactive discussions with

researchers; a one-day, hands-on research experience; and special tours of NASA Johnson Space

Center and Space Center Houston. Teachers use their knowledge to design a space biomedicine

mini-module/unit plan to be taught in class and refined for publication on the Rice, UTMB and

NSBRI educational resources web sites. The Student Research component enrolls 12 high school

summer students to conduct research projects in Rice and UTMB science labs, participate in a

field trip, and meet researchers engaged in a wide variety of space biomedicine research.

Texas A&M University (TAMU)--Teacher Academy Project. The NSBRI Teacher Academy

Project (NSBRI TAP) prepares Master Teachers to assist their peers in infusing cutting-edge,

space-based science activities into middle school. The specific objectives are to: (I) establish a

national cadre of 90 middle level science teachers and prepare them to provide staff development

that will reach 1,800 middle level science teachers; (2) identify and provide access to extant

teaching resources for middle level science educators; and (3) develop supportive partnerships to

access and utilize the resources and skills of key organizations, and work collaboratively with

other NSBRI member institutions to improve the quality of middle level science in the

classrooms of teachers who participate in NSBRI activities.

NSBRI TAP will select a cadre of master teachers to help develop a summer institute. These

teachers will utilize recent NSBRI scientific discoveries to create curricular supplements, attend

a leadership and staff development training module, and engage in follow-up activities and

conferences to obtain certification as master teachers and Fellows of the Academy. Academy

Fellows will form a national professional development staffthat trains all middle level science

teachers to implement space-based science. It is anticipated that extensive collaborations with

other Education and Outreach teams will occur with respect to resource sharing and support with

the identification of master teachers. TAP also will produce a national cadre of 90 master

teachers who are successful in helping at least 1,800 of their peer space science teachers to
implement space-based science in their classrooms. Both qualitative and quantitative data will be

collected, with on-going analysis of the data shared with the Director.

The University of Washington (UW)--Northwest Outreach Program on Space Biomedicine

Research. The UW program leverages an existing communication/education program, Northwest

Science & Technology, at UW to: (1) transfer/disseminate space biomedical knowledge to homes

and classrooms throughout the Northwest; (2) increase literacy about science in general, and

about space biomedical research and terrestrial applications in particular, among the general

public, teachers and students; (3) prepare scientists and future reporters and public information

officers to communicate more effectively about science and space biomedicine issues to general

audiences; and (4) attract young people to careers in NSBRI space biomedical research.

The program will develop and disseminate articles on space biomedical research via Northwest

Science & Technology (NWS&T) magazine, a new regional science publication with a circulation

of almost 30,000 in the Pacific Northwest region and beyond. Student writers will write, adapt

and disseminate special materials on space biomedical research for middle school students and

their parents and teachers via an insert in NWS&T. In addition, the UW program will deliver a
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series of three summer science writing workshop for NSBRI consortium members to: (1)

improve the ability of scientists and public information officers to communicate with general

audiences; (2) conduct a high school summer research program; produce a series of five NSBRI

news or feature articles over three years; and (3) develop a national writer-in-residence program
for in-service journalists focusing on space biomedical research.

Education and Public Outreach Team institutions also have a significant amount of synergistic

interaction with other NSBRI Research Teams, as delineated in the table below.

2001 ACTIVITIES BY NSBRI RESEARCH AREA/EDUCATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH THEME

EDUCATION AND PUBLIC OUTREACH THEMES

NSBRI

RESEARCH
AREAS

Bone Loss

Cardiovascular
Alterations

Human Performance

Factors, Sleep and

Chronobiology
Immunology,
Infection and

Hematology

Integrated
Human

Function

Muscle

Alterations and

Atrophy
Neurobehavioral

and

Psychosocial Factors
Neurobehavioral

Adaptation

Nutrition,

Physical Fitness, and
Rehabilitation

Radiation Effects

Smart
Medical

Systems
Technology

Development

Teacher
Professional

Development
BCM, TAMU,

RU/UTMB

TAMU

BCM, TAMU

RU/UTMB

BCM, TAMU,
RU/UTMB

TAMU, RU/UTMB

TAMU, RUAJTMB

BCM, TAMU

TAMU, RU/UTMB

TAMU

Curriculum

Development
BCM, MIT,

MSSM

MIT, MSM

BCM, MSSM

MSSM

BCM, MIT

MIT, MSSM

MIT, MSSM

BCM, MIT

MSSM

MIT

MIT

Science

Literacy/Public
Awareness

BCM, MIT, MSM,

MSSM, RU/UTMB,
TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,

MSSM, RU/UTMB,

TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,
MSSM, RU/UTMB,

TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,
MSSM, RU/UTMB,

TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,

MSSM, RU/UTMB,
TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,

MSSM, RUAJTMB,

TAMU, UW
BCM, MIT, MSM,

MSSM, RU/UTMB,
TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,

MSSM, RU/UTMB,

TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,
MSSM, RU/UTMB,

TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,
MSSM, RU/UTMB,

TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,
MSSM, RU/UTMB,

TAMU, UW

BCM, MIT, MSM,

MSSM, RUAJTMB,
TAMU, UW

Career
Awareness

and Access

MIT, MSM,
RU/UTMB,

UW

MIT, MSM,

RUAJTMB,
UW

MIT, MSM,

RU/UTMB,
UW

MIT, MSM,
RUAJTMB,

UW

MIT, MSM,

RU/UTMB,
UW

MIT, MSM,

RU/UTMB,
UW

MIT, MSM,
RUAJTMB,

UW

MIT, MSM,

RUAJTMB,
UW

MIT, MSM,
RUAJTMB,

UW

MIT, MSM,
RU/UTMB,

UW

MIT, MSM,
RU/UTMB,

UW

MIT, MSM,

RUAJTMB,
UW

BCM: Baylor College of Medicine; MIT: Massachusetts Institute of Technology; MSM: Morehouse School of
Medicine; MSSM: Mount Sinai School of Medicine; RU/UTMB: Rice University�The University of Texas Medical

Branch; TAMU: Texas A&M University; UW: University of Washington
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IV. RESEARCH PROGRAM ACCOMPLISHMENTS

Baylor College of Medicine

Teacher Professional Development and Dissemination of Existing Curriculum Materials. To

reach as many teachers as possible in the most cost-effective manner, alliances have been formed

with a number of systemic, ongoing teacher professional development programs in Texas and

throughout the US. This approach has proven to be more effective than isolated, "stand-alone"

workshops in ensuring that NSBRI space life sciences content is integrated into science

instructional programs and that teachers are supported in their applications of space life sciences

activities with students in classrooms. The following professional development activities have
been conducted in 2001.

The Challenge Within: Microgravity Effects on the Human Body. Space life sciences summer

institute for Houston-area teachers at project partner, Space Center Houston, June 18-20. 17

teachers participated. Evaluations indicated a very high level of satisfaction with the institute.

On a scale of 1 to 5 (in which 5=excellent and l=poor), the overall effectiveness of the

program received a mean rating of 4.7; instructor knowledge was rated 4.9; and individual

inquiry activities were rated from 3.6 to 5.0.

Teacher "Sleep-over" workshop at Space Center Houston. July 19-20, 60 teachers spent the

night at the museum and participated in professional development on space life science

topics. Space Center Houstons also is serving as a distribution center for BCM-developed

NSBRI teaching materials. To date, Space Center Houston has disseminated more than 500

each of Muscles and Bones and Sleep and Daily Rhythms directly to interested teachers.

Unit Workshops on existing educational units developed for NSBRI by BCM (to date in Year

2001--702 teachers, representing more than 13,000 students; since March--484 teachers,

more than 8,500 students).

Texas Council for Elementary Science, 1/13/01, Annual Symposium, Texarkana, 75 teachers

(1,800 students), Muscles and Bones, Sleep and Daily Rhythms

Texas Council for Elementary Science, 1/14/01, Annual Retreat, Port Aransas, 90 teachers

(2,160 students), Muscles and Bones, Sleep and Daily Rhythms

Tackling the Tough-to-Teach Topics, BCM/Exxon Mobil Workshop Series, 1/18/01, 20

teachers (480 students), Sleep and Daily Rhythms

Tackling the Tough-to-Teach Topics, BCM/Exxon Mobil Workshop Series, 1/15/01, 20

teachers (480 students), Muscles and Bones

National Science Teachers Association, National Meeting, St. Louis, MO, 3/24/01, 27

teachers (2,573 students), Muscles and Bones

North Forest ISD, 8/22/01, 13 elementary teachers (312 students), Sleep andDaily Rhythms

Baylor College of Medicine, Science Education Leadership Fellows Program, 4/07/01, 8
scientists, 16 elementary teachers (384 students), Muscles and Bones

Space Center Houston, International Space Station Educations Conference, 2/09/01, 23

middle school teachers (1423 students), Muscles and Bones

Baylor Science Leadership Program, conducted in collaboration with the Houston Urban

Systemic Initiative, 6/18-29 and 7/16-27, 160 Houston Independent School District
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elementary science lead teachers (3,840 students), Muscles and Bones, Sleep andDaily
Rhythms

Aerospace Education Service Program, 9/10/01, 50 teachers, Muscles and Bones, Sleep and

Daily Rhythms

Metropolitan Association of Teachers of Science, Fall Conference, 200 K-12 teachers,

10/13/01, Muscles and Bones, Sleep and Daily Rhythms

Council for the Advancement of Science Teaching, 11/1/01, Austin, TX
National Association of Biology Teachers, Annual Meeting, Montreal, 11/08/01

In addition, BCM has promoted the use of existing educational units (Sleep and Daily Rhythms

and/or Muscles and Bones) for adoption and use within whole districts, schools and grade levels

as part of the ongoing science curriculum.

North Forest ISD (Houston, Texas) fourth grade students in Hilliard and Rogers Elementary
Schools (13 teachers, 312 students), Sleep andDaily Rhythms

Canton City Schools, Canton, Ohio (100 elementary teachers, 2,400 students), Muscles and

Bones, Sleep and Daily Rhythms

Guides and NSBRI educational posters also have been requested for use in the 27 following

schools: Buckman Heights Elementary School, Rochester, NY ; Sylvan Avenue Elementary,

Bayport NY; Hirsh Elementary, Spring, TX; Shenango Elementary, New Castle, PA; Bridgeport

Elementary; Transfiguration School, New York, NY; Kingsboro Elementary, Gloversville, NY;

Alden Primary School, Alden, NY; Union Elementary, Reading, PA; Brewer Middle School,

Oakland, CA; Betsy Ross Elementary, Houston, TX; West Laurens High School, Dublin, GA;

St. Michael's School, Dublin, Ohio; Georgetown High School, Georgetown, TX; Sky View High

School, Sky View, CO; Bishop Garriga Middle School, Corpus Christi, TX; Jacobs Jr. High,

Stevens Point, WI; Lee Middle School, Portland, OR; Sprout Jr. High, Springs, CO; Church Hill

County High School; Fallon, NV; North Middle School, Colorado Springs, CO; Kiley Middle

School; Springfield, MS; Deady Middle School, Houston, TX; Revere Middle School, Houston,

TX; Harman Middle School, Houston, TX; The Rice School, Houston, TX; Messiah College,

Granham, PA

Public Awareness and Science/Health Education. The BCM team is communicating important

health concepts related to NSBRI research to the general public through radio and TV stories.

During 2001, three radio broadcasts were created and disseminated by BCM Public Affairs as

part of the Radio Healthline series. Radio Healthline is distributed to approximately 2,900 radio
stations nationwide. The stories aired were: How will loss of heart mass affect astronauts in

space; Helping astronauts keep their balance; Helping astronauts adjust to gravity.

In addition, BCM is collaborating with KUHT-TV, Houston Channel 8, Public Broadcasting

affiliate (University of Houston) in the production of in-depth news-format stories on NSBRI

topics. These stories are aired as live interviews or taped stories as part of the ongoing Weekday

Edition program. Fifteen stories to date have been aired. These include two live segments on
family science and health (sleep and children's health, bone health and calcium), two in-depth

stories on applications of stem cell research and 11 additional taped short format stories on

osteoporosis, cancer prevention, balance, nutrition and aging. To emphasize the connection to

NSBRI research, Channel 8 also airs the NSBRI logo at the beginning of each Weekday Edition
broadcast.
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Curriculum Development. BCM is completing a draft teachers guide (Food and Fitness)

containing sequenced activities on cardiovascular fitness, nutrition and the importance of diet

and exercise. The draft, which will be the third in the From Outer Space to Inner Space series for

teachers, will be field tested in January 2002 in Houston middle schools. Hands-on activities

include testing for fat content in common snack foods, estimating students' cardio-vascular

fitness levels, and comparing levels of anti-oxidant vitamins in common foods. Activities use

nutrition and fitness concerns related to astronauts' health to introduce important topics related to
diet, obesity and exercise for students and their families.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

MIT received first NSBRI funding in October 2001, so they have no results to report at this time.

Morehouse School of Medicine

MSM-NSBRI Teacher Institute. The MSM-NSBRI Teacher Institute is a partnership with

Georgia Institute of Technology SECME Program, DeKalb school system, Fernbank Science
Museum, the Atlanta Educational Telecommunications Collaborative Inc., and NSBRI's Teacher

Academy Program at Texas A&M University. The project aims to support the professional

development of secondary teachers by providing fellowships and workshops that foster

collaborations with university scientists, connections to the scientific community, participation in

hands-on, inquiry-based workshops, access to the latest science information, and mentors to

develop their ability to review educational materials for accuracy and usefulness. To date, this

program has delivered four space science modules to 95 teachers, disseminated over 300 units of

NSBRI education materials to teachers from 17 states, and is supporting two teachers in a year-

long fellowship at MSM. The following activities have occurred during 2001.

• Two Teaching Fellows received release time to spend approximately three hours per week at
MSM.

• A full-time, temporary consultant (Ph.D./M.D) with expertise in Problem-Based Learning

(PBL) was recruited to head PBL case writing team - program director, 2 MSM scientists,

multi-media Technologist, NSBRI cardiovascular team representative (to be named).

• Fellows' Orientation completed, including meeting with newly appointed Director of
Fernbank Science Museum.

• First draft of cardiovascular case scenario, background content completed.

• Teacher Fellowship Manual - seminars, lectures, references, is being compiled.

• Beta testing of Bobby's Beat - 6 teachers/30-60students scheduled for November 2001.
• Reports from TAMU Teacher Academy Program completed.

• Leadership Module prepared and delivered at TAMU -TAP.

• Vestibular lesson and activity prepared and delivered at TAMU-TAP
• Collaboration established with SEEMA. Glen Research Center.

• Draft MSM-SECME Memorandum of Understanding under discussion.

• MSM team (3 educators/scientists)prepared and delivered 4 modules to 95 SECME teachers
at Arizona State University.

• Distributed 300 units of NSBRI education products - tapes, film, instructional materials.

• Sponsored Astronaut Bernard Harris to address 800 SECME teachers (Arizona).

MSM-NSBRI Undergraduate Summer Research Program. This program provides research
opportunities for four undergraduate students, who engage in a research-intensive internship at

MSM, learn about space biomedical research from eminent space sciences guest lecturers, and

meet role models involved in space biomedical research. The 2001 summer research program
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schedule, taught by MSM scientists, covered laboratory safety, biohazard and radiation, animal

care and use, tissue culture methods, cellular proteins, molecular biology techniques/PCR,
molecular methods, and ethics in science.

In addition, each student was assigned a mentor and participated in laboratory research activities.

Students also were required to read and present a scientific article for a weekly journal club,

attend a science writing seminar, and prepare a college-wide poster session. The NSBRI

multimedia archive staff supported students during their presentation preparation. 2001 Summer

Research Program students and research topics/mentors are listed below.

Jason Patrickson, Biology Major, Oakwood College, Alabama

Title: Cell Proliferation in Tissue Culture in a Rotating Wall Vessel
Mentor: Dr. Brenda Klement

Carl Jones, Pre-med Major, Cornell University, New York

Title: Efferent Projections of the Medial Preoptic Area Involved in Circadian Locomotor Rhythm
Mentor: Dr. John Patrickson

Jared McShall, Psychology Major, Wesleyan University, Connecticut

Title: Possible Pathway for Circadian Input to Nucleus Accumbens and the Amygdala
Mentor: Dr. John Patrickson

Maxime Madhere: Biology Major: Xavier University, Louisiana

Title: Melatonin Modulates Ionic Conductances in Dopamine Neurons

Mentor: Dr. Joseph Whittaker

One MSM medical student completed a clinical research internship in NSBRrs Sleep Human

Performance Factors, Sleep and Chronobiology laboratory at Harvard Medical School. He did

his research under the direction of Dr.Woodrow Weiss. His research focused on sleep apnea and

hypertension, with specific reference to how varying levels of carbon dioxide change firing rates

of the sympathetic nervous system. The student shared his findings with the MSM summer

students at the final presentation session. A longitudinal database will be maintained to measure

outcomes of the program.

The 2001 summer program also hosted 22 National Youth Leadership Forum high school merit

scholars and 15 MSM Summer Science Institute high school students. Students attended a series

of lectures on space biomedical research and visited MSM space science research laboratories.

Summer research students served as role models and guides for the high school students. The

following activities occurred in association with the Undergraduate Summer Research Program.

• Five undergraduate students recruited for summer internship.

• Mentors appointed and students assigned.

• Orientation, program lectures, graduation, assembled and managed.

• Four students completed ten week-intensive research program.

• One student completed a clinical internship with the NSBRI Sleep team at Harvard Medical
School.

• Exit interviews completed for database.
• Internet site to facilitate continued communication underway.

• National merit scholars and local high school students hosted.
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MSM-NSBRI Multimedia Archive. This Archive contains over 150 hours of video relating to

NASA's Neurolab mission, NSBRI team science and the Human Body in Space course. Film and

design footage is made available to NSBR! consortium member schools and other organizations.

The Discovery Channel, ZDF-German TV, RDF Television-London, Atlanta and DeKalb public
schools, and the SciTrek and Fernbank museums have used materials from the archive. This one-

of-a-kind repository will be used to develop interactive Internet accompaniments to proposed

textbook and the problem-based cases written by the teacher fellows. The following activities
were conducted in 2001.

• Maintained and expanded the existing MSM multimedia archives.

• Responded to requests for multimedia material.

• Expanded archives to ensure inclusion of up-to-date space biomedical research findings.

• Provided technology support for summer program presentations.

• Established Internet "chat room" to maintain contact with summer school participants.

• Researched technology requirements for cardiovascular case.

• Formatted lectures from an undergraduate level pilot course, The Human Body and

Weightlessness.

Mount Sinai School of Medicine

A summer institute resulted in a program product that exceeded our expectations by submission

to us on August 3rd, of eight well-conceived and masterfully constructed Beta-level lesson plans.

Further, science journalism graduate students were recruited to publish a weekly newsletter that

kept the Defying Gravity program and institute participants, schools, teachers associations, and
District Superintendents Office, among many others, informed of MSSM activities and
educational outreach intent. The newsletter is available on a dedicated MSSM website to share

program progress with a wider audience at no additional cost. Subsequently, in collaboration

with teachers, MSSM has been refining products for delivery during the beta-testing phase,

commencing November 7, 200 l, at Manhattan Center for Science & Mathematics.

PHASE I - Summer Institute Activities. A Summer 2001 institute involved a five-week program

in which a number of curriculum development and fine-tuning activities were conducted and

educational outreach components were tested by high school teachers and students.

On June 15th, an inaugural reception was attended by in-house program participants and all

teachers and students who were recruited (and their parents). Presentations were made by
members of NSBRI research teams such as Dr. Bernard Cohen and Mitchell Schaffler, as

well as MSSM Dean, Dr. Nathan Kase; NSBRI Board of Directors, Dr. Miki Rifkin; and

Defying Gravity's Dr. Patrick Gannon. A delegate from the Manhattan High School

Superintendents Office was present to represent the local New York City Board of Education.

The program inaugurated on July 2nd, when MSSM/NSBRI scientists presented their space

biomedicine research projects and were introduced to the teachers and students who would
work with them over the summer.

During week one, field trips to: (1) the American Museum of Natural History - Rose Center

for Earth & Space (private tour provided by Astrophysicist Dr. James Sweitzer); and (2) the

New York Hall of Science, where Martin Weiss, Ph.D. (NYHS Director of Biology) spoke

about formulation and testing of science museum exhibits. Post-visit discussions involved

relevance of AMNH-RC & NYHS hands-on exhibits for use by Defying Gravity program.
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Also during week one, the following curriculum module formulation and production classes

were led by MSSM staff and others: (1) Intro to Web and Internet searching techniques and

databases and Web Page Evaluation (2) Intro to HTML; (3) PowerPoint; (4) Intro to MS

EXCEL; (5) Intro to HTML and Netscape Composer; and (6) Adobe Photoshop.

In weeks two to four, teachers and students worked with scientists every day as teams to

produce curriculum products that would be compelling and workable. Students were usually

involved with production of PowerPoint presentations and teachers with construction of

lesson plans with space biomedicine information provided by the scientist.

Other tasks included discussion and breakout sessions on: (1) Presentation of Defying

Gravity at high school Science Teacher's Association meetings; (2) NYC & NYS Science

Education Standards; (3) Defying Gravity's link to National Science Education Standards; (4)

educational CD ROM evaluation; (5) review structure of teacher/scientist partnerships; (6)

development of a scientist teaching handbook; (7) Internet science education products and

assessment; (8) beta testing and school test-site mechanisms; (9)production of Defying

Gravity museum/NY Hall of Science exhibit; (10) mechanisms and incentives for recruiting

teachers for B-testing at NYC and State test sites; and (11) evaluation of the DG curriculum.

Although the original plan for the summer institute did not involve creation and production

of formal lesson plans, most of the teachers strongly advised that we pursue this strategy up-

front. This was the format they were most familiar with and considered to be the most useful

for a more meaningful future utilization. Although the teachers did not utilize a standardized

lesson plan configuration, the information provided should allow for transformation between

platforms to attain a standardized structure for the final product.

The eight completed Beta Lesson Plans (LP) include the following.

LP 1)

LP 2)

LP 3)

LP 4)

LP 5)

LP 6)

LP 7)

LP 8)

Bones in Space: If You Don't Use Them, You Lose Them
(Schaffier & Brandriss)

Neurovestibular Adaptation in Space: Use of Countermeasures

(Moore, Cohen, Wearne & Bassin)

Concepts of Magnitude." Powers of lO

(Good, Schweitzer, Shemmer & Singh)

Radiation in Space: Solutions for Long Voyages

(Rosenstein & Bassin)

Psychosocial Stress: Mental Well-Being in Long Distance Space Travel

(Brook & Bassin)

Sleep in Space: Rest and Performance

(Genden & Singh)

Breathing in Space: Head Down Tilt Models of Microgravity

(Gannon, Kheck &Chart)

Smell & Taste: Importance of Quality of Life in Space

(Gannon, Kheck & Chart)

MSSM published five, four-page newsletters with color illustrations over the five-week

period of summer institute. Newsletters were printed, mailed out and published on the
Defying Gravity Intranet site. More monthly issues are planned as the program proceeds.
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Perspectives, based on interviews and other journalistic techniques were provided on cross

spectrum and user-friendly subjects such as the following.

Vol. Ill.

Vol. IV.

Vol. V.

"Mount Sinai Launches Program"; "Defying Gravity Aims to Improve Science

Education Standards"; and "Science and the City - DG Hits the Rose Center"

"Neurovestibular Research at Mount Sinai"; DG Explores New York Hall of

Science"; "Q & A Sessions with Drs. Steven Moore and Susan Weame" and

"Curriculum Development"

"A Word from Our Director"; Studying Radiation and Genetic Mutations";

"Interview With Dr. Martin Weiss, NY Hall of Science"; and "Applied Technology

and New Research at NSBRI"; DG is making Great Strides in Utilizing WebEd to
its Full Potential"

"Talking With Dr. Bemard Cohen"; "Tobie Brandriss and Students Create

Curriculum Module in Dr Mitchell Schaffier's Bone Research Laboratory";

"Students Adding Their Own Perspectives to Curriculum"; "Curriculum

Development Speeds Ahead"; and "A Note From Our Co-Director"
"Ear, Nose and Throat: Central to the NSBRI Mission" and "A Long Collaboration

of Research"; Dr. David Brook, Dennis Bassin and Students Study Psychosocial

Stress in Space"; "Dr. Morton Slater of the Gateway Institute"; "Dr. Patricia
McArdle, Associate Dean for Curriculum Support at MSSM" and "Retrospective

Opinions by Students Nelson Shih and Sarah Waiters"

The Web-Ed Intranet mechanism was used to coordinate the activities of summer institute

participants and provide an easily accessed route for transmission of information and the

tools to create a comprehensive information system. Similar to a standard www page, the site
could be accessed from MSSM and at home. Many teachers and students utilized the website
over the summer.

The website was an effective communications tool. For example, when participants were

asked to report their daily activities, their responses were recorded for printout by the
program director and others on the Intranet web page. Similarly, all stages of lesson plan

formulations were recorded on this page for editorial access and feedback from scientists,

teachers and students. When asked to identify and critique www sites that may serve as

models (similar to the originally proposed NASA NeurOn [Neurolab Online] site) for the

Defying Gravity product in Year Three, sample URLs were posted to the page for review and

commentary. Adobe Acrobat versions of the weekly newsletter also were posted to the site

and may be accessed, with password, by any person within the NSBRI arena and can be
linked to the NSBRI web site.

PHASE II - Beta Testing of Eight Curriculum Modules. The Beta-test phase (Phase II) will

commence with recruitment of 30, 9th grade students and six teachers who will be involved with

the MMSM program, for twice monthly after school sessions from November 2001 to June 2002.

Curriculum Student Associates

On October 16th, Drs. Gannon and Kheck presented a program recruitment overview to the

entire 9th grade freshmen of Manhattan Center for Science and Mathematics. Five students will
be selected from Life Sciences Secondary School. A two-page recruitment flyer was distributed

to students one week prior to presentation. Formal applications, with parental consents, are being
collected and assessed by DG associates, and 25 students will be selected by criteria formulated
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for selection of DG summer institute participants (which includes a written statement of interest).

Students selected will be notified by the end of October. The first module class "Concepts of

Magnitude. Powers oflO" will be conducted on November 14th and 28th.

Each module will comprise the following three elements: (1) teacher and scientist meet to

discuss strategy and format ofpre-lesson plan; (2) presentation of lesson plan by teacher; (3a)

PowerPoint-based overview presentation (10-15 minutes) of space biomedicine research project
by scientist, within same session; and (3b) hands-on, inquiry-based lab session with formulation

of ideas, conduct of study, data collection, analysis and interpretation, followed by open

discussion. During discussion sessions, important concepts (e.g., countermeasures development

and quality of life versus life-threatening issues) will be promoted. In particular, the alluring

concept of how quality of life amalgamations may give rise to life-threatening situations and
outcomes will be explored.

Curriculum Teaching Associates
Teachers will attend all sessions and act as curriculum associates to refine and assess each of the

eight modules in the curriculum as they are delivered to students in the school classroom. This

committee will report to Dr. McArdle, who will evaluate overall success of program products

within the high school setting. Dr. McArdle will formulate an evaluation strategy to determine

follow up for what did and did not work, what needs to be done, and the application context for

curriculum application. Master teacher Dennis Bassin (Assistant Principal for Sciences, Art and

Design High School) will preside over this team of six teachers including: (1) Ms. SaoLing

Chart, Manhattan Center for Science & Mathematics (MCSM); (2) Dr. Roopali Singh, Life

Sciences Secondary School; (3) Tobie Brandriss, Hunter College High School; (4) Ben Shemer,

Math teacher, Upper East Side Academy; and (5) a second MCSM teacher to be recruited at a

school staff meeting.

Rice University/University of Texas Medical Branch

Teacher Institute. Twenty teachers were selected for this two-week institute, and a total of 16

participated. Teachers were grouped into four groups. They developed the following units, to be

used in their high school science classrooms.

• One unit highlighted the use of a clinostat, an apparatus that simulates a microgravity

environment. For this unit, the team designed and constructed a version of the high-tech

clinostat instrument with materials readily available to high school teachers at a very low

cost. Accompanying these design plans are experiments for high school biology classrooms

in which students investigate the effects of microgravity on the phototactic abilities of one-

celled organisms, such as Euglena and Eudorina.

• A second unit focused on investigating the effects ofmicrogravity on major body systems.

• A third unit used a game format to teach the physiological effects of radiation.

• A fourth unit highlights how measurements in simulated space environments are used during
the evaluation of countermeasures.

The instructional units developed by participating teachers will be posted on the NSBRI Rice

University/UTMB web site (http://nsbri_utmb.rice.edu) for national dissemination and use on the

projects' websites. To supplement widespread dissemination to the K-12 science education

community, teachers will serve as local, district, regional, state and national trainers and

presenters in conferences and departmental inservice sessions in their respective schools.
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Student Research Accomplishments. Twelve student participants in the seminar series gained

exposure to number of different scientific research projects through the following experiences.

• Participating in a weekly research seminar conducted by faculty who are not preceptors.

• Reporting on their projects, either via slide presentation or a poster presentations.

• Participating in a weekly brown bag lunch discussion of career opportunities.

• Engaging in a mentoring relationship as part of the brown bag lunch discussions.

• Participating in discussions about the philosophy and ethics of science related to space
biology and medicine.

In their work with the research teams, participants became familiar with the background of their

teammates and faculty seminar presenters. Concomitantly, students increased their awareness of

the academic preparation necessary for scientific careers as expressed through their articulation

of research methodologies in individual laboratory settings, and their interaction with colleagues

and fellow team members regarding the research going on in their respective laboratories.

In the university environment, the students become acquainted with the university and college

settings through participation in the opening reception, personnel department, program and

library orientation, and also in the campus tours and concluding reception after the poster session

for the students, staff, preceptors, parents and other community members.

Texas A&M University

Providing NSBRI outreach to 500,000 middle level science teachers with the latest in research

and materials is a major challenge. The NSBRI Teacher Academy is building a model to

accomplish this objective through establishment of a national cadre of experienced and trained

space science teachers. In 2001, 30 teachers are providing staff development to 600 peers.

Teacher Academy Project. Care was taken to ensure that Teacher Academy participants were

drawn from diverse geographic, ethnic and gender groups. Participating school districts were

asked to nominate teachers who represent a variety of gender and ethnic groups. Academy staff

personally invited nominated teachers to apply. All project partners, especially key school

districts, were asked to nominate Master Teachers to participate in the Academy. Out of the 31

teacher participants, six are African American, one is Hispanic, and 24 are white. Seven are male

and 24 are female. 2001 participants were drawn from 20 states, from Alaska to Texas and
California to New York.

The first eight days of the Summer Institute were conducted at Texas A&M University, College

Station. This gave participants access to the research of NSBRI scientists working on campus.

Participants also were exposed to leadership and staff development training and space resource

identification, and were able to share their own space-based teaching ideas with each other.

The Institute then moved to Houston for five days, based at Ramada Inn NASA. This provided

easy access to NASA, Space Center Houston, The Houston Museum of Natural Science (with its

planetarium and Challenger Center), and the telescopes at the Brazos Bend State Park for

viewing Mars. The amenities at these locations were put to good use in furthering the teachers'

understanding of long duration space flight and adding to their fund of teaching activities and

ideas. The Houston location also facilitated access to a range of informative speakers. The

teachers met with and listened to presentations by astronauts Dr. Ellen Baker and Dr. Joe

Kerwin; Dr. John Charles, Code U Mission Scientist, on Life Sciences and Supporting
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Engineering Overview; Dr. Mike Greenisen, NASA Scientist, on the Countermeasures labs; Jerry

Woodville, NASA Scientist, on The Space Educators' Handbook and Apollo 13; and Dr. Chris

Flynn, NASA Flight Surgeon, on Key Psvchological Challenges of Long Duration Space Flight.

Teacher feedback during the Summer Institute was overwhelmingly positive. Despite already

being well versed in space science activities, they had assimilated new knowledge focused on a

curriculum supplement for secondary schools, Human Physiology in Space (White & Lujan,

1995); collected additional space science resources; made useful contacts (e.g., NSBRI scientists

and institute speakers); and initiated networking with each other.

This network has shown immediate value, as teachers share ideas with each other at the start of a

new school year on the listserv set up during the institute. The listserv has allowed teachers to

create a joint presentation to be given during the Civil Air Patrol Conference held in conjunction

with a proposed Shuttle launch on November 29, 2001. This conference will be the venue for the

first follow-up meeting for the 2001 Teacher Academy members. At this time, Teacher Academy

staff will review progress toward achieving project objectives with the teachers.

The teachers report that they are using Summer Institute activities in their classrooms. In fact, the

participant from Alaska, who works at a Challenger Center, reported that he had already used the
Puffy-Head, Bird-Legs activity that simulates fluid shifts with students at his summer camp. This

demonstrates that Teacher Academy participants are not only classroom teachers, but also

resources to disseminate NSBRI information to different audiences. Two other participants who

work with the Houston Urban Systemic Initiative will hold workshops for science teachers

throughout that school district, thereby broadening NSBRI and Teacher Academy impact.

While still early in the school calendar, Teacher Academy teachers already have made plans

within their school districts to present hands-on, inquiry-based workshops (Level 2 Training) that

will disseminate NSBRI research and findings to other teachers. For example, one of the two

participants from California arranged two workshops on Mars or Bust. One was at UC Irvine's

Future of Science Conference in October; the other will be at the Orange County Science
Educator's Association Conference in November. The two teachers from Alabama will make a

joint presentation on NSBRI at the Alabama State Science Teachers Conference next March,

while the teacher from Pennsylvania has arranged a series of four professional development

workshops within her district based on NSBRI Teacher Academy Project activities.

This is an encouraging beginning to ensure that NSBRI research and findings are disseminated to

a wider audience of both teachers and their students. To further this goal, a project web page is

being developed (http://coe.tamu.edu/lburlbaw/nsbri/TAPHomePage.htm). At the moment, this

site includes links to people, resources and evaluations. It will be expanded greatly during the

coming year.

University of Washington

Development and Publication of Materials in Northwest Science & Technology Magazine.

NSBRI funds have supported a graduate research assistant, Holli Riebeek, to research and write

an article announcing the UW's joining the NSBRI consortium. The article was published in the

Autumn 2001 issue of Northwest Science & Technology, which reaches some 28,000 readers

throughout the greater Pacific Northwest.
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Also appearing in that issue was an advertisement submitted by Baylor College of Medicine

(BCM) about its NSBRI teaching series From Outerspace to Innerspace. Positioning the ad on

the inside front cover gave it maximum visibility to the 4,500 middle school teachers and

administrators added to the UW distribution list as a result of the outreach effort. This display is

helping BCM reach teachers throughout the Northwest about its teaching materials.

Furthermore, Ms. Riebeek--a master's student in the UW Department of Technical

Communication whose career goal is to become a science news reporterwhas nearly completed

a feature article on virtual reality technologies and their application to space biomedical research.

This article tentatively is scheduled as the cover story of the Spring 2002 issue of NWS&T.

With UW's Principal Investigator for NSBRI (Illman), Ms. Riebeek also is developing an article

about Astronaut Susan Helms. The article is slated for the cover story in the Winter 2002 issue of

NWS&T. Astronaut Helms, who hails from Portland, Oregon, returned in August 2001 from a

167-day space station mission. UW requested permission through the NASA press office to

follow astronaut Helms through the six-week rehab process that astronauts undergo upon

returning from space. Although that request was denied, UW did succeed in securing an

interview in September, and work is underway to develop a profile article about Helms and the

rehab process. Covering this subject in a profile of Helms (who is both an astronaut and

Northwestemer), will help to promote the subject of space biomedical research for readers in the

Northwest, and to demonstrate in a vivid way, by getting to know a real astronaut, why

development of countermeasures to the effects of space travel is vitally important. This material

also is slated for adaptation to the middle school insert.

Middle School Insert. UW will produce two middle school inserts under this three-year NSBRI

outreach program. Because of the timing of the BCM ad, the first NSBRI-funded middle school

insert to appear in the Spring 2002 issue. The overall objective is to attract young readers to

science news, cultivating a life-long interest in reading about advances in science and

technology, and specifically, to increase awareness of, and interest in space and space biomedical

science and technology.

During the summer of 2001, UW developed the insert's conceptual design with the assistance of

education specialists and science writers with expertise in writing for young audiences. The

layout of the first insert is being developed by UW's magazine design firm, Gable Design Group

of Seattle. The approach is modeled after some of the newsstand magazines for this age group,
such as Current Science and Science World. UW team members have developed a format, name,

length, types of articles and evaluation approach. This concept provides the general framework

for any theme that the insert may treat in future issues.

The concept will be piloted in the Winter 2002 issue, focusing on marine biotechnology (funded

by the Washington Sea Grant program). Feedback obtained from that pilot test will be

incorporated into the design of the NSBRI-sponsored insert on the theme of space biomedical

research in the Spring 2003.

The insert is called NWS&TSciScape. It is a four-page, full-color, tear-out piece appearing at the

inside back of the magazine. It is positioned as "a companion to Northwest Science &

Technology for the young and young-at-heart." The flap of paper used to secure the insert into
the binding, which appears inside the front cover, will be utilized both to draw attention to the
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insert as well as to provide a tear-out feedback card for readers to send in their comments about
how the insert was used and their reaction to its contents.

SciScape will contain feature articles as well as what might be termed departments, including:

"Fun Facts"--interesting tidbits presented in a lively way around the selected theme of the insert;

"Meet the Scientist"--profiles of key scientists (or astronauts) to give young people insights into

careers in science and technology; "Try It At Home"--activities relating to the theme of the

insert that can be done with common household supplies; and "Puzzlers"---enjoyable games or

other brain teasers that challenge young readers to apply what they have learned and refine their

problem-solving skills.

SciScape must appeal in its design and content to adults in addition to youngsters. Adults are the

first marketing target: they are the gatekeepers, the ones who receive the magazine and pass the

insert on to relatives, friends, colleagues and/or students. They may read the insert to evaluate its

content and, in this process, many adults may learn a few science basics along the way.

During fall quarter, Ms. Riebeek is drafting the content for the NSBRI space biomedical insert

with input and assistance from Illman, Kushmerick, Nancy Moreno (BCM) and Janice DeCosmo

(Washington Space Grant). The draft content will be evaluated with a group of middle school

age students and feedback incorporated into the final insert and feedback card to be disseminated

spring of 2002.

Improving Communication with General Audiences. Development of a Science Communication

Workshop for NSBRI scientists and public information officers is underway. The events of

September 2001 have complicated and delayed planning of the venue and date of the first

workshop. These details will be worked out in the coming weeks in conjunction with the NSBRI
Outreach Team members.

As a direct result of a visit by Astronaut Dave Williams, M.D., to UW in spring 2001, a planning

effort has begun to develop a National Space Science Writer-In-Residence Program that would

provide special writing opportunities for in-service journalists on topics in space biomedical

science and engineering. The goal of this effort is to enhance media coverage of space

biomedical science and engineering specifically and issues relating to space exploration more

broadly. The program would be coordinated by UW and Texas A&M, with participation by

Johns Hopkins University and MIT. A planning workshop is anticipated for early 2002.

In addition, with funding from the UW College of Engineering for UW School of

Communications Ph.D. student Fiona Clark, UW initiated a content analysis of recent New York

Times coverage of space-related events and issues. The objective is to characterize current

journalistic practices with regard to space exploration and space biomedical research, and to

provide a benchmark against which future developments in coverage can be assessed. The

outcome of this study is expected to be an article for submission to one of the principal scholarly

journals in the field of communication (e.g., Journalism Quarterly).

For most Americans, the news media are the predominant source of information about space. It

was decided to address the question of whether or not coverage of space is keeping up with the

many new developments in the field of space exploration. A content analysis is being conducted
of New York Times coverage of space issues for the year 2000.
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The New York Times was chosen because of its large readership, its widely acknowledged ability

to set news agendas for local and regional papers, and also because its readership tends to

include the political elite. UW has obtained copies of all articles listed under the headings

"space" and "satellites" in the New York Times index for the year 2000. UW also is conducting

searches on space-related keywords in the Lexis-Nexis database, to find additional materials that

appeared in the New York Times but which are not listed in the printed index. Analysis focuses

on the amount and type of coverage of the following themes.

• space exploration: human and non-human

• space science (origins, structure, and evolution of the universe)

• new space technologies

• commercial applications of space technologies

• national security issues
• financial considerations

• legal issues (treaties, laws, property rights in space, etc.)

• impact of space issues on international relations

UW has reviewed existing research literature on media coverage of space. Most studies focus on

either Cold War rhetoric of the early days of the space race, or on press-NASA relations. A small

number of studies address the importance of space coverage to the development of science

journalism as a profession, and in advancing scientific literacy among the general public. Others

address topics such as news diffusion in the wake of the Challenger accident. None, however,

address the question of characterizing current coverage as described above. Therefore, this study

targets an important research question.

Summer Experience for High School Students. Because UW's outreach project began in April

2001, and since the NSBRI research projects at UW were just gearing up and were experiencing

some personnel changes, the UW outreach team decided to bring in the first group of high school

students during summer quarter 2002. Working with Washington Space Grant director Janice

DeCosmo during this project period, UW initiated a recruiting plan, described below, to identify

four to six students during the 2001-02 academic year who will come to campus during summer
2002 to work in laboratories of UW-NSBRI scientists.

UW plans to leverage the small number of student research assistantships available through the

NSBRI outreach grant to reach a larger group of student applicants by collaborating with the

Washington NASA Space Grant Consortium's student scholarship and research programs. The
UW outreach effort can benefit from the highly visible recruitment of high school seniors

conducted annually by Washington Space Grant. In this way, UW will identify four to six

promising young students to participate in space biomedical research the summer before their

freshman year in college. In addition, the work of these students will serve to attract additional

interest in the field through the Space Grant seminars and poster sessions.

The Washington NASA Space Grant Consortium annually offers scholarships for incoming UW

freshmen. Each year some of Washington State's best high school seniors vie for a chance to

study science or engineering at UW. These competitive scholarships are based on high school
academic records, aptitude for science or engineering studies, and students' essays about their

career plans to contribute to space-related science and engineering fields.
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The UW Space Grant scholarship program is designed to create a small college atmosphere

within the larger university, building a community of students with similar interests in space and

related topics. Along with financial support and other programmatic elements, Space Grant

scholars benefit from invaluable hands-on experience doing research in one of the many science

or engineering laboratories on campus in the Summer Undergraduate Research Program (SURP).

As part of the selection process for Space Grant scholarships, approximately 40 finalists are

invited to tour UW and interview with the selection committee. The tours highlight opportunities
for students to become involved in faculty research the summer before they begin their UW

studies, as part of SURP.

During winter quarter 2002, UW-NSBRI scientists will offer tours of their laboratory programs

as part of these UW tours. After the tours, students will be invited to apply for SURP to work

with UW-NSBRI faculty. Four to six opportunities will be held specifically for these students.

Students will benefit from the mentoring provided by NSBRI scientists, and also will participate

in the SURP seminars and poster session. SURP typically serves 60-75 students each summer,

and all participants spend some time learning about each other's projects. This will be a useful

forum for a larger group of high-achieving students interested in scientific research to learn about

opportunities in space biomedicine.

V. FUTURE PROGRAM DIRECTIONS

Team members have collaboratively established the five-to-ten year strategic goals for NSBRI
Education and Outreach. Through retreats and conference calls, team members identified the

challenges of building a national identity for NSBRI through educational outreach. It was agreed

that the quality of materials and activities and the extent to which they are disseminated would be

initial defining factors for all NSBRI sponsored educational activities. Once planned and

implemented, presentations and publications will document the programmatic impacts.

The guiding principals for Curriculum Development include the production of accurate,

balanced, relevant, scientifically-vetted and field-tested educational materials. Research will be

undertaken to determine ifNSBRI materials are easily integrated into existing curricula and if

they are effective in advancing teaching and learning and increasing interest in the space life

sciences amongst students.

Teacher Professional Development will be guided by demonstrated increases in teacher

knowledge and skills of NSBRI research areas and changes in teaching behaviors in classroom

settings. NSBRI sponsored professional development of teachers will include opportunities for

continuous skill and knowledge acquisition needed to create effective learning opportunities for
students. Outcome studies will be conducted to determine if teachers have translated new

knowledge into practice.

Science Literacy and Public Awareness recognizes the importance of communicating the

scientific principles and advances NSBRI research activities to the public. The effectiveness of

planned media and informal science activities that occur at museums and through television and

radio productions will be evaluated.
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Career Awareness and Access activities will include undergraduate and graduate level courses

and research experiences to share the contributions of NSBRI activities with high-ability

students. These students will be exposed to career opportunities available to them. Additional

activities will target K-12 students demonstrating the excitement of space life science research

and that careers are attainable. Ultimately, the numbers of students attracted into space life

science, engineering and technology-based careers will be used to evaluate the effectiveness of
career awareness and access activities.

Five-year Strategic Goals of the Education and Public Outreach Team

• Establish a strong publication record with respect to space research curricular supplements

and programs.

° Increase scientific literacy by involving scientists in community education and bringing

NSBRI and space-based science into classrooms and homes.

• Foster healthy behaviors and attitudes among students and families, and increase

opportunities for families to become more involved in their children's learning through

family/school/community partnerships.

• Attract more young students (especially those from underrepresented groups) to careers in

space life sciences, engineering and technology-based fields.

• Promote excellence, achievement and systemic change in education through the development

and implementation of high-quality space-based science, mathematics, reading/language arts

instructional materials designed to facilitate measurable success for all students, apply best

understandings of how students learn, and incorporate assessment as an integral component.

• Enhance the space-based science and technological readiness, skill and teaching impact of

educators by providing professional development focusing on partnerships with scientists and

pedagogical strategies utilizing NSBRI-generated resources that empower educators to (1)

teach all students more effectively, and (2) communicate these new instructional resources to

peers in education.

° Create and support stimulating, informal space life sciences education programs outside of

school to develop and maintain public interest in, and awareness of, NSBRI scientific and

technological developments.
• Establish partnerships with external groups that bring additional funding support to NSBRI

activities and assist the Education and Public Outreach Team to disseminate and promote

space-life science education programs.

• Develop and implement a media plan to include, but not be limited to: public affairs

announcements and programs for radio and television, brochures, posters, video-documents

and websites, and a national writer-in-residence program.
• Work with state educational agencies to integrate NSBRI space life sciences content into

required curricula.

Five-to-Ten-Year NSBRI Education and Outreach Strategy (2007-2011)

The five-to-ten-year (2007-2011) strategic goals of NSBRrs Education and Public Outreach

Team include goals listed under the Five-Year Research Strategy as well as those listed below.

• Establish NSBRI as a national leader in the development and deployment of K-16 Internet-
based distance education.

• Design and implement research studies that examine the effectiveness of NSBRI-sponsored
Internet-based curriculum materials, as compared to traditionally formatted materials.

° Offer online graduate programs in space life science education for elementary, middle and
secondary school science, mathematics, physical education and language arts teachers.
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• Promote NSBRI research through educational demonstrations conducted on the International

Space Station and broadcast worldwide.

• Establish an International Society of Space Life Sciences Educators, including a fellowship

program for its members.

• Create a Center for Research in Space Life Science Education in Houston to infuse NSBRI

research into educational practice in schools and study ways to increase student motivation in

science education and career pursuits
• Enter into commercial partnerships with publishers, software manufacturers and broadcast

media corporations to disseminate information and materials nationally that describe and

promote application of NSBRI educational activities.

• Work with state educational agencies to integrate NSBRI space life sciences content into

required curricula.

Please refer to the figure below, Continuing Program Themes, for a display of the five-year

(2002-2006) and five-to-ten-year strategic goals of the Education and Public Outreach Team.

CONTINUING PROGRAM THEMES
Teacher Professional Development * Curnculum Development • Science Li_eracy/Pubhc Awareness * Career Awareness and Access

Five-Year Team Strategy (2002-2006)

• Establish strong curricular publications

• Increase scientific literacy

• Foster healthy behaviors & attitudes

• Attract more students to careers in

space life sciences

• Promote systemic change in education

• Focus on partnerships with scientists

• Support informal space life sciences

education programs

• Establish partnerships with external

groups

• Implement a national media plan

• Create a national writer-in-residence

program

• Work with state education agencies

Five-to-Ten-Year Team Strategy

(2007-2011)

• Develop and deploy K-16 Internet-

based distance education

• Design and implement education

research studies

• Offer on-line graduate programs

• Promote NSBRI research with

broadcasts from the international

Space Station

• Establish an International Society of

Space Life Sciences Educators

• Create a National Center for Research in

Space Life Science Education

• Enter into commercial partnerships

• Work with state education agencies

Long-Term

• increase public support of space life
sciencesresearch

• Create a cadre of future research

scientists
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NSBRI AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Education and Public Outreach

Patrick J. Gannon, Ph.D.
Mount Sinai School of Medicine

Defying Gravity: Enduring Life in Space

Project Executive Summary

The 1995 National Science Education Standards (NSES)reported that scientific literacy has

become increasingly important in the US workplace where people are more often required to

learn, reason, think creatively, make inlormed decisions and solve problems. However, results

of the 3rd International Mathematics and Science Survey rcported a marked decline m science

and mathematical knowledge from 8th-12th grades in the US compared to an international

average of 41 countries, many of which have invested in creation of a scientifically literate
workforce. As such. we have chosen to focus our science educational outreach el'rims on the 9th

grade, which we consider to represent a potentially pivotal, formative educational stage at which

to confront this underperfl_rmance and to help them prepare for the new NY Regents Living
Environment exam.

NSES also recommended that inquiry-based curricula should be the new ettucational model

applied for generation of enthusiasm, learning, understanding and a respect of science. We

propose to extend the NSES strate,,ye by _eenerati°n of a genuine enthusiasm for learnin_,_, science

and math, via presentation in the classroom by MSSM scientists and mathematicians of "working

models" of space biomedical research. Subsequently, development of a stand-alone curriculum
will allow science teachers to utilize the theme in wlrious courses of study. In order to address

issues related to goals stated within NSBRI's cducational outreach mission, we plan to flmnd

fundamental concepts of biomedicine, basic science and mathematics within the rich and

enticing framework of space exploration. We propose a novel research-based educational

outreach program entitled "'DEFYING GRAVITY: Enduring Life in Space" to symbolize how a

basic body plan, that evolved over lnany millions of years for life on earth within "Normal

Gravity," may adapt to endure and solve any problems encountered in "Microgravity'" and

function efficiently. Goals for exploration of this colnpelling concept are to provide: 1) a

"unifying theme" that will aflbrd ineaningAll links between the wide breadth of issues related to

human health in Earth's "normal" gravity and in space's microgravity; 2) insight into the

scientific knowledge essential for formulation of countermeasures, and how they will be

implemented to ensure the well being of humans who spend long periods of time in space, and 3)

working models of scientific and mathematical principles.

The basic D</)'in_ GraHtr curriculunl will be fine-tuned, primarily assessed, anti then adjusted

as considered necessary within partnership/teams of MSSM scientists/educators, high school

science teachers and students of the "MSSM Teacher's Summer Institute 2001: A Space

Research Odyssey" (TS1). This will represent the pcnultimate formulation phase of the

program's curricuhnn.

A fully formed first-run curriculum, presented as semi-tk)rmal "research lab meeting" style semi-

nars/workshops followed by hands-on laboratory sessions with group discussion, will

demonstrale: 1) current paradigms anti unifying principles that relate research to space

biomedicine: 2) approaches used to devise and test hypotheses (i.e., the Scientific Method): 3)



integrationof mathematicalprinciplesasthey relateto conceptsandcommon themeswith thc
biological and physical sciencesand technology: and 4) how to formulate componcntsof,
collect, organize,analyzc,graph,andinterpret,data. The new Life Sciences Secondary School,

with an "underrepresented" and academically challenged, minority (>95%) student population,

will represent a first level test site over the second and third years. Selected curriculunl

components will also be applied during the third year by MSSM-TSI participant 'lab mentor"

teachers, as a stand-alone product to a wide and more diverse group of 9th-I lth grade students

and to other teachers and students within the well-established Gateway Program (Slater and ller,

1991: Iler and Slater, 1998). These schools will represent second level, broader spectrum, test

sites. Additional curriculum components will be incorporated within these test sites as the

program progresses. Both forlnative and summative measures will be used for example: to

determine mid point progress, clarify program strengths and weaknesses and sum up overall

program impact.

Products derived from the D_/ivin_, Gra_'itv program will include: 1) A hard copy of the stand-

alone curricululn with lesson plans and hands-on laboratory experiences: 2) An interactive www-

site version of the stand-alone curriculum with downloadable text, images and digital

video/audio sessions; live (scheduled) scientist discussion rooln: teacher's lounge email FAQ

and qucstions (modeled on the well designed and tested "'NEURON NEUROLAB ONLINE"

www page 3) Interactive CD Rom's of selected curriculurn components, produced by NSBRI's
Morehouse School of Medicine with Public Broadcasting Atlanta's studio (Dr. Marlene

MacLeish with Milton Clipper and Wayne C. Sharpe, in yems 2 and 3); 4) "High School

Teaching for Biomedical Scientists" handbook: 5) An interactive, hands-on exhibit at the New
York Hall of Science, of selected curricuhml components: and 6) National multi-media
outreach/dissemination via MSSM and NSBRI/PBA channels.



NSBRI AREA:

PRINCIPAl. INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Education and Public Outreach

Deborah L. Illman, Ph.D.

University of Washington - Northwest Science and

Technology Magazine

Northwest Outreach Program on Space Biomedical
Research

Project Executive Summary

Needs addressed: The University of Washington, a new addition to tlle National Space

Biomedical Research Institute, is the only consortium member in the Northwest corner of the

cotintry and as such. is poised to make a significant contribution toward NSBRI's goal of

communicating the significance and excitement of space hie sciences to the public.

Project Goals: We would leverage an existing communication/education program at the UW to:

• transfer/disseminate the space biomedical knowledge to homes and clasSl'OOnls throughout
the Northwest:

• increase literacy about science in general, and about space biomedical research and terrestrial

applications in particular, among the general public, K8-20 teachers, and students:

• prepare scientists and future reporters and public intormation officers to communicate more

effectively about science to general audiences, particularly about space biomedical issues:
and

• attract young people to careers in space biomedical research.

Proposed Activities:

• Develop and disseminate articles on space biomedical research via Northwest Science &

Technology (NWS&T) magazine, a new regional science publication with a circulation of

23,000 in the Pacific Northwest region and beyond:

• Involve student writers (both undergraduate and graduate) in our science writing curriculum

and in development of these articles:

• Develop/adapt and disseminate special materials on space biomedical research for middle

school students and their parents and teachers by means of an insert in NWS&T:

• Improve the ability of scientists and public inlormation officers to conununicate with general

audiences by developing and delivering a summer science writing workshop for NSBRI
consortium members: and

• Attract students in the pipeline to careers in space biomedical research by means of a summer

experience for high school students in the laboratories of NSBRI projects at the UW.

Nature of Partnerships involved: This is a collaboration between llhnan in the Department of

Technical Communication and Martin Kushmerick. NSBRI team leader, integrated human

function, and other NSBRI investigators at the UW. The project will be advised by a planning

group including Nancy Moreno, Associate Director, Center for Educational Outreach, Baylor

College of Medicine, and Janice DeCosmo, Director, Washington Space Grant.

Intended Outcomes: A series of 5 news/feature articles over 3 years, covering the addition of

the UW to the NSBRI consortium and results of NSBRI projects funded at the UW would reach
an audience of some 23,000. Middle school science teachers woukl be added to our distribution

list and two middle school inserts would be developed and disseminated. A series of three
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sumnlefworkshopson sciencewriting would improvethe preparationof NSBRI pcrsoanclm
conamunicate with lay audiences. Finally, a summer resemch experience for high school

students, oYganized by Kushmcrick. would bring students in 'after their junior year to the UW to

spend a summer working in the ]aboratoric.s of NSBRI pr_0ects.

Evaluation Plan: Development and testing of the insert would be done in conjunction with

Mofcno at Baylor College. A reader survey would be used to gather feedback on NWS&T

articles. Course evaluations and exit surveys would gather feedback from student writers. Exit

surveys of high school students would provide fcedback on the summer research experiences.

The progrcss of thcse students would be followed during their senior years and bcyond.



NSBRI AREA:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Education and Public Outreach

Robert K. James, Ph.D.

Texas A&M University

NSBRI Teacher Academy Project

Project Executive Summary

Needs Addressed. The need to ret_)rnl science education in this country is well documented in

the research literature (e.g. the National Assessment of Educational Progress. the Third

International Mathematics and Science Study). Letters from 103 middle level science teachers

described the value of this pr_wct. They spoke of how space science study motivated their

students and how' disappointed their students were when they had to move on to ()the, units (51

study. There is a significant population of teachers ready to take the leadership role in

disseminating space-based science irl the middle school. By their nature middle school students

need exciting, creative, inclusive and current instructional activities that space-based science can

provide.

Project Goals/Objectives. The purpose of the NSBR! Teacher Academy Project (NSBRI TAP)

is to prepare Master Teachers to assist their peers in infusing cutting-edge, space-based science
activities in middle school. We will work with other NSBRI research institutions in dleir

outreach to teachers. The specific objectives are to:
1. Establish a national cadre of 90 middle level science teachers and prepare them to provide

staff development to reach 1800 middle level science teachers.

2. Identify and provide access to extant teaching resources t(5, middle level science.

3. Develop supportive partnerships with key organizations in order to access and utilize their
resources and skills.

4. Work collaboratively with other NSBRI member institutions.

Improve the quality of middle level science in the clitssl-ooms of teachers who participate in this

project.

Proposed Activities. Major components include: the selection of a strong cadre of master
teachers: a summer institute with updates on recent NSBRI scientific discoveries, leadership and

staff development training and resource identification' local space-based peer teacher training by

the master teachers: follow-up activities and conferences: and certification of master teachers as

Fellows of the Academy.

Nature of Partnerships Involved. Partnership development will be led by the staff of the Texas

Alliance. Partnerships will include the NSBRI Education and Public Outreach Team. NSBRI

scientists, the National Science Teachers Association, key school districts and teachers, National

Space Grant and NASA Education.

Intended Outcomes. The intended outcomes of the NSBRI TAP are to provide a national cadre

of 90 master teachers who are successful in helping at least 1800 of their peer space science

teachers to implement space-based science in their classrooms. We expect to demonstrate the

efficacy of this model as a strategy for reaching large numbers of middle level science

classrooms and hence, the next generation of young adults so that the}, might make informed
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political decisionsaboutmanncdspaccflight. Beyondthat, theywill know andbe ableto profit
from thetechnologytransferthat will enhancetheir currentquality of life.

E,¢aluation Plan. The evaluation plan is designed to address progress, achievcment, trod impact

of the primary activities of the proiect and the achicvement of the ovcrall goal of producing a
cadre of teachers who will conduct staff development activities for thcir peer space science

teachers. Both qualitative and quantitative d;.lla will he collected, with on-going analysis of the
data shared with the Director. Discrete evaluation protocols will provide data on the

achievement of each objective.



NSBRI AREA:
PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Education and Public Outreach

Marlene Y. MacI,eish, Ed.D.

Morehouse School of Medicine

Secondary and College Education for the Next

Generation of Space Life Scientists

Project Executive Summary

Three schools- Baylor College of Medicine (BCM), Morehouse School of Medicine (MSM),

and Texas A&M University (TAMU) - have strategic responsibility lo effect the National Space
Biomedical Research lnstitute's (NSBRI) education and pubic outreach mission. MSM has been

funded by the NSBR! for the past three years to support national science education retkmn

through the production of innovative secondary education curriculum supplements and the

development of a pipeline of minority group science students. MSM is requesting continued

funding for four ongoing projects and one new initiative to support this mission.

The flmr ongoing project are: the NSBRI Teacher Fellowship Program, a collaboration with the

DeKalb school system - Fernbank SpaceStation and Georgia State University SECME programs:

the Summer Research Program which enrolls college students to do summer research in a MSM

science laboratory; an undergraduate level course, The Human Body in Space, taught at

Spehnan College: and the NSBRI Film Archive. MSM is proposing a fifth initiative - the

production of an undergraduate textbook on the human body and weightlessness.

The Teacher Fellowship Program aims to support the professicmal development of secondary

teachers by engaging them in the production of innovative problem-based science cases.

Fembank Museum SpaceStation Program is providing release time for the first NSBRI Teacher

Fellow. She is using the Harvard problem-based case model to write a cardiovascular case,

Bol_bv's Beat. She will attend the TAMU Teacher Academy Program to introduce this method

to science teachers enrolled in that program and to learn leadership skills to effect change when
she returns to her home system. Georgia State University SECME will sponsor the 2001 teacher

fellow. This Program also enrolls one student intern. The 2000 student intern produced the

video, Immortal Hea_'ens. A second intern will he selected in Spring 2001 to work on Bohhv's
Bt, ut.

The Summer Research Program provides research opportunities tk_r four undergraduate students

to engage in a research intensive internship at MSM, learn about space biomedical research from

an eminent space sciences guest lecturer, and meet role models involved in space biomedical

research. To date, 13 students, selected from a competitive applicant pool, have participated in

the intensive 12-week research program. A longitudinal database exists on the students to

measure the outcome of the program.

The NSBRI Fihn Archive contains over 150 hours of video relating to NASA's Neurolab

mission, NSBRI team science, and the Human Body in Space course. Fihn and design footage

are made available to NSBRI consortium member schools as well as other organizations. The

Discovery Channel, ZDF-German TV, RDF Television-London, the Atlanta and DeKalb public
schools, and the SciTrek and Fernbank museums have used materials from the archive. This
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one-of-a-killd repository will bc used _o develop imeraclivc Interact accompanimcnls Io tile

proposed textbook and the proHem-bascd cases written by tile teacher fellows.

The proposed textbook on the human body and weightlessness will enrich teaching of space

biological sciences at the undergraduate level. A well-designed textbook that uses a

multidisciplinary perspective to elicit their understanding of the world is timely. The need Ik)r

such a text is amply demonstrated by the Spehnan College, Colorado State University and Johns

Hopkins University courses that rely on collated materials from disparate sources. Existing

course materials do not adequately meet nalional undergraduate science education standards and

arc not unifomlly appropriate for an undergraduate audience.
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NSBRI AREA:

PRINCIPAL INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Education and Public Outreach

Dava J. Newman, Ph.D.

Massachusetts Institute of Technology

Space Biomedical Sciences and Engineering

Curriculum and Outreach Program

Project Executive Summary

The National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) has a need to develop graduate-level

curlicuhml for students at all NSBRI consortium institutions to educate a generation of scholars

in space life sciences. There are also crucial needs to transfer adwmced space lilk sciences

knowledge into material appropriate for undergraduate courses as well as to disseminate the

material to younger students and the public. The ob.jectives of our proposed curriculum and

outreach eftkms are to develop two graduate courses, namely, &_ace Bionledical En:,,im'erin_ and

L_/'e St_pport and Sensod-Ne,ral Systems: From the Vestil_ular Periphe 0' to Motor Respcmses,

Perception _tltgl Adaptalion. The innovative modular curriculum covers eight of the twelve

NSBRI research areas and proposes a qualitative-to-quantitative progression of information and

is designed for adoption throughout NSBR! consortium institutions. A second objective is for

selected topics to be adapted for use in undergraduate courses and disseminated to thousands of

younger students and the public _hrough our proposed global outreach effort.

The proposing team includes academia and two small busincsses in partnership with the national
non-profit organization FIRST, "For Inspiration and Recognition of Science and Technology"

for our outreach program. We propose the design of a knowledge station that allows learners to

interact with curricular materials via state-of-the-art information technology and a physical

platl\_rm that is designed specifically to facilitate human interaction and learning.

The intended outcomes from our proposed program in space biomedical sciences and

engineering curriculum and outreach are to: 1) Provide multi-level space life sciences

curriculum. 2) Excite and educate the public about the wonders of science, engineering and

medicine by disseminating knowledge gained through NSBRI research. 3) Develop a set of

innovative pedagogical strategies lhat represent the applicalion of tested learning principles as a

basis for comprehensive educational evaluation tools. To maximize accessibility to educational

material, we propose the development of multimedia tools that arc particularly suited to active
learning accessible through the Internet.

The proposed evaluation plan provides assessment of the education and outreach project by
utilizing learning theory as a basis. Continuous evaluation will provide feedback for necessary

curricular enhancement and improved outreach efforts during the course of the proiect.

Traditional methods of science and engineering education can no longer be the pedagogical

model to meet the needs of a generation of students raised in an increasingly visual, interactive

information technology world. The evaluation plan will assess learning and knowledge transfer

of curriculum that makes use of these technological advances as well as assessment of the new
student (or 'learner') population.
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NSBRI AREA:

PRINCIPAl, INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Education and Public Outreach

Roland B. Smith, Jr., Ed.D.

Rice University

Outreach Program for the Professional Development

of Students and Teachers on Studies Related to

Biomedicine in Outer Space

Project Executive Summary

A unique, collaborative partnership between the University of Texas Medical Branch, Galveston

(UTMB) and Rice University (Rice) is dedicated to furthering the NSBRI mission to

communicate the significance of space life sciences and fnicrogravity biotechnology to local and

national audiences, while disseminating the biomedical knowledge gained through research

programs to the classroom and community.

Our goals are to attract young people to space-related enrichment programs, promote excellence

and innovation in America's science education system, and enhance the scientific background

among teachers, students, lheir families, and the community as a whole. This will be achieved

through a program consisting of two parts: 1) the Academic Development of High School

Students (Student Research) and 2) the Teacher h>titute for the Advancement of Space Science

Education (Teacher InstituteL Students and teachers will be involved in the ongoing space

biomedicine research projects conducted at Rice and UTMB, including those in the areas of i)

bone and musculoskelctal loss, ii) integrated human function, iii) immunology, infection, and

hematology, iv) neurovestibular adaptation, and v) technology development.

For the Student Research component, twelve high school students each year will conduct

laboratory research from June to August, taking advantage of the academic environment at both

Rice and UTMB. Their interactions will extend beyond those in their own laboratory through a

series of workshops designed to expose young scientists to researchers and the wide variety of
research being conducted in the field of space biomedicine. The research experiences will also

be supplemented by field trips designed to motivate students to pursue scientific research its a
career.

The Teacher Institute will be conducted throughout the year beginning with an intensive, two-

week session held in June. Each year, twenty secondary teachers will enhance their scientific

knowledge of space biomedicine through interactive discussions with space biomedical

researchers, a one-day, hands-on research experience, performing activities in some of the

existing NSBRI and NASA educational modules, and special tours of NASA Johnson Space

Center and Space Center Houston. Teachers will apply their knowledge to design a space

biomedicine mini-module/unit plan to be taught in class and refined fi)r publishing on the
educational resources web sites of Rice, UTMB and the NSBRI. Both student and teacher

components will be monitored and evaluated by an external evaluator,

Rice University has a long-standing commitment to the greater Houston area through its 54 K- 12

outreach initiatives, many of which are programs lk-_r student enrichment and professional

development of teachers focused in the area of science and mathematics education. UTMB has a

long-terrn interactive partnership with the nine Galveston County school districts through a
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variety of K-12 programsincludingsummersciencercscarchcamps for 7-12 gradesludcnts,
scienceleacherworkshops,and anannualRegionalScienceTeacherConference.The syncrgy
createdby thecombinedscientificand educationtd expertise at Rice and UTMB will culminate

in an outstanding program thzlt will not only benefit the pa_ticipating students and teache|s, but

also the community at-large.
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NSBRI AREA:

PRINCIPAl, INVESTIGATOR:

ORGANIZATION:

PROJECT:

Education and Public Outreach

William A. Thomson, Ph.D.

Baylor College of Medicine

From Outer Space to Inner Space: Sharing NSBRI

Progress with the Community

Project Executive Summary

Baylor College of Medicine (BCM), Space Center Houston, Houston Public Television and the

Houston Independent School District propose to convey the excitement and promise of NSBRI

space life sciences research to students, teachers and tile general public through coordinated

lormal and mlknmal educational opportunities that will be embedded within local and state

science education retk_rm programs. The proposed partnership builds on the NSBRl-funded

outreach program conducted by BCM during 1998-2000. This effort partnered scientists and

educators in the production, evaluation and dissemination of the first two units of a planned

series of elementary and middle school curriculum materials based on space biomedical themes.

It also produced bimonthly, nationally distributed radio stories on NSBR! research areas.

The new partnership will reach thousands of students, teachers and members of the general

public each year with significant science/health knowledge and skills for living. It also will

generate public awareness and appreciation of the benefits of NSBRI research. Pro, iect activities

will be aimed at middle school (grades 5-8), which has been identified as a particularly weak link
in the K-12 science/mathematics education continuum.

In addition to the primary partners, the proposed pro iect will involve: Texas A&M University,

Texas Rural Systemic Initiative, Texas Statewide Systemic Initiative and University of

Washington. Measurable project ob,jectives are: (1) Collaboratively create, evaluate and

disseminate three interdisciplinary teaching units (one pet year) on NSBRI research themes for

middle school students: (2} hnprove teacher practice and content knowledge through multiple

professional development opportunities conducted in formal and informal educational settings:

(3) Develop an online workshop resource for NSBR1 scientists to use for outreach on space life

sciences themes to teachers, students and the community-at-large: (4) Create and implement

cost-effective models fin communicating NSBRI research to local and national populations
through television and radio short-format news and newsmagazine stories.
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National Aeronau[iC6 and

Space Administration

Office of the Admlniltra(or

Washington, OC 20546-0001

Bobby Alford, M.D., CEO

National Space Biomedical Research Institute

One Baylor Plaza, NA-425

Houston, TX 77030-3498

1 6

Dear Dr. Afford:

As you know from our conversations, Mr. Goldin h_ requested that NASA and the

NSBRI work together to develop a NASA response to the important observations, findings,

and recommendations of the "Site Visit Review Report oft.he NSBRI" that was conducted on

November 28 through December 1,2000. I promised the review team members that I would

inform them of NASA's response to, and plans for implementing suggestions arising from

their review on current and future plans for how the NSBRI's work should continue. I have

received numerous inquiries about the r_sponse to the report. It is critical for our success

that we have a mutually agreed r_sponse prior to delivering Congressional testimony on the

FY 2002 budget and preparations for the FY 2003 budget. This process is beginning now
and will continue for the next 6 to 8 weeks.

I would like NSBRI to take the lead in drafting a response that identifies the main issues

in the report, and lays out the response and any plans and timelines for corrective actions.

Please coordinate your draft response with the Biomedical Research and Countermeasures

Program at Johnson Space Center and with the Bioastronaufics Research Division at

Headquarters. Chuck Sawin at JSC, and Guy Fogleman and David Tomko at Headquarters

are ready to work with you. The Office of the Chief Scientist will settle any differences, and

produce a final NASA response using your inputs. If there is any difficulty with preparing

such a response by April 1, 2001, please let me know.

ely yours,

Kat.hie L. Olsen, Ph.D.

Chief Scientist

Co;

UB/Dr. Fogleman, Dr. Tomko

JSC/SA/Dr. Sawin, Dr. Williams
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Bobby R. Alford, M.D.
Chairman of the Board and CEO

Friedkin Chair for Research in Sensory System Integration and Space Medicine

NATIONAL SPACE BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE
One Baylor PlaZa. NA-102

Houston, Texas 77030-3498

TEL: (713) 798-5g06 • FAX: (7i3) 798-3403 • E-maih bclford@iocm.rmceclu

Baylor College of Medicine

Brookhoven National
Laborato_/

Harvard Medical School

The Johns Hopkins
University

Massachusetts Institute
of Technology

Morehouse School
of Medicine

Mount Sinai School
of Medicine

March 16, 2001

(athie Olsen, Ph.D.

NASA Headquarters
Chief Scientist

300 E. Street, S.W.
Mail Code: AS
Washington, DC 20546

Dear Dr. Olsen:

Thank you for putting together the engaging Site Visit Review Team for
the NSBRI three-year review. I appreciated the leadership that you provided.
Your pre-site visit planning with us was very helpful.

Since receiving the Draft Site Visit Review Report of the National Space
Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) submitted by the Review Team, I have
given it a lot of thought and have had a great deal of input from our board
members, members of the External Advisory Council and Team Leaders. We
are gratified that the Executive Summary contained key elements that impressed
the Review Team: "the scientific strengths of the NSBRI; its progress in
developing countermeasures; its innovative scientific leadership; and, its
outstanding student trainees." We were also pleased that the Review Team
recommended that the NSBRI continue for its second five year funding period
and commended the NSBRI for providing added value. There are a few points in
the report about which there is concern.

Rice University

TexasA&M University

University of Arkansas
for Medical Sciences

University at Pennsylvania
Health. System

Below

1)

2)

I have listed those matters that I believe to be significant:

No one on the site visit team had been part of the original Institute
competitive selection process and thus there was little point of reference
to measure the NSBRI after three years against expectations that led to
its creation and selection or operation;

There were only four physicians on the fifteen member site visit team,
which is not reflective of the leadership of the NSBRI or of the leadership
of our Integrated Research Teams, or the emphasis on translational
"bench to bedside" research required for the development of
countermeasures and understanding the special clinical biomedical
requirements for solutions to the risks identified in the Critical Path
Roadmap;

Univer3;,'yof Washington



Dr. Kathie Olsen
Page Two
March 16, 2001

3) The statement in the Draft Site Visit Review Report that says "They flunk
from top to bottom, side to side, they are obviously disregarding diversity"
is a serious indictment and words to that effect are misleading and serve
to discredit (in fact, there are currently four members of our Board who
reflect ethnic and gender diversity, the External Advisory Council has
gender diversity, there have been and are several Pl's and Co-Pl's, Team
Leaders, or Associate Team Leaders that reflect ethnic, cultural and
gender diversity, and the NSBRI headquarters staff reflects diversity);

4) The Site Visit Review Report does not focus on the "new way of doing
business" NSBRI accomplishments and value but stresses instead much
more education and outreach than originally proposed or that the
available resources permit.

I have served eight years on 2 National Institutes of Health institute
National Advisory Councils, eight years as a member of NIH review committees
(chairing one of them for years), six years on the Residency Review Committee
for the Accreditation Council on Graduate Medical Education, and made and

chaired more site visits for NIH program reviews than I can remember.
Consequently, I believe I understand the site visit review process and the
associated responsibilities. I suppose that explains some of my concern over
this report. I have never been identified with a report like this one.

There is one other matter that I wish to bring to your attention. The face
page of the final report ti_at we received containing the signatures of all of the
Site Visit Review Team members has the wrong title• We are not. the National
"Science" Biomedical Research Institute.

With every good personal wish I am,

Sincerely yours,

Bobby R. Alford, M.D.

BRA:bgr

cc: Mr. Daniel S. Goldin

bcc: Ronald J. White, Ph.D.

Laurence R. Young, Sc.D.



Nalional Aeronautics and
Space Administration

Office of the Administrator

Washzngton. DC 20546-0001

Bobby R. Alford, M.D.
Chairman

National Space Biomedical Research Institute
One Baylor Plaza, NA-425
Houston, TX 77030-3498

APR 11 2C0 

D_)A_ord: _D ar "

Thank you very much for your letter of March ! 6, 200], in response to my letter of the
same day. I would have expected that many of the issues that you raised would have been
discussed with us long ago. I am glad that yoo have recognized and embraced the
complimentary aspects of the review. As you know from your long service on NIH Advisory
Councils and Review Panels, reviews conducted by independent panels of peers serve two
purposes. First, peer-panels identify the strengths of proposed research and of the scientists
managing and conducting the work. Second, they identify weaknesses that when corrected will
result in the improvement of the research effort.

In the case of the Chief Scientist's Third year review of the NSBRI, the review panel
identified key areas for improvement that need to be addressed to optimize the effectiveness of
the NSBRI's research contributions. Some require corrective action on the part of the NSBRI, some
require corrective action on the part of NASA, and some will require a collaborative NASA/NSBRI
response. Some of the key issues that were identified by the reviewers from my perspective are as
follows:

Additional resources have been provided to the NSBRI in the absence of what the review
panel called a "forward-looking strategic plan" or proposal that will critically evaluate the
prfodty and resources allocated to each area of its activities, including the research teams,
the administrative infrastructure, and its educational programs. This is a standard reguirement
for Federal agencies in funding research, and is even more important given the magnitude of
the NSBRI's budget and increases. The NSBRI must develop such a research plan, to include
a detailed operating budget that can be evaluated by peer-review to insure that current
and future allocations are appropriate and adequate

The reviewers recommended that NASA continue to fund the NSBRI as a team-based
organization, whose mission is tightly-focused and targeted to the development of
mechanism-based countermeasures. In this context, the reviewers expressed concern that
the team leaders, who are critical and integral to the focused team approach, must be
protected from accusation of real or apparent conflict of interest or cronyism. Team leader
selection must be made more transparent to protect NASA and NSBRI from any real or
perceived conflict of interest in selection of research or disbursement of Federal funds. They
recommended that the selection process for building teams using individual research grants



{following the peer review I needs to be reexamined and reformulated to provide assurance
that conflicts of interest or cronyism are avoided.

• The reviewers recommended that each NSBRI Research Team develop and publicize a long-
term strategic plan for future guidance. Such a plan will materially help the grant application
process by providing direction to the research community on the NASA's unique research
requirements for each -team's research discipline. The strategic plan must address issues

' relating to the in-flight condition and post-flight recovery of the astronauts.

• The review panel was concerned that the NASA NSBRI currently gives equal resource pdodty
to each team. The NSBRI strategic plan should address how NASA's priorities are used to

guide pdoritization of team _nding.

• _F-Regarding NSBRI education and outreach activity, the reviewers did not recommend that

NASA spend more money on these activities. They were very complimentary about the
qualify of education and outreach work being done by NSBRI. I believe that their intent is
that the NSBRI strive to make Education and Outreach a more integral part of all NSBRI's
daly activities, as opposed to a separate activity. They also recommended that NSBR! start a
university-level education program. With the already-existing strong group of students and
fellows associated with the research tasks, I think that making education and outreach a part
of each institute member's daily activities is an achievable goal and should be described in
the NSBRI strategic plan.

The panel recommended that NSBRI consider the discontinuation or the reorganization of the
new team for integrated human systems, as the reviewers were not convinced that it could
confffbute to the development of countermeasures in the near term. Since you have made
research selections and awards for this team, you obviously disagreed with the panel, and I
would like to have an explanation of your rationale for disregarding this piece of advice.

• The panel recommended that NASA conduct an external site-visit review for each individual
NSBRI team in year 5, and every 3-5 year_ thereafter.

The panel recommended that the NSBRI not be used by NASA as a "funding agency", and
that NASA Headquarters, in close cooperation with the NSBRI, the NASA Johnson Space
Center, and the Ames Research Center should extend and expand NASA's NRA grant
program to fund individual research grants that will address biomedical countermeasure
research needs.

It was recommended that the NSBRI continue to make use of outside advisors, including its
Board of Directors, its Board of Scientific Counselors, and its External Advisory Council.
However, the reviewers pointed out a need for increasing the human diversity of these
boards. The panel pointed out that increased attention is needed to human resource issues
at all levels of the NSBRI employment, especially at upper levels.

The reviewers advised that NSBRI, JSC. and NASA HQ should find ways of increasing the

accessibility of relevant performance and medical data to the scientific community.
Database development should be a priority, with appropriate access to investigators outside
NSBRI.
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• The panel recommended that NSBRI establish policies and guidelines for technology transfer,
intellectual property rights, and industrial collaborations.

Many of these items are easily addressed, as procedures have already been
implemented to answer the suggestions. Others will require additional work before they can be
reported back to the committee.

" NASA takes seriously its responsibility to insure that all segments of the American
population have the opportunity to participate in the aft parts of the NASA experience and
dreams, Mr. Goldin and I take that responsibility personally and seriously as well. i interpret the
report's strong language about our need for improved diversity as an exclamation .point about
that need rather than an indictment or an attempt to discredit us. I suggest that we put into
plqce a plan to insure that we have done our utmost to insure that all components of American
sc_iety are robust participants in all aspects of NSBRI activity.

Lastly, even though I had already left when the signature page was typed and signed, I
take full responsibility for the typographical error found only on the signature page that
incorrectly identifies NSBRIas the National Science Biomedical Research Institute. No malice was
intended, just a human error by my helpers in striving to help the review team to achieve my goal
of completing and signing the site visit report before leaving the site visit. Indeed, the President of
Baylor College of Medicine on Apnl 5 made the same error in his discussions with Senators
Hutchison and Gramm. I will see that the error is corrected on the original document so that the
permanent record of the review is accurate.

I look forward to hearing about your plans to address substantive concerns identified by
the review team as potential improvements in an already good operation.

Sincerely yours,

Kathie L.Olsen, Ph.D.
Chief Scientist

cc;
UB/Dr. Fogleman

Dr. Tomko
JSC/SA/Dr. Sawin

Dr. Williams
ULCA/Dr. Tobin
NSBRI/Dr. Young
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NATIONAL SPACE BIOMEDICAL RESEARCH INSTITUTE

One Baylor Plaza, NA-425

Houston, Texas 77030-3498

TEL: (713) 798-7412 • FAX: (713) 798-7413

April 12, 200l

Kathie L. Olsen, Ph.D.

Chief Scientist

NASA Headquarters
300 E. Street SW

Mail Code: AS

Washington, DC 20546

Dear Dr. O/sen:

Enclosed with this letter is our response to the findings and recommendations

of the "Site Visit Review Report of the National Space Biomedical Research

Institute." As you requested in your letter of March 16, we have coordinated

our response with the appropriate programs at Johnson Space Center and

NASA Headquarters. We appreciate your extending the time available for us

to prepare and coordinate our response.

We are delighted that the mutual relationship among the three parties involved

in planning and implementing the Bioastronautics Program seems to be

strengthening as a result of the meetings and telecons that have been set up to

increase our communication and cooperation. Drs. Fogleman, Rummel and

White have undertaken serious discussions on ways to improve all aspects of

our programs and we hope that the results of these discussions will be real

progress in mutually beneficial ways.

Sincerely,

Bobby R. Afford, M.D.

Enclosure

CC: Guy Fogleman, Ph.D.

John A. Rummel, Ph.D.

Ronald J. White, Ph.D.

Laurence R. Young, Sc.D.



RESPONSETO THE
SITE VISIT REVIEW REPORT OF THE NATIONAL SPACE BIOMEDICAL

RESEARCH INSTITUTE

April 5, 2001

This response was prepared by the National Space Biomedical Research Institute (NSBRI) in
coordination with the Biomedical Research and Countermeasures (Bioastronautics) Program at

Johnson Space Center, represented by John Rummel, and the Bioastronautics Research Division

at NASA Headquarters, represented by Guy Fogleman.

The NSBRI is pleased with the strong support provided in the final report of the Site Visit

Review team and is particularly delighted that the review team found that the NSBRI provided
"added value both for the institute as a whole and for individual teams" and recommended "that

NSBRI continue for its second five-year funding period." Among the many other positive

aspects of the report are the following samples of extracted comments:
• The committee was impressed by the scientific strengths of the NSBRI, by its

progress in developing countermeasures, by its innovative scientific leadership and by
its outstanding student trainees.

• We recommend that NSBRI continue to serve as a team-based organization, whose

targeted mission is the development of mechanism-based countermeasures .... The

management plans and strategies are effective overall for developing countermea-

sures. Interactions with JSC are outstanding .... The development of the critical path

roadmap is also evidence of effective, focused interaction (with JSC).

• Adequate checks, balances, and corrections are provided by the Board of Directors,

External Advisory Council, and Board of Scientific Counselors .... We recommend
that NSBRI continue to make use of its extensive network of outside advisors,

including its Board of Directors, its Board of Scientific Counselors, and its External

Advisory Council.

• We were pleased by the ability of the NSBRI leadership to make "mid-course
corrections" in its research agenda .... Priority setting and development of schedules

by NSBRI have been impressive ....... Management did not wait but made

corrections when the occasion called, which took courage. We viewed turnover

among Team Leads positively, an indication that the NSBRI management did not

hesitate to change the status quo.
• The NSBRI bone microgravity research activities have the potential to integrate and

synthesize the science relevant to understanding the risk levels associated with slSace
travel. Interactions with the muscle team are particularly useful.

• ... the existing and planned activities (of the muscle team) are sound, their approach
is innovative and unique, and the science meets the expectations of the community.
... their vision to collaborate with members of other teams to explore models

intended to study the effects of proposed countermeasures on more than one tissue,

muscle plus bone, is commendable.

• The individual projects (of the neurovestibular adaptation team) are related to one

another and the interactions between and among projects will certainly improve the

likelihood of successfully developing countermeasures. These projects also have a

definite potential to impact several health issues on Earth, particularly balance
disorders.



• Researcheffortsof theHumanPerformancegroupprovidean importantaddedvalue
to the biomedicalresearchcommunityat large.Many of thesesameproblemsfacing
astronautsarealso facedby gound personnel,pilots, shift workers,andindividuals
suffering from jet lag andaffectivedisordersrelatedto circadiandisruption.Thus,
insightsand countermeasuresderivedfrom this goup are likely to havesignificant
impacton thebroaderbiomedicalcommunityandworkforce.

• The activity of the TechnologyDevelopmentTeamis an excellentexampleof the
value addedby synergistic interactionsbetweenthe various componentsof the
NSBRI. It exemplifiesthe value of the NSBRI structurein facilitating a complex
mission-orientatedresearchanddevelopmentprogam. Much of the work performed
by this teamwould nothavebeenundertakenwithout themotivationandfacilitation
of interactionsprovidedby theNSBRI.

• Creation of the new (neurobehavioral and psychosocial factors) team constitutes a

response to a recommendation of very high priority by the National Research Council

(NRC) Strategy Report (1998) and Review of NASA's Biomedical Research Program

(2000), and it corrects a major deficit in the overall biomedical research and

countermeasures effort. The selected projects are appropriately focused on ultimate

development of countermeasures. The proposed program appears to be well-balanced

and responsive to NSBRI mission objectives.

• This (nutrition, physicalfitness and rehabilitation) research group represents a much-
needed new research direction for the NSBRI. Exercise-based countermeasures have

not been adequately validated in space and have not proved effective in preventing

cardiovascular, bone, and muscle integrity .... In general, the review team was

impressed with the direction the group has taken.
• The added value (of the smart medical systems team) to this work is enormous. Every

single project has potential clinical significance in important medical and

environmental areas including field trauma, intensive care units, and hospital based

infection monitoring and prevention. Further applications may include minimally

invasive robotic surgery. This team has an exciting approach to important medical

problems in space. They will be able to interact with other teams to enhance their
work and they will contribute to important land-based applications. The projects

have both short term and long term goals that have been appropriately set.

• NSBRI's activities enhance ongoing biomedical research in the participating

institutions. New technology and new therapeutic approaches may be widely
beneficial.

• Interaction with JSC is moving along well. The strong desirability of such interaction

was the reason for establishing NSBRI in the first place, and the collaboration is

strong in spite of budget cuts at JSC. The NSBRIJJSC interaction has allowed the

reduced JSC staffto focus their efforts on the higher CRL ratings.

• NSBRI has formed important alliances with the NIH, the Department of Energy, and

the Brookhaven National Laboratory, especially with its Booster Applications

Facility, and with the National Institute of Deafness and Communication Disorders

(NIDCD) .... There are also affiliations with foreign research centers in Germany

(Institute of Aerospace Medicine), Italy (Politecnico di Milano), France (Institute for

Space Physiology and Medicine), and Russia (Institute for Biomedical Problems) ....

These domestic and foreign affiliations should enhance the NSBRI mission

significantly. Obviously the relationship to NASA and JSC is critical and NSBRI

needs greater access to the JSC database and to astronaut medical information. NIH

funding of NSBRI investigators should allow more research productivity. The



BrookhavenNational Laboratoryhasoutstandingresearchprogramsin humanbrain
imagingand radiationbiology. Finally, the foreignaffiliations will enhanceNSBRI
outreachandeducationmissionsaswell asprovideuniquescientificopportunities.

• Thecurrent strengthof the NSBRI educationactivities restson the enthusiasmand
commitmentof the core team led by Dr. Marlene MacLeish and the efforts of
individualscientists.... Thecommitteeagreedthatboth thecommitmentof theteam
and thequality of their activitiesis excellent.... NSBRI hasdonean excellentjob
creating grades5-12 curriculum materialsthat stimulate interest in science and
strengthenstudents'inquiry methods.Materialsshownwere evidenceof committed
collaborationof personswhobelievestronglyin theeducation/outreachmission.

• The synergygrantsaregreat.Theypromoteinterdisciplinaryprojectsand contribute
to thevalue-addedaspectof NSBRI.

• Thefactthateverybodymustrecompeteattheendof grantfunding is applauded.

We.,_fullyrecognizethat severalof the recommendationsof the Site Visit Review committee
require further actionon the part of theNSBRI and/orNASA and we have alreadybegun to
develop and implementplans for correctiveactions,where appropriate. These include the
following:

Whetheror not the additional funding is provided,we strongly recommendthat NSBRI,
underits newDirector,promptlypreparea forward-lookingstrategicplan,which canthenbe
properly reviewed.The new plan shouldcritically evaluatethe priority and resources
allocatedto each area of its activities, including the researchteams,the administrative
infrastructure,andits educationalprograms.

Although it clearly was not obvious to the review committee prior to their site visit,

the NSBRI had developed a forward-looking strategic plan and coordinated that plan
with the NASA Administrator, the former Associate Administrator for Life and

Microgravity Sciences, the former Life Sciences Division at NASA Headquarters, the

Director of Johnson Space Center, and the Director of Space and Life Sciences at

JSC. The competitive expansion of the Institute consortium, the development of

management infrastructure, and the release of two competitive research

announcements and one competitive education and outreach announcement were all

carried out as part of that plan. The NSBRI certainly expects to continually evaluate

its strategic plan and to involve the Director in that evaluation.

We recommend that the leadership make the process of team leader selection l_ore

transparent, in order to avoid any appearance of cronyism. NSBRI's credibility and its

effectiveness in recruiting new researchers will depend on management's ability to manage

apparent or potential conflicts of interests, especially at the level of team leaders.

_" Real or apparent conflict of interest and cronyism have been among the concerns of

the Institute since its inception. Management has engaged several groups in active

discussion of this issue, including our External Advisory Council and most panels

reviewing proposals under the leadership of the Board of Scientific Counselors. With

the assistance of these groups, we are in the process of formulating a plan to select

team leaders using a process that removes them completely from the standard project

competition and bases their selection on both scientific and management criteria. In a

certain sense, team leaders are analogous to NIH intramural laboratory heads and the

new process will recognize that fact.



Becauseof the increasingpotentialfor conflict of interest,we recommendthat the selection
process(following peerreview)shouldbereexaminedandreformulated.

)' This issueis tied closely to the precedingone. Reformulationof the team leader
selectionprocessto removethem fully from the standardcompetitionwill address
this issueaswell.

• We strongly recommendthe establishmentof a university-level education program-
especiallyat consortiuminstitutions-thattakesadvantageof the ability of spaceresearchto
excitestudentinterestin NASA' s andNSBRI'slong-termgoals.

)" The NSBRI is awareof the ability of spaceresearchto excite studentinterest in
NASA's andits own long-termgoals. Plansto aggressivelypursuethis aspectof the
Institute's programwerenot includedin theoriginal, competitivelyselectedproposal
andhavenotcompetedwell for the limitedfundsthattheInstitutehasobtainedto this
point becauseof otherhigh priority activitiesmoredirectly relatedto the Institute's
researchagenda.This topic will be discussedwith our investigatorsat our next full
Instituteretreatin January2002.

To increasethe pool of futurespaceresearchers,we stronglyrecommendincreasedsupport
and coordinationof NSBRI's educationalprograms.Additional funding should track the
increasein NSBRI's budget.Rather than increasingeducationalactivities in vacuo, we

recommend significant integration of educational and research efforts, and we suggest future

reviews include the evaluation of the plan and the accomplishments of this effort.

)" Support for the Institute's educational programs has already "tracked the increase in

NSBRI's budget." As the Institute's funding for research doubled this past year, so

has the funding for education. In addition, over $1,000,000 in other selectable project

proposals are on "hold," pending identification of a funding source. With the

appropriate increase in our budget for next year, the education program could grow to
over three times its original size. The Education and Outreach group has been

elevated to team status and will be managed accordingly.

We strongly recommend increased attention to human resource issues at all levels of NSBRI

employment, especially at upper levels.
_" Although the NSBRI has been and will continue to be concerned about human

resource issues, the force with which this issue is expressed in the review report is

surely a result of misinformation. There are currently four members of our Board of
Directors who reflect ethnic and gender diversity, three members of our External

Advisory Council are female as are five of our Team Leaders or Associate Team

Leaders, and our Principal and Co-Investigators reflect ethnic, cultural and gender

diversity. Of the thirteen members of the NSBRI Headquarters staff, only two are
white male.

In establishing future priorities, we urge NSBRI to consider the recent determination by
NASA that radiation is the number one health-and-safety issue associated with deep space

flight.
The NSBRI understands and will make appropriate use of this relative importance in

determining future program growth.



We recommendthat NSBRI considerthe discontinuationor the reorganizationof the new
teamfor integratedhumansystems.

_" This teamis being restructured.An advisorygroup,chairedby F. EugeneYatesof
UCLA, will meet in May 2001 to makerecommendationsconcerningthe optimal
approachto takein thatrestructuring.

NSBRI, JSC,and NASA Headquartersshouldfind waysof increasingthe accessibilityof
relevantperformanceandmedicaldata.... Databasedevelopmentshouldbea priority, with
appropriateaccessto investigatorsoutsideNSBRI.

)- All partiesagreethat this is an issuewhosetime hascometo settle. A newworking
groupis beingestablishedto dealwith thismatter. Giventhe appropriateincreasein
thebudgetfor FY 2002,fundingto thisareawill increasesignificantly.

We recommendthata NASA externalreviewbescheduledfor eachindividual teamin year
3, andevery3-5yearsthereafter.

_. We do not agreewith this recommendation.The timing is inappropriate.Year 5 is
FY 2002andteamsarejust beginningtheir newresearchprogramnow, in mid-2001.
TeamReviewssuchastheseshouldbecoupledto thefive-yearreviewof theInstitute
andshouldprecedethat full reviewby two-fourmonths. Then, thefull review could
focuson Institute-wideissuesratherthanteam-relatedissues.


